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ANY word of introduction to Professor Bruce Manning Metzger
will be superfluous for almost everyone who consults this volume.
By his fruit we all have known him: scholar extraordinaire,
devoted churchman, Christian gentleman. Yet, for the record
and for those who may know him only through his name on a
title page, we offer these few introductory words of appreciation.

Surely Bruce Metzger is best known as a scholar of the first
rank, whose name is recognized everywhere in the world that
has been reached by biblical scholarship. The combination of
his theological training and his doctoral studies in Greek and
Latin Classics, blended and refined by an exacting and orderly
mind, issued in numerous original contributions across the
fields of philology ; palaeography and manuscript studies ; Graeco-
Roman religions ; early church history ; biblical literature
generally ; and biblical manuscript studies, textual criticism, and
versions in particular. In addition, he has provided us with
numerous New Testament tools and studies, not only indirectly
through editing a series by that name, but directly through his
participation in a project that produced the United Bible Societies’
Greek New Testament and its Textual Commentary and another that
will bring a revision of the Revised  Standard Vehvz, as well as
through his standard handbooks on the New Testament text
and versions and his numerous large-scale bibliographies that
permit researchers no excuse for ignoring the scholarship of the
past. In all of these endeavours over many years, Bruce Metzger
has provided to his colleagues and to students everywhere a
sterling model of meticulous attention to detail and of informed
thoroughness. To be sure, he has not been one who casts radical
hypotheses before his colleagues to draw them into sharp conflict
or bitter dialogue, nor could he ever be characterized as one who
let himself be drawn into the arena of personal polemic or of
criticism destructive of the work of others. Rather, his has been
a labour of solid, sensible, and lasting scholarship on his own
part, appreciating and utilizing the similarly solid scholarship
of others, and of quiet diligence behind-indeed, above-
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the noisy turbulence and wearying pettiness sometimes witnessed
on the academic battlefield. In recognition of his many con-
tributions to scholarship, he was elected in the successive years
I 97 I-Z as president of the Society of Biblical Literature and the
international Studiorum Novi Testamenti Societas, and most
recently, in 1978,  as Corresponding Fellow of the British Aca-
demy.

Scholarship, however, has never been an end in itself for
Bruce Metzger. Always his work has been the product of a
genuine churchman, as his accompanying vita and bibliography
attest. This concern of a scholar-servant is reflected in many of
his writings, especially the bibliographies and handbooks, and
is evident both in his service on biblical translation and revision
committees and in his willingness to give regularly of his time
and expertise to committees and conferences in his own com-
munion, the United Presbyterian Church in the USA, and
beyond.

In these activities and in every other aspect of his life, Bruce
Mctzger is above all a Christian gentleman. Always he can find a
kind word for any and all ; indeed, who has heard him utter an
unkind word about anyone ? When in disagreement, he shows
no irritation, no harshness, no rancour; when badgered by
cranks, he evinces no ridicule or scorn. His consideration for
others encompasses all-those who would be agreeable and
supportive, as well as those who would disagree or even exploit
him. One of the delights of sharing his company is to hear his
anecdotes-often highly personal, little-known narratives about
well-known scholars of the past-which are always enlightening,
never denigrating, and invariably full of love for people. Bruce
Metzger has not forgotten that scholars, too, are people and that
as human beings they are far more important-and inevitably
more interesting-than they are merely as scholars.

We have purposely set out to capture as much of Bruce
Metzger himself as we possibly could in a Festschrift.  First, we
knew the volume had to be in the area of his-and our-scholarly
expertise: New Testament textual criticism. In this respect we
could have produced a volume of highly technical articles in
which textual critics speak to one another. We chose rather to
produce a volume that, as much as our individual capabilities
might allow, would be characterized by scholarly expertise but
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at the same time would be useful well beyond the world of
scholarship per se. Thus this volume is designed in many ways
to be a supplement to Bruce Metzger’s own studies, by offering
a score of models of textual criticism at work as its methods
and insights are applied to specific New Testament texts. The
second part of the book reflects his interests in the process of
textual transmission and translation.

Secondly, we have tried to reflect Bruce Metzger’s international
and ecumenical interests by inviting a broad range of scholars
to submit papers. Included, therefore, are the best-known
scholars working in textual studies today. But also included
are some lesser known, younger American scholars, persons
who will help-we hope-to carry on the rich tradition of
textual scholarship in America. Yet this is by no means simply
an American production. Scholars from numerous nationalities
and countries have sent contributions (Holland, England, Scot-
land, Wales, Germany, France, Italy, Israel, Japan, USSR,
Canada, and the United States). The editors take this multi-
national response to be a tribute in itself to Bruce Metzger’s
achievements and influence, as well as an indication of deeply
felt personal affection from many quarters.

Finally, it should be noted that of those who were initially
invited to contribute to this volume, eight scholars, for a variety
of reasons, were unable to submit papers. They, too, wish to
join us in this word of appreciation: T. Baarda, Kenneth W.
Clark (d. 27 July IgTg),  Bonifatius Fischer, OSB, J. Harold
Greenlee, A. J. B. Higgins, Carlo M. Martini, SJ, Irving Alan
Sparks, and M. Jack Suggs.

The editors have worked closely with Bruce Metzger in a
variety of settings, especially as members of the American
Committee of the International Greek New Testament Project
and as the Steering Committee of the New Testament Textual
Criticism Seminar of the Society of Biblical Literature. For us
this present volume has been a labour of love and appreciation,
and it carries sincere thanks and best wishes.

The Editors
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AC0

BNTC

CChL (for CChr)
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GNO
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ST

Acta Conciliorum Oecumenicorum (ed. E.
Schwartz ; 4 ~01s. ; Berlin/Leipzig)

Black’s NT Commentaries (British edition of
HNTC)

Corpus Christianorum, Series Latina  (Turn-
hout)

Clavis Patrum Graecorum (Corpus Christia-
norum,  Series Graeca ; Turnhout)

Corpus Sacrae  Scripturae  Neerlandicae Medii
Aevi (Leiden)

Gregorii Nysseni Opera (ed. W. Jaeger et aZ.;
Berlin)

Migne, Patrologia Graeca (Paris)
Migne, Patrologia Latina  (Paris)
New Century Bible (London)
Patrologia Syriaca (ed. R. Graffin; Paris)
Papyrologische Texte und Abhandlungen

(Bonn)
Sitzungsberichte der bayerischen Akademie der

Wissenschaften; philosophisch-philologische
und historische Klasse (Munich)

Studi  e Testi (Rome)
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1 .  Mat thew I I : q//Luke  I O: 2 I

A. F. J. KLIJN

‘E~o,!~oXoyoi$ai  006, n&p,  K~PLE 706  otjpavov^  KU: 75~ yijs. T h e s e
nine words are the same in both Matthew and Luke. In both
Gospels, however, they have come down to us with many
variant readings in the MSS of the NT and quotations in ecclesi-
astical writings. Some of these readings are supported by
Marcion  and the Diatessaron, which poses the question of the
mutual relationship between Marcion’s Gospel and the Diates-
saron on the one hand and the MSS of the NT on the other.

Apart from an interesting textual tradition, we also have to
draw attention to the origin and background of these words.
Since they occur only in Matthew and Luke, they are supposed
to have been present in the source Q. This, however, does not
say very much about their origin, because Q appears to have
been made up of a number of traditions. It is generally agreed
that the saying belongs to the older strata of Q. R. Bultmann
supposed that it belonged to the Aramaic community, and he did
not exclude the possibility that it was once spoken by Jesus
himself.1 J. Jeremias also accepted a Palestinian background.2
,Recently,  however, S. Schulz opted for a Hellenistic-Jewish-
Christian background.3

We shall see that the usage and content are typically Jewish.
Such an investigation is necessary because this origin might
have been a source of textual corruption. The Jewish character
of a given passage in the NT might have been so offensive to
Greek ears that adaptation was required. On the other hand,
we notice that passages which show some similarity with the
wording of the LXX were sometimes brought into agreement
with the OT to an even greater extent. This seems sufficient

1 R. Bultmann, Die Geschichte  der s-bttichen  Trudi~ion  (6th edn.; Gijttingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, I g64),  I 7 1-2.

2 J. Jeremias, Jveutestamentliche  Z&ologie I. Teil: Die JW&zdigung  Jesu  (Giitersloh:
Mohn, Ig71),  185.

3 S. Schulz, Q: Die Spruchquelle  der Evangel&en (Ziirich: Theologischer Verlag,
X972), 217.
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reason to say something about some exegetical problems related
to these words.

The word ~~o,u~hoyo$~~~  is, according to Schulz, ‘eine un-
griechische Wendung’.4 This is true in places where the word
means ‘to thank’ or ‘to praise’, which is the case here. Josephus
does not use the word in this sense,5 while Philo is known to use
‘norrnalerweise  EZ;XCL~L~TEL^V  als Ausdruck fur das Danken Gottes’.b
Only in the LXX does ~~O,ZO~O~O@KU  occur frequently in the
sense of ‘to thank’ or ‘to praise’. Here it renders the verb 37”
in the hiphil followed by the preposition 3.7 The word is
usually found in the first person singular or plural future fol-
lowed by a dative, specifically : (~4)  KVp+ ; COL,  K&pLE ; T@

&&; UOL,  0’ Ms.  The word EI?XCZ~LOTCZ  is found only in originally
non-Hebrew parts of the LXX.

The word E)~~~oAoyo$.~uL  does not occur often in the NT.
Apart from the active form in Luke 22 : 6, we meet it followed
by an accusative, e i t h e r  76s  cij_uzp&s  or &is  7~pd&bs  ahi%,

in Matt. 3 : G//Mark I : 5 ; Jas. 5 : 16 and Acts I g : 18. In these
places the word renders the idea ‘to confess’. The word occurs
four additional times followed by the dative : Matt. I I : 25//
Luke IO : 2 I ; Rom. 14 : I I and 15 : g, the last two being quota-
tions from Isa. 45 : 23 and Ps. 18 : 50. Here the word means ‘to
thank’ or ‘to praise’. Finally, the word is followed by &L in
Phil. 2 : I I, where it is generally agreed that it means ‘to admit’
or ‘to acknowledge’.8 Apart from the two quotations in Romans,
only in Matt. I I : 25//Luke  IO : 2 I is the word ~~o~ohoyo+u~

to be rendered ‘to praise’ or ‘to thank’. The NT writers or-
dinarily use the verb +apumcZ  to express this idea.

The early versions of the NT do not differ very much from the
Greek usage. The Latin versions have chosen the word conjteri

4 Schulz, Q, 2 I 7. Cf. A. Resch,  Aussercanonische Paralleltexte zu den Evangelien II.
Paralleltexte LU Lucas (TU I o/3 ; Leipzig; Hinrichs, I 895))  I 98.

s See A Complete Concordance to Flavius Josephus  (ed. K. H. Rengstorf;  2 ~01s.;
Leiden: Brill, x973--5),  I 24-5.

6 J. M. Robinson, ‘Die Hodajot-Formel  in Gebet und Hymnus  des Frtih-
christenturns’, Apophoreta:  Festschrzfii  fiir Ernst Haenchen (BZNW 30; Berlin: Topel-
mann, rg64), 198.

7 A Concordance to the Septuagint (eds. E. Hatch and H. Redpath;  2 ~01s.;  Oxford:
Clarendon, r 897))  I .4gg.

s See R. P. Martin, Carmen Christi:  Philippians ii.pzz  in Recent Interpretation and
in the Setting of Ear+ Christian Worship (SNTSMS 4; London/New York: Cambridge
University, rg67), 263-5; and J. Gnilka, Der Philipperbrief  (HTKNT 10/g; Frei-
berg: Herder, 1g68),  128-g.

Matthew II: 25 /I Luke IO: 21 5

to render i~o~ohoyoi$.~ur  and gratias agere as a translation of
~6xap~arcL The word conzteri  is followed by a dative in passages
where 2fopoXoyo@~~  is to be understood as ‘to thank’ or ‘to
praise’ (i.e. Matt. I I : 25//Luke  IO : 2 I ; Rom. 14 : I I ; 15 : g)
and by an accusative in the other passages where its meaning is
‘to confess’. The Syriac translations use the word yd’ in the
hiphil  followed by the preposition I to express ‘to praise’ or ‘to
thank’, and ‘al or b to render the idea ‘to confess’. However,
the Syriac does not clearly distinguish between E’~O~O~O~O~+LCZL

and dxapcad, since both can be translated byyd’ in the hiphil
followed by 1.

The use of Z[opohoyo+aL  to mean ‘to thank’ or ‘to praise’ in
Matt. I I : 25//Luke  IO : 21 is therefore a Septuagintalism, and
is an exceptional usage both in the NT and in contemporary
writers like Phi10 and Josephus. The normal usage is &xup~a~ij.

We may add that the same is true with regard to later Christian
authors, as is evidenced by usage in the Apostolic Fathers.9

T h e  eXpreSSiOn  KZ$LE 705  OI?~UVO~^  KU: T?j$ ~5s iS alSO UniqUe in

the NT. The words ‘Lord of heaven and earth’ are well known
from Jewish prayers. 10 This parallel may be of importance for
the exegesis of this passage, but it is hardly acceptable that this
usage influenced the transmission of the text. However, we
must not overlook the fact that these and similar words are often
met in the LXX. We give the following possibilities :

0’ K&pLOS  706  o~?puvov^  KU:  TfjS @js Tobit 7 : I 7 ( B A )
(G) K&~LOS  705  o$puvov^  Tobit 7 : I 2 (S) ; 7 : I 7 (S) ; IO : I I (S) ;

IO: 13 (BA); Judith 5: 8; Dan. 2: 3 7
(d) &&  705 otjpuvoi?  Kd T+ yijs  2 Esd. 5 : I I

(6) &C$S  706 otjpavov^  2 Esd. 5: 12;  6: g, I O; 7: 12, 21, 2 3 ;
I I: 4, 5; 12: 4, 20; Tobit 7: 13 (S); 8: 15 (S) ;  Judith

: 17 ; Dan. 2 : 44 and passim, but cf. &jo~ohoy&&
:i 0&j  TOi?  oGpavov^  Ps. 135 : 26 (LXX)

(G) ‘KdpLAS  6 &dS 706  06pUVOv^  KU; d I%& T+S ~9s  Gen.  24 : 3, 7
(d) KdpLOs (6) his TOi?  o~puvoi?  2 Esd. I : 2 ; Jonah I : g

9 The word Z~opoXoyoCpa~  with a dative is found in z Clem.  61: 3 and Herm.
Man. 10.3.2  and in quotations from the OT in Barn. 6: 16; z Clem. 26: 2; 48: 2;
52: 1-2. In all other occurrences it is followed by an accusative in the sense of
‘to  confess’.

10 See G. Dalman, Die W’orteJesu  (2nd edn.; Leipzig: Hinrichs, rg3o),  1.2g8-g;
Str-B, I ,607; Jeremias, Theologie, 182-3; Robinson, ‘Hodajot-Formel’, 205-6.
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It appears from this survey that the LXX prefers to omit the
words KU; +js y+. It is also evident that the expression ‘Lord’
or ‘God of heaven and earth’ is usually met in the later writings
of the OT.

From all this it appears that the words 2~o~ohoyo+al  CTOL,
~d-r~:p,  K6pLE TOO 06pavov^  KU; T?S ySs are unique in the NT but
that parallels are available in the LXX. We cannot afford to
overlook this phenomenon if we are going to evaluate the variant
readings properly.

Let us turn, then, to the transmission of the text. Starting from
the accepted text, ~~o~oAo~o@Lu~  (TO&, &E/3, K;pLE TOi? O_;pUVOv^

Kd +js y+, we find the following variant readings in the
MSS :

om. Kal  7Gjs  y;is &I45

Matthew: - K&pLE  n&p 440

Starting from the text of the Vulgate, ConJiteor  tibi, Pater,
Domine caeli et terrae, we find the following variant readings in the
MSS :

Luke : confitebor ff 2
confiter (confiteor is probably intended) d
- Domine  Pater c e f ff2 i
0712.  Pater a( ?)
ac 1. et i

Matthew : Deus Pater ffl
add. Deus post Domine b
- Domine Pater c
om. Domine  1

The words are quoted with some variations by the following
early writers :

Marcion:  Gratias . . . ago et confiteor, domine  coeh, . . . (apuci‘
Tert. adv. Marc. 4.25.1  [CChL  1.6101)

Gratias ago et confiteor 1. confiteor
om. tibi Pater
om. et terrae

Matthew II: 25 /I Luke IO: 21 7

ElJXuplari;j  CTOL, K&pLE 705 odpavov^  (spud  Epiph. haer. 42. I I .6
[GCS 2.1 I O])

Marcosians: &fopoXoy+opl (TO&, ?Tchp, ICGPLE r&v 06puv&J KUl

+s yfs (spud I r e n .  adu. haer. 1.20.3  [ H a r v e y ,  1801)

2~0pohoy+opa~  1. ~~opoXoyoi+ab

T&V 06pavdv 1. ~06 odpavov^

~6 '~0?~8Ui'KdV (according to NT codex 1424)  : &XU~LCTT&

&xapLon_Z  1. ~~opohoyoi+ab

Clement of Alexandria: ~~o,t~~hoyo$.&  CTOL, nchp, d OE& 705

O~~UVO~^  Kd T+~S y;is (paed.  I .32.2 [GCS 1 .Iog])

d f%ds 1. KZ;PLE

Or&n: ~~O,LbO~OyOi?,UU~ (TO&, 7&p, K&p&E 7-05 O?+VOv^ KU; 7jjS  yi-js

(or- 14.5 [GCS 2.3331)

E7?XCLpMJTEt^&@ 7TUTp+& &VTOi?,  KU&I 62 06pUVOv^  K&y+...

(fi. 239 in Matt. I I: 25 [GCS 12. I I 21)

+apbarei 1. ~~opoXoyoi7pac

om. 706 et T+

Pater, gratias tibi ago, quoniam . . . (horn. 14.4 in Num.
[GCS  7-71)

Pseudo-Clement: Z~o~oXoyo~+.&  (TOL, 7&p TOi? O;pUVOv^  KU; Tfs

y;is (horn. 8.6 [GCS I. 1241)

OKI. Kt_+LE

~~opoXoyoqml  UOL, K&p&E rov^ 06pav0i?  Kai T+ y;is (horn. 18.15

[GCS I .248])

om. &-~p

Confiteor tibi, pater, domine  caeli et terrae (rec. 4.3.5
[MPG 1.13171)

II In haer. 21.6.2 (GCS x.245) Epiphanius gives a free rendering of the text in
the following way: r&p, K&Q 70~1  oGpavov^  Kal  T+S y;is.  In the scholion  in 42.11.15
(GCS 2.132),  Epiphanius writes that Marcion omits the words nchp  and Kal ~jis

yijs.  He does not say anything about the reading ~~xapun~  in Marcion. This
seems to lend support that Epiphanius accepted this reading as part of the standard
text; see also +YZ.
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Epiphanius : E;xapLOTS  UOL, 7X&p,  K6pLE  06pUUOv^  Kd y$$ (hat?r.

40.7.9 [ G C S  2.891)

+apwrd  1. &fo~oXoyoi3j_ha~

0172.  TOG  et T;~S

Hesychius : 2S‘opOXOyrj~Opal  UOL, K;,lE,  7&p 706  ot?pauov^  Kal
T?S r?s (Ps. tit. 21.4 [MPG 27.728~1)

<fopoXoyjaopab  1. 2~opohoyoi+ab

- K+E &Ep

Augustine: Confiteor tibi, domine,  pater caeli et terrae (serm.
24.4 [CChL  41 l 3291)
- domine  pater

Confiteor tibi, domine  caeli et terrae (enarr.  in Ps. 7. rg and
8.6 [CChL  38.48, 511)

0172.  pater

Confitebor tibi, pater, domine  caeli et terrae (enarr.  in Ps.
I I 8.4 [CChL  40. I 6751)

confitebor 1. confiteor

Jerome: Confiteor tibi, domine,  pater caeli et terrae (qu.  hebr.
Gen. 2g:35 [CChL 72.351; comm.  Ps. 135 [CChL 72.2411)
- domine  pater

Confitebor tibi, domine,  pater caeli et terrae (comm.  Isa.
I I [CChL 73.4491)

confitebor 1. confiteor
- domine  pater

Diatessara :

Venetian :~z Gratia referisco a ti Pare misser de cielo et de la
terra

Gratia referisco 1. Z~o~oXoyo+~~

Liege :13 ic danke di Vader  here van hemelrike en van ertrike
ic danke 1. &$opoXoyo+a~

*2 IL Diatessaron in Volgare  Italian0  (ed. V. Todesco, P. A. Vaccari, M. Vattasso;
ST 81; Rome: Biblioteca  Vaticana, rg38), 63.

13 The Lit!ge  Diatessaron (ed. D. Plooij, C. A. Phillips, A. H. A. Bakker; Ver-
handlingen der Koninklijke Nederlandsche Akademie van Wetcnschappen, afd.
Letterkunde, N.R., Dee1  311612;  Amsterdam, 1931).

Matthew II: 25 I/ Luke IO: 21 9

gEphraem Yr 114 w-hz”  d-mawde”  ‘annd lgk ‘abbe”  dba-s’mayydyawmyk
‘emar mawdt!  ‘annaA  lik ‘alliha” ‘abbe”  m&-a”  da-sinayyd  wad-ar’a”.

Ephraem: om. K&E

0172. T;~S r;is

Greek, according to Ephraem: 0’ 8&s  n&p  K6pLE  2. TX&~

K;PLE

Zacharias Chrysopolitanus : Confiteor tibi, domine,  pater coeli
et terrae (2472.  ex quat. 1.5 [ M P L  186.67a]).  Later (c.
2 14a) he cites the text in the same form, but adds : Ex-
sultans in spiritu sancto . . . loquebatur, gratias agit et
exsultat in Patre . . . Confessio  non semper poenitentiam
sed aliquando gratiarum actionem significat.  In hoc
quod ait, Pater . . . Domine, Creatorem coeli et terrae . . .
- domine  pater

With regard to this survey we may say a few words. The text
of Marcion  according to Tertullian and Epiphanius deviates.
Tertullian adds the word conjteor  after gratias ago. This addition
is possibly from the hand of Tertullian, which means that
Marcion’s text probably read ~dxupta~&~s

In Codex 1424 with the text of the NT there are occasional
marginal  notes t0 Variant readings from 76  ‘IOV8dKdV.  Un-

doubtedly this was a Jewish Christian Gospel, but it is uncertain
whether it was one of the Gospels known to us, viz. the Gospel
according to the Hebrews, the Ebionite Gospel, or the Gospel
according to the Nazoraeans. If it really goes back to the
Gospel of the Nazoraeans, we must conclude that EI&~KT& is
a translation of an originally Aramaic word. Since in Semitic
languages both 2[o~oXoyo@a~  and E~XCL~UTT~  are rendered with
the same word, as we have noted above, it is impossible to
decide which word is supported by this witness.16

I4  L. Leloir, Saint Ephrem: Commentaire  de l’I?vangile  concordant, texte syriaque
(Manuscrit  Chester Beatty Tog), (Chester Beatty Monographs 8; Dublin: Hodges
Figgis, rg63), 48. The Armenian version renders the same text. See L. Leloir,
Saint Ephrem: Commentaire  de l’I&angile  concordant, version armknienne  (CSCO I 37/Arm,
I ; Louvain,  1g53),  140; translation (CSCO 145/Arm.  2; Louvain,  1g54),  IOI.

*5 Cf. D. Plooij, A Further Study of the Lidge Diatessaron (Leyden: Brill, Ig25), 82:‘ . . . the addition “et conzteor” by Tertullian appears rather one of his frequent
remarks in which he explains or corrects a reading divergent from the Greek
Text he is acquainted with’.

I6 Cf. Hennecke-Schneemelcher, Neutestamentliche  Apocryphen  (2 ~01s.;  Ttibingen:
Mohr [Siebeck], rgsg), 1.90.
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The reading in the Latin translation of Origen’s horn. 14 in
,Numeros,  gratias ago, may be due to the translator.17 This indeed
seems most probable since in the Greek text of de oratione the
word ~~opohoyo+m~ is used. However, Origen certainly pre-
ferred the word l Z;xup~c&  in free renderings of the text as
appears from the catena fragment of his interpretation of
Matthew. We shall go into this usage of Origen’s later.

The text of the Pseudo-Clementines is not clear, since in one
passage the word &T~P  is omitted and in another K6pLE.  This
only proves that it was apparently easy to omit one or the other
of these two words. The text of the Recognitions was clearly
adapted to the accepted Latin text.

It is interesting that Ephraem quotes a Greek text known to
him. It has been said that the words mawde  ‘annd betray an
underlying Greek phrase containing ~I;xupca~&~*  This sup-
position, however, is absolutely unnecessary since materdt!  ‘anna”
followed by I is a rendering of both &xup~a~&  and E'~~,uoXoy~~pu~~~

Augustine and Jerome usually conform to the standard text.
The variant readings are obviously due to their free renderings
of the text. For this reason they are interesting, since from these
readings one can gather the influences to which the words were
subjected. Authors who quoted these texts show a tendency to
write domine  pater instead of pater domine,  and in passages where
they also quoted from the OT one of the numerous texts with
the verb conztebor,  they sometimes conform the word conzteor
to this tense of the verb.

Finally, we wonder which reading was known to Zacharias
17 Cf. the free rendering in Jerome, tract. Ps. 92: 5 (CChL  78.433): Puter, grutius

ago tibi, quiu abscond&i . . . .
I* Plooij, Further  Study, 83. Cf. the translation in Leloir, fixte syriuque, 49:

Grutius ago tibi, Puter cuelestis,  Graecus dicit:  Grutius ago tibi, Deus Puter, Domine
cueli et terrue. See also G. Quispel, ‘L’I?vangile  selon Thomas et le Diatessaron’,
VC 13 (Ig5g),  105 n. 26.

I9 Cf. L. Leloir, Le Tknoignuge  d’Ephrem SW le Diutessuron  (CSCO 227/Subs.
19; Louvain,  Ig62), 145: ‘La distinction que Mr Quispel Ctablit, & propos de ce
passage, entre 1~0~ohoyoi?~al  UOL et +upso~& UOL  ne peut s’appuyer sur le ttmoi-
gnage d’Ephrem, car, et dans le syriaque [muwde^],  et dans l’armtnien [gohunum],
le terme est exactement le mCme que dans les versions vulgates correspondantes,
syp et Z [scil. syrpeshitto  and ed. Zohrab]‘. See also I,. Leloir, L’l?vungile  d’Ephrem
d’aprks  les owwes  kditkes (CSCO 18a/Subs.  12 ; Louvain,  Ig58), 24, with quotations
in Ephraem which are in agreement with the text in syrp.  In L. Leloir, Citations
du A’ouveau  Testament dans l’ancienne  tradition urmknienne [Tom-e] I: L’kvungile  de Mut-
thieu (CSCO 283/Subs.  3 I ; Louvain,  rg67), 159,  with reference to quotations in
Armenian writers, we do not find any variations from the standard Armenian text,

Matthew II: 25 // Luke IO: 21 I I

Chrysopolitanus. According to some he is supposed to be a
witness for the reading gratias ago.20 However, this seems to be
contrary to Zacharias’ own text and comments. In column 67”
he renders the text of the Vulgate. In 2 14”  he speaks of gratias
agit et exsultat  in a free rendering of the passage, but he continues :
Confessio non semper  poenitentiam sed aliquando gratiarum actionem
signzjicat. This clearly shows that he is explaining the word con-
@ear to his readers, who were obviously acquainted with this
rendering.

The fact that conjteor  is an equivalent of gratias ago was well
known among Christian authors. Following the quotation in
de oratione, Origen says : 76 yhp ccE)f~p~h~y~i7~~~”
cc 9
EVXCLPtOTi;)".

hOv &Ti T&

4
We find the same in his sel. in Ps. 135:  2 :21

~~O/_&Ohdy?luLS  T’ljl’ E6XCLpLUThV  KU;  Sofohoylav  cq+!_LUlVEL.  F i n a l l y ,
we read in Isidore of Seville, etymol.  6. r 9.75 :22 Exomologesis
Graeco  vocabulo  dicitur,  quod Latine confessio  interpretatur, cuius
nominis  duplex sig@catio  est. Aut enim in laude intelligitur confessio
sicut est-cit. Matt. I I : 25-: aut dum quisque conjtetur sua peccata
ab eo indulgenda, cuius indejiciens  est misericordia.

We can summarize the variant readings in MSS of the NT
and ecclesiastical authors in this way:

~~~pohoyrjaopu~  1. $opohoyo$xt~ ALk ff2tLk)  dLk Marcosians
Hesychius AugustinePt  Jeromep’

EdXU)3bt7T& 1. &JOpoAOyO~puc DiatessaronVL MarcionTE
Origen*‘“*  JVum*  Epiphanius

om. OOL MarcionT
om. 7dTEp FLk a ( ?) Lk MarcionTE  Ps-Clement”““.
om. K~~LE lMf Ps-Clementhorn* Ephraem”p

AugustinePt

- KZ$~LE  7dTEp  440Mt cMt euE ffzLk iLk J e r o m e @  AugustinePt
Hesychius Zacharias

d &ds 1. K6pCE  fflMt  Clement-Alex
d &ds  ante 7dTcp EphraemGreek
d &ds  post K6pLE bMt
Tbh oGpav&h  1. TO6 o6puvoi7  Marcosians
om. 705 et Ti$ Origen”’ EpiphaniusPt
om. Kal T’fiS y;is P45 MarcionTE  Ephracm

20 Plooij, Further Study, 83, and Quispel, ‘L’fivangile  selon Thomas’, 105 n. 26.
21 MPG 12.  x653d.  Similar remarks are found in Eusebius,

4.141) and Chrysostom, horn. 38.2 in Mt. (MPG 57.429).
e.th. 3.2 (GCS

22 W. M. Lindsay, ed. (Oxford: University Press, 191  I) vol. I.
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We may quickly dispense with some of these variants: e.g.
the omission of (TOG in Marcion,  which is present only in Tertul-
lian.23 The same omission in Origen is simply due to his free
rendering of the passage in this place. Furthermore, it is im-
possible to say whether Irenaeus is faithfully rendering the
text of the Marcosians in reading 7&v o+av&.  Finally, the
omission of 705 and T$S is probably also due to a free rendering
of the text.

The other variant readings, however, carry more interest for
us. The future E’(opohoy@opa~  is significant because here the
influence of the LXX is clearly visible. It is possible of course to
argue that the variant reading came about under the influence
of the future in Rom. 14 : I I and I 5 : g, both quotations from
the Greek text of the OT. But whatever may be the actual source,
it is clear that the variant originated from parallel texts.

The reading +apmG  cannot be found in any of the MSS
of the NT. From Origen and other early Christian authors we
gather that the variant could have been easily introduced as an
explanatory comment. Thus one cannot prove from the free
rendering of the text in the catena fragment that Origen was
acquainted with MSS with this reading. More striking is the
presence of +apmG  in Epiphanius. Is he quoting freely ? This
possibility is not to be excluded, since in the same quotation he
omits 705  and rijs, readings which are also not present in the
MSS. We have already said that the presence of +apmG  in
a Jewish Christian Gospel of an Aramaic origin does not say
very much, for in Aramaic E’(opoAoyo@ab  and +apumZ are
rendered by the same word. But the presence of &apcar&

in Marcion  and some witnesses of the Diatessaron is important.
It is impossible to say whether the reading was also available
in the Eastern branch of the Diatessaron, since Ephraem cannot
be used as a witness for this reading, as we already noted above.
This seems to show that the reading might have been present
in Rome only and that the relation between Marcion  and the
Diatessaron with regard to this reading was not a direct one,
but was due to a common tradition situated in the Western,
possibly Latin speaking, part of Christianity.

23 A. von Harnack, Marcion:  das Evangelium vom fremden Gott (TU 45; 2nd edn.;
Leipzig: Hinrichs, rg2g), 206*: ‘Das Fehlen von sot sonst unbezeugt; vielleicht
zufallig  bei Tert.’

Matthew II: 25 /I Luke IO: 21 J3

With regard to the names of God, witnesses are far from
unanimous. First of all, it is impossible to explain all these
variant readings as coming from Marcion,  who omitted the
word n&p. In the second place, we may repeat that the Clemen-
tine homilies, in which we find the omission both of m&p  and
of K6pLE,  show that a free rendering opened the possibilities for
mistakes. This makes it necessary to look at each variant in-
dividually.

The omission of mhp is found in Marcion.  We wonder whether
it is an arbitrary omission or due to an already underlying
text of the NT. It appears impossible to give a definite answer
to this question. The presence of the omission in Codex F,
Pseudo-Clement, and Augustine, and in addition to this the
omission of the word in similar expressions in the LXX, make it
clear that the omission could have been brought about in more
than one way.24

The omission of K&PM  cannot be explained from any dogmatic
tendency. If the reading were not present in 1 (Matthew), it
could have been explained as from a careless quoting of the text.
We may expect that the omission originated spontaneously in
the different witnesses and that no genealogical relationship exists.

The reading ~6p~  m-.&p  can be explained from an original
K6pLE or mhp  only, which was supplemented at the wrong place.25
But it is doubtful whether this is the only explanation.

The presence of 6 8&s can be explained from the phrase 0’ 8~6s
TOG oGpavov^  Kat  +js y+ which we find in the LXX. This, how-
ever, only explains the reading d 6~6s 1. K&p&E and 0’ 6~6s post
K&p&E. The reading of EphraemGreek  demands another explana-
tion, which is not easy to find.

Finally, we meet the omission of Kal  T+ y;is.  It is usually
seen as a tendentious Marcionite reading.26 But does this ex-
plain the omission in Ephraem and p46  ?27 Agreement between

24 E. C. Blackman (Marcion  and His Inzwzce [London: SPCK, 19481,  136, 146,
156) seems to accept Marcionite influence on the OL codex  Vercellensis (a),
which probably omits 7r&cp.

2s Ibid., 146: ‘Dominepater (> pater Domine)  so e f$ i r2. Is this alteration of the
place ofpater due to Marcion’s omission of it?’

z6 See von Harnack, Marcion,  205*-6 * ; Blackman, Marcion,  46; M.-J. Lagrange,
Introduction d l’ktude du .hfouveau  Testament: IL Critique textuelle, II, La critique rationnelle
(EBib; Paris: Gabalda, x935),  162; C. S. C. Williams, Alterations to the Text of the
Synoptic Gospels and Acts (Oxford: Blackwell, 1g51),  14.

27 Cf. E. C. Colwell,  ‘Scribal Habits in Early Papyri: A Study in the Corruption
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Marcion  and Ephraem can readily be explained from a com-
mon ‘Western’ background. Marcionite influence on early
Greek papyri seems impossible. This means that here also
variant readings originated spontaneously, possibly influenced
by the usage of the LXX where in this phrase the words KU:

+js yijs  are often omitted, as we have seen above.
It goes without saying that it is impossible to draw general

conclusions from nine words about the corruption of the text of
the NT. A few concluding remarks, however, may be given.

The exchange of ~tjxup~a~i3  and &Jo~ohoyo~~a~  is usually
explained from an underlying Semitic source. We noted that the
influence of Greek usage is a sufficient explanation of this variant.

The omission of K&PM  and KU~ +s y;is  can be explained from
a particular Marcionite tendency, but incidental errors, free
rendering in quotations, and the influence of the LXX are
equally possible as sources of corruption.

It was seen that quotations in ecclesiastical writers with
variant readings do not prove the existence of these variants in
the MSS of the NT.

The same variant reading in different witnesses could have
originated independently. To draw up genealogical relation-
ships between witnesses, MSS, and authors, based upon the
agreement of one or more variant readings is hazardous. Even
if a great number of agreements undoubtedly proves the relation,
it is still impossible to know whether all agreements have to be
explained from this relationship.

He who wrote, ‘To teach another how to become a textual
critic is like teaching another to become a poet’,28  and to whom
this contribution is gratefully dedicated, will, we hope, agree
with our conclusions. It shows again that textual criticism is
essentially not a science but an art.

of the Text’, The Bible in Modern Scholarship (ed. J. P. Hyatt; Nashville/New York:
Abingdon, x965),  370-89: ‘He [scil. the scribe of p4s] omits adverbs, adjectives,
nouns, participles, verbs, personal pronouns. . . . In short, he favors brevity’
(p. 383). This habit fully explains this omission.

28 B. M. Metzger, The T&t of the New Testament (and edn.; Oxford: Clarendon,
rg68), 211.

2. Matthew 14: 22-33---Text  and
Composition

J .  S M I T  S I B I N G A

IN Matt. 14: 22-33, ‘The Walking on the Water’, the editions
of the Greek NT show a certain amount of textual variation.
We list seventeen variants between Nestle-Aland25  (N-A) and
the Textus  Receptus (TR) :

Matt.
(I) 14: 2 2

(2)

(3)
(4) 24

(5) 25
(6)
(7)
(8) ’ 26

(9)
(10) 27
(II)
(12) 28
(13) 29
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

How d i d  N - A ’ s  t e x t come about? For the readings 2, 5, 7,6,
g, I O, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 (that is, 12 out of 17) H[ort], T[ischen-
dorf], and W[eiss]  were in full agreement. Only a few of these
readings appear in the critical apparatus (5, I 3, 14, I 5). In the
variants 3, 4,, 8 the majority principle yielded a resultant text
at once. For I and II N - A repeats WH’s notation: these are
unsolved problems. Further, from the critical apparatus it is
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apparent that WH had their doubts about 4 and 14, and also
were uncertain about v. 22 ENS OT&  &otovin  other words, the
reader can visualize Hort’s margin.

For variant I the more recent editions that were consulted all
return to the reading of the TR, for variant I I most of them do,
and in other cases this is true of at least some of them. For 13
and 15, however, there is no longer agreement, and in UBSGNT3
both of these readings are presented, by the use of square
brackets, as a challenge to the reader.

Table I shows the choice made by a number of more recent
editors as to the variants I-I 7. The variant & “76  doL”ov (v. 22)

is neglected.

T A B L E  I

von Aland-
Souter Soden  Vogels Merk Bover Synopsis UBSGNTl UBSGNTa

v.1. (1910)  (1913)  (1920)  (1933)  (1943)  (1964) (1966) (1975)

8 x x x x x x
X X

- - - - -

(;)  1 1 1 - - - _ -

[C,  1 z 1 z 1

” _ - - - - -

c

-

(IO) X X X - - - - -

(II) X X X - X 0 -

(12) X x - -- - -

ii

il
_

(17)  _ - _ _ _ - _ -

X = Textus  Receptus - = Nestle 0 = d ‘Iqooi%  a;roCs

‘Den Kern fast jedes textkritischen Problems bildet eben ein
stilistisches . . .‘.I Therefore,  in order to form an opinion on the
text of Matt. 14 : 22-33,  we shall to a certain extent analyse the
full passage and try to determine its composition and internal
organization as well as the style and literary method applied
by the author.

First, does the passage, in a natural way, divide into smaller
I Paul Maas,  fix,&&  (4th edn. ; Leipzig: Teubner, Ig6o), 25.

Matthew 14: 22--33-Text  and Composition I7

units? Most of the editions consulted present w. 22-33 as one
continuous body of text. However, the beginning of v. 24 is
marked by a capital in WH,2 and the beginnings of w. 28 and
32 are set off in the same way by von Soden.  It seems then that
the narrative may be divided as follows :

§I w. 22-3 The parties separate : Jesus sends both the
disciples and the crowd away. He
remains by himself alone.

§2 w. 24-5 The disciples’ boat in danger; Jesus is to
rejoin them.

§3 w. 26-7 Their fear and, in answer to it, Jesus’ self-
revelation.

8 4.1 w. 28-ga Peter’s request granted in
5 4.2 w. 2gb-31 another miracle. His fear, rescue, lack of

faith.
§5 w. 32-3 The danger ceases ; the disciples worship

J ems.

Clearly, the story has a centre in the self-identification of
Jesus with the momentous words ‘It is I’ in 5 3, and a climax in
the disciples’ confession of faith in v. 33 ( 5 5), without losing
any of its dramatic quality in between : 5 4 is another highlight,
an incident significant in its own right.

However, Peter’s miraculous walk on the lake imitates the
earlier miracle ( 8 2) of Jesus crossing the lake by foot. A chiastic
repetition of identical, similar, and synonymous words links the
second miracle to the first :

v. 25 (a)  +jMkv 77~6s  C&O&S
(b) mpmarL_iv  E)d r7jv BciXaauav

v. 29 (b) ~~pcu&rr)a~  &TT1  T& v”6aTa

( a )  KaZ  fiMkv  np& 7th~  ‘IqaoGv

In v. 29, the reading Kal +&v,  which all modern editors prefer,
contributes to and fits into this pattern. The variant Kal +&VI
G&$ is sufficiently explained as an echo from the more im-
mediate context in v. 28 K&J(T&J  pe &i&v  np& cd

As a result of the first miracle the disciples panic (v. 26). In the
narrative, this implies a switch : the subject and the place of
reference change when, in v. 26, the reader’s attention focuses

2 So is the beginning of v. 25. At this point Weymouth followed WH.
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on the boat and those in it. In the second miracle, the subject
remains the same ; but several elements of the earlier story are
taken up when Peter loses heart in v. 30 :

(

26 . . . l%VTES a2;rdv  . . . &d roi? +$3ov  E”Kpafav.  2 7  ~666s
30 /3x&w..  . TciV czvEpov  qopp,,  KUl  . . . ~Kpa&V.  . . 31 E?xWS

1

6; Uc&bpv  d ‘I7po&  ahots h&w*

82 6 ‘I~~oiTs  . . . Kal A& a&$*
In the second miracle, we try to account for the continuity by
marking w. 28-ga and vv. 2gb31 as 5 4. I and 8 4.2. As,
however, the reaction to the first miracle follows as a separate
act, we make it a new paragraph.

The resemblance between w. 30-1 and vv. 26-7, i.e. between
$ 4.2 and 5 3, is unmistakable. From the stylistic point of view,
variatio is far more prominent than repetitio.  Strictly speaking,
for repetitio  we have only the verb Kpd&f~  (v. 26 end, and v. 30)
and the name Jesus. On the other hand, varietas is achieved by
the use of synonyms (2%~ and /3X&ov,  Xah&  and X&o), of
words deriving from the same root (+$~os, &$0/37jt$),  and by
using different forms of the same word (d?&, EWUS). Besides,
there is the syntactical difference between C&G 706  ++Iov CKpatav

(v. 26) and +0/3& Kal  ZKpa&v (v. 30) and the difference in tense of
the verbal forms &G+Ev (v. 2 7) and ~+EL (v. 3 I). However, that
first the disciples and later Peter are in the same way frightened
by what they see is clear enough.

Two of the variants at the beginning of v. 27 (EZX%S]EIX&S
C L A f1 565 By< pl Eus ; and d 'lqao~s] om. N* D 084 pc
d f ff l q) in one way or another affect the similarities between
these corresponding moments in Matthew’s narrative. EZXGS
and the name of Jesus tend to make the parallel more conspicu-
ous ; &%s and the omission of the name Jesus may somewhat
obscure it.

Smoothly connecting the separate elements of a narrative is
usually one of Matthew’s primary concerns. For him, as for
example for Lucian, the narrative should be X&s 7~ Kal &a&s

. . A
7rpobovaa  : it should proceed smoothly and evenly, and the
several parts should not merely follow one upon the other, but
have something in common and overlap : CL% Ku;  KOLVWVE~V

KU:  CbUKEKp&dCU  Ku& 72~  a”Kpa.3  So he links 5 3 to 5 2 :

3 Lucian, Hist.  Conscr. 64 (55).
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v. 25 (Jesus) $%v  np& ahods  mpmarGv  E)d 77jv Bdhaaaav

(4 b c d
b a d c

v. 26 oLC . . . p&pd I~&Es  a&& 274 7ji.s  Bah&70~s  TTTEPL-

77a70&mz

In the same way, 8 4 is attached to $3 when Peter in his answer
explicitly refers to Jesus’ words :

v. 27 . . .U~A~~W...A&W~  . . . &CA E&U. . .

V. 28 6TOKpL&iS  . . . E&~EV~  K;PcE, cl 06 E? . . .

If necessary, a look at the parallel passage in Mark 6 : 50-1
will convince us that Matthew in 14 : 28 indeed starts on a new
and separate element in the story, which we may call a new
paragraph. Yet this is joined so smoothly to the preceding part
that there hardly is much difference with the internal coherence
within the new paragraph. Here the words of Peter’s request
(v. 28 G&b  np& 02 &A d %aTa), a verb, and two prepositional
phrases (a-b/c, themselves reminiscent of v. 25 $X&v ~~6s ahods

. E’nl r’;iv Bolhaa~av) return in v. 2g where the miracle is
E&ted  : ( ATEp WT&~~CTCV) 27~1 d %ara Kal  ifxeEv  7~~6s 76~ ‘I7p0Gy
(c/a-b) .4

All this, and more, may be described in terms of a literary
technique. A pattern c/a-b over against a-b/c is of course chiastic ;
we noted that parallelism, repetition of words and phrases,
variation, and other conventional devices could be added.

So far, our purpose has been to outline and illustrate the basic
structure of the episode. A number of the textual variants clearly
relate to this structure.

We had occasion to pass judgement on one set of variants :
in v. rg Kal @&v  is to be preferred to &&iv. The reading Ku2
Q&v fits into an aspect of Matthew’s literary technique which is
not so well known as e.g. chiasmus or assonance. It concerns
his use of the different forms of the verb. In Table 2 we tabulate
these for narrative and discourse separately.

In the narrative parts of Matt. 14: 22-33, there are 20 finite
forms. Of these, the main group consists of 16 aorists; among the
remaining 4, there are 3 imperfects and I present tense. There

4 Cf. H. J. Held, ‘Matthew as Interpreter of the Miracle Stories’, in G. Born-
kamm, G. Barth, and H. J. Held, Tradition and Interpretation in Matthew (Phila-
delphia: Westminster, Ig63), 205.
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the power to cure him. 6 Even more than in other parts of the
NT, this motif is conspicuous in Matthew. For example, in
8: 13; g: 22; 15: 28; 17: 18; and 21: 19-20 (the fig tree) the
speed and effectiveness of divine action is made more apparent
than in the parallels. So it is fully in Matthew’s line, in the
story of the walking on the water, that first the disciples are
addressed (v. 27) and afterwards Peter is rescued (v. 3 I) ‘im-
mediately’.’ The use of &%s (v. 27) and l 38& (v. 31) at
analogous points of the narrative* is rather similar to the repeti-
tion of &&s in Matt. 4 : 20, 22. The equally prompt obedience
of the two pairs of brothers is marked by repeating six words:
o i  Z2 f&t%o~  +!vr~s . . . ~~KOXOZ@(TUY  c&& (S C. Jesus) .Q In 14 : 27
and 31, the difference between &8& (v. 27) and &Gm, (v. 3 I)
fits the general picture: the similarity in the situation is not
worked out by using identical phrases. The variant in v. 27
&KS] &3&S  is probably due to influence from v. 3 I, or to
the fact that &3&S  is the more common form in Matthew.10
Although this seems an adequate interpretation of the facts, one
cannot rule out the possibility-on the supposition that the
o r i g i n a l  r e a d i n g  i s  &f&s-that  &8&s d e r i v e s  f r o m  M a r k  6  : :
6 82 deh &&bp~~  JET’  ah%f. 11 Thus at this point there remains
some uncertainty.

In Matt. 14: 22 the background of &3&S,  if authentic, is of

6 0. Weinreich, Antike Heilungswundet (Giessen: Topelmann, agog), 197-8:
Anhang  II, ‘Die Plotzlichkeit  des Wunders’; R. Bultmann, Die  Geschichte der
synoptischen  Tradition (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 192x),  138 (4th edn.;
I 958,  p. 240). Probably it is not so much the P&Zichkeit,  suddenness, that matters,
as the immediate and prompt character of the divine intervention, cf. Ps. 32
(33): g. For a good non-Christian parallel to Matt. 14: 31, see BGU 423.8, 2nd
century AD, in A. Deissmann, Licht  uom  Osten (4th edn.; Ttibingen: Mohr, rg23),
147  [Eng. tr.: Light from the Ancient East (New York: Harper, rg22), I 79-801.

7 For Mark, Joh. Weiss observed, ‘dass das EI%S am gesichertesten erscheint
bei Heilungsvorgtingen. . . ‘. ‘Gerade bei diesen  Heilungsgeschichten . . . hat die
Formel  einen guten  Sinn . . .’ (‘EYOYZ bei Markus’,  <NW II [rgro], 1 2 4 - 3 3 ,
esp. p. 131; cf. p. 133).

s See above, p. 18.
9 Here Matthew parallels the two parts of his narrative with ‘peinlichster

Genauigkeit und Deutlichkeit’; cf. W. Larfeld, Die neutestamentlichen Evangelien
(Gtitersloh: Bertelsmann, rg25), 301.

10 Moreover, according to a rule recorded by Ammonius, De dz&entiu,  202,

E~;&JS  and not c&9&  was the correct form for the adverb of time: Ed 6’ &CWS  bvr1
700  XPOVLKO6 &bpp+aros. Compare, however, Phrynichus, Eel. I xg (Rutherford,
pp. 222-3).

11 So H. von Soden,  Die Schriften  des JVeuen  Testaments, I/ii (Gottingen: Vanden-
hoeck  & Ruprecht, 191  I), 1391.
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another nature. In v. 27 and v. 3 I ‘immediately’, an accepted
feature of miracle stories, contributes a characteristic element
to the style of Matthew’s narrative. In v. 22, the immediate
background is known: it is Mark’s Kal &8& in Mark 6: 45.12
Here we have a well-known and much debated characteristic
of Mark’s style, which to some extent also appears in Matthew,
but is absent from Luke and John.13 Many scholars have taken
the view that (KUL EIJ‘) ‘8&, as it is used by Mark at the beginning
of a sentence, is a conjunction rather than an adverb of time, and
consequently has a weakened meaning : ‘and so’ (Burkitt),
‘so then’ (Howard), ‘et alors’ (Pernot), etc. In individual passages,
however, the choice between ‘directly’ and the weaker meaning
is often dubious. In Matt. 14: 22 several versions render &&s
by ‘directly’ or ‘straightway’, but ‘then’ is found in Moffatt’s
translation, as in RSV, NEB, TEV. Among the uersiones antiquae
the OL may be relevant : tune ffl.14

The witnesses for the short reading in Matt. 14: 22 include
X* a n d  C*. It appears that Tischendorf’s  and Hort were
much impressed by this, but von Soden  was not.‘6 In UBSGNT
this was styled a ‘C’ decision (= ‘considerable degree of
doubt’).

How much doubt is justified ? As we saw, unlike ‘immediately’
in Matt. 14 : 27 and 3 I, EIWCW in v. 22 is not a motif that con-
tributes to the style of this miracle story. Furthermore, KC2

*z K. L. Schmidt, Der Rahmen der Geschichte Jesu (Berlin: Trowitzsch, rgrg),
I g3 : ‘Diese Lieblingszasur  des Mk’.

13 For the literature, see L. Rydbeck, Fachprosa,  vermeintliche Volkssprache  und
3\r,ues  Testament (Studia Graeca Upsaliensia 5 ; Uppsala, rg67), 167.

14 I doubt whether UBSGNT is right in listing ff’ among the witnesses for the
short reading, cf. K. Aland  (ed.), S’nopsis  Quattuor  Evangeliorum  (2nd edn.; Stutt-
gart: Wtirttembergische Bibelanstalt, x965),  209: om. x*C* sys$c saPt. I would,
however, hesitate to claim any support at all for the short reading from the
earliest strata of the ancient versions. As Burkitt noted, Vetus  Syra has no equiva-
lent for Mark’s Kal EWS in many places where Peshitta has. This indicates to
me that the Greek exemplar of syp contained these or very similar words. But it is
no proof that they were absent from the exemplar of Vetus  Syra in a particular
instance. Cf. S. P. Brock, ‘The Treatment of Greek Particles in the Old Syriac
Gospels, with Special Reference to Luke’, Studies in Jvew Testament Language and
Zxt  (ed. J. K. Elliott; NovTSup 44; Leiden: Brill, rg76),  80-6, esp. pp. 83 and
85; and ‘Limitations of Syriac in representing Greek’, in B. M. Metzger, The
Earb  Versions of the Jvew Testament (Oxford: Clarendon, Ig77),  83-98,  esp. 93-4.

15 Cf. A. ( = L.) F. C. Tischendorf, Novum  Testamenturn Graece  ex Sinaitico
Codice  (Leipzig: Brockhaus, 1865),  LXXIII.

16 See von Soden,  Die Schrzften,  I/ii, p. 1018; 1449  : ‘Die Bezeugung ist sehr
schwa&‘.
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&O&S  is not one of Matthew’s ordinary transitional formulae,
connecting (part of) one episode with another. So it is not
a priori surprising that &%I~ in v. 22 appears to be less safe in
the MS tradition than the instances in w. 27 and 31.

Of course, Mark should be compared. Matthew, we know,
often has no equivalent for Mark’s frequent (Kd) &&, but it is
also clear that he is not consistent in omitting it. For Matt.
14 : 22, Mark 6 : 45 is the parallel text,” and Mark 8 : IO with
its parallel Matt. 15 : 39 is closely related. Mark 8 : g . . . KU~

&7dhmV C&TO&. 10 Kd E&%S  &@tS d!z 76 dOtOV . . . appears  i n

Matthew without KU;  EI%S (Matt. 15 : 39 KU;  c.ho;\daus  ~06s

~;X~OVS  &+,J ENS d dotov),  and I find no variant recorded which
adds an equivalent of Mark’s &8&.

Thus for Matt. 14: 22 we have two possibilities : (I) T h e
original reading is KU~ @$KU~V  : just as in 15 : 89, Matthew
did not here reproduce Mark’s &&. To this extent, Matthew
is consistent. The large majority of MSS, however, add &0&s,
presumably from or in accordance with Mark 6 : 45 TR and
Mark 8 : IO TR.  (2)  The true text is Kd E~&JS  ?$dyKUfxV  :

Matthew retains most of Mark’s introductory phrase, for some
reason including &0&s for Mark’s &&, though in Matt.
I 5 : 89 and elsewhere he has no use for it. The variant in 14 :
22, urn.  &B&s,  is then to be explained from the fact that Kd

&9&s  as the beginning of an episode is unusual in Matthew
and has no apparent function here. Of course the omission of
&BCws may also be just a slip, but this hypothesis amounts to
a .sacrzJicium  intellectus  and should be avoided.

On the whole, (2) seems to be the better solution, although it
leaves us with the question why Matthew in this case retained
what he rejected in another, only changing Mark’s &%S into
E6eh.

Matt. 14: 271s
( a )  &%A~uEv  &ok K* D 084”“~  pc
( b )  E’)tdX~a~u d ‘I~aoik  u&ok  Ha B I 365  PC
(c)  E’hc&Xv c&ois 0’ ‘Iqaoik C K L P pier

17 Cf. B. M. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament (London/
New York: United Bible Societies, x971),  36.

I* Cf. the variants in John 8: 12 and Eb. Nestle in <WI42  (r8gg),  623, and
Einfiihrung in das griechische Neue Testament (3rd edn. ; Gottingen:  Vandenhoeck dz
Ruprecht, agog), 263-4.
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Among the editors, Tischendorf adopted reading (a) in his
Octava:  Lachmann already favoured (b) and was followed by
such scholars as B. Weiss, Huck(-Lietzmann), Merk, Panin,
and Aland.  Reading (c) is found in the editions of Souter,
von Soden,  Bover, and in the Greek-English Diglot. WH, and
after them N-A and the UBSGNT, left it with the reader to solve
the puzzle, offering him the choice between the two readings
found in K, i.e. (a) and (6). These editors are explicit only in
rejecting (c).

The editors of the UBSGNT suggest two ways of accounting
for the textual data.19 ‘It was recognized that scribes would
often insert d ‘Iqaofis  in order to identify the subject of a verb
in the Gospels. . . ‘. This would mean : the short reading (a) is
original, and the other readings are scribal corrections.20 Yet,
‘if the reading preserved in B were original, the shorter reading
could be explained as the result of accidental omission of d ‘Iy~oik

through homoeoteleuton (OZ4Y2’01C)‘.  In this way, one
accepts (b) as the original text, explains (a) as the result of an
accident and (c) as an attempt to restore the text. In other
words, the three readings belong to three different stages, the
third depending on the second, and the second on the first.

It seems to me that the case for (6) is even stronger than
would appear so far. First, if one accepts (a) as the original
text, (c) may be the result of dittography, or perhaps a clari-
fication. But there is no good explanation for (b). That ‘after
having dropped out, d ‘IT00%  would most likely be reinserted
after cnhots’  is an understatement. The word order in reading
(6) is highly unusual in Matthew.21 I am aware of one other
instance in Matthew of the subject intervening between a verb of
saying and a personal pronoun: Matt. 14 : 4, with variants.
There may be one or two more, but clearly in a sentence such
as Matt. 14 : 27 the normal place for the personal pronoun is
directly after the verb.22 A scribe inserting the name Jesus for
clarity would tend to respect this rule, and would not ordinarily
create an anomaly, viz. reading (6). Further, if (a) is not original,

19 See Metzger, Textual Commentary, 37.
20 Cf. e.g. Matt. 22: 20; John 18: 5; [20: PI].
21 Cf. N. Turner, Syntax, Vol. III ofA Grammar of .h%w Testament Greek (ed. J. H.

Moulton; 3 ~01s.; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1go6-63),  347: ‘The verb. . . occurs
as near the beginning as possible, followed by pers[onal]  pronoun, subject, . . . ‘.

22 For example: Matt. 26: 19,  31, 34, 35, 50, 52.
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this reading may derive just as well from (c) through haplo-
graphy (AYZ’OK  for AYZ’OKOE) ; it may also depend on the
parallel texts in Mark 6 : 50 and John 6 : 20.23

So the choice is really between the readings (b) and (c), (c)
conforming to Matthew’s normal usage, (6) being bctio dz$ciZior.
One would like to know if and/or why Matthew would have
departed from the normal word order. In any case, it is unlikely
that in Matt. 14 : 27 Zectio  bmior potior.

Matt. 14: 29
ITE;pos R B D Eus
0’ lT&pos  C L W By2 rell

In the passage under consideration, Peter is first mentioned in
v. 28 as d lT&pos,  with the article: apparently he is known
already. In v. 2g he is spoken of again, and here rt B D omit
the article before his name. One might have expected the con-
trary : anaphoric use of the article seems appropriate in the
second instance and omission in the first. B. Weiss accepted the
anarthrous reading in v. 29, although he considered it as one of
the few exceptions24 to the rule that 17i7pos, ‘only the surname of
Simon’, usually has the article. In his opinion there is no material
reason for the exception.25 Von Soden  looked for phonetic
motives, accepted the article in Matt. 14 : 29, and explained the
omission from the similarity in sound after dolou. In its first
edition, the UBSGNT sided with the TR and von Soden  in
reading 0’ L!&-pos  ; the third edition shows that a return to the
anarthrous reading (= N-A) was considered. The compromise
[a]  ll&pos leaves the decision with the reader.

In my view there is no good reason to depart from K B D ;
the insertion of the article is an obvious assimilation to v. 28.
Whether the name Peter is considered a surname or not,27
one finds many cases where the article before the name is

23 So von Soden,  Die Schriften,  II (rgr3), 51.
24 B. Weiss, ‘Der Gebrauch des Artikels bei den Eigennamen’, ZYS’K 86 ( 19  I 3),

349-89; see p. 377: ‘Die ganz vereinzelten Ausnahmen’: Matt. 14: rg; Mark 13:
3; John 13: 8.

2S Weiss continues: ‘. . . haben sicher  keinen sachlichen Grund’. However,
he points out that gradually n&pos became a normal proper name.

26 But in the (only) other case he adduces, Acts 13: 25, von Soden  himself
adopted the anarthrous reading. See von Soden,  Die Schriften,  I/ii, 1407-8.

27 Luke is well aware of its nature; see Acts IO: 5, 18; I I: 13.
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omitted after it has been previously mentioned with the article :
A c t s  I : IS/IS; 2: 37/38;  5: 3/8;  I O: 26/34;  I O: 45/46.  T h e
same usage is found with other names.28 The phenomenon was
discussed by T. F. Middleton, but the reader of Matthew is
also familiar with it from the genealogy in Matt. I : 2-16.

Here, strangely enough, the first mention of a name is always
articular,  the second anarthrous.30 For names without an article,
though mentioned in the previous context, one may compare
Mat t .  I : 24pm  ( Joseph) ; 2 : 7, 12, 13, 16 (Herod)  ; 14: IO N B

(John the Baptist) ; Ig : 8 (Moses) ; 22 : 45 (David) ; 27: 4g
(Elijah). So the anarthrous reading 17E;pos  in Matt. 14: 29,
though perhaps somewhat surprising, may very well be original.

Matt. 14: 30
/3&rwv 62 rdv dlv~~ov H B 073 33 sa bo
~&WV 62 r& &X,XOV  lqvpdv C D 0 f l f l3 Byz pl lat sy
jgh&Jv 82 &v &E~OV  lqvpdv qbd8pa w

We shall see that the phrase at the beginning of Matt. I 4 : 30
is firmly  rooted in Matthew’s narrative style, and this will
enable us to decide on the variant readings.

In the reading of most MSS, &E~OV  is followed by the ad-
jective bxvpdv as its predicate, 31 after which the participle &a
is to be supplied. This is a well-known feature in classical
Greek.32 In the NT however the ellipse of the forms of ELSUL
is much restricted,33 and the ellipse of the participle seems
to be quite rare. 34 A good example in Matthew is 25 : 38-g :

28  Cf., for Paul, Acts 14: g/II; 15: 2; 17: 16/22;  Saul: Acts g: 1/8;  Barnabas:
Acts 15: 2.

29 T. F. Middleton, ?%e  Doctrine of the Greek Article (ed. H. J. Rose; Cambridge:
Deighton; London: Rivington, 1833),  85-6.

30 See ibid., 124.
31 This is clear, for example, in the Syriac  versions and from Origen’s para-

phrase, . . . &L ~L~TC&JV  OIt,ha~  taxvpdv  rdv &.LOV  Kal  +#3$bjawac  .  .  .  (GCS
IO.&). Cf. Job 2: 13 LXX.

32 R. Kiihner and B. Gerth, Allsfhrliche  Grammatik der griechischen S’rache,
Satzlehre,  II/2 (Hannover/Leipzig:  Hahn, xgo4),  66-7; cf. L. Bos, Ellipses Graecae
(ed. G. H. Schaefer; Leipzig: Weidmann; London: Payne, Mackinlay, Dunn,
1808),  603: ‘EINAI, Esse. Inter verba  Graeca nullum invenies, quod frequentius
per Ellipsin omittatur, quam hoc’.

33 N. Turner, Syntax, 2w--‘3  I o.
34  Cf. F.

Debrunner;
6 4161.

Blass;  Gram&&  des neutestamentlichen Griechisch  (9th  edn. ; ed. A.
Giittingen: Vandenhoeck 8z Ruprecht, rg54), 259  [Eng. tr. : BDF,
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38  &E 62 UE E~O~EV  &ov (&a) . . . 3 yv,uvdv (&a> . . .

(&a) . . . (Type A)

A case in Mark (6: 20) is avoided in the Matthean parallel
(14: 5).

In Matt. 25 : 3ga B D 0 have preserved the original text: a
verb of perceiving is followed by a participle as the object’s
predicate. One may compare Matt. g : 23 . . . &h . . . dv

+hov 80pv/3oz$rvov  (Type B). To this second type belong also
Matt. 14 : 26 G%VTES  C&T&J . . . mp~m~~~v~a  (= Mark) and 15 :
31 ~Grow~s KO+O;s  Xahoikas.

Much more common, however, is the simpler pattern in which
the verb is followed by its object only: (C) Matt. g : 22 l&h

cd77jv ; g : 23 t%v 70;s at?&&  ; 2 : IO I%VTES  82 dv ch~pa ; 5 : I
&.h 8; 70;s +OVs ; 2  1 : 15  &hEs . . . 7C-i &W/UhtX . . . KU: 70;s

~RG~US  . . . ; 15: 12 CiKOlhlWEs  Tdl’  XdyOv ; 9 : 4  &%s  . . . r&s

&l?v~rj~~~s  C&&V ; 14 : 30 K B* /~A&wv  . . .  r& &q.Lov.

Comparison with the synoptic parallels shows that similar
phrases-though not absent from Mark35  or Luke36---are  charac-
teristic of the style of Matthew as a redactor of Mark’s narra-
tive.37 He connects the successive parts of the story by making
the acting subject perceive what has happened or is happening.
This explains the function of most of the phrases of the second
and third types. Even simpler is the use of the participle only
(&KOhS,  e.g. I 7 : 6 ; /&h 12 : 2 ; 2 I : 20, etc.), a fourth category
(IV

For an evaluation of the variants in Matt. 14 : 30, it is relevant
that the phrase shares this function of creating a certain co-
herence in the narrative with most of the texts of the second,
third, and fourth categories which we distinguished on formal
criteria. More specifically, the phrase in Matt. 14 : 30 is one of
many that join the perception of what happens with an emotion,
mostly fear: 2: 22; g: 8; 14: 30; 17: 6; 27: 54 (fear); 21: 15;
26:8  (resentment); 2: 3; 14: 26; 15: 12; Ig: 25 (shock);8:  10;
22 : 22 (wonder) ; 2 : IO (joy). I should think that if the function
is so similar, the form is likely to be so too : Matt. I 4 : 30 belongs
to the pattern of Matt. g : 22 and the other examples of our

35 Cf. Matt. g: 2 and Mark 2: 5; Matt. 14: 26 and Mark 6: 49.
36 Cf. Luke 20: 14 and Matt. 21: 38.
37 Cf. Held, ‘Matthew as Interpreter’, 226-32.
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third class, and Matthew’s style favours the short reading of rt
B*. From this point of view the longer text stands isolated in
Matthew.

How did the longer reading come into being? What was its
raison d’&-e?  The statement that Peter was looking at or even
seeing an invisible object such as the wind may have seemed
odd. The longer variant implies that Peter saw certain things-
the size of the waves, the speed of the clouds, for instance-
which made him conclude that the wind was strong. So the
addition of lqvpdv  did away with a difficulty and made for a
more intelligible story. At the same time it introduced a classical
idiom which is rare in Matthew.

We have now investigated the variants I, I o, I I, I 3, and I 5 of our
list and have also made up our mind about 14. Clearly, our
investigation is to be very incomplete. However, the analysis
would be seriously defective, and we would neglect a set of
important criteria for the assessment of the text, if we passed
over the author’s numerical technique. He modelled  this narra-
tive and all its parts so as to conform to a regular pattern with
obvious precision. Proportions within the narrative are simple
and exactly measurable, and there is an over-all design based on
the use of fixed  and (apparently) appropriate quantities of
syllables and words.

Matthew’s syllable technique has been sketched earlier.38 The
use of the number of words as an instrument of literary art
was discussed for Mark, but the Hebrew OT and the Corpus
Hippocraticurn supply other examples.39

Obviously, if there is evidence of such a more or less rigorous

38 ‘Eine literarische Technik im Matthausevangelium’, L’,?%zngile  selon  Mutthieu:
rhduction et th?oZogie  (ed. M. Didier; BETL 29; Gembloux: Duculot, 1g72),  99-105;
and ‘Structure’, see above, n. 5. In the Corpus Hermeticurn the study of similar fea-
tures is marred by the poor quality of the transmitted text; cf. G. Zuntz, ‘On the
Hymns in Corpus Hermeticurn XIII’, Hermes 83 (Igyj), 68-92,  = O~uscuZu selecta
(Manchester University; Totowa, NJ : Rowman  & Littlefield, rg72), 150-77.  The
textual tradition of the Greek NT compares very favourably. For instance, in Matt.
14: 34-6 modern editions agree with N-A but for one exception: v. 34 &l +J yqv
&] cts T;IV r;iv von Soden,  Diglot.  For the other editions the figures for vv. 34-6
are: 18+46+36  = IOO syllables.

39 J. Smit Sibinga, ‘Text and Literary Art in Mark 3: I-6’,  Studies in New Testu-
ment Language and Text (ed. J. K. Elliott; NovTSup 44; Leiden:  Brill, rg76), 357-
65, see p. 365 n. 32. One may compare Matt. 14:  1-12.  For vv. x--2,3-8,  g-12  the
figures are: 34+85+5  I = I 70 words in the N-A text.
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formal pattern in a piece of prose (or rather : Kunstprosa),  its
relevance to textual problems is similar to that of metre in
poetry. As a rule, among variants of unequal length, only one
will fit, and among readings of equal size, either in syllables or
in words, no decision is possible. To be sure, as with all other
criteria, counting the words and syllables of a text can, by
itself, never solve a textual problem, or provide an answer in a
mechanical way. But it helps. In Matt. 14: 2gb a threefold
structure is well marked 

wora!f
Kai Karaflcb  c&d 700 7rAolov 5 9
lT&pos mp~mc&-qtxv  id r& i%ara 5 I4
KU2  qV%v  7rpds  TGV ‘Ir]ao% 5 7

On closer consideration, it ‘measures’ 3 x 5 = 15 words40 or
30 syllables. Seeing this, we feel even less inclined to follow the
hesitant suggestion in UBSGNT3  : [G] h%pos.

On the other hand, in Matt. 14 : 27 the short text (K* D)
exhibits a similar form:

words syllables
EZX%S  62 E’hcG+xv  ahok X+w 5 II

9apo&e,  +A E+ ~7j +ojkkeE. 5 I I

However, the (longer) B-text &Q~CKV  d ‘IvaoVls  a;ToCc  seemed
to explain the origin of the other readings. As we shall see, it fits
the over-all plan of the episode, as to the number both of words
and of syllables, and so we accept that in the true text of v. 27
the balance is not as perfect as in the short reading of N* D.

The scheme in Table 4 conforms to the N-A text; however,
we include v. 22 &&JS and v. 27 d ‘+OUIS, dispensing with
square brackets. Not only are the paragraphs 2 and 3 of equal
size when measured according to the number of words, but also
the narrative opens with a scene ( 5 I. I) which equally takes 31
words.41 Moreover, the story in w. 22-33 divides into 155  words
of narrative and 3 I words spoken by the different parties (Table 5) .
So, the ratio of discourse to narrative is I to 5, and the common
factor is 31 words. After the opening scene, there is the short
statement of v. 23b : ‘When it grew late, Jesus was there alone’-

*O In v. 30 the pattern continues: 5+5+3  words.
*I There is continuity in vv. 22 and 23a, and a lapse of time, or perhaps a shift

of another kind, before v. 23b d#Sas  62 y~vo&v~s . . . .

Matthew 14: z+33-Text  and Composition

TAB L E 4. Suruey  and proportions
3’

Matt. 14: 22-33 Words
5 I.1 v. 22-3a 31
5 1.2 v. ngb 6
§2 v. 24-5 31
§3 v. 26-7 3’199
$4.  I v. 28-g” 22
5 4.2 v. 2gb-31 44/66
§5 v. 32-3 21/21/186

Syllables
62

i; ‘\:;z)

38
99
43 /I80 1390

TABLE 5. Direct  discourse

v. Jesus Peter Disciples

Words (Syllables) Words (Syllables) Words (Syllables)
26 2
27 5 (II)

(5)

28 12 . (20)
29 I (2)
30 3 (6)
3’ 4 (II)
33 4 (8)

IO (24) + I5 (26) + 6 (13) =
31 w. (63 s.)

6 words in the Greek text. So Matthew’s account of what hap-
pened after the Feeding of the Five Thousand opens in w.
22-3 with 3 I + 6 words ; when completed it has used I 86 = 6 x 3 I

words, and in the account several units of 31 words each are
clearly discernible.42 All this betrays a formal design, somehow
based on the number 31.

Why 31? Sometimes, there is evidence of a correspondence of
some sort between the numerals mentioned in a narrative and
its literary form.43 Perhaps then, the numbers of loaves, fish,

** In a comparable way, the account of the Transfiguration (Matt. 17: 1-8,
144 words) is concluded in 17: 7-8 by 12+12  words. Matt. 25: 14 = 34 s., v.
15 = 18+18 s .-being the opening sentences of the Parable of the Talents
(25: 14-30)  which takes 612 (= 34x 18) s. Cf. ‘Structure’, 72-3, and ‘Text and
Literary Art’, 365.

43 I Kgs. 19:  1-18 and 2 Kgs. 2: 23-5; see ‘Text and Literary Art’, 365 n. 32.
In Exod. 24 the sum total of the cardinal numbers equals the total number of
words: 70+  I + 12+ 12+~+~+70+6+40+40  = 252.
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baskets, and people mentioned in the story of the Feeding of the
Five Thousand provide an explanation. The numbers are:
5, 2 (Matt. 14: 17), 5, 2 (v. Ig), 12 (v. 20)~  5,000 (v. 21). The
thousands in v. 21 are, of course, of no use for any practical
literary purpose. But 5 + 2 + 5 + 2 + I 2 + 5 make 3 I. This remains
uncertain, however, also because Matthew employs the number
31 in other passages as well, where no such explanation is avail-
able.44

To return to Matt. 14 : 22-33 : the factor 3 I is e v i d e n t
in the syllable count for $ I. I, 62 s., and the opening sen-
tence, v. 22, measures 39 s., that is one-tenth of the figure
for W. 22-33  : 3go  s. Only at this point the readings of N-A
in v. 22 (701)s @+& and & 76 ~AOCOV) b e c o m e  p r e f e r -
able to those of B (~06s pu&w& c&ov^  and & doiov):  the
number of words is the same, but B’s syllables do not fit the
pattern.

In 5 1-2, that is, w. 22-5, the narrative develops in 140 s. A
climax, in 5 3 (w. 26-7),  of 70 s. is good measure from the point
of this literary technique. So is, of course, a sequel of IOO s.

(in w. 34-6), which rounds off an episode of 3go s. : w. 22-36 =
490 s*

The factor 13, in evidence in 5 1.2 (13 s.) and $ 2 (65 s.),45
comes up again in the spoken parts of the story : Peter speaks
20 (v. 28) +6 (v. 30) = 26 s., the (other) disciples 5 (v. 26) +8
(v* 33) = 13 s. Together, they pronounce 3g s. out of a total of
390 for vv. 22-33.

We return, finally, to the textual problem of v. 27. It is now
evident that the longer text, either with d ‘I~aov^s C&TOG or
with &ok 0'  m e e t s  t h e  r e q u i r e m e n t s  o f  t h e  a u t h o r ’ s
scheme of syllables (w. 26-7 = 70 s.) and of his pattern of
words (w. 26-7 =  It 
out most clearly that v. 27, the moment when Jesus calls to
the disciples ‘Take courage, it is I’, is the heart of the story.
A concentric structure may be indicated roughly in this way 9

44 See notably Matt. 8 and g.
4 5$2 is followed by 26 s. in v. 26: oi 62 pa8qral  l8dvr~s  aXv &l 7-Q  thddaaqs

mpmaroiha  2rapdxtJquav.
*6 Cf. e.g. C. H. Giblin, ‘Structure and Thematic Correlations in the Matthean

Burial-Resurrection Narrative’, JVTS  21 (1974-s), 406-20;  H. J. de Jonge,
‘Sonship, Wisdom, Infancy: Luke 11.41-5Ia’,  NTS 24 (Ig77-8), 317-54,  esp.
pp. 338-g; cf. n. 3g above, on Matt. 14: 1-12.

Matthew 14: 22-33-Text  and Composition

v. 22-3 separation
v. 24 situation of danger
v. 25-6 first miracle
v. 27 Jesus speaks
v. 28-g second miracle
v. 30 danger again
v. 31-3 reunion

33

The pattern of words marks the central position of v. 27 t o
perfection ?7

words syllables
v. 22-6 87 ‘85
v. 27 25
v. 28-33 :; 180

On the other hand, the syllable system may provide a clue to the
textual problem concerning the position of the name d ‘Ivaov^s
in v. 27. The words d 'Iqa06s C&O~ or c&ok 6 'hpoik occupy
a position close to the central point. If we focus on the dividing
line between the first and second half of the story, each com-
prising 195 syllables, this line presents itself either after ‘Irjao% :

I93 195 I96
( I ) . . . 6 ‘IqaoGs  a?hois

I94 I97

or after the article : .

I94 I97
(2) . . . albois 0’ ‘I7poik

193 195 I96

In the first case the closing words of the first half correspond to
the confession of faith at the end of the second : v. 33 . . . &oUI
vi& EC Maybe this explains why the unusual word order in
&ih~oEv d vr)aok c&ok for once appealed to the evangelist.

We still have much to learn about his style and literary tech-
nique, and I hope textual studies will continue to profit from this.

47 In Mark 6: 45-52  the words of v. 48, :pxmaL rrpds a&o& mpcnardv  E)d  T?~S
t9aX&oqS,  mi ij&Xcv nap&kiv  aho&,  stand out in the same way. The figures are:
64+11+64  words, or rather, if the correspondence between vv. 45-6 and vv.
5 1-2 is acknowledged: 30+  34+  I I + 34+  30 = 139  words. The difference between
Mark’s and Matthew’s pattern marks a shift in their interpretation of the incident.
Cf. A.-M. Denis,  ‘La Marche  de Jesus  sur les Eaux’, De ~.LVLJ  atuc  &hzngiZes  (ed. I.
de la Potterie; BETL 25; Gembloux: Duculot; Paris: Lethielleux, Ig67),  233-47,
esP. PP. 243-4 ( = ‘Jesus’ Walking on the Waters’, Louvain  Studies I [x  g67],284-97,

see  P P. 293-5).



3. Matthew 16: nb-g

T O S H I O  HlRUNUMA

I

THE genuineness of the saying about weather-signs in Matt.
I 6 : ab-31 has often been discussed. According to one recent
decision, found in A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testa-
ment by Professor Bruce M. Metzger,z  whose contributions to
the study of the NT text and especially of its early versions are
many and to whom the present paper is dedicated, the passage is
‘enclosed within square brackets’ in UBSGNT3  ‘in view of the
balance’ of both opinions. The same judgement had previously
been made by Tischendorf8 and von Soden. Westcott-Hort
(WH) adopted double brackets for the passage as one of five
Western interpolations ‘omitted on authority other than
Western’ ;4 that is, they virtually rejected it. Their reason :

Both documentary evidence and the impossibility of accounting for
omission prove these words to be no part of the text of Mt. They
can hardly have been an altered repetition of the [I Lc xii 54, 55,
but were apparently derived from an extraneous source, written or
oral, and inserted in the Western text at a very early time.5

The documentary evidence of the passage is the following :

( I )  i n c l u d e  &,Gus YEVO@~S  X+ETE,  &%, rrvppc+c  y&p d o~pavd~.

1 The present writer has, since 1966,  dealt with textual problems in over 270
passages, mainly of the Gospels of Mark and Matthew, under the heading ‘Praxis’
in his monthly periodical, Studiu  Textus  Novi Testamnti.  One hundred and fifty
passages of Mark from among these were collected into one volume: T/E Praxis
of New fistament  Textual Studies: Mark (Osaka, 1976;  pp. 235+4 ~1s). When I
was preparing for this article as a tribute to a venerable friend and erudite scholar,
I happened upon this passage in the course of treating, in turn, the passages of
Matthew; thus I decided to treat it as the present theme.

2 p. 41.
3 Tischendorf*,  92; von Soden,  Die  Schrzfbz,  2.57; likewise, N-A42j,  42; Souter2;

Merke,  53; and Bover5,  50, adopt reading ( I) [see below], while G. D. Kilpatrick,
A Greek-English Diglotfor th Useof Translators: Matthew (London: British and Foreign
Bible Society, 1961))  36, and R. V. G. Tasker, The Greek New Testament (Oxford
University/Cambridge University, r g64), 29, choose reading (3).

4 Westcott-Hort, NT, 1.38; 2.296. 5 Ibid., ‘Appendix’, 13.
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KUl  ?rpwt,  arjj.Kpov  XEL/l.LV, ~vpp&L y & p  urvyvc&w 0’ 0;pavds. 76
j&v TpdaWrov  TOi? otipavov^  )W&KE7E  GlaKpivw,  r& 62 qpcta 7&’

Kahp&  06 &ha&.  C D K L (N) W A @ II f l 33 565 700 892 1071
1241 et al. Byz Lect it vg syrPph  copb- eth geo Diatessaron E usebian
Canons Apostolic Canons Juvencus Hilary Chrysostom Euthalius

(2) include 6yGas  ywo~&qs  . . . u~vyvci&uv 6 olipavds with obeli Ps4
(3) omit &@as  . . . &ha& N B V X r fls 157 267 472 1216 1573 2430

syrc#s  COpsa,boma~ arm Origen mssacc* to Jerome

The witnesses according to text-type for reading ( I) are:

Alexandrian C L A 33 892 1241
Caesarean N 0 f1 565 700 1071 geo Eusebius
Western D it Diatessaron Hilary Juvencus
Byzantine K W Il et al. Chrysostom

The lectionary text contains Matt. 16 : 1-6 with Rom. I I :
29-36 or I Cor. g : 13-18 as a lection of the synaxarion for the
2nd day of the 8th week.6

The witnesses according to text-type for reading (3) are :

Alexandrian H B sa bo@ Origen
Caesarean f13 157 267 1216 2430 arm
W e s t e r n  syrC+
Byzantine VXF

The external evidence for readings ( I) and (3) is almost
equal. The ‘omission’ (reading 3) was known early, and ap-
parently predominated, in Egypt, as is evidenced by the MS
tradition, as well as the Coptic versions and Origen.7  It was
also known early in Syria (Old Syriac),  and MSS with this
text served as the basis for the Armenian version. If Jerome
can be trusted,* this reading was still widespread in the East
through the fourth century. On the other hand, there is no evi-
dence in the West, from any period, for this reading.

Reading (I) was known early, and apparently predominated,
in the West. It had emerged in the East at least by the fourth

6 F. H. A. Scrivener, A Plain Introduction to the Criticism of the New Testament for
the Use of Biblical Students (ed. E. Miller; 4th edn.; London: Bell, I8g4), 82; C. R.
Gregory, Textkritik des Neuen  Testaments (Leipzig: Hinrichs, I goo), I .350.

7 For Origen, see GCS IO (ed. Klostermann, Ig35), 72. The ‘omission’ is
clear from the hfollowing  comment: l”v’ E)K ~00  o;pavov^  &r&l&j rois &pw+aor
@apLaaioLs Ka1 Za88ovKaloLs,  &otcpivcraL  Kal ~&EL* yavc& novr]p&  Krh.

8 See comm. Mt. 3. I 6 (MPL 26. I I 7a) : Hoc in plerisque  codicibus non habetur: ‘This
is not contained in most manuscripts’.
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century (the Eusebian Canons, Jerome, Chrysostom). Whether
it was known earlier in the East cannot presently be known.
(The Diatessaron is not a sure guide here.) The UBSGNT
apparatus, following Tischendorf, includes Theophilus of
Antioch (d. AD 180) as supporting this reading, but this is
surely in error.9

bong defenders of reading (I), Scrivener is the most positive.
Apart from his own view of the external evidence, the only
reason he gives for adopting this reading is the suggestion that thk
passage was  omitted by copyists because the changes of weather
in their climate were quite different from the description in the
passage. He has certainly gone too far when he affirms that
anybody doubtful of the passage is lacking in critical capacity.‘0
Lagrange also adopts the passage, and for the same reason.11

The arguments to the contrary, e.g. those of Allen,12  McNeile,Is
and Klostermann, 14 as is the case for the most part, assert that t&e
passage is an interpolation, or a gloss, formed after the model of
Luke 12 : 54-6.

9 The only Matthean citations found in his work are 5: 28, 32, 44-6, and 6: 3.
See ad Auto&am  (ed. R. M. Grant; Oxford Early Christian Texts; Oxford:
Clarendon, 1970).

10 Plain Introduction, 2.326-7: ‘It might seem impossible for any one possessed
of the slightest tincture of critical instinct to read them thoughtfully without
feeling assured that they were actually spoken by the Lord on the occasion related
in the Received text, and were omitted by copyists whose climate the natural
phenomena described did not very well suit, the rather as they do not occur in
the parallel text, ch. xii. 38, 39.  Under these circumstances, the internal evidence
in favour of the passage being thus clear and irresistible, the witnesses against it
are more likely to damage their own authority than to impair our confidence in its
genuineness’.

11 ‘Si l’on pense comme nous que syrsin. et cur. sont sous l’influence de I’&ypte
et sptcialement d’Orig&ne,  leur tCmoignage  ne change pas le caractkre  purement
Cgyptien de l’omission. En &ypte cette conjecture tirCe de l’aspect du ciel serait
constamment dCmentie,  car le rouge du matin  n’y annonce  pas la pluie. C’est
sans doute pour cela que le passage a ttt supprimt’ (M.-J. Lagrange, l?vangile
selon Saint Mutthieu [EBib;  3rd edn.; Paris: Gabalda, 19271,315);  cf. C. C. Torrey,
The Four Gospels (2nd edn. ; New York: Harper, Ig47),  294.

12 ‘The clause can hardly be genuine here. It seems to be a gloss modelled  on
Lk I 264-66’  (W. C. Allen, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Gospel according
to S. Matthew [ICC; 3rd edn. ; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, I gI 21,  I 73).

13 ‘The MS. authority is decisive against the genuineness of the passage.
It appears to be an imitation of Lk’ (A. H. McNeile,  The Gospel according to St.
Matthew [London: Macmillan, 19  151, 235).

14 ‘Eine anscheinend nach  Lc 1264_66  frei gestaltete alte Glosse’ (E. Klostermann,
Das  Matthdusevangelium [HNT; 2nd edn. ; Ti_ibingen:  Mohr, 19271,  137) ; cf. Das
Lukasevangelium [HNT; 2nd edn., 19291,  141.

9555 C80 C
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Some scholars, e.g. Hort,Is Plummer,I6  and Streeter,” pre-
sume the passage to come from a source independent of Luke,
because of disagreement between the texts of Matthew and
Luke (except for X&TE, 76  . . . TT~&JWTOV,  700 06pav06 and T&V
KCLLp&/&  KCUpdlJ)  .

Zahn’s suggestion that the passage, together with Mark 16 :
g-20  and John 8 : I-I I, was derived from PapiasI*  is doubtful.

I I

Luke I 2 : 54-6 reads as follows :

5 4  &~EV 62 ual rots &XOLS, &av i’S7j~e  [mjv] v+Arp  dva7&Xovaav
id GvcrpGv, deiWS  A+ETE &I &.$pos gpxmab, teal  ylvmac  oihs.
55 Kal &av v&ov wviovra, A&WE &b Ka&mw &ac, Kal ylvmab.
56 horcptral,  rd npo’ao~ov r+js yfjs Kai TOG o6pavoC  o1*6an ~o~q_~c&w,
rcb Kabpdv  62 roihov ~i;)s 06~ o%arc SOKL~_&LV;

This text is stable and seems to be suited to the weather of
Palestine. The weather-signs here are concerned with cloud
(v+Aq),  rain ($@pos, ‘shower’), and wind (V&OS,  ‘south
wind’), not with the appearance of the sky in the evening and
morning as in Matthew.

Several Rabbinical sayings about weather-predictions are also
concerned with cloud and wind.19

15 See above, n. 5.
16 ‘The parallel passage Mt. xvi. 2, 3 is of very doubtful authority. It can

hardly be derived from Lk., from which it differs almost entirely in wording, but
perhaps comes from some independent tradition’ (A. Plummer, T/ze  Gospel accord-
ing to S. Luke [ICC; 5th edn.; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 19221,  335).

17 This passage is not a harmonistic insertion ‘derived from the text of Luke.
For if a later scribe, who had Luke before him, had desired to insert equivalent
sayings in Matthew, he would have adhered far more closely to Luke’s version. . . .
One has only to read [Matthew and Luke] through side by side to see that the
verbal agreements between the two versions are almost nil, and can only be
accounted for on the hypothesis that the interpolations are drawn from a tradition
independent of Luke’ (B. H. Streeter, T/ze  Four Gospels [London: Macmillan,
1924% 241-2).

1s ‘Stammen die apokryphen Sti_icke  Mk 16, g-20  (oder richtiger 16, 14-18)
und Jo 8, I-I I wahrscheinlich aus Papias, so liegt die gleiche Annahme fur Mt
16, 2.3 nahe genug’ (T. Zahn, Das Evangelium des Matthdus  [4th  edn.; Leipzig:
Deichert, 19221,  530 n. 45).

19 Str-B, 1.727-8. See e.g. 6. Ta’an.  gb (Soncino, 40): PGr$z$  [light clouds]
are a sign of (coming) rain. What are p&?&?--R.  Papa said: A thin cloud
under a thick cloud. Rab Judah said: Should fine rain come down before the
heavy rain then the rain will continue for some time; should it follow a heavy
downpour of rain then the rain will soon cease. If before the rain, the rain will
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I I I

The Lucan passage shows nothing peculiar in its wording, but in
the text of Matthew there are some striking lexical and gramma-
tical features.

(I) &%a  means ‘fair weather’ and appears in classical authors
such as Plato, Xenophon, Plutarch, and Epictetus, as well as in
the papyri. But it occurs only here in the NT and is used in
contrast with XEL@V  (‘storm’) here, as usual elsewhere.20

(2) mppdL$ (‘is fiery red’), which occurs twice here, is also
a NT hapax  legomenon. It derives from an adjective nvppds  (‘fiery
red’ [Rev. 6 : 4 ; I 2 : 31 <nCp ‘fire’) .21 The word does not appear
in Josephus or in Philo. The LXX22 and Philo both use the form
~vppl&~  The form nvpp&~  seems to occur elsewhere only in
Byzantine writers. 23 The -U&O form here may be assumed to be
an assimilation to the succeeding verb (~7vr/c2&,24  or it is a
Hellenistic formation like C+LC&  for the classical ciy2).0.25

(3) CWV~C& comes from an adjective o~vyvds (‘gloomy’) and
continue, of this the sieve serves as a reminder; if after a heavy rain, the rain
will cease, of this goats’ excrement serves as a reminder.

‘Ulla  chanced to be in Babylon and observing light clouds [po”n$o^t]  he exclaimed,
‘Remove the vessels for rain is now coming’. No rain however fell and he exclaimed,
‘As the Babylonians are false, so too is their rain’. Cf. b. Coma  2 rb: On the night
following the last day of the [Sukkoth] Festival all were gazing upon the smoke
arising from the pile of wood. If it inclined northward, the poor rejoiced and the
people of means were sad, because the rains of the coming year would be abundant
and their fruits would rot. If it inclined southward, the poor were depressed and
the men of means rejoiced, for there would be little rain that year and the fruit
could be preserved. If it inclined eastwards, all rejoiced; if westwards all were
depressed.

We have similar sayings about weather-signs in Japan as elsewhere, e.g.,
Yiiyake  koyake ashita tenki ni nare, ‘Evening glow! It be fair tomorrow!’ Cyzi  ‘evening’,

yake ‘glow’, ko ‘small’, ko-yake = just wordplay, repetition of the previous, ashita
‘tomorrow’, tenki ‘fair weather’, ni ‘to, for’, nure  ‘let it be’, [optative of be]).

20 e.g. Xenophon, Anab. 5.8.19-20:  Zv &1q,  ydp 6~1.2  &L&. &au 62 xq~&v 8 . . .
(‘for the reason that I see you are in calm waters. But when it is stormy weather. . .’
Loeb, 3.431); cf. Epictetus 2.18.29-30  (Loeb, 1.356-7).

21 F. Blass-A. Debrunner-F. Rehkopf, Grammatik des neutestamentlichen  Griechisch
( 14th  edn. ; Gottingen:  Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1976))  $ I 08 (7).

22 rvppl[ovaa: Lev. 13: 19,  42, 43, 4.9;  14: 37.
23 Bauer-Arndt-Gingrich, 738; S. B. Psaltes, Grammatik der byzantinischen  Chro-

niken (Gottingen, x913),  332 ; J. H. Moulton-W. F. Howard, Grammar of New
Testament Greek, Vol. II: Accidence and Word-Formation (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark,
1g2o),  405; J. H. Moulton-G. Milligan, The Vocabulary of the Greek Testament
(London: Hodder and Stoughton, rg3o),  560.

24 Moulton-Howard, Grammar, 2.405.
25 Blass-Debrunner-Rehkopf, Grammatik, 8 I 08(6).
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thus is used of human emotion. Such a case is found in Mark
IO : 22 d 62 arvyudaas  &4 r$ hdyy ch$tkv  hvrrot.+vos (‘and he,
feeling gloomy at that saying, went away sorrowful’), the only
other example of the verb in the NT.26 As a reflection on the
weather or sky (‘to be gloomy, lowering’), this is the only occur-
rence in the NT. The noun a7vyvdqs is used of ‘cloudy sky’
in Polybius,2’ and arv+s of ‘gloomy’ night in Wisdom (LXX) .2*

(4) That the usage of y&(y) v&co with the infinitive in the sense
of ‘to know how to’ is unique here in the NT is often mentioned.29
According to Abel, this usage is not classical, since it has the
sense of ‘to judge, decide’ in the classics;30 indeed, this sense is
very common in the classics .31 However, the former, alleged
non-classical usage is found in the LXX ;32 and in spite of
Abel’s remarks to the contrary, the usage in the sense of ‘to

26 This usage is seen also in the LXX : PciVTbS OE KaTOLKOihES  T&S v~aovs ia4yvaaav
2~1 UC (Ezek. 27: 35); cf. Ezek. 28: rg; 32: IO.

27 Hist. 4.21.1: . . . 6d rrjv 700 9r~pp~~~ovros  $vxpdr~ra  ical arvyvo’rqra r+ Kari
~6 hkhrov dv rols r&robs &r&ppXovaav  (‘. . . resulting from the surrounding coldness
and gloominess usually prevailing in these parts’).

28 Wisd. 17: 5: O&E  a”orpwv  &chap.rrpoL  &II&S Karavy&v  &&vov  r$v arvyv+

ZKEI~V  v6KTa  (‘Neither could the brightest flames of the stars illumine that gloomy
night’, Charles, 563).

29 Zahn, Mutt/&s,  528; McNeile, Matthew, 235; Klostermann, Matthiiusevan-
gelium,  137. Cf. similar usage in Latin, scire with inf.; e.g. Qui net ipse  consulere net
alteriparere  sciat,  eum extremi ingenii esse (Livy 22.29.8:  ‘He who does not know how to
counsel or to obey another has the lowest ability’); cf. Horace, Ep. 1.17.14-15;
Livy 22.51.4; Quintilian, ht. 10.5.19.  Similarly in German, wissen . . . pu with
inf. ; in French, savoir with inf.

30 F.-M. Abel, Grammaire de grec  biblique  (Paris: Gabalda, rg27), 307 (9 69, IO);
W. W. Goodwin, Syntax of the Moodsand  Tenses of th Greek Verb (London: Macmillan,
rg2g),  364 (4 915, 3). The only other example of YLV;UKO with inf. is Heb. IO: 34,
y~v~a~~vr~~  <XXELV  iauTo&  Kp&aova &rap&v  KaZ  &ovaav.  However, the meaning
here is not ‘to know how to’, but rather ‘to understand by judging that’ (yLV&KW

ZTL),  in which the classical meaning could be assumed (BDR, 5 3g7,1[3]). In the
NT ‘to know how to’ is always expressed by &vac  (o16a)  with inf. (e.g. Matt.
7 :  1 I, d oh &.hurk  ~ovqpol  &ES 0LIaarE  Gdpara Lyal?i  6&vaL  ~0% TCKVOLS  I&L&;

cf. Luke II: 13; 12: 56; Phil. 4: 12; I Thess. 4: 4; I Tim. 3: 5; Jas. 4: 17; 2 Pet.
2: 9); the usage is also classical (Zahn, Matthdus, 528-g). ~avO&Lv  with inf.,
‘to learn how to’, is another usage similar to the above (paveavhwaav  np&ov T&J
~~LOV OfKOV  E~u~%?v,  I Tim. 5: 4).

31 e.g. ;4Xv&rra  yhp Zyvwaav  $o%aL  r7jv hyadpa  2lp&,w~v  ;larviyri’  rQ Kva&ipew

nadl, ‘they judged that Alyattes should give his daughter Aryenis to Astyages,
son of Cyaxares’ (Herodotus, I .74) ; AaK~~a+dnob  62 SLKaUmjpLov  avvayaydvrEs
E’yvwaav  Ireprv/lplaOar.  AlyLv+as  3~6 Acv~v~&o ‘Then the Lacedaemonians,
assembling a court, judged that the Aeginetans had been treated very ill by Leuty-
chides’ (Herodotus, 6.85).

J2 e.g. ~o&vpov Kai  @XL  +dyrTaL rp~v?j  yvi%aL  al;&  $ ~p0&UtIaL  ~ovqpci,  GKXiga-

UeaL  d &ya&b  (Isa. 7: 15); cf. Isa. 8: 4; 44: 18.
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know how to’ can be noticed, though only occasionally, in the
classics .33

The above-mentioned features are relatively rare or otherwise
non-existent in the NT. Thus, although they are not necessarily
inadmissible in the text and context in which they are contained,
they might be considered as negative evidence for the genuine-
ness of the passage.

IV

Variant readings within the passage are as follows :

Verse 2 :

( I) Most of the versions are uncomfortable with the elliptical nomina-
tives4 &la  and add kr;t (itfiler) or  est (it”). The  OL codex ffl a n d

the Vulgate codices  E L R also add eras  (‘tomorrow’).

( 2 )  mppd& D K U A  II CD 892  I 2 4 1  pier
~TV~~<EL C E F G H L M 0 0 ZZ 2 I 33 71 349 3gg  476 477

5’7 7’3 ‘279  1295 ‘396 ‘424  ‘473 1516 ‘579 P4
[also v. 3 ; C M have mpp&L]

Simplification of gemination in Classical Greek occurred owing
to the syllabic division before the gemination instead of within.
This process was set up in Attic in the 4th century BC and in the
papyri from the 3rd century on made more progress.35 The
double -pp- form is preserved in LXX, NT, and the papyri.36
The single form, dropping a p, is found in C and later uncials
and minuscules.  The single p form mp&  can be found as a
variant reading in Rev. 6 : 4 (A P Q 046 I 678) and I 2 : 3
(C Qo46 I 13o)F

(3) omit y&p M 471 1293
(4) 6 otjp~& +cum nubibus ita tb) c ffa[mJJ  g’

33 e.g. tva . . . yv+ T~&LV r;Iv  yr\iSaaav  7javxEaT4pav  ‘that he may learn to keep
his tongue more quiet’ (Sophocles, Antigone, 1089); ylyVWKE ~5js o'pyijs  Kpadv,

‘learn to control thy temper’ (Menander, Sent., 20); Goodwin, Syntax, 8 gI5(3c);
H. W. Smyth, A Greek Grammar for Colleges (New York: American Book Co.,
1920), 0 2129(3)*

34 A. T. Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek New Testament in the Light of Historical
Research (4th edn. ; New York: Hodder  & Stoughton, rg23), 460.

3s E. Mayser, Grammatik der griechischn  Papyri aus der Ptolemiierreit  (2 ~01s. ;
Leipzig: Teubner, x906-34))  I .2 I I.

36 uapcrjhov  gpprvos flvppov,_ ‘of a red male camel’ (BGU II. 468,8;  AD 156).
37 Moulton-Howard, Grammar, 2. IOI  ; Moulton-Milligan, Vocabulary, 560;

BDR 3 34(2)  ; Mayser, Grammatik, I .22  I.
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This interesting addition probably reflects weather conditions
in the West, rather than conformation to Luke. *

(5 )  0’ o+wds+/cal  ylmu o&ws K

This is due to the Lucan parallel.

(6) omit d ot;pu&  . . . y&p  (v. 3 ) W

This omission is due to homoeoteleuton (r&p  . . . y&p).
-_
Verse 3 :

(7) omit Kai opt . . . 6 o+& F

This is also due to homoeoteleuton (~+a&  . . . o&xwds)

(8) om. Kd it”
(9)  KU; mih  K
(IO) KUi rpwt]  mane a&em (‘in the morning, however’) itff’
(I I) rpwif] rpoilas E Mmg 33 71 213 235 473 477 485 655 1207 1223

1365 I396 1574 (cf. Matt. 27: I ; John 21:
( I 2) 77~~L*+diCiti~  itb ff2 vglMS

4)
copbO syrp geo

This is an assimilation to v. 2b.

A. Pallis  wants to read xupc&  (‘dawns’) for the second m~ppd&~,

because the sky cannot be fiery and gloomy at the same time, and
presumes that what the context requires was : ‘The day breaks
gloomily, we shall have foul weather’, thus coinciding with the
rhyme ‘A red morning shepherd’s warning, a red night shep-
herd’s delight’. With regard to the word xupd&c,  Pallis  noted
that it was preserved in Modern Greek as an impersonal verb.
Indeed, several Modern Greek dictionaries refer to the verb.38
He also referred to Sophocles, who ‘in his Lexicon quotes an
instance of this verb in the form ~upcbo~~u~  from as early a date
as AD 582 706  6pOov ~upuaao~&ov,  dawning’.39  However, xap&

38 H. Pernot,  Lexique  grec  moderne frunpis  (Paris: Garnier, rg33), ‘le jour point’,
485 ; I. Kykkotis, English-Greek and Greek-English Dictionary (London: Lund Hum-
phries, rg47),  ‘it dawns’, 726; H. F. Wendt, Xzschenwiirterbuch  der neugriechischen  und
deutschen S’rachen:  I. JVeugriechisch-Deutsch  (Berlin and Munich: Langenscheidt,
rg6g), ‘der Tag bricht an’, 507.

39 Agathias (AD 582),  180; E. A. Sophocles, Greek Lexicon of the Roman and
Byzantine Periods (New York: Scribners, 1887),  2. I x61 ; A. Pallis,  Jvotes  on St. Mark
and St. Matthew (Oxford: Clarendon, 1g32),  88-g.
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is not attested before this date. This is an ingenious conjecture,
but is not supported by any contemporary evidence.

On the other hand P.-L. Couchoud thinks that it is strange that
the same verb nvpc&  is used as a sign of fine weather and of
rain, and that the gloomy sky of rain is said to be fiery at the
same time. The Lucan parallel 12 : 54 speaks of nothing but
a cloud rising. Therefore, it is probable that the word 7rvpcL&
was repeated inadvertently and that the second rvpd&~ thus
took the place of another verb ending in -a&. The variations
in the text suggest that (T~VYV$[EL  y&p 6 06p~vds (‘for the sky is
lowering’) was the Matthean original. A copyist would have
inadvertently written 7rvpd&~  instead of CT7VYU&  under the
influence of the preceding 7~vpc&  A corrector would have re-
stored the word a7vyv&r  above ?~vpc&. Thence three readings
were brought out : (a) the common reading nvpci&  cr~vyvc&v ;
(6) cwuy~c.X$  ~v~&Jv, the reading of 1293 (I Ith century) ;
(c)  7rvpcx$Jv  a7vyvc&, the reading of 2 145  (I 2th century).
Couchoud explains the growth of these readings in this way and
the omission of the entire passage by K B et al. as perhaps due
to the difficulty of reconciling 7~vpd&  and a~vyvc&.40  This is
another ingenious conjecture, but one which fails to take seriously
the genealogical relationships among the MSS. (Can it be that
these two medieval MSS independently go back to the hypothetical
early 2nd century MS with the ‘corrected’ reading?)

( 14) ~zip~&]  &jp D

&jp  was always ‘mist, haze’ in Homer and Hesiod, not ‘lower
air’ surrounding the earth, which was wrongly opposed by
Aristarchus, a grammarian of the 3rd century B C, to u8rjp
‘upper air’, and later, ‘air’, generally.41 Codex Bezae’s reading
here might be a vernacular use with a general meaning, as is
illustrated from an illiterate document of the 6th century AD.@

(  15) 76 $‘]  KU; 76 &’ C D L W F (om. $J) A 0 I 33 892 1424
I 604 ita aur  c w 19 syrh eth

( IS) &oK~~Tu~, 76 ,dV 0 2 11 @ 565 700 itb e f ff’ ff2  g’ syrp geo
Chrysostom

40 P.-L. Couchoud, ‘Notes de critique verbale  sur St Marc et St Matthieu’,
J=S 34 (rg33),  136.

41 LSJ, 31,  37.
42 &rd  &S&$ous  /..&L hipos  (PLond  ggr, IO) ‘from the ground to the air’; cf.

Moulton-Milligan, Vocabulary, I I ; Bauer-Arndt-Gingrich, 39.
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This insertion is due to Luke 12 : 56, in which, however, the
sayings are addressed to the multitudes.

(17)

(18)

d Sh uq_xia &v Kabp&v]  Kal  fi dp47 TOO Kacpov^  ro6rou  copbo
Cf. Matt. IO: 34//Luke 12: 51.
03 &a& C D K A 0 II @ f1 f13 22 565 892

oz; &au&  8OKLj.&CV

plcr  itd f g’ 9 vgbl sy+

air 66vaaBc  60qxbac
G M U 33 syp
w

06 G&au& yv&ab 245 1012 09
[scire] itaurceff’gig  VgHOCZMaKVW

[nosse] ita
[cognoscere] itb  ffa  1 Vg2MSS  ge0

06 80KL/&TE. L
ot; UVl&~ Sfi 118 2og Too
7rGs  ozi %vau&  8OKL/,&LV; 0  x

&ha&  is supplemented by an infinitive, as is the case with
Lukerr:56  (p’%BLpc.) or supplanted by the verb of know-
ing or interpreting (cf. Luke 12 : 56 p45 A D TR).
(19)  The punctuation at the end of v. 3 is divided among modern
editors between a full stop (supported by Chrysostom) and a question
mark (made clear in codices 0 II).

full stop : WH Souter2 Diglotmg UBSGNT
question : Tisch8  von Soden  N-A26  Bover Merk-Martini9

It is a question in Luke 12 : 56 ; here a statement might be
preferable.

In several other passages that are judged to be later interpola-
tions (e.g. John 5 : $3-4 ; 7 : 53-8 : I I), there is so much variation
in the MS tradition that one suspects the ‘interpolations’ also
existed in more than one recension.43 Such is not the case here,
however; the variant readings within this passage show nothing
in particular which suggests the genuineness or interpolation
of the passage. What is seen are some efforts toward explaining
the meaning of the passage or harmonizing it with the Lucan
parallel.

V

With regard to external evidence, readings ( I) and (3) almost
neutralize each other. Therefore, it is no surprise that UBSGNT
enclosed the passage within square brackets.

43 See e.g. item (4) under John 5: 4 in Metzger’s Zxxtual  Commentary, 209.
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Internal evidence, especially some features in diction, does not
necessarily suggest the entire rejection of the passage, but at the
same time, it offers no positive support.

Everything considered, the original text probably did not
contain 16 : 2b3,  but this probable marginal gloss, which ac-
curately responded to the question and perhaps was added from
popular sayings to expound 16 : 4 by the aid of analogy, might
very soon have entered into the text.

The Pharisees and Sadducees asked Jesus for a sign from
heaven. His answer (I 6 : 3)) however, did not mention a sign,
but ‘the face of heaven’, and the signs were not of the heavens,
but of the times. The best assumption, therefore, is that 16 :
2b-3 was probably an interpolation and therefore should be
omitted from the text of Matthew.



4. An Eclectic Textual Commentary on
the Greek Text of Mark’s Gospel

J .  K .  E L L I O T T

S INCE it first appeared in I 966, the text of the United Bible
Societies’ Greek jVew Testament (UBSGNT) of which Professor
Metzger is one of the editors, has proclaimed itself the standard
text of the NT.1 Originally it was said that UBSGNT would
merely be a text for students and translators2  Since then
UBSGNT has undergone two revisions, the later of which
(the third edition of 1975)  agrees substantially with the text of
Nestle-Aland  and forms the basis of the Vollstandige Konkor-
danz,3  the new computer concordance,” and the Aland  S$zo~si.s.

The text of UBSGNT3,  like its predecessors, has only a limited
apparatus of 1,400 variation units, all of which have been
discussed together with about 600 other variants in a com-
panion volume, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament.5
It fell to Professor Metzger to write this commentary on behalf of
and in co-operation with the editorial committee of the UBSGNT
to show how the committee reached its decision on these 2,000

variants. Metzger, with an enviably lucid style, encapsulated the
editorial discussions and has thereby  .enabled  us to understand
how many of the textual problems encountered by the committee
were resolved.

Those of us who criticized features of the Commentary when it
was first published6 nevertheless expressed gratitude to the

1 See K. Aland  (ed.), Synopsis  Qvuttuor Euangeliorum (10th  edn.; Stuttgart: Wiirt-
tembergische Bibelanstalt, 1g78),  xi.

2 R. P. Markham and E. A. Nida, An Introduction to the Bible Societies’ Greek Jvew
fistament (New York: American Bible Society, 1g66),  I.

3 K. Aland  (ed.), Vollstiindige  Konkordanz  zum  griechischen JVeuen  Testament (Berlin/
New York: de Gruyter, rg75-  ).

4 H. Bachmann  and W. A. Slaby, Computer-Konkordanz zum  .&ovum  Testamentum
Graece  (Berlin/New York: de Gruyter, I 980).

5 B. M. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek .Mew Testarnent  (London/
New York: United Bible Societies, r 97 x).

6 J. Ross, ‘The United Bible Societies’ Greek New Testament’, JBL 95
(x976),  I 12-2 I ; J. K. Elliott, ‘The United Bible Societies’ Textual Commentary
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committee in general and to Professor Metzger in particular
for allowing us to share in the editorial process through this
companion volume. The UBSGNTs text, however, must not be
thought of as the definitive text. Many of its readings have been
printed with a high degree of doubt by the editors. This is
evident by the increased number of readings accorded the rating
letter ‘C’ (= ‘considerable degree of doubt’) and ‘D’ (= ‘very
high degree of doubt’) since the second edition. It is also evident
from the Commentary that the committee responded in different
ways to the pull of conflicting arguments and decided on many
such occasions to print ‘the least unsatisfactory reading’.

Metzger’s Commentary is a valuable and stimulating starting
place for discussing variants. Its failings merely-and inevitably
-reflect the failings of the UBSGNT text as a whole. These
are primarily its excessive respect for the readings of the so-
called great uncials (especially N B) and a cavalier attitude
towards principles based on internal evidence. The Commentary
(like the introductory volume before it)7 lists the principles on
pp. xxvi-xxviii. Even when these principles are reliable guides-
and sometimes they are nots - they are often ignored or bypassed
in the discussions as reported in the Commentary.

Those of us who favour an eclectic Greek NT based primarily
on principles of internal evidence inevitably disagree with the
text of UBSGNT3  on many occasions. This article is offered as
an example of how eclectic principles thoroughly applied could
have produced a different text. It is to be hoped that as such it is
not thought impolite as an offering to honour a scholar from
whom the present author has received nothing but kindness,
great help, and frequent encouragement. The article is intended
not merely to demonstrate how the discussions in the Com-
mentary can be expanded or supplemented, but also to show
how the Commentary is itself a stimulus and a valuable vade
mecum  in initiating such further discussion on variants.

For the sake of space all the examples below are taken from

Evaluated’, .h&ovi’-  17 (Ig75),  130-50,  and ‘A Second Look at the United Bible
Societies’ Greek New Testament’, BT 26 (rg75),  325-32;  G. D. Kilpatrick,ZC<
104 (rg7g), cob. 260-70.

7 Markham and Nida, Introduction.
8 e.g., II A 4 (c): ‘Scribes would sometimes . . . add pronouns, conjunctions,

and expletives to make a smoother text’; and II A 2: ‘In general the shorter
reading is to be preferred’.
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Mark’s Gospel. I have tried to select variants which demonstrate
differing eclectic principles.

Although the Commentary says that ‘it is easier to account for the
addition than the deletion of the definite article before jgu~&~v’,
the text prints the article, albeit bracketed, presumably because
it is found in N. But what the text should print is d without
brackets. If Marcan usage had been a criterion in determining
the text of Mark (as promised in principle II B I [a] of the Com-
mentary), then it would have been recognized that d /~u&&ov is
Mark’s normal way of describing John the Baptist.

The Commentary, however, refers us to Mark 6 : 25 and 8 : 28
where UBSGNT3 prints forms of /3a~rorjs---and  not to 6 :
14 or 6 : 24 where forms of /3 a&~wv  are printed. In fact there
are textual variants at all four of these verses :

6:  14 /?amL’&.m  K A B  Cfl Byz
flanrcamjs  D S W O f13

6 : 24 /3ard[ov7os 8 B L A 0 565 1596
/~U~TWJTO~^ ceteri

6 : 25 fiamlcovTos  L 700 892
)Ba7rrumoC  ceteri

8 : 28 /?UVT~~OVTU  28 565
~a7r7w+  ceteri

In view of the prevailing tendency to call John /~u~c~L(T~<E
in Matthew, Luke, and later Christian writings, it is likely that
the direction of change in the text of Mark is away from an
original j3~ml&w. 9 Bcwrmmj~  was introduced into the text by
later scribes possibly because of assimilation to parallels at
Matt. 14 : 2, 8 ; I 6 : 14, and Luke g : 19. Mark is likely to have
written /3ami<ov  throughout as the designation for John. This
represents the form of John’s name before Christians coined the
noun /~TWTT~S  to describe him. The new noun then became
dominant in Christian tradition. In contrast to the argument
used by the UBSGNT committee here, at Mark IO : 47 (NC&-
prlvWN 5 pa w c6o.r) the Commentary says that the editors printed
Nu~apy&  because it is characteristic of Marcan  style and that
scribes were responsible for introducing the more usual Nu&~pczios

9 See further my article, ‘Ho baptizan  and
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for Mark’s less familiar term. This is indeed likely, and the same
reasoning should have been applied for the variants /~u&&Jv/
/3anrla7+.

If we accept d /~u~T~~wv as a title for John at Mark I : 4, this
helps solve our textual problems in this verse. Some scribes,
not recognizing this as a title, have adjusted the verse to make
Pu~T~Z& a verbal participle only. These are the main variants :

( a )  /3a7rr&Jv  &J Tij Qrjjq~  KU~ A K P W II $2~. This is the
reading accepted in UBSGNT1p2.

(6) d ~a~~&w  & $ zp$q~ KU~ N L A copbo. If d is  present,
KUl  is difficult to accept as characteristic of Marcan  style.

( c )  & Tjj zprj/qJ /3anT1&Jv  KUl D 0 28 PC. Not only has the
article been removed, thus preventing /3a,&v being under-
stood as a substantive, but the two linked participles have been
placed closer together to emphasize their dependence on +&JZIETO.

(d) 6 jga7~71&w  &J TG 2p<,uy  B 33 892. In accepting this variant
as the original, we have a text that conforms to Marcan usage
in which John is referred to as d /~u~T~&Jv.  ‘E$~ETo can be
taken as a verb with a force of its own: ‘John the Baptist ap-
peared in the desert preaching’. In view of the significance in the
context of John’s actual appearing, this is likely, although
it would also agree with Mark’s style to take &&TO  K~)~&~cxw

as periphrastic (‘John the Baptist was preaching in the desert. . .’ ;
cf. Mark g : 3).

I : 27 Tl &rrw roiko; 71s 4 &6apj  7j Kamj a&r); Onrc Kar’  E’[ovaiav*  K a i

In evaluating the variants in this verse, the UBSGNT editors
seem not only to have ignored their principle of taking the author’s
style into account but also the fact that the Semitic usage natural
to the author could have been responsible for scribal alterations.
The editors seem to have been unduly influenced by N B.10

10 Other places in Mark where the text in K B seems to have been an important
reason for printing its reading are (among others) 2: I; 6: 33 (virtually alone),
47; 7: 6, 37; 8: 13; 13: 2; 14: IO and 52 (K B C only). There are, of course, many
other places where the text of N B is printed in preference to variants in other
MSS but where there is neither apparatus in the text nor discussion in the Com-
mentary. At 4: 8 and 20 (h), 16; 7: 4 (/3am1uwvrac),  g, 24, 28; IO: 26, the Commentary
shows that the united text of K B has been ignored. Sometimes acknowledgement
of a shorter text in N B has resulted in a bracketed text, as in 3: 32; 6: 23 (no&G);
6: 41 (see below); 7: 4 (Kal KhV&), 35 (Ku; E;%Js),  37; I O: 7; 12: 23; 15: 12
(e&Tr).
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The Commentary does not discuss the variant in C K A et al.,
giving the distinctively Semitic word order 4 &6ux~ 3 KCW$

at%-+ G. Kilpatrick’~
:
43 3 x+jpa 4 ~TwX; aGrq  i n  D  0 5 6 5   PC. (cf. the same variant in
theparallelatLuke21:  3inAWApZer.)  andActs6:  13 ;  21 :
w h e r e  s o m e  M S S  r e a d  TOU^  T&OV TOGCEylov  T h i s

 w o r d  o r d e r  ( a r t i c l e  a n d  n o u n  p l u s  a r t i c l e  a n d  a d j e c t i v e
plus demonstrative) is also to be found in the LXX. We should
therefore consider this word order original to Mark. It is the
order stylistically-conscious scribes would have avoided.

The MSS which give us this word order in Mark I : 27 are
for the most part those which also have 719 before 4 SLSU~~,

thus creating a second question in the verse. The juxtaposition
of two questions is also typical of Mark, e.g. I : 24 ; 2 : 7, 8-g ;
4: 13, 21, 40; 6: 2; 7: 18-19.  Scribes also tended to object to
this in Mark. This Gospel is characterized by many such re-
dundancies and repetitions. Matthew in using Mark tended to
eliminate many such expressions.12 In this verse D W et al.
omit the first question ~1  &TLV TOGTO. Others such as H B 0 etc.
omit the second question.

The reading of C K A 565”  also commends itself as original in
another way. As Kilpatrick points out, Mark sometimes follows
double questions with a ~TL clause, e.g. 6 : 2 (variant 2) ; 7 :
18-r g. Elsewhere in the NT, C?TL  in the sense of y&p is found,
e.g. at Mark 8 : 24; John I : 16 ; Rom. g : 7. This also was a
feature to which scribes often objected (see variant readings at
Mark 6: 2; 8: 3; I I: 1 8 ) .

That there were so many features characteristic of Marcan
style, to which stylistically-aware scribes would have objected,
explains the many variants within this verse.

If &L is original to Mark here, the punctuation problems
referred to by Metzger disappear. I-CUT’  E’~ovaluv  has to go with
what follows. Verse 22 is more likely to have been a reason for
the change by scribes than to have been the pattern for
Mark in this respect. As we have seen, stronger and more

I * ‘Some Problems in New Testament Text and Language’, Neotestamentica et
Semitica: Studies in Honour of Matthew Black (ed. E. E. Ellis and M. Wilcox; Edin-
burgh: T. & T. Clark, rg6g),  r 98-208.

12 See W. C. Allen, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Gospel  according to
S. Matthew (ICC; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, rgo7), xxiv-xxv.
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numerous examples of Marcan  style and usage tell in favour
of the reading of C K A et al.

Other places where UBSGNT ignores the reading characteris-
tic of the author’s style are frequent. Among those found in
Mark are I : 39 and 2 : I. At I : 39 ijv should be read, not 77jx8~v.13
At 2 : I a minority of the committee would have preferred to
accept the variant reading, the characteristically Marcan &
OlKOV with A C I’ A, but the majority overruled them (him ?)
by insisting on printing the reading of K B. Similarly at 2 : 4
the majority of the committee ignored the text in accord with
Marcan style and printed &A & $Aov.

Mark 8 : 13 should read ~rr&v +3& ~1s ~6 ~O~OV. This is a
redundant expression characteristic of Mark. (Cf. also I 2 : 23
where the longer text should be printed without brackets for the
same reason.) At I I : 3 I ~1 &W~EV  is also likely to be original.
(At 8: 35 the Commentary reports that the committee accepted
Marcan style as an argument overruling any possibility that
the longer text in Mark was the result of assimilation to the
parallels.)

An examination of this famous variant along thorough-
going eclectic lines would not, I think, have resulted in anhay)(vr-
a&s being printed in all three editions of the UBSGNT text
with a ‘D’ rating. That N A B C and the bulk of MSS read it,
whereas only D and a few OL MSS and Ephraem read +y~a&ls,
has been the deciding factor, even though many perfectly
convincing arguments are capable of being produced-some
of them are in the Commentary---for accepting the originality
of +y~o&is. The CommentaT  is not so convincing in suggesting
that dpyca&ls  could have come into the text because of a scribe’s
confusing Aramaic words.

There are several instances where Matthew in particular omits
Mark’s characteristic references to Jesus’ humanity. The
Matthean parallels to Mark I : 43 ; 3 : 5, 20-1;  6 : 5-6 ; 8 : 12 ;
I o : 14, 2 I ; 14 : 33 provide ample illustration of this. Scribes of
Mark were similarly motivated. But we must not expect scribes
to have been scrupulous in weedjng  out every such expression

*3 See C. H. Turner, ‘Marcan  Usage: Notes, Critical and Exegetical, on the
Second Gospel’, 3727  28 (1926-T), 349;  26 (Igq-5), 15-16.
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from their exemplars. As Metzger points out, at Mark 3 : 5
and I o : 14 Jesus’ anger and indignation are recorded by Mark
and there are no variants in the MSS. In fact, these comparisons
with Mark IO : 14 and 3 : 5 should be used to show that +ys&ls
at I : 41 would be entirely characteristic of Mark’s picture of
Jesus. This, however, should not deflect us from realizing that
such changes did occur, and one such example seems to have been
here. Admittedly not every human emotion of Jesus has been
expunged by scribes, but neither is it likely that human emotions
such as anger would have been added by scribes to a text which,
had it read a&ayXy&&,  would have seemed to them to be
perfectly appropriate and innocuous.

The allegedly slender support for dP#Xg should not be
relevant. At other places in UBSGNT3 the editors print readings
with comparable support, e.g. at John g : 36 &EKp8y E)K&vos KU:
dmv, Kd ds &mv, K&p&E against the readings of K B; at Col.
2 : 2 7oi3 eEOc,  xpLaTov^  with &l 46 B Hilary Pelagius and Pseudo-
Jerome only ; at Acts 16 : 12 np&~s  ,~pIGos T+S with the Pro-
venGa1 and Old German only ; or at John 3 : 27 06% 2'~ with
~66  ~75 B 472 only. Despite the fact that the Commentary reports
that the committee often allowed itself to be overwhelmed by
the sheer number of MSS, these and other examples show that
it was not always overwhelmed. Mark I : 41 is one such place
where the minority reading, cipyd&k,  ought to have been
printed as the original text.

Matthew is likely to have read dpydkls  in his copy of Mark.
Matthew used a~)tay~&&  four times of Jesus (Matt. g : 36 ;
14: 14; 15 : 32 ; 20 : 34) and thus had he found a7&yXv&%ls
at Mark I : 41 it is likely he would have retained it. In fact,
what Matthew seems to have omitted from his copy of Mark was
;pybaeEls.

5 : 22 omit &$_LUTL  ‘Idpos

Without wishing to open up again the question of ‘Western
non-interpolations’, it is perhaps worth reconsidering this text
and the reasons for printing it as given in the Commentary.

At IO : 46 Mark names Bartimaeus son of Timaeus, whereas
the parallels are silent, and at 15 : 2 I Mark names the sons of
Simon of Cyrene. But this is not the normal tendency in the
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gospels. Assuming Marcan  priority, we can see how on so many
occasions Mark’s impersonal plural verbs have been given
subjects by either Matthew or Luke or both. Similarly, names *
are given to the nameless as the tradition develops.14 John I I : 2

and I 2 : 3 name the woman who anointed Jesus at Bethany.
Similarly, John tells us in 18 : IO the name of the high priest’s
servant and the name of the disciple who cut his ear off.

At IO : 46 and 15 : 21 Mark’s names stand firm in the MS
tradition (though W omits Bup~+uaL^os  at I o : 46). It is significant
here that both Matthew and Luke ignore the names. At 5 : 22,

however, Jairus’ name does not stand firm in the MSS, and even
more significantly the Lucan parallel includes the name Jairus
without variation.

The words o’vd,uua~r  ‘I&~os, therefore, could have entered
MSS of Mark from the Lucan parallel, particularly in the word-
ing found in the text of W 0 565 700  at Mark 5 : 22.

The absence of the name in Matthew is explicable if he did
not find the name in his copy of Mark. This is more likely than
Glasson’s explanation that Matthew’s copy of Mark was equiva-
lent to the Western text of Mark,15  or to say with Metzger in the
Quasten Festschrift  that the shorter text was the result of scribal
harmonization to Matthew.16 Usually harmonizing one account
with another resulted in a scribe’s adding to his MS from the
parallel, not omitting.

The UBSGNT text has again been decided on the basis of
external evidence supporting the longer text. The shorter text
omitting &&XL  ‘I&pos deserves to be taken seriously as original.

6: 3 TOi?  riK70VO~ vi& hxi

This is one of the minority of readings discussed in the Corn-
mentary where an ‘A’ rating is given to the reading printed in
the text (7iK7OV,  d vlds),  a reading, that is to say, regarded as
‘virtually certain’. Such confidence does not seem justified.

There are many variants, particularly in the Lucan nativity
stories, which avoid describing Jesus as the son of Joseph. For

f4 See the many examples of this development in an article by Metzger himself,
‘Names for the Nameless in the New Testament: A Study in the Growth of Chris-
tian Tradition’, h3riukon:  Festschrift  Johannes Quasten (ed. P. Granfield and J. A.
Jungmann; 2 ~01s.; Miinster/Westf.:  Aschendorff,  rg7o),  I  .7g-gg.

15 T. F. Glasson,  ‘Did Matthew and Luke Use a “Western” Text of Mark?’
ExpTim  55 (I g43-4),  180-4. I6 ‘Names’, gg n. 107.
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instance, at Luke 2 : 33, 41, 43 various MSS do not describe
Joseph and Mary as ‘Jesus’ parents’. Instead they say either
‘Joseph and Mary’ or ‘Joseph and his mother’. Once the virgin
birth traditions began to influence and then dominate Christian
thinking about Jesus’ birth, and once devotion to Mary de-
veloped, then passages referring without qualification to Joseph
as Jesus’ father were frequently altered by scribes.

The variants at Mark 6 : 3 as a whole seem to fit into this
pattern. The UBSGNT text following X A B pier. prints the
secondary reading. The alternative 706  7kKTOVOS  vi& (Kd),

far from being due to assimilation to the parallel in Matt. I 3 :
55, is likely to be original. In fact Matthew does not provide an
exact parallel to Mark 6 : 3.

A man in Jewish literature was more naturally described as the
son of his father. This is likely here with Jesus described as son of
the carpenter. 17 A change in the opposite direction would be
less probable, especially in view of the tendency elsewhere to
remove references to Jesus’ father. Despite the comment of
Celsus referred to by Metzger in a footnote to this discussion,
it was better for Christian apologists to describe Jesus as a car-
penter (just as Paul is described as an artisan) than to have
doubts cast on the virgin birth tradition.

6 : 22 Ovympds  a~+ r’ris ‘Hpy8uziGos

The three main readings here are either ‘his daughter Herodias’
as in UBSGNT, or ‘her daughter Herodias’, or ‘the daughter of
Herodias’. The UBSGNT committee, although following N B,
were obviously not confident in so doing, as the Commentary
makes abundantly clear.

We need to decide more positively which reading is the most
likely to have given rise to the alternatives. I would wish to
argue for the originality of the reading Bvyu~p&  uSj’s r+s
‘Hp+30s  in A C K 0 filer. This could mean ‘the daughter of
Herodias herself’, but it is more likely that T+S rHp~8~ci80s
is in parenthesis. Metzger acknowledges in the Commenta
that UIJ+~S  could be a redundant pronoun anticipating a noun
and as such is an Aramaism. This seems a likely reason for its
removal by scribes. The meaning would be ‘her (i.e. Herodias’)

17 See R. E. Brown, The Birth of the Messiah (Garden City: Doubleday, rg77),
537-41; H. K. McArthur, ‘ “Son of Mary” ‘, .NouT 15 (Ig73),  38-58.
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daughter’. Such parentheses are characteristic of Mark, e.g.
I : 2-3; 2: I O, 16, 21; 6: 14-15; 7: 2, 3-4, rg, 26; 8: 14; 12:
r2a; 13: 14 ; 14 : 36. Attempts by scribes to remove the paren-
thesis in 6 : 22, and to avoid the redundant pronoun, probably
created the alternative readings. These alternatives, particularly
the one printed as the text of UBSGNT, have their own problems,
particularly in suggesting the girl herself is called Herodias and
is Herod’s  daughter-a detail which goes against v. 24.

Metzger’s Commentary shows that the committee agreed that
~c@~uij. defined by a&o0 is more likely to have been original.
This is surely correct. But the brackets in UBSGNT3  are un-
necessary. They have only been added to the text because the
committee wished to acknowledge the reading of the Alexandrian
MSS, which by and large have the shorter text, i.e. without the
possessive.

Again, both Marcan  and NT usage should have been decisive.
Hellenistic Greek made greater use of pronouns than the classical
language. Hence, stylistically-conscious scribes tended to remove
redundant pronouns (cf. a&+$  at 6 : 22). The principle given by
Metzger in the Introduction to the Commentary (II A 4[c]) is
that scribes would sometimes add pronouns to make a smoother
text. But this is not common, particularly in respect of post-
positional possessives, which are a feature of Semitic style.

C. H. Turner’s drew our attention several years ago to the use
of the possessive with ~aer/+,  although he did not discuss the
variant at Mark 6 : 41. He stated that originally Jesus’ disciples
would be known as his disciples not the disciples. Once ,&++s
came always to signify Jesus’ disciples, scribes felt free to omit the
possessive. It is significant that so many of the allegedly great
uncials are divided in this matter; hence the UBSGNT ap-
paratus includes many such variants. These can be seen at
Matt. 8: 21; 15: 36; 16: 5; 17: I O; 19: IO; 20: 17; 26: 20;
Luke I 2 : 22 ; 20 : 45 ; John 20 : 30, and all are discussed in the
Commentary. At all these &ov^ should be read, and in the case of
Matt. 8 : 2 I ; Luke 12 : 22 ; 20: 45 ; and John 20: 30 the brackets
should be removed as here at Mark 6 : 41. At Matt. 20 : I 7

I8 ‘Marcan  Usage’, 32-s 26 (Ig24-5),  235-q.
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not only should &ov^ be included in the text but the brackets
should be removed from /..dr)Ti&. The expression ‘his twelve
disciples’ is found at Matt: IO _ I ;

only at Matt. I O: 5; 26 : 14, 47,
appropriate in the context.

57

11: 1; ‘the twelve’
where the number alone is

Variants adding &ov^
8: I * ;  g :  14”; I O:  I O* ,  13*, 24;  14: 16*. The verses marked
with an asterisk are not discussed by Turner. We can in fact
adjust Turner’s figures. He says that Mark writes the possessive
with ~U&Y<S  at 32 out of 40 occurrences in the gospel. The true
figure is 3g times out of 40. The only real exception is Mark
4 : 34 (70% XOLS ~uf+uis),  where obviously the possessive
would not be expected.

All too often the MS evidence has caused the committee to
reject its own arguments concerning the originality of U~;TOC  in
the above places.

At other places in Mark-not discussed in the CommentarJy--
variants that include the pronoun should be accepted as giving
the original text, e.g. Mark I : 40 (+ud&) ; 3 : 33 (+pou)  ;

7: 12 (+UdTOv^ [his]);  8: 25 (+ cd~oi?).  This stylistic feature seems
to have been acknowledged in UBSGNT3,  where the brackets
around pronouns have been removed at 6 : 35 and 14 : I o.

The excessive use of brackets in the UBSGNT text is one of the
most disturbing features of the edition. Since the appearance of
Metzger’s Commentav,  it has been made clear that all too often
this device has been used to indicate division in the committee
between printing a text on intrinsic grounds and omitting it
because of its MS support (e.g. Mark 5 : 42 ; 6 : 23 ; IO : I).

Here at Mark 6: 41 the committee should have been con-
sistent by printing ~U~~TU~S  cdTO6 without brackets.19

.

g : 38 & O&C &COXOV&~  jlptv

The Commenta  again shows us that the UBSGNT text (KU:
E)KC&O/LEV  C&T&‘, gT1 o&c 7j~ohozh  i$v) has been printed be-
cause of its external support. The longer text of A K II pier. is
condemned as a conflate reading.

The text printed in UBSGNT seems to be the result of assimila-
tion to the text of the parallel in Luke g : 49. This is especially

IQ  See futher my article, ‘MathEtEs  with a Possessive in the New Testament’,
x 35 (‘979),  300-4.
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true of uncial L, which has @’ +ijv as in Luke. The reading
of D W X f13 565 et al. ( 0” 06K iKOxOV&L^  $%?V  KUi  E’KOhhPEVs
a6& with minor variations) has the effect of transposing the
second clause to bring it nearer its subject. This too looks like
a secondary text.

The UBSGNT text is secondary. Had it been original to
Mark, there is no reason why scribes would have altered it.
It makes the two verbs E%O~EV and E)KddOpEV  closely parallel,
and, as such, would not demand alteration. If, however, the
longer text were original, one can understand that the other
major variants are attempts to omit redundant words and to
remove the awkwardly placed relative clause. Luke often
prunes Mark’s redundant expressions. Here is an example of
scribes doing the same.

The so-called conflate text is characteristic of Mark and should
be the deciding factor in the following places as well. At 8 : 26
the text of A C et al., reading tar]%  ~2s  77jv  ~C;pr)v  &~A~TJs  p$i

&qs TLV~  & T$ K&pa, is likely to be original. And at g : 4g we
should accept the text of A K II et al., VT& y&p  rrvpl cihdhjm~a~

Kal  diaa &da 6% &c@oma~.  The Commentary dismisses what
appear to them to be conflate readings.

Mark’s repetitive style should also be taken into account when
discussing the variant Kal &rmpjjcras  by W 0 fl f13 et al. a t
I o : 14 (cf. g : 34 where the Commentary explains that & rc c%@

is printed precisely because the superfluous text is characteristic
of Marcan  style).

10 : 2 omit ~T~o&U%VTC~  (0;) @ctp~actio~

The issue here is whether to include the subject @apusaioL

or not. Professor Metzger independently of the majority on the
committee in a signed appendix to the discussion in the Com-
mentary argues (correctly) for the absence of the subject. The
impersonal plural verb is characteristic of Marcan style. Un-
fortunately his view did not prevail and, as so often, ‘widespread
and impressive support’ of certain MSS encouraged the printing
of the longer text.

C. H. Turner20  lists many examples of the impersonal plural
verb in Mark. These include I : 2 1-2, 29-30,  32, 45 ; 2 : 2-3,

20 JTS 25 (1923-a),  378-86.
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18; 3: 1-2, 31-2; 5: 14, 35; 6: 14, 33, 42-3, 53-4; 7: 31-2;
8 : 22 ; IO : 13, 49; 14 : 12. The later gospels have often added
subjects when following Mark at these places. Similarly scribes
often added a subject to the text of Mark. This feature of Marcan
style and of scribal activity ought to have been dominant here.21
‘The Pharisees’ seems to have been added by scribes from the
parallel in Matt. 19 : 3, even though the wording in the parallel
is not exact. The Commentary does not explain how or why the
words ?T~OCTEX&V~T  oLC @aptaab~  were omitted by many scribes
if they were original to Mark.

Another instance in Mark of variant readings concerning the
impersonal plural of verbs is at I 5 : IO-I I. The Commentary
here explains that oLC cipx~p&  is likely to be original and that
its omission was probably due to stylistically-conscious scribes
who objected to the proximity of ot cipx~p~ls  at the beginning
of the next verse. But oLC  CZ~XLEPECS  at the beginning of v. I I is
secondary, having been added by scribes influenced by the
parallel in Matt. 27 : 20 in order to provide the impersonal
verb &&EL~av  with a subject. The apparatus to Mark 15 : IO-I I

gives the variants for and against the noun in v. IO but ignores
the variants in v. I I. At 15 : I I, 0 565 700  read OI;LVES  Kal
instead of oLC cipx~p~ts. “OVALS  is not uncharacteristic of Mark
when referring to a subject just named (e.g. 4 : 20 ; g : I ; I 2 : I 8 ;
I 5 : 7)) and thus o?&v~s Kal  is likely to be original at v. I I.

I I : 24 ~U&~&ETE

The aorist is printed with confidence by UBSGNT because the
committee argue that this tense represents the Semitic prophetic
perfect. The variant Xrj,!&& is rightly dismissed as coming
into Mark from the parallel in Matt. 21 : 22, but the reading
Xa~/3ch~  deserves consideration as the original text.

Mark, as is well known, is fond of the present tense. In this
verse alone four present tenses precede AaJLLPdvm~.  Hawkins22
reckons that there are over 150 historic presents in Mark of which
Matthew retains only twenty-one. Some of these twenty-one
are doubtless due to assimilation of the text of Matthew to Mark,

21 That scribes altered Mark’s indefinite subjects is recognized in the discussion
in the Commentary of the variants at Mark 14: 4.

22 J. C. Hawkins, Horae  Synopticae:  Contributions to the Study of the Synoptic Problem
(2nd edn.; Oxford: Clarendon, I gog), 143-g.
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and a more accurate text of Matthew than Hawkins used would
reduce this number. Just as Matthew altered many of Mark’s
presents to aorists, 23 so many scribes of Mark did the same. The
reverse is less likely to have happened.

Another example of the double standards applying to this
text occurs at 6 : 2 where &CO&OYTES  is printed with an ‘A’ rating
in the UBSGNT text as typical of Mark’s vividness. The aorist
&O&XWT~S  in D A 0 565 is dismissed as ‘pedantic’. Again, the
rules and principles on which this text is built vary depending on
the MS support. What is true at 6 : 2 should apply at I I : 24 also.

23 See Allen, MuU.ew,  xx-xxi.

5. ‘One Thing is Needful’?, Luke IO: 42

GORDON D. FEE

IN my review of Professor Metzger’s Textual Commentary, 1 con-
cluded by noting that ‘even where . . . the individual scholar feels
the committee to have erred, [the Commentay]  will serve as a useful
point of departure for further discussion’.’ I take the occasion of
this Festschrft  in honour of Professor Metzger to follow up that
suggestion by discussing one such text : Luke I o : 41-2.

I

This passage is a well-known exegetical crux, the final resolution
of which is inextricably bound to textual criticism. The exegetical
question is : Did Jesus intend no comparison between the two
sisters at all, but merely say, ‘Martha, Martha, Mary has chosen
the good portion’, or did he rebuke Martha for her anxiety over
many things, while commending Mary for her choice of the good
portion? And if the latter, did he say to Martha: (I) few things
are needed, (2) one thing is needed, or (3) few things are needed,
indeed only one ?

These differences are a reflection of the textual evidence, which
comes down to us in four basic forms, with some minor variations
within each :2

(I) M&pea  Mc$Tda*  42 MC&x  . . .

D [+ %$+I
a b e ff 2 i 1 r1 (c) [c+conturbaris  erga @ima]
Ambrose, exp.  Lc. I .g (CChL  14. I I) [cites vv. 40-21
Possidius, zlit.  Aug. (MPL 32.34)

[Clement (Q.d.s.  10.6 [GCS 3.1661)  is sometimes cited as
supporting the OL Codex Colbertinus (c). His text reads :
a; mpl moM&  rapdaayl.  Mapia rrjv &ya&jv  t..xpiGa  E)&@aro.  But

I Bib 55 (1974), 455.
2 The supporting data are given in this order: line I, the Greek evidence, with a

notation of minor variation in brackets (0opu~cX~~~up/3&~y  and Mup&/Mapla  are
omitted); line 2, the versional evidence: line 3 (and following), the patristic evi-
dence, which is given in full when it has some bearing on the discussion in this
paper.
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Here, not only is the shorter reading preferred, but the other
three are to be ‘regarded as variants of an early gloss’.10

Reading 2 has recently been defended by Monika Augsten.11
As far as I can tell, von Soden  has been its only other advocate.12
None the less this variant has played a crucial role in the dis-
cussions, for it is repeatedly argued that reading 4 is a conflation
of readings 2 and 3 .I3 Most of those who so argue favour reading
3 as the original. Augsten prefers reading Q--as the Zectio  dzi&ciZior.

Reading 3 is the traditional reading, both in Christian anti-
quity East and West and in the majority of commentaries14
and English translations.I5 It has enjoyed the support of the
critical editions of Tischendorf, Vogels, Bover, Nestle,16  and
now the UBSGNT. It was recently defended in an extensive
discussion by A. Baker as the reading which best explains the
others and is most in keeping with Lucan style.17 The presenta-
tion of the arguments in favour of this reading has been suc-

10 J. M. Creed, 7Xe Gospel A CCOY  zng to St. Luke (London: Macmillan, Ig3o),d’
154; cf. Caird, Saint Luke, 150.

11 M. Augsten, ‘Lukanische Miszelle’, JVTS 14 (Ig67-8),  581-3.
12 Augsten also claims Scrivener to be in support, but she has apparently

misread him. Scrivener is a strong advocate of reading 3 ; and he is so opposed to
reading 4 that he says: ‘We confess that we had rather see this grand passage
expunged altogether from the pages of the Gospel than diluted after the wretched
fashion adopted by 8 and B’. He finds reading 2 to be ‘less incredible than that of
XBL’ (A Plain Introduction to the Critictim of the Jvew Testament [4th  edn. ; 2 ~01s. ;
London: Bell, r8g4],tr.350).  It may be that the adoption of this reading is also
the intent of the notes in A. Pallis,  Notes on St Luke and the Acts (Oxford: University
Press, Ig28), 22, and W. R. F. Browning in the Torch commentary (London:
SCM, Ig6o), 1x2.

*3 It is difficult to trace the origin of this idea. It appears as early as H. Alford,
r?z Greek fistament  (3rd edn. ; 4 ~01s. ; London: Rivingtons, x861),  542. It has been
repeated frequently since, both in articles (e.g. G. D. Kilpatrick, ‘The Greek
New Testament Text of Today and the Textus  Receptus’,  Th Jvew Testament in
Historical and Contemporary Perspective [ed. H. Anderson and W. Barclay; Oxford:
Blackwell, 19651,  192; A Baker, ‘One Thing Necessary’, CBQ 27 [ 19651,  136;
Augsten, ‘Lukanische Miszelle’, 581) and in commentaries (e.g. Ragg [Ig22],
Creed [ 19301,  Gilmour [I gp], Ellis [I 9661,  Stuhlmueller [ IgSS]).

14 Inter al., Alford  ( I 863))  Godet (I 875), Farrar ( 1889))  Sadler (I 88g), Zahn
(4th edn., Ig2o), Ragg (Ig22),  Boles (Ig41),  Lenski  (Ig46),  Geldenhuys (195x),
Gilmour ( 1952))  Thompson ( x 972).

15 Inter al., K3V (16x1),  RV (188x),  ASV (xgox), Weymouth (Igo3),  Mont-
gomery (Ig24),  Knox (Ig44),  Verkuyl (Ig45),  RSV (Ig46),  Rieu (rg52), C. K.
Williams ( 1 g52),  Confraternity ( x g53),  Kleist ( I g54),  JVEB ( I g6  I), Beck ( I 963))  TEV
(1g66), Barclay (Ig68),  JVAB  (Ig7o),JvIV  (1g73),  Translators (Ig73),  Estes (1973).

16 The longer reading is printed in the text; from the 20th  edition (1950)  the
siglum (!) has indicated preference for reading 3.

I7 ‘One Thing’, 127-37.
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cinctly set forth by Professor Metzger in the Textual Commentap
Since I will have occasion to debate some of these conclusions,
his comments are here given in full :

[The] variations seem to have arisen from understanding A& to
refer merely to the provisions which Martha was then preparing for
the meal; the absoluteness of iv& was softened by replacing it with
Xywv  . . . ; and finally in some witness . . . the two were combined
though with disastrous results as to sense. The omission of both clauses
(as well as y+ after Map&)  from ita~b~e*ff2*iJ*r1  syrS (D retains only
t90&3+)  probably represents a deliberate excision of an incom-
prehensible passage, if it is not a sheer accident, perhaps occasioned
by homoeoarcton (MC&&X  . . . Map~cip).~*

Reading 4 has enjoyed the support of the critical editions of
Westcott-Hort, B. Weiss, Lagrange, and Merk, as well as of
many commentaries19 and a few English translations.20 However,
it has never had a full-scale defence.

The purpose of this present essay is to fill that lacuna, by
showing the weaknesses in the argument presented in the Textual
Commentary and by arguing that reading 4 is the only variant
that adequately explains all the data.

I I

Despite the frequency with which it has been asserted, the sug-
gestion that Xywv 6C &TW  J&U +j Evds is a conflation must be
laid to rest. The possibility of conflation here has several strikes
against it, all having to do with the weak support for reading 2,

&Ilywv  6C &TLV  xpla.

In order for conflation to have occurred one would have to
establish the very early existence (especially in Egypt) of reading
2. Indeed, one would think from the word order of the longer
reading ,  dXlywv  . . . &k,  that for simple conflation to have

18 A Textual Commentary on the Greek Jvew Testament (London: UBS, 197  I), I 53-4.
This appears to be dependent upon Alford,  Greek Testament, I .543  : ‘The variations
have arisen from understanding cvos to refer merely to the provisions then being
prepared,-then softening it by o/\~ywv,  and finally combining both readings’.

19 Inter al., Plumptre (1881), B. Weiss (9th  edn., ‘go’), Plummer (Igo2),
A. B. Bruce (n.d.), Lagrange (~gxg), Easton  (Ig26),  Rengstorf (Ig36),  Grundmann
(1g3g),  Leaney (1g58),  Ellis (Ig66),  Danker (1g72), Karris (1977).

2o Inter al., Twentieth Century (r8g8),  Ballantine (rg23),  Greber (Ig37),
C. B. Williams (Ig37),  Phillips (Ig47),  New World (Ig5o),  Wuest (Ig56),  JVASB
(Ig63),3B  (Ig66),  Klingensmith (1972).
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occurred (the mere adding of 4 &ds) the reading C%~OV 8d
&LV  x$u should have been predominant in Egypt. But the
evidence for an early existence of this variant is so slight as to be
nearly worthless.

To be sure, it has been recently argued by Augsten that the
fragment from Origen’s commentary on John is the evidence
we were needing-and now have.21 A. Baker, on the basis of the
fragment from Origen’s commentary on Luke, had already
suggested that Origen was ‘probably the source of the conflate’.22
However, both of these suggestions seem to be an inadequate
handling of Origen’s evidence.

First, the comment in the Luke fragment can scarcely be the
source of the conflation-for two reasons: (I) There are many
instances in Origen’s commentaries and homilies of precisely the
kind of ‘exegesis’ found in the Luke fragment, and in no other
instance is he conflating texts. Origen’s comment here is standard
for him and indicates, as we should expect, that he was working
with the same text as one finds in N B et al. For him, Martha
represented Judaism, who, though they had received Jesus into
their borders, were none the less still distracted with much
(~oM7jv)  service based on the letter of the law. Mary, on the
other hand, is like the Gentile church, which has chosen the
‘good portion’ of the ‘spiritual law’. Thus, Origen says, just a
few things (Bhlya)  set forth in the law are beneficial (x~+L~u)  ;
indeed ($)  all things in the law are brought forward into the one
(&I) commandment, ‘you shall love’. He then illustrates from
two sayings of Jesus how this is so. The ‘one thing necessary’
refers to the saying ‘you shall love your neighbour as yourself’ ;
the ‘few things necessary’ to the saying ‘you know the com-
mandments; you shall not commit adultery, nor murder, etc.‘.
The ease with which Origen moves from ~oticl to Xya to Zv
makes it clear that he pl-esupploses  this text and is therefore not the
creator of it.

(2) Furthermore, there is ample evidence available in Origen
of places where he does know of two or more variants.23 In such
cases, he always gives a clear statement of the existence of the

21 ‘Lukanische Miszelle’, 582. 22 ‘One Thing’, 136.
23 See B. M. Metzger, ‘Explicit References in the Works of Origen to Variant

Readings in New Testament Manuscripts’, Biblical and Patristic Studies in Memory
of Robert Pierce Casey (ed. J. N. Birdsall  and R. W. Thomson; Freiburg: Herder,
r863)>  78-95.
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various readings, and frequently he comments on them. There-
fore, we may conclude quite positively that in writing the
commentary on Luke Origen knew only a text with the longer
reading, and that he is in no way responsible for creating it.

Second, it is equally clear that it is basically this same comment
that Origen had previously made in the commentary on John
I I : 2.”  There he had already seen Mary as a UZ$.$OXOV  r&v C%J
&Mu,  and Martha as &)Y ZK TTE~LTO~+.  In this case, however,
he is commenting on John I I, not Luke I o ; and his interest now
is solely in ‘Martha’, who, as the Jews, was distracted about
~0% when only 6%~~  were necessary for salvation. Thus he
‘cites’ the text somewhat loosely-and only partially. But his
final comment in which he ties the ‘few things’ to the law of love
in Matt. 22 : 40 makes it clear that he presupposes the same kind
of comment he will make in full on the Luke passage ; and there-
fore even here he presupposes the longer text, even though he
cites it partially.

Furthermore, even if we did not have such clear contextual
evidence as Origen affords in these two fragments, this kind of
‘short text’ in a patristic citation is of dubious value. As I have
shown elsewhere, one can scarcely make any case at all of a
Father’s citation when the debated words are missing at the
beginning or end of his citation. 25 This is especially true when
in other citations the same Father cites the text in full and
includes the debated words ! For example, I have noted this
about Origen’s alleged support of p45  et al. in the ‘omission’ of
KUi 4 cw<  i n  J o h n  I I : 25.26  The full evidence from Origen
makes it plain in that instance that he knew onb the longer text.
The same is true here. This catena fragment, therefore, simply
will not bear the weight that many would give it as evidence of
Origen’s knowledge of a text without 4 &ds.27

*4 This section of the commentary on John would have been written at Caesarea,
6.232.  The homilies on Luke were probably among those taken down in short-
hand during his later years. See Eusebius, h.e. 6.36.

2s G. D. Fee, ‘The Text of John in TheJerusalem  Bible: A Critique of the Use of
Patristic Evidence in New Testament Textual Criticism’, 3BL go (197  I), 163-73.

26 In my review of Metzger, Bib 55 (1g74), 454.
27 All of this only confirms the point made by R. M. Grant many years ago

that ‘patristic citations are not citations unless they have been adequately  analyzed'.
See ‘The Citation of Patristic Evidence in an Apparatus Criticus’, Jvew Testament
Manuscript Studies (ed. M. M. Parvis and A. Wikgren; Chicago: University of
Chicago, I g5o),  I 24.
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Thus the onb evidence for the variant ~Nywv SC &XV xp&  is
from codex 38 (thirteenth century) ; from three versions: the
Palestinian Syriac (tr. after AD 400),2*  the Armenian (c.41 o),
and the Georgian (6.450)  ; and from two MSS of the Bohairic
(rJ  [ninth century], J1 [I gth c.]). But to argue from these diverse
witnesses for a cormnon  denominator that goes back to the second
century is to lose historical perspective, or at least is to fail to
grapple with the a priori  logic of genealogy.

First of all it should be noted that these witnesses represent
three quite unrelated traditions. Codex 38 is a Byzantine MS,
which von Soden  listed as Ik; the Armenian and Georgian have
well-known textual affinities, while there is a recognized, but
unclear, relationship between the Armenian and Syriac ; the
Bohairic version is a witness to the Egyptian text. One might
propose that three such strands of evidence, all independent of
each other, argue well for a common archetype that must go
back as early as the second century. But that is precisely what is
difficult to believe in this case. Given the nature of these particu-
lar witnesses, it is much more likely that this is simply a ‘sub-
singular’ reading, i.e. ‘a non-genetic, accidental agreement in
variation between two MSS which are not otherwise closely
related’. 29

Let us begin with the two Bohairic MSS. According to Horner,
both of these MSS are subject to omissions of various kinds.30
This means that what we have here are not two related Bo-
hairic MSS that somehow represent an independent expression
of this version, and therefore represent a Greek text that read
tXywv  66 &LV  xp&. Rather, these two MSS are independent
corruptions (omitting +j 2&s) of the only text of Luke IO : 4 2
known in Bohairic, namely the longer text.

The same is probably also true for the other versions. That is,
since there is no early Greek evidence of any kind for BX~wv SC
&TLV xpeia, it is far more likely that they represent mistransla-

28  For the dating of the various versions, see B. M. Metzger, YXe  Early Versions
of the Jvew Testament (Oxford: Clarendon, 1977).

29 This definition was offered in an unpublished paper read before the Textual
Criticism Seminar of the SBL, 5 October 1974, entitled, ‘Toward the Clarification
of Textual Variation: Colwell and Tune Revisited’, p. IO.

30 G. W. Horner, The Coptic  Version of the New Testament in the Northern Dialect,
otherwise called Memphitic and Bohairic (4 ~01s.  ; Oxford: Clarendon, r8g8), I .xxxviii,
CV.
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tions, or simple corruptions of the longer reading, than that they
represent the softening of Cvds SC &TLV  xp&t.

The text of codex 38 is equally suspect. Surely no one will
seriously argue that this thirteenth century MS alone among
all its close and distant relatives preserved this reading from the
second century. On the contrary, BXiywv Sg &TLV  xpela  is simply
a singular reading in codex 38. One cannot tell whether it is a
corruption of &vds  Si &rtv xp& or of Xywv 84 E’UT~V xp& Gj

&ds (probably the former). In either case, the only available
Greek evidence for Xywv SE' &TLV xpdu  belongs to the thirteenth
century, and cannot easily be traced back to the second.

Altogether, the evidence for Xywv  64 &TLV xpdu  is so weak
that neither can it be the original text itself nor can it serve as
an early source for the alleged ‘conflation’ in reading 4.

III

A similar judgement must be made about reading I. Although it
is sometimes true that Zectio  brevior  potion,  this is most highly
imprubable in Luke IO : 41-2. To be sure, the omission is difficult
to explain. If it is accidental, then the suggestion first made by
G. D. Kilpatrick 31 and repeated in a slightly different form in
the Textual Commentary may well be right-homoeoteleuton or
homoeoarcton.

A deliberate omission would be more difficult to explain. If, as
Metzger suggests, it is a ‘deliberate excision of an incom-
prehensible passage’, it must be admitted that the resultant
text is even more incomprehensible (Moffatt’s translation not-
withstanding). One might have expected what happened in
Codex Colbertinus (c), but not this. But if in fact it is deliberate,
then this Western text is further evidence of the early wide-
spread existence of BAiywv  SC EIunv xp&z Gj iv&.  For by everyone’s
admission, this is the only reading of the remaining two (3 and
4) that might have been thought to be incomprehensible.

But as difficult as the omission is to explain, it is even more
difficult to explain all the data if the short text were original.
It falls among several such omissions in the Western text (Hort’s
‘Western non-interpolations’), few of which have commended

31 G. D. Kilpatrick, ‘Western Text and Original Text in the Gospels and Acts’,
37-s 44 (x943),  27.
9555C80 D
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themselves to recent scholars as the original text.32 Besides its
poor external attestation, the short reading here faces two other
difficulties.

(I) The doubling of the vocative &&&,  followed immediately
by a word about Mary, is difficult under any circumstances.
But in this case it also runs counter to a clear feature of Lucan
style. The doubling of personal name vocatives is a Lucan
peculiarity in the NT (Luke I O: 42; 22: 31; Acts g: 4; 22: 7;

26 : 14). In the other instances, the vocative is followed, as one
would expect, by a word spoken in the second person to the
one addressed. The words ~E~L~_LV@  Cal 8,p,Pd&  mpl 7~0Ahd
fit this stylistic feature exactly, and therefore surely belong to
Luke, not to some glossator.

(2)  The  say ing ,  ,UE~L,~J@S Kd 80pv/%(y  mpl ?ToM&- ~%ywv

8; Amu xp&  Gj A&, with the following ydp, is very difficult to
explain as a gloss. In the first place, ‘glosses’ usually have the
nature of explanatory comment (John 5 : 4), or catechetical/
theological comment (Acts 8 : 37 ; I John 5 : 7b). But what
does this ‘gloss’ explain ? And why does it take the form of a
Jesus word (unless it came from an existing tradition of the
story) ? Furthermore, it is obvious from the textual variation
that the ‘glossed’ explanation created as many difficulties as it
hoped to solve. And why did the one who finally introduced
it into the text insert a y&p rather than a SC following Mup~cip?
To suggest that this saying is a gloss is simply to put too much
confidence in a reading (the omission) that is already suspect
by the company it keeps.

I V

What all of this means, therefore, is that the textual variation
in Luke I O: 4 2 boils down to a choice between two readings,
not four. Either Luke  wrote  E(v& i% &LV xpc:la or ~Xyov  SC
EICT~LV  xp& 4 &KS. Both existed as far back as the second century ;
and in either case, there is no accident involved. One is clearly
the deliberate revision of the other. The real question then is,
which variant came second? That is, which one can best be
explained as the revision of the other?

Those who have opted for the traditional reading have
s2 For a recent survey and evaluation see K. Snodgrass, “‘Western  Non-

interpolations” ‘, JBL 91 (xgp),  369-79.
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usually taken one of three stances toward reading 4 : (I) ignore
it altogether,33 (2) dismiss it with contempt,34 or (3) dismiss it as
a conflation that yields an intolerable sense.35 We have already
seen the improbability of conflation. If, however, it is the
revision of reading 3, then one must be prepared to argue also
that it did yield a tolerable sense to the reviser. F. Godet saw
this many years ago. He himself argued for the originality of
&ds,  which he believed had a purposeful double reference for
Jesus himself: one kind of nourishment is sufhcient  for the body,
as only one is necessary for the soul. Of the longer reading Godet
goes on to say: ‘This is probably the meaning of the Alex.
reading : “There needs but little (for the body), or even  but one
thing (for the sou1)”  ‘. He adds : ‘There is subtilty in this reading ;
too much perhaps’.36

Godet is surely right on two counts : this is the probable mean-
ing of reading 4; and it is subtle. But it is not an intolerable
sense. The only question is whether it is too subtle. There is a
long and worthy tradition that thinks otherwise, which argues
both that this is the original text and that this meaning is more
than tolerable---it makes good sense ! As to its being too subtle,
this would, however, be very likely true as the work of a second-
century scribe-especially so, if the original text were &
6E’ &r~v xpda. For this text never seems to have given anyone
trouble in antiquity, at least not among those who comment on
the text. Since both variants lead eventually to the same result,
it is difficult to imagine why an early scribe would have felt
impelled to this kind of subtlety in order to achieve that result.

On the other hand, if cXywv  6E’ &TLV  xp&  4 &ds  were origi-
nal, one can well imagine an early scribe being perplexed by
the text (as apparently many later commentaries have been).
Thus, taking his clue from the &ds,  plus the following comment
about Mary’s choice of 7;)~ &ycdrjv p~plSa, he rewrote what was

33 As, for example, does N. Geldenhuys, Commentury on Luke (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, rg51),  315-17.

34 See, for example, M. F. Sadler, The Gosfiel  According to St. Luke, with .hfotes
Critical and Practical (3rd edn.,- London: Bell, 188g),  288: ‘In this case the so-called
neutral text substitutes an unintelligible sentence for one of the Lord’s most
important words. And this against the authority of all Christendom’.

35 See, for example, Creed, Gospel of Luke, 154; Baker, ‘One Thing’, 135;
Metzger, Textual Commentary, I 53-4.

36 F. Godet, A Commentary on the Gospel of St. Luke (tr. E. W. Shalders and M. D.
Cush; 3rd edn.; 2 ~01s.; New York: Funk & Wagnalls, r8go),  2.45.
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for him a perplexing text into something much more manage-
able. Reading 4, therefore, surely is a case of Zectiu  &#cilior potion.

Although it has never been included in the discussion, there is
one further piece of evidence that seems to confirm this choice,
and that is the interchange of rclp  and 6C following Mu&p.
Several things are significant in this regard: (I) No matter
which textual choice is made between readings 3 and 4, all
critical texts have Mapcd(p)  y&.  (2) This is surely correct, for it is
inconceivable that a scribe under any circumstances would
have expunged a 6C for a rctp here. (3) However, elsewhere
Luke’s use of rolp in direct discourse very clearly expresses cause
or reason. For example, there are thirty-five such instances in the
Gospel up to I o : 42, and the RSV translates every one of them
‘for’. (4) On the other hand, in this passage the English transla-
tions (including the Rsv) that are made from a text reading
&& 66 . . . Map&p  ydp invariably treat y&p as an untranslatable
particle, rather than as a conjunction. (5) Rightly so, because
yi+ scarcely follows && SC &r&v  X&U meaningfully. Later
scribes, who had only &J&Z  66 &T&V  X&C in their texts, were
quite right to substitute for y& a consecutive 6C : ‘One thing is
needful, and Mary has chosen . . .‘.

How then does one account for the original YC+, especially in
light of Luke’s rather careful usage elsewhere ? The answer of
course is that it goes with an original text that read o)Xl~ou  SC
&7&V xp& ;i Gs. It functions as an explanation of +j &ds,
thus suggesting that the +,! has normal disjunctive force here.
Thus the original text reads : ‘Martha, Martha, you are worried
and upset about many things. However (SE’) few things are really
needed, or, if you will ($), only one ; for that is indeed what
Mary has chosen, the good portion . . . ‘.

It may be of interest finally to note that the other Egyptian wit-
nesses p75 Y 892  I 241) all reflect their true origins in this regard
by reading yc$, even though they have picked up the secondary
&ds SC &TLV  x/&t.

V

One final argument against the longer reading must be noted. It
is sometimes suggested that this reading is ‘very much confined
to Alexandria’ and is therefore a local, transient revision.37

37 Baker, ‘One Thing’, 131.
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Indeed, the evidence of p45 and especially ~75  seemed to make
this all the more true. So much was this so, in fact, that one can
trace the pendulum of scholarship oscillating from Westcott-
Hort back to the traditional text with the discovery of these two
papyri. Since the influences behind the UBSGNT text are very
clear, it is most probable that p75 as much as anything else led
to the choice of Cvds SC &TCV xp& with a (C) rating.38

This is one of those rare places, however, where the text of
p75  is probably secondary both to the original text and to its own
textual tradition. I have shown elsewhere39 that the relation-
ship between ~75 and B is such that they must have common
ancestry anterior to p T5. Occasionally, one finds a bifurcation
in this text-type, where two clearly early readings exist among the
witnesses, one of which is often destined to become the Byzantine
reading. On rare occasions ~‘5 and B also reflect this bifurcation,
where now one and then the other picks up the variant that is
secondary both to the mainstream of the text-type and to the
original text. 'Ev& 84 E)cmv xpdu appears to be one of those
readings.40

Thus, even though p75  shows that both readings existed very
early in Egypt, the reading Xyov 6E’ &T&V  x&u 4 &ds seems
to have predominated there. This is evidenced not only by the
Greek MS tradition, but also by the facts that both the Bohairic
(although not the Sahidic) and the Ethiopic versions translate
this text and that this is the only text cited in any extant evidence
from the Egyptian Fathers (Origen, Cyril, Olympiodorus, plus
John Cassian).

But is this text which predominated in Egypt to be found only
in Egypt as a local aberration.3 The evidence from West and
East (outside of Egypt) suggests otherwise.

(I) There is no evidence from extant sources that either reading
3 or 4 had early existence in the West. As noted above, the
early OL omits the clause altogether. Ambrose and Possidius,

38 On the influence of pTs on the UBSGNT text, see the reviews by I. A. Sparks,
Int 22 (Ig68),  92-6, and I. Moir, JVTS 14 (Ig67-8), 136-43. Sparks notes that
pT6 ‘has clearly usurped the place of honor previously given to the great uncials’
(P. 95).

39 G. D. Fee, $75,  p‘J6,  and Origen: The Myth of Early Textual Recension in
Alexandria’, .i%ew  Dimmsions  in New Testament Studies (ed. R. N. Longenecker and
M. C. Tenney; Grand Rapids: Zondervan, Ig74), 31-44.

40 For the graphs that present all these data see ‘P’~, ps6, and Origen’, 34-9.
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the biographer of Augustine, reflect the continuing predominance
of the omission into the fifth century. Earlier Latin Fathers un-
fortunately are silent.

The earliest appearance of either of the other readings in the
West is in Jerome’s letter to Eustochium, written at Rome in 384,
at about the same time he was creating the Vulgate of the gospels.
However, one cannot tell whether this reading already existed
in Rome, or whether Jerome brought it from the East. In
either case, it is clearly a text that he knew well and one that
existed outside Egypt.41

Interestingly enough, the earliest evidence for &ds SC &LV
xp&  in the West is also from Jerome. Again, it is not possible to
know whether it already existed or whether he introduced it.
The earliest appearance of this text-form is in Augustine, and his
citations clearly reflect the Vulgate’s porro unum est necessarium.42
The only evidence for a non-vulgatized rendering of this variant
is to be found in the ‘revised’ OL codices  f and Q and in one
citation from Augustine. This latter evidence may indicate
that the variant had some existence in the West independently
of the Vulgate. However, the likelihood is that this reading
appeared in the West only after Jerome introduced it.

(2) The evidence from other parts of the East, on the other
hand, suggests a situation much like that in Egypt, where both
variants existed side by side from early on. However, in this
case, the shorter reading came to predominate. The longer
reading is known in the Syriac traditions (in the marginalia of
the Harclean, and in the corrupted, shortened form [omit 3
&&I in the Palestinian). It is also cited and commented on by
Basil of Caesarea and is clearly the only text he knew. This
reading probably also lies behind the Armenian (and thus the
Georgian) version.

This is not abundant evidence, but it is substantial. When

41 The later existence in Latin of the longer reading, paucti  vero opus est vel etiam
uno, in John Cassian and the Irish Book of Mulling is attributable first of all to
the lengthy stay of Cassian in Egypt, and then to his residency at L&ins, which
in turn influenced Irish monasticism (and the text of Mulling). See G. G. Willis,
‘Some Interesting Readings of the Book of Mulling’, St&a Evangelica I (ed. K.
Aland  et al.; TU 73; Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, rgsg), 811-13.

42 F. C. Burkitt believed that this reading, among others, is evidence that
Augustine accepted Jerome’s version, even though he also continued to use the
OL throughout his life. See ‘Saint Augustine’s Bible and the Itala’, JTS I I ( r gr o),
263.
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joined with the evidence from Jerome, it seems clear that this
reading had a widespread history in the East. However, EC&s
SC ia7w  ~pela eventually came to predominate. It was known
early in Syriac. By the end of the fourth century and thereafter
it is the only text known outside of Egypt.

What must be concluded from all of this, therefore, is that the
external evidence is simply indecisive. Both variants existed
early in Egypt; both existed frequently outside of Egypt in the
fourth and fifth centuries. The question finally is whether the
Egyptian text-type, as in so many other cases, also preserves
the Lucan original. In this case transcriptional probability
argues strongly in the affirmative.

VI

All of this evidence converges to suggest that Luke IO : 42 should
read:  &ycw i% &TLV  xp&  4 Ms. If so, then the text is not so
much a ‘put down’ of Martha, as it is a gentle rebuke for her
anxiety. For a meal, Jesus says, there is no cause to fret over
TOM&, when only 6Xlya are necessary. Then, having spoken
of ‘necessity’, he moves on to affirm Mary’s ‘outrageous’ action.
‘Indeed’, he says, ‘in another sense only one thing is necessary.
For this is indeed what Mary has chosen’.



6. La prihistoire du texte en
Luc 22: 4 3 - 4 4

J E A N  D U P L A C Y

I. L E s versets 43-44 faisaient-ils ou non partie du texte original
de Luc 22?  En temoignage  de ma grande estime pour le Profes-
seur B. M. Metzger comme homme et comme savant, j’aurais
volontiers consacre un expose d’ensemble a ce vieux  probleme
textuel. Mais  les dimensions dun tel expose auraient CtC excessives
et je me bornerai done  & rappeler quelques don&es  et a proposer
quelques reflexions  sur une question quelque peu negligee
jusqu’ici  : quelle est la meilleure ‘variante-source’  de ce lieu
variant? Autrement dit, je parlerai de ce que j’appellerais
volontiers la ‘prChistoire du texte’.
2. Je veux  dkigner ainsi la pCriode  qui s’est Ccoulee  entre la

redaction du texte et les premiers temoignages  Ccrits, directs ou
indirects, relatifs aux Ctats les plus anciens  de ce texte. On
rattache  gCn&alement  cette recherche de la variante-source
a la critique interne. Mais ce n’est que partiellement exact.
Cette recherche prend certes  en consideration le contenu des
variantes d’un passage, mais elle ne peut et ne doit le faire que
dans le cadre et a la lumiere de l’histoire. Sous peine d’ana-
chronismes  eventuels,  elle doit en effet &re cent&e,  pour
l’essentiel, sur la pkiode  anterieure a la plus ancienne attesta-
tion des diverses variantes. Et, d’autre part, elle n’a de valeur
que dans la mesure  oti elle fait appel a nos diverses connais-
sances  relatives a l’histoire, au passe  qui a entour  et a done
pu faire varier le texte.

3. Un examen attentif de toutes les variantes de notre passage’
confkme que deux d’entre elles ont des titres s&ieux a pouvoir
representer  le texte original : la presence ou l’absence des w.
43-44. Leur prCsence  est asst.&e d&s 150 environ par une
allusion de Justin et, trits probablement, par le Diatessaron que

1 Variantes mineures des  w. Luc 22: 43-44; prbence de ces versets aprb Matt.
26: 39; diverses  prbences  partielles,  ghkalement  negligees,  des memes  verse&
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suivent bientot IrCnte, la vieille latine, Hippolyte, etc. . . .
Quant a leur absence, je montrerai ailleurs  que les temoignages
de Marcion  et de Tertullien restent tres probkmatiques  et que
celui de CltSment  d’Alexandrie est littkalement  inutilisable.
Le plus ancien temoin certain est ici ~‘6, g&r&alement datC du
debut du III=  siecle, un temoignage  que con&me probablement
Origene  (Commentaire  de Matthieu, en ou vers  249). A la lumi~re  de
l’histoire du texte, la question qui se pose a nous est done t&s
precisement  : nos versets ont-ils CtC ajoutes  au texte avant 150
au plus tard ou en ont-ils &C Climin& avant 200-250 au plus
tard ? La prehistoire  de notre lieu variant comme de beaucoup
d’autres se situe done  au IJ? siecle, une +oque  qu’a tant de
points de vue nous connaissons bien mal.

4. La premiere hypothbe a envisager est celle  de quelque
accident de copie.  De ce point de vue, une addition purement
accidentelle est impensable. Par contre I’hypothkse  d’une  dis-
parition n’est pas inconcevable en soi, mais  cette disparition
d’un element textuel tres long, sans saut possible ‘du meme
au meme’,  serait vraiment Ctonnante: il aurait fallu un hasard
complaisant pour qu’une telle omission laisse subsister un r&it
acceptable. Mieux vaut done assurement  envisager l’hypothese
d’une modification dClibCrCe  du texte.

5. Ou peut-etre  pour commencer, d’une modification & la
fois deliberee  et inconsciente. Si le texte original de Luc 22 ne
comportait pas nos versets, on peut imaginer en effet que quelque
lecteur,  les empruntant a un texte ou a une tradition
‘tvangClique’,3 les aurait notes en marge de son manuscrit et
qu’ensuite un copiste, les prenant pour une correction, les
aurait introduits dans le texte. Inversement, quelque lecteur
aurait pu indiquer graphiquement sur son exemplaire ses doutes
relatifs & ces versets qu’un copiste, en toute bonne foi, aurait
ensuite  elimines  du texte. La premiere hypothese  serait peut-
&re un peu moins vraisemblable, si l’on admet qu’une note de
vingt-six mots environ aurait Cte un peu longue pour une marge
de manuscrit. Mais, au fond, peu importe. Une modification

2 Albert C. Clark semble bien l’avoir envisagCe  (T/u  Primitive T&t of the Gospels
and Acts [Oxford: Clarendon, 1g14],60, 65).

3 Cf. B. F. Westcott et F. J. A. Hort, The New Testament in the Original Greek:
[II] Introduction, Appendix  (Cambridge/London: Macmillan, 1882),  67; B. M. Metz-
ger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament (London/New York: United
Bible Societies, Ig71), 177.
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du type que nous venons d’envisager reste tres conjecturale  et
elle lake intactes les questions fondamentales : pourquoi aurait-
on note nos versets en marge de Luc 22 et d’oir  viendraient-ils?
ou bien pour quelles raisons aurait-on doute  de leur authen-
ticite  ?

6. Un des aspects de l’histoire du texte au II= siecle permet
une premiere reponse  & la seconde  des questions que nous
venons de poser. C’est un fait tres generalement admis qu’a
cette Cpoque la tradition textuelle a CtC fortement harmonisante,
comme l’atteste en particulier ‘le texte occidental’. Les har-
monisations par suppression ne semblent certes  pas tres frequen-
tes et l’omission serait ici d’une longueur exceptionnelle. Mais
nos versets pouvaient sembler vraiment &ranges si l’on com-
parait le r&it de Luc avec  ceux de Matthieu et de Marc et
l’hypothese  de leur disparition par harmonisation n’est certes  pas
invraisemblable, surtout s’il a exist6 d’autres raisons de les
Climiner  .

7. Une longue enquete  sur les citations et les ‘non-citations’
de Luc 22 : 43-44 dans les premiers siecles  m’avait montre
l’importance de ces versets dam les controverses  christologiques
jusqu’a  celles  du monothelisme  et du monoenergisme.  11 m’a
semblC  des lors qu’on ne pouvait repondre  pertinemment a
la question ‘addition avant I 50 ou suppression avant 2oo-250 3’
qu’au terme d’une etude sur la ou les lectures ‘christologiques’
de l’episode  de Gethsemani jusque vers 200-250.4  Lorsque j’ai
pu disposer des resultats  d’un premier travail dans ce sens,5
ils ont de fait aide sur plus d’un point les recherches et les r6
flexions  dont je vais exposer l’essentiel.

8. Dans l’hypothese  oh le texte original de Luc aurait com-
port6  nos versets, ceux-ci pouvaient paraitre inquietants et
contestables  & plus d’un point de vue. Tout d’abord, l’episode
de l’ange venant ‘fortifier’ Jesus ne s’accordait guere  avec  la

4 La critique textuelle s’etait  bornee,  dans cette voie, B quelques allusions:
A. von Harnack, Studien zur Geschichte des Neuen  Testaments und der alten  Kirche:
I, <ur neutestamentlichen Textkritik (Berlin/Leipzig: de Gruyter, I g3 I), 89-90
(= SPAW [rgor],  254-55); Walter Bauer, Das Leben Jesu im zeitalter der neu-
testamentlichen  Apokryphen  (Tubingen: Mohr [Siebeck], agog), I 71-73; etc.

5 Edith Wild, ‘Histoire de l’exegbe  de la pericope  de Gethsemani  . . . Les trois
premiers siecles’  (these inedite, FacultC  de Theologie  Protestante, Universiti:
de Strasbourg, 1975).  Je remercie mes collegues  de Strasbourg, Andre  Benoit et
Pierre Prigent, d’avoir bien voulu patronner ce travail que j’avais suggCrC  a
P. Prigent.
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superiorite  de Jesus par rapport aux anges. Proclamee souvent
des le NT,6 cette superioritt  restait un point essentiel de la
foi chretienne au 11~  siecle, msme lorsqu’on presentait le Christ
comme un angelos de Dieu.7 Luc 22 : 43 pouvait paraitre ici
d’autant plus dangereux que certaines speculations risquaient de
dissoudre plus ou mains  le mystere  du Christ dans les mysteres  du
monde angelique  : c’etait  probablement deja le cas a Colosses
(Col. 2 : 18).*  Les epourania  restent un sujet Cpineux  pour Ignace
d’Antioche ( TraZZ.  5), qui pensait peut-etre  a certains aspects du
judeo-christianisme  ou du gnosticisme  antiochien,g  preludes de
ces Ctonnants systemes  gnostiques d’eons  oh se melaient volontiers
les debris d’un J&us-Christ dbagrtge  et de hierarchies angeli-
ques. Ce peril venu des perspectives orthodoxes pour Luc 22 : 43
est possible et vraisemblable, mais il reste hypothetique;  sauf
erreur la litterature  chretienne ne parle pas de ce verset sous
cet angle avant le we siecle.

g. Par contre, ce sont des textes chretiens anciens  qui mettent
en relation la vie chretienne et, en particulier, la priere  et le
martyre avec  les r&its de GethsCmani.10  Ces references s’ins-
crivent sur un horizon qui est celui de l’imitation de Jesus. Ce
theme a des racines profondes dans le NT,11  oh cette imitation
va deja jusqu’aux souffrances et a la mort : la passion d’l%ienne
(Act. 6 : 8-15 ; 7 : 54-60) reflete  celle  de Jesus ; le combat
du chretien, comme celui de Jesus, doit aller fjusqu’au  sang’
(Heb. 12 : 4). Ces perspectives fondamentales s’affirment au 11~

siecle.12  Ce sont elles qui expliquent l’enthousiasme d’un Ignace

6 Phil. 2: IO; Col. I: 16-17; 2: I O, 15; Eph. I: 20-22;  Heb. I: 5-13; 2: r-g; I

Pier. 3: 22. Si l’on admet  que Jean 12: 2g se rtfere a Luc 22: 43 oua quelque tradi-
tion analogue, on peut se demander si I’intention de Jean n’est pas de ‘dtsamorcer’
le danger prtsentt par I’Cpisode  de l’ange: tonnerre ou ange (12: 2g), I’essentiel
est que ‘la voix’ represente  une intervention ‘du ciel’, destinte d’ailleurs non &
Jesus, mais  a des hommes (12: 28, 30).

7 Sur les anges et le Christ au ne siecle, voir par exemple Jean Danitlou, ?%?o-
logie du Judko-christianisme  (Paris : DesclCe,  rg58), r 67-98;  Georges Tavard, L.e.s
anges (Paris: du Cerf, rg7r),  53-89; Alois  Grillmeier, Christ in Christian Tradition
(ad ed.; 3 ~01s.;  London: Mowbrays, x975-),  1.46-53.

s Sur Col. 2: 18, voir E. Cothenet, ‘Puissances celestes’,  DBSup  (fast.  4g-5oA
lw51)’  369-7~.

9 Cf. DaniClou  Thkoologie,  84-89. 10 Wild, ‘Histoire’, passim.
II E. Cothenet, ‘Imitation du Christ: I. Dans l’lkriture’,  Dictionnaire de Spiritua-

Zitk  (Paris, x970),  1536-62.
12 Marcel Viller, La spiritual& des premiers sitcles  chrbtiens  (Paris, 1g3o), 15-24;

Louis Bouyer, La spirituality  du JVouveau  Testament et des Pkres (Paris, I g6o),  238-61;
Etienne Ledeur, Dictionnaire de Spiritualit.!,  1563-67 (bibliographic).
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d’Antioche, la joie d’un Carpus  ou la serenite  d’un Polycarpe
de Smyrne en face de leur  martyre et qui sous-tendent  les
exhortations au martyre d’un Cyprien ou d’un Origene. Or
cette imitation impliquait une certaine image de Jesus, marchant
librement et en paix vers une mort voulue par son P&e. On
trouvait cette image partout dans les evangiles,  sauf en Matt
27 : 46 et dans l’episode  de GethsCmani.13  Les paiens  qui con-
naissaient ce dernier ne devaient pas manquer de le tourner en
derision, comme CelseI4  en attendant Julien l’Apostat, ce qui ne
pouvait qu’accroitre la gene des chretiens  devant certains aspects
de l’episode.  L’attitude de Jesus finalement soumis a la volonte
de son P&e (Matt. 26 : 39 et par.) pouvait assez facilement rester
un exemple de priere  et d’obeissance.15  Mais il n’en allait pas
de meme  du Jesus decrit par Luc 22 : 44. Quel qu’ait ett son
sens originel exact,16 ce verset etait certes  loin d’evoquer  pour
ses lecteurs l’enthousiasme, la joie ou la serenite  d’un martyr
modele  et il Ctait encore moms acceptable pour l’ideal stokien
de l’apatheia  qui impregnait alors bien des milieux chretiens.17

IO. Cette importance morale de l’apatheia vient de ce qu’elle
Ctablit le chretien dans la ressemblance  avec  Dieu. L’apatheia
est en effet un attribut majeur de celui-ci pour les theologiens
du 1’1~ siecle et pour Clement d’Alexandrie  en particulierI* et
cette apatheia  ne peut done  que caracteriser egalement  le Logos
divin. ‘Le Sauveur’ &ant ‘impassible’ comme l’affirment Clement
d’Alexandrie (Strom. I .8.71.2)  et la gnose valentinienne,Ig  il ne
pouvait pas vraiment Cprouver les passions du corps et encore
moins celles de l’ame, comme la tristesse (h;7nl)  et la crainte

13 Et dans la variante finale de Luc 22: 68 (;i &oh&r~~e)  dont l’ambigu’ite
permettait de comprendre que Jesus desirait  ou, au moins, envisageait d’etre
relache:  J. Duplacy, ‘Une variante meconnue  du texte recu:  “. . . H AI70AY2THTE”
( L c  22,68)‘, .hfeutestamentliche  Aufssize: Festschrift  fiir Prof. Josef Schmid .wm 70.
Geburtstag (ed. J. Blinzler, 0. KUSS, F. Mussner ; Regensburg: Pustet, I g63),
42-52. I4 Origene,  Gels. 5.52; 2.24; 1.54.

15 Ce n’est sans doute pas un hasard que Matt. 26: 3g,42  et par. soient, semble-
t-il, les versets les plus souvent allegues  de la pericope  (Wild, ‘Histoire’, index
biblique, p. 248).

16 Mario Galizzi, Gesir  nel Getsemani (Biblioteca  di Scienza Religiose, 4; Zurich/
Rome: PAS-Verlag, I g72),  I 66-83.

17 Michel  Spanneut, Le stokisme  des P&es de l’gglise  de Clkment  de Rome d Clkment
d’tllexandrie  (Patristica Sorbonensia, I; Paris: de Seuil, rg57), 241-51.

1s Ibid., 291-93.
19 IrenCe,  adv. haer.  1.7.2: Franqois-M.-M.  Sagnard, La gnose  valentinienne et le

tknoignage  de saint Irt?nbe  (Etudes de philosophie mediCvale,  36; Paris: Vrin, Ig47),
46 (ligne 13).
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(&$~os). C’est ainsi que Clement d’Alexandrie est conduit au
moins aux confins  du doc&isme20  et qu’origkne  est quelque peu
geng  par les ‘passions’ (A ~~&BuL, &~~~oYE~v,~~~Au~os)  attribuks
& J&us par Matt. 26 : 37 .21 Une telle christologie ne pouvait k?tre
que plus heurtde  encore, Cventuellement, par Luc 22 : 49: oh la
sueur manifeste corporellement 1’intensitC  des ‘passions’ de l’%me
de J&us.  La gnose valentinienne, pour sa part, Cvitait radicale-
ment la difficult6  : les ‘passions’ de J&us B GethsCmani n’y sont
plus, au moins directement, des passions du Sauveur, mais d’un
eon ‘Achamoth-Sagesse’,z2 ce qui est bien une sorte de docCtisme.

I I. Pour la dew&me fois, je viens de nornmer  le docktisme.
Quelles qu’en soient les sources, philosophiques ou non, cette
tendance  B reduire ou % rejeter la rCalitC  de la ‘chair’, de
1’humanitC  de J&us - attestde  ddji aux environs de IOO - fut
tr& rbpandue  a u  11~ sikle. 23 Fondamentalement, elle pouvait
n’&re qu’ ‘une expression naive  de la foi en la transcendance du
Christ, une idealisation de son humani@,  plus ou moins
compatible, dans les cas b&ins,  avec  une foi orthodoxe. Mais
ce n’&ait  pas le cas pour les variCt&  extremes de docCtisme,
telles qu’on les trouve surtout, sous des formes assez diverses,
dans le gnosticisme- bien rep&sent& d&s le 11~ sikle  A Alexan-
drie.25 Cette tendance do&e ne pouvait qu’&tre  choquCe
par le rCalisme  agressif de Luc 22 : 44 qui permettait par contre
aux adversaires du docCtisme, comme Justin, IrCnCe  et Hip-
polyte,26  de souligner la &alit& de la ‘chair’ de. J&us.

2o Grillmeier, Christ in Christian Tradition, I. 136-38.
21 Comm. in Mutt. go. Origtne souligne que J&us n’a &prow& qu’un dCbut de

tristesse  (‘iip(aTo,  Matt. 26: 37), sa qualit&  divine &ant tr&s tloignCe  de ce genre
de ‘passions’; cf. Wild, ‘Histoire’, x39-42.

** IrCn&e, adv. haer.  1.8.2 (cf. 4.1); cf. G. C. Stead, ‘The Valentinian Myth
of Sophia’, JTS ns 20 (I gSg), 75-104  passim.

23 Ignatius, Trail.  IO; Smym. 2 et 5.2; cf. CCrinthe  (selon  IrtnCe,  adv. haer.
1.26.1) et dkja peut-etre:  I Jean 4: 2; 5: 6; 2 Jean 7. Cf. G. Bareille, ‘Docttisme’,
DTTC  4.1484-150  I ; Antonio Orbe,  Cristologia  gndstica  (BAC 384-85 ; Madrid: La
Editorial catblica,  I g76), 2. I 74-224 (GethsCmani et la Passion dans le gnosticisme).
Un texte  de Nag Hammadi, rkcemment  publiC, declare  J&us ‘&ranger’ B sa
Passion, qu’il ‘a accomplie  en apparencc’: Jacques E. Mtnard, La let&e de Pierre d
Philz$pe  (QuCbec:  UniversitC  Laval, rg77),  27.

24 J. LiCbaert,  L’incarnation: I, Des origiw  au concile  de Chalckdoine  (Paris, Ig66),  53.
25 Valcntin Ctait  nC B Alcxandrie, oti ‘enscignPrcnt’  Basilide et son fils et disciple

Isidore.
26 Pour souligner cette r&alit&,  Tertullien ne renvoie, pour GethsCmani,  qu’&

Matt. 26: 38, comme le fera encore OrigPne  (qui pose par ailleurs, a ce propos, le
probkme  de la divinitC  de Jbus).
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I I. En somme, bien des aspects anciens  de la dogmatique et de
la ‘sensibilitk’  christologiques pouvaient rendre suspects l’un ou
l’autre de nos versets ou les deux. Et cela particulikement B
Alexandrie et en Egypte oti la thCologie  montre t&s t8t et con-
servera  un sens aigu, parfois  meme  excessif, de ‘1’impassibilitC
du Verbe fait chair. Or il suffit de consulter  un apparat pour
constater que c’est vers cette region que nous orientent, de
diverses man&es,  les plus anciens  et les plus notables tbmoins  de
l’absence de nos versets.  Cette absence pourrait done parfaite-
ment k%re le resultat d’une disparition.

13. Mais ccs considkations  n’autorisent encore aucune
conclusion critique. Si la disparition de nos versets avant 200
est une bonne hypoth&e, il se pourrait, a priori, que celle  de
leur interpolation avant 150 soit aussi bonne et meme  meilleure :
telle est la question qui nous reste A envisager.

14. Nous examinerons d’abord deux temoignages  relatifk,  au
moins apparemment, A la pkiode  t&s ancienne qui nous  intkesse.
Le premier est un passage en grec attribuk  A un certain Jean
1’ArmCnien  que Tischendorf allkgue,  dans son apparat (8”
major), d’aprks Wettstein. Ce texte affirme que les w. 22 : 43-
44 auraient &C ajoutCs  au texte de Luc par Satornil. Cette
information, pourtant stimulating car Satornil (Saturninus) est
un gnostique antiochien du debut du 11”  sikcle, a CtC jusqu’ici
nCgligCe  par la critique. Peut-&re tout simplement parce qu’on
n’avait pas identifiC  ce texte. Je n’ai pu le faire moi-m&me que
le jour oh j’ai fini par frapper g la bonne Porte, celle  du Prof.
G. Garitte (Louvain) qui avait CditC  et longuement comment6
l’oeuvre oti se trouve ce curieux passage. 11 s’agit d’une parole
qu’aurait prononcCe,  vers 63 1-642, 1’armCnien  antichalcedonien
Jean Mayragomec’i, au dire de l’auteur anonyme de la Narratio
de rebus Armeniae, 27 une euvre  armdnienne,  &rite vers 700 et con-
servCe  uniquement en grec. L’information doit &re exacte selon
G. Garitte qui a fort bien montrC  par ailleurs, me semble-t-il, que
ce n’Ctait pas B Satornil, mais aux ‘nestoriens’, c’estAdire  aux
chalcedoniens  que Jean attribuait la presence  de nos versets dans
les manuscrits  armtniens de Luc.28  Nous n’avons done meme
pas & nous  demander ce que vaudrait une information du VII~

sikcle  relative & la plus ancienne histoire de notre texte.

27 Gtrard  Garitte, La Narratio de rebus Armeniae: I?dition  critique et commentaire
(CSCO 132, subs. 4; Louvain,  Ig52),  45 ($3 132-35). 28 Ibid., 324-34.
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15. Quant au second temoignage, il e.st connu depuis peu. Le
voici: ‘. . . Qualiter autem angelus  Christum in agonia sue
oracionis confortaverit  dicitur in Evangelio Nazareorum’.
L’I&angile  des .Naarkens  a CtC tcrit, peut-&re  en Syrie, avant 180,
sinon  avant I50 .29 Cette allusion indubitable B Luc 22 : 43,
negligee jusqu’A present en critique textuelle, si je ne m’abuse,
merite  examen.  Elle se trouve, avec  cinq autres renvois au
meme apocryphe, dans une M.storiapassionis  Domini  qui pourrait
dater de la premiere moitk?  du xrv” siecle.30  Ce temoignage,
en depit  de sa date t&s tardive, n’est peut-etre  pas absolument
sans valeur. L’un des six renvois rejoint en effet un temoignage du
IV”  siecle.31  On peut noter aussi qu’avant 383, le syrien  Theodore
de Mopsueste, dans  son De incarnatione,  sait lui aussi comment
l’ange a encourage Jesus (MPG. 66, gg5B, gg6c).  N&nnoins  on
doit Cvidemment se demander ce que peut valoir cette informa-
tion mediCvale et il reste bien difficile de repondre avec  assurance
dans un sens ou un autre.

16. Quoiqu’il en soit, ce texte nous oriente vers tme possibilite
qui n’est certes  pas impensable a cette tres  haute epoque:
l’harmonisation d’un texte Cvangelique  qui deviendra canonique
avec  un parallele  qui ne le deviendra pas. Un exemple bien
connu illustre en tout cas cette possibilite  :32 la lumi&e  qui
brille lors du bapteme  de Jesus chez Justin (on elle est un feu),
dans deux temoins  du Diatessaron33  et dans deux manuscrits
vieux-latins  en Matt. 3 : I 5 - une attestation qui rappellepartielle-
ment celle de Luc 22: 43-44. Personne ne pense que cette
variante est originale et tout le monde admet  au moins qu’elle
pourrait provenir de l’evangile  des Ebionites, cite par Epiphane
de Salamine.

I 7 . Nous sommes ainsi orient& vers les milieux judeo-chretiens
oh Ctait utilise  Cgalement l’evangile des Nazareens  que nous

29 E. Hennecke, Neutestamentlichc  Apokryphen  (ed. W. Schneemelcher; 3. Aufl.  ;
2 Bde; Tubingen:  Mohr [Siebeck], x959-64),  x.94  (= Ph. Vielhauer).

30 Ibid., 89. Texte latin des six passages dans K. Aland  (ed.), Syn~p.&  Quattuor
Evangeliorum  (go  td.;  Stuttgart: Wtirttembergische Bibelanstalt, rg76), 585;
traduction allemande dans Hennecke, gg-1  00.

Jr Jerome, 4. 120; cf. Hennecke, Jfeutestamentliche  Apokryphen,  1.100  (no, 36);
97 (no  20.

32 On pourrait penser a un processus analogue pour l’episode  attest6  en Luc
5: 5 par le seul D (05) et sans doute pour d’autres variantes.

33 Justin, dial. 88; Ephrem, comm.  Diat. 4.5; cf. Danielou,  l%!ologie,  250-54.

34  Epiphane, panar.  30. I 3.
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venons d’evoquer et qui pouvait n’etre  pas tres different de
celui des Ebionites.35  Le realisme  de Luc 22 : 44 s’accorderait
parfaitement avec la conception judeo-chretienne  qui ne voyait
ou tendait a ne voir en Jesus qu’un hornme  nC de Joseph.36
Quant a l’ange, son intervention pourrait certainement s’ex-
pliquer de quelque man&e dans des courants de pensee  oti
les f%ontieres entre la christologie et l’angelologie  Ctaient au
moins quelque peu flows. 37 On peut noter Cgalement que cette
apparition d’un etre  celeste  lors d’un martyre Ctait  assez  normale
en milieu juif.3s Le Sitz im Leben de notre episode, qui n’allait
pas tarder A entrer dans le texte de Luc, pourrait done  etre  les
milieux jud&&.r&iens  de Palestine et de Syrie. Sa predomi-
nance textuelle dans cette derniere  region, a commencer  par le
Diatessaron, ne serait done  pas etonnante,  d’autant qu’elle ne
risquait pas d%tre  mise ensuite  en question par la theologie
syrienne qui restera  tres A l’aise avec ces versets jusqu’a  l’arrivee
du monophysisme. Quant A l’occident,  la variante l’aurait
gagnts aussi t6t et par les mCmes voies, inconnues de nous, que
la lumiere de Matt. 3 : 15.

18. .Que l’addition ou la suppression se soit faite immediate-
ment ou avec  l’ttape intermediaire  que nous avons Cvoquee
(8 5) ne modifie pas sensiblement la question a laquelle il nous
faut maintenant repondre  : la meilleure variante-source hypo-
thetique de notre passage est-elle l’absence ou la presence ori-
ginelle de nos deux versets ? Tout bien pese, l’hypothese  de
l’absence avec  interpolation parait moins satisfaisante que
l’hypothbe  inverse. Le paralltle que nous avons Ctabli avec le cas

35  DaniClou,  Z&!oZogic,  33.
3 6

une

- --
Epiphane, panar.-30.3,  16; cf. J. Duplacy, ‘La revelation de
impasse: le judeo-christianisme’, Lumilre  e t  Vie 2g (Ig56),

la Trinitt dans
133-35. A l’in-

tensitt de l’dywuta de Jesus, on pourrait opposer trois passages d’une Expositio  de
prophctis,  attribute a ‘Ebion’, qui soulignent l’unite  de volonte  entre Jesus  et Dieu
(et citent Luc 22: 42): Franz Diekamp, Doctrine  Patrum  de Incarnatione  Verbi
(Mtinster/W.,  xgo7),  304-3.  Mais  qui sou&endrait  I’authenticite  de ces textes?

37 Cf. Danielou,  7%ologie,  x67-38. Parmi les textes alltgues  par Danielou,  deux
retiennent l’attention. L’un se trouve dam  La Pasteur d’Hermas  (sim. 5.4.4): ‘Toi
done qui as ttC rev&u de force (i&va~w&os)  par le saint ange et qui as re$u
de lui le don de la priere  (7oba&qY  &TCU&Y) . . .’ (p. 169):  s’agirait-il, en d&pit
de la difference de vocabulaire. d’une allusion a Luc 22: 4?? Le second texte
(2 HCnoch 3: 15-16) permet  de ‘se demander si ‘la mention di I’Ange  de 1’Eglise
chrttienne’ ne serait pas ‘lice  a un premier episode distinct de l’ouverture du
tombeau  de Jesus’ (pp.  I 77-78) : s’agirait-il  par hasard de l’Agonie?

J* Galizzi, GesP nel Getsemani, 185-87, qui renvoie a Dan. (LXX) 3: 49, 92 ;
Deut. (LXX) 32: 43; 3 Mace.  6: 18.
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de Matt. 3 : 15 n’est pas sans inter&t,  mais il comporte des limites.
Contrairement a la variante de ‘la lumiere’, nos versets se
trouvent en Luc et non pas en Matthieu, auquel s’apparentaient,
semble-t-il, les Cvangiles propres au judeo-christianisme. D’autre
part, en depit  de son importance mineure, cette variante de
‘la lumiere’ est tres peu attestee  dans la tradition manuscrite :
il serait done &range que notre interpolation ait eu un succes
aussi precoce  et Ctendu que le montre l’histoire du texte, en
depit  de sa longueur, de la tendance harmonisante de la tradition
et du fait qu’elle pouvait heurter ou inquieter, tres tot et sous
plus d’un aspect, une sensibilite  et une foi plus repandues  dans le
christianisme que certaines vues judeo-chretiennes.  A la limite,
on serait tent&  de dire que, dans ces conditions, si interpolation
il y eut, cette interpolation devrait etre aussi ancienne ou a peu
pres que la redaction de Luc: n’est-ce pas une complication
inutile  ?

19. Par contre, l’hypothese  de la presence originelle de nos
versets et de leur disparition avant 200 se presente  mieux. Cette
disparition serait conforme  B la tendance harmonisante de la
tradition et aux divers aspects bien attest& et repandus  de la
pensee  chretienne que nous  avons rappel&. D’autre part, les
delais pour la disparition (avant 200-250)  &ant plus longs que
pour l’interpolation (avant 150)’  cette disparition a pu se
produire assez tard pour trouver le terrain deja bien occupe
par la presence des versets : on s’expliquerait d&s lors la diffusion
un peu plus tardive et nettement plus IimitCe  de l’absence de
nos versets - melior est conditio  possidentis. En fin de compte, la
presence de nos versets serait done  la meilleure variante-source
et la prehistoire  du texte serait leur disparition, peut-&re en
I&-ypte.  11 va de soi - faut-il  le rappeler ? - que cette conclusion,
partielle et provisoire, aurait a &re confrontee  aux resultats  de
l’etude  d’ensemble que nous Cvoquions au debut de ces pages et
qui prendrait en compte l’histoire du texte de notre passage et
les relations de celui-ci avec  ses contextes lucanien et neotesta-
mentaire. J’cspere pouvoir le faire prochainement.

7. Origen and the Text of John I : I 5

J. RAMSEY MICHAELS

THE prologue of John’s Gospel contains several well-known and
controversial textual variations : e.g. the punctuation problem in
I : 3-4,  the singular ‘was born’ in some ancient witnesses to
I : 13, and the question of whether v& or BE& is original in I : 18.
A considerable body of literature exists on each of these passages,
but almost nothing has been written on the equally perplexing
questions posed by the text of I : 15. A glance at the bibliographies
of Metzger and Malatesta uncovers not one article dealing with
the textual problems of this verse,’ and a survey of more recent
periodical literature does not change the picture. What little
has been done has come mostly from textual editors themselves,
and from a few of the commentaries.

The three main variants can be set forth as follows :

I. John testifies about him and has cried out, saying, ‘This was he
of whom I said (O&OS + 0”~ E&OV),  “The one coming after me has
taken precedence over me, because he existed before me” ‘. (pss
p7s Nb A B3 D” K L 0 j&r.)

II. John testifies about him and has cried out, saying-this was he
who said (O&OS fb 0’ EMV)  ‘The one coming after me has taken pre-
cedence over me, because he existed before me’. (B* C* Origen
Cyril-Alexandria, and probably Ka) 2

III. John testifies about him and has cried out, ‘This was the one
coming after me, who has taken precedence over me, because he
existed before me’. (H* Eusebius)s

I B. M. Metzger, Index to Periodical Literature on Christ and the Gospels (NTTS 6;
Leiden: Brill, 1966); E. Malatesta, St. John’s Gospel: xgzo-x9-965  (AnBib  32; Rome:
Pontifical Biblical Institute, I 967).

2 For Cyril of Alexandria (d. 444) see A-cad.  183 (ed. E. Schwartz, Acta  Con-
ciliorum Oecwnenicorum  I. I .5, p. log. 18). The lemma of his Commentary on John
(Pu=y 3, 145.6) reads 0”~ rfirov; unfortunately the phrase is not cited in the text
of the commentary itself. For this reference (here and in n. 2x),  for the reference
to Eusebius in n. 3, and for the references to Epiphanius in n. 34, I am indebted
to my colleague, Gordon D. Fee.

3 For Eusebius, see e.th. 1.20 (GCS 4, 82.33).
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The UBSGNT3 adopts text form 1 with an ‘A’ rating. In
discussing the variants, the Textual Comm&ary concludes: ‘The
awkwardness of the reading 0370s 4~ 6~ &OV c l . 8$ well as the
absence of a previous mention of Johdi t&&&y,  prompted
more than one copyist to make adjustments in the text’. It is
easily shown how this is the case with text fom III : ‘N*  rewrote
the passage, omitting the relative clause and adding & after
@~+lJOS’ to produce a smoother reading. But in the case of
text form II, it is tacitly admitted that the awkwardness has
not been entirely removed: ‘Several other witnesses . . ., less
successful in their adjustment of the text, changed 6~ &OV to
6 &Cf5Y’ .4 The Textual Commentary’s effort  to translate text form
II (‘. . . and cried, saying-this was he who said [it+“He
who comes after me ranks before me . . .” ‘)5 amply demonstrates
that this is anything but a smooth or easy reading. Both i%
&OV and d EMV are difficult readings, each in its own way.
The brief remarks in the Textual CommGntory  are therefore not
conclusive in justifying the ‘A’ rating given to text form I.

Although virtually all translations and critical editions of the
Greek NT agree with the Bible Societies’ text in accepting 6~
&TOV  as the correct reading, there is one notable exception.
The WH text favoured 0’ &&, with C% &OV noted as an alter-
native in the margin.6 Not even WH’s closest followers (e.g. ERV,
ASV) followed them at this point, and the editors unfortunately
did not discuss the variant in their ‘Notes on Select Readings’ (the
Appendix to their second volume). It is strange, not that their
decision was set aside, but that it was set aside so confidently  and
unanimously and with so little discussion in subsequent litera-
ture. The matter deserves a second look.

Text form III can safely be eliminated from consideration,
both on the basis of external evidence and because the arguments
in the Textual Commentary for its secondary character are con-
vincing. As for text forms I and II, the most obvious difference
between them is that text form I makes John I : 15 a self-
citation of John the Baptist, while text form II makes it an identi-
fication formula supplied parenthetically by the evangelist.

* B. M. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on th Greek tiw Testament (London/
New York: United Bible Societies, rg7r),  197-8.

5 Ibid., 198.
6 7% Jvew Testament in the Original Greek (New York: Harper and Brothers,

1882),  187.
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If C% &rov  is the correct reading, the Baptist is represented as
quoting something he has said earlier, essentially the same
statement which he cites again in I : 30. The earlier occasion,
however, on which John had uttered the words, ‘The one coming
after me has taken precedence over me, because he existed before
me’, is never described directly in the Fourth Gospel. This is
the difficulty which, according to the Text& Commentary,
text form II is attempting to remove.7

It is not at once clear how text form II should be translated.
What is clear is that the clause in question (O&OS  ijv 0’ d7dv)
is not part of John the Baptist’s testimony, but serves instead to
identify him as the speaker: ‘this was he who said [it]‘. WH
chose to set these words off by dashes, so as to make John I :
15 a direct, straightiorward  statement by the Baptist that ‘the
one coming tier me has taken precedence over me, because he
existed before me’, only with a parenthetical (and redundant)
assurance to the reader that John actually was the speaker.*
The Textual Commentary, as we have seen, reads the text in the
same way. The few commentators who discuss the variant offer
little help in the translation of it.9 For the time being, the trans-
lation assumed by WH and by the Textual Commentary will be
assumed here as well, but it is a question to which we will have
to return. In any event, the point at issue in the two variants is
whether we have in John I : 15 a se&citation  or a parenthetical
identification formula. Whether, or to what extent, this difference
affects the interpretation of the last part of the Johannine pro-
logue (i.e. vv. 14-18)  has not been adequately assessed by the
commentators because (in spite of WH) they have not regarded
text form II as a real option.

The great antiquity of text form II is shown by its occurrence

r Textwai Cbmmentary,  rg7; cf. R. BuItmann,  1171s  Go@ of John: A Commentary
(Philadelphia: Westminster, rg7 I), 75.

* B. F. Westcott in his own commentary (even though he departed from the
WH text at this point!) gave clear expression to this way of reading text form II:
‘ . . . this reading gives an intelligible sense by emphasising the reference to the
Baptist’8 testimony:
words” ‘.

“this John, and no other, was he who spake the memorable

I .66.
TAC GospGl  According to St. John (2 ~01s.;  London: John Murray, I go8),

9 In spite of regarding it as a correction to remove a difficulty, Bultmann
(John, 75) calls it ‘meaningless’, while J. H. Bernard (A Critical and Exegetical
Commentary on the GospGr  according to St. John [ICC; 2 ~01s.;  Edinburgh: T. & T.
Clark, x928],  x.27) speaks of it as an ‘impossible’ reading.
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twice in Origen’s Commentary on the Gas-l  ofJohn.  Unfortunately,
Origen’s formal exposition of John r : 15 in its normal sequence
is not extant, except in fragments (presumably it came in Book
V). But he deals with the text in Book II, in connection with his
exposition of I : 7, and in Book VI, in connection with his
exposition of I: 19. In all, there are three passages in Origen’s
commentary that are immediately relevant: II.35 ; VI.3 ; and
VI.6.10  The second and third of these contain the reading
O&OS  + 6 dmh.  In all three instances, Origen is involved in an
argument as to where in John I : 15-18 the quotation of John the
Baptist ends, and the comment of the evangelist begins. In II.35
and VI.6, the dispute is with an indefinite group, designated only
as ‘some’ (T&S)  or by the expression ‘they jump to the conclusion’
(T&U r&p +7juovub).  These opponents end the Baptist’s statement
at v. 15 and assign w. 16-18 to the evangelist. In VI.3 the dis-
pute is with Heracleon in particular, who assigns w. I 5-17 to the
Baptist and only v. 18 to the evangelist.11 Against both of these,
Origen argues that John I : I 5-18 in its entirety is to be under-
stood as a testimony of John the Baptist. This is a dead issue for
the majority of modern commentators, who with few exceptions
agree with Origen’s T&S in limiting the Baptist’s testimony to
v. I 5, and reading w. 16-18 as the evangelist’s theological
reflection.12 What is important fbr the moment, however, is
not the merits of the respective cases, but Origen’s method of
argumentation and the extent to which he makes exegetical
use of his distinctive textual reading 0370s  +jv 0’ clncjv.  The three
passages in Origen’s Commentary must be examined one by one.

(I) 11.35. In discussing John I : 7, Origen links the statement
that John the Baptist came to bear testimony about the light
with w. I 5-18, which he quotes in full as the first of six specific
testimonies of the Baptist to Jesus (the other five being w. 1~23,
26-7, 29-3 I, 32-4, and 36). He dismisses briefly the argument of

‘0 The references throughout are to E. Preuschen, GCS 4 (1908).
11 C. Blanc (Origkne:  Comma&ire  SW Saint Jean. Tome II [SC 157; Paris: Cerf,

19701,  154) incorrectly states that the dispute is with Heracleon in VI.6 as well.
12 Among recent commentators, only C. K. Barrett (2% G’osfiel  according to

St. John [2nd edn.; Philadelphia: Westminster, r 9781, 168) holds open a serious
possibility that the Baptist’s testimony may extend beyond v. 15 (in which case the
‘we’ of v. 16 refers to the prophets), but he regards the other alternative as more
likely. Z. C. Hodges, however (‘Grace after  Grace-John I : x6’,  BSuc  135 [Ig78],
34-45),  not only ascribes  vv. 16-18 to John the Baptist, but accepts them as
historically authentic.
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‘some that only v. 15 comes from the Baptist himself, and
proceeds to the second testimony in his sequence (i.e. w. 19-23)  :
‘In addition to the previously-mentioned testimony of the Baptist
(beginning with “The one coming after me has taken precedence
over me” and reading as far as “he has declared him,‘), this
(after that one) is the second testimony of John when he con-
fessed to those who sent priests and Levites  from Jerusalem’?
Both in quoting w. 15-18 in ml1 and here where he quotes only
the beginning and end of it, Origen omits entirely the textually
disputed phrase and begins the Baptist’s first testimony with the
words 0’ &low ,UN +&ms. His full quotation of I : x5-1 8,
in fact, begins rather loosely with an abbreviated paraphrase of
v. 15a (0”s /uqnwpGu  KkKpUyE +0V, ‘0 &rlmtJ  /LOU  . . .) linking I : 7
to I : 15-18.

This passage therefore has no direct  bearing on the textual
problem of John I : 15. It does suggest that Origen considered
the phrase in question not as words of John the Baptist, but
apparently as part of the introduction to the testimony, and
therefore as something dispensable. Origen does not represent
the Baptist as quoting something he had said earlier (as in text
form I), but as testifying directly and immediately to Jesus.
This is consistent with text form II, even though the passage
cannot be adduced in explicit support of that reading.

(a) VI.3. As he comes to speak in more detail about the ‘second
recorded testimony of John the Baptist about Christ’, Origen
finds occasion to look back at ‘the first’ (+j vpodpa), which
begins, he says, with O&OS  +J d &r&v ‘0 &~law ,UQU  ~~&.MVOS

and continues as far as the words ~.~ovoy+s 0&s d dv ENS &
KdhOV 700 7m-p&  hKE&OS  &$jmmoP Here Origen’s support
for text form II becomes explicit. The nature of his argument is
somewhat the same as in 11.35.  Against Heracleon he maintains
that not only w. 16-17 but v. I 8 as well are to be attributed to
John the Baptist. He accomplishes this by affirming a logical
continuity of thought : a person who has ‘received of the fullness
of Christ and a second grace in addition to the first, and who
acknowledges that the law was given through Moses, but that
grace and truth came through Jesus Christ’ would be able
clearly to recognize (from this ‘fullness’ which he had received)
the truth expressed in I : 18.15

‘3 GCS 4, 94. 14 Ibid., 108. 1s Ibid., xog.
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The passage differs from II.35 chiefly in that Origen develops
the argument in more detail, and that he directs his logic against
Heracleon in particular. He is therefore able to build his case
on what Heracleon himself is willing to concede (i.e. that w.
I 6-17 at least are from John the Baptist).

(3) VL.6.  Here Origen turns his attention once more to the
relation between John I : 15 and w. 16-18, apparently with
the same group of disputants in mind as in 11.35. He takes up
in more detail the objection that ‘John’s earlier (3 wpodpa)
testimony about Christ is found in the words “The one coming
after me has taken precedence over me because he existed before
me”, but the words “For of his fullness we have all received and
grace for grace”, and so on, were spoken by the mouth of the
disciple’.‘6 Origen considers this a very forced interpretation.
He insists that the speech of the Baptist would not have been
so suddenly and awkwardly interrupted by that of John the
disciple. Rather, it continues on after the words O&OS +J d
Eh_h '0 &rlucLJ /Lou +xt+vos +.L7rpocrtzv  /Lou ydyowv, &1 np&ds

/..hov fiv.

The statement that immediately follows, ‘For of his fullness
we have all received, and grace for grace’, supplies the basis on
which John is able to say ‘He has taken precedence over me
because he existed before me’. John the Baptist is able to recog-
nize Jesus as ‘being before me and having greatest honour with
the Father’, because both he and the prophets before him had
received from Christ’s fullness ‘a more divine and greater and
prophetic grace in place of the grace we had received from him
by our own choice’. In receiving from this fullness, they under-
stand that grace and truth came to man uniquely in Jesus Christ?
A key to Origen’s exegesis here is the conjunction 5~1 in v. r6a
which he understands as meaning ‘because’. Three times his
use of &(;L TOCO drives home the point that w. I&I 7 supply the
reason why John is able to make the assertion found in v. 15.

If the thrust of the argument in VI.3 was to show the logical
continuity of vv. 16-17  with v. 18, the thrust in VI.6 is to show
the continuity of these same two verses with v. 15. The state-
ment, ‘of his fullness we have all received, and grace for grace’,

16 GCS 4, 113.
‘7  Ibid., I 13-14;  cf. the argument in Origen’s discussion of I: 15 in fragment

IO (ibid., 492-3).
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becomes for Origen the cement that holds together w. 15-18
in their entirety as a continuous speech of John the Baptist.

Where then are we left with regard to the textual question?
In 11.35, as we have seen, the disputed reading does not appear
at all. The testimony of the Baptist begins with the words d
&la0 t_cov  ~px~&vos and is introduced by the formula 0”s pup~~p&
KkKpUyc Agy~v (cf. John I: 15a: 'hdv~~s t~~p~vp6  rrcpl &0i3
KU; K~K~U~EV Xdyw~).  In VI.3 the words O&OS $V d &&v are
included, and in fact designated as the beginning of the Baptist’s
first testimony. But there is no other introductory formula ;
the one using pap7up&  with K~K~U~EV Xyw has disappeared.
The same is true in VI.6, where Origen quotes the Baptist’s
testimony twice : the first time beginning with the words 0’
c;?nbo pov ~pXc$evos, and the second time beginning with
O&OS  7fv 0’ &t&v  ‘ 0 &rlocr, pov 2pxc&vos. For the sake of the
argument, it makes no difference to Origen whether O&OS +J
0' &&v belongs to the testimony or not. His dispute with the
opponents is over the exact place where the quotation ends,
not over the words with which it begins. This suggests that for
him O&OS $J 0' &C;v is not part of the actual words of John the
Baptist, but rather an introductory formula serving much the
SitIrE fbn&m as the pUpTVf& KdKpUye +.MJ Of 11.85.

The two formulas, in fact, never appear together in Origen’s
exposition of John I. In VI. 18, when he comes to v. 23 and the
reference to the Baptist as ‘a voice of one crying in the desert’,
Origen echoes once more the language of I : ISa: ‘But he cries
and shouts it (/?o$  6 i KU~ K~K~U~W)  so that even those who are
far away from the speaker may hear’. Adding that ‘this is why
Jesus stood and cried out’ (cf. 7 : 37),  Origen finally quotes I : 15a
verbatim : ‘This is also why John testifies about him and has
cried out, saying . . .’ (Ski roiko feat d ‘Icmbvqs  paprvp6 mpl
ahoi? KU; K~!KPU~CV Aiywv).  He goes on to speak of Isaiah (Isa.
40 : 6), Moses (Exod. 14: IS), and David (Ps. 76[77]  : 2) crying
to the Lord? Only here, in his exposition of John I : 23, does
Origen actually quote the first introductory formula of John I :
15 word for word, and in doing so he breaks off abruptly after
Gywv, without repeating the content of John’s testimony or re-
introducing the difficult and awkward O&OS +J d &h. His
concern here is to collect some significant uses of /i&iv and Kpd{ELV

I* Ibid., 127.
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that shed light on I : 23. There is such a use of K~&[QLV  very
close at hand, in I : 15, but Origen knows that it would only
confuse his readers to keep reminding them that in I : 15 he has
one more introductory formula than he needs. So he quotes only
as much of the verse as is necessary to make his point, even
though it means breaking off a quotation with &WV. Thus in
VI. 18 Origen stops just short of introducing (in all likelihood)
yet a third witness to his distinctive reading O&OS fk 6 &T&

in John I : 15.
Our survey of passages in Origen’s Commentary on the Gospd of

John indicates that text form II is indeed the reading with
which Origen is familiar. He assumes it to be original, and gives
no evidence of knowing any other.19 Yet it is not a reading which
particularly helps him in his exegetical argument against those
who want to end the Baptist’s words after v. I 5 or v. I 7. On the
contrary, it is a given, something Origen has to work around.
His chief concern in VI.3 and VI.6 is to demonstrate continuity,
and the reading O&O.S  $V d &C~V  violates continuity. It implies an
interruption in the train of thought. Origen appears to have
understood it in much the same way as WH, as if it were set off
by dashes : ‘John testifies about him and has cried out, saying-
this was the one who said [itl_“The  one coming after me has
taken precedence over me, because he existed before me” ‘.
As we have seen, Origen regards it as an extra introductory
formula to the quotation, one which he really does not need.
At least he does not need both it ar).d the words which precede it.
Therefore, in each of the relevant passages he makes a choice.
In II.35 he uses only ~PTW~&  K~K~Z~C  h&w as an introduction,
while in VI.3 and VI.6 he uses or@ O&OC  -$v 6 &h. In VI.18
he cites the first introductory formula verbatim, but then omits
both the 03~0~  j% d E~?T& and the quotation which follows it as
well. Thus he effectively conceals the fact that there is an ana-
coluthon in his text, His opponents, after all, are the ones who

19 Cf. Blanc (SC 157), 154. The UBSGNTs  apparatus includes Origen as also
supporting text form I. But this is surely in error. Probably the editors were follow-
ing Tischendorf, who antedates the recognition of Codex Monacensis rgr as the
prototype of all other MSS (see n. 21 below). In engast. 7 (GCS 3, 291.4) Origen
says: ’ . . . ‘IW&JV~S d &r;v. OS& iosb ~5~2  03 iy& dnov* 0’ &law  pov Q&Wos
r/.Lnpooedv  /LOU  y&ovd. But this is a conflation of I : 15 and I: go-and a corrupt
one at that, since Origen’s text of I: 30 is clearly &rip 03. Moreover, the use of
d &r&v in this passage may actually be an echo of text form II!
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are arguing for a break or interruption in the text. Origen
wants to give the impression of coherence and continuity from
the beginning of v. 15 all the way to the end of v. 18. His in-
tention is not to mislead or wilmlly  to suppress relevant evidence.
His concern is to show that the speech of John the Baptist is a
logical unity through v. 18, and since the introductory formulas
are not part of the speech proper, they are of little consequence.
But for Origen to expose the fact that his text had in it a paren-
thetical break would only confuse the issue. To put it bluntly,
Origen adopts the reading O&OS + d &CT&V  (and in fact appears
to have known no, other), yet in developing his exegetical argu-
ment manages quietly to ‘sweep it under the rug’. There is
every reason to assume that it was also the reading known to
Origen’s opponents, including Heracleon. At least if they followed
a different text, they seem not to have made an issue of it. The
reading was no help to them either because it involved a break
within v. I 5 rather than between w. 15 and I 6.

Text form II in John I :
older than Origen

15 is thus a very ancient reading,
.20 Exactly how much older is difficult to say.

Not only was 0’ && a troublesome reading to Origen himself,
but the fact that it was changed to 0”~  EZTOV  in later MSS of
Origen’s Commentary on John,21 as well as in those fav NT MSS
which preserved it (e.g. B and C), indicates the degree to which
it continued to be perceived as a difficult reading.22 Unless we

20 Its antiquity is admitted even by commentators who reject it: e.g. Barrett,
St. John,  167 ; R. Schnackenburg ,  m Gos# uccor&rg  to St. JoJm  (3 ~01s. ;
New York: Seabury,  I-), 1.274. Bernard (St. John, 1.27) prefers text form 1
‘despite the inferiority of its attestation’.

21 Many of the early editions of Origen’s Commcntury  on John were based on
MSS in which this had taken place (e.g. Migne PG 14, esp. 201, 209; cf. ANF
IO: 297-408,  esp. 350, 352). The modern critical editions of Brooke (r8g6),
E. Preuschen (GCS; rgo3),  and Blanc (SC; rg66), based on M (the thirteenth
century Codex Monacensis I go), agree on d &r& as the original reading in the
two relevant passages of the Commmtaty.  See Blanc’s note (&ig&re  [SC x57],  I!++),

and the evidence assembled by Brooke (Z& Commentary of Origen on S. John’s
Gos$el  [I vols. ; Cambridge University Press, 18961,  I&-xxi)  and Preuschen
(GCS 4, xxx&xl), that M is the prototype of all other known MSS. E. A. Abbott,
still following the older editions as late as 1906,  argued that Origen’s ‘context,
protesting against the view that the Baptist’s words are “broken” by the evangelist’s,
favours &OV’  (Johnnine  Grammar [London: Adam and Charles Black, 19061,367)  !

What is true of Origen is true of Cyril as well. In Arcad. 183 (see n. 2 above),
the earlier and better MSS of Cyril (VSA) read d &I.&, while 0”~ rfirov  is read
by D and followed by Migne (PG 76. I 3 13).

22 Even in the process of translation, text form I intrudes without apparent
reason. As we have seen, Blanc reads d r&r&v  both in VI.3 and VI.6. In VI.6
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arbitrarily assume a very early copyist’s iii&&e,  we ~IW@  #v@
careful consideration to the possibility thkt *t&t form !Lf &SS~
represent the original text of John. III, ,

Before assessing the respective cases for text &RYH 1 and 11, it is
worth while inquiring whether there are &ny alternatives to the
interpretation of text form II presupposed by .both Origcu  and
WH : i.e. simply as a redundant introductory fmula  reiterating
the obvious fact that John the Baptist is the speaker. Once we
take seriously the idea that there is a break or anacoluthon in the
text (as we must if we attempt to do anything  at all with text
form II), we are compelled to ask at what point the mati
thought of the sentence is resumed. The answer is not obvious.
Instead of thinking only of O&OS qv 0’ &rc.& as being ‘set off by
dashes, it is possible to think of the dashes as enclosing these
words together with  the quotation which they introduce, i.e..
the remainder of v. 15. This would yield the following construc-
tion of vv. I 5-16 (since it is an alternative proposal for translating
text form II, we may call it IIa) :

John testifies about him and has cried out, saying-he it was who
said ‘The one coming after me has taken precedence over me because
he existed before me’-that ‘Of his fullness we have all received, and
grace for grace’.

This possibility must be advanced with caution in view of the
apparent agreement among Origen, WH, and the Te&aZ
Commentary that only O&OS  +v 0’ &&v should be set off by dashes.
But translation IIa does have certain advantages. For example,
the interruption in v. 15b serves to reinforce the identification of
John the Baptist made already in v. 6 by referring back to a
traditional testimony of the Baptist, the same one which the
Baptist himself is made to cite in I : 30, but one which never
occurs in the Fourth Gospel in a historical context of its own.
This saying is part of the pre-Johannine material known to the
evangelist and perhaps to his readers as well. It becomes here
the reference point for the introduction of a new and present
testimony of the Baptist in v. 16 : John who once said, The one
coming after me has taken precedence over me because he
existed before me’, now says, ‘Of his fullness we have all received,

she translates the clause correctly: ‘C’est lui qui a dit’ (Origltu  [SC 1571,  x55).
But in VI.3 she unaccountably reverts to ‘C’est de lui que j’ai dit’ (ibid., I3g)!
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and grace for grace’. Many commentators have argued that the
verbs t”pnrpec^  (present) and &payw (perfect, used as a present)
introduce not a past historical testimony of the Baptist, but his
present word to the Church, understood as a living and con-
tinuing witness.23 An analogy for such an interpretation may
be found inJobn 3 : 27-36, where it is by no means clear at what
point the Baptist’s historical words to his questioners leave off
and his present testimony to the readers of the Fourth Gospel
begins. (The same is true, as has often been noted, of Jesus’
words to Nicoclemus in 3 : 1 o-2 r .)

Translation IIa also has the effect of joining the X+v of
v. 15 with the &b that begins v. 16. All that comes between is
taken as parenthetical, and the ‘&I is understood as ‘that’ rather
than ‘because’. It must be noted that the &c itself presents a
textual problem. When it is rendered ‘because’, its connec-
tion with what precedes is not immediately apparent, despite
Origen’s ingenious efforts in his Commentary VI.6 to demon-
strate continuity. Not surprisingly, therefore, a simple KU~ has
been substituted for &b in a great number of MSS (e.g. A
W  @ itaw C f vg syrcpP Byz).  But by far the stronger body of
evidence favours &b as the original reading (e.g. pss ~7~  K B C D
iPl cop Origen). The &I is well explained on the hypothesis
that it continues from j_~~p7vpcl^  . . . Kal  &payrv  h&v  of v. r5a,
after the interruption of v. 15b, and is to be translated as ‘that’.
The MSS that support text form II in v. r5b (e.g. the first hand
of B and C, as well as Origen) also support &C in v. 16a. The
two readings may very well be related. Once text form II is
rejected, &L becomes problematic. Though Origen retains
text form II, he gives it (as we have seen) a very low profile ;
the &h of v. 16, on the other hand, he tries boldly to turn to his
exegetical advantage, but few subsequent commentators have
found his efforts convincing. If text form II is accepted as original,
a substantial case can be made for reading it according to trans-
lation IIa, i.e. as assigning a parenthetical character to the whole
of the traditional logion  found in John I : qb and not just to
the words O&OS +v d &T&V.

23 E.g. Schnackenburg, St. John, 1.274; Bernard, St. 3oIu2, 1.27; Barrett, St. John,
167; Bultmann, John, 75; E. Hoskyns, T/U Fourlh Co.s@  (London: Faber and
Faber, x947),  15x ; B. Lindars, T/U Gosfiel  of John  (NCB; London: Oliphants,
Ig72), 96.
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Given this alternative way of making sense of text form II, the
question remains whether the reading itself is the original one, or
whether the majority has been right all along in preferring text
form I. The decision is far from easy. It must always be kept in
mind that we are dealing with only two words, and differences
involving only a long or short -0 sound and the presence or
absence of a final Nu. Such details could easily have become
accidentally confused in reading or in hearing very early in the
Fourth Gospel’s textual history.24

In working toward a solution of the textual problem, it is
necessary to take account of external evidence, Johanmne style,
and transcriptional probabilities.

I. External Evidence

Text form II has been shown to be a very ancient Alexandrian
reading. The combined witness of Origen and Cyril makes it
unlikely that d E&&J in the first hand of B and C is merely
accidental. On the other hand, text form I has far more diversi-
fied strength, including equally early Alexandrian support
(pss  and q’s). If the two papyri (or even one of them) had agreed
with Origen and B, the question would doubtless have been
reopened some time ago. But as it is, Bernard’s remark about
the ‘inferior attestation’ of text form 125 can no longer be sus-
tained (if it ever could). Though text form II deserves serious
consideration on the basis of Origen’s Commentary, the external
evidence still favours text form I.

2. Johannine Style

Text form I, as we have seen, places John I : rgb among the
self-citations of the Fourth Gospel. The self-citation is a charac-
teristically Johannine literary device. Fifteen times Jesus cites
statements he has made earlier in the narrative. Seven of these
are citations of statements in the immediate context (I : 50 ;
3: 7; 4: I O; 8: 24; 16: 15; 16: rg; 18: 8); four are taken from
a larger context (6 : 65 ; I 3 : 33 ; 14 : 28 ; I 5 : 20), and in four
other cases it is not clear where they come from, or whether they

24 J. Finegan (Encountering New Testament Manuscripts [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
19741,  129)  assumes that this is what happened in Codex B. A glance at his photo-
copy of John I : 14-41 according to B, line 7 (ibid., 130) shows how difficult it is
to be sure.

25 See n, 20.
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are intended as exact citations or general summaries (6 : 36;
1 0 :  36; II : 4 0 ;  14: 2).26

The only other person who cites himself in this way is John the
Baptist, and (leaving aside I : 15) he does so twice (I : 30; 3 : 28).
In 3: 28, the earlier statement is identifiable only in part (cf.
I : 20) .27 In I : 30 the statement is essentially (though not ver-
bally) the same as in I : 15. Yet the citation is not of I : 15b
itself but of the logion that lies behind it. Strictly speaking,
John I : 30 (like four of Jesus’ self-citations) refers back to a
statement that is never recorded directly in the Gospel itself.
At most it could be argued that (as in 3 : 28) part of the quotation
is found in the preceding narrative, i.e. in the phrase d O’&W ,XOU

+~$..Mvos  in I : 27. A more plausible theory, however, is that the
latter phrase too is an echo of the same pre-Johannine logion
that is cited (whether by the Baptist or the evangelist) in I : 15
and by the Baptist in I : 30. In any event it is clear that the under-
standing implicit in text form I (i.e. that John I : 15b  is a self-
citation of John the Baptist) is thoroughly in accord with the
literary style of the Fourth Gospel.

If text form II (with translation IIa particularly in mind) is
adopted in John I : 15b, then this clause is not a self-citation by
the Baptist, but a parenthetical remark by the evangelist identify-
ing John the Baptist as the one about to testify. If self-citations
are characteristic of the fourth evangelist’s usage, parenthetical
remarks of this kind are no less so. Again and again, this Gospel
breaks the flow of its narrative to introduce brief explanations
such as, ‘And they were sent from the Pharisees’ (I : 24) ;
‘These things happened in Bethany  beyond the Jordan, where

John was baptizing’ (I : 28) ; ‘It was about the tenth hour’
(1: 39); ‘although Jesus himself was not baptizing, only his
disciples’ (4: 2) ; ‘For Jews avoid contact with Samaritans’
(4: g) ; ‘But boats from Tiberias had come near to the place
where they had eaten the bread after the Lord gave thanks’
(6 : 23). The list could be extended almost indefinitely through

John’s Gospel.28

26 These are conveniently collected and discussed by G. Fischer (Die himmlischen
Wohnungen: Untersuchungen zu Job 14, 2f [European University Papers, ser. 23:
Theology, 38; Bern: H. Lang; Frankfurt: P. Lang, rg75]), 43-53.

27 Cf. C. H. Dodd, Historical ‘Tradition in the Fourth Gospel (Cambridge: Cambridge
University, x963),  271-2.

z8 Cf. M. C. Tenney, ‘The Footnotes of John’s Gospel’, BSac I I 7 ( IgGo),  350-64
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The Johannine parenthetical remarks vary greatly in purpose
and in their similarity to translation IIa of John I : 15. Some of
them serve as identifications ; e.g. in I I : 2, Mary (like John the
Baptist in I : 15) is identified with reference to something not
mentioned before in John’s Gospel (i.e. her anointing of Jesus,
finally narrated in 12 : 3). An even closer parallel is 2 I : 20,
where the beloved disciple is introduced in the context of final
predictions about Peter and himself. Though he has been
mentioned four times before in the Gospel and is presumably
well known to the readers, the evangelist identifies him once
more in terms of the setting in which he was first introduced,
the last supper. He is identified not only by what he did on that
occasion (i.e. leaned close to Jesus’ breast) but by what he ‘said’
(Cal E&Y)  : ‘Lord, who is the one betraying you ?’ In similar
fashion, ‘John’, so abruptly introduced in I : 15a, is at once
identified (according to translation IIa) by something he is
known to have said (d &C;V), even though the readers need no
such identification. The identifying comment is made more for
emphasis and rhetorical effect than for the readers’ information.
It provides in passing a supporting testimony for Jesus’ pre-
existence, but in essence it is preliminary to what the Baptist
says now (i.e. v, 16) just as 21: 20 is preliminary to information
about the beloved disciple’s future (w. 2 I-3), and I I : 2 is
preliminary to the role that Mary will play in the story of
Lazarus (w. 28-32). It may of course be objected that 21: 20
is not an original part of the Fourth Gospel, but was added at a
late stage of its composition. But the same has been said of the
prologue itself. 29 Since both passages are an integral part of the
Gospel as it now stands, and since parenthetical remarks for
purposes of explanation or identification are characteristic of the
Gospel as a whole, the functional similarity between the two
statements deserves notice.30

On the basis of Johannine characteristics, there is thus little to
*Q R. E. Brown, for example, assigns both the prologue and chap. 21 to his

redactional fifth and final stage of the Gospel’s composition (Td Gos~cl  according
LO John (i-xii) [AB 29; Garden City, NY: Doubleday, IgSS]), xxviii.

so For what it is worth, one NT parallel to translation IIa outside of John’s
Gospel is also to be noted. In Acts I: 15, Luke makes a sharp break between the
verb Q~~TW  and the quotation it introduces in order to remark parenthetically,
‘There was a crowd of about a hundred and twenty persons gathered’. This is
very similar to the proposed break in John I : I 5-16 between hiywv and the &r
clause which it introduces.
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choose between text forms I and II. Both are in keeping with the
evangelist’s style and method, particularly when text form II
is construed along the lines of translation IIa.

3. Transcri&ional  Probabilities
One possible reconstruction of the textual history of John I : 15

is that text form I was original, and was changed to II because
in the Johannine account the Baptist had not in fact previously
uttered the words, ‘The one coming after me has taken pre-
cedence over me, because he existed before me’.31 But the same
problem exists in I : 30, where the MS tradition shows no sign
of attempting to remove the difficulty, and in four of Jesus’
self-citations as well (6: 36; IO: 36; I I : 40; 14: 2). There is no
evidence that copyists sensed these as difficulties that had to be
corrected.32 Moreover, if text form II is understood in terms
of translation Ha, then it too refers back to a statement not
previously recorded in the Gospel. In that case, the supposed
alteration of 0”~ &TOV to d && accomplished nothing. Still, the
possibility of such a development cannot be ruled out.

The priority of text form II can also be argued on tran-
scriptional grounds. Because of its awkwardness, text form II
could have been changed to I’ because of the known technique
of self-citation, and because of I : 30 in particular. The easiest
and most natural way to conform I : 15 to I : 30 would have been
to change d Q&Y to C% &OV? In fact, the reason why I : 15,
according to text form I, is not a more exact parallel to v. 30
(08~6s  &mv 6&p OS iyc; &OY) could be that it came into being
as a result of just such a minimum alteration in an original
text form II. This would help to explain the troublesome 4~
in I: 15, rather than the more natural A&V, which is used in
v. 30.34  The iv is perfectly at home in the setting of text form II

31 See above, n. 7.
32 The only possible exception is 14: 2, where the absence of &L in some MSS

may be attributable to the desire to make the words ‘I go to prepare a place for
you’ the beginning of a new sentence rather than a self-citation.

33 This is precisely what happened in all five of the witnesses to this text form:
B, C, Ha, Origen, and Cyril. See above, n. 21. I know of no MS of the NT or of a
Church Father which exhibits a change in the opposite direction.

34 This difficulty is noted, e.g. by Barrett (St. John, 167-8),  Schnackenburg
(St. 3Oh% r-274), and L. Morris (77~  Gas@  according to JO/W  [Grand Rapids: Eerd-
mans, 19711, 108). Interestingly enough, Epiphanius, whose citing habits are
notoriously loose (see G. D. Fee, 3BL go [1g71],  368-70; review of L. A. Eldridge,

9555 080 E
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because the statement looks back on John the Baptist’s historical
career and his traditional testimony to Jesus from the later
perspective of the evangelist. 35 It is less appropriate (though not
impossible) in text form I, where it implies that the Baptist now
looks back on the historical career of Jesus from his later per-
spective-whatever that might be! But if John the Baptist is in
some sense a living and present figure to the evangelist, surely
Jesus is no less so. Therefore E’a71v  might have been expected
here, just as in I : 30. But qv is a key verb form in the Johannine
prologue (with eleven occurrences, as against none for 2~&),3~
and (along with +~ETO) a characteristic mark of the narrator’s
style.

Although neither of these reconstructions of the textual history
of John I : 15 is wholly convincing, it is somewhat easier to
understand how text form II might have been changed to I
than the other way around. The external evidence thus points
in one direction and the transcriptional probabilities in the other,
while. both readings display the characteristic of Johannine
style.

The most significant conclusion to be drawn from this study is
that the choice between 0”~  &ov and d &&v in John I : 15
is a far more difficult one than has commonly been assumed.
Whichever reading is adopted should be assigned a ‘Cl’ or a
‘D’, not an ‘A’ rating. Less significant is my own tentative (and
subjective) conclusion that the internal evidence, combined with
Origen’s witness to the great antiquity of text form II, tends to
vindicate the judgement of WH at this point. Realistically, it
is improbable that the weight of critical opinion will shift in their
favour unless new external evidence comes to light. All that can
be reasonably expected is that text form II will be given serious
consideration and its implications carefully explored. Translation
IIa in particular opens up some options in such an undertaking.

Some brief comments about these wider implications. If we
were to take the bold step of accepting text form II and the
bolder one of adopting translation IIa, what then?
The Gospel Text of Epiphanius  of Salamis), ‘cites’ John I : 14-15 twice using &iv
(ah. haer.  51.4.7 [GCS 2, 2521;  65.5.6 [GCS 3, 71).  However, in 51.12.8 (GCS 2,
265) he uses the standard 3~.

35 Cf. the +v in John I: 8, and (on the lips of Jesus) in 5: 35.
36 i.e. none except for a textual variant in I : 4 (see Textual Commentary, 196).

Cf. Morris, John, 108.
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If v. 16 is indeed a quotation dramatically attributed to John
the Baptist and introduced by X+WV . . . &t, where does the
quotation end ? We are left with the same problem that con-
cerned Origen. Do we, with Origen, extend the words of the
Baptist through v. 18, or, with Heracleon, end them after v.
I 7 and assign v. I 8 to the evangelist ? Or is the dramatic quota-
tion limited to v. I 6 ? The &I ofv. I 7 (this time meaning ‘because’)
introduces a comment explaining the phrase ‘grace  for grace’
in v. 16b : the grace of the law given through Moses gives way
to the ‘grace and truth’ that comes in Jesus Christ. An explana-
tory remark of this kind is more plausibly attributed to the
evangelist than to John the Baptist. Verse 18 can then be under-
stood as the evangelist’s summary of the prologue, focusing on its
central theme of revelation.

This line of argument suggests that Origen and Heracleon
were both wrong : the dramatic citation of what John the Baptist
now ‘says’  ends with v. 16, and from there on the evangelist
speaks for himself. It may be that v. 16 represents a prophetic
utterance known to the evangelist and given in the name of
John the Baptist. In v. 15 the evangelist provides a setting or a
reference point for this utterance by linking it with a traditional
saying of the Baptist widely known among his readers: ‘The
one coming after me has taken precedence over me, because he
existed before me’. The Baptist who once said A now says B.
The new testimony reinforces the testimony of the evangelist’s
own community in v. 14 (‘dwelt among us . . . we beheld his
glory’). Then v. I 7 explains the concluding phrase of the new
testimony in terms of the ‘grace and truth’ previously mentioned
in v. 14.

By now the evangelist has merged his own words so thoroughly
with the words attributed to John the Baptist that it is neither
possible nor necessary to distinguish between them with certainty.
The +.L& &wrp of v. 16 corresponds closely to the & 3j@v of
v. 14, while the &@ po l v of v. 16 serves as the confessional
counterpart to the &flov of v. 12. There is no reason to interpret
these terms differently depending on whether the Baptist or the
evangelist is the speaker. John the Baptist, in fact, has become
the spokesman for the evangelist and his readers, not (as Origcn
thought) for the OT prophets,37 and yet not as standing over

37 Commentary VI.6 (GCS 4, I 14).  Cf. Barrett, St. John, 168.
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against them either. He simply becomes the vehicle for the testi-
mony of all who have received the ‘fullness’ of what Jesus Christ
came to bring, It is no coincidence that Christians in many
generations have made his words their own, both here and in his
last dramatic testimony to Christ in 3 : 29-30:  ‘therefore this
joy of mine is now full. He must increase, but I must decrease’.
In all likelihood, the characteristically Johannine depiction of
John the Baptist as a confessing ChristiarP  lies at the root of the
textual problem of John I : 15 and of the ancient disputes over
the identity of the speaker in w. 16-18.

3s See W. Wink, John the Baptist in the Gospel  Trudition  (SNTSMS 7; London/
New York: Cambridge University, x968),  105-6.

8. John I : I 8 in Textual Variation
and Translation

P A U L  R .  MjREYNOLDS

THE merits of the variant vi& or 8&s in John I : 18 have been
variously argued by text critics from Ezra Abbot1  in I 861 and
F. J. A. Hort2  in 1876 to B. A. Mastin  in 1975.  The evidence
accumulated since Abbot and Hort has presented an increasingly
strong case for the 8& reading. More and more critical texts
have adopted 8&s ; however, commentators and translators
have been generally reluctant to accept that reading as the
original or as the better of the two available readings. This
article will give a brief review of the text-critical evidence from
the classical approach of the external evidence of documents and
the internal evidence of the text. Then a review will be made of
modern translations with some observations concerning their
use of the text-critical evidence.

A. Greek critical texts are in agreement about the Greek
MS evidence for the various readings.

/4ovoy~s  BE& pw N” B C” L
d /&ov+vrjs  8EdS 4’6 NC 33
d /Lovoy~v7js  v& A Cc K Wsupp X A 0 II Y 063 f1 fls @Z

It will be noted that O&S  has the support of ~7~ and ~66,  both
dated at the beginning of the third century and both fairly good

r E. Abbot, ‘On the Reading “Only-Begotten God”, in John 1.18. With Particu-
lar Reference to the Statements of Dr. Tregelles’, B&w 18 (I 861),  840-72  ; see also
‘On the Reading “An Only-Begotten God”, or “God Only-Begotten”, John 1.18’,
Unitarian Review and Religious Muga&  3 ( I 875))  560-7 I. Both articles reprinted in
Critical Essays  (Boston: Ellis, 1888),  24x-7 and 272-85. All further references in
this paper are to the original BSac  article.

2 F. J. A. Hort, Two  Disertutiom  (Cambridge/London: Macmillan, 1876),
1-72.

3 B. A. Mastin,  ‘A Neglected Feature of the Christology of the Fourth Gospel’,
NZS  22 (rg75/76),  32-51, esp. 37-41.
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representatives of the Alexandrian text. When the evidence of
N B C L is added, it becomes evident that this is indeed an
Alexandrian reading. On the other hand, the Greek evidence for
0’ po~oya+  vi& comes from the Caesarean and Byzantine text-
types.

The reading of the article before povoyanjs  is not well attested
as original, since only p75 of the early Alexandrians has it by the
original scribe. The critical issue for this paper revolves around
the reading &ds or vi&; however, the 6 added before ~YO~+S
6~6~  seems to add difficulty to that reading, since with the article
the translation would seem to be, ‘the only begotten God who is
in the bosom of the Father (God)‘. That kind of understanding,
however, would probably not have been as difficult for scribes
as p~voymjs  and 0~6s in apposition. Westcott also claims that
the substitution of God for Son would not explain the omission
of the article in the reading povoymjs &ds, while, on the con-
trary, the substitution of Son for God would naturally carry with
it the addition of the article.4

Many commentators agree that the MS evidence strongly
supports p0v0yw$s  MS, even though for other reasons they
select d ~OVO~WT)S v& as the authentic reading.5

Though the geographical spread is not wide, both the early
date of the MSS and their text (Alexandrian), which is generally
accepted as more accurate, favour povoya~+  84 as the original
reading.

B. Versional MS evidence:
povoy’y7js  &ds copbo syrPshnu  ethC”
d ~ovoy~v+  vi& itfir  vg syr .c h,pal arm ethpp geo
d ~ovoy’v7js vgx gat [unigenitus] Diatessaron
/.LOvoyEYjs  t&s 8EO5 its [unigenitus filius dei] copsa  [pnoute

p&e enou6t]
In evaluating this evidence, the most striking witness for

povoy~vjl~  MS is the Peshitta. Its significance lies in the fact that
it generally supports the Byzantine text, not the Alexandrian.
The Harclean margin also reads ~OYO~W+S  I%&. In the normally

4 B. F. Westcott, T7ze  Gosbel  According to St. John (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1967),  33 (reprinted from Ih S’euker’s  Commentary, 1881); cf. Jack Finegan,
Encountering New Testament Manuscripts (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, x974),  175.

5 See e.g. the commentaries by E. Hoskyns (rg47),  R. H. Lightfoot (1956).
and C. K. Barrett (1956).
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Alexandrian versional evidence of the Bohairic, there is support
for ~voy&jr IS&, but the Sahidic along with the OL Codex
Monacensis  (q) read a text which is either a conflation of the
other two readings or has been influenced by the language
of John 3 : 18 (cf. the OL a on John I : 14). The only other ver-
sional evidence for pv~yds  6& is the Ethiopic  (Rome edition
of Tati-Sey6n,  I 5&-g), a version which has been influenced,
according to Metzger, by the Coptic,  Arabic, and Syriac ver-
sions.6

The versional evidence supplies us with yet another variant:
two Vulgate MSS read unigenitus (‘only-begotten’) without
either Son or God. This may have been a rather clever way of
deciding between two variations, with some aid from John I : 14
where the term stands by itself, although it is much more
likely that these two MSS have simply suffered the omission of
@us.  There is also some evidence that this was the reading of the
Diatessaron.7  Although this reading has had recent scholarly
support,8  the evidence in its favour seems too scanty to receive
serious consideration as the original.

This versional evidence shows that 6~6s and vi& are both
early readings and both have some geographical spread, although
~2~5s  clearly dominated in the West, while the evidence is more
evenly distributed in the East.

C. Greek patristic evidence ?
~OVO~W+ BE& Valentinians (c.170 : I),IO Irenaeuslat  (d.

6 B. M. Metzger,  % EarZy I’&&~ of the NW Zktummt  (Oxford: Clarendon,
1977)s  233*

7 This is the reading of Ephraem, both Syriac and Armenian. For the Syriac
evidence, see Tj. Baarda, ‘17u  Go@ Qmtations  of Aphrahat the Persian Sage: I.
Aphruhut’s  7&t of the Fourth Gospel (Amsterdam: Vrije Universiteit, x975),  7o-2.

s See e.g. M.-E. Boismard, St. John’s Prologue (London: Aquin, 1g57),  65-6;
id., ‘Dans le sein du P&r-e  (Jo. I, x8)‘,  RB 5g (x952),  q-39; cf. J. N. Sanders, A
Commentury  on tb Gospel according to St John (ed. B. A. Mastin;  HNTC; New York:
Harper, x968),  85. See also R. V. G. Tasker, Tiu  Greek New fistament  (Oxford/
Cambridge: University Presses, x964),  425.

Q Some of the current testimony of the Fathers varies from Abbot and Hort
(who anticipated that this would happen: see Two Dissertations, 5: ‘Much of the
uncertainty, though not all, will doubtless disappear when the Fathers have been
carefully edited’). For this paper I have had access to the files of the International
Greek New Testament Project, which had the complete attestation in the best
critical editions of all the Greek Fathers through the fifth century. This material
has been laboriously accumulated by Gordon D. Fee and is a part of the project
anticipating further work on John.

[Nofes  nos. g and IO continued on p. x08
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202 : I),” Clement (d. 215 : 2),12  Origen (d. 254: 4),*3
Eusebius (d. 339 : 4+  I),‘=+ Serapion (d. 362 : I),IS  Basil
(d. 379 : 2),x6 Didymus (d. 398 : 4+ I),”  Gregory-Nyssa (d.
394 : 7+6),x8  Epiphanius (d. 403 : ~),IQ Cyril-Alexandria
(d. 444: g+2)20

About the lists: the number in parentheses after the Father’s date gives the
number of citations or adaptations in the Father’s extant writings; the second
number gives allusions to the phrase povoy+ 8&s; the bracketed items listed
under d ~ovoy~y;ls  ulds are Fathers whose text of John I: 18 almost certainly
read BE&, but whose text has suffered corruption in the transmission process;
Eusebius, Serapion, and Basil are listed in both places without brackets because
they very likely (in Eusebius’ case, certainly) knew both readings.

IO For the discussion of this evidence, see Hort, T& Dtise~tutions,  31-3, and
Abbot, B&c,  853. Hort (pp. 30-1) incorrectly adduces Irenaeus as also supporting
this as a Valentinian reading; but what he reads as ui&  Kal  povoy&j Badv actually
reads vidv  Kal  ~ovoy&j Kai  B&v. The UBSGNT*  also lists Theodotus, Ptolemy,
and Heracleon in support of Be&; but this also seems to be in error.

II Irenaeus cites the passage three times in a&. hr. (3.11.6; 4.20.6; 4.20.1  I).
For the discussion, see Hort (pp. 33-4). Abbot (pp. 257-8) thinks the evidence
favours vi&,  but Hort has correctly observed that the two vi&  readings have
clearly been conformed to the OL, and that ‘the Deus of the third quotation is
unknown to Latin texts of St John, and therefore doubtless represents the Greek’.

12 sty. 5.81.3 (GCS 2, 380.10); qds. 37.1 (GCS 3, 183.32). The UBSGNT8
incorrectly has ‘ClementJ’s’. One of the three is in fact the Valentinian reference
noted above (note IO) ; the two ‘citations’ with uids  are in fact loose adaptations,
one reflecting back on the Valentinian reference (ext. Thdot.  7.3 [GCS 3, 108.73);
the other reads: 0’ ~dv ~dhrov 706  waqh i&o&uvos  vi& ~ovoywjs (sty.  1.26.169
[GCS 2, 105.141).

I3 Jo. 2.35 (GCS 4, g3.3o);Jo.  6.3 (GCS 4, 108.27);30.  32.20 (GCS 4,46I.2g);
Cels. 2.71 (GCS I, 193.14).  This last reference reads: Ka1  povoyry’s ye dv Brds u&.,
a clear early witness as to how one should understand the reading ~ovoy~yrjs aa&.
The citation preserved in Rufinus’ translation of Origen’s commentary on Song
of Songs (GCS 8, 235.6),  which reads unigenitus  filius, is worthless as evidence of
Origen’s text.

14 c.th. x.9  (GCS 4,  68.3) : 0’ ~OVO~ZV+  uids  ;) povoyrvt)~  ecds; Ps.  7 1 :  1617
(MPG 23.8200); Is. 41 (GCS g, 36.8); Is. 2.51 (GCS g, 378.39). Eusebius clearly
knew both forms and cited now one, and then the other. See n. 31 below.

Is Man.  48 (HTS 15,67.18).  This evidence is incorrectly listed by Abbot and the
UBSGNT*  as by Titus of Bostra. See R. P. Casey, HIR 21 (Ig28),  97-I  I I.

16 S’iy. 15 (SC I 7, 130) ; 6&r.  27 (SC I 7, 155). For this last citation Pruche has
inexplicably followed the MSS that read vi&; cf. Johnston’s edition (Oxford,
I8g2), 62.

I7 Trin.  1.26 (MPG 3g.3g3a);  Twin. 2.5 (MPG 3g.4g6a);  <a&. 5.33 (SC 85,
984.  I 6) ; Eccl. 12: 5 (PTA g, 356. I).

I* Eun. 3.1.48 (GNO 2, 20.14); ref. Eun. 8 (GNO 2,315.27);  ref. Eun. 61 (GNO 2,
337.1); ref. Eun. 162 (GNO 2, 380.26); v.Mos.  2 (GNO 711,  42.1); horn. 13 in Cant.
(GNO 6, 381.6); horn. z5 in Cant. (GNO 6, 448.10).

141 ant.  2.5 (GCS I, 8.2); um. 3.9 (GCS I, 9.11);  huer.  65.5.10 (GCS 3, 8.19);
haer. 70.7.2  (GCS 3, 238.29).

20 Chr. un. (SC 97, 768.39); fr.Lc.  (MPG 72.488); t/w.  13 (MPG 75.229);  30.
x.10 [SO]  (Pusey 3, 154.4; 155.20; 156.15; 156.21; I5g.20,22).
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Allusions = using the combination povoyw+ BE&, but not in
the context of a citation of John I : I 8 : Anthimus-Nicomed.
(d. 302 : 1),2x  Asterius (d. 341 : 2) ,22 Eunomius-Cyzicenus
(d. 393  : 3),23  Severian  (d. 408 : 1),24Theodoret  (d. 466 : 1)25

d povoy& v& [Irenaeus], Hippolytus (d. 235: x),26
[Clement], [Origen*at],Hymenaeus  (~270 : 1),27Alexander-
Alex. (d. 328: I ) , 28 Eustathius (d. 337: 1),z9  Ps-Dion.
Alex. (3rd c. ? : 1),3o  Eusebius (d. 339: g),3I Serapion (d.
362 : 1),32  Julian (d. 363 : 2),33  Athanasius (d. 373 : 3),34
Basil (d. 379: I ) , 35 Pseudo-Basil (4th c. ? : 1),36  Gregory-
Naz. (d. 3go  : I) ,37  [Gregory-Nyssa] ,3s Pseudo-Athanasius
(4th c. : 3),3~ Chrysostom (d. 407 : 7),40  Theodore-Mops. (d.
428 : 2),41  Hadrian (5th c. : I),@  [Cyril-Alex.],43 Proclus (d.
446 : 1),44 Nestorius (d. 451: 1),45  Theodoret (d. 466 : 5)46

About this evidence the following observations need to be made :

I. There are eleven writers, with thirty-nine citations, who
support povoyrwjs  &&. Most of these Fathers have more than

21 teccl.fr.  (ST 5,g7.58).  The text reads: OI&v  a&$ do povoy~v~s  8ds  rap& &v
eEzov  ‘Iodvavp  hiyowa uidv ~ovoyev+j  ~po~~ppdq.

22 horn..  5 in P.s.  5 (Richard, 74.13) ; fr. I (Bardy, 342.5).
z3 e%p.Jid.  2 [3O] (Fabric@  255.2; 256.24). 24 Abr.  3 (MPG 56.557).
*s h.e. 1.26.3 (GCS rg, 81.6); Theodoret, however, so clearly uses 0’ ~ovoy~v;Is

vi& in his citations of John I: 18 that the ‘allusion’ is much more likely the
reflection of a well-known phrase than of his text of John I : 18.

26 flit.  5 (Nautin, 245.3) 27 ep. 7 (TU 4.415,  328.22).
2s 4. Ah. 4 (Opitz, Athunusiusweykc  3, 22.5).
XJ engust.  18 (KIT 83, 46.2). 30 ep. Paul. Samos.  (SBBAW, 1927,  45).
31 c.th. 1.9; 1.20 [4O]; 2.23 (GCS 4, 68.3; 83.20, 23, 30; 89.22;  134.23); Ps .

73: zc+zz  (MPG 23.86oc);  Is. 6: z (MPG 24.x2Id).
32 Man. 40 (HTS 15,58.44).
33 According to Cyril-Alexandria, 3uZn. IO (MPG 76.1013) bk.
34 AY. 2.62 (MPG 26.28ob)  ; dim-.  13.5 (Opitz 2, I 1.38) ; decy.  21.4 (Opitz 2,

18.18). 35 4. 234.3 (COUrtOnne  3, 43.1).
36 horn.  in Ps. 28 3 (MPG 3o.77a). 37 Or. 29.17  (Barbel, 156).
38 ep. 1.16 (GNO 812,  8.3); Eun.  2.390 (GNO I, 340.12).
39 This includes two different fourth-century authors: Subell.  2 (MPG. 28.1oob)

and the 4th book against Arius, AY. 4.20, 26 (Stegmann, 67.10, 74.17).
a0 Is. in&p. 6.1 (MPG 56.68) ; horn.  in 30. 5: zg 6 (MPG 56.256) ; incomprehe~.

4.3 (MPG 48.731) bis; incompyehens.  5.1 (MPG 48, 736); stand.  3.6 (SC 79, 76.10);
[lemma] horn. 25 in Jo. (MPG 59.97).

41 Ps. 34: 13  (ST 93, 184.22);30. 13 (ST 141, 316.7).
42 intyod. 67 (Goessling, 94.4).
43 Nest. 3.5 (AC0  1.1.6,  72.17); thes. 35 (MPG 75.620).
44 horn. 15.2 (MPG 65.8oIa). 45 thorn.  fest. 2 (Tyuditio  g, 108).
h6 haey. 5.1; 5.2 (MPG 83444c,  4.48~);  Is. 6: z (Mohle,  30.31); Ps. zog: z

(MPG 80. I 768~)  ; Iyin, 6 (MPG 75. I I53b).
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one citation. Some of them also support d ~OVOYE~J+  u&, but
only Eusebius (certainly), and Serapion and Basil (perhaps),
give evidence to the actual knowledge of both readings.

In addition to these Fathers who have clear citations or
adaptations of John I : 18, there are five others who use the
phrase ,XOVOYEV+ 8&s. These allusions must be handled carefully
and not pushed beyond what they actually bear witness to.
But since there is no other NT passage with this expression, and
since we know that John I : 18 circulated widely in the second
to the fourth century with this phrase, it is valid to assume (except
for Theodoret) that the title was derived from John I : 18 and that
those Fathers are further evidence of this reading.

2. There are 20+  Fathers, with 40+ citations, who support the
d ~OVO~EV+ v& reading. Seventeen of these Fathers, with 31 cita-
tions, support no other reading. There are no allusions to support
this reading since any reference to d ~OVO~EV+  dck,  unless it de-
notes John I : 18 content, could be an allusion to any of the other
three passages in John’s writings which contained 0’ povoycvjs  v&.

3. There are other Greek patristic references which appear in
various combinations or shortened forms that do not support
either reading. Most of these are by Fathers whose text is
clearly demonstrated from other citations. Eusebius, for example,
in his commentary on Ps. 67 : 2-4 (MPG 23.68rd)  reads d
~ovoyclrjs  700 &oq Cyril in one place reads 0’ ~OVO~W+  706
&oU^ hdyos (apol.  orient. 84 ; AC0  I. I .7, 55. I 5) ; and Irenaeus, in
one of his three citations, reads unigenitus j&s Dei (adv. haer.
3. I 1.6). This latter reading is often brought forward as support-
ing itq,47  but it scarcely does so. If this is the genuine text of
Irenaeus, it is most likely a simple conformation to the language
of John 3 : 18. None of these kinds of secondary readings within
the Father’s own citations can be given serious consideration as
supporting an actual Greek text with such a reading.

4. The patristic evidence for d ~OVO~EV+  is also very slight, again
certainly insufficient to regard it as supporting a viable variant.
The UBSGNTa,  for example, lists ten Fathers as supporting
this text.48 I have not been able to check all of these, but those

47 The UBSGNT8  also includes Origen as supporting this reading, but this is
a pre-critical edition carry-over.

48 Origen, Jacob-Nisibis, Victorinus-Rome, Ephraem, Cyril-Jerusalem, Am-
brose, Epiphanius, Nonnus, Nestorius, Ps-Ignatius.
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that were analysed make one suspicious of the whole. On the

Greek side, for example, Epiphanius has no such citation;49
to list Origen here is simply an abuse of patristic evidence.
His text, d povoyewjs &:ds, is as certain as any evidence we have.
It is true that in two passages in his commentary on John I :
19 he does refer back to v. 18 and speak of & ,UOVO~W~  ~1s 7th

K~~TOV,~~  but that scarcely suggests he is here citing a Greek
text that had only d ~0~0~+----especially  so, since eleven
lines earlier, where he is actually citing the text, he reads povo-
YEV+ 8&s ! Cyril of Jerusalem? His text reads : . . . 0”~ &~Bp&wv

p& o&3& Gpamv,  d ~ovoy+ 62 t.dvos i&yrjaaro (catech.  7. I  I) .

Abbot argued that this ‘silence’ favours the reading v&,
on the ground that ‘if he had read &o’s in this passage, it
is improbable that he would have neglected so important a
word’.51 One could as easily argue that Cyril really favours
B&s, and that this reading further supports the view that d
~OVOYEV+  and && were understood in apposition. In such an
allusion he chose to use only one of the titles. But in any case,
Cyril can hardly be called on to support the reading of d ,UOVO-
ymjs ; and the same is true of the ‘citation’ in Pseudo-Ignatius.

In fact the only  citations among Greek Fathers that support this
reading are not even listed in the UBSGNTa  : Pseudo-Athanasius,
qu.Ant. 38 (MPG 28. 613d)  and an unidentified citation in the
catenae on the Psalms, edited by Corder.52

The Latin side fares no better. Ambrose and Victorinus-
Rome are simply incorrectly listed ; both cite the text several
times and always read unigen2usjZiu.r.  The two Fathers (Eusebius-
Vercellensis and Vigilius) who do have a citation with unigenitus
alone also cite the text elsewhere withjZim.53

Thus the only patristic support for this variant is in some
Syriac Fathers (Aphrahat, Ephraem),54  who are in fact wit-
nesses to the Diatessaron rather than to a Greek text with this
reading.

49 This was based on an error in an older edition.
50 Jo. 6.3 (GCS 4, rog.xz);  Jo. 6.13 (GCS 4, 122.4).
51 BSac,  860.
52 cat. Ps. log: I (Corderius [ 16433, 3.244).
53 Eus. Verc.  a% Turin. 3.69 (CChL g, 49.631);  Vigil. Trin. 3 (MPL 62.26oa).

For their citations withfiliq see notes 61 and 70.
54 See subra,  note 7. The UBSGNT”  has Jacob-Nisibis for Aphrahat, but this

has been clearly demonstrated to be in error. See e.g. Baarda, GospCl  Quotations,
2-10.
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The works of the Fathers are full of loose quotations, para-
phrases, and abbreviated citations ; and since there is no Greek
MS and only two rather insignificant Vg MSS plus the Diates-
saron that support this reading, it seems strange that anyone
would regard this variant to have any text critical value at all.

D. Latin patristic evidence :55

unigenitus deus  [Hilary]56
unigenitusjlius  Tertullian (d. 220 : 1),57 Ambrosiaster (4th c. :

3),5* Victorinus-Rome (d. 362 : 7),5~ Hilary  (d. 367 : 7),60
Eusebius-Vercellensis (d. 371: I),~I Faustinus (d. c.380:
3),62 Gregory-Elvira (d. 392  : 1),63 Phoebadius (d. post
392  : 1),64 Ambrose (d. 397 : 7),65  Jerome (d. 420: 2),66
Maximus-Turin (d. 423 : 1),67 Augustine (d. 430 : 3),68
Ps-Idacius Clarus (6.445-80  : 3) ,6~ Vigilius-Tapsa  (d.
484: 1)70

With regard to this evidence, the judgement of Hort still holds
true : ‘The Latin patristic evidence is properly speaking only a
branch of the evidence of Latin versions’.71  Thus, although this
evidence supports V& exclusively, it does not add further weight
to the existence of Greek MSS with this reading; for one can
trace the same modifications in these Fathers that one finds,
for example, between Codex Vercellensis (a) and the Vulgate.

55 This evidence does not purport to be as complete as on the Greek side.
For much of these data I am indebted to Professor Fee.

56 Trin.  12.24 (MPL Io.448a).  For the doubtful value of this evidence see Abbot,
BSac,  864, n. I.

57 adv. Prax. 15.6 (CChL 2, 1179.40).
5*  qu. V. et N. lest. 71, 9x.3, suppl. 30-1 (CSEL 50, 123.8, 153.1~1,  438.26).

The second of these reads unigenitusjlius dei.
59 ad Cand. 16, 20 (SC 68, 152.16, 158.8); adu. Ar. 1.2, 1.4, 1.15, 4.8, 4.33 (SC

68, 192.21,  198.23,  222.45, 524.53, 598.13).
6O tract. P.S. 138: 35 (CSEL 22, 768.27); Trin.  2.23, 4.8, 4.42, 5.33, 5.34, 6.39

( M P L  10.65c,  xo2a,  127a,  rgnb,  152c,  18gb).
6I de Trin.  4.16 (CChL g, 60.134). 62 Trin. 2.5 [30]  (MPL 13.54a-b).
63  Tract. Orig. 16.25 (CChL 69, 122.197). 64 contra Ar. 12 (MPL 2o.Oxd).
65 Exp. Lc 1.25, 2.12 (CChL 14, 19.387;  36.179); Rd. 3.24 (MPL 16.594~);

Spir. 1.26 (MPL 16.710~);  fiatt.  11.51 (CSEL 32, 153.10); Jos. 14.84 (CSEL 32,
x22.9); int. Job 9.31  (CSEL 32, 232.1 I).

66 i n  Ezech.  13.44.1/3  (CChL 7 5 ,  646.1199);  i n  <a&.  3.x4.3/4  (CChL 76a,
873.73).

67  serm. 100.2 (CC&L  23, 399.34).
6* Tract. inJo. 31.3, 35.5, 47.3 (CChL 36, 295.20, 320.9, 405.5).
69  contra Varim. 1.18, 1.63, 1.66 (CChL go, 32.1 I, 73.15, 75.20).
To Trin.  4 (MPL 62.265d). 71 Two Dissertation, 43.
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All of these Fathers (including Jerome !) regularly cite the text,
nisi unigenitw  jlius. The later Latin Fathers tend to conform to
the Vulgate, unigenitwJi1iu.r  without nisi.

The interpretation of patristic evidence has been problematic
in general, and this is well illustrated through past studies of
John I : 18. For example, the occasion of Abbot’s article was his
running debate with Wetstein and Tregelles concerning the
patristic citations for && and vi&. Abbot maintained that,
unless a Father directly cites the author and passage, an ex-
pression like ~OYVC~~P  8& cannot be evidence of that reading
for John I : 18. Most of the references in Wetstein ‘merely
contain the expression povoyrvrjs  MS  or unigenitus dew, with no
trace of an allusion to the text’.72 Tregelles, on the other hand,
argued that the peculiar expression ~OVO~/E+ MS was popular,
and was so because it was biblical, i.e. from John I : 18, so that
where there are references to ~OVOYE~+  8&s,  it is evidence
that this reading was authentic in John I : 18. Somewhere
between these two extremes there is a mean whereby patristic
evidence can be sifted, weighed, and utilized.

Abbot, like many patristic scholars since, maintained the
‘importance of carefully distinguishing express citations of a
passage from mere allusions or references to it’. He also held in
reference to patristic evidence that ‘all critical editions of the
Greek Testament hitherto published are very incomplete, and
often untrustworthy‘.73 He further argued that where a Father
had both && and &, with u& predominating, vi& has all the
support of that Father, the assumption being that a Father would
not knowingly perpetuate variations.74 But this conclusion may
need to be challenged, since the publication of critical editions
has shown that a Father’s text often suffered corruption toward
0’ ~ovoy~vr)r  vi&, but tuver in the other direction. Perhaps the
model for the use of patristic evidence is still to be found in
Hort’s note A in his article ‘On the Words ~OVO~E~S &OS’.
Here he presents and discusses in context all the ante-Nicene
patristic evidence for John I : 18. It is this type of presentation
which, though tedious, is an absolute necessity before one lists
the Father in a critical apparatus or dares to create new variants
on the basis of patristic support.

72 B&c, 842,855-6,868. 73 Ibid., 849. 74 Ibid., 866-7.
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The use and abuse of patristic and versional material is further
illustrated by the creation of a new reading of John I : 18 by
M.-E. Boismard :75 ‘No one has ever seen God except the only
begotten one that leads into the bosom of the Father’. This
reading is created first by accepting the omission of d &Y with
X* and one OL MS (a), then accepting d pov~~Yrjs without
vi&  or 8~6s on dubious patristic evidence, and finally by insert-
ing Al prj  on the basis of W itj’ and the Latin Fathers. Even
though Boismard’s exegesis of this ‘new’ passage is excellent in
the context of John I : 18, he himself realized the improbability
of its authenticity when he concluded his article : ‘Cette solution
que nous proposons, . . . presente  des difficult& . . . aucun P&e
n’ayant jamais compris  le verset en ce sens. D’autre part, nous
reconnaissons volontiers que beaucoup  admettront difficilement
comme originale la presence de l t ~4 dans le texte primitif de
Jo., I, 18’.76

I I

In turning from the documents to the internal evidence of the
readings themselves, the discussion will centre on the two
really viable readings, d ~OVO~~V$S vi& or povoy~+  O&S, the
other possibilities (6 povopv+  or d ~OYOYEV$S  vi& 0~06)  having
been virtually eliminated because of insufficient Greek docu-
mentary evidence for their existence.

It is rather clear that ~ovoy~vip  8~6s is the more difficult
reading. The phrase 6 povoy&js  vi& has two later parallels in
John’s Gospel, plus I John 4: g. The variant 0’ ~OYO~W$S  vi&

in John I : 18, therefore, may be a scribal attempt to assimilate
a difficult text to a more traditional reading.

The more critical canon for scribal tendencies prefers the
reading which best explains the rise of all other readings. A
scribe is likely to have changed ~OVOYEV+  &:0’s to 6 ~ovoyc~$s
vi& with just a few strokes of the pen. That any scribe would
have changed vi&  to 0&s defies imagination. Some scholars,
however, maintain that it could have happened by accident,77
by confusion of the abbreviations YC/OC, or as an unconscious

75 ‘Dam  le sein’, 23-39. 76 Ibid., 39.
77 Allen Wikgren uses transcriptional error as his reason for filing a minority

opinion on this text in B. M. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testa-
ment (London/New York: United Bible Societies, IgTr),  x98.
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substitution under the influence of the preceding &dv. However,
this ‘accident’ would have had to have occurred very early for
both variants to have survived, and one such occurrence seems
unlikely to have caused so much support so early. Boismard
contends that the 0~6s reading was introduced as a weapon
against those who questioned the divinity of Jesus.78 However,
its widespread use in the second century by both Gnostics and
their opponents seems to rule against this. Bultmann holds that
the context demands vi&  and that the alteration was probably an
error in dictation. However, an error in dictation is more likely
to have worked the other way, since vi& is the more common
term, as Bultmann himself admits.79 Furthermore, the presence
of the article, which is necessary to make a more sensible reading
for v&, can hardly be explained in either case as the result of
an accident.

In terms of intrinsic probabilities, i.e. what the original writer
was most likely to have written, we find many contrary views
among the commentators.

Boismard states that the major difficulty in terms of context is
that it would be strange for John to adopt this title of ‘God’
to describe the only begotten one, who is to reveal God, im-
mediately after he says, ‘no one has ever seen God’.80  However,
that difficulty disappears when one understands the entire
phrase as a series of appositions, i.e. ‘No one has ever seen God ;
the only begotten, God, the one in the Bosom of the Father,
that one has explained him’. This latter interpretation has been
suggested by Bernard,81  Schnackenburg,sz  and Reim.83  Not
only does this erase a difficulty, but it also excellently summarizes
the content of the prologue by taking the term ‘God’ from v. I

and ‘only begotten’ from v. 14 and combining them with the
assurance of the Revealer’s closeness to the Father, and then
stating, again summarily, ‘that one has explained him’. Westcott
summarized this argument well : ‘An examination of the whole

78 Boismard, Prolop, 65.
79 R. Bultmann, Th GospGl  of John (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1g71),  82.
80 Boismard, Prologue, 65.
81 -1.  H. Bernard, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Gosbel  According to

John CICC;  2 ~01s.;  Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, rg28), 1.31.
82 R. Schnackenburg, Dus Johunnesevangelium  (Freiburg: Herder, rg65), 1.255.
8s G. Reim, Studien zum  alttestamentlichen Hintergrund des  Johanncsevangeliums

(SNTSMS 22; London/New York: Cambridge University, rg74), 259.
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structure of the prologue leads to the same conclusion. The
phrase, which has grown foreign to our ears, though it was
familiar to early Christian writers, gathers up the two thoughts
of sonship and deity, which have been separately affirmed of the
Word (w. 14, I)‘?+

John I: 18 in Textual Variation and Translation 117

Sanders revives the suggestion of Blass and Resch  that the
original text had only d ~ov~~wjs  and that the relative OC
(= 5s)  was inserted and then misread as OC. There is actual
MS evidence for this confusion at I Tim. 3 : 16. The problem
with this suggestion, as pointed out by Lindars, is that it is
difficult to understand how OC came into the text in the first
place. There is also no MS support for OC.85

The basic argument of those who choose v& is that it is more
in accordance with John’s usage in the context, and they cite
John 3 : I 6 and 18 and I John 4 : 9.86  Brown objects to povo-

YEI+  MS as being too highly developed theologically.87
The commentators who accept vi& as original generally

acknowledge that the weight of the documentary evidence is
on the side of &&, but they select vi& as the better reading on
the basis of their understanding of John’s context in the pro-
logue. This highlights the trend toward eclecticism in textual
criticism that sometimes ignores the preponderance of objective
evidence for subjective reasoning. My own bias is a result
of a Colwellian revival of Hort,88 who wrote : ‘No rule of pre-
cedence has been adopted; but documentary attestation has
been, in most cases, allowed to confer the place of honour as
against internal evidence’.@

In the nineteenth century, text critics were rather evenly
divided as to their choice. Alford,  Scrivener, and Tischendorf
read vi& while Tregelles, WH and Weiss read &&.

Of the text critical editions of the NT produced in the twen-
tieth century, only Souter (I g IO),  von Soden ( 1 gr 3), and Bover
(I g43), have vi& in their texts. Nestle’s first edition (x898)
had vi&, but by the 4th edition (1904) the text read BE& and
still does today. All three editions of the UBSGNT read BE&
in the text, as do Merk, Vogels, and Kilpatrick. Tasker’s critical
text was really produced by the translators, who preferred vi&

as intrinsically more probable.90
Translators, on the other hand, have repeatedly rejected the

&& reading, though its external evidence has been strengthened
through papyrus evidence. The 1881 revisers apparently rejected
WH’s reading as did the American Revisers in 1 go 1 and 1946.

In a survey of over fifty translations of the NT, the fact emerged
that many of the newer versions created by single translators
follow the current critical Greek text and read some form of
povoyc~s ek. 21 The only recent translation intended for church
worship which follows UBSGNT or Nestle is the JVASB  (1963).
Another recent version, the TEV (Ig66),  also follows the
UBSGNT, but with punctuation that indicates ~OVOYE+ and
eEdS  as two appositional nouns. This form of translation was
also followed by the Centenary version (1g24), Panin (I g54),
Barclay ( 1968)) and the Translators NT (1973).

Several recent translations have what appears to be a con-
flation of ‘only begotten son’ and ‘only  begotten God’.

I I I

Not only the commentators, but in general translators of the
NT have also preferred this internal evidence approach.

‘God’s only Son’ Mercier  (IgTo),  Jv%B (1961)
‘God the only Son’ 3VAB (IgTo),  20th Century NT ( r goo),

Riverside NT (1923)

84 Westcott, John, 33; cf. also W. Milligan and W. F. Moulton, The Gospel
According to John (New York: Scribner’s,  1883),  rg.

*s B. Lindars, % Gospel of John (London: Oliphants, rg72), 98-g.
86 See e.g. R. H. Lightfoot, go; C. K. Barrett, 141; R. Bultmann, 82; and

Hoskyns, I 54.

‘divine and only Son’ Phillips (I 958)
‘God the only Son’ NIV (1974)

87 R. E. Brown, I’ Gospel according to John (i-xii) (AB 29; Garden City, NY:
Doubleday, 1 g66),  I 7.

‘the only Son who is God’ Beck (1963)
‘The divine One, the only Son’ Moffatt (1935)
‘the divine Only Son’ Goodspeed (1935)
‘the only Son, Deity Himself’ Williams (I 937)

88 E. C. Colwell ‘Hort Redivivus: A Plea, and a Program’, Studies in Methodology 90 Tasker, Greek NT, 425.
in Textual Criticism of the Jvew Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, I gSg), I 48, I 7 I. Q1 Concordant (I 926) ; Swann (1947)  ; Spencer ( x g5 1) ; Schonfield  ( 1955)  ; Kingdom

B~ 11. 1:. Westcott and F. J. A. Hort, The Jvew Testament in the Original Greek Inter-Lineat  (x969)  ; Byington (I 972)  ; Klingensmith (I gp) ; Beck (I 976)  ; Marrow
11 I] Introduction, Appendix (New York: Harper, 1882),  17. (‘977) l
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In checking these translations in other passages where povoyevfis
is used without a noun following, we find that the translators con-
sistently add the term son or child.92 In most cases then, we would
understand them to have a Greek text with po~oymjs  BE&.
Moffatt says, ‘Although 6&s (‘the divine one’) is probably more
original than thevariant reading&, po~opvjs  (see v. I 4) requires
some such periphrasis to bring out its full meaning here’.93

Tasker does supply us with the NEB’s  rationale, but even it
does not make sense. He says, referring to the ~OYOY&~S 8&s
reading, ‘. . . the translators considered that it does not yield
good sense. They regarded the variant d povop+  v& . . . as
intrinsically more probable’.94  Since that is their reasoning, how
did they arrive at ‘God’s only Son’ as a translation of 0’ povoyevjs
v&? Tasker mistakenly cites Coptic Sahidic for the support of
0’ ~OVOYEV~S  v&, when in actual fact it rather supports the NEB
translation ‘God’s only Son’ and is the only versional evidence
for that conflation.

Two versions with a Syriac background by Murdock and
Lamsa follow the Peshitta and also read ‘only begotten God’.

Many translations read ‘only begotten Son’, including KJV
(161 I), ASV (Igor), RSV (Ig46), Douay (rgr4),  Ferrar-Fenton
( 1946))  Berkeley ( 1 g6o),  Jerusalem (I 966))  and numerous others.
Several of these have a footnote acknowledging the possibility
of an alternative reading.

The Cotton-Patch version (rg73), by Clarence Jordan, seems
to follow the patristic-produced ~OVOYW$S  reading.

The research behind this study indicates (I) that patristic
evidence for various readings needs to be used much more
carefully, and with a full view of the context of the Father being
quoted ; (2) that both text critics and exegetes need to pay more
attention to the emphasis in their cognate fields, i.e. text critics
to the internal evidence of the text and the exegetes to the ex-
ternal evidence of the documents; (3) that we should not attempt
to produce more variant readings either by a misuse of the Fathers
or by poor translation.

92 Luke g: 38; John I: 14; Heb. II: 17.
93 J. Moffatt, ?%e  Jvew ~e&~vz.ent  (New York: Harper, Ig22), 222.
94 Tasker, Greek NT, 424-5.
95 The Holy Bible from Ancient Eastern Manuscripts (Lamsa), 1933; The New Testa-

ment: A Literal Translation from the Syriac Peshitto Version (Murdock),  195  I.

9. Realer oder irrealer Kondizionalsatz
in Joh 8: 3g?

MICHAEL MEES

D IE Perikope Joh 8 : I 2-59 schlieBt sich locker an die gro8e
Rede Jesu auf dem Laubhtittenfest (Kap. 7) an. Das groRe
Fest ist voriiber. Aber Jesus bleibt noch in der Stadt, urn zu
lehren und seine Botschaft zu verdeutlichen. Dabei zeichnen
sich bei seinen Hijrern zwei Gruppen ab. Eine Minderheit aus
den Juden scheint geneigt zu sein, ihm Glauben zu schenken.
Dies ruft aber den Widerstand der unglaubigen Masse hervor.
Die Diskussion verschtit  sich daher zu prophetischer Mahn-
rede, zu Scheltworten und Streitgesprachen. Dabei spitzt sich
der Streit immer mehr auf die Punkte wahre Abrahamskind-
schaft  (w. 31-40)  und die Stellung Jesu zum Vater Abraham zu
(w* 41-59).

Von hier aus betrachtet k&nte man mit R. E. Brown und
R. SchnackenburgI  Joh 8 : 12-59  als Einheit betrachten. M.-E.
Boismard allerdings glaubt dies verneinen zu miissen. In seinem
neuen Werk betrachtet er im Gefolge von Wellhausen und
Bultmann die w. 38-39 als Doubletten, da sie eigentlich nichts
Neues aussagen. Sie wiederholen nur, was schon in w. 31-36
gesagt worden war, nur da8 sie das dortige Thema von der
Gotteskindschaft unter dem EinfluB paulinischer Lehrtatigkeit
in das von der Abrahamskindschaft umiindern.  Dies sei durch
den Redaktor Joh II B verursacht worden,  dessen Arbeitsweise
nach Kleinasien weise.2

Diese Oberlegungen werden sicher manche neue Einblicke
in die schwierige Perikope geben und DenkanstG8e  fur das
Verstandnis  des sicher nicht aus einem GuB ents tandenen
Abschnittes liefern. Dennoch diese Verse stehen nun einmal im

I R. E. Brown, The Gospel according to John (i-xii) (AB 29; Garden City, NY:
Doubleday, Ig66), 361; R. Schnackenburg, Das Johannesevangelium (HThKNT
4/2;  3 Bde; Freiburg: Herder, 1g65-75),  2.237.

2 M.-E. Boismard und A. Lamouille, SynopsG  des quatres  l?vangiles  en frunpis.
Tome III: L’l?vangile  &Jean (Paris: Cerf, x977),  233-36.
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Text und werfen nicht nur eine Reihe literarkritischer Probleme
auf, sondern sind such textkritisch nicht sicher,  sondern weisen
zahlreiche Varianten auf.

Dies gilt vor allem fur 8 : 39, Dieser Vers nimmt in der heutigen
Fassung von 8 : 3 1-40  eine wichtige Stellung ein, als Bindeglied
zwischen dem Vorausgehenden und dem Folgenden. Ab-
gesehen sei von kleineren Varianten, wie etwa klassische Aorist-
endung  fur die der Koine oder umgekehrt, Partikelfreudigkeit
von pss D oder das Auslassen des Artikels vor ‘Jesus’ in B. Sie
andern den Sinn nicht. Sie beweisen nur, wie der antike Leser
seinen Text genau studierte und wie ihm die Akolouthie, das
Streben nach flieBender  Textabfolge und dem moglichst besten
Zusammenhang, am Herzen lag. Die Frage bleibt vielmehr:
Wie mu8 man 8 : 3gb tibersetzen  und was hat der Evangelist
nach dem heutigen Text Jesus auf die Einwande der Juden
wirklich antworten lassen ? Man kijnnte an einen Realis  im
Kondizionalsatz denken  : ‘Wenn ihr Kinder Abrahams seid,
so tut ihr ja seine Werke’. Die Antwort Jesu hatte dann einen
indifferenten Sinn, der sich gleichsam des Urteils enthalt, urn
das Gesprach in Gang zu halten. Die prophetische Schelte
kommt dann erst im Folgenden. Mijglich bleibt such die Auffas-
sung mehrerer Vatertexte, die den Imperativ statt des Indikatives
herauslesen : ‘Wenn ihr Abrahams Kinder seid, tut seine Werke!’
Die Mehrzahl der Textzeugen betrachtet den Vers im Gesamt-
gefiige des Abschnittes 8 : 31-59,  liest  in ihm einen Irrealis:
‘Wenn ihr Abrahams Kinder war-et, wiirdet ihr seine Werke
tun’. Die Textiiberlieferung  ist also geteilt. Es lassen  sich min-
destens drei Hauptformen unterscheiden, wozu noch mehrere
Textvermischungen kommen. Sucht man sich Rat bei d e n
Handausgaben und Kommentatoren, so findet man das gleiche
Bild. Dabei ist allerdings ein Abgehen von der realen und eine
Bevorzugung der irrealen Form des Kondizionalsatzes zu
beobachten.3 Dagegen hat erst neuerdings Martini in einem
Artikel tiber Didymus dessen mit ps6 B* tibereinstimmende
Lesart als den Urtext vorgeschlagen, aus dem sich die tibrigen
Varianten erklaren lassen.

3 Vgl. die UBSGNT3; K. Aland,  Synopsis  Quattuor  Evangeliorum (9.  Aufl.;
Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelstiftung, 1976);  und angektindigt: Nestle-Aland9’J.

4 C. M. Martini, ‘Is There a Late Alexandrian Text of the Gospels?’ JVTS 24
(w7-7% 235-96,  bes.  2%.
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Die Textiiberlieferung weist folgende Formen auf fur 8 :3gb  :

(1)
(4
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Nr. I ist die Lesart von pss B* ff2 gat vg syrs. Ihre quantitative
Bezeugung ist nicht groR. Aber schon  ~~6  bezeugt ihr hohes
Alter. Aus inneren Griinden empfiehlt sie sich.  Sie benutzt
die reale Form des Kondizionalsatzes, die sich dem Zusammen-
hang gut einftigt.  Die Juden pochen auf ihre Abstammung von
Abraham. Er hatte ihnen schon vorher gesagt, da8 er urn dieselbe
wisse. Auch jetzt streitet er ihre physische Abstammung von
Abraham nicht ab. Aber seine Antwort klingt verhalten und sein
Urteil bleibt gleichsam in der Schwebe: ‘Wenn ihr Abrahams
Kinder seid, so mi_iRt  ihr such seine Werke tun’. Der Realis
im Kondizionalsatz wird zum Indifferentialis.5 Eine allgemeine
Wahrheit, eine logische SchluRfolgerung  aus der von den Juden
behaupteten Abrahamskindschaft wird aufgestellt. Ob sie stimmt,
wird offen  gelassen. Erst das Folgende wird dariiber AufschluB
geben. Dies aber ist negativ.

Sicher kann der Text von Nr. I in diesem  Sinne verstanden
werden. Auffallend ist jedoch, da13 die Vaterzeugnisse,  die diese
Lesart stiitzen,  anders interpretieren. Sie fassen das fur In-
dikativ und Imperativ gleichlautende griechische Verbum des
Nachsatzes als Imperativform auf: ‘Wenn ihr Abrahams Kinder
seid, tut seine Werke !’ Der Kondizionalsatz mit indifferentem
Sinn klingt hier in eine Aufforderung aus, womit das Un-
bestimmte der Antwort noch verstarkt wird. Man halt des
ijfteren  diese Interpretation fiir unmiiglich.  Vers 40, in dem
Jesus den Juden vorhalt,  ihn toten zu wollen wie such die
folgenden Verse, in denen  er ihnen die wahre, geistige Abrahams-
kindschaft abspricht, scheinen ihr zu widersprechen. Aber faBt

5 F. Blass und A. Debrunner, Grammatik des neutestamentlichen  Griechisch  (hrsg.
F. Rehkopf;  14. Aufl.; Giittingen:  Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, Ig76), 2go (5 360),
301 (0 371) ; Eng. tr. by R. W. Funk (Chicago: University of Chicago, 196x),
182  (8 36o),  188  (6 371).
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man Vers 89 mehr als eine Antwort zum vorausgehenden
Versteifen der Juden auf ihre Abstammung von Abraham auf,
die das Urteil dariiber noch nicht direkt ausdriickt,  was dann
erst im Folgenden enthalten ist, so ist such die Imperativform
in einer lebhaften Diskussion, wie sie der Evangelist aufzeichnet,
gut denkbar.

Die Imperativform findet sich in der Diatessarontiberlieferung,
allerdings nur in der westlichen. Da8 sie im lateinischen Diates-
saron, dem Codex Fuldensis,b  enthalten ist, wird weiter nicht
verwundern, da man dessen Abhangigkeit von der Vulgata
kennt. Anders verh%lt  es sich wohl mit den niederl%ndischen
Diatessaronformen. Enthalten sie doch zahlreiche Nicht-
Vulgata-Lesarten, wie such au8erkanonisches  Gut. War dies
etwa die Lesart Tatians? Dies bleibt sehr fraglich. Die ijstliche
Diatessarontiberlieferung (Diatmab*pers)  verwendet den Irrealis
und Ephraem, der uns n&her  zu Tatian ftihren konnte, ver-
wendet sowohl in dem neu gefundenen syrischen Kommentar
wie such in der schon vorher bekannten armenischen Uber-
setzung sowohl die Imperativform wie such den Irrealis.
Jedesmal pa& sich der Imperativ wie such der Irrealis aus-
gezeichnet der Erklarung an, soda8 es zweifelhaft bleibt, was
Ephraem nun in seinem Diatessaron gelesen hat und noch
mehr, was Tatian urspriinglich  geschrieben hat.7 Ein indirekter
EinfluR  der Vulgata auf die niederl%ndischen  Diatessaron-
formen kann daher nicht ausgeschlossen werden. Dies diirfte
mindestens ebenso fur die italienischen Ausgaben des Diatessarons
(Diatvenatosc*)  geIten.* Dieselbe  Form findet sich sodann  bei Pseudo-
Cyprian, depaxha computus.~  Sie ist such die Form, die Augustin
verwendet, so wenigstens im Tractatus  in Johannis  Euangelium. Die
Verwendung des Irrealis in contra Faustinum ist durch die Syntax
der Darlegung bedingt. 10 Man kijnnte  versucht sein, such Hiero-
nymus hier einzureihen. Der aber bevorzugt aber in seinen
Kommentaren den Irrealis, w%hrend  die Imperativform nur im

6 E. Ranke, Co&x  Fuldensis  (Marburg/Leipzig:  Elwert, x868),  I 15.
7 DiatLiW  177 (CSSN I. I. 184); DiatThdisc  172 (CSSN 1.4.1  I I); DiatHaar  172

(CSSN I .2.78)  ; Epharr  16.26 (Chester Beatty Monograph Series 8, 184.13) ; Epharm
16.26 (CSCO r37/arm.  I, 238 [lect. var.]). Dagegen Irreulis:  Eph*rr  16.26 (Chester
Beatty Monograph Series 8, 186); Epharm  16.26 (CSCO r37/arm.  I, 238 [Zect.
print.])  .

8 Diatven 132 (ST 81, 1x2.9); DiattosC 132 (ST 81, 305.19).
Q Ps-Cyprian, de &zschu  comprctus  IO (CSEL 3/3, 257).
10 August., Tmct. Job.  42.4 (CChL 36, 367); c, Faust. 33.5 (CSEL 25, 790).
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Kommentar  zu Amos11 zu finden  ist. Hier aber dient sie des Dar-
legung, soda8 der von Hieronymus benutzte Text wohl den
Irrealis las.

Die Imperatitiorm ist aber such die bevorzugte Lesart des
Origenes. Besonders im Buch 20 seines Johanneskommentars
verwendet er sie mindestens I rmal.12  Der Zusammenhang 1aBt
such nicht den mindesten Zweifel, da8 es sich hier urn eine
Aufforderung zum Tun handelt. Diesen  Imperativ findet er im
Text der Bibel. Er findet diese Form richtig fur die Diskussion
Jesu mit den Juden und fur die seine mit den Gegnern. Ebenso
dient sie ihm fur seinen pastoralen Dienst der Ermahnung am
Leser.

Aber was las Origenes nun wirklich in seiner Bibel? Denn die
angegebene Form ist nur die am meisten zitierte und die bevor-
zugte. Es gibt neben ihr noch andere. So bringt Origenes die
Stelle 8: 89 im gleichen Johanneskommentar, wenn such nur
ein einziges Ma1  (6.4)) mit dem Irrealis. Preuschen hat geglaubt,
in seiner Ausgabe des Kommentares (GCS 4) eine Anderung vor-
schlagen zu mussen. Da es sich such hier urn die fur den Leser
so wichtige echte Abrahamskindschaft handelt, miichte  er such
hier den sonst im Kommentar gebrauchten Imperativ setzen
(Anmerkung z. Stellte). Dennoch scheint mir die Korrektur
nicht nijtig und durch den Zusammenhang nicht erforderlich.
GewiB,  man mu8 sich davor htiten, den V&tern  Texttiber-
lieferungen zuzuschreiben, die nichts anderes sind als die bei den
antiken Gebildeten so beliebte und stets geiibte Ausdrucksweise
mit Hilfe von Zitaten. Dennoch Origenes selbst weist an einigen
Stellen seiner Kommentare darauf hin, da8 er fur verschiedene
Stellen mehrere umlaufende Textformen kennt, ohne sich beson-
ders kritisch tiber sie zu gul3ern.  Hier diirfte eine solche Stelle
sein, und Origenes w&e ein frtiher Zeuge, da8 die in spateren
Zeugen vornehmlich zu findende Form des Irrealis zu seiner
Zeit schon bestanden hat.13

Auch E. Hautsch stimmt in seiner kritischen Analyse der Joh.-
Zitate des Origenes dem Vorschlag Preuschens nur zijgernd
zu. Er verweist daftir  auf eine andere Stelle in den Origenes-

I* Hieronymus, comm.  Amos 2.5.14-15 (CChL 76, 287).
I1 Orig., Jo. 20.2 (GCS 4, 327); 20.4 (332); 20.5 (332); 20.7 (335); 20.9 (336);

20.10  [5Ol  (337 bh 338 bb, 339); 20.15 (34% 20.16 (347).
IJ Orig., 30. 6.4 (GCS 4, xog, und Preuschens Hinweis I IO, Anm.).
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Werken, da der Irrealis unbedingt in den Imperativ geandert
werden mi.isse,  Exhortatio ad martyr&m  38. Origenes gibt zur
Stelle selbst folgende Erklarung : ‘Wenn ihr euch z.B. Kinder des
Ambrosius nennt, so handelt such wie dieser !’ Dennoch scheint
mir die Konjektur fur den Zusammenhang nicht nijtig. Die
Imperativform der Erklarung will den Irrealis des Zitates
unterstreichen. Die Juden tun eben nicht, was fur jeden an-
standigen  Sohn eine Selbstverstandlichkeit ist.14

Die Form des Irrealis scheint dann noch in den griechisch
erhaltenen Homilien zzu Jeremias auf (4.5),  stilistisch verfeinert
mit vorangesetztem div. Der Vers wird hier ohne Paraphrase als
reines Hilfszitat eingefiihrt und benutzt, soda8 der Irrealis hier
ursprtinglich  sein dtirfte.15

SchlieRlich sind noch aus den lateinisch auf uns gekommenen
Homilien, horn. 8.7 in Gen., horn. 4.4 in Ezech., und sel. in Ps.
(= horn. 4 in Ps. 36) zu erwahnen,  die alle mit ‘essetis  . . . faceretis’
die Form des Irrealis verwenden. Fraglich bleibt allerdings, ob
dies dem Origenestext entspricht oder eher dem Bibelverstandnis
der ubersetzer .16 Auf alle Falle  zeigen die angegebenen Stellen,
da8 Origenes beide Textformen gekannt haben mu8 und sie
zuweilen seiner Erklarung dienstbar machte. Die bevorzugte
Form ist allerdings die mit dem Imperativ in der Apodosis.

Ein weiterer Zeuge fur die Imperatitiorm ist Didymus der
Blinde, vor allem nach dem Ausweis der neuerdings veroffent-
lichten Toura-Papyri. Joh 8: 3g findet sich im Kommentar  mu
Job 5: 25 und xzu  zacharias 3.287. Beide Male ist 8: 3g nur ein
Hilfszitat, das der Bekraftigung  der eigenen Darlegung des
alttestamentlichen Bibeltextes dient, jedoch immer in der Form
der Aufforderung. Dabei hat Didymus die ganze Perikope im
Gedachtnis und wei&  das Jesus den Juden schlie8lich  die wahre
Abrahamskindschaft abspricht. Er kritisiert die Juden und
ihren Anspruch, Abrahams Kinder zu sein. Dennoch vermeidet
er den Irrealis, da er erkennt, da8 die Diskussion in 8 : 3g noch
nicht bis zu diesem  Punkte gediehen ist. Er bewahrt den Sinn
des realen Kondizionalsatzes such, wenn er wie hier das Einzel-
zitat fur seine Abhandlung verwendet.

I4 Orig., mart.  38 (GCS I, 36); E. Hautsch, Die Evangeltimitate  des Origenes
(TU 34/2a;  Leipzig: Hinrichs, Igog),  139.

I5 Orig., horn. 4.5 inJer. (GCS 3, 27).
I6 horn. 8.7 in Gen. (GCS 6,82);  horn. 4.4 in Eqech. (GCS 8, 365); horn.  4 in Ps. 36

(FIPG ‘2.1357).
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Der gleiche Sinn findet sich such in contra Manichaeos 16.
Nur hat Mignes Text an dieser Stelle den Irrealis mit &,
wobei es allerdings fraglich bleibt, wieweit die zugrunde liegende
uberlieferung  Glauben verdient. Die von Zijpfl  gesammelten
Fragmente zu den katholischen Briefen benutzen 8: 3g ein
einziges Mal. Jedoch handelt sich dabei in I. Petrus urn ein
reines Anwendungszitat in Partizipalform, das keine Schhisse
auf den benutzen Text zulal3t.17

Nr. 2 ist die Lesart von p 75 N* Bc D T 070 1321. Auch  sie
ist wie die vorausgehende Lesart nur durch  eine kleine Anzahl
von Handschriften vertreten und scheint kaum in Vaterschriften
auf, p76 bezeugt jedoch ihr hohes Alter. Dennoch kann sie mit
Nr. I urn die Gunst konkurrieren, als der Urtext betrachtet zu
werden. Der gemischte Kondizionalsatz,ls  mit dem sich 8 : 3g
in diesen  Zeugen darstellt, pa& bestens  in den Zusammenhang.
Einerseits gibt Jesus eine indifferente Antwort: ‘Wenn ihr
Abrahams Kinder seid’, was einmal dahingestellt sein mag.
Der Nachsatz des Kondizionalsatzes im irrealen Sinne verneint
dies und ktindet  schon  die folgenden Verse des Streitgespraches
an: ‘. . . so wiirdet ihr Abrahams Werke tun’. Diese Form
findet daher in den neuesten Textausgaben den Vorzug. Sie
ist zudem die Zectio dzijkilior. Einige uberlegungen  seien spater
noch hinzugeftigt.

Nr. 3 ist die Textform  in den Homilien zum Johannesevange-
lium in Chrysostomus. 19 Sie entspricht in Syntax, Konstruktion
und Sinngehalt genau der in Nr. 2 angegebenen Lesart. Nur
unterscheidet sie sich durch eine kleine rhetorische Raffinesse,
indem sie in der Protasis das Verbum +E verwendet, das
dann in Vers 41, da sich die Juden auf ihre Gotteskindschaft
versteifen, wieder aufscheint.

Nr. 4, die Lesart von Minuskel 700, wird gewijhnlich  in den
textkritischen Apparaten Nr. I zugeteilt. Jedoch scheint hier ein
MiBverstandnis  oder ein Fehler unterlaufen zu sein. Oder such
man wollte den realen  Kondizionalsatz als einen irrealen aufgefal3t
wissen. Die grammatische Form mit a’v, faRt  man das Verbum im
Nachsatz als Indikativ oder als Imperativ auf, ist unmoglich.

17 Didymus,Job  5: 25 (PTA 2, 108); <sch. 3.287 (SC 84, 766); Man. 16 (MPG
39.  I 105~)  ;fr. in I Petr. (NTAbh  411,  28).

** B. M. Metzger, A Textual Commentary  on the Greek New Testatllent  (London/
New York: United Bible Societies, Ig71),  225.

I9 horn. 54.2 inJo.  (MPG 59.299).
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Nr. 5 findet sich in Majuskel L (or g) aus dem 8. Jahrhundert.
Form und Sinn entspricht genau der unter Nr. 2 angegebenen
Textform. Nur macht sich, wie such bei anderen Varianten
bemerkbar, eine Uberwindung von Koine-Lesarten und eine
Rtickkehr  zu klassischem Ausdruck vernehmlich, wie hier durch
die Zufiigung  von gv.

Nr. 6 findet sich im Psalmenkommentar des Eusebius.20
Entgegen den vorausgehenden Nummern erscheint hier der
gemischte Kondizionalsatz in umgekehrter Reihenfolge,  Irrealis
im Vordersatz und Aufruf im Nachsatz : ‘Wenn ihr Abrahams
Kinder waret,  so tut seine Werke’, sprachlich sicherlich schwer
und unbeholfen. Euseb hat diesen Vers such nicht so in seiner
Bibel gefunden, sondern ihn selbst geformt. Er dient ihm zur
Erlauterung der zu interpretierenden Psalmverse, hilft also das
AT durch das NT erklaren.  Nur vom Sinn der Psalmverse
aus erklart sich such der Sinn dieser Form von 8 : 39.

Nr. 7 ist mit der folgenden Nr. die Lesart der grol3en Majoritat
der Textzeugen und wird im 4. Jahrhundert such die vorherr-
schende Form in den Vaterschriften. Der Irrealis: ‘Wenn ihr
Abrahams Kinder waret,  so wtirdet ihr seine Werke tun’.
Gegentiber  der schwerf’alligen und mehrdeutigen Form des
gemischten Kondizionalsatzes ist dies sicherlich die grammatisch
eindeutigere und vor allem elegantere Form, die Zectio facilior
und daher doch wohl eine Korrektur. Inhaltlich interpretiert
sie zwar richtig. Jesus spricht im Laufe des Streitgesprilches den
Juden die wahre Abrahamskindschaft ab. Der Leser kennt schon
das Ergebnis und interpretiert das Streitgespr%ch  vom Ende her.
Dabei iiberspringt  er aber ein Stadium der Diskussion, in dem
noch manches in der Schwebe lag. Dennoch diese Lesart
bestrickte durch ihre sprachliche Eleganz und ihre innere
Geschlossenheit. Sie findet sich bei: W 0 0250 fls fl*u 28 652
I 195  13 13 I 780. Sie beherrscht die Versionen. Sie ist von
wenigen Ausnahmen abgesehen, in der Vetus Latina  herr-
schend. Bei den Syrern steht sie in der Peshitta und in der
Harclensis. Die sahidische und die bohairische Version lesen
sie. Sie findet sich bei den Armeniern und Georgiern und such
in der gotischen Ubersetzung.

Fur die ostlische  Diatessarontradition ist sie maf3gebend  und

*O P.S. ~04:  67 (MPG 23.1304C).
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such Ephraem bekannt. 21 Origenes scheint sie einige Male zu
benutzen. Aber besonders im 4. Jahrhundert wird sie die ma&
gebende Lesart und 8ndet sich such bei Kirchenvatern, deren
Text man auf den ersten Blick nicht immer einheitlich bestim-
men kann, wie bei Cyril1 von Jerusalem und bei Epiphanius.22

Van den Lateinern ist der Ambrosiaster zu erwahnenz3  und
schlie8lich  Hieronymus, der durchweg den Irrealis verwendet.24

Nr. 8 weist den gleichen Irrealis auf wie die vorausgehende
Lesart. Nur glaubt man zu klassischen Ausdrucksformen zurtick-
kehren zu mussen. Daher fiigt man das in der Koine nicht not-
wendige &J hinzu. Dies wird vom 4. Jahrhundert ab Mode und
findet sich daher in den spateren  Handschriften samtlicher  Text-
gruppen. Man vergleiche etwa : H” C K X A Il Y Q fl33  I 24 246
565579828892 roog roro 1079  1216 1230 1242 1253 1342 1344
1546 1646 168921741 211 Z112’.  Diese Lesart findet sich zudem bei
Cyril1 von Alexandrien25 und in der Regulue  breuius  bei Basilius.26
Auch Origenes (horn 4.5 in Jer.),  Eusebius (Isa. 2.42))  und Didy-
mus (c. Man. 16) verwenden sie je einmal, wobei diese Form wohl
mehr auf ihr Stilempfinden und den Zusammenhang zuruck-
zuftihren  sind und nicht auf ihren Bibeltext.

Wendet man sich von hier aus den Textausgaben und den
Kommentaren zu, so zeichnet sich ein ahnliches  Bild ab. Die
Hochsch%tzung  Horts fur den Codex Vaticanus, in dem er
gleichsam den nachsten  Weg zum Urtext sieht, ist bekannt.
Hier aber findet sich der reale Kondizionalsatz. Daher kann das
Verbum im Irrealis des Nachsatzes nur als erwagenswerte
Variante am Rande stehen.27 Nach B. WeiB faRt Jesus den

*I Diatarab  35 (Mamardji, 339); Diatpn 2.37 (BibclOrimt  14,  178); Eph*Y’ und
Eph’m; siehe Anm. 7.

** J. H. Greenlee, Ihc Go$ef T&t of Cyril of JerwsuZcm  (SD I 7; Copenhagen:
Munksgaard, x955), g2 ; Cyr-Jerus. cutcch. 7.14  (Reischl-Rupp I, 222) ; Epiphanius,
huer.  66.63.5 (GCS 3, 102); L&r Graduum 30.28 (PS 3/3, 925);  Eusebius, Is. 97
(GCS g, 193); 1s. 2.20 (260); 1s.  2.45 (352, mit &).

*s ad TX 1.16 (CSEL 81, 328).
24 Hieronymus, Is. 12.41.8/16 (CChL  73a, 4 7 1 ) ;  Is. 18.65.9110  [+ u t i q u e ]

(CChL 73a, 752); Is. 18.65.23125  (CChL 73a, 766); JCY. 6.11.2 (CChL 74, 298;
<uch. 2.10.8/10  (CChL 76a,  843); 4. 65.21 (CSEL 54.645).

2s Jo. 5.5 (Pusey 4, 78); Jo. 6 (Pusey 4, 131); ep. 40 (AC0 1.1.4,  27); g&h.
Cen. 1.3 (MPG 69.40); Is. 4.3 (MPG 70.1016); Is. 5.3 (MPG 70.1241); Amos g: 7
(Pusey I, 536); Lc. (MPG 72.516); inc. unigen.  (SC 97, 246); Thor. 27 (AC0 1.1.1,

59).
26 reg. br.  268 (MPG 31.1268).
27 B. F. Westcott und F. J. A. Hort, ?% New Testament in the Original Greek

(2 ~01s.;  Cambridge/London: Macmillan, 1881-82),  1.178.
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Kindschaftsbegriff metaphorisch auf von der sittlichen Persiin-
lichkeit. Er fordert die Juden auf, ihre stgndige  Behauptung,
Abrahams Kinder zu sein, durch Taten im Sinne Abrahams zu
beweisen. Tischendorf dagegen hatte im Sinn die gemischte
Form vorgefunden und bevorzugt diese. Kein Wunder, da8
nach dem Kalkiil  Nestles, Hort, WeiB, Tischendorf bezw. deren
Ubereinstimmungen in den Text oder wenigstens die Mehrheit
unter ihnen, also hier 2 gegen I, die reale Form des Kondizional-
satzes, d.h. hier der Text des Codex Vaticanus und von Hort,
in den Ausgaben I bis 25 einschlie8lich  des Nestle und den
ersten Ausgaben von Alands  Synopse zu finden  ist.28

Aber such M.-J. Lagrange verteidigt diese Lesart. GewiR
Jesu Antwort sei nach der Art eines ‘Topos’ gegeben, als Er-
widerung  mit einer allgemein giiltigen Wahrheit und Fest-
stellung, ganz gleich welcher Variante man nun den Vorzug
gebe. Dennoch sei die obige Lesart vorzuziehen. Denn die
Abrahamskindschaft werde in diesem  Vers als eine physische,
reale betrachtet. Jesus fordere nun die Juden auf, dieselbe  im
moralischen Sinne zu bejahen : ‘Wenn ihr Abrahams Kinder
seid, ahmt seine Werke nach !’ Auch F. Tillmann verteidigt
mit ungefahr  den gleichen Argumenten den realen Kondizional-
satz mit Imperativ im Nachsatz.29

Fiir die gemischte Form hatte schon P. Schanz in seinem
Kommentar pladiert. Sie wurde von W. Bauer verteidigt und
wird bei Brown zugrunde  gelegt. Sie scheint den Textkritikern
such immer mehr die einzig zu empfehlende und dem Urtext an
nachsten stehende Lesart zu sein. Nestle-Aland  wird zu ihren
Gunsten abandern. Die Synopse von Aland (9. ed.) ftihrt sie
bereits im Text wie such das UBSGNTS.  Vor ihnen aber hatte sie
Bover immer im Text und natiirlich  jetzt Bover-O’Callaghan.30

28  B. Weil3,  Dar  JVCUG  rGstum~nt  (3 Bde.; Leipzig: Hinrichs, :8g4-xgoo),  1.526;
C. Tischendorf, JVovum fistum-entum  Graece  (8. Aufl. ; 2 Bde. ; Leipzig: Giesecke dz
Devrient, r86g), 1.842; E. Nestle-K. Aland,  Jvovum  Testamenturn  Gruece  (25. Aufl.;
Stuttgart: Wtirttembergische  Bibelanstalt, x963),  257; K. Aland,  S’p.+  Qmttuor
Evangeliorum  (I. Aufl.; Stuttgart: Wtirttembergische Bibelanstalt, x964),  328.

29 M.-J. Lagrange, L’II?vangile  selon  S. Jean (EBib; Paris: Gabalda, x927),  240;
F. Tillmann, Das  Evungelium  des  Johannes  (Bonn: Hauptmann, x931),  183.

30 P. Schanz, Dus Evangelium &s heiligen Johunnes  (Tiibingen: Fues, x885),  351;
W. Bauer, Das Johunnesevungelium  (HNT 6; Tubingen:  Mohr [Siebeck], rg33),
126; Brown, John, 356; Aland,  S’~sis  (9.  Aufl., rg76), 328; UBSGNT’,  361;
J. M. Bover, Novi  Testamenti Bibliu Craeca  et Latina  (4. ed.; Madrid: C.S.I.C.,
xg5g),  303; J. M. Bover und J. O’Callaghan,  .h%cvo Testumento  Trilingti  (BAC
400; Madrid, rg77), 533.
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H. von Soden, gefolgt von Merk, verwendet die gemischte
Form, nur fiigen sie dem Irrealis des Nachsatzes ein & an, urn
so zum klassischen Gebrauch des Irrealis zurtickzukehren.  Dies
ware  die unter Nr. 5 aufgefiihrte  Lesart, fur die nur L (01 g)
angegeben werden konnte. Von Soden und Merk konnen aber
eine grol3e  Anzahl von Handschriften fur ihre Lesart anfiihren
und diese Quantitat diirfte  sie bewogen haben, das dlv ein-
zufuhren.  An sich sind es samtliche Handschriften, die unter
Nr. 8 aufgefiihrt  wurden. Das kommt daher, da8 ihre text-
kritischen Apparate, wie gewohnlich  samtliche textkritischen
Anmerkungen, such bei anderen, punktuell erarbeitet wurden.
Jede Variante wird fur sich betrachtet. Es schien jedoch not-
wendig, Abhangigkeit und Kongruenz der Verben  innerhalb des
Kondizionalsatzes zu beachten.

Th. Zahn wahlt fiir seine Erklarung der Stelle 8: 39 den
Irrealis: ‘Wenn ihr Kinder Abrahams w&ret  . . .‘. In seinem
Anmerkungen zur Stelle nahert  er sich jedoch der gemischten
Form in dem Sinne : ‘Wenn ihr wirklich Abrahams Kinder seid
(was ich bestreite), so wiirdet ihr Abrahams Werke tun’. Aber
such so wird dem Vordersatz sofort  ein negativer Sinn bei-
gegeben, der nicht  unbedingt notwendig ist.32

Nach Schnackenburgs gro8em Kommentar zum Johannes-
evangelium halt Jesus den Juden vor, da8 sie sich nur auf Abra-
hams Abstammung berufen konnen, wenn ihre  Werke den seinen
entsprechen. Im Zusammenhang von 37-47 erhalt der Vers
einen irrealen Sinn, der indirekt such auf den Vordersatz der
gemischten Form einwirkt.33

Eindeutig den Irrealis  fiir Text und E&&rung wahlt Tasker
aus. Dies gilt fur den Text der Jveur  EngZish Bible. Bei der Er-
lauterung dieser Lesart gibt er nicht  nur ihre gute Bezeugung
an, sondern verweist besonders darauf,  da8 diese Form nach
seiner Ansicht den besten  Sinn ergebe. Denn Jesus verneint den
Juden die Abrahamskindschaft, da sie die Qualitaten  ihres
Ahnherrn nicht widerspiegeln.34

31 H. von Soden,  Die SchriftGn  a?s tiuen Testaments, Teil II, Text und Afifiurut
(Gettingen:  Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, rgr3),  43 I ; A. Merk, .Novum  Testamenturn
Gruece  et Lutine  (9. ed.; Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, rg64), 341.

J2 T. Zahn, Dus Evangel& des  Johannes  (Leipzig: Deichcrt, 192  I), 42 I.
33 R. Schnackenburg, Das Johannesevungelium,  2.283.
34 R. V. G. Tasker, The Greek .N?w  Testament, Being the Text Translated in the

New English Bible zg6z  (Oxford University/Cambridge University, rg64),  155, 426.
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Der Mehrzahl der Textzeugen schlieRt  sich Vogels an, indem
er fur Vordersatz und Nachsatz den Irrealis bevorzugt und in
seine Ausgabe such das &J im Nachsatz einfiigt.35

Daraus sind nun einige SchluRfolgerungen  zu ziehen :
(a) Der Majoritat zu folgen und dem Prinzip der Quantitat

zu huldigen, ist hier nicht miiglich. Denn der Irrealis, nach
klassischen Vorbild mit, oder nach Koine-Art ohne dlv, ist als
vorherrschende Lesart jtingeren  Datums. Sie ist sprachlich die
elegantere Form und behebt fur das Verstandnis alle  Schwierig-
keiten. Aber gerade deswegen diirf’te sie als Zectio  facilior  nicht
urspriinglich sein, sondern Arbeit der Korrektoren.

(b) Das Gleiche dtirfte  fur die verschiedenen angegebenen
Mischformen gelten. Sie erweisen sich als stilistische Verfeiner-
ungen mancher Autoren, dienen der Verdeutlichung und miissen
zur Beweisfiihrung  ad hoc bei anderen Bibelstellen herhalten.
Sie kijnnen  deshalb keinerlei Anspruch auf Urspriinglichkeit
erheben.

(c) Ubrig  bleiben Nr. I und Nr. 2, der reale Kondizionalsatz
mit Indikativ oder Imperativ im Nachsatz und die gemischte
Form. Beide sind Lesarten von Minderheiten. Jedoch ~66  fur
die eine und p76 fur die andere Gruppe erweisen das hohe  Alter
derselben. Aus jeder der beiden lassen sich die iibrigen Varianten
als grammatische, stilistische und interpretierende Abanderungen
erklaren.

Dabei ist Jesu Antwort in der Form des realen Kondizional-
satzes eine Entgegnung, die noch vieles offen  la&, gleichsam der
erste Schritt der Auseinandersetzung, die dann in Verdikt und
Aberkennung der Abrahamskindschaft endet. Die gemischte
Form geht einen halben Schritt weiter, indem sie das Verdikt
indirekt anklingen la&. Man fragt sich,  ob das notwendig ist,
da dasselbe in den folgenden Versen mit aller Scharfe dargelegt
wird. Jedoch kann die fur den antiken Autor so wichtige logische
Textabfolge von Anfang  an mitgewirkt haben.

(d) Ein Urteil zu geben, welche  der beiden Lesarten nun den
Urtext enthalt, scheint nach diesen Gegebenheiten unmiiglich.
Man wird beide nebeneinander stehen lassen mussen. Aus
Interpretationsgriinden mag man mehr der gemischten Form
zuneigen. Das aber ist eigentlich schon  Exegese und geht tiber
die Arbeit der Textkritik hinaus.

35 H. J. Vogels, Jvovum  Testamentum Graece  (Dusseldorf: Schwann, rg2o),  269.

10. The Ascension in the Textual
Tradition of Luke-Acts

E L D O N  J A Y  E P P

I. INTRODUCTION: THE ASCENSION IN THE

NEW TESTAMENT

NE w Testament passages that offer a narrative description of the
ascension of the risen Christ as ‘an observable incident’,’ that is,
as a physical, visible transfer from earth to heaven, are extremely
few; those passages that refer to the ascension as a theological
event, without specifying its temporal or physical aspects, are
slightly more numerous ; and those that assume the ‘heavenly
abode’ of the risen Christ without reference to an ascension at all
are the most numerous. These data are well known2  and hardly
require documentation, though a brief summary will provide the
necessary introduction for this study.

The exalted Christ. In the last category listed above are a
number of passages that mention Christ’s resurrection and then
affirm his heavenly, exalted position at God’s right hand, but
with no reference to an ascension : Acts 2 : 33-4 ; cf. v. 25 ; 5 : 3 I ;3
Rom. 8: 34; I O: 6; Eph.  I : 20-1;  2: 6; Col.  3: I ; I T h e s s .
I : I o ; 4 : I 4-16 ; cf. 2 Cor. 4 : I 4 ; a similar set of passages refers
to the exalted Christ, with his death-but not the resurrection or
ascension-mentioned in the context : Phil. 2 : 8-g ; Heb. I : 3
and 13; 7: 26; I O: 12; I 2 : 2. Finally, though still in this same
category, are passages that refer merely to Christ’s present

I This is C. K. Barrett’s apt phrase in ?‘Ie Gospel according to St. John: An Intro-
duction with Commentary and Jvotcs  on the Greek T&t (London: SPCK, rg55), 471.

2 The full range of NT references can be found in such treatments as those by
P. Benoit, ‘The Ascension’, in his Jesus and the Gosj~l  (2 ~01s.;  New York: Herder
and Herder, x975-4),  x.209-58,  originally in RB 56 (Igag), 161-203; or by
B. M. Metzger, ‘The Ascension of Jesus Christ’, in his Historical and Literary
Studies: Pagan, Jewish, and Christian (NTTS 8; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1g68),
77-87.

3 The ‘Western’ text at Acts 5: 31 reads tjj Sd& (‘for his glory’) rather than
~jj SC&  (‘to his right hand’); see Metzger et al., A Textual Commentary  on the Greek
New Testament (London/New York: United Bible Societies, rg7r),  88%
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of NT references includes those that portray the ascension more
concretely and explicitly in objectifying terms as a local and
temporal occurrence with attendant witnesses. Such references
are limited to a single NT author and to a few passages in Luke-
Acts. If these Lucan texts are read in the so-called ‘Neutral’
textual tradition, they convey a very specific literal and ob-
servable ascension to heaven of the resuscitated physical body of
Jesus. The first passage comes at the conclusion of Luke’s gospel,
where he provides only a minimal description of the event : ‘As he
was blessing them, he departed (&&TV)  from them and was taken
up (&#+e~o)  into heaven’ (Luke 24 : 5 I, Z?ZV).  Then, as Luke
recapitulates the closing events of Jesus’ career at the beginning
of Acts (I : 2)’ he refers to ‘. . . the day when he was taken up
(&Eh$_@~) . . . ‘) and proceeds to a full narrative in I : g-1  I :

And when he had said this, as they were looking on, he was lifted up
(&T$@),  and a cloud took ( &&&&v) him out of their sight. And
while they were gazing into heaven as he went (~op~uo~&ou),  behold,
two men stood by them in white robes, and said, ‘Men of Galilee,
why do you stand looking into heaven? This Jesus, who was taken up
(&+~$&ls)  from you into heaven, will come in the same way as
you saw him go (7~op~ud~~vov)  into heaven’. (RS’V)

Finally, Luke refers again (in I : 22) to ‘. . . the day when he
was taken up (~&hrj&$) from us . . . ‘.

Nowhere else in the NT is such a portrayal of the ascension to
be found, though it should be noted, parenthetically for the
moment, that the ‘longer ending’ of Mark (16 : g-20) has a
statement of the ascension that, in the context, is similar to
though less specific than Luke’s : ‘So then the Lord Jesus, after
he had spoken to them, was taken up (&~)(7j&$)  into heaven,
and sat down at the right hand of God’ (16 : 19, RSV).  If,
however, we ignore for the moment this pseudo-Marcan account,
the ascension described in objectifying terms is restricted, in
reality, to four NT passages : Luke 24 : 51, Acts I : 2 and I : 22,

and Acts I : g-I I, a rather meagre harvest.

I I .  THE ASCENSION IN THE ‘WESTERN’

T E X T U A L  C O N F I G U R A T I O N

The narrowing of the data supporting an objectified ascension
to four Lucan passages provides a convenient focus for a thorough
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text-critical examination of the treatment of the ascension in the
so-called ‘Western’ textual tradition. Such an investigation will
show that the ‘Western’ variants present a most interesting-
if not absolutely consistent-textual configuration. Some of the
basic points were proffered go years ago by F. Graefes  and again
50 years ago by Daniel Plooij in a less than easily accessible
publication on ‘The Ascension in the “Western” Textual
Tradition’,6 but the issue is worth reviving and presenting here,
along with some additional points and considerable refinement.

Luke 24: 51. The first observation to be made is that the
‘Western’ text of Luke 24 : 51 lacks the clause, ’ . . . and was
taken up into heaven’ :

Luke 24: 51
Codex Vaticanus Codex Bezae

KUl +&To &J r@ E;AOy& KUl +&To E)v r& E?!AO+iJ

ahb a6r06s a67dv  ahoh

SL&TTj  ch’ a&& ch&r9j &T’ at;r&.

K a t  &+~ETO  ~2s rcb odpavdv.

6&q (= recessit) N* B cett] &T&T~)  (= discessit) D d a b c e 1
Augustine.

/cal  &$&TO  E&T &v o~!puvdv p75 Hc  B cett aur c f q (rl) vg syP9hpPa1
COPsa*b” arm geo2 Diatessaron Augustine2i3  Cyril Cosmas] ouz
8* D d a b e ff 2 j 1” geol AugustinelP  (Note : sy~  = ‘lifted up
from them’).

The result, in the ‘Western’ text, is that the risen Christ, as he
was blessing his followers, ‘parted’ or ‘went away from them’,
leaving now a highly unclear picture of what the author of the
gospel intended to portray in the final paragraph of his first
volume. Is it an ascension? One fact to be noted is that neither
the GLL”O~~)~LL  of B nor the &qbla~~~ of D appears in any other NT
reference to the ascension.7 Is the lack of the more concrete

5 F. Graefe, ‘Der Schluss  des Lukasevangeliums und der Anfang  der Apostel-
geschichte: Eine textkritische Studie, zugleich ein Beitrag zur Italaforschung’,
‘I;sx 61 (x888), 522-41. He treats Luke 24: 51 and Acts I: 2.

6 Mededeelingen der koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen,  Afdeeling letterkunde,
67: A.2 (Amsterdam, rg2g),  39-58.

7 There is no significant difference between the two Greek terms-at least for
our purposes. D also uses d~@~rq~~  (instead of &r~~p~o~cu) in Luke I: 38 of the
angel ‘departing’ from Mary. Actually, the term might be viewed as one favoured
by D for it occurs four times as a variant in D (Mark 7: 6; Luke I : 38; 22: 41; and
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ascension-clause in the ‘Western’ text a casual slip or does it
have greater significance? The answer surely lies in the treatment
of the ascension in Acts by the same ‘Western’ textual tradition.

Acts I: 2, Q-II, 22. Turning to Acts, it should be observed
first that the ‘Western’ text (though not Codex Bezae) lacks the
word &h+&h,~  in Acts I : 2 :

Acts I : 2

Codex Vaticanus ‘Western’ Text
+pL 3s <$pas 2v 5 lgp$z

~VrElAci/MVOS  70;s &roardho~s 706s &7rO(TTdXOVS

hi 7rVE?&aToS  ciylov 0lT.q &G!Jaro SL& nv+aros dylov

&i&far0

ibEhrjp~erl.

Augustine: In die quo apo-
stolos elegit per spiritum
sanctum et praecepit prae-
dicare evangelium, . . .

Codex Gigas  (gig) and Liber
comicus (t) : In die, qua
praecepit apostolis per spiri-
turn sanctum praedicare
evangelium quos elegerat, . . .

+p~ 4s $&pas  D syhmg cett]  <v 9 +.dpp9 Augustineal  Vigilit.&@.
&TELX~~~VOS  70;s  &roa~dhocs  . . . 017s 2&Gfaro B D cett] TO&

&oardhovs 2&Xi~aro 6cdndpa~os &yt~vAugustine~/~  Vigiliusalz.
&hrjp+f$]  ante &r~X~&vos  D d syP,hmg  copsa 1 om gig t* Augus-

tine3i3  Vigilius2/Z Ephraem.
Kal ~K&VOE  D d syhmg Augustine3’3  Vigiliusl/e  Ephraem.
~r)pduow 78 dayy&ov D d ar gig t NIX vgodd syhmg copsa@j7

TertullianaPol  21 fuid] Augustine319 Vigilius2’a
of Barnabas v. 21.

Ephraem [cf. Epistle

The effect here is dramatic : the ascension is eliminated entirely
from the passage, for the ‘Western’ text reports that the author
of Acts merely says, ‘I have dealt, 0 Theophilus, with all that

24: 51),  but never in place of the same term. Aduqp~,  in the NT, occurs only in
Luke-Acts, and no other gospel uses c+iur~p.
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Jesus began to do and to teach on the day when he chose the
apostles through the Holy Spirit and commanded [them] to
preach the gospel’.

Secondly, the absence of a clause, the use of a synonym, and
the slight rearrangement of the passage in the ‘Western’ text of
Acts I : g produces a somewhat similar though less dramatic
result :

Acts I : g

Codex Vaticanus ‘Western’ Text

Kai 7aGa l 17r&v Kal 7aika ~17rd~r0~ ahoG

ah& j3h~7rTTdvr~v

WPe,,
Kal v+h~ &rCAa/3w at;& v+Ar] &&Aa/3w a&b

&d T& &jOah+b a&&.

Kai inriper/
t&d t3$e+& ah&.

a3dv /IAE&Twv] om D d copsa Augustine.
&njpOq  B cett (= levatus est)] &njpOq  (= sublatus est) copSa

Augustine Promissionibus.
6~6 (T&V) c&WI.&L&V  a3n.k] c&r’  ah& copsa  Cyprian Augustine 1

CM T&V pt+tdiv (a discentibus) Promissionibus.

The lack of the expression, ‘as they were looking on’, reduces-
if only slightly-the nature of the ascension as an observable
incident, and the ‘Western’ text goes on to say that Jesus was
‘taken away/removed’ (OEwalpu  ; sublatus art)  rather than ‘taken
up/lifted up’ (&alp0 ; Zevatus  est),* again reducing-in a similar
fashion-the explicit emphasis on avertical, objectified ascension.
Finally, the clause, ‘a cloud took him’ (RU’) has a slightly dif-
ferent nuance in the ‘Western’ text due to the rearrangement of
the passage and the consequent change in the force of the verb
hoha&ivo (whose meanings include ‘take up’, ‘take away’,
‘remove’, ‘seize’, ‘come suddenly upon’, ‘receive and protect’) :

Codex Vaticanus (RSV) ‘Western’ Text

And when he had said this, And when he had said this,
as they were looking on,
he was lifted up,

* The variant &rC@ru in D (for &&u~cv),  though a construable form, does
not easily make sense and must be viewed as an error.
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and a cloud took him a cloud suddenly came upon
him,

and he was removed
out of their sight.9 from their sight.10

Plooij, long ago, suggested that for the ‘Western reviser’ ‘the
“ascension” was alright [sic!], but a bodily ascension was too
much for him’ .I* This, however, may be saying too much, for
while the ‘Western’ formulation certainly does not demand an
ascension in the usual sense, it also cannot be said to preclude
such an understanding. Yet the reduction of the objectifying
features is noticeable and significant.

As the reader of Acts continues through this context, however,
the ‘Western’ textual variations pertaining to the ascension
suddenly-almost inexplicably-diminish, though they do not
disappear, and the expected consistency in reducing the his-
torical, observable aspects of the ascension is not carried through,
leaving the scholar unsatisfied but not without some intriguing
questions. In v. I O, both the ‘Neutral’ and ‘Western’ texts,
without significant variation between or within the two tradi-
tions, describe the apostles as ‘gazing into heaven as he [Jesus]
went’ (RSV). Verse I I continues with the statement of the ‘two
men in white clothing’ to the apostles : ‘Why do you stand looking
into heaven ? This Jesus, who was taken up from you into heaven,
will come in the same way as you saw him go into heaven’
(RSV). In this verse, only two traces of consistency with ‘Western’
variants in the passages previously discussed remain: one is the
lack of the second occurrence of the expression, ‘into heaven’
(though not of the first or the third or the occurrence in v. IO) :

Acts I : I I

Codex Vaticanus Codex Bezae
AvSpes _FaMaibb,  ri &r+cam XvSpes l%AcAatob,  ri &+care
/~A&TOVTE~  ~1s rth ot?pavdv; +3A&rovres  ets rch 06pavo’v;
O&OS  d ‘I7p7oi7s 0?770s  6 ‘IquoCs
d cbaX7p.@Zs  CL+ $_dv d &aAr&&is  64’ 6j~Gv

9 van Stempvoort, NTS 5 (x958-g),  37-8, stresses the ‘verticality’ in various
terms in the usual text of Acts I: g.

I0 The ‘Western’ text may have lacked ‘from their eyes/sight’ and read simply
‘from them’, as in Augustine (ab eis).

11 Plooij, ‘The Ascension in the “Western” Textual Tradition’, 53.
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Codex Gigas  (gig) 8z Augustine,
sermon 277  : Viri Galilaei, quid
statis  aspicientes in caelum?
Hit Jesus, qui receptus [ac-
ceptus (Aug)] est a vobis sic
veniet, quemadmodum [quo-
modo (Aug)] vidistis eum eun-
tern in caelum.

Tertullian, Aduersus  Praxeam c. 30 :
Hit et venturus est rursus
super nubes caeli, talis qualis et
ascendit.

&ah&&&  (= assumptus est) B D cett]  receptus est e gig p;
acceptus est AugustineSem  2f7( = 114.

EMS nb 06pavdv  (rd) H B cett ar e ph vg syp*h  copsapbo  arm geo]
om D d minn ,!a0 gig t* VgOdd  copbo  mss Augu&neSermQ7(=  I/Z)
Vigilius Promissionibus.

The absence of the phrase, ‘into heaven’, only one out of four
times cannot be marshalled as evidence that the ‘Western’
text of w. I O-I I lacked a narrative of the ascension as an ob-
servable phenomenon, yet the fact that it is the second occurrence
of the phrase in v. I I that is involved (and not one of the others)
takes on added significance upon the further scrutiny of the
‘Western’ textual evidence. Two of the Old Latin witnesses that
lack this second ‘into heaven’ (and two others that do not) also
employ a different term for a.wum@s  est, that is, for the Greek
expression, cZvaA~c,L#kis  or ‘taken up’ ; instead, they use receptus
est or acceptus  est, that is, ‘taken’. The result-admittedly only
for that single clause of v. I I (th)ough cf. below on I : 22)-is
that the text of these witnesses, ra.ther than reading ‘This Jesus
who was taken up from you into heaven . . . ‘, reads now ‘This
Jesus who was taken from you . . .‘. An ascension is neither
explicit nor required in the latter formulation (though, of
course, it remains in the other portions of vv. I O-I I). It is of
more than passing interest, moreover, that the same two witnesses,
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Augustine (though not in the same writing) and Codex Gigas
(gig), also drop the term &A+~O~, that is, assumptus  est from
Acts I : 2 (see above), suggesting a ‘Western’ textual strain
that was reluctant, in these two passages, to describe Jesus as
‘taken up (into heaven)‘. With this should be compared the
absence in the ‘Western’ text at Luke 24 : 5 I of the clause, ‘and
was taken up into heaven’ (see above), a further evidence of the
same reluctance. Also, Acts I : 22, the final passage that treats
the ascension as an observable event involving transfer from
earth to heaven, fits into this discussion in a similar way; in the
context of replacing Judas among the apostles, the verse specifies
that the person chosen must be (v. 21) ‘one of the men who have
accompanied us during all the time that the Lord Jesus went in
and out among us, (v. 22) beginning from the baptism of John
until the day when he was taken up from us . . .’ (RSV). This
passage, which yields no major variants in the textual tradition,
envisions a historical, datable ascension, but it offers no further
narrative description of the event. Yet, the same phenomenon
observed above in certain Old Latin witnesses appears here as
well and should not be viewed in isolation. Whereas the Greek
textual tradition uniformly reads ‘until the day when he was
taken up . . .’ (LJS [or c$pb] rijs $&pas  ijs &&j$+thj  iii+’ +.&v),
once again the Old Latin witnesses gig and p have receptzls  est
for &&j~~~~  (assumptus  est),  perfectly consistent with their
reading of I : I I, so that in both cases Jesus is merely ‘taken from
them/us’, rather than explicitly ‘taken up (into heaven)‘,

The remaining trace in Acts I : I I of consistency with the
‘Western’ tendencies regarding the ascension is minor but per-
haps worth noting. Tertullian’s reading of the clause in I 1 b,
‘This Jesus . . . will come in the same way as you saw him go
into heaven’, is as follows: ‘This [Jesus] also will come back
again on a cloud, such as he went up’ (MC et venturus  est rursus
super nubes caeli, talis palis et ascendit).  The result is that here the
disciples are not represented as having seen Jesus ascend, support-
ing (though in a somewhat different way) the deobjectifying
tendency seen elsewhere in other ‘Western’ witnesses to this
passage. I2

A comparison of the witnesses attesting these ‘Western’

‘* See J. Rendel Harris, Four  Lectures on the Western Text of the JvGw  7ktument
(London: Clay, x894),  56-7; Plooij, ‘The Ascension’, 17.
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variants presently being discussed, namely, (I) the omission in
Luke 24 : 5 I ; (2) the omission of &A+++ in Acts I : 2 ; (3) the
use of sublatus est for Zevatus  est in Acts I : g ; (4) the omission
of ‘into heaven’ in I : I I ; (5) the use of receptus est or acceptus
est in I : I I or (6) of receptus  est in I : 22, shows that Augustine
supports five of these six (though not consistently in citing a given
passage) ; that Codex Gigas supports four of the five pertaining to
Acts ; and that Codex Bezae (D and d), p, t*, De promissionibus,
and Vigilius each support two of the six variations. (Not all,
of course, are extant at all places.) This suggests-though
certainly it cannot prove-that the ‘Western’ text tended
strongly to resist any description of Jesus as being ‘taken up into
heaven’ (and perhaps also as being seen going up into heaven),
even though our extant witnesses to that ‘Western’ textual
tradition do not show that this tendency was carried through
with rigid consistency.

Indeed, anyone who has worked extensively with the ‘Western’
text knows that this aberrant textual tradition-like any other-
is only imperfectly preserved for us in available Greek manu-
scripts, versions, and patristic quotations; that much effort
must be expended to ascertain the likely original ‘Western’
text; and also that significant clues about its character must be
pursued not only with vigour but also with some reasoned
imagination. (After all, the Greek ‘Western’ tradition suffered
over time by assimilation to its rival ‘Neutral’ text, just as the
‘Western’ Old Latin and Old Syriac witnesses were quite
thoroughly overshadowed by their respective Vulgate editions.)
In the present case-the ascension in Luke-Acts-there is
enough consistency of viewpoint presented in the relevant
‘Western’ variants to encourage that kind of further exploration
and creative imagination. As demonstrated above, the relevant
textual variations comprising the evidence serve-rather strik-
ingly, though not with the consistency that might be desired-
to diminish most effectively-though not completely-the
entire NT’s portrayal of the ascension as an objectified event.
Indeed, to put it differently, had the ‘Western’ text carried
through its tendency here with full rigour,  and were the ‘Western’
text to be adjudged the original Lucan text, the ascension as
an observable incident would all but disappear from the NT.
Alternatively, were the standard (i.e. the ‘Neutral’) Lucan
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text to be taken as original-which seems more likely-an
argument could be made (with only some slightly rough edges)
that the ‘Western’ text assumed for itself the task of reducing if
not eliminating the observable, objectifying aspects of the ascen-
sion from the gospels and Acts.

This view, however, has two difficulties that cannot be over-
come easily or with complete satisfaction. The first-mentioned
several times already-is the lack of complete consistency in the
‘Western’ text at the pertinent points. The extent to which
consistency actually is absent could be discerned, of course, if the
original, presumably ‘pure’ form of the ‘Western’ text at Luke
24: 51 and Acts I: 2, g-I I, and 22 were available to us. At
best, however, that text has been preserved only incompletely,
yet with extensive and provocative indications of what it might
have been-indeed, what it must have been. Taking the clues
provided by these known points, as we have observed them here
and there among the ‘Western’ witnesses, can we plot the trajec-
tory that the ‘Western’ textual tradition has followed with respect
to the ascension ? Can we trace its path backwards along these
remaining observable points, and can we then break through
boldly to what the uncontaminated, presumably early ‘Western’
text must have been ? The clues are clear enough : numerous
variations in the ‘Western’ witnesses that vitiate the observable
aspects of the ascension ; and a tendency is adequately evident :
a pattern of recurrent reduction of these objectifying features
by the ‘Western’ tradition. The only thing lacking is rigorous
consistency. Accordingly, I would venture that, whereas the
‘Neutral’ textual tradition yields a narrative description of
the ascension as an observable transfer from earth to heaven,
on the contrary the ‘Western’ configuration of the ascension
material in these same passages originally read as follows (with
demonstrable support lacking at only a few points) :

(Luke 24 : 50-3)  Then he led them out as far as Bethany,  and lifting
up his hands he blessed them. While he was blessing them, he went
away from them. And they returned to Jerusalem with great joy,
and were continually in the temple praising God.‘3

(Acts I : 1-2) In the first book, 0 Theophilus, I have dealt with all
that Jesus began to do and to teach on the day when he chose the

13 The rationale for ‘joy’ and ‘praise’ admittedly is less clear in the ‘Western’
text.
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apostles through the Holy Spirit and commanded them to preach the
gospel.

(Acts I : 6-7)  So when they had come together . . . he said to them,
(Acts I : 8h-rza)  ‘ . . . And you shall be my witnesses in Jerusalem and
in all Judea and Samaria  and to the end of the earth’. And when he
had said this, a cloud suddenly came upon him, and he was removed
from their sight. And while they were looking intently as he departed,
behold, two men stood by them in white clothing and said, ‘Men of
Galilee, why do you stand and stare? This Jesus, who was taken from
you, will come back in the same way that you saw him depart’.
Then they returned to Jerusalem from the mount called Olivet. . . .

(Acts I : I 5,2 1-2) In those days Peter stood up among the disciples
. . . and said, ‘ . . . So one of the men who have accompanied us
during all the time that the Lord Jesus Christ went in and out among
us, beginning from the baptism of John until the day when he was
taken from us-one of these men must become with us a witness to
his resurrection’. (RSV  modified)

In this ‘Western’ version, the ascension does not occur at all
until at least Acts I : g, or more probably not until I : IO or I I,

whereas in the ‘Neutral’ text it appears clearly at both Luke
24 : 51 and again at Acts I : 2 and I : g. Furthermore, this carry-
ing of the ‘Western’ tendencies in Luke’s treatment of the ascen-
sion to their logical conclusion leaves an account that describes
the ascension only as a removal of the risen Christ from the
presence of his disciples, with no descriptive narrative of the
transfer from earth to heaven. All of the undocumented changes,
incidentally, involve words or phrases that are elsewhere sup-
pressed or modified in this same context in the ‘Western’
tradition, namely the phrase ‘into heaven’ in w. IO and I I (in
accordance with its omission in v. I I), and the verb c&h~&8&
in w. I I and 22 as modified by Augustine and Codex Gigas in
v. II .

If the slight liberties taken here with respect to these few
words can be tolerated, perhaps one more inconsistency in the
‘Western’ tradition can be overlooked, for the second and re-
maining difficulty in the present study is one not mentioned
earlier, the fact that Codex Bezae, along with numerous ‘Western’
and other witnesses, contains the longer ending of Mark, which-
in turn-contains a brief narrative description of the ascension
in a historical context, as quoted earlier (16 : 19) : ‘So then the
Lord Jesus, after he had spoken to them, was taken up (c&+$u&J)
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into heaven, and sat down at the right hand of God’ (RSV).
The answer to this anomaly of the preservation by the ‘Western’
text of an appended ascension story lies somewhere in that still
mysterious history of NT textual transmission, and within the
scope of this study it must remain unanswered.

III. CONCLUSION

Our familiarity with the great creeds of Christianity may have
led us to assume that the ascension looms much larger in the
NT than it actually does. That the risen Christ has been exalted
and is at God’s right hand is clear from Acts, the Pauline letters,
Hebrews, and Revelation; and that the risen Christ ‘went up’
or ‘ascended’ (though without further description) is presup-
posed by the Fourth Gospel and is clear also from the deutero-
Pauline and general epistles (though it well might be noted
that-perhaps surprisingly-there is no mention of the ascension
at all in the early credal formulation quoted by Paul in I Cor.
15 : 4). The passages that describe an objectified transfer of the
risen Christ from earth to heaven are, however, strikingly few
in number, rather restrained in their descriptive character,
and severely restricted in location : Luke-Acts only. The early
creeds of Christianity and their successors do, of course, depict
an observable event: he was crucified, dead, buried, rose again,
and ‘ascended into heaven’ (or ‘into the heavens’ [&VC@UVTU  &
~06s 06pavo&]  as the Old Roman Symbol has it), but the NT,
as we have seen, keeps this kind of description to a minimum.

Our analysis of the text of the Lucan  passages reveals a further
limitation in the notion of an observable ascension in early
Christianity, namely, that the ‘Western’ tradition bears only
fragmentary traces of such an objectified ascension. This situa-
tion leaves us with some searching questions about the process
of textual transmission : first, since the primary remnant of an
objectified ascension in the ‘Western’ text of Luke-Acts consists
of the phrase, ‘into heaven’ (~1s & 06pdv),  could it be that the
presence of that phrase in the old creeds (though there it is in the
plural) made it virtually impossible to keep the phrase completely
out of the various witnesses to the ‘Western’ text? Secondly,
if the ‘Western’ text were the original text of the gospels and
Acts (or even Luke-Acts alone) -an issue quite beyond the scope
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of this paper-could it then not be argued with considerable
persuasion that the notion of the ascension of the risen Christ as
a visible transfer from earth to heaven was only a secondary and
later development in early Christian thought?

Quite apart from the answers to these questions, and even
disregarding the slight liberties taken in this paper so as to
make the ‘Western’ text rigorously consistent with its obvious
tendency, one conclusion is clear : the ‘Western’ textual tradition
restricts the narrative description of an objectified ascension
virtually to a single passage in the NT : Acts I : I O-I I, with an
additional brief mention of it in I : 22-a total of about eight
lines in the Greek NT !



11. The Texts of Acts: A Problem of
Literary Criticism ? I

M . - E .  B O I S M A R D

T H E so-called ‘Western’ text of the Acts of the Apostles has given
much concern to exegetes. Besides numerous important variants,
the text is notably longer than the Alexandrian text. How
does one account for this phenomenon? At the end of the last
century, F. Blass2  had suggested the following hypothesis: the
author of Acts himself altered his text in order to improve it;
the Western text gives us the first redaction, the Alexandrian
text, the second. Taken up anew by Zahn,3  this hypothesis
was then completely abandoned. In 1933,  Albert C. Clark4
upheld the priority of the Western text over the Alexandrian
text; the latter was a slightly simplified version of the first,
written in the course of the second century. But as early as
1926,  James H. Ropes5  had held the opposite view and given
priority to the Alexandrian text, while recognizing that it
should be improved at more than one point. M.-J. Lagrange6
adopted the same position, and we find it again, for example,
in E. Haenchen’s commentary,7 the last edition of which came

,

* This article was written in collaboration with A. Lamouille and completed in
1978. We are grateful to Lorraine Caza for the English translation.

2 F. Blass,  Acta  Apostolorum  sive Lucae  ad 73eophilum  liber  alter: Editio philologica
apparatu  c&co,  commentario  perpetuo,  indice verborum  ill&rata  (Gottingen: Vanden-
hoeck & Ruprecht, r8g5), 3o-2.

3 Th. Zahn, Die Urausgabe  a& Apostelgeschichte  des Lucas  (Forschungen zur Ge-
schichte des  neutestamentlichen Kanons und der altkirchlichen Literatur, IX.
Teil ; Leipzig: Deichert, x g x 6).
l A. C. Clark, T?ic  Acts of fhe Apostles: A Critical Edition with Introduction and

Notes on Selected Passages (Oxford: Clarendon, 1933).
5 J. H. Ropes, m Text of Acts. Vol. 3 of T7re  Beginnings of Chrktianity:  Part I, The

Acts of the Apostles (ed. by F. J. Foakes  Jackson and K. Lake; 5 ~01s. ; London:
Macmillan, x 926).

6 M.-J. Lagrange, Introduction d l’t!tua!e  du Nouveau Testament: II: Critique textuelle:
II, La critz+e  rationnelle  (EBib; Paris: Gabalda, x935),  389-420.

7 E. Haenchen, Die ApostelgeschiGhtG  (MeyerK  3; 6th edn.; Gottingen:  Vanden-
hoeck 8c Ruprecht, 1968)  ; Eng. trans., 77ie Acts of the Apostles: A Commentary
(Philadelphia: Westminster, x971).
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out in 1965.  A number of authors8  refuse to take a stand and
adopt a more eclectic position: a priori we cannot decide in
favour of one of the texts against the other; each case must be
judged in particular and the variant which intrinsically seems
the best must be chosen, whether it appears in the Alexandrian
text or in the Western text. In general, it so happens that the
most recent studies prefer the Alexandrian text to the Western
text, holding that even though it might have retained a few
authentic readings, the latter is the result of a revision made
during the first half of the second century and characterized by
clear-cut theological tendencies.9

We do not pretend to solve the problem of the relation between
the two competing texts in this article ; we simply wish to draw
the attention of specialists to certain aspects of the problem
which have been neglected up to now. We thought that it was
necessary to start with a very tight analysis of the vocabulary
and style of both texts. We did it for Acts I I : 2, and this helped
to bring out the fact that not only the Alexandrian text, but also
and mainly the Western text, have an undeniable ‘Lucan’
style which cannot possibly be the work of a skilful imitator of
Luke’s style. It then becomes necessary to reconsider F. Blass’s
hypothesis, and this we tried to do by analysing Acts rg : I,
a passage in the Western text which is tightly linked to Acts I I : 2.

The result of this analysis suggests that the Alexandrian text and
the Western text are a kind of echo of various successive forms of
Acts, prior to its final redaction. In other words, the problems of
textual criticism and of literary criticism are closely linked.

Acts I I : 2

Alexandrian Text

I

Western text

8 For example, G. D. Kilpatrick, ‘An Eclectic Study of the Text of Acts’,
Biblical and Patristic Studies in Memory of Robert Pierce Casey (ed. J. N. Birdsall  and
R. W. Thomson; Freiburg: Herder, x963),  64-77; Dom Jacques DuPont,  L.es  pro-
blkmes  du livre  des Actes d’aprks  les  travaux rkents (ALBO 2117; Louvain,  x950),  25-7.

9 See, for instance, Eldon Jay Epp, The Theolo&al  Tendency of Codex Bezae  Canta-
bri@ensis  in Acts (SNTSMS 3; London/New York: Cambridge University, 1966);
C. M. Martini, ‘La figura di Pietro second0  le varianti  de1 codice  D negli Atti degli
Apostoli’, San Pietro: Atti della XIX setfimana biblica  (Brescia, rg67), 279-89.
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Kat  7rpoqhJ+sas  703s ciSEAq5Otb
Kat Ariorrjplfas ahok  (qijxe+

7roxt;v  hdyov ~oLOt+JOS  8d r&

xwp&  &~&KCLJV a&o&.
00s Kal Karrjvrr]rrw  (cdroi?)
Kal chjyy&v  &ok 77jv xcipw
706  eE05.

dre 82 d.v@q  lT&pos
ENS ’ hpovoaA+
Smcplvovro  ~~6s ah5
ol E)K mpbropijs . . .

The Western text is attested here by Codex Bezae (D), Codex
Perpinianus (p) of the OL version, two MSS of the Vulgata
(q, u), the Philoxenian Syriac version, and copG67,  a Coptic
MS from the end of the fourth century or the beginning of the
fifth, kept in the Pierpont Morgan Library.10 The last sentence is
attested only in D and in copG67, the other witnesses having re-
placed it by the Alexandrian text. We have reproduced here the
text of Codex Bezae with two corrections. Following Clark,
we have restored the verb E)&$&v  with all the MSS other than
D. On the other hand, in the last sentence, the KaTrjvr~~Ev
c&o,“,  is impossible; with Zahn, we have replaced the c&o~s
by the adverb atirov^  ;II it is easy to see how a scribe would put
in an c&ok  under the influence of the one that follows, The
Coptic MS has ‘Jerusalem’ instead of &ok, a proof that he
read there a locative and not a personal pronoun ; he might
have made explicit an a6roG  from the Greek text.

I. The Alexandrian text does not present any problem in
vocabulary or in style. The initial &E 6E’ is in the manner of
Acts/Luke (8+  I /8) ;IZ one may note especially the formula
&e 82 &@y, which has its equivalent in Acts 8 : 39 (&E 62

&+pw) and cannot be found anywhere else in the NT. The
form ‘IEp~vad+  instead of ‘I~poadXv~a  is particularly frequent
in Acts/Luke (38+27/13)  ; we find it after the verb ‘to ascend’,

10 Cf. T. C. Peterson, ‘An Early Coptic  Manuscript of Acts: An Unrevised
Version of the Ancient So-called Western Text’, CBQ 26 (Ig64), 225-41.

11 This substitution is also suggested in Nestle-Aland26.
12 The first number refers to Acts; the second to Luke’s Gospel; the third to

the rest of the NT. We shall indicate the references only when the examples are
difficult to locate in a concordance.
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as we have here, in Luke 18: 31; Acts 15: 2; 21: 12; 24: II.
The first of these examples is interesting in that Luke replaces
’ I~p~dt~pa,  attested in the Mark/Matt. parallels, by ‘I~povaahj~.

On the other hand, the formula oi EIK  mpmo~fs  would have a
more Pauline flavour.13 Further on, we will see that the parallel
formula in the Western text is more in keeping with the style of
Acts/Luke. But, since Pauline influences are not lacking in
Acts, the Alexandrian text could easily give a text which is
authentically Lucan.

2. Let us now analyse very closely the details of the Western
text, which is much more elaborate than the Alexandrian.

d $ 0% lI&pos.  The very classical $Y oh formula is much
more frequent in Acts than in the rest of the NT (27+  I/ I I).
To be more precise, it is practically only in Acts that it is, as we
see here, immediately inserted between a substantive or a proper
name and its article (8+0/1)  .14 Finally, it must be noted that the
complete expression d $Y o& lT&pos  is found in Acts I 2 : 5, in
a passage without any thematic connection with this one.

&A  iKavov^ xpd~ov.  The adjective iKav&  is much more frequent
in Acts/Luke than in the rest of the NT (18+9/r  2)) and only in
Acts/Luke does it accompany the substantive xpdvos  (3+3/0)15
or the word 7jp&pa (4+0/o). 16 On the other hand, S&d with the
genitive here has the meaning of ‘after, at the end of’ ; it is
seldom so used in the NT but is found in Acts 24 : I 7 in a formula
close to that of I I : 2 : 8~’ && 84 &~dvwv;  in both texts the
space of time is indeterminate. The two other instances where
8& has the same meaning are Gal. 2 : I and Mark 2 : I .I’

7jear10EY ropeve+jvab &S 'I~p~&hp~ The verb ~o@&a~ is
especially frequent in Acts/Luke (37+51/59),  often when it is
followed by & and the name of a place, as we have here
(I O+ 14112).  Furthermore the place name in this instance is
‘Jerusalem’, and we find only one such case outside of Acts/Luke
(3+4/IP8

13 Rom. 4: 12; Gal. 2: 12; Titus I: ro; cf. Col. 4: 1 I. In Gal. 2: I2 the expression
refers to Judeo-Christians just as in Acts I I: 2.

14  Acts g: 31; 12:5;  16:5; 17:30;23:22,31;25:4;26:4;  John Ig:24.
15 Acts 8: I I ; 14: 3; 27: g; Luke 8: 27; 20: g; 23: 8.
x6 Acts g: 23, 43; 18: 18; 27: 7.
I7 In Matt. 26: 61 = Mark 14: 58, the meaning would rather be ‘in’ (z&/~reti)  ;

cf. Bauer-Arndt-Gingrich, 6&d, A II I b.
I* Acts 19: 21; 20: 22; 25: 20; Luke 2: 41; g: 51, 53; 17: II; Rom. 15: 25.
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F o r  ‘Jerusalem’, Luke’s writings give either ’ IE~OO&~U
(23+4/36)  or ‘I~povcmxrjl~  (38-l-2711  3) ; this second form is,
as one can see, much more Lucan than the first and it is found
in I I : 2 in the Alexandrian text (see above). Were the Western
text the work of a gifted imitator of Lucan style, why then
should he have replaced the very Lucan cI~p~vmhj~ by
’ I~pocrdXv~a ? Would he have been subtle enough to observe the
following fact : whereas Luke always has ‘I~povauhj~  after
the formula mp&dat ds, we have the form ‘IE~o&~z+u.x  in
Acts (1 g : 21; 25 : 20 ; also in 20 : 22 according to the Western
text) ? Who would dare maintain this? It is therefore to be noted
that the Western text reflects at this point the quite subtle
distinction in style which exists between Luke and Acts, a
distinction all the more astonishing since the Alexandrian
text of I I : 2 has ‘I~pouaa)lrj~  and not ‘I~poodhu~a.

Kd wpoc$wwjoas  ~06s  c&h$o&.  The term ‘brothers’ to desig-
nate Christians is frequent in the Acts, as in Paul. But the use of
the verb ~poc+v&  here is very significant. To render ‘to call
to oneself’ in the sense of ‘to have someone come near’, it would
have been more normal to use the verb 7TpOCTKd&h  (g+4/16).
The verb npo+w&v  is quite typical of Acts/Luke (2+4/1),
but the following point must be made. As in classical Greek,
its most frequent meaning is ‘to address oneself to’, and it
is then followed by a dative ; it has the meaning of ‘calling to
oneself’ with a direct object in the accusative, as we find here,
only in Luke 6 : 13, 19 a text in which Luke replaces by ~pou+v&v
the wpOtTKdEtU&&l  attested by Mark and Matthew. Never
would a clever imitator of Luke’s style have referred to Luke
6 : 13 to use T~O~Y&W&V  here, instead of TpOoK&h8UL.

Kal Anaqplfas  ahoh +jA&v. The  verb  &&&a~ in the
sense of ‘to go away’ is frequent in Acts, as in the Gospels. On
the other hand, the verb &m-ypi~~tv is typical of Acts (3+0/o),
where it always carries the meaning of ‘strengthening’ the
morale of the Christians.

TO&~  hdyov  ~OLOI$.L~VOS  St& T&J  xo~p&v.  The expression nohk

hdyo~  is characteristic of Acts in the NT. The Alexandrian
text as well as the Western text witness to this fact in 15 : 32
and 20 : 2 ; it is also found in the Western text alone at 13 : 44,
in a construction using the same verb : noA& TE Adyou ~otr)ac&~ou.

19 And perhaps also in Luke I 3: I 2.
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This expression is close to that of Acts 2 : 40 in both forms of the
text: X~OLS TE Xdyors &loocv 6squxpr6pa~o (‘and by many
other words, he exhorted them’). One more point must be made :
here Peter gives several speeches while crossing the country to
go up to Jerusalem ; in 20 : 2, Paul acts similarly while passing
through Macedonia ; the circumstances are analogous. In 20 : 2,

instead of the rrapamA&ras  aho& AC&J WOMQ  attested by the
Alexandrian text, the Western text has the formula Kal xprlc&
~EVOS Adyy moM&, close to the one we find here.

Also note the expression ‘to make a speech’ (Adyov 'ITOL&)
here and in 13 : 44 of the Western text (see above) ; it corresponds
to that of Acts I : I where the word hdyos,  however, takes on a
slightly different meaning : to give a written narrative and not an
oral speech. But these are the only NT passages where the word
A&OS is the direct object of the verb TOC&V.

Finally, the word x&pa is here used in the plural with the
meaning ‘country’ ; the only other examples in the NT are in
Luke 2 I : 2 I ; John 4 : 35 ; and Jas. 5 : 4. Concerning the use of
&d followed by the genitive with the meaning ‘through’, see
Acts g: 32; 20: 3; Luke 6: I; andpassim.

6s teat  fcarjv~aev  ahok The placing of a Kal right after a
relative, whatever its case, is in keeping with the style of Acts/
Luke, but is also frequently done by Paul ; to limit ourselves to
the Gospels and Acts, the proportion is I 7+5/5.20  As for the verb
Ka~avnh,  it is especially frequent in Acts (g+o/4).

If we read ahoG  instead of the impossible ahots, in line with
Zahn’s conjecture, we have an adverb of place which is in
keeping with the style of Acts/Luke (2+  I /I). On the other hand,
in the sequence ‘he arrived there and announced to them
(a&ok)‘,  the personal pronoun ‘them’ refers to the inhabitants
of the country just mentioned (‘there’= Jerusalem) ; such
an anomaly in style is also found in Acts 8 : 5 ; 8 : 14 ; I 6 : 4 ;
16 : IO ; 20 : 2 ; and in Luke 4 : 3 I where Luke adds the pronoun
aho& to Mark’s text.

teal chjy+b  a&oLIS  r;lv xcipw 706 &ok The verb &rayyAXw

is well in the style of Acts/Luke (16+  I I /15). The expression ‘the
grace of God’ (if we put aside Paul, who uses it frequently) is

2o Acts I: 3, II; 7: 45; IO: 39;  II: 23, 30; 12: 4; 13: 22; 17: 34; 22: 5; 24: 5;
24: 6 (his); 26: I O, 26; 27: 23; 28: I O; Luke 6: 13, 14; 7: 49; IO: 30, 39; Mark
3: 19; 15: 40, 43; Matt. 27: 57; John 21: 20.
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found only in Acts II: 23; 13.: 43; 14: 26; and 20: 24 (see
Luke 2 : 40 without the article).

ol ah 2~ nepwo& c%d~ol. The formula of the Alexandrian
text, which has only oL( t!K mpwo&, is very Pauline (see above).
The Western text formula has good parallels in Acts: oL( E)K

%~To/kfjS  7WTol  (10 :  45),  &Td Ti;)V & h7TpOls  KC&t ‘IKOlJk+l

C.&&#&J (16 : 2), 70% Kad T$V %ndxctav  Kai &plav Kai Khdav

ti&A+ois (15 : 23). The Western text formula is, therefore,
more Lucan than the Alexandrian.

3. What consequences can be drawn from these stylistic
analyses? All modern critical editions keep the Alexandrian
text as the only valid echo of the authentic text of Acts. The
stylistic analysis has shown that there is nothing against this,
as far as one can judge from a passage made up of only twelve
words. Then what about the Western text? Should it be at-
tributed to an anonymous hand, revising the text of Acts during
the second century? But in this case, an insurmountable problem
arises: how can an author, however clever, have imitated in
such a thorough way the vocabulary and style of Acts, and even
of Luke’s gospel, in a forty-six-word passage, without making
the slightest slip in his text? True, certain words, certain formulas
might have been borrowed from parallel passages, but we cannot
say this about the text as a whole, and we have noted in passing
the cases where an anthological style is impossible. The only
plausible solution is to admit that the Western text is an authen-
tically Lucan text.

Are we then to reject the Alexandrian text and attribute it to a
reviser who, in this case also, would have skilfully imitated the
style of Acts? Such a hypothesis would be more easily acceptable
since the Alexandrian text is four times shorter than the Western
text. Nevertheless, we believe that the most plausible hypothesis
is that which F. Blass suggested at the beginning of the century:
the two texts are authentically Lucan ; Luke himself would be
responsible for the revision of his work. But, against Blass, we
think that this revision had to do not only with the vocabulary
and style, but also with the heart of the work itself. This is what
we would like to show in the following example.
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Acts rg: I

Alexandrian Text

II

western text
0&vros 6h 705 na6Xov Ku&i 7+
tslav /3ovA+v  rropa&oBab  ENS ‘Iqw-

U&pa

eihv a&r@  r6 mM$a &r0urp+v
& TIjv Aulav

+4vero 82 iv T@ r& AnoMi;,
&at 2v KoplvOy
ITai2ov &&ha  7c-i  &me- & & &  8h T& CbWC/3bK&

/ILK&

/dpr]  2X0&v  ds *E+ov ~_cipprl  Zpxcrac  rts “E+aov

Here, the Western text is backed not only by D and Ephraem,
but also by the Michigan papyrus 157  I (&P, dated around 300).
Except for a few orthographical details, the texts of ps and D
are identical, and that is the one we have reproduced above.
For a reason that will appear later on, we will first analyse the
Western text.

I. The Western text of Acts xg : I is closely linked to that of
I I : 2 which we have just analysed  ; they begin in a very similar
way: 0’ $v 0ih lCp0s . . . -rjO+xv  9ropivO+jvac  els ’ Iepocdh~a
(I  I : 2) ; O~Aowos  62 TOG l7adAov  . . . wope&cdac  rts ‘Icpou&~a
(19  : I). The presence of two such similar sentences would not
appear strange in Acts, because such cases often appear else-
where in passages where the Alexandrian and Western texts are
practically identical. For instance, the same words are found
in 8 : 4 and in I I : 19 : oLC  & oi% Scamapths  . . . S+Oov, or again
in 8 : 14: &col;uav7es Sh . . . i%b  S&Kra~ . . . & Adyov 706 0~06

and in  I I : I : 7jKovuav Sh . . . th . . . &%favro  rtb Adyov TOG 0~06.

o~hovros  . . . ds ‘Iqxmdhpa.  Here we refer our reader to
explanations that were given about I I : 2. We will only add a
few words concerning the expression Kad T$V Slav  /IovA+.

The substantive j30vbj is quite typical of the vocabulary of Acts/
Luke (7+2/3),  hw ere it can point to the will of men as well as to
that of God, The text closest to the one we are here studying is
Acts 27: 12: oL( ?~Adoves  &VTO /3ovA+ 6va$hjva~  E)KE%~~v.  In both
texts, it is a question of the ‘will’ to move to another place.
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dmv ah@ ~6 meGpa  hu~p~~w  ds mjv 2lulav. A  s i m i l a r
sentence is found in the Western text of 20 : 3 : E~W Si ~6 mGpa

a&Q Ihrourp+v Sui . . . . Let us first note the typically Lucan
hou~p~~~cv  (I 1+2  I/S). Next, let us look at ‘the Spirit tells him’.
With or without the personal pronoun, it is found in Acts 8 : 29
about Philip, in IO : 19 and I I : I 2 about Peter, in 13 : 2 concern-
ing the Antiochian community. In I o : 19 and 13 : 2, it is pre-
ceded by a genitive absolute as it is here ; IO : 19 is interesting
as a term of comparison because the rhythm of the sentence is
similar: TOO 82 li?&pov  8~~vOvt.bovt.dvo~  . . . &xv a&+ 76 mei$a.21

The Western text is here in line with what was said in I 6 : 6 :
‘They went through Phrygia and the Galatian territory, the
Holy Spirit having prevented them from announcing the word in
Asia’ (cf. 16 : 7). Paul, then, acts under the impulse of the
Spirit, who first forbids him to go to Asia ( I 6 : 6), and then, on
the contrary, orders him to travel there (I g : I). We will return
to this problem later on ; but let us say here that it would be
strange if the author of Acts, who is so concerned with establish-
ing a parallel between the missionary activities of Paul and of
Peter, had described in a positive way the action of the Spirit
in Peter (IO : 19 ; I I : 12) but only negatively this action on Paul
(16 : 6-7) ; such an anomaly disappears if the texts of rg : I
and 20 : 3, under their Western form, are held as authentic.

SL&%V  Sh T& Cibcw~pLK~  pi”.  This beginning of the sentence is
found also in the Alexandrian text, with, however, the initial
participle in the accusative. The verb Sdp&as,  followed by the
accusative, is very Lucan (10+2/3).  On the other hand, the
adjective tivamp~~O)s  is a NT hapax legom-t?non.

ZpXmab  & *E+ov.  The verb Zpxmab  is the only element out
of tune in this passage, which is otherwise so Lucan. One knows
as a matter of fact, that historical presents are very few in
Acts/Luke, and this would be the unique case of an occurrence
with ZpXdab.  The problem, however, is not entirely insoluble ;
there are ten historical presents characteristic of Luke and thir-
teen in Acts. Among the latter, one might note the Omp&
of IO : I I, linked to an aorist, and the EI@?KEL  of IO : 27.

21 The a&m  preceded by a genitive absolute is very Lucan in structure: 4+8/4.
The references are as follows: Acts IO: 19; 13: 2; 18: 14; 27: 30-1;  Luke 8: 4,45;
g: 43; 19:  33; 20: 45; 21: 5; 24: 5, 41; Matt. 17: 22; 27: 17; Matt. 26: 21=
Mark 14: 18. One will note that Luke often modifies the parallel texts of Matt./
Mark in order to get this structure.
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2. Though, at first glance, very Lucan in style, the Alexandrian
text in fact embodies a subtle difficulty. &&TO at the begin-
ning of a clause is typical of the style of Acts/Luke (ro+ Ig/2),

and in Lucan material it is followed either (a) by & + and
the infinitive or (b) by the accusative and infinitive. Con-
struction (a) appears frequently in the Gospel of Luke, but
this is the only instance in Acts (1+20/1).22  Construction (b),
on the contrary, is frequent in Acts but rare in the Gospel of
Luke (I 7+4/r) .23 These observations highlight the double
anomaly in the Alexandrian text of Acts I g : I. It is the only
instance in all of the Lucan material where constructions (a)
and (6) are combined, and the only passage in Acts where con-
struction (a) appears. The anomaly disappears if we assume
that & 76 T& %roM6  E&KU & Koplv&~  is a Lucan interpolation.
This hypothesis is confirmed by the fact that the omission of
these words yields a sentence exactly parallel to Acts g : 32.

9: 32 19: I

+mo 82 +&wo 62

& 7@ r&J J47roMG

&aL & Koplvt$
lxrpov &px~/w0v lIai2ov Sd&bra
8L& 7Tchw 7& iiVWTEpLK&  /Aipr)

KC&de&V zheh

7lpds 701;s c$lovs ENS *E+crov

The sentence I g : I follows the same pattern as g : 32 in order
to underline the parallelism between the activities of Peter and
Paul.

3. The preceding analyses bring us to the following conclusions.
The mention of Apollos’ stay in Corinth, which is absent from
the Western text, seems to be an addition in the Alexandrian
text. This addition is hard to place at the level of textual criticism,
because it is attested by all the witnesses to the Alexandrian
form. We could, then, have a problem of literary criticism

22 Acts 19:  I; Luke I: 8; 2: 6; 3: 21; 5: I, 12; g: 18, 29, 33, 51; I I: I, 2 7 ;
14: I; 17: II, 14; 18: 35; rg: 15; 24: 5, 15,30,51;  Mark 4: 4. One will note that
in Acts g: 3, the & ~4 xopsv’eo0ab  precedes the verb +&TO; it is a different kind
of usage, furthermore, a unique one in Acts/Luke.

2s Acts 4: 5; g: 3, 32, 37, 43; I O: 25; I I: 26; 14: I; 16: 16; 19:  I; 21: I, 5 ;
22: 6, 17; 27: 44; 28: 8, 17; Luke 6: I = Mark 2: 23; Luke 6: 6, 12; 16: 22.
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which involves the presence, in the text of Acts, of the Apollos
episode mentioned in 18 : 24-8.

(a) The Western text makes more sense without the Apollos
episode. In this case, 19 : I would immediately follow 18 : 22-3.
So let us consider the sequence 18 : 23b and 19 : I. Paul crosses
the Galatian territory and Phrygia  (18 : 23b), then the Spirit tells
him to return to Asia (19  : I). This text is the exact opposite of
that which we find in 16 : 6: Paul and Timothy cross Phrygia
and the Galatian territory, but the Spirit prevents them from
announcing the Word in Asia. The opposition between the two
passages is partly destroyed by the insertion of the Apollos
episode in Ephesus, in 18 : 24-8. The Western text of 19 : I,
like that of I I : 2 (which is so close to it), is not due to the activity
of some reviser of the text of Acts; it could well represent an
authentic form of this text, prior to the one we now possess.

(b) In the Alexandrian text, the mention of Apollos in 1 g : I
must be considered as an addition of Lucan style. But if this addi-
tion is suppressed, rg : I is much better connected with 18 : 22-3,
without the Apollos episode narrated in 18 : 24-8. Paul’s move-
ments mentioned in 19 : I complete the description in 18 : 23.
The Alexandrian text under its present form implies also an
earlier state of the text of Acts, in which there was no mention
of Apollos’ activity in Ephesus.

Therefore, we see how problems of textual criticism and
literary criticism can be closely linked in Acts. The two examples
we have just given are not sufficient to prove this ; nevertheless,
they open up for serious study the problem foreseen by Blass.



12. The Holy Spirit in the Western
Text of Acts

M A T T H E W  B L A C K

I N an earlier study of the text of Acts I have drawn attention to
the comparatively recent shift in emphasis in textual studies
from. the classical approach to textual problems to the her-
meneutical questions raised by significant variae  Zectiones, to be
found, for instance, most notably in the work of Clark and Parvis
in the USA or Menoud and Fascher on the continent of Europe.1
One of the most detailed monographs in this connection has
been Eldon Jay Epp’s The T’ological  Tendency of Codex Bezae  Can-
tabrigiensis  in Acts in which Epp, following Menoud and others,
who had noted certain prominent characteristics in the ‘Western
text’ generally, such as a tendency to anti-Judaism, developed
the thesis that these features were to be set down to a tendentious
‘Western’ reviser, with anti-Semitic views, a pronounced univer-
salism of outlook, and both combined with a special theological
interest in the Holy Spirit.2

In his important study on ‘The Western Text and the Theology
of Acts’,3  P. H. Menoud was careful to emphasize, in connection
with the so-called Bezan ‘supplements on the Holy Spirit, that,
in fact, there was ‘no theology of the Spirit peculiar to the
Western writer’. Along similar lines Professor C. K. Barrett
asks, in a recent study, ‘Is there a theological tendency in
Codex Bezae ?‘,4 and writes : ‘The main, perhaps the only,
contention of this essay is that though scholars such as Menoud

1 M. Black, ‘Notes on the Longer and ‘shorter Text of Acts’, On Language,
Culture and R&g* In Hmo~  of Eugene A. Nida (ed. M. Black and W. A. Smalley;
The Hague/Paris: Mouton, Ig74),  I 19-31.

2 E. J. Epp, 171G l%eolo&al  Ga%ncy  of Chhx  Beuac Canhzbrigienris  in Acts  (SNTSMS
3; London/New York: Cambridge University, 1g66).

3 P. H. Menoud, ‘The Western Text and the Theology of Acts’, Studiomn
Novi Tescunmti  Stitas, Bulletin 2 (195 I), 30.

4 C. K. Barrett, ‘Is There a Theological Tendency in Codex Bezae?’ 5% cmd
Iderfletation:  Studies in the New Tii Presented to Matthew Black  (ed. E. Best and
R. McL. Wilson; London/New York: Cambridge University, IgTg), x5-27.

--
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and Epp have rightly noted in D a tendency to anti-Judaism,
and a few other related tendencies, these do not justify us in
speaking of specific theological characteristics of the MS (or of
the Western text). The essential characteristic of the MS, or
text, is to exaggerate existing tendencies. . . . This interest (anti-
Judaism), along with other characteristics, was found in the
original text of Acts, and all were developed and exaggerated
by the Western editor’.5

This point of view will be widely shared by many textual
scholars, but it still leaves several questions unanswered, such as
the extent of such alleged ‘exaggeration’ in D, but above all the
controversial issue, which is hardly even raised in this discussion,
of the relationship of these two streams of textual tradition, the
‘pure’ old Uncial stream and the ‘muddy waters’ of the ‘Western
text’. Related they certainly are, for no one will deny a basic
underlying original Lucan text. 6 But the questions as to whether
and, if so, where, the longer text of D may represent more
faithfully this primitive apostolic text are by no means closed, so
that some of the anti-judaic ‘Western’  variants or Holy Spirit ‘su$#e-
merits’ could in fact be originally Lucan, and the old Ukials  a bozud-
lerized  and abridged form of text.7

The question then becomes one, not of theological tendencies
being exaggerated, but of a possibly original, longer anti-Judaic
and ‘charismatic’ textual tradition being modified, perhaps by
pro-Jewish Alexandrian revisers. J. Rendel Harris’s abortive
attempt to demonstrate Montanist influences on the text of Codex
Bezae*  may point us in the right direction : they are not Montanist
additions, but their disappearance from the B N textual tradition
is perhaps to be set down to anti-montanist tendencies.

Although ‘Western’ readings with the Holy Spirit had been
frequently noted, M.-J. Lagrange was among the first to give
some special consideration to them, listing seven in all : 6 : IO ;

8: 18; I I: 17; 15: 29, 32; Ig: I; 20: 3.9 A brief  but  com-
5 Barrett, ibid., 26. 6 Cf. Epp, moZog%  %&my,  40.
7 The controversial thesis of A. C. Clark about the ‘Western’ variants generally,

in 7%.e Acts of&  Apostles (Oxford: Clarendon, 1933).
8 J. R. Harris, Co&x Bezae: A Study of th So-Called Western Text of the New Testa-

ment (London: Cambridge University, x891),  148-53, 228-34.
9 M.-J. Lagrange, Introduction d L’Hude  du Nouveau Testament: II: Critique textuclle,

II. La critique rationnelle  (EBib; Paris: Gabalda, x935),  54-5, 389-94;  cf. C. S. C.
Williams, Alterations to th Text of th Synoptic Gos$&s  and Acts (Oxford: Blackwell,
I95I),  56.
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prehensive survey of the work of Ropes, Clark, Menoud,
Fascher, and Crehan is contained in Epp’s monograph,
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Klijn,
which

,

adds, in addition to the seven passages noted by Lagrange, three
more where ‘the Holy Spirit’ occurs in ‘Western’ authorities
alone:  8 :  39; 15: 7; 26: 1.10 (A number of other peculiarly
‘Western’ readings occur where the ‘Holy Spirit’ is mentioned
in the context of both forms of text, e.g. I : 2 ; 8 : I 6 ; IO : 48.11)
To the explicit occurrences of the ‘Holy Spirit’ in the ‘Western
text’ only, I would add the variant of the Textus  Receptus at 18 :
5, ~UV+~O  T@ VVE+UTL,  which may be a ‘Western’ reading.12

These ‘Western’ ‘Holy Spirit’ variants fall into three distinct
categories : (I) where the Holy Spirit inspires utterance; (2)
where it directs action ; and (3) where it is the pre- (or post-)
baptismal Holy Spirit.

I. THE HOLY SPIRIT AS INSPIRING UTTERANCE

Acts 6 : IO reads (D et al. in brackets) : OAK I)~~vov &TLOT+~VUL  Tfi

00$6h$ [Tfj OGT &’ t&T+]  KCd T+ 7TV+UT1  [T+ Ci&J] C$ &k&L.

The shorter old Uncial text says simply, ‘ . . . they could not
withstand the wisdom and the Spirit with which he spoke’
(RSY). To translate by ‘the inspired wisdom with which he spoke’
(JVEB)  does less than justice to what Luke’s phrase connotes,
and the rendering ‘spoke in a spirited way’ (Epp) could be
quite wrong. RSV is closer to the original intention of the author
by capitalizing Spirit, i.e. the Holy Spirit. Stephen spoke with
the inspired utterance of the Pentecostal Spirit: it was such
a man the Apostles had chosen-one of the seven ‘full of the
Spirit and wisdom’ (v. 3), and Stephen was ‘full of faith and the
Holy Spirit’ (v. 5). The D text makes this unambiguously
clear by employing its usual fuller expression ‘Holy Spirit’.
In fact D here looks less like an ‘interpolation’ than an expansion
and interpretation of the shorter old Uncial text. But the alter-
native hypothesis must also be considered, viz., that B K is an
editorial abridgement of the longer text, perhaps even suggesting
the alternative meaning given to the expression by modern
translators. Several other considerations may be urged in favour
of the originality of D’s ‘additions’ in this and the following verse,

I0  ?h?OlOgiCid  Tendency, 7, 103-4, I 16-17, 153-4.
11 Ibid., 65-6; 62-3. I2 Below, p. 170.
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T h e  w o r d s  &A 76 &&&?a~  c&o&  &r’ c&o0 PET&  VC+S
~~pp~alas in v. IO explain why the Jews were unable to withstand
Stephen’s divinely inspired eloquence-‘they were being refuted
by him with all freedom of utterance’. The expression Z+~EOBU~
&d occurs again at Luke 3 : 19, in a similar context (the Baptist
‘reproving’ Herod),  and at Acts 18 : 28 the compound 8LUKU7-

EA&&~L is used of Apollos ‘refuting’ the Jews.13 This suggests
that the phrase is Lucan ; two other words in D here, ~upp~ah

and (in v. I I) &o#@..dv  also support Lucan authorship: the
first occurs five times in Acts, and the comparatively rare word
&o~Bu+&v,  either as here ‘to confront (eyeball to eyeball)’ or
‘to sail in the face of’ (Acts 27 : 15), is confined to Luke in the NT.

In the account of the Jerusalem Council, there are three
passages where the ‘Western text’ introduces the ‘(Holy) Spirit’,
viz. 15: 7, 29, 32.‘4

At Acts 15 : 7, D attaches & ~~VE&PU~L  C+~V  to &&~a~v,  ‘rose
up in the Spirit’, an unusual combination, since cL&T~~~v
(B N &au&)  in this context, is normally an auxiliary verb
(‘rose up to speak’). Such an unlikely position would seem to
point to the phrase as a somewhat carelessly inserted gloss. But
the text may be at fault (& ~&a~~  sometimes occurs before,
sometimes after n&-pos),  and the phrase may have gone originally
with the main, not the auxiliary verb, i.e. &&~oe~  lI&-par
(KU:) & ~TVE~~UTL  &w, which would bring the phrase into line
with the normal connection of the operation of the Spirit in the
utterance of the prophet or disciples. I suggest that the ‘Western
text’ should be construed and rendered, ‘Peter stood up and spoke
in the Spirit . . .‘. On such an important occasion, such a pre-
dicate so far from being a gloss could well be original, matching,
as it does, similar introductions of the speeches of the apostles:
e.g. 4: 8 (cf. 4: 31): drE mpos dTaerk  ~v~~puros  +lov 4h
rrp& a&o&  . . . ; 7 : 55 (Stephen) ; 13 : g (Paul). One possible
reason among others for its omission may have been clumsy
word-order, suggesting a connection with the auxiliary verb
&&7jfYEV.

At Acts I 5 : 32 Dd has KU;  cdroi ~po$ijm  &ES  Gbjp~~s  m&pa-
70s OEylov.  This Bezan text (it is confined to Dd) follows on 15 : 29,
the concluding greeting of the Apostolic decree in its ‘Western’

*3 See Epp, T~ological  Tendency, 132-3.
14 For full textual attestation of these readings, see ibid., I 16, I I I, 108.
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form,  v iz . ,  63 ~pci&~~e &~&EVOL  2~ T& oly&  m+arb.  zppwoeE.
Epp argues that the intention of the latter is ‘to counteract any
legalistic overtones’ in the decree, and ‘this same interest would
account for the supplementary words in xv. 32’.15 So far as the
‘decree’ itself is concerned there is a wide consensus that its
prohibitions were originally of a ritual nature and that the
‘Western text’ is a later ‘Christianized’ version.16 But the last
word has not yet been said on the tradition-history of this chapter
of Luke ; and the fact that the ‘Western’ tradition has references
to the Spirit absent from the old Uncial MSS is no reason for
dismissing them as secondary tradition. What is of peculiar
interest in both these readings is that the phraseology is again
Lucan: the expression ‘full of the Holy Spirit’ occurs at Acts
7 : 55 ; I I : 24 ; and Luke is fond of expressions with nA7jpqs
(6 : 3, 5, 8 ; g : 36). It seems particularly appropriate following
Kd UPTON VT~O@~TU~  &ES. Similarly &pdaL,  especially used of
the Spirit, occurs at 2 : 2 ; the verb is used again at 27 : 15, I 7,
but in its more literal sense ‘to be borne or carried along by
waves or winds’ (Liddell and Scott s.v.). The expression at
15 : 32 may have been suggested by the familiar phrase, ES/
KUxklKUK&  $bipdUl, ‘to fare well or ill’. We should perhaps
construe +’ 3v &urrjpoGms &JTO&  as an imperative (‘from
which you must keep yourselves free’), and ES V~C&TE as the
closing greeting, the words to be taken together: ‘Fare well,
as you go with the Holy Spirit’.

Epp cites the reading of the Harclean margin at Acts 26 : I
as a possible example of this type of Spirit-inspired (or Spirit-
encouraged) utterance. 17 It reads, ‘Then Paul, given confidence
and encouragement by the Holy Spirit, stretched out his hand
. . . ‘. This Harclean variant, however, is a substitute for the
idiomatic Syriac rendering of &ehoy&o,  namely, nephaq  ruba
(lit., ‘laid forth in spirit[ed] utterance’), so that it could be an
inner-Syriac theological gloss. Moreover, it is still a debatable
point whether all these marginalia are to be traced, without
exception, to a Greek MS source, so that, for this reason too,

15 Ibid., I I I.

16 See E. Haenchen, 7% Acts of the Apostles (Oxford: Blackwell, rg71),  ++g-50.
*7 The reading receives qualified support from Ephraem. See J. H. Ropes,

7% Text of Acts. Vol. 3 of 2%~ Beginnings of Christianity: Part I: The Acts of the Apostles
(ed. F. J. Foakes Jackson and K. Lake; 5 ~01s.;  London: Macmillan, 1g26),  448;
Epp, Theological Tenakncy,  153.
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the reconstructions of this ‘variant’ by Clark and Lake and
Cadbury (accepted by Epp) are by no means certain.18

I I .  THE HOLY SPIRIT AS DIRECTING ACTION

There are two passages in the ‘Western text’ of Acts (both in D :

19 : I ; 20 : 3) where the role of the Spirit is to direct Paul in his
journey, sometimes by interposing its authority against the
Apostle’s own plans. The expression in both places is the same:
EhEV (cd+) 76 7w+cc  (CdT~), ‘the Holy Spirit told/instructed
him’.19  The reading at rg : I occurs in a long ‘Western supple-
ment’ with nothing corresponding in the old Uncial text :ZO
at 20 : 3, however, B 24 etc. read +&TO yvL;pqs  for D’s &EV ~6

7wq.Kz cdr~. A third possible example is noted by Epp in a
reading of Ephraem at I 7 : 15, ‘the Holy Spirit prevented him
from preaching . . . ‘.21

As Menoud noted, D Acts 19 : I and 20 : 3 refer to ‘a theme
which is treated by both recensions earlier in the career of the
Apostle (Acts 16 : 6-7)‘.22 Acts 16 : 6-7  is not, however, the
only passage where this Spirit motif is found in ‘both recensions’.
The precise expression at Acts rg : I and 20 : 30, in connection
with Paul, occurs again with reference to the direction of Philip
in 8 : 29 (&EV 62 ~6 m~$,m  T+ @&mp),  of Peter in IO : 19;  I I :
1 2  (E&V [a;$]  76 ~v+u: &EV 62 76 7mi?pcf, SOL), at I 3:  2

(to the ‘prophets and teachers’ gathered at Antioch who were
‘directed’ by the Holy Spirit to set apart Barnabas and Saul:
&XV d TV&~ T; C$LOV),  and finally again of Paul at I g ; 2 I

(&TO  d ITa~hos  & T@ m&PclTL . . .). The expression and the idea
of a Spirit-motivated and directed mission is so characteristically
Lucan that serious consideration must be given to the possibly
Lucan authorship of D rg : I and 20 : 3.

Acts 19 : I belongs to several interconnected Bezan variants
relating to Paul’s relations with Jerusalem. To dismiss this verse
as ‘nonsense’ and ‘an amazing insertion’ is hardly responsible

18 OappGv  Kal  iv xv&par& Z&J rrapcL+xv  Xa@5v  (Clark);  rappgataac+.evos  Kat
~4 nvr&a71 ciykq~  napa+kls  (Lake and Cadbury).

19 l tnrv (‘amar)  is biblical Greek. Both readings have the support of d, gig,
the Harclean Syriac,  and Ephraem (Epp, Theological X&ency,  I 17).

20 See further below, p. 168.
2 I Epp, Theological Tendency, 142-3,  and below, p. 166.
22 ‘Western Text’, 30.
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textual criticism.23 A more plausible reason for the words is that a
reviser, thinking that 18 : 22 referred to the church at Caesarea,
felt some explanation was necessary for Paul’s failure to visit
Jerusalem.24 If the argument is sound, however, that 18 : 2 1-2
described a Passover visit to Jerusalem (possibly to be identified
with the ‘conference visit’ of Gal. 2 : I-IO), deliberately ‘played
down’ by Luke in view of his placing of the ‘Jerusalem Conference’
earlier at Acts 15,~s then I g : I could refer to a desire of the
Apostle to celebrate Pentecost in Jerusalem. (20 : I 6 represents
Paul as anxious to celebrate a subsequent Pentecost, probably
the following year: cf. 20 : 6.) An additional ‘Holy Spirit’ D
variant occurs at verse 2 : the idea that any Christian disciples
brought up in a Jewish-Christian tradition should ask if there is
such a thing as ‘the Holy Spirit’ is extremely unlikely: the
‘Western’ variant ‘whether any receive the Holy Spirit’, in my
opinion, makes much better sense.

At Acts 20: 3 it was clearly more than danger from a Jewish
plot which led St. Paul and his band to take the circuitous
route to Jerusalem via Macedonia rather than the direct sea
voyage from Corinth.26 In the ‘Western text’ this change of plan is
attributed not to St. Paul’s own decision but to the direction of
the Holy Spirit. Moreover, the phraseology is again distinctively
Lucan, E&XV 62 76 ~~V&E_LU  a&& (above, p. I 64) ; +VETO yv+qs

provides a rational alternative to a charismatic directive, just
what one would expect of the traditional response to Montanist
enthusiasm by the Alexandrian catechetical School.27 Epp
argues that the Spirit is here (as possibly earlier at I 7 : 15 [see
below]) given the role of protecting Paul from the hostility of
the Jews, implying an anti-Jewish tendency in D.28  Could the
opposite not be the correct explanation, that the B rt text is
deliberately toning down the strong anti-Jewish feeling which is
already present in the Book of Acts and so prominently exhibited
here in the ‘Western text’?

23 W. L. Knox, St Paul and the Church of Jerusalem (Cambridge: University Press,

i
I

I g25), xviii-xxvii.
24 Cf. F. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles (London: Tyndale, 1g51),  353.
2s Black, ‘Longer and Shorter Text’, 126-7.
26  Cf. K. Lake and H. J. Cadbury, English Trunslution  and Commentary. Vol. 4 of

The Beginnings of Christianity: Part I: The Acts of the Apostles (ed. F. J. Foakes Jackson
and K. Lake; 5 ~01s. ; London: Macmillan, Ig32),  253.

27 See H. von Campenhausen, Ecclesiastical Authority and Spiritual Power (Stan-
ford: Stanford University, I gSg), I 92-3. 2* Epp, Theolog ical Tendency, I 43-4.
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At Acts I 7 : 15 Dd  et al. have (=ap+&v  62 + O~ooaAlav)

E’KOh&$  y&p ENS ahods Kr)pi&  T& Adyov.  Ephraem has the same
text but with two significant additions : quod praepeditus  est a
spiritu quia loqueretur  illic quia persequebantur illum ab initio . . . (or,
for the last clause, ne forte occiderent eum).29 Ephraem appears to
have read in his Greek original ;KWh6eT 15~6 nv&aTos.  Without
the &rG  m+aTos  and the reason Ephraem gives for Paul’s
being ‘hindered by the Holy Spirit’, namely the hostility of the
Thessalonian Jews, D gives simply a bare statement, without
giving the reasons (and motivation) provided by the longer form
of text. Ephraem seems to have read : E)KWh&@ y6p 6~d  mz&paTos

E& aho& Kqpi?laL dv %yov prj%ror~  &OK~&OCW  ahh. E v e n
without the last clause the text assumed by Ephraem makes
excellent sense, and is closely parallel to Acts 16 : 6 : KWh&VTES

6~6 706  ciylov  mdparos AaX+joaL & Xdyov  & rfi AC+. T h e  B  N
text omits altogether. Is this again a toning down of anti-Jewish
hostility, in this case-if the Ephraem text is original-by virtu-
ally a deliberate suppressio  veri?

I I I. T H E  P R E- (POST-)  B A P TI SM A L  S P I R I T

In the accounts of baptism in the Acts, sometimes the reception
of the Spirit precedes, sometimes follows the rite itself.30 The
outstanding example of the first is the baptism of the household
and friends of Cornelius (IO : 44-8). The second order is im-
plied at Acts 2 : 38: ‘Repent and be baptized . . . ; and you will
receive the gift of the Holy Spirit’. In what is probably a later
form of the second order, the reception of the Spirit follows the
imposition of hands of the Apostles (8 : 4-25)~ In no case does
baptism take place without the reception by the convert of the
Holy Spirit with the sole exception of Philip’s baptism of the Ethiopian
eunuch as narrated in the old Uncial text of Acts 8: 3&-g.

When we turn to the ‘Western text’ for Acts 8 : 38-9, a
different picture presents itself. That text, although absent from
the Bezan codex, is not lacking in attestation (it is found in
Alexandrinus copG67 arm geo syh Ephraem). I have suggested
elsewhere32 that the shorter text could, in this case, have arisen

XQ For the two forms of text, see Ropes, ?% fix& 382, 432-3.
30 For a discussion of the different forms of the tradition, see T. W. Manson,

‘Entry into Membership of the Early Church’, _j%?  48 (x947), 25-33.
31 Ibid. 32 ‘Longer and Shorter Text’, 123,
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by scribal parablepsis, if the original text was that presupposed
by the Harclean Syriac.  The verse in these ‘Western’ authorities
r e a d s :  &E 82 bvij377uav  E)K 706  t%aTos m&pa [?iy~ov (syh  KVplOV)

&&Ea~v  Art dv &013x0v,  dzyydos  82-j KVp;OV  7jprracrw  7cb @lAmTov.

. . . Two points support the longer text: (I) the story begins by
a revelation of the ‘angel of the Lord’ to Philip ; in the ‘Western’
tradition the story ends appropriately by an action of the same
angelic visitor. (2) The omission of the Holy Spirit clause is
more readily explained than its insertion, for, as Menoud has
convincingly argued, its inclusion contradicts the narrative a few
verses earlier, which implies that the Spirit came only through
the hands of the apostles. 33 It also goes against the general
tendency of the Alexandrian tradition to strengthen the authority
of the apostles. The evidence points here, in my opinion, con-
clusively to the originality of the longer ‘Western text’.

At Acts I I : I-I 8 Peter recapitulates the account in chap. I o of
the conversion of the household of Cornelius. In the story of their
baptism at IO : 44-8, they are said to have received the Holy
Spirit while Peter was speaking to them (IO : 44) : thereafter,
in view of this, Peter gives instructions for their baptism (v. 48).
In the recapitulation, Peter draws attention in v. 15 to the
miracle of the reception of the Spirit by Cornelius and his
family, while he himself was still speaking. No mention is made
of his subsequent performance of the rite of baptism, except
perhaps by implication at v. 17, in Peter’s rhetorical question
(El  Oh TI\IV  ?qV  8Wp&  &Kw CdTOts  d &dS) .  .  .  gy&  71s +?jV

Svvards Kt.&ba~  TAV t&b; [D + 706 j.&j SoGab  at;roi+  7rv+ha  tiyLov

7nm&auw  2~ ah@  . . . 1. The shorter text can only be under-
stood to mean ‘. . . how could I possibly stand in God’s way’
(NEB),  by proceeding to withhold baptism from Gentiles who
had already received the Spirit. According to D, Peter produces
the perfect defence,  without even alluding to the offensive rite
of admission he had administered to Gentiles, by asking the
rhetorical question, ‘Who was I (z”/&  & T&TV) to restrain God
from bestowing the Holy Spirit on (Gentile) believers in Him?’
The initiative had come from God.

Two other arguments may be urged in favour of D’s longer text.
( I )  K&&V  dV &dV, ‘to prevent, restrain God’ is certainly an
unparalleled expression, if it is not an odd one. (RSV’s ‘withstand

33 Menoud, ‘Western Text’, 30.
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God’, like the free rendering of NEB, is without any support in
Greek usage.) I suspect a philological ‘botching’ of the originally
longer text. (2) Just how far Aramaic sources can be assumed
behind these early chapters in Acts, in particular the speeches of
the apostles, is a much debated issue, but it is worth noting in
this verse that Kd?h~ = kda’  and that for ~L(TTE&LV  (‘believe
and trust in’) an excellent equivalent would be tekhal (occasion-
ally in the form kdi) : then in Aramaic Peter’s rhetorical
question would contain a word-play. ‘I, who am I to be capable
of restraining (Sa&t  Z%ikZb)  God that He should not bestow
the Holy Spirit on those who have put their trust in Him
(Zetkz”Zz”n bfh)  ?’

One can see why the additional words in D were omitted:
a reviser, familiar with the liturgically fixed order of baptism
followed by the Holy Spirit, removed the whole clause, since it
seemed to imply that the Spirit had still to be bestowed.34

If any one of these ‘Western’ ’Holy Spirit’ variants is original
and Lucan, and the B K text a revision, the operative factor in
the latter may well have been a desire to tone down the anti-
Semitic ‘bias’ which they tend to support. It is also possible, as
we have already suggested, that, so far from Montanist in-
fluence leading to the introduction of such ‘Holy Spirit glosses’,
it was anti-Montanism which led to this reduction or elimination
of such charismatic anti-Jewish and Gentile tendencies. It is
perhaps also worth noting that three of these passages refer to
St. Paul (I 7 : I 5 ; Ig : I ; 20 : 3) and lesser ‘apostles’ such as
Judas or Silvanus (15 : 32).

One passage which certainly suggests that such influence may
have been strongly at work in producing the B K text-type is
Acts 18 : 4-6, reporting Paul’s final break with Judaism and the
Synagogue-so dramatically expressed by Luke in Paul’s parting
words : ‘Your blood be on your own heads! My conscience is
clear; and I shall go to the Gentiles’ (v. 6). The breach is even
more sharply expressed in the ‘Western text’ of this verse, and
indeed the whole episode is even more dramatically presented
in that text to a degree which has led more than one interpreter
to detect strong anti-Semitic bias. 35 The opposite thesis, however,

34 Contrast Bruce’s comment in Zbe Acts oft/~ Abodes,  233: ‘D . . . adds roi?  ~1)
8ov^vac . . . k’ a&+inappropriately, as they had already received the Holy Spirit’.

3s  Epp, Thological  Tenahcy, 85-6.
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may be nearer the truth, that it is a pro-Jewish bias which has
led to the shortening and altering of the text of D.

The additional clause in the D text at v. 4, &T&S  76  &O~CZ

TOG ~upiov  ‘Ir]ooC,  is so strange that it may well be original. The
phrase is usually explained as meaning that Paul ‘introduced’ or
‘inserted’ (interponens)  the name of Jesus in the OT where it was
appropriate, e.g. in the same way as ‘Messiah’ was added to ‘my
servant’ in the Targum  of Isa. 42 : I ; 52 : 13.36 I would suggest
that &LB& could be a correction of &UT&S  (the Harclean
Syriac has sa’em = T&S), which with 76 &O~U  is the regular bib-
lical Greek phrase meaning ‘to name’, e.g. 2 Kgs. 17 : 34:
70:s viols  ‘hK&p 08 z@KEV  76 &o/m U;TOv^ %pC+.  T h e  p h r a s e
would then mean that Paul ‘was giving the name of K&p&OS

to Jesus’ (‘IqoovI as dative), a claim that was certainly guaranteed
to cause controversy, if not to arouse violent opposition, in the
synagogue in Corinth. Moreover, it is a phrase which describes
exactly what Paul actually does in his christological use of the
OT in his epistles : he applies the title KGpLOS  of the OT-
a Hellenistic substitute for the tetragrammaton-to Jesus or
assumes that Jesus is the KdpLOS of OT predictions.37 Such an
understanding of the phrase would also make the repeated
K&p&OS X~LOT&  in these verses a necessary part of the text : Jesus
had not only been shown to be x~LcTT&  by OT prophecies but
K&p&OS xpLUT&  ; and the ‘addition’ 7roMoUA  62 ho’yo~ y~vo+ov
KU; ypu@v  8qqqveu0&w  would be no less appropriate in such
a context.

Ropes considered that, in these verses, the D text ‘betrays a
Gentile’s feeling that any statement is inadequate which implies
that Christianity in the Apostolic age was limited to Jewry’9
He is probably thinking of the special emphasis D here places on
the Greeks whom Paul convinced (KU;  &&v 8; oti ,dvov ‘IOU-

Salovs d&i KU1 “EMr)vus).  It seems just as probable that it was
Paul’s K~~LOS gospel which, while giving most offence  to the
Jew,39 commended itself most of all to the Greeks. If then it is
the D text which preserves the more primitive Lucan original,
we can onlv  explain the shorter B H text as a deliberate editing
out of passages’too offensive to Jewish minds.

3 6
3 7
3s

Bruce, Acts, 343.
See D. E. H. Whitely, 2’7~ 75eoZogy  of St Paul (London: Blackwell, Ig64),  106.
Ropes, Text, ccxxxiii n. 2. 39 Cf. Menoud, ‘Western Text’, 31.
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One other variant in the passage may be worth noting, espe-
cially as it introduces the ‘Holy Spirit’ against B X, namely
C~VVEI~ETO  rQ n-v+an, T R H L P syhms  in v. 5 (B N D, etc.
T+ AC&J).  Ropes thinks ‘the difficult (JUV&XE~O  7@ A&J has been
made over into D’s noMov^ 62 Xdyov  ~LVO$‘VOV’,~O  but does not
explain where the difficulty lies. I suggest it is in the combination
of T+ Xdyy with CVVEIXE~O.  The verb appears generally to be used
to describe the effects of some powerful agency, psychological
or physical, such as anger, love, sleeplessness, fever : to be ‘carried
away by the Spirit’ is entirely appropriate, but with hdyos
seems at least strange. (RSV  renders tamely ‘Paul was occupied
with preaching’ ; NEB, ‘devoted himself entirely to preaching’.)
We may perhaps be justified in suspecting a piece of philological
‘botching’, possibly the work of an anti-Montanist reviser.

On the whole, this review of the ‘Holy Spirit’ variants in Acts
seems to me to point to a core of original Lucan tradition,
not necessarily preserved in every case exactly as Luke wrote,
but in line with the Gentile, anti-Jewish and, one must add,
enthusiastic or charismatic character of the primitive text of
Acts. It would seem not improbable that, at more than one
point in the textual tradition, this ‘spiritual’ gospel has been
pressed into the Procrustean mould of a pro-Jewish and anti-
Montanist Alexandrian scholasticism.

40 Ropes, fixt,  172.

13. The Problem in Acts 16: 12

A L L E N  P .  W I K G R E N

I w E L c OM E the opportunity to join in this tribute to Bruce
Metzger, contributor of so much of value to our common enter-
prise, as well as a long-time colleague on two committees which
involved a steady diet of text problems. Whether more of the
same is an appropriate dessert or not, it does represent an area
in which Professor Metzger has been and still is significantly and
helpfully involved.

We have chosen, as an ingredient in the pot-pourri,  to discuss
the description of Philippi as a ~pt.2~~ m&s (‘first city’) in
Acts 16 : 12. This text-for so it is ordinarily printed-has
invited various interpretations to avoid what appear to be in-
superable difficulties in the meaning here. Resort also has been
taken to conjectural emendations to solve the problem, chief of
which has been the familiar and widely commended proposal to
read ~p&qs  for ~p&y, which would exactly describe the status
of Philippi as ‘a city of the first part [or district] of Macedonia,
and a colony’. We would assume the best text in support of this
rendering to be nphys  ~cpl80s  r+js MamAovlas T& as compared
with the usually accepted ‘Alexandrian’ form, npdq  rjjs  p~pl80s
Mad3ovlas  &AK. The latter reading, when ~pdq  is taken in its
normal meaning of ‘first’ or ‘foremost’, contradicts the fact that
Amphipolis was the capital of the first pcpls of Macedonia and
that Thessalonica was the capital of the entire province. Both
also were more important than Philippi. We are assuming
here that the reader has access to an apparatus criticus  show-
ing the variant readings in the passage and their supporting
witnesses. However, the more significant ones will be discussed
below.

After the defeat of Perseus of Macedonia by the Romans and
the Peace of Pydna in 168 B C, Macedonia was divided into
four administrative and autonomous units. A decade later the
right of coinage was restored, and a huge number of coins,
especially tetradrachms, survive from the first, second, and
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fourth geopolitical divisions (&&s).  The amount of this
coinage, particularly from the first ~E$S,I  suggested to some
scholars that it could hardly have been produced in the short
interval between 158 and 150 BC, when a revolt was instituted by
Andronicus, a supposed son of Perseus, and after which Mace-
donia in 148 BC was made a Roman province. It was long
assumed, though not proved, that the fourfold division ceased
to exist, an assumption which naturally threw some doubt
upon the proposed emendation in Acts. Roman policy, how-
ever, generally was not to alter local administrative machinery
unless it was deemed necessary ; and evidence does exist to
indicate that the fourfold division continued, although the
autonomy of each p~plg  was modified by the introduction
of a supreme administrative body (KOLV~V)  for Macedonia as
a whole.2

The fact that the coins bore the insignia rp&~, &&pa, or
T&~TT without expression of a nominal form was misleading.
H. Gaebler suggested, however, that pep& was to be understood,
and this was confirmed by the discovery of a didrachm which
bore the full legend: MAKEdONQN on the obverse and
npQT_KZ  MEPIA 022 on the reverse side. It was first published
by W. Schwabacher in r 937,s  and was also discussed in relation
to the Macedonian divisions by Charles Edson in 1946.4

But long before this an inscription from Beroea was known
which definitely mentions ou&pra  for the first and fourth
p~p&s as well as a KOLV&  for Macedonia as a whole.5 From its
reference to the governor, L. Baebius Honoratus, it can be
dated in the first century AD (after 73), and Gaebler placed
it in the Flavian period, i.e. shortly before the usual dating
of Acts.6

I H. Gaebier  described the tetradrachms of the first meris  as belonging ‘zu den
haufigsten  Miinzen des Altertums’  in Die antiken M&en von Makedonia und Paionia
(Berlin: Georg Reinken,  rgo6),  1.3.

z J. A. 0. Larsen refers to direct evidence that the laws of Aemilius Paulus,
who had supervised the reorganization of 167 BC, remained in force at the time of
Augustus, citing Livy Hist. 45.32.7 and Justin Hist. Philip. 33.2.7 for his opinion.
See his ‘An Additional Note on Acts I 6. I 2’, CTM  I 7 ( r g46),  I 24.

3 Numismatic Chronicle 19 (I g37),  2-3 and pl. I, no. I.
4 ‘A Note on the Macedonian Merides’, Classical Philology 41 (x946),  107.
5 The earliest notice of it apparently was by M. Rostovtzeff in Revue Archkologique

37 (rgoo),  480. Its significance seems not to have been realized at this time,
6 &tschrzftftir JVumismatik  23 (x902),  x41 n. 2 .
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These lines of evidence would seem to have dispelled doubts
about the continuation of the fourfold division of Macedonia in
our period, and to have made the suggested reading in Acts
16 : I a quite feasible.

We should perhaps also note, apropos scepticism  concerning the
‘emendation’, that for some time the term PEP&  was questioned
as a designation for a geographical division. The papyri, how-
ever, soon revealed such use of the term in Egypt, and enough
examples are found in late Greek writers to settle any doubts
about the matter. In fact W. M. Ramsay long ago called
attention to passages in Strabo in which the word is used of
geographical subdivisions in Syria, Asia Minor, and Gaul. We
may add another passage (Geog. 2. I .23-4) in which Strabo
refers to ‘the third section’ (T+  ~pl~qv ,wp&x) of Macedonia !
The LXX also affords several instances of the use of ,xpLs for
allotments or divisions of land. Good examples are found in
Josh. 18 : 5-g and Ezek. 45 : 7 ; 48 : 8.

Although, as we have noted, there has been a wide approval
of the ‘emendation’ in Acts among NT commentators, apparently
the evidence we have cited has not, with few exceptions, been
sufficient to cause an abandonment of the traditional text in the
face of the documentary witnesses to it. The feeling also still pre-
vails that among the many witnesses to the NT text the original
reading must both be preserved and well attested. But in the text
of Acts, largely because of the problem of the ‘Western’ form,
such an assumption may well be challenged. Martin Dibelius
suggested therefore some years ago that ‘the exegetes of Acts,
instead of aiming at an explanation of many impossible readings,
should rather attempt conjectural improvements of such read-
ings. . . ‘.* Even before the discovery of the Beroea inscription,
several NT scholars, including F. Field,9 F. Blass,Io  and C. H.
Turner”  advocated the ‘emendation’ in our passage. Likewise,
among those who have given special attention to the problem,

7 ‘Note on Acts XVI. IZ’,  T/u Expositor 6 (18g8), 320. Cf. also Strabo 2.x.33;
7 frag. 47; Diod. Sic. Hist. 15.63, 64; 16.47; Dionys. of Halic. Rom. Antiq. 8.73.4.
Hellenistic Greek authors are cited from the text of LCL.

8 Studies in the Acts of the Apostles (New York: Scribner’s,  1g56),  92.
9 Votes on the Translation of the Jvew Testament (London: Cambridge University,

18x9,  124.
I

10 Philology of th Gos&eZs  (London: Macmillan, 18g8),  67-g.
II ‘Philippi’ in Hastings Dictionary of the Bible, 3.838.
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may be mentioned A. C. Clark,12  Hans Conzelmann,Q  and
Gunther Zuntz.14  To these one can add eminent historians of the
period such as Paul Collart,Is Paul Lemerle,Ib  and J. A. 0.
Larsen.17 Earlier editions of the Nestle Greek text marked the
‘conjecture’ with a special symbol to indicate that it was a widely
accepted reading.

Actually the ‘conjecture’ goes back at least as far as Clericus
(Jean Leclerc), who cautiously proposed it but did not adopt it
in a second edition of his Latin NT published at Frankfort in
I 7 14. If the Crell referred to in the margin of the Nestle-
Aland Greek text is Johannis Crell (I 590-r  633), the proposal
would be much earlier; yet Lemerle, who made a special in-
vestigation of the matter, was unable to find anything in the
published works of this Crell available to him.18 But there is little
point in further pursuing such data, for this simple emendation
might easily occur to anyone acquainted with the fourfold
division of Macedonia, and who also at least may have suspected
that it could have continued into the first century AD.

It is customary to refer to npd9.s as a ‘conjectural emendation’,
although it does have some documentary support, viz. at least
three Vulgate MSS (0, c, Par. lat. I 1505~, which read primae
partis ; Provensal  [Old French], and Old High German). F. F.
Bruce’9  also cites two other Vulgate MSS, A and Par. lat. 342,
the latter of which was known to Blass. They read respectively
prima parte and in prima parte. These texts generally, and perhaps
too arbitrarily, have been dismissed as late and insignificant or
as owing to scribal blunders. But it is curious that in making or
copying a mistake a late scribe should arrive at a reading which
exactly describes the status of Philippi at the time when Acts
was written. A Vulgate reading may well derive of course from

‘2 T?u  Acts of the Apostles: A Critical Edition with Introduction and Notes on Selectid
Passages (Oxford: Clarendon, rg33), 362-5.

13 Die Apostelgeschichte  (2nd edn.; Tubingen:  Mohr, rg72), 98.
14 ‘A Textual Criticism of Some Passages of the Acts of the Apostles’, Classica et

Mediaevalia 3 (x940), 20-46,  esp. pp. 33-7.
1s  Philippes ville de Mact?doine depuk ses originesjusqu’d la fin de l’kfioque  romaine

(Paris: E. de Boccard, rg37), 457 n. 3.
16 Philippes et la Macedoine  orikntale  d l’kpoque  chrktienne  et Byzantine: Recherches

d’histoire  et archkologie, Bibliothkque des kcoles franraises  d’Ath&es  et de Rome (2 ~01s.;
Paris: E. de Boccard, 1945).

17 ‘Representation and Democracy in Hellenistic Federalism’, Classical Philology
40 (1945), esp.  P P. 67-8. 1s  Philip&s, 2 I n. I.

IQ The Acts of the Apostles (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, x951),  3 13 n. I.
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the OL and so rest upon very primitive evidence. A few witnesses
read ~~pC;rq  pep/s  or equivalent, but this is grammatically
difficult and would make Philippi itself the ,wpl.s  of Macedonia.

Most commentators, editors, and translators have been
persuaded, with varying degrees of dissatisfaction, to adopt the
‘Alexandrian’ reading. 20 The majority text adds the article
before Macedonia, as does Codex Vaticanus. But the latter
also omits the article before p~pli30s.  This is not without sig-
nificance, for its text can then be translated ‘the foremost city
of a district of Macedonia’, and may be regarded as in partial
support of the ‘emendation’ since it implies more than one
district or division. It seems likely, also, that ~jjs  MUKEGOV~US,

as a chorographic genitive, which usually has the article, was the
original reading.

Except for the text of Codex Bezae (D), the other variants in
the passage need not seriously be considered. D reads KE&LA<
for vp&q, and simply omits (+s) ,wptSo~  with a dozen or so
other witnesses which retain the 7cpch~.  A. C. Clark,21  in a
careful consideration of the problem, attempted to defend the
K+&<  by showing with good reason that it could mean a
‘frontier’ town. But he also posited a text in which 7~pc.h~~

pepl60s  was originally present, and supposedly omitted by
haplography. Such a conflate reading would seem more difficult
to explain than the proposed ‘emendation’ involving one sigma.
The KEqkd?j  is therefore usually regarded as a Latinism, per-
haps derived from the OL column of Codex Bezae, which
reads caput.  The citation of the Peshitta Syriac for this reading is
inconclusive, for the word here (r-f&Z)  can also mean ‘foremost’,
and Gunther Zuntz has shown that it was sometimes used to
render the Greek vpLkos.22

Those who would retain the ‘Alexandrian’ text have proposed
other possible interpretations. Probably the most popular of
these would render ~pch-q  . . . PALS as ‘a leading city’. But the
evidence for such a meaning is rather meagre. In over forty

20 An exception also is found in E. Haenchen’s commentary on Acts, where he
favoured and translated the ‘emendation’. See 2%  Acts of the Apostles (tr. by R.
Noble and G. Shinn; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1971).  Cf. Today’s English
Version, which was based on the UBSGNT 1st edn., and reads ‘a city of the first
district of Macedonia’. In the 3rd edn. of the UBSGNT text the sigma of srpckqs  is
bracketed.

21 Acts, 363-4. 22 ‘A Textual Criticism . . .‘, ‘367*
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instances of7+ToE  in the NT only one, in I 7 : 4, has been taken in
this sense. But this too is somewhat questionable, since the phrase
here, yttva~&~ TE T&V 7~p&ov  might well be translated-with apo-
logies to ‘women’s lib’ - ‘the wives of the leaders’ (cf. Acts 13 : 50
and I 7 : 7). It is so understood in D, which reads KCL~ ywaiicds
TGV ?T~c&w,  perhaps to resolve the slight ambiguity.23 It appears
that Lucan  usage here would have accorded with the usual
attributive positions of the adjective, i.e. either T&V TE T~&UV
~VCWC&  (cf. 17: 4 and 12), or TGV TE ~~CUK&  T& TT~&UV

(cf. 1 7 :  2 ;  19: 12 ; and the adjectival equivalent in 27 : 5).
The ambiguity may result from the possibility that the article
is to be supplied from the preceding part of the sentence. But to
cite the phrase as ~VCZLK~V 7rp&wv,  as is often done, is rather
inaccurate and misleading. It is true that certain phrases such as
T&J ~ph~v  +b~v occur, in which ‘leading’ may be regarded
as the equivalent of ‘first’ or ‘foremost’ in the loose sense of
‘important’ ; and one may therefore concede this as a possibility
in the Acts passage. But among the many and distinguished
cities mentioned in Acts only one, Tarsus, is singled out for a
laudatory remark, and that by the litotes, ‘a not undistinguished
city’. This would seem to militate against such special treatment
for Philippi. On the other hand, the incidental reference pro-
vided by the suggested ‘emendation may well have been
prompted by the significance of Philippi as the place where the
gospel was first proclaimed in Europe. Similar items are found
in Acts I I : 26, where Antioch is named as the place ‘where the
disciples were first called Christians’, and in Luke 4 : 16, where
Nazareth is described as the place ‘where he [Jesus] had been
brought up’. Otherwise only a few chorographic  genitives or
equivalents occur for the purpose of exact identification of
towns and cities (e.g. Acts 13: 13, 14; 14: 6).

Even, also, if the meaning ‘leading city’ be conceded in the
passage, the problem of its geographical reference still remains.
Since it can scarcely be posited of Macedonia as a whole, trans-
lators have often avoided this sense by rendering the phrase as
‘a leading city of that district of Macedonia’. But such a demon-
strative use of the article is very dubious in this period ; and even

23  Or does this reflect an alleged anti-feminism in D? The Vulgate, generally
cited in support of D here, actually reads et mulieres  nobiles. Perhaps the other ver-
sions cited also need rechecking in terms of the whole phrase.
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in Attic Greek it is mainly confined to constructions with ,X&J . . .
64  and similar particles.

Suggestions also have been made which assume the primary
meaning of VP&T. One such is that Philippi or the immediate
region was Luke’s home or second home, and the description
simply a matter of local pride. There is, however, no corro-
borative evidence for this assumption, A more likely proposal
rests on the fact that certain prominent cities described them-
selves as 7rpcjq  ?T&s, although they were not so in the sense of
‘first’. But there is apparently no evidence from coins or in-
scriptions that Philippi so designated itself; and the few cities
that did so are all in Asia Minor, except Thessalonica. Probably
the best interpretation here takes ~pcjq  to mean the first city
which Paul and company reached after disembarking at Neapolis
and proceeding westward on the Egnatian way. A related possi-
bility is that it was the first city reached in Macedonia, since
Neapolis actually was in Thrace.

This kind of geographical identification perhaps merits more
attention than has been given to it.24 The usage can easily be
illustrated from Strabo and other writers. The former often
enumerates and describes a number of cities, towns, rivers, and
other geographical items seriatim, using np&q  for the first
mentioned. So in Geog. 6. I .5: Ad yhp Ados q&q &AK 2ad

~3s Bp~rdus  Tqdq  (‘After Laus the first city is Temesa of
Brettium’).25  In Polybius &fist.  2.16.2, in a mixture of geo-
graphical items, Pisa is mentioned and described as ‘the first
city of western Etruria’ (. . . 4 npcjq  K&TUL  r+-s  Tvppsvlas  &s
VP& &q&).  In a succession of items, those following the first
are usually introduced by some resumptive expression or,
occasionally, by the succeeding numerals. This is so even after a
long interruption of the account, which is common in Strabo.
It is true that in Acts, probably because of the long narration
of the events in Philippi, there is no explicit resumptive phraseo-
logy. Yet in I 7 : I the next cities are then named in geographical
sequence.l Amphipolis, Apollonia, Thessalonica. But instances
are also found where a city is mentioned as ‘first’ in a topo-
graphical sense apart from a succession of items. So Polybius

24 I do not know its origin, but Field mentions it (Notes, 124), refers to Alford,
and gives three examples: Appian Bellu ciu. 2.35; Herodotus Hid. 1.142; 7.198.

2s Other good examples are found in Strabo Geog. 3.4.2-3; 5.2.1, 3, 7; 6. x.12;
7 frag.  35.
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(Htit.  5.80.8),  in describing the progress of an army, refers to r:;
Raphia as ‘the first city of Coele-Syria on the Egyptian side’ ,,?I

( . . . ~p6rq  r&v Kad Ko&v Z’piav mfhw C&T wpds  T+ A?ytmmv) .M
1%:

,!c
At all events, there are enough exampltis  of this ge@grapl&il
usage to warrant the supposition that the adjective may have
this sense in the Acts account. It would seem to be at least as
plausible a solution to the problem as the proposed ‘leading’ city.

!,::
”

A related suggestion, that Luke was referring to Philippi  as ’
‘the first colonial city’ has less merit. No other colonial cities in
Acts are identified as such ; and if the author were interested in
such precise identification here, one might expect him to write
‘first colony’. To make him do so would also require an emenda-
tion of the text. It appears therefore that mention of the fact that
Philippi was a colony was an incidental historical reference
such as one finds elsewhere in Acts.

Much as can be said for certain of the foregoing interpretations
of the ‘Alexandrian’  text, we come back to the proposed ‘con-
jectural emendation’ as in our judgement the best solution ofthe
problem, one which is supported by significant internal evidence
and provides an exact description of the status of Philippi at the
time when Acts was written.

26 A. C. Clark (Acts, 365) also cites an instance from Procopius Bell. Goth.  88.9.

C ‘5 $4;;: Orthography and Theology:b I

*The OAkron-Omega  Interchange
; ‘in R&bans 5: 35 and Elsewhere

IAN A. MOIR

PRO PISS  to OR Metzger has given us a most valuable array of
bibliographical and scientific aids to the study of the Greek
NT which are listed elsewhere in this volume. Here I would
mention his most recent work on The EarZy  Versions of the flew
Testam&’ and his A Textual Commmtary  on the Greek Afew Testa-
ment.? Both are most welcome additions to the tools of textual
scholars and their pupils alike. In the latter Professor Metzger
mentions the problems of the reading at Rom. 5 : I, where the
choice is between 2~0pv (customarily translated ‘we have’)
and G'p+.m~ (customarily translated ‘let us have’).

Many commentators have discussed this text with or without
attempts to weigh the evidence rather than to count it and some-
times with the kind of comment made by B. F, Westcott and
F.J.A.Hort:‘... the imperative dp+qv  Exqm,  standing as it
does after a pause in the epistle, yields a probable sense, virtually
inclusive of the sense of &pjyv ZXO~EV which has no certain
attestation of good quality but that of the “corrector” of NY.3

Professor Metzger, however, takes another view.

Since in this passage it appears that Paul is not exhorting but stating
facts (‘peace’ is the possession of those who have been justified),
only the indicative is consonant with the apostle’s argument. Since
the difference in pronunciation between o and w in the Hellenistic
age was almost non-existent, when Paul dictated ZXO~EV,  Tertius, his
amanuensis (16 : 22), may have written down 2xq~v.4

I B. M. Metzger, 2% Early  vkrsionr of the Jvew fistament  (Oxford: Clarendon,
1977).

2 B. M. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek .New Testament (London/
New York: United Bible Societies, 197 I).

3 B. F. Westcott and F. J. A. Hort, 2-7~ .New  Testament in the Original Greek
[II] Introduction, Appendix  (2nd edn.; London/New York: Macmillan, I8g6),  309.

4 Textual Commentary, 5 I I.
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Most handbooks on Greek palaeography have little to say
about the question of orthography, nor is it a subject of much
discussion in NT grammars. Something general is said by J. H.
Moultons and by Westcott and Hort in their Introduction (here-
after WH)?  There is also a short chapter by F. H. A. Scrivener
in his Plain Introduction to the Criticism of the New Testament,7
together with sporadic comments in the rest of that volume.
This may account for the fact that little is said by the com-
mentators on the subject in relation to the reading now under
consideration.

WH do hint briefly at the problem and note (with regard to
itacisms) that ‘the question cannot be answered with any
confidence except by careful comparison of the various places
in the New Testament which are affected by it’.8 Shortly after
they remark that ‘probably the commonest permutation is that
of o and w, chiefly exemplified in the endings -O~W and -W~EV,
-C&&Z  and -o$,&u’.~ They then come to the reference to Rom.
5 : I quoted above. I am still trying to trace the papers other
than books which Hort left to Emmanuel College, Cambridge,
and, even if WH used only some 20 MSS for their edition, the
Introduction suggests that Hort’s NachZaJ might include a good
many tables of orthographic usage, which he implies were com-
piled with considerable labour.

Since the advent of computerized studies, it is now possible to
obviate much%of the drudgery of a century ago, even if one has to
proceed with caution and with the recognition that a computer
is both a better and a worse instrument than the human brain.

With a view to looking at the habits of some scribes in relation
to the O/W permutation, resort was had to an Edinburgh search
program made available to me by Professor Sidney Michaelson
of the Department of Computer Science. The program was used
to concord all words ending in -O~EV  and -wpev  in the Greek
NT and an examination was then made of the evidence of
scribal practice yielded by some of the older papyri and MSS
of various parts of the NT. The total operation took about four

5 J. H. Moulton, A Grammar of New Testament Greek: Vol. I, Prolegomena  (3rd
edn. ; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1go8),  44-56.

6 Introduction, 308-g.
7 F. H. A. Scrivener, A Plain Introduction to the Criticism of the New Testament

(4th edn.; 2 ~01s.; London: Bell, 18g4),  2.312-20.
8 Introduction, 309. Q Ibid. 10 Ibid., 307.
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minutes for each search and in all a list of some 222 instances of
-O~EV and rg2 of -W~EV  was produced. (Space does not permit
of reproduction, but I shall be glad to supply a copy of the
concordance to anyone who may be interested.)

I give a table of tentative results in an appendix.
Regrettably pa5  is too fragmentary to give any useful indica-

tions, but some other MSS show how they stand. It is notable
that relatively little alteration on the printed text is to be seen in
either ~75  or in Codex Vaticanus (B), though this may be due
to the fact that currently printed texts are often biased towards
the text found in these two MSS. Codex Sinaiticus (K) and
Codex Alexandrinus (A) both show a figure of variation of
about 4.5 to 5.0%. Slightly higher figures are obtained for Codex
Boernerianus (G) and the position for Codex Bezae (D, 05) and
Codex Claromontanus (D, 06) is interesting in that the former
gives no variation from o to o, but provides in I 0% of its
available instances the presence of a variant text. In the w to o
table there are three permutations to 0, but here also there are
seven instances of total variation in the text-a notable feature of
Codex Bezae. Codex Claromontanus, on the other hand, shows
seven permutations from o to w and five from w to 0, but gives
no instance of the removal of the opportunity afforded to the
scribe to change because he was faced with a larger textual
variation.

This sample does of course only represent a small fraction of the
O/O interchange and an investigation of such endings as -o~E#u/
-wp&t, -o~+J~cu, and -oYTuL/-~~T~~  would also be called for.
Some MSS such as K and Washingtonianus (W) would in
addition need examination of the habits of more than one scribe
where individual work can be distinguished.

I come to my main points. In spite of a statement made by an
American scholar some twenty years ago (I cannot now locate
the exact reference) to the effect that a Greek writer, or perhaps
a scribe, was always aware of the difference between indicative
and subjunctive and would consciously write what was correct
in the circumstances, I would still want an assurance that a
writer or scribe could not produce an -o- and still intend the
form to be read as a subjunctive or vice-versa with W. Thus I
would want to ask if the scribes of K K P meant their &L,U&O~EV
at Rom. 6: I to be read as an indicative; if the &-XO~EV  of
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~46 G L at Rom. 6 : 2 is really intended for a subjunctive (g reads
Vivemus)  ; and one could equally well ask if the &O~~~UKU~EV
of N C L at Rom. 14: 8 is properly treated as a subjunctive.

At Rom. 14 : 19 I am not convinced, in spite of Sanday and
Headlam,II that the scribes of 24 A B G meant their S~cj~opw

to be read as an indicative, though the indicative would seem
to make quite good sense at this point, even if an exhortation is
slightly more germane to the context. One could also raise
questions about the plpop~v  of D(o6) at 2 Cor. 13 : g where d
reads gaudemus.

While the exploration summarized above yielded a more
consistent pattern of conformity than I had expected, there is in
most MSS just enough deviation to suggest: (I) that WH were
justified in writing that ‘. . . it would be unreasonable to assume
that the same writer, even in the same book, always spells the
same word in the same way”2 (the text of A at Rev. 19 : 7
is of interest at this point where the MS appears to read G&OC,LEV
following on plpop~v  KUZ  ~$aMlwpw)  ;I3  and (2) that the habits
of a particular scribe may be as important for determining the
true text of a particular passage as are modern views about the
lesser or greater theological acceptability of two alternative
readings.

No one need hesitate long over the occasional appearances of
&V@O~COS  in Codex Koridethi (O), but a provisional study of
KEVOS and KUWOS  in Codex Alexandrinus (A) suggests that more
ground needs to be broken in the matter of exploring the relation-
ship of orthography to textual criticism than has been done up
till now. More sophisticated resources for this are now available
and they deserve to be harnessed.

I* W. Sanday and A. C. Headlam,  A Critical and hhgetical  Commentary  ‘on the
E’istle to the Remans  (ICC; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, x895),  392.

12 Introduction, 308.
13 See Metzger’s discussion of this variant in Textual Commentary 762.
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A P P E N D I X
(a) -O~EV

Total
occur-

MSS rences
I 2

ii 222 222

s 222

54
P 46 54

&OS)  76 x;
P 46 101
D(06) 101

G 101

(b) -W,XEV

MS de-
fee tive

3
0
9

23
0

5’
9

13
37
15
I5

Total
occur- MS de-

MSS Fences fective
I 2 3

BN I92 0
192 15

A 192 9
W 62 4
P 4I 69 2

&OS)  76 :; 14 9
P I:; 34
D(06) 35
G 88 23

Calcu-
lated
no.

4
222

213
I99
54

3
18

:;
86
86

Calcu-
lated
no.

4
I92
I77
I83
58
67
16
60

;5
65

0 inter-
change

5
IO
3

IO
2
0

0

0

2

7
5

w inter-
change

5
9
3
9
0
0
0
3
I
5
4

Cal. 51
larger col. 4
variant as %

6 7
6 4.5

;
I.4
5-o

4 3.7
I -

7 -
2 3.125
0 8.14
4 5.8

Cal. 51
larger col. 4
variant as %

6 7
4 4.69
2 I.7
2 4.92
3 -
0 -
I -

7 5.0
0 I .85
0 5.68
I 6.15

(Cal.  5f
col. S)/
col. 4
as %

8

7.2
4.69
9.0

11.1
-

5’56
10.0
6.25
8.14

10.46

(Cal.  5f
col. S)/
col. 4
as %

8

6.8
2.8
6.0
5.17
-

6.25
16.67

I .85
5.68
7.69



15. The Doxology at the End of Romans

L A R R Y  W .  HURTADO

THE doxology at the end of Romans (16 : 25-7) is a familiar
problem in the textual history of the letter. Is the passage from
Paul or someone else ? Was it written originally to close the I 6-
chapter form of Romans, or possibly a 14-  or 15-chapter form
of the epistle? The larger and associated discussion of the textual
history of Romans 15-16 involves a mass of data, and over the
years several different scholarly theories have been proposed;
but there is neither space nor need to recount this discussion
here.1 Rather, it is my intent to focus attention on the doxology
itselfin the context of the most recent scholarly discussions of the
textual history of Romans, especially the work of H. Gamble.2
It is my thesis that, in spite of the confidence with which some
scholars assert their opinions on the subject, the question of the
origin of the doxology remains open. The unsettled nature of
the question can be illustrated easily by looking at recent
literature on Romans. Since the older literature is well known,
and since important studies discussing the doxology have ap-
peared in the last few years, in what follows we shall first survey
important publications that have appeared from 1970  to the
present in order to illustrate contemporary scholarly opinions
about the passage.

In spite of the major investigation by E. Kamlah3 in 1955,  the
more recent literature dealing with the doxology shows con-
tinuing disagreement about the origin of the passage.

M. Black, for example, inclines to the view that the Roman

I See the standard introductions, e.g. W. G. Kiimmel,  Introduction to t/z.e .New
Testumenf  (Nashville/New York: Abingdon, x975),  3oyzo; D. Guthrie, New  Testa-
mint Introduction (3rd edn.; Downs  Grove, Ill.: Inter-Varsity, 1g7o),  393-420.

2 H. Gamble, Jr., 7% T&ual History  of the Letter to the I&mans  (SD 42; Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1977).  This is a revised version of the author’s 1970  Yale
Ph.D. dissertation.

3 E. Kamlah, ‘Traditionsgeschichtliche Untersuchungen zur SchluOdoxologie
des Riimerbriefes’  (Dissertation, Tiibingen  University, 1955).
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letter ended originally at 16 : 23, that Marcion  cut off chaps.
I 5-16, and that, under the influence of Marcionite MSS, and/or
for other reasons, 14w  and r s-chapter forms of Romans cir-
culated in the early church. The doxology Black sees as ‘of
later literary vintage than the original letter to the Romans’,
and the present form of the doxology as the result of an un-
specified editorial process.4

C. E. B. Cranfield also credits Marcion  with originating a 14-
chapter form of Romans, and, though Cranfield is aware of
opinion in favour of the authenticity of the doxology, he believes
the passage was composed to ‘round off’ Romans 14, either
among Marcion’s followers or in those orthodox circles where
a 1 echapter  text-form was used.5

This certainty that the doxology was an addition to a 14-
chapter form of Romans and the possibility that the doxology
originated in Marcionite circles is affirmed also by both W. G.
Ki..immeV  and K. P. Donfried  in recent publications.

W. Schmithals, however, in addition to insisting that the
present form of Romans is a compilation of Pauline writings,
argues that the doxology was composed in church circles for the
present r6-chapter  form of Romans, in connection with the
circulation of an early collection of Paul’s letters. Romans
closed this early collection, Schmithals believes, and the doxology
was intended as a conclusion, not only for Romans, but for the
whole collection.8 In his idea that the doxology reflects a process
of collecting Paul’s letters, Schmithals is not alone. In his 1973
commentary on Romans, E. Kiisemann, too, sees the doxology

4 M. Black, Romanr  (NCB; London: Marshall, Morgan and Scott, rg73),
26-g, x84-5*

s C. E. B. Cranfield, ?% Epistle to the Roman-s  (ICC; 2 ~01s.;  Edinburgh: T. & T.
Clark, 1975-79)) I .8.

6 Kiimmel,  Introduction, 317.
7 K. P. Donfried, ‘A Short Note on Romans 16’, JBL 8g (IgTo), 41-g;  re-

printed in The  Remans Debate (ed. K. P. Donfried; Minneapolis: Augsburg,  rg77),
40-60.  The latter reprint version was used in this study.

s W. Schmithals, ‘On the Composition and Earliest Collection of the Major
Epistles of Paul’, Paul und th Gnostics  (Nashville: Abingdon, x972).  (This essay
appeared originally in <NW 5 I [ 19601,  225-45, and a revised form appeared in
Pa&s und die Gnostiker: Untersuchungen zu den kleinen  Paulusbtifen  [TF 35 ; Hamburg-
Bergstedt: Reich, 19651,  175-200.)  See also Der R&w-brief  als historisches Problem
(Gtitersloh: Mohn, rg75), esp. pp. 108-24. For a critique of Schmithals and other
theories about an early Pauline corpus, see Harry Gamble, Jr., ‘The Redaction
;i3t;8Pauline  Letters and the Formation of the Pauline Corpus’, JBL 94 (1g75),

.
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as secondary, having been composed in church circles around the
beginning of the second century ; and he thinks that it originated
to conclude a r6-chapter  form of Romans.9

Schmithals and Kasemann,  then, differ from the preceding
scholars in their views about the integrity of Romans and,
what is important for the focus of this paper, in their view that
though the doxology does not come from Paul, its original
position was after Rom. 16 : 23. But the range of scholarly
opinion reflected in current literature on Romans is even greater.

In the 1972  edition of his commentary, H. W. Schmidt con-
tinued to insist that the doxology is thoroughly Pauline in
content, and Schmidt held that its original position was after
16 : 23.10 Were it not for the lack of uniformity in the textual
tradition about the place of the doxology, no one, Schmidt
insisted, would question that the verses belong to R0mans.i’
Schmidt’s work was cited with approval by Paul Minear, and,
though he did not himself try to defend the authenticity of the
doxology and its original position after I 6 : 23, Minear indicated
that he inclined toward this view.12

The most recent major commentary on Romans, by H.
Schlier, reflects the view that the doxology did not originate with
Paul ; but Schlier shows some hesitation.13 His main reason for
treating the doxology as a secondary addition is its uncertain
position in the textual tradition.i4 Although he views the content
and style of the doxology as unpauline, reflecting liturgical
language, and though he favours the view that the passage was
added by the early church to fit Romans for liturgical use,
he recognizes that Paul could have adopted liturgical language
of early church tradition to close his own letter.15

I have reviewed these recent publications to show that,
though many NT scholars see the doxology as not coming from
Paul, the debate about the origin of the passage goes on. The
unsettled nature of the question is reflected in the treatment of

9 E. Kisemann, An die R&n.er  (HNT 8a; Ttibingen:  Mohr [Siebeck], Ig73),
401-7;  Eng. tr., Commentary on Romans (tr. G. W. Bromiley; Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, r 980))  42 1-8.

10 H. W. Schmidt, Der Brief des Paulus  an die R&w  (Berlin: Evangelische
Verlagsanstalt,  rg72), 265-6. 11 Ibid., 266.

12 S. Minear, ‘2-h  Obedience of Faith: The Purposes of Paul in the Epistle to the
Romans (SBT 2119;  London: SCM, rg7r),  30-1, 35 n. 18.

13 H. Schlier, Der  R6merbrief  (Freiburg/Basel/Wien:  Herder, rg77), 45x-5.
14 Ibid., 451. 15 Ibid., 452.
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the doxology in the UBSGNT textual commentary edited
Professor Metzger. 16 With this review of present opinion_ ^1

bY
in

view, we shall look next at the recent and important study of the
textual history of Romans by H. Gamble to examine his attempt
at resolving the question.

II

In light of the disagreement and uncertainty reflected above, the
publication of Gamble’s monograph on the textual history of
Romans is a timely event.17 The main intentions in his study are
to defend the originality of Romans 1-16  and to explain the
origin of shorter forms of the book in the early church. Em-
ploying evidence of a text-critical nature and considerations based
on studies of Hellenistic letters in general and Pauline letters in
particular, Gamble succeeds, I believe, in these main intentions.
Gamble shows convincingly that Romans 16 formed the end of
Paul’s letter to Rome ; and, building on the work of N. A.
Dahl (his dissertation supervisor), he links the shorter form(s)
of Romans to early interest in reproducing ‘catholicized’
forms of some of Paul’s letters (rejecting the idea that Marcion
shortened the letter) .I*

On these major positions taken in Gamble’s study, I find myself
largely in agreement, but, since I am concerned here with the
doxology specifically, I shall not devote space to a fuller presenta-
tion of Gamble’s defence of these positions. Instead, I wish to
examine Gamble’s views about the origin of the doxology, for
on this subject I find his treatment less persuasive. The thorough-
ness and recent date of Gamble’s work do, however, justify
using it as the major ‘discussion partner’ in the following pages.

Before registering any reservations about his work, it must be
noted that Gamble effectively refutes two commonly held views
about the doxology. First, he shows that the doxology is not
Marcionite.19  Drawing upon the work of N. A. Dahl, D.
Ltihrmann,  and E. Kamlah, Gamble shows that the content of

‘6 B. M. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New fistument (London/
New York: United Bible Societies, x971),  533-6, 540.

17 See note 2 above.
Is Ibid., I I 5-26. See also Nils A. Dahl, ‘The Particularity of the Pauline Epistles

as a Problem in the Ancient Church’, JVeotestamentica  et Patristica:  Eine Freundesgabe
. Oscar Cullmann  (NovTSup 6; Leiden: Brill, I g62),  261-7 I.

’ ‘I9 See Gamble, Textual History, 107-1  I, for the discussion of the Marcionite
origin theory and for references to the literature,
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the doxology is characteristic of early Christian preaching, and
concludes that ‘nothing in the doxology is suggestive of an
origin in Marcionite circles’ .20 Though I cannot share Gamble’s
confidence in his view that the doxology comes from post-
Pauline ecclesiastical circles, Gamble’s insistence that the doxo-
logy reflects aspects of early Christian teaching and Pauline
theology is quite proper.

Secondly, Gamble rejects the idea that the doxology was com-
posed to conclude an early collection of Paul’s letters.21 Though
the doxology reflects general Pauline proclamation, the phrasing
of the passage shows that whoever composed it did so with
special attention to the contents and phrasing of Romans,
designing the doxology as a conclusion for that letter alone.

Having refuted these two theories about the origin of the
doxology, Gamble then defends the thesis that the passage
originated in early ecclesiastical circles to conclude the 14-
chapter form of Romans.22 As noted above, this is not a new
view, but its presentation in connection with convincing argu-
ments for the integrity of the 16-chapter form of Romans calls
for a careful examination.

Gamble’s major arguments against the Pauline origin of the
doxology are three: (I) it is not Pauline epistolary style to
conclude with a doxology ; (2) the phrasing of the doxology is
liturgical and more like the ‘deutero-Paulines’ (Ephesians, the
Pastoral Epistles) than like Paul ; (3) most importantly, the
text-critical data suggest an origin with a rq.-chapter  form of
Romans. While there is merit in these arguments, and we must
be grateful to Gamble for a convenient presentation of them,
they by no means settle the issue of the origin of the doxology.
My purpose is not to provide a full defence of a particular view,
such as the Pauline authorship of the doxology. Rather, in
debating with Gamble, I hope to show the inadequacy of his
own case and thereby wish to demonstrate that the question of
the origin of the doxology remains open.

Let us consider the argument from Paul’s epistolary style. It is
certainly true that Paul does customarily end his letters with

20 2-&uuz  History,  I I I.
21 See ibid., 121-3, for Gamble’s discussion of this idea and for references to

the important literature.
22 Ibid., x23-4, 130-2.
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a ‘grace benediction’,23 and’ a doxology at the end of Romans
would be an exception to this practice. Nevertheless, without
minimizing the importance of such observations, we must note
some weaknesses in the argument. First, Romans with the
doxology for a conclusion would luzt be the onZ~ exeeption to
Pauline custom. I Car,  16: 24 (a concluding love wish) is
technically an exception, as Gamble admits.24 His plea that this
verse is ‘not a formal element, but only an ad hoc addition which
is best regarded as a postscript’,25 is not impressive, for the
doxology too can be understood as a Pauline postscript following
the greetings of Rom. 16: 21-3. Indeed, Rom. 16: 21-7 as a
whole can be read as a kind of postscript. The regular Pauline
letter closing, the grace benediction, appears in I 6 : 20, and the
greetings of 16 : 2 1-3, separated as they are from the greetings
of 16 : 3-16, seem out of regular sequence.

Secondly, and with I Cor. 16 : 24 in mind, it seems unwarranted
to insist that Paul was incapable of writing a letter that did not
conform with his usual practice. As another example, we may
note that Galatians does not have Paul’s usual ‘thanksgiving’
in the opening section. It is plain that there is a customary
Pauline letter form, but neither the evidence nor logic demands
the idea that Paul was a slave to this form?

Thirdly, no matter how one decides that Romans I 6 should end,
one has an exception to Pauline custom ! For example, if Romans
ended originally at 16 : 23, the usual Pauline custom of ending
with a ‘grace benediction’ is broken. Even Gamble’s defence  of
the repetition of the ‘grace benediction’ at 16 : 20 and 16 : 24
as the authentic ending of the letter presents ys with an exception
to Pauline custom, for it would be the only example of a re-
peated grace benediction in the Pauline corpus.27 It should be
clear then, in spite of the importance that Gamble attaches to
the matter, that the argument against the authenticity of the
doxology on the grounds of Pauline letter custom is not by itself
compelling, though it might count for something if combined
with other, stronger arguments.

23 Textual History, 65-7, 82-3. 24  Ibid., 67 n. 56; 82. 2s Ibid., 82.
26 See the summary of work done in the Seminar on Pauline Epistolography

of the Society of Biblical Literature: James D. Hester, ‘Epistolography in Antiquity
and Early Christianity’ (unpublished paper available from the author at the Jame-
son Center for the Study of Religion and Ethics, University of Redlands, Redlands,
Calif.),  6. 27 Cf. Gamble, Textual History 129-32.
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With this in mind, we must now examine the argument

against the doxology based on its ‘liturgical’ and ‘unPauline’
style. First, it must be noted that the apparent similarities
between the doxology and the ‘deutero-Paulines’ (Eph. 3 :
4-7,8-I  I ; cf. 2 Tim. I : g-1 I ; Tit. I : 2-3) can be used against the
authenticity of the doxology only if one can be certain that all
these letters in no way come from Paul.28 In view of the con-
tinuing disagreement about the authorship of Ephesians, for
example, the argument against the doxology based on its simi-
larities to the disputed letters of the Pauline Corpus remains an
attempt to support one unproven hypothesis by means of another.

Secondly, though the language of the doxology is lofty and
traditional-sounding, such language is not impossible for Paul.
I Cor. 16 : 22 shows elements of early liturgical tradition adopted
for Paul’s epistolary purpose. Rom. I I : 33-6 is further evidence
that Paul used liturgical and formal language in his letters.
It seems perilous, therefore, to presume because of its phrasing
that Paul could not have written the doxology, for, just as his
epistolary style shows variations, so does his language.29

Thirdly, Gamble’s use of the argument against the doxology
based on its similarities with disputed Pauline letters, seems to
be undercut both by his own demonstration that the doxology
was written with ‘special attention’ to Romans and by his
acknowledgement that ‘the doxology discloses no similar con-
nections with other individual letters or with the letters as a
collection’.30 He shows that the ‘revelation-scheme formula’
does not betray literary dependence, but is reflective merely
of a widely-used pattern in early Christian preaching,31  surely
a pattern known in some form to Paul also.

We are left finally with the text-critical argument that is
based on the varied position that the doxology occupies in the
MS tradition. The inadequacy of the preceding arguments

28 Cf. e.g. Kiimmel,  357-63, for the discussion of Ephesians and for references
to scholars who support the authenticity of Ephesians.

29 P. S. Minear, Obedience, 35 n. 16, criticizes use of the assumption that in six
or seven letters we have a complete index of Paul’s vocabulary. ‘It forgets how
often he used words lifted from the vocabulary of his readers. It gives priority to
verbal sounds rather than to thought sequences. Paul was far more flexible in his
speech patterns than are most Pauline scholars’. On liturgical and traditional
elements in Pauline writings, see e.g. L. G. Champion, Benedictions and Doxologies
in the Epistles of Paul (Oxford: Kemp Hall, I 934).

30 Gamble, Textual History, 122-3. 31 Ibid., I&-rr.
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against the authenticity of the doxology, ind th e
importance of the text-critical data are mmgs&ed e
calls his examination of these data ‘the de&h?  argu&t+&r  2s
[the doxology’s] non-Pauline origin’.~~ Though it is* @WV that
the text-critical data are the mostimportant,  the deci&e&ess of
Gamble’s handling *of the data is open to quest&~ J; ’

Gamble’s presentation of this ‘decisive argument’ &tit&ted
mainly to a few sentences and is weakened by his undefknded
assertions and occasional specious interpretations of I&&  *data.33
For example, he asserti that ‘ifthe doxology were origUIy at the
end of ch. I 6, there would be no reasons by which t&account
for its transposition to the end of ch. 14 and the wide&option
of this placement in the tradition’.3=+  Though Gamble, himself
can see no such reasons, they are nonetheless not difficult to
perceive. The only really difficult thing to imagine is why 14: 23
was chosen as the cut-off point in preparing a Lcatholicized’
form of Romans (a matter on which Gamble sheds no light) ;35
but, once the cut was made, it is clear that a fitting conclusion
to this form of the letter soon would have seemed de&able, and
it is easy to imagine that editors might supply one most easily
from the materials that might have originally ended the 16-
chapter form of the letter. Accordingly, the doxology could
have been appended at 14: 23 quite naturally, if it were already
in the minds of editors as the familiar ending of the letter. One
can easily see the possibility that the doxology originated as a
non-Pauline conclusion to a shortened form of Remans ; on the
other hand, it is equally possible that the doxology ww simply
retained as a fitting conclusion when the letter was shortened.
The latter possibility requires far less creativity of the editors
(who clumsily chopped the letter at 14: 23!), and, though
Gamble is unaware of reasons for this possibility, it must be
considered seriously.

The wide support for the doxology after ch. 14 among Byzan-
tine-text MSS (mentioned by Gamble in support of his view that
the doxology originated as a conclusion to a r4-chapter edition)
shows only the popularity of the doxology in that position in
many ecclesiastical (and perhaps liturgical) circles. Perhaps
also these MSS show the influence of an early shortened form of

32  Textual History, 107. 33 Ibid., 123-4  and 129-32.
34 Ibid., 123. 35 Ibid., IIS.
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Romans with the doxology as a conclusion.36 The Byzantine
witnesses with the doxology after both ch. 14 and ch. I 6 display
the familiar Byzantine tendency toward conflation,37 in this case
a conflation of one textual tradition having the doxology at the
end of ch. 14 with another tradition having the doxology at the
end of ch, 16. The Byzantine witnesses do not, however, furnish
evidence about the origin of the doxology, or the priom’ty  of either
the one or the other position for the doxology (contra Gamble).38

Further, one may seriously question the validity of Gamble’s
assertion that an original position of the doxology after ch. 14
is supported by the fact that the final phrase ~1.s  TO& al&as  is
lengthened to rk ~03s at&as r&v al&~ in some witnesses that
have the doxology at the end of ch. 16. Gamble thus argues
that the lengthening of the phrase could be explained only in
connection with a moving of the doxology from an original
position after ch. 14 to the end of ch. I 6 ; but such an explanation
is neither necessary nor warranted.39 The lengthening of the
phrase in some textual witnesses, when the doxology appears at
the end of Romans 16, shows nothing more than a preference
among some scribes for the longer, more sonorous phrase to
conclude the letter.

What is more, the evidence is not quite accurately presented by
Gamble. He writes, ‘MSS which offer the doxology in both
places attest the short phrase in the early position and the long
phrase in the later position‘.40 It should be noted, however, that
some MSS with the doxology in both positions have the short
phrase in both places (e.g. 33 104). Further, he neglects to note
that the most important witnesses for the doxology at 16 : 25-7
(e.g. B G 1739) have the short phrase, and this means that the
shorter or longer phrase is a textual variation somewhat un-
related to the question of the origin and movement of the
doxology. This is confirmed by the fact that the same variants
appear elsewhere in NT epistles where there is no question of
textual dislocation. Note the following data.41

36 e.g. L Y o2og  181 326 and most minuscules.
37 e.g. in A P 5 33. The classic description of the conflation tendency in Byzan-

tine witnesses is B. F. Westcott and F. J. A. Hort, The .New  Testament in the Original
Greek: [II] Introduction, Appendix (Cambridge/London: Macmillan, 1882),  93-107,
132-S.

38 Cf. Gamble, Textual History, 123. 39 Ibid., 123-4. 4O Ibid., 124.
41 I thank Professor G. D. Fee for drawing these data to my attention.
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(a) T&V alhvwv  added after 701;s  U&VUS:
Rom. I I : 36-F G f syrp Origen Cyprian Hilary
2 Cor. g : g-F G 6 255 326 I 739 pc

(b) T&V C&&WV omitted after TO& U&VUS:

Gal. I : 5-460 642 Chrysostom
Phil. 4: 20-L 436
I Tim. I : 17-623
2 Tim. 4: 18-P 256
Heb. I : 8-B 3 3
I Pet. 4: II-69 206 614 623 1245 1518 1758 qpc

Finally, Gamble’s interpretation of the text-critical data
concerning the presence or absence of the doxology at the end of
Romans 16 in connection with the positions of the grace bene-
dictions in that chapter is unconvincing.42 He shows clearly
enough that the questions about the original position of the
benedictions and the doxology form an interlocking problem,
and, further, that it is most unlikely that Romans 16 concluded
with both the doxology and a benediction (at 16 : 24 or at I 6 :
28). His own solution to the problem is that benedictions stood
originally at both 16 : 20 and 16 : 24, and that the later introduc-
tion of the doxology caused the final benediction to be dropped
(or displaced to 16 : 28). He says :

It can be seen that witnesses which either lack the doxology altogether
or place it only at the end of ch. 14 almost always offer the benediction
at 16 : 24. Within this group of witnesses those reading the doxology
after ch. 14 also read the benediction at 16: 2ob. On the other hand,
texts which contain the doxology at the end of ch. 16 always offer the
benediction at 16 : 2ob,  but almost never provide the benediction at
I 6 : 24, and only occasionally do they offer the benediction of 16 :
24 as 16: 28, that is, after the doxology. Thus we can see that the
benediction of 16 : 24 is lost (or displaced to 16 : 28) onb W!ZOZ  the
doxology is found at the end of ch. 16. Thus even if the benediction at
I 6 : 2ob is very well attested, this [in] no way impugns the authen-
ticity of 16: 24, which is actually strongly supported. To the con-
trary, once the intrusion of the doxology is recognized as the cause of
the omission of 16 : Pa-and  this is exactly what the alignment of
the witnesses shows-then I 6 : 24 has to be judged an original read-
ing.43 [italics his]

42 Gamble, Z%luaZ  History, I 29-32.
43 Ibid., 130. See his chart, p. 13 I, for the MS evidence.
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But this seems to stand on its head a more likely interpretation of
the data.

The fact that a grace benediction appears at 16 : 24 in MSS
that either omit the doxology or place it after 14: 23 shows only
that scribes desired some sort of ‘ceremonial’ and ‘appropriate’
ending of one kind or another for Romans. This variation does
not in itself tell us which conclusion, a grace benediction or the
doxology (or neither !), may have been the original conclusion.
There are other data relevant to this question.

It must be noted initially that the doxology at 16 : 25-7 has for
support what are judged generally as better quality witnesses44
than the witnesses supporting a benediction at 16 : 24.45 Further,
it is interesting that the witnesses that (for reasons that are not
now clear) omit the benediction from 16 : 20 have instead a
benediction at 16: 24.46 These particular witnesses seem to me
to furnish the clue to the origin of a benediction at 16 : 24.
As representatives of the Western text, a textual tradition with
a record for textual dislocations (e.g. I Cor. I 4 : 34-5 in D F G
PC, some of the very MSS which figure in the discussions of
16 : 25-7 !), these witnesses show that the benediction at I 6 : 20
was probably lengthened to sound more impressive (on the
model of the longer grace benediction of 2 Thess. 3 : 18) and was
moved to 16:24 to conclude the letter. The witnesses that have a
double benediction (either at I 6 : 20, 24 or I 6 : 20, 28) are almost
all representatives of the Byzantine text, a tradition with well-
known conflation tendencies. 47 In this case, these MSS seem to
exhibit a conflation of two textual traditions, one with a bene-
diction at 16 : 20 and another (as in the case of the Western
MSS cited above) with a benediction at 16 : 24. These same
‘Byzantine text’ representatives, in which the doxology appears
sometimes after 14: 23 and sometimes both there and at the end
of ch. 16, seem to reflect a conflation of a I4-chapter  form of
Romans and a 16-chapter form. Thus, a benediction at I 6 :
24 (or 16: 28) seems to have originated from scribal effort to
produce a suitable conclusion for Romans 16 by moving and

44 e.g. p’Jl K B C 81 436 630 1739  vg syrp CO~~~J~O.
45 e.g. L ?l? o2og 181 and most minuscules representing the Byzantine text.
46 e.g. D G it d* * Sedulius-Scotus.
47 L Y? and most minuscules have the doxology after ch. 14, and benedictions

at 16: 20 and 16: 24. A P 5 33 104 arm have the doxology after 14: 23 and at 16:
25-7, and read a final benediction at 16: 28.

.
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modifying the benediction from I 6 : 20. This stage of the textual
history of Romans is reflected in D G and their allies. Then, at
a later time, other scribes, aware of some MSS with the benedic-
tion at 16 : 20 and other MSS with the benediction at 16 : 24,
produced the conflate text represented by the ‘Byzantine’
witnesses.

Gamble argues, however, that the double benediction of the
Byzantine text is original and tries to explain the absence of
16 : 20 in the Western tradition by saying that the double
benediction would have been felt ‘difficult’, not conforming to
Pauline style.48 But what evidence is there that a double benediction
may have been felt difficult? In fact, the great mass of popular
witnesses have a double benediction, some even when they have
the doxology at 16 : 25-7. It seems assured, as Gamble shows,
that a benediction originally stood at I 6 : 20. The absence then
of this benediction and the presence of a closing benediction at
16 : 24 in the Western textual tradition, plus the presence of
a benediction both at 16 : 20 and at 16 : 24 (or 16 : 28) in the
Byzantine tradition, combine to show varying, widespread
scribal attempts to conform Romans to Pauline style by seeing
to it that the letter ended with a benediction. The combining of a
Romans textual tradition ending in a doxology at 16 : 25-7
with a tradition ending in a benediction at 16 : 24, did not
apparently produce the omission of 16 : 24, but, rather, the
retention of this benediction as the concluding item at 16 : 28.49

In short, Gamble’s ideas about the original ending of Romans
16 and the way scribes may have altered the passage, while
interesting, do not seem to be supported very clearly by the
evidence.50 That is, it does not appear likely that Rom. 16 : 24 is
an original part of the letter. Now, let us return to the doxology.

The doxology either originated (from Paul or someone else
later)  to conclude Romans 16 and was adopted to conclude the
r4-chapter  edition, or (in Gamble’s view) originated to conclude
this r4-chapter  edition and was later moved in some MSS to the
end of Romans 16. The arguments based on the style and
transcriptional probability offered by Gamble in favour of the

48 Gamble, 7’c~tual  History, 132. 49 As shown by A P 5 33 104 arm.
50 Gamble, Zxtual  History, 132, mentions MS 629  as containing his recon-

structed version of Romans 16. It should be noted that his chart on p. 131
erroneously shows 629  as omitting the benediction at 16: 20. I find the support
of a single fourteenth-century MS unimpressive.
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latter view have been shown to be very weak and inconclusive.
Aside from the fact that ‘impressive manuscript evidence’s’
supports the doxology at 16 : 25-7, I believe that there is further
evidence linking the doxology with a I 6-chapter form of Romans.
I turn now to a brief presentation of this evidence.

I I I

Gamble himself shows that the doxology was written to reflect
specifically the Roman letter,52 but he does not seem to have
realized that the same method of using verbal allusions to
link the doxology to Romans can be used to link the doxology
to the 16-chapter edition. It has been recognized already that the
content of the doxology, the praise to God in connection with the
message of Gentile salvation, reflects a major theme of the Roman
letter ;53 but I should like to emphasize here the significance of
the similarities between the wording and content of the doxology
and Romans 15. That is, I intend to show that the content of the
doxology seems  to echo portions of Romans 15 and seems more
understandable as to content as a conclusion to an edition of
Romans with at least 15 chapters.

For example, though the reference to ‘prophetic writings’ in
r6 : 26 certainly resembles Rom. I : 2, the phrase &~OKch$h
t.mmqplov  . . l $avepot%vros  82 vi% && TE ypa@v ?~poq+K~v

also seems related to the thought of 15 : 4 that the OT Scriptures
have a special meaning for the present eschatological time of the
gospel. Further, the phrase & &rarco+v  &~Ew~  & r&a 7&
Evev/ yvc0pme&~os, though similar to Rom. I : 5 (& haKo+

&TEOS & ?TC%UW TO% &ww), seems also to echo 15 : I 8, where
Paul writes of Christ’s work through him as EIS. GraKo+  EI&&.

Much more striking, however, is the fact that the ascription of
glory (%[a)  to Go in 16 : 27, which parallels the phrasing ofd
I I : 36b,  seems to be a particularly fitting echo of 15 : 1-13,

51 B. M. Metzger, A Textual Commentary, 540.
52  Gamble, Textud  History, 123.
53 Verbal connections of the doxology with Romans were given by F. J. A.

Hort, ‘On the End of the Epistle to the Romans’, in Biblical Essuys by J. B. Light-
foot (London: Macmillan, 18g3),  327-g. Hort’s interest, however, was in showing
the connection of the doxology with Romans against those who sought to em-
phasize connections with the later Pauline letters, an interest like that of
Gamble.

9656 C80 H
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especially 15 : 6-g. The theme of divine glory is a frequent one
in Romans,54  but it is noteworthy that the idea of ascribing glory
to God on account of Gentile salvation occurs most emphatically
in 15 : 5-13. In I 5 : 6 Paul prays that Christians might ‘glorify
(SO[C@E) God ; and the phrase ‘with one voice’ (c;CLo&~&%v
ZV &l U&~CWL)  seems in the context to allude to the inclusion of
Gentiles into Christian faith (15 : 7-13). In I 5 : 7 Christians are
exhorted to welcome one another ‘for the glory of God’ (ENS
%&w 705  &oc),  and, in the context, the exhortation seems
intended to encourage the acceptance by one another of Jewish
and Gentile believers. In 15 : 8-g Paul says that Christ’s ministry
was intended to result in Gentiles glorifying God (rd SZ Zh
hip GOVS 80&iaa~  TRY MY)  ; and the following verses (I 5 :
g-r 3) form a catena of references to joy and praise over Gentile
salvation. At no other point in Romans is the idea of ascribing
glory to God in connection with Gentile salvation so pronounced
as it is in Rom. 15: 1-13  and 16: 25-7.55

If one reads 15 : 1-13 and then immediately reads 16 : 25-7,
it becomes clear how perfectly the doxology, giving glory to
God and referring to the message of Gentile salvation now
disclosed through OT writings, gathers up the content of 15 :
I -I 3, where the glorification of God by and for converted Gentiles
is spoken of, and where it is shown by examples that the OT
points to their salvation !56 I am prepared to suggest, therefore,
that whoever composed the doxology seems to have done so, not
only with ‘special attention’ to Romans, but, more specifically,
with special attention to an edition of Romans with ch. 15.
The evidence for this suggestion does not in itself amount to
proof of Pauline authorship of the doxology, but it does render
further reason to regard as questionable the popular idea es-
poused also by Gamble that the doxology first arose as a con-
clusion for ‘a r 4-chapter  edition of Romans.57

54  e.g. I: 23; 2: 7, I O; 3: 7, 23; 4: 40; 5: 2; 6: 4; g: 23; I I: 36; 15: 7; 16: 2 7 .
55 The doxology of I I : 36 glorifies God for his plan to save ‘all Israel’. The

doxology of 16: 25-8 seems to complement this passage in giving praise for Gentile
salvation.

s6 Cf. Hort, ‘On the End of the Epistle to the Romans’, 328.
57 Cf. P. S. Minear, Obedience, 3 I. In connecting the doxology to Romans 15,

I am suggesting that the doxology arose (from Paul or someone else) to conclude
the present r6-chapter  letter. It is also possible, though less likely I think, that the
doxology arose in connection with a r5-chapter  edition of Romans. p4e has the
benediction after 15: 33. Cf. Gamble, Textual History.
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CONCLUSION

My objective in this study was to show that the origin of the
doxology is still an open question, and I believe this objective
has been achieved. The recent literature shows continuing
disagreement, and the recent major investigation by Gamble,
while valuable on some important issues in the textual history of
Romans, does not offer a sufficiently compelling case for his view
to justify pronouncing the question closed. In view of the in-
adequacy of arguments against the authenticity of the doxology,
the close connections shown between the doxology and the
Roman letter (including ch. 15), and the general quality of
the MSS supporting the doxology at 16 : 25-7, it seems that the
position taken by Metzger and fellow editors in the UBSGNT
textual commentary is still the best policy.s*  That is, it seems
best still to recognize three possibilities : (I) It is still possible
that the doxology was Paul’s conclusion to Romans I 6. (2) The
doxology may have been a later composition, appended to
Romans 16 as one of two early attempts to provide a more
ceremonial conclusion than 16: 23 (the other attempt being
a transposition of the benediction from 16 : 20 to 16 : 24) .59
(3) It is possible, as Gamble argues, that the doxology began
as a secondary conclusion to a r4-chapter  edition of Romans,
though I have tried to show that the confidence with which
Gamble holds this view is excessive. In short, the situation calls
for a scholarly ‘agnosticism’ and continuing research.

~8 Metzger, Textual Commentary, 536, 540.
59 This possibility is not often recognized, and is not mentioned in the UBSGNT

commentary.
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C A R R O L L  D .  O S B U R N

A LT H o u GH no evidence prior to the fourth century can be
cited for K+OV  in I Cor. IO : g, this reading appears in all of the
principal critical editions of the Greek NT since Lachmann in
183 I. The support for K6plOV  is basically Egyptian with sig-
nificant versional attestation in Syriac and Armenian as well as
Ethiopic.  However, the Egyptian versions, corroborated by the
particularly noteworthy evidence of Clement,’ ~~6, and 1739,
readily demonstrate that it was probably not the original
Egyptian reading. Furthermore, it was not the dominant Pales-
tinian reading, since Origen and other Fathers in that vicinity
based christological arguments on the reading X~L&V.  On the
other hand, Xp~cmoIv,  the reading of Marcion,  is well attested as
early as the second century and throughout the entire Mediter-
ranean, including Alexandria. Gunther Zuntz poignantly com-
ments that to adopt the reading K~PLOV  under these circumstances
is ‘fides non quaerens intellectum’.z

Since Professor Metzger figured prominently in the committee
discussions that led to the insertion of Xp~mdv  in I Cor. IO : g

in the third edition of the United Bible Societies Greek .New Testa-
ment, it seems particularly appropriate to honour him in this
Festschrift  with a reassessment of the textual data pertaining to
this christologically significant variation in the MS tradition.

The following apparatus presents the essential data :

(I) XpW& p 46 D E F G K L ?F 056 0142 0151 I 3 4 5 6 7 18 35
38 42 51 57 61~  62 6g 76 82 88 go gr g3 g4 g7 102 103 105 I IO 131
133 141 142 149 175 177 180 189 201 203 204 205 206 2og 216 218
221 223 226 228 234 250 296 302 308 3og 312 314 319 32 I 322 323
325 327 328 330  337 356 363 367 378 383 384 385 386 390  393 394
398 4-00 404 421 424 425 429 431 432 440 444 450 451 452 454 455
* Ecfogue @@&zc  49.2 (GCS 3.150).
* G. Zuntz, 77~  7&t of the E~ktles  (London: Oxford University, 1g53),  127.

Similarly, Eberhard Nestle (Einftimng  in dis griechisdu  Neue  Testument  [Gattingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 18991,  123) was led to observe that ‘an dieser Stelle
war der textus  receptus beser als der unserer kritischen Ausgaben’.
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456 457 458 462 463 464 465 466 468 469 479 483 489 491496 498
506 517 522 547 567 582 592 601 602 603 604 605  607  608  614 615
616 617 618 619 620 622 625 627 628 629 630 632 633 634 635 636
637 638 639  641 642 656 664 665 676 680 6gg 720 757 794  796  801
808 824 858 876 gor g1o 911 912 gr3 914 915 918 g1g g2o 921 922
935 941 945 996 997 999 1022  1058  1069  1070  1072  1075  1094 1099
IIOO IIOI 1102 1103 1104 1105 1107 1149  1161 1162 1240 1241
1242 1243 1244 1245 1247 1248 1249 1250 1251 1267 1270 1292
1297  1311 1315 1352 1354 1359  1360~~~  1367 1384 1390  1398  1400
1404 1405 14og  1424 1448 1456 1482 1501 1503 1505 1508 1509
1521 1522~~~ 1548 1563 1594  1597  1598  1599  1609  1610 1611 1617
1618 1622 1626 1628 1636 1637 1642 1643 1646 1656 1668 1673
16781702 1704171817rgr7201722172317241725172617271728
1729 mg 1730  173’ 1732 1733 173417361737 1738 1739 1740  1741
1742 1743174417451746174717481749175o1751  17521753’754
1757 1758 1759  1761 1762 1763 1765 1767 1768 1769  1770 1780
1827 1828 1830 1831 1832 1839  1840 1841~~~  1843 1845 1846 1847
1848 1849  1850 1851 1852 1853 1854 1855 1856 1857 1858 1860
1861 1862 1863 1864 1865 1869 1870 1871 1872 1873 1876 1878
1880 1881 1882 1885 1886 1888 1889 1890  1891 1892  1893 1894
1896  18gg  1goo Igo2 1903  Igo5 Igo6 Igo7 1go8 1911  1912  1914
1915  1916  1917  1918  IgIg 1920  1921  1922  1923  1924 1926  1927
1929 1930  ‘931  1932 1933 1934 1935 1937 1941 1943 1948 1950
1956  1958  1961  1978  1980  1981 1982  1984 1986  1987  1988  1991
1992  r gg4 1995 1997 1998 2000 2001 2002 2003 2007 2008 2oog
2011 2080 2085 2086 2104 2105 2125 2131 2138 2143 2175 2180
2183 2189 2191  2197 2200 2201 2218 2221 2243 2248 2255 2261
2279 2289 2298 2310 2344uid 2352 23562374 237824002401  2404
2412 2423 2431 2466 2475 2484 2492  2494 2495 2501 2511 2527
2541 2544 2554 2558 2576 2587 2625 2626 2627 2629  2652 2653
2674 2675 2690 2691  2696 2704 2705 2716 2718 2723 2736 2739
2746 2774 2777 itar~d~dem~e~f+x*z  vg syrPshtfi  copaa’bo  Marcion
Irenaeus Clement Ambrosiaster Origen Hymenaeusa  Eusebius
Ephraem Chrysostom Pelagius Augustine Ps-Oecumenius Theo-
phylact Photius TR
3 The text of the Hpnueusbriefe  against Paul of Samosata printed by M. J.

Routh (Reliquiac  Sacrue  [2nd  edn. ; Oxford: University Press, x846],  3.299)  and the
MS followed by Friedrich Loofs (Pa&s van Samosutu  VU 24/5; Leipzig: Hin-
richs,  19241,  274, 329)  have KI$;PLOY, as does the text of Eduard Schwartz, Eine
fingierte  Korrespondenz  mit Paulus dem Samosatener  (Miinchen: Bayerische Akademie
der Wissenschaften, x927),  46. Loofs conjectured, on the basis of the context, that
the text must have read XPLOT&  originally, a conjecture confirmed by the impor-
tant evidence of codex 1739 ms which had been noted earlier by Theodor  Zahn,
‘Eine neue Quelle fiir die Textgeschichte des Neuen Testaments’, Theologisches
Literuturblutt  (I 8gg), I 80.
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(2) ~6pmv  N B C P 0150 33 43 104 181 255Vid  256 263 326 365 436

4.41 459 460 467 606  621 623 917 1175 1319 1573 1735 1836 1837
1838 1874 1875 1877 1g3guid 1942 1945  1996  2004 2127 2242 2464
syrhmg arm eth Epiphanius Chrysostom Theodoret Cassiodorus
John-Damascus Sedulius-Scotus

(3) &O’V A 2 61* 81 254 8g1* 1003 1115 1127 1524 1595  1649  1947
2012 2523 Euthalius Pseudo-Chrysostom

(4) ornil 927 1729” 1985  2659

Of lesser interest for textual purposes is the reading BE&,

which appears to be nothing more than a later scribal correction
conforming to the LXX.4 The omission of an object with
&cac~&op~  is attributable to accident, although an intentional
effort to render the passage ambiguous is at least conceivable.
Neither MV nor the omission has serious claim to be the origihal
reading. The choice is obviously between K&pLOV  and Xpm~dv.

The long-standing preference for K&pLOV  is based upon the
assumption that Xprmdv  is merely a scribal gloss to explain the
meaning of K&PLOY. 5 The alternative assumption has been that
the original Xpccwb  was altered to K6p~0V  because of the difficulty
involved in supposing the Israelites in the desert actually to
have tempted Christ.6

Initially, it must be noted that the well-known statement of
Epiphanius that Marcion altered the term KZ(PLOV  to Xprmdv’
has been adduced as prime evidence for the secondary nature of
Xp~tAv.  E. C. Blackman, for instance, in his study of Marcion,
cautiously allowed that

there is a possibility of this being a Marcionite alteration as Epi-
phanius says, because K6pcov  in this context refers to the Creator,

4 The highly speculative postulation of George Howard (‘The Tetragram and
the New Testament’, JBL g6 [x977], 81) that Paul wrote ?Il;1’  here and that
B&u and K~;PLOV  were the first substitutes, with Xp~u&  being a later scribal inter-
pretation, remains so questionable as to provide no substantial basis for evaluating
this christological variation in the NT MS tradition.

s Cf. among others, Johannes Weiss, Der erste Korintherbrief (MeyerK; 9th
edn. ; Gattingen:  Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, Ig IO), 253 n. 2 ; and Hans Lietz-
mann, An die Xorinther I/II (ed. G. Bornkamm; HNT g; 4th edn.; Tiibingen:
Mohr [Siebeck], Ig4g),  47.

6 B. M. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek .New Testanzent  (London/
New York: United Bible Societies, x971),  560; Zuntz, T&t, 127; and C. K. Barrett,
A Commentary on theFirst  Epistle to the Corinthians (HNTC; London: Black, 1g68),  225.

7 Huer.  42.12.3 (GCS 2.164-5): 0’ 62  &pKh,tJV  6V7:  TOi?  K+JlOV ?+,dV  &O+.

Cf. Adolf von Harnack, Marcion:  Das Evangelium vom fremden Gott (TU 45; Leipzig:
Hinrichs, Ig2I),  87*.
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and if Marcion  was going to make any use of the passage at all he had
to alter KI$NOV  here, as he could have no object in exhorting his
followers not to tempt the Demiurge.*

Although this analysis does provide a possible rationale for
Epiphanius’ allegation, Blackman’s basic assumption that
‘K&~Lov  in this context refers to the Creator’ is open to question,
since elsewhere (e.g. I Cor. 2: 8; 4: 5; 6: 14; I O: 16; 15: 45,
47) Marcion  retained or used K&p&OS  with reference to Christ
and could have done so quite easily here in v. g. However, in
view of Marcion’s retention of 4 62 &pu $v d Xp~cr&  in v. 4
and his omission of d 0& in v. 5, making Xp~~rds  the subject of
E&%K~)oEv,~  it is just as reasonable to assume that Marcion,
rather than falsifying the text at this point, actually found
X~L~TOIV  in his exemplar .IO Furthermore, if one accepts the idea
of a Marcionite alteration of ~6pLov  to X~LCTT~V,  one concomitantly
accepts the rather difficult task of explaining the reading Xp~~dv
in Clement and the ‘presbyter’ whom Irenaeus mentions.”
It is highly unlikely that writers as early as Clement, Irenaeus,
and his ‘presbyter’ were influenced by the NT text of Marcion.
Keeping in mind the salient fact that apart from this suggestion
about Marcion  by Epiphanius K&PLOY is otherwise unattested
prior to the fourth century, one is caused to wonder whether
Marcion  did in fact alter his biblical text.

It may be suggested that the erratum is attributable instead to
Epiphanius, who, using a text which read K&pLOV, merely assumed
Marcion  to have made the substitution. In view of the zealous
hatred for all heresies which permeates the work of Epiphanius

8 E. C. Blackman, it&c&z  and Hz3 In@m.ce  (London: S.P.C.K., rg48), 164-5;
cf., however, p. 47 n. I.

9 Zuntz (Fiat, 232) argues that the secondary addition of d B&s was early and
widespread; but I find little to commend Marcion’s text as original.

10 Cf. F. H. A. Scrivener,  A Plain Introduction to the Criticism of tb New Testament
(3rd edn.; Cambridge: Deighton Bell, 1883),  506 n. 2; (4th edn., r8g4), 2.260 n. 3.
Argument that Marcion could not have allowed an original Xpc~&  to stand be-
cause it would have been inconsistent with his doctrinal presuppositions is nullified
not only by IO: 4, but by numerous instances where he retained passages inimical
to his theology such as Luke 7: 27; IO: 27; 16:  17 and Rom. 13: 8-10, which are
inconsistent with his ‘dualism’. J. Rendel Harris (‘Marcion’s Book of Contra-
dictions’, BJRL 6 [IgzzI-21,  289)  notes correctly that much is yet to be learned
concerning Marcionite theology, and John Knox gives appropriate caution against
premature certainty regarding even the reconstruction of Marcion’s text (Marcion
and the New lestument  [Chicago: University of Chicago, 19421,  47-8).

I1 Adv. Haer. 4.27.3 (SC 100/2.  746-7).
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and the lack of critical acumen often reflected in his writings,12
one cannot rely too heavily upon his allegation as having a
reliable basis. The distinct impression that emerges is that
nowhere is Epiphanius less trustworthy for textual purposes
than here.13

This postulation is enhanced by an analysis of the textual
data, which suggests that Xp~cwdv,  preserved in p46  I 739 D E F G
and the mass of Byzantine MSS, is the older reading, occurring
early in the East, supported by Clement and Origen, and surviv-
ing in the so-called Western tributaries as well as continuing in
the main stream of the textual tradition. K~PLOV,  supported by
N B C 33, can hardly be the original reading preserved in
a supposedly ‘neutral’ text, as implied by Westcott and Hort
by their failure to note or discuss alternatives to K6pLOV.

In view of the early and diverse attestation favouring XPLCTT~V

and the lack of convincing evidence in support of Epiphanius’
allegation that Marcion  was responsible for the alteration of
K&PLOY, careful consideration must be devoted to internal evi-
dence which, while hardly convincing apart from external
data, is of considerable importance.

The opening midrashic section of I Corinthians’4 has been

12 cf. among others, Wilhelm von Christ, Geschichte der griechischm  Liter&w in
Handbuch dcr AZtertum.swimn.sc~ft  (6th edn. ; Munich: Beck, rg6 I), 7. I 446-5 I.
As a heresiologist Epiphanius’ purpose was to controvert Marcion  by any available
means, and his allegation of a Marcionite alteration is not surprising. However,
since he provides no source of information upon which to base such an assertion,
it remains an open question whether Epiphanius even relied upon a source at this
point. As might be expected from observing his lack of precision in biblical cita-
tions, even Epiphanius’ use of traditional material was not altogether precise; e.g.
his assertion in hair.  30.24.1-5, that John met Ebion  in the bath house at Ephesus,
whereas in common tradition it was Cerinthus.

13 B. M. Metzger, ‘Patristic Evidence and the Textual Criticism of the New
Testament’, JVTS 18 (rg7r-2),  398-g, mentions the value of explicit patristic
references to variant readings in NT MSS current in antiquity, and has noted
F. J. A. Hort’s caution that ‘ . . . in the statements themselves the contemporary
existence of the several variants mentioned is often all that can be safely accepted:
reliance upon what they tell us beyond this bare fact must depend on the estimate
which we are able to form of the opportunities, critical care, and impartiality of
the respective writers’ (2% Jvew  Testament in the Original Greek : [II] Introduction,
A/$endix  [London: Macmillan, I 8821,  87).

14 E. Earle Ellis, ‘Exegetical Patterns in I Corinthians and Romans’, Grace
Upon Grace: Essays in Honor of Lester J. Kuyper  (ed. J. I. Cook; Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, rg75), 137-8. Cf. also W. Wuellner, ‘Haggadic Homily Genre in I
Corinthians I-3’, JBL 8g (IgTo), Igg--204,  and N. A. Dahl, ‘Paulus  Apostel og
menigheten i Korinth (I Kor. x-4)‘, NorTT  54 (Ig53),  1-23.
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characterized correctly by Nils DahlIs as an apology for Paul’s
apostolic ministry, and it functions within the total structure of
the epistle to overcome various objections and to re-establish
his apostolic authority as the founder of the entire church at
Corinth, in order that he might effectively answer the questions
that had been raised, not as the champion of one group, but as
the apostle of Christ. While it is true that it is difficult to relate
with precision the trends in chs. 5-16 to the slogans mentioned
at the beginning (I : I 2), there is no compelling reason to doubt
the literary integrity of the epistle.16 As an integral part of
Paul’s treatment of the Corinthians’ questions concerning idol
food, I Cor. IO : I-I 3 continues the appeal for consideration of
the weaker brother as a second and somewhat stronger attempt
to dissuade them from eating such food. Whereas earlier (8 : I 3),
with reference to an immature Christian, Paul had concluded
that if eating idol food caused his brother to fall, he would avoid
meat entirely, in I0 : 1-13 he posits, stressing the propriety of
avoiding idol food, that the situation in Corinth is potentially
analogous to that of ancient Israel, which forfeited its spiritual
gifts by stumbling and falling in the desert. As it stands, IO : I-I I
is related to the preceding exhortation to exercise self-control
with regard to eating idol food in g : 24-7 by rclp  in IO : I and
functions as a rabbi&  midrashic basis for the admonition in
v. 12 to the ‘all things are lawful’ group in Corinth : ‘Therefore
let the one who thinks he stands fast beware lest he fall’.

While it is widely acknowledged that in IO : I-I I Paul makes
reference to Christ’s pre-existent activity in OT history, diver-
gent opinions do exist concerning certain aspects of the passage
which are pertinent to the resolution of the textual problem in
v. g. Even though most commentaries are based upon the
K&~LOS  reading, the assertion of Robertson and Plummer,I7

*5 ‘Paul and the Church at Corinth according to I Corinthians I : ro-4:  PI’,
Christian Hi-story and Interpretation: Studies Presented to John Knox (ed. W. R. Farmer,
C. F. D. Mottle, and R. R. Niebuhr; London/New York: Cambridge University,
rg67), 329.  Cf. also C. J. Bjerkelund, PARAKAL6: Form, Ftmktion  und Sinn &Y

parakal&%tze  in den paulinischen  Briefen  (Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, rg67), 141-6.
16 For discussion of various views concerning the literary integrity of I Corin-

thians, see J. C. Hurd, Jr., The Origin of I Corinthians (New York: Seabury,  rg65),
43-7 and I 15-49.

17 A. Robertson and A. Plummer, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the
First Epistle of St Paul to the Corinthians (ICC; 2nd edn.; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark,
‘914)s  205.
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that by K6pCOV  in v. g Paul almost certainly has reference to
FWI’, has received little support. Alternatively A. T. Hanson18
has posited that Paul detected the real presence of Christ in
various LXX ~6~10s  texts (e.g. Exod. 14 : 1 g, 3 I) and that,
although the actual incident of the serpents in the wilderness is
described in Num. 21: 4-g, Paul here had in mind Exod. I 7 :
1-7 where he took KdpLOS of the LXX with reference to Christ.
Hanson thus postulates that Xpm&  was either the original
reading or a correct early interpretation. Most interpreters,19
however, have considered it far more likely that, if indeed Paul
wrote K~~LOV, he would have understood it to mean Christ since
in v. 4 he had just spoken of Christ’s presence with Israel.20

Since Wilhelm Bousset2r  it has been variously held that the
designation of Jesus of Nazareth as KI$.ILOS belonged to a later
stage and to Gentile contexts. However, it has been argued
cogently for some time that the K&pLOs  christology is more realis-
tically conceived as having its origin in Palestinian circles,22
and Matthew Black has drawn our attention to a maran or
maranatha christology which, if it did not precede it as its source,
must have arisen at least concurrently with the K&PLOS christo-
logy of the Greek-speaking churches.23 It is sufficient for our
present discussion to note that, as far as christological titles are
concerned, there is no substantial. reason that Paul could not
have written K6pLOV in v. g with reference to Christ.

18 A. T. Hanson, Jesus Christ in the Old Testament (London: S.P.C.K., x965),
10-25.

IQ Cf. among others, H. L. Goudge, m First Epistle to th Corinthians (London:
Methuen, rgo3), 86; R. Hanson, ‘Moses in the Typology  of St Paul’, i%ology
48 (rg45),  175; and A. J. Bandstra, ‘Interpretation in I Corinthians IO: I-II’,
CaZvTJ  6 (x971), 18.

20 On the interesting rabbinical tradition of the following rock, see Str-B, 3.406-
8; cf. E. E. Ellis, Paul’s Use of the Old T&am&  (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, rg57),
66-70; H. St. John Thackeray, Th  Relation of St Paul to Contemporary Jewish Thought
(London: Macmillan, rgoo),  205-1 I.

21 W. Bousset, Kjr;os  Christos: Geschichte des Christusglaubens  von den Anftingen
des Christentums  bis Iretius  (5th edn. ; Gottingen:  Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1g65),
75-101.  Cf. also R. Bultmann, Thologie des .h%uen  Testaments (5th edn.; Ttibingen:
Mohr, 1g65),  124-32.

22 Cf. among others, C. F. D. Mottle, ‘The Distinctiveness of Christ’, ThoZog)r
76 (1g73),  565; R. Fuller, The Foundations of Jvew  Testament Christolopv  (New York:
Scribner’s,  rg65),  158; Ed. Schweizer, ‘Discipleship and Belief in Jesus as Lord
from Jesus to the Hellenistic Church’, .NTS 2 (~gy,--6),  93 ; and 0. Cullmann, Th
Christology  of the JVew Testament (rev. edn. ; Philadelphia: Westminster, rg63),  207.

2s M. Black, ‘The Christological Use of the Old Testament in the New Testa-
ment’, JVTS  18 (1971-n),  6-1  I.
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On the other hand, internal evidence appears to point in the
direction of an original XPLC&V. Although Conzelmann’s24
assertion that IO : I-I I was composed prior to I Corinthians
has failed to gain acceptance, it can hardly be doubted that at.
least vv. 1-5 constitute a summary statement of the events of
the exodus25 and it may well be that Paul has constructed his
own midrash  upon the basis of several OT texts.26 Whether Paul
intended each of the items mentioned to correspond to identical
items in the experience of the Corinthian church is debatable,27
but it is certain that he intended to utilize the ancient wilder-
ness disaster as proof of his principal idea in g : 27 and IO : I 2,
as the exhortations of IO : 7-10 clearly demonstrate.28 Since
Paul expressly stated in v. 4 that $ &pa Sh + 6 Xp~&s,  it is
fair to conclude that the admonition to the Corinthians in v. g
was made with reference to X~L&V rather than to dp~ov.29

In I : I 1-13 Paul noted the report of various factions within
the Corinthian church, and in I : IO had appealed for unity.
Intending the midrashic exposition in chs. 1-4 to destroy any
notion of himself as leader of a Pauline party and to establish
Christ as the central figure, Paul urged the Corinthians in 4 : I 6
to follow him as he follows Christ. In treating their concern
over idol food, Paul stated in 8 : 6 that there is but one lord,
Jesus Christ, and the exhortation in IO : g was made in view of the
fact that the Corinthians must reckon with Christ. The directive
with regard to idol food is that one ought not cause his brother
to stumble (8 : I 3 ; IO : 32). While there is nothing inherently
evil in idol food and Christians can eat it without hesitation
(IO : 25-7),  once it has been designated as idol food, one ought
not eat it because of the weaker brother’s conscience ( IO : 28-g).

z4 H. Conzelmann, Der  erste  Brief an die Korinther (MeyerK;  I I. Aufl. ; Gettingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1g6g), 194; Eng. tr., I Corinthians (Hermeneia;
Philadelphia: Fortress, Ig75),  165. There is no reason to suppose with G. Gander,
‘I Cor. 10.2 parle-t-i1  du baptCme ?’ RHPhR 37 (1g57),  97-102,  that Paul wrote
a first copy of I Cor. IO in Aramaic.

25 Peder Borgen,  Bread From Heaven (NovTSup  IO; Leiden: Brill, Ig65), 22.

26 Bandstra, ‘Interpretation’, 13, suggests Deut. 32. J. Weiss, Der erste  Turin-
&-brief,  253, suggests also Num. 21 and Ps. 77 (LXX).

27 Bruce J. Malina, The Palestinian Manna Tradition (Leiden: Brill, Ig68),  97.
z* Paul Neuenzeit, Das Herrenmahl:  Studien ZUY  paulinischen  Eucharistieauffassung

(Munich: KBsel,  Ig6o),  47.
29 It is also not unimportant to note that while IO: I-I I may not be eucharistic

in its entirety, it does anticipate the eucharistic discussion in IO: 16 where Christ
is the focal point of the admonition to flee idolatry in IO: 14.
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A further appeal is made in I I : I for the church to imitate
him in this respect as he imitates Christ. In this connection
IO: I-I I serves to illustrate and emphasize Paul’s admonition
in g : 24-7 that restraint should be exercised with regard to
eating idol food. Blatant exercise of ‘freedom’ to eat such food
while remaining insensitive to the spiritual welfare of one’s
brother would irk Christ, very much as ancient Israel, although
likewise in possession of spiritual gifts, by stumbling and falling
in the desert, incurred God’s wrath. In view of the immediate
context of IO : I-I I, the developing argument in chs. 8-10,  and
Paul’s dominant concern throughout the epistle, XpLmdv assumes
intrinsic probability as the original reading of IO : g.

Given the strength and diversity of the external attestation for
Xpm~dv,  the improbability of a Marcionite alteration, and the
intrinsic probability favouring Xpu-dv  as original, it remains to
be asked when, by whom, and for what reasons KG~Lov  was
introduced into the textual tradition. In view of the several
Xp~&v/~&p~ov  interchanges in the NT MS tradition, the varia-
tion could have been merely accidental. On the other hand,
there exists the possibility that the interchange could have been
deliberate, but not doctrinal, e.g. upon reading &&ipucruv  a
scribe could have surmised Xpra~dv  to be a mistake for K+LOV.

However, there is considerable reason to conclude that K6pLOV

arose as a theologically motivated alteration to the text.
It is of considerable importance that while Origen read X~M&J

in v. g, he was unaware of any biblical text which read
otherwise. A fragment of book four of Origen’s lost Stromateis,
written in Alexandria sometime prior to AD 232,~‘~  is preserved
in the margin of codex 1739  at I Cor. IO : g and reads :

3O  Eusebius, h.e. 6.24.3 (GCS 212.572).
31 See Eduard von der Goltz, Eine textkritische Arbeit des zehnten  bezw. sechsten

Jahrhunderts  (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 18gg), 66, for the edited text. One of the earliest
commentators to recognize the strength of this evidence was Philipp Bachmann,
Der erste  Brief des Paulus  an die Korinther (Kommentar zum Neuen Testament 7;
Leipzig: Deichert, 1go5),  340-1 n. I.
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Origen, aware that there are those who would not desire that
Christ should have participated in these wilderness experiences,
ponders whether they will produce some ingenious interpretation
of I Cor. IO : g to avoid the obvious implications of Christ’s
having been present among the Jews during their wilderness
wanderings. Those with an aversion to viewing Christ as pre-
existent and present with the Israelites in the desert would appear
to be monarchians of the second and third centuries AD who
disparaged the prevalent Logos christology held by the church.32
Had the reading K~~LOV, &o’v,  or even the omission, been present
in the textual tradition in the East during the early third century,
Origen’s speculation about how his rivals would explain away
this particular text would have been redundant. Certainly
Origen knew no biblical text which read other than XpLdv;
indeed, the force of his argument is predicated upon that term
being a firm reading in the text. Having thus drawn attention to
the fact that I Cor. I O: g constituted an anguis  in herba for his
opponents, Origen in effect had challenged them to provide an
alternative explanation of that text, if indeed they could.

Later in the third century, Paul of Samosata, who had become
bishop of Antioch about AD 260, rejected the prevailing Logos
christology and assumed an adoption& stance.33 Although
reliable accounts of his teachings are meagre,34  it can be ascer-
tained that Paul of Samosata found Origen’s theology to be
repugnant and preferred instead to stress the pure humanity of
Jesus. Several prominent bishops in the East, most of whom had
been influenced by Origen, met at Antioch between AD 264 and
268 to hold discussions and deal with the disturbing views of
Paul of Samosata. Finally at a synod at Antioch in AD 268 Paul
of Samosata was condemned for denying the pre-existence of
Christ and was deposed as a heretic. In the Hymenaeusbriefe
against Paul of Samosata, written that same year, the bishops
concerned with obtaining Paul’s condemnation used I Cor. IO : g

32  Cf. the brief discussion in R. P. C. Hanson, Allegory and Event: A Study of the
Sources and SigniJicance  of Origen’s Interpretation of Scripture (London: SCM, rgsg),
153.

33  Adolf von Harnack, Geschichte  der altchristlichen  Literatur his Eusebius (2 ~01s.  ;

Leipzig: Hinrichs, rgo4),  2.135-8; and Johannes Quasten, Patrology  (3 ~01s. ;
Utrecht/Antwerp: Spectrum, I g6o),  2.140-1.

34 Henri de Riedmatten, Les  Actes du Procls  de Paul de Samosate (Fribourg en
Suisse: St. Paul, 1952).
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with the reading X~LOT&  as evidence against his erroneous view
with regard to the pre-existence of Christ :35

The text indicates more than that Xp~cdv  appeared in this verse
in a single third-century witness ; it implies that neither Paul
of Samosata nor his opponents were aware of a biblical text
which read other than Xp~cwdv in v. g.

It may be suggested, then, that an appropriate occasion for the
alteration of XpLa&  to K&pLOV  in v. g is found in the repeated use
of XpL&v  in this verse by the school of Caesarea to prove
christological assertions against the opposing views of Antiochian
Fathers. Lucian of Antioch, himself a disciple of Paul of Samo-
sata, is generally agreed to have founded a school in Antioch
where, in opposition to the allegorism of Alexandria and Caesa-
rea, it became fundamental procedure to see figures of Christ
only occasionally in the OT and to stress a literal interpretation.
Quasten posits that ‘Lucian extended his textual criticism to the
New Testament also, but limited it most probably to the four
Gospels’ .37 However, in view of the frequent use of XPLOTBV

in v. g by Origen and other Fathers to prove christological
points, it is not at all improbable that some Eastern Father,
such as Lucian or one of his disciples, could have been stimulated
to introduce KdpLOV into the text at this point for theological
reasons. The substitution was made as early as the last decades

35 Schwartz, Eine fingierte  Korrespondenz,  47 ff., argued that the Hymenaeusbriefe
is post-Nicean and composed from sources by a Coptic  editor. However, Gustave
Bardy, Paul de Samosate (2nd edn. ; Louvain:  Spicilegium Sacrum  Lovaniense, 1g2g),
has marshalled sufficient evidence to establish the authenticity of the document;
and J. Allenbach, et al., eds., Bib&  Putristica: Index des  Citations et Allusions bibliques
duns la Littkrature  patristique (Paris: aditions  du Centre National de la Recherche
scientifique, rg77),  2.47, give the document a third-century date and note Bardy’s
edition as the critical text.

36 Bardy, Paul de Samosate, 18-19. 37 PatroloQ, 142.
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of the third century, but was definitely a part of the MS tradition
by the time of K and B. The fragment of an anonymous treatise
preserved in Eusebius (h.e.  5.28.1-6)3*,  which dates from the
early third century and treats the heretical views of Artemon
and Theodotus, specifically charges the monarchians with
altering biblical texts to prove their own doctrine. Although
there is no evidence to indicate a conscious alteration of I Cor.
IO : g in the early third century, The Little  Labyrinth does indicate
monarchian tampering with various christological texts in the
West as early as AD egg-2 I 8. However, even if an alteration
of X~L&Y in this verse occurred in the West during the time
of Zephyrinus, by Asclepiodotus, Theodotus, Hermophilus, or
Apollonius, it had not yet affected MSS in the East by the mid-
third century.

The cumulative effect of the data can hardly be denied : there is
insufficient evidence convincingly to establish K&PLOY  as the
original reading. Epiphanius’ statement in his Pamzrion,  with
respect to the Marcionite alteration of K&PLOY  to Xpr&v,  evi-
dently was not made upon the basis of sound information, but
was merely a slanderous remark intended to cast reflection
upon a despised heretic rather than to transmit accurate in-
formation concerning Marcion’s text. While the external evidence
is certainly in favour of Xp~a&v  as far as weight and diversity
are concerned, XPL&V can also be demonstrated as preferable on
internal grounds. A good and reasonable claim can be made that
K+LOV, which has every appearance of being a theologically
motivated alteration to the text, is of Eastern origin in the late
third century. It is reasonable to assume that the provocative
challenge in Origen’s Stromateis and the significant utilization of
this text with the reading Xp~tmb evoked a monarchian textual
response which made only a limited impact upon the tradition
as a whole, finding acceptance in that arc which runs eastward
from Syria to Armenia and southward from Egypt to Ethiopia.
In view of these considerations, the terse admonition of Theodor
Zahn, that K~~COV should never again be printed in the text,39
has continuing validity.

38 GCS 2/1.  504, 506. The third century date is assigned by H. J. Lawlor and
J. E. L. Oulton, Ease&us  (London: S.P.C.K., rg54), 189.  Adolf Harnack, Geschichte,
2.225; and J. B. Lightfoot, S. Clement of Rome (London: Macmillan, r8go),  379,
consider the author to be Hippolytus.

39 Theologisches  Literaturblatt ( 1899))  col. I 80.

17. The Silenced Wives of Corinth
(I Cor. 14: 34-5)

E. EARLE ELLIS

I

I N the passage, I Cor. 14 : 34-5, problems are posed both for the
textual critic and for the interpreter of Paul’s theology. Among
the textual variants a number of MSS, mainly Western, place 14 :
34-5 after I 4 : 40, and one of them, Codex Fuldensis (c. AD 545))
also puts the verses in the margin after I 4 : 33.’ Since no MS
omits the verses, these variants would scarcely suffice to call the
genuineness of the passage into question. However, a number of
scholars, noting additional problems, have concluded that 14 :
34-52 or, more broadly, I 4 : 33b-63 is a non-Pauline interpolation.

The interpolation hypothesis, a long-standing viewpoint among
German commentators,4 has recently been argued by Professor
Conzelmann. Its most significant points are the following:

I’

I. I Cor. 14 : 33b-6  interrupts the topic under discussion, i.e.
prophecy, and spoils the flow of thought.

2. It contradicts Paul’s teaching in I Cor. I I : 2-16.5
3. It includes linguistic and theological peculiarities. For

example, the phrase ‘churches of the saints’ is found only here

I Cf. B. M. Metzger, A fix&al  Commentary on the Greek New Testament (London/
New York: United Bible Societies, rg7r),  565.

2 Cf. C. K. Barrett, Z%e First Epistle to th Corinthians (London: A. and C. Black,
x968),  329-33; W. Bousset, ‘Erster Korintherbrief’, Die Schri&n  des Jveuen  Testa-
ments (ed. J. Weiss; 4 ~01s.; Gottingen:  Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, rgr 7), 2.146.

3 H. Conzelmann, z Corinthian-s (Hermeneia; Philadelphia: Fortress, rg75),  246;
C. Holsten, Das Evangelium des Paulus.  Teil I (Berlin: Reimer, 1880),  495-7;  J.
Weiss, Der erste Korintherbriej  (Gottingen:  Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, r g7o [ 1 g lo]),
342-3.

4 Barrett (First Corinthians, 332)  thinks that an interpolation is probable, but
sensibly decides, in the absence of any MS that lacks the verses, to leave the
question open.

5 This problem is not resolved even if, with Weiss and Schmithals, one regards
the two sections as originally belonging to separate Pauline letters. Cf. Weiss,
Der erste  Korintherbrief, xli; W. Schmithals, Gnosticism in Corinth (Nashville: Abingdon,
1970,  90-6.
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in Paul ; the term &s7p&c&~
elsewhere in the Pauline corpus

ELLIS

(‘to be permitted’) appears
with this sense only in the

post-Pauline I Tim. 2 : 12, and in both passages it refers to a
pre-existing regulation (Weiss) ; the term 4no&moOut  (‘to
subordinate oneself’) is typical of household regulations in the
deutero-Pauline letters of Colossians and Ephesians. In a word,
the atmosphere of this ceremonial regulation reflects ‘the
bourgeois consolidation of the church’ (Conzelmann) and hardly
fits in ‘the emotion-laden (enthu.sia.stische)  epoch’ of Paul’s
ministry (Weiss).

4. It does not join smoothly to its context; indeed, 14 : 37
more easily follows 14 : 33”.

5. The displacement of I Car, 14 : 34-5 in some MSS is
secondary, but it shows that certain scribes were sensitive to the
incongruity of the pericope in its present context.

These arguments are not of equal value. The fourth point, the
rough connection of the passage to its context, is well founded
but is weakened by disagreement about the location of the con-
nections, some identifying them after 14 : 33 and 14 : 35 (Barrett,
Bousset) and some after 14 : 33” and 14 : 36 (Weiss, Conzelmann).
On balance, the forrner seems to be preferable although 14 : 33b
(‘as in all the assemblies of the saints’) presents problems whether
it is joined to 14 : 33” or to 14 : 34. In any case, the seams joining
14: 34-5 to its context are rough, and it is these two verses that
are displaced in a number of MSS and duplicated in the margin
of one. Some suspicion is aroused, therefore, that I Cor. 14:
34-5 may represent an addition to the original text. But whether
a post-Pauline interpolation is the best explanation of the problem
is another question.

A relationship between I Cor. 14 : 34-5 and I Tim. 2 : I 1-3 : 1 a
is also quite probable (point 3). In addition to &LT~&&uL, noted
by Weiss and Conzelmann, similarities appear in the terms,
‘silence’ (a~ydv&~xla), ‘subjection’ (6~0&mdk~/h0~upj),

‘learn’ (p~~~ctve~~  and in the common allusion to Gen. 3 : I 6.
But there are few exact parallels of words or phrases. All this
suggests a common tradition or an existing regulation to which
both passages are indebted rather than a direct literary relation-
ship, whether that relationship is conceived of as an interpolation
of elements of I Tim. 2 : I 1-3 : 1 a into I Cor. 14 : 34-5 (Weiss)
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or a construction of I Timothy 2 from I Corinthians 14.6 In
support of a pre-existing piece underlying I Tim. 2 : I 1-3 :
~a is the formula ‘faithful is the word’ (rr~a& d Xdyos, 3 : ~a),
which probably concludes the pericope.7 This formula has
Jewish antecedent9  and, in the Pastorals, appears to signal a
traditional teaching-piece or a biblical exposition of Christian- -
prophets or inspired teachers.9 Here it refers to a Christian ex-
position of Genesis 1-3 that was already a received teaching
among the Pauline churches, not only when I Timothy was
written but also, apparently, when I Corinthians was written.

Less convincing is the conclusion that such an ordered pattern
of conduct must come from a post-Pauline period of the church
(point 3). Both charisma and order were constitutive of the
church from the beginning 10 and, in fact, the regulation in
I Cor. 14: 34-5 is essentially no different from the earlier in-
structions regulating prophecy and tongues (I Cor. 14 : 26-33)
and the dress of prophetesses (I Cor. I I : 2-16).

More fundamentally, one must question the validity of a
procedure that automatically interprets theological differences
in NT documents in terms of chronological distance. This ap-
proach, which arose in the eighteenth century11  and became an
established critical axiom after the work of F. C. Baur,Iz  assumes

6 So P. Trummer, Die PuuZuslrudilion  &r Pastorulbriefe  (Frankfurt: Lang, 1g78),
14-g,  who argues the thesis that the (post-Pauline) Pastorals have been con-
sciously constructed on the model of passages in the Pauline letters even though
a literary dependence can be shown only in a few places (241).

7 As it does in I Tim. 4: 8-g and Tit. 3: 3-8a, where a Christian interpretation
of Joel 3: I is involved (otherwise: I Tim. I: 15; 2 Tim. 2: I 1-13).  The ‘faithful
word’ in I Tim. 3: ra may specifically refer only to I Tim. 2: 13-15, but it im-
plicitly includes the preceding application that Paul has given to the Genesis
passage.

s Cf. IQ27 I: 8: ‘Certain (flX> is the word to come to pass and true (fitlN)  the
oracle.’ Also, Rev. 2 I : 5; 22: 6: ‘These are the faithful words and true’.

9 Cf. I Tim. 4: I (‘the Spirit says’) with 4: 6 (‘by the words of the faith’); Tit.
I: g; Rev. 21: 5; 22: 6.

10 Cf. E. E. Ellis, ProphEcr  and  Hermemutic  (Tubingen: Mohr [Siebeck] ; Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, rg78), 12.

11 Cf. E. Evanson,  The Dissonance of the Four generally received Evangelists (Ipswich,
I 792).  He took Luke-Acts to be the earliest and most reliable NT books and dated
others that diverged from them as late as the second and third centuries.

12 In his earlier writings Baur seldom questioned the traditional dating of NT
books. His post-apostolic dating of many of them, e.g. ‘Die sogenannten Pastoral-
briefe’ (1835) appears to coincide with his general reconstruction of early Christian
history along the lines of Hegelian dialectic. Cf. J. Fitzer, Moehler and Buur in
Controversy (Tallahassee: Academy of Religion, x974),  97-8.
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that Christian thought and practice moved forward as a block
in either a straight-line or a dialectical development. While such
an assumption or something very much like it continues to
govern much NT research, it remains undemonstrated and to my
mind oversimplifies a rather complex pattern of relationships.
A more likely scenario is that various circles of prophets and
teachers, often under the leadership of an apostle, developed
their theology and praxis at different rates and in different
directions. Even if, in a given circle, a particular doctrine or
practice was subsequent to another, it is difficult if not impossible
to establish whether it arose after six months, six years, or several
decades. Furthermore, many of these prophetic circles of co-
workers were in contact and gave mutual recognition to one
another’s pneumatic, i.e. prophetic credentials.13 Consequently,
the oracles, expositions, and resulting regulations of one circle
could be taken over and applied by another as circumstances
warranted. Therefore, even if an exposition of Genesis found
in I Cor. 14 : 34-5 and I Tim. 2 : I 1-3 : ~a is judged to be non-
Pauline, it cannot on that basis alone be labelled post-Pauline.
If this is true, the argument that I Cor. 14: 34-5 is a post-
Pauline interpolation rests on mistaken assumptions, and one
must seek another explanation for the variants in the MSS.

Whether I Cor. 14 : 34-5 is congenial with its context and with
Paul’s teaching in I Cor. I I (points I, 2, and 5) depends upon
the exegesis of the verses. To that question we may now turn.

I I

The Spanish reformer, Juan de Valdez, offered a novel and,
for the sixteenth century, remarkable interpretation of I Cor.
14: 34-5.14  This ordinance of the Apostle, he wrote, ‘could be
kept only by married women and, among them, only those who
had Christian husbands [and, among them], only by those who
had Christian husbands so capable and learned (diestros y
entendidos) in the things concerning Christianity that they would

*J Cf. Rom. 16: 3-15; I Cor. 16: 12; Gal. I: 18; 2: 7-g; Tit. 3: 13; 2 Pet. 3: 15-
16; Acts 13: 1-2; E. E. Ellis, ‘Dating the New Testament’, .hfTS 26 (rg8o),  501.

14 J. de Valdez, L a primera eplstula  de San Pablo apdstol  a 10s  Corintios (Venezia:
Philadelpho, 1557), 267-8 = Reformistas  antiguos espaiioles,  Yi’-omos  XI (Madrid,
1856). Eng. tr.: London: Trubner, 1883. For his hermeneutic, cf. J, C. Nieto, Juan
de Valdez  and the Origins of the Spanish and Italian Reformation (Geneva: Droz, IgTo),
185-255.  I am indebted to Professor Metzger for alerting me to the work of Valdez.

n
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be able to teach others. All the other women were excluded
from keeping this regulation and precept’. Of course, Valdez
is not the only commentator to observe that Paul’s instruction
was directed to married women, but his forthright emphasis on
the limited nature of the regulation is unique and opens the way
to a quite different understanding of the Apostle’s command.

A number of considerations suggest that I Cor. 14 : 34-5 is not
a prohibition on the public ministry of women, as has tradition-
ally been supposed, but is an ordering of the ministry of wives
to accord with their obligations to their husbands. First, the
word ~4, which means either ‘woman’ or ‘wife’, requires the
latter meaning in the present context. (I) The phrase ‘their
husbands’ makes clear that it is married women who are in
view. (2) The reference to the law is in all likelihood an al-
lusion to Gen. 3 : 16, which stipulates the wife’s subordination to
her husband. (3) With the explanatory adjective, your wives’,
several Western (OL and Syriac) versions make the meaning
explicit, as they do in other passages.15 Although this reading is
apparently not original, it is a correct interpretation and shows
the way in which the passage, at a very early time, was under-
stood and/or a misunderstanding of it put right.

Second, the principle that one’s ministry is to be consistent
with and qualified by one’s marriage obligations accords with
Paul’s teachings generally. For the husband is (properly) con-
cerned to please his wife, the wife to please her husband ( I Cor.
7 : 33-4). The married couple, moreover, are to be mutually
subject  to one another, and submission is an emphasized charac-
teristic of the wife’s marriage role. 16 Indeed, the wife can be called
‘the subject-to-a-man woman’.17 This principle is applied
specifically to qualify the ministry of wives not only in the sequel
to I Cor. 14 : 34-5, i.e. I Timothy 2, but also in I Corinthians I I :
‘the head of a wife is her husband’ ( I I : 3)’ and in her creation
‘woman was made for man’ (I I : g), that is, to be his wife. The
marriage role, then, is a part of the rationale in regulating the
ministry of women in I Corinthians I I, although it is not as
central there as it is in I Cor. 14 : 34-5.

1s Eph. 5: 25; Col. 3: 18-r g. A qualified meaning is intended also where the
absolute form (3 7~4) occurs (I Cor. 7: 3-4, I O-II, 33; Eph. 5: 22-5; I Tim. 2:

14). Cf. Matt. 18: 25; I Pet. 3: 7.
16 I Cor. 7: 4; II: 3; Eph. 5: 21-4; Col. 3: 1 8 .
17 Rom. 7: 2: vj &ravapos  yvwj.
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Third, I Cor. 14 : 26-40 is concerned to regulate the ministry
of the pneumatics, i.e. those with gifts of inspired speech and
discernment .18 In this context the ‘silence’ imposed on the wives
(14 : 34) is regulative and is no different in kind from that im-
posed on the tongue-speaker (14 : 28) or on the prophet (14 : 30).
Likewise, the ‘speaking’ (14 : 34, AC&%)  almost certainly refers,
as it does throughout the section, to the exercise of pneumatic
gifts. The wives in view are pneumatics and are known to be
such. In I Corinthians I I women legitimately exercise such a
public ministry19 and at least two women, Phoebe and Prisca,
are Paul’s fellow ministers who carry on a ministry of teaching.20
Therefore, the prohibition o,n the wives in I Corinthians 14,
if it is to be consistent with Paul’s recognized teaching and praxis,
must rest on some other grounds than that they are women.
Such other grounds are clearly at hand in the Pauline teaching
on the role of the wife.

I Car.  14 : 34-5 represents the application, in a particular
cultural context, of an order of the present creation concerning
the conduct of a wife vis-&is  her husband. It reflects a situation
in which the husband is participating in the prophetic ministries
of a Christian meeting. In this context the coparticipation of
his wife, which may involve her publicly ‘testing’ (&a~pb~,
14 : 29) her husband’s message, is considered to be a disgraceful
(a&q&v) disregard of him, of accepted proprieties, and of her
own wifely role. 21 For these reasons it is prohibited.

III

If I Cor. 14 : 34-5 is appropriate to its context and consistent
with Paul’s theology, as has been argued above, why has it been

I8 cf. Ellis, pr~@q,  24-T.

19 I Cor. I I : 5. The limitation of I Corinthians I I to non-public prayer sessions
(Schlatter), to an ‘extra-ordinary impulse of the Spirit’ (Godet), or to a reluctant
concession by the Apostle (Lietzmann) does not resolve the conflict, is not present
in the text, and probably should not be inferred. Cf. A. Schlatter, Pa&s der Bate
Jew (Stuttgart: Calwer, 1969  [rgS4]), Sgo; F. Godet, Commentary on First Corin-
thians (Grand Rapids: Kregel, 1977  [r88g]),  545 = 2.117; H. Lietzmann-W. G.
Ktimmel,  An die Korinther  I-II (HNT; Ttibingen:  Mohr [Siebeck], xg4g),  75.

20 Rom. 16: I (SL&OYOS),  3 ( auv~pyds), 7; cf. Acts 18: 26. On the teaching func-
tion implied in the ascriptions given to Phoebe and Prisca cf. Ellis, Prophecy, 6-10.

21 J. N. Sevenster (Paul and Seneca [Leiden: Brill, 19611,  198)  notes this aspect
of the problem: ‘Paul is probably alluding in the first place to a passion for dis-
cussion which could give rise to heated argument between a wife and husband’.
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transposed to follow 14 : 40 in a number of ancient MSS (D F G
88”  it~~d+~f~g vgF Ambrosiaster) 3 Possibly, as it is often assumed,
these scribes or their predecessors did not consider the pericope
to fit after 14: 33 and accordingly transposed it. However, that
hypothesis would not explain the anomaly found in the sixth
century Latin Codex Fuldensis, which places 14 : 34-5 not only
after 14: 40 but also in the margin after 14 : 33.

It may be that Codex Fuldensis offers a clue to the textual
problem of I Cor. 14: 34-5. According to Professor Metzgerzz
it is a leading witness to Jerome’s Vulgate and also contains
hundreds of OL readings. In all likelihood the scribe who wrote
it (or a predecessor) had both readings of I Cor. 14: 34-5 before
him and decided to include (or retain) a deuterograph rather
than to sacrifice either textual tradition. The marginal reading,
then, was present already before the mid-sixth century. How did
it arise ?

Perhaps the marginal location of I Cor. 14 : 34-5 originated
with a careless scribe who, having omitted the verses, corrected
his error in the margin of his MS. However, this would not
explain the rough seams between the passage and its context.
A more likely explanation is that I Cor. 14 : 34-5 was a marginal
note in the autograph of I Corinthians.23 As Otto Roller24
and others have shown, a letter-writer of the first century would
often employ an amanuensis who drafted the letter from short-
hand notes. When the author received the draft from the
amanuensis, he would add a closing greeting and make any
desired additions or corrections. In I Corinthians, Paul em-
ployed an amanuensis (I Cor. 16 : 2 I) and he, or the amanuensis
at his instruction, could have added I Cor. 14: 34-5 in the
margin of the MS before sending it on its way to Corinth.

On this assumption the textual problems of I Cor. 14 : 34-5
are readily resolved. (I) An added marginal note would interrupt
the flow of the letter and would probably make for rough
edges wherever it might be later incorporated. (2) In tran-
scribing the letter, the scribe or scribes behind the majority
textual tradition incorporated the passage after 14: 33 ; those

22 B. M. Metzger, TTu Early Versions of t/z.e Jvew Testament (Oxford: Clarendon,
1977),  20-r.

23 G. Heinrici (Dus erste  Sendschreiben  . . . an die Korinthier  [Berlin, 18801,  459)
suggested that it was Paul’s own marginal note.

24 0. Roller, Das  Formular derpaulinischen  Brzife  (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1933).
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behind the Western ‘displacement’ thought 14 : 40 to be a more
appropriate point to insert it, and a few others copied the letter
and left 14 : 34-5 in its marginal position. However, no MS
lacks the verses and, in the absence of some such evidence, the
modern commentator has no sufficient reason to regard them as
a post-Pauline gloss.

18. ‘Putting on’ or ‘Stripping off’ in
2 Corinthians 5: 3

M A R G A R E T  E .  T H R A L L

1,~ the third edition of the UBSGNT this verse is printed : EL’  YE

KC&~ E)K~UC+YOL  06 yqwol  +dqu~p~Ba.  In their  commentary
the editors say:

It is difficult to decide between &~I.J&~EVOL  and ~K82dp~OL.  On the
one hand, from the standpoint of external attestation the former
reading is to be preferred. On the other hand, internal considerations,
in the opinion of a majority of the Committee, decisively favor the
latter reading, for with &J(TC&VOL  the apostle’s statement is banal
and even tautologous, whereas with ~K&JUC&EVOL  it is characteristically
vivid and paradoxical (‘inasmuch as we, though unclothed, shall
not be found naked’) .I

Professor Metzger, however, disagrees with the majority verdict,
and writes : ‘In view of its superior external support the reading
&&C+EVOL  should be adopted, the reading E’Kh7dp~0L  being
an early alteration to avoid apparent tautology? All the editors
agree, therefore, that the witnesses to &&+E~oL  are more
numerous and more significant than the attestation to ~K~vcT&MVOL,

which receives support from D* d e g m Marcion  Tertullian,
and indirectly from the reading E)K~TC&EVOL  in F G. (Bultmann
adds Ambrosiaster and Chrysostom,”  but the apparatus in
Tischendorf indicates that both these witnesses show themselves
aware also of the existence of the reading Gh~~~p~voc.~)  It is not
entirely clear whether Professor Metzger agreed with the rest

1 Bruce M. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament (London/
New York: United Bible Societies, x97x),  579-80.

2 Ibid., 580.
3 R. Bultmann, Der zweite  Brief an die Korinther (ed. Erich Dinkler; MeyerK;

Giittingen:  Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, rg76), 137.

4 C. Tischendorf, Novum Testamentum Graece  (8th edn.; Leipzig: Giesecke &
Devrient, 1872),  2.588-g. I am indebted to Professor Gordon D. Fee for pointing
out additional support for the reading ~~ihacip~vor  in Ps-Macarius/Symeon
(who quotes the text twice, both times using ~K~U~~C&EYOL)  and in Ambrose and
Cassiodorus.
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of the committee that internal evidence favours E)K~UU&EVOL,  and
disagreed only on the weight to be given to internal evidence
over against external, or whether he also thought less of the
internal evidence. The aim of this discussion is to widen the
investigation in this area, and to ask whether it is really true
that ‘internal considerations . . . decisively favor’ the reading
~K8U(JC&WOL. After a brief survey of commentators’ views we
shall consider the following three questions :

(I) Can a decision be reached on the other variant in the same
verse, and, if so, does the decision between EC YE KU~ and dmp
KczL’ throw any light on whether &&c&~~o~  or ~K&K&&EYOL  is
original ?

(2) Does Pauline usage in respect of compound verbs and also
emphatic KCL~  suggest a preference for the one reading or the
other ?

(3) Is it necessarily true that the reading &&OC&VOL is
‘banal’, or ‘tautologous’ ?

Most commentators on 2 Corinthians favour &&~~~EvoL.J

This may be due largely to the weight of the external support,
but some other reasons are given as well. According to Windisch,
if one chooses the alternative E’K&x&WO~  the point of the
additional prefix &- in the preceding &&%a&~  would be
lost. Moreover, the phrase would be confused. How can someone
who has ‘undressed’ be preserved from ‘nakedness’? The
Western reading will have arisen as a means of avoiding tauto-
logy, since the presupposition is self-evident.6 Schmithals agrees
with Windisch, and argues that the participle of v. 3 obviously
resumes the &&%ua&c~  of v. 2.7

It is Bultmann who is the chief supporter of the reading ~K&J-

eX&EVOC. It is only this reading which gives a clear sense to v. 3 :
the alternative gives a trivial sense. All is plain if we read gK8U-

(TcipJOL  : ‘Wenigstens wenn es gilt (und das ist fur Paulus  selbst-

s See e.g. A. Plummer, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Second Epistle
of Saint  Paul to the Corinthians (ICC; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 19x5),  148; H.
Windisch, Derzweite  Korintherbrief(MeyerK;  Gdttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht,
I 924))  I 62 ; E.-B. Allo, Saint Paul: seconde kpftre aux Corinthiens (Paris: Gabalda, I g37),
124; Jean Hering,  La seconde kpftre  de saint Paul aux Corinthiens (Neuchatel/Paris:
Delachaux & Niestlt, rg58), 47-8; C. K. Barrett, A Commentary on the Second
Epistle to the Corinthian  (BNTC; London: Black, rg73), 149,  153.

6 Der zweite  Korintherbrief, 162.
7 W. Schmithals, Die Gnosis in Corinth  (Gottingen:  Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht,

rg56), 226-7.
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verstandlich),  daR wir nach Ablegung des irdischen Gewandes
nicht nackt dastehen werden’. The simple answer to the question
put by Windisch is : ‘if at the same time one has a new garment
at one’s disposal’.* To this, Baumert objects that there is no
actual mention of another garment.9 Bultmann would seem
to have the better of the argument here, however: the allusion
to the other garment is surely implicit in the context. Windisch’s
first point raises the question of Paul’s use of compound verbs,
which we are to discuss later. His last point, on the origin of the
Western reading, has some weight, since it provides a reason
for the origin of the variant which works one way only, and
would tell in favour of &SUCR+VOL,  as Professor Metzger notes.

Further investigation of the problem requires us, first, to
consider the other variant in the same verse. Most printed
texts have EZ YE KU/, following $4 C K L P. But there is im-
pressive support for the alternative E&TEP  KU;,  read by p46
B D E F G. Baumert notes that the entire passage is lacking in A,
so that, of what he calls the ‘classical’ witnesses, only X provides
support for Er YE Kd 10 Bruce remarks on the impressive early
attestation of E&p  Ktd, 11 and Barrett says that it may well be
correct.12 Hughes comments : ‘The correct reading may well be
&VP  KCd (046 B D G), which would seem to introduce a note of
greater certainty’ .I3 Collange, on the other hand, prefers ELH YE KU&

on the ground that it is impossible to explain how the majority
of MSS come to have this reading if dmp  KCC~  is the original:

En fait, on ne voit g&-e comment cette majoritt aurait  CtC amen6e
g lire  E! YE KU~’  au lieu de &rep Kc& qui est d’un grec  t&s correct et
dont le sens est clair, alors que EZ YE Kui est, avec Gal. 3 : 4, un hapax
de toute la 1ittCrature  grecque.14

8 R. Bultmann, Exegetische Probleme des zweiten  ITorintherbriefes  (Symbolae Biblicae
Upsalienses g ; Uppsala, 1g47),  I I ; see also Der  zweite  Brief, I 37-8.

9 N. Baumert, Ttiglich Sterben und Auferstehen: Der Literalsinn von 2 Kor  4, 12-5, IO

@ANT  34; Munich: Kosel, rg73), rgo.
10 Ibid., 385. Baumert refers here (n. 707) to B. M. Metzger, Z!%e T&t of the

Jvew Testament (Oxford: Clarendon, rg68), 46. He adds that WH give .&rep  as a
possibility in the margin, and that Weiss accepted it into the text.

rr F. F. Bruce, z and 2 Corinthians (NCB; London: Oliphants, rg71),  202.
I2 Second Epistle, 149 n. I.
13 P. E. Hughes, Paul’s Second Epistle to the Corinthians (NICNT; Grand Rapids:

Eerdmans, rg62),  169  n. 32.
14 J.-F. Collange, I?nigmes  de la deuxieme L’pz’tre  de Paul aux Corinthier_*:  Eftude  exe?-

gktique  de 2 Cor 2: ~4-7:  4 (SNTSMS 18; London/New York: Cambridge Univer-
sity, rg72), 216. Other supporters of ELU  ye Cal  are Plummer, Second Epistle, 147-8;
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We shall see that he could be right in arguing that it is easier to
explain the substitution of dmp  KC&~  for an original E; YE Kat

than to explain the reverse process. On the question of whether
EL’ YE KU; is hapax  legomenon,  however, Collange seems somewhat
confused, since he himself apparently quotes an example of it
from Xenophon. The reason for the confusion is that he initially
treats ELH YE Kal as a unit, and may be right about its virtual
non-existence. But he then goes on to argue for the separation
of the Kd from the E? YE and for its attachment to the word
which follows it, and it is in this context that he quotes the
Xenophon example. 15 He does not seem to realize, however,
that this may destroy the force of his earlier argument. It
could well be that in 2 Cor. 5 : 3 and Gal. 3 : 4 we have (as
the undisputed text in Gal. 3 : 4 and as a possible variant
in 2 Cor. 5 : 3) examples of precisely the idiom attested in
Xenophon.

Does Pauline usage elsewhere shed any light on the correct
reading here ? The fact that there is no other example of dmp  Kal
in Paul but that we do have an instance of EZ YE KU~ in Gal. 3 : 4
would tend to favour the adoption of ELV YE Kal in 2 Cor. 5 : 3
as well. On the other hand, if, as Collange maintains, the Kal
is to be taken with the following word rather than as an integral
part of &’ YE Kal considered as a unity, we should need to look
also at the Pauline usage of d’mp  and EL’ YE by themselves.
When this is done, the balance of probability shifts somewhat
towards dmp  Kd. The particle, or particle-combination, d’mp
occurs in Rom. 8: g, 17;  I Cor. 8: 5; 15: 15; 2 Thess .  I : 6 ;
also probably in Rom. 3 : 30 ;16 &’ YE is found in Gal. 3 : 4 ; Col.
I : 23 ; Eph. 3 : 2 ; 4 : 21; perhaps also in Rom. 5 : 6.17 Thus,

Windisch, Der zweite Xorinth&rief,  162 ; Hans Lietzmann, An die Korinthr I-II
(HNT; 4th edn. with supplement by W. G. Ktimmel;  Ttibingen: Mohr [Siebeck],
‘gag),  120; and Allo,  Seconde  &b-e, I 24.

15 XI?nigmes,  216.
16 See C. E. B. Cranfield, ZXe  Epistle to the Romuns  (ICC; Edinburgh: T. & T.

Clark, rg75), I .22 n. 2: ‘The variant &r&rcp  is an easier reading, since it expresses
rather more obviously the sense “seeing that”, which the context requires’.

17 This is more doubtful. Cranfield (Romans, 1.263) comments: ‘The reading
&L yBp seems more likely to be original. It looks as if hb was placed at the begin-
ning of the sentence in order to give it special emphasis, and then repeated after
the genitive absolute to which it belongs for the sake of clarity’. See also C. K.
Barrett, A Commentary on tb Epistle to the Remans  (BNTC; London: Black, rg62),
IO I n. I. According to Barrett, the alternative readings are attempts to avoid the
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we have 5 (possibly 6) instances of E&TEP, and 4 (perhaps 5)
examples of ELM  YE.  Of these examples, one occurrence of l i;r~p
is found in a letter of doubtful Pauline authorship, i.e. 2 Thessa-
lonians, and 3 occurrences of ELH YE are found in doubtful letters,
i.e. Colossians and Ephesians. If we eliminate from consideration
both the variants and the examples found in letters which are
doubtfully Pauline, we are left with four instances of E&P
and only one instance of &’ ye. This might suggest that we should
prefer dmp  Kalin 2 Cor. 5 : 3. This would still be true ifwe accept
the Pauline authorship of the three disputed epistles, since at the
time of writing of 2 Corinthians Paul would seem to have been
more inclined towards d’mp  than towards nil YE.  If Colossians
and Ephesians are Pauline in the strict sense, they must come
from a later date, when Paul’s literary style in general had
changed. In letters either earlier than 2 Corinthians or belonging
to roughly the same period we have five definite instances of
dmp,  and only one definite instance of pi) YE. These arguments
in favour of reading dmp  KUl  in 2 Car. 5 : 3 are not absolutely
conclusive, however. They could be counterbalanced by the
fact that the one definite instance of EL’ YE in a letter contemporary
with (or earlier than) 2 Corinthians is not only followed by
emphatic Kd  (as would be the case in 2 Cor. 5 : 3), but also
occurs in Galatians, which displays a rather close general simi-
larity in vocabulary and phraseology to 2 Corinthians. This
similarity was noted by J. N. Sanders. The following items of
correspondence are especially worthy of remark :

Gal. I : 6 ELIS  &pov &yy&ou
2 Cor. I I : 4 +j &ry&ov  &pov
Gal,  I : g &S 7~pOELp?jKUpf,  Kai  dzprt  m&v ~+CIJ
2 COr. 13 : 2  7~pOdpr]KU  Kd ~pOi&~

G a l .  I : IO &@.&ovs  &Oo 3 T&J 6~6~
2 Cor. 5 : I I cbOp&rovs  ml0op~v,  tkq 64 m$avcp4pe9a

Gal. 2 : 4 &Aa~U~ous
2 Cor. I I : 26 +diaSih#o~s

Gal. 3 : 3 &ap&&vo~  . . . &kl~i&
2 Cor. 8 : 6 rpocv_iptaro  . . . ~IT~TEA&~
Gal. 6 : 15 and 2 Cor. 5 : I 7 Ku&v< K&s

repeated &L. See, however, Margaret E. Thrall, Greek Particles in the Jvew  Testament
(NTTS 3 ; Leiden: Brill, rg62),  88-90, for an attempt to argue in favour of EL*  YE.
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The phrase KCUV~  KThS,  the term &&&~~os, and the use of the
adjective +OP  with the noun &tyy&ov  occur nowhere else in
Paul.18 Perhaps ELU  YE  KU~ in Gal. 3 : 4 and 2 Cor. 5 : 3 should be
added to the list? At all events, the argument from Pauline
usage seems at least to be evenly balanced : it would not preclude
the acceptance of the reading &! YE  KU~’  in 2 Car. 5 : 3, if other
considerations seemed to support it.

The decision would seem to turn, then, on the question of
which reading could the more easily have given rise to the other.
A collocation of particles which was in general less frequent and
familiar might have been replaced by a more familiar grouping,
by scribal accident or design. Alternatively, the one or the other
might have created difficulties of interpretation, and so have been
changed to provide an easier reading. We shall explore these
two possibilities in turn.

Consultation of Denniston’s work on Greek particles in the
classical period gives the impression that in classical Greek the
combination dmp  Kui was fairly frequent, and that the colloca-
tion EL*  YE  Kui hardly occurred at all. Denniston lists examples of
dmp  Kui under the heading of the use of ml in conditional
clauses, and comments : ‘By the process of inversion which we
noted in the case of relative clauses, Kai in the protasis sometimes
logically refers to the apodosis’ .IQ The usage is frequent in Plato.
See, for example, G-at. 385~ :
“ECTTW  dlpa hopa ~&OS Kal C&,&S X&v, l Z?r~p  Kal  hdyov;

Then it is possible to utter either a false or a true name, since one may
utter speech that is either true or false? (LCL)

Also Tht. 155C :
Kal a*hXa  84 pvpia  &A pvpiobs O&JJS ZXEL,  ~Zmp  KU;  ruiha  7rapa&&$_Ah.

And there are countless myriads of such contradictions, if we are to
accept these that I have mentioned. (LCL)
However, when we turn our attention to ELU YE Kui we find that
Denniston gives one example only, from Hippocrates, De Int.
A$ect.  50 :
clra &$pxmac p&rq~&Vr)  KaX& & xpdvy,  ;iv YE Kal  prj Karapx&  tr)tl+j.20

18 J. N. Sanders, ‘Peter and Paul in the Acts’, .NTS 2 (Ig55-6), 133-43; the
items listed here are found on p. 140.

19 J. D. Denniston, T/U  Greek Particles (2nd edn. ; Oxford: Clarendon, 1g54),
304-5; the comment quoted is on p. 304; on p. 305 further references to this idiom
may be found. 20 Ibid., 142.
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Then, rightly treated, it (i.e. the disease) passes off in time, if, that is,
(or, even if) it is not cured at the beginning.

If this pattern of usage continued in the Hellenistic period, one
would deduce that, since EZ YE ml was an unfamiliar grouping of
particles and dmp  ml a familiar one, the former was the original
in 2 Cor. 5 : 3 and was altered to the latter. This appears to be
Collange’s initial argument. The matter is not quite so simple,
however. Collange himself, as we have seen, quotes an> example
of ELV ye Kui in Xenophon :21

ACye~s,  &$q d l%ahcov, mtp&&s  TpBypa, EZ yE Kal  &v ro~ozhv

&&MA3a~  &&JCL  (Mem.  3.6. I 3)
What an overwhelming task, if one has got to include such things as
that in one’s duties! (LCL)

This example is quoted by other commentators.22 There is a
similar instance in Mem. 3.4.5 :

06KOi?V,  &jTj 0’ &KPdT7jS,  &iV YE KU; E)V  70;s  lTO+UKO;S  TO& KpaTiCTTOVS,

;a?rEp & TOiS XOpLKO;S, E’&vpioKy)  TE Kat  rpoabp+aL,  EtKdTWS  & KU;

ro?hov  VCKTj+pOS  Q iq.

And therefore, said Socrates, if he finds out and prefers the best men
in warfare as in choir training it is likely that he will be victorious
in that too. (LCL)

From the Hellenistic’period we can quote Epictetus:

(For men start with these principles upon which they are agreed,
but then, because they make an unsuitable application of them, get
into disputes.) & ei ye Kal ~oiho &L wp& EI&voCs  EIKEIKTVT~,  ri E)KL;)-

Avw c&oGs E&al r&iovs;  (Dss. 2. I I .g).

since if, in addition to having the principles themselves, they really
possessed also the faculty of making suitable application of the same,
what could keep them from being perfect? (LCL)

It is perhaps interesting to note that although &mp occurs with
some frequency in Epictetus, there is no instance of chop Kai

in the Dticourses--which  is precisely the situation we meet in the
Pauline epistles. At all events, it is possible that EZ YE Kui was
beginning to come into use by the time of Xenophon, and was
current, if not frequent, in the Koine. The reason, presumably,

21 See n. 15 above.
22 See Plummer, Second Ekistle,  147; also Allo,  Seconde  kpi’tre,  125.
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why Denniston does not give the examples from Xenophon is that
the particle KU~, strictly speaking, goes with the following word
rather than forming a unity with the preceding (Ly YE, so that
ELV YE KU~ cannot, in these instances, function as an integrated and
distinguishable collocation of particles. On the other hand,
one might argue that the same is true of the Kui in the two ex-
amples of &ep Kai quoted from Plato: in both instances it
makes perfectly good sense to regard the Kui as giving emphasis
to the following word. And indeed Denniston himself, with his
slightly different suggestion that the Kui logically belongs to the
apodosis, implies that it is detachable from the &EP.  It is not
always easy to draw a very firm distinction between a collocation
of particles considered as a unity and the same group regarded
as functioning separately in respect of its various parts. Be
that as it may, what, if anything, does the occasional use of
ELV YE Kui in Xenophon and Epictetus tell us about the likelihood
of its original use in 2 Cor. 5 : 3 ? Does it alter the provisional
conclusion above that E? YE Kui was more likely to have under-
gone alteration to &~p  Kui than to be itself the result of scribal
alteration? Not necessarily. It remains true that &~p Kui

was much the more classical idiom of the two. (Whatever
Denniston’s principles of classification, had EL’ YE,  immediately
followed by Kai, been of frequent occurrence during the classical
period, he could scarcely have failed to give it more attention
than he does. The mere repetition of the pattern would have
served to establish it as a unity, and so worthy of detailed treat-
ment.) In that case, atticizing scribes might very well have altered
Paul’s original ELY YE Kui to EL+ ml. They would not have made
the reverse alteration. Moreover, since E? YE ml could scarcely
be said to be of very common occurrence even in the Koine,
it remains unlikely that any scribe would consciously substitute
it for ~&rep ml.

Style apart, it seems probable that EL’ YE KU/ would be more
open to misunderstanding than l i;rep KU~,  and so more likely to be
altered. Denniston makes an interesting comment on his example
of <V YE Kd  in Hippocrates : ‘this combination of EL’ YE,  “i& that
is”, with E; KU/,  “even if “, is easily intelligible, though, strictly
speaking, illogical: YE KCZ~  om. EffK@‘.23  The fact that YE  KU/ is

omitted in some MSS, however, suggests that this combination of
aa Greek Particles, 142.
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particles was not so readily intelligible, and that the illogicality
was what came more immediately to mind. It is possible, then,
that in 2 Cor. 5 : 3 an original EL’ YE Kai was similarly felt to be
illogical, and was altered. It would also be possible to understand
an original EL* YE Kui as expressing real doubt : ‘at least if. . . we
shall not be found naked (though I fear that we may)?  This
would contradict the assertion of confidence in v. I. In fact, &’ YE
can also be used to mean ‘since’, in phrases which express cer-
tainty rather than doubt.25 Nevertheless, it is more open to mis-
understanding than the more confident l Znep.26 Hence, in the
present context, it could have been altered to the latter.

We may therefore conclude that EL’YE  KU/ is more likely to be the
original reading at the beginning of 2 Cor. 5 : 3, and can ask the
further question whether this conclusion would help us to make
a decision between &&&~EVOL and ~K~U&LLLEVOL.  I suggest that
the same misunderstanding of EL’ YE KUt which may in some
texts have produced the alteration to EL&~ Kai could also have
produced, in other texts, the alteration of &J+_WOL  to ;K-

&.Knip~o~  For if EZ YE Kui were understood as expressing serious
doubt, the reading &&ooE~~vo~  would produce a logical absurdity :
‘at least if, having put on the heavenly dwelling like a garment,
we shall not be found naked (though I fear that we may)‘. The
reading E)K&dpEvOC  would not remove a possible discrepancy
between an expression of doubt in v. 3 and the confidence of v. I,

but it would at any rate get rid of the illogicality felt to be
inherent in v. 3 itself. We could then paraphrase v. 3 : ‘at least if,
having discarded the earthly body, we shall not be found naked
(though I fear that we may)‘. Thus the acceptance of the reading
EL’ YE Kui would support the originality of &%J+.woL.

Another way of approaching the textual problem is to in-
vestigate Paul’s use of compound verbs. In 2 Cor. 5 : 2-3, if
we read &&~c+~oL,  we seem to have an example of a compound
verb followed by the related simple verb :

76 OtKr)TrjptOV 7jc_L& 76 &f O;paVOv^  &&%UaCdac. &WTO~OhES, El YE KU;
&Svad~~vo~ 06 yvj.wol  ~tjpd?rjc+Ba.

24 See Thrall, Particles, 85-7.
25 See R. Kiihner-B. Gerth, Ausfiihrliche  Grammatik der griechischen S’rache

(Hannover/Leipzig, Igo4), 2. I 78: ‘EL’  YE  wird von den Attikern mit einer gewissen
Urbanitst  such von unzweifelhaften Aussagen gebraucht, wo such &x&j,
quoniam, stehen konnte’. See also Thrall, Particles, 87-g’.

26 Thrall, Particles, 86-7.
9555 C80 I
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Is this a common Pauline pattern of speech ? If it is, then, con-
versely, we should have some warrant for regarding the reading
&&+VOC  as original.

Moulton, reading &&UC&E~OL, regards these verses as an
example of ‘the survival in NT Greek of a classical idiom by
which the preposition in a compound is omitted, without
weakening the sense, when the verb is repeated’.27 The other
Pauline examples he quotes are :

Rom. 15: 4 &CZ  ydp ~po~ypd.$~~ts  +jl&puv SLGaauuAiuv  2yp+q.

1 &I-. 10 : 9 p$h  E)K~TEL~c&~EV  T&J XptcdV,  KU&.&  7LVES U?.&V &T&

puouv.2~

Phil .  1 : 24-5 76 Sh &~L&‘ECV  b rfj auplcl  cbUyKULd7~p0V  SL' I$&. Kul

TOi mroLe& o&t 8TL /.LEVd.  . . .

If we widen the investigation to include examples where we
find a compound verb followed by its simple verb but perhaps
with some slight difference in meaning, there are more Pauline
instances to be detected. We can add the following:

R o m .  2 : g-10 &rl V&TUV  $hx7jv  &dpcho~ 706 KUT~pyU~OjdVOv rd

KUKdV,  . . . ?TUVT~ T@  2pyu(o/dvct’  76 c$ddv.
Rom. 12: 3 pj timp+pov&v mp 0" SE? #~OVE~V.

Rom. 13: I lZ%t  t,hpj  E’fovaiu~s +EXO&ULS 6noTuo&ew . . . al

82 0ih~ 37~6 ecoi3 TETU~$VUL &iv.

I Cor. 4: 4-5 d 62 &uKpivwv  jx K6p~ds &rrv. C&TE jmj npd KUL~O~^  r~

Kp&TE.

1 COr. II : 31 Et 62 &VTO6S 8LEKpiVOpEV,  06K & E'K~LVC&~U.

2 Cor. g: 10 0’ 6) &~xopqy& 077~pp~~a rq U~TEI~OVTL  . . . XO~~~~~+CTEL  KU;
nA+wEi r&J mdpov  zjcLc;)v.

,Col. 2 : 12 2~ ~$5 d avw)yipeqrE 6~& +S durws ~($7  E’vcpydus  706 19~05

TOi7 2ydpavros  ulhdv  itc VEKpi;)V.

It looks as though we have here an established Pauline pattern
of speech, into which the reading &&~C&WOL  in 2 Cor. 5 : 3
would readily fit. On the other hand, the pattern in 2 Cor. 5 :
2-3 is not, perhaps, quite so simple. Strictly speaking, what we
find here is not a compound verb followed by the corresponding
simple verb, but a double compound followed by a single com-

17  James Hope Moulton, A Grammar of Jvew Testament Greek (3rd edn.; E&n-
burgh: T. & T. Clark, rgo8),  I. I 15.

28  Some witnesses (p4” K C D* G) read here &~clpaaav.  The first edition of the
UBSGNT text has this reading, but in the third edition the editors have opted for
hrdpauav,  with B A.
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pound. And this would be true whether we read &&~c&EvoL  or
E)K~~~&Joc  in v, 3, since both &&O~UL and E'K%Oj_mL are single
compounds of %O~UL,  and &W%O~CZL  is a double compound of
the same verb.29 Parallels elsewhere in Paul to this variation of the
basic pattern are much less frequent. There appear to be two :

Rom. 8: 26-7 CL% ~376 76 ~W+U &X~EV~V~X&VEL  . . . &L K&L ec:dv

brvyx&eL  3&p ctyiov.

cd. 3: g-10  &Kb&EVOL 7dV dULdV &epwTOV. . ., d &.&+EVOL

rdv dov. . . .

Of these two examples, it is clear that the second is closer to
2 Cor. 5 : 2-3, since we have a double and a single compound
of the same verb S&O~UL. And more exact comparison might
suggest that the appropriate reading in 2 Cor. 5 : 3 is E)K8U&pEVOL

rather than &&~c&EvoL. This can be seen by setting out the
two passages in parallel columns :

2 Car. 5: 2-3 Cal.  3 : g-IO

76 otq7rjpLov  ?j/w3v

76 2‘ ol!puvov^

~7r~v86uuaeuL ChEKhd~EVOL TCb

~~LToeoihES,  d YE Tu~uLdv  a”vepwrrov  . . . ,
KU; E’K 6 V U d ,Lh E V 0 L /%‘8VUC+‘OL ml fbGhn+EvoL

o3 yvpvo~  E6pEequdpEeu. r&J v~ov.  , . .

With the reading ~K&~~EVOL  in 2 Car. 5 : 3 we get an identical
pattern: in both cases we have a double compound of S&O~U~,

followed by a single compound which is not itself included in the
double compound. (By contrast, in Rom. 8 : 26-7 the double com-
pound does include the following simple compound.) Perhaps
not too much should be made of this. Paul was obviously fond of
this sort of word-play with simple and compound verbs, and may
have produced the variation on G~O~UL  which we should get if we
read &&J&~EVOL  in 2 Cor. 5 : 3, as well,as the one which occurs in
Col. 3 : g-10. Nevertheless, the latter passage might count as one
item of evidence in favour of the reading ~K&J&LEVOL.

A further aspect of Paul’s usage which might be relevant to the
present investigation is the way in which he employs emphatic
KcL~.~~ There are at least two examples where it is used in the

29  The active &&w occurs in Mark I: 32 and Luke 4: 40. The middle G$opal  is
classical, but does not occur in the NT.

Jo On the use of emphatic KU~ in a conditional protasis, see Thrall, Particles,

79-80,  go.
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protasis of a conditional sentence to emphasize a repetition of
some word in the preceding phrase :

I Cor. 4: 7 71 62 +s 0" 06~ &la@s; et 61 Kal ZAajlcs, 71 Kay@iaab  05s
j_t$ ha@h;

1 Cor. 7: IO-11 yvvaCKa c&d &dp& prj X~pd+ab-Civ 82 Kat xw-
pLaei, . . .

Baumert cites Phil. 4 : IO as a further example of an emphatic
Kal which picks up a word from the preceding phrase.31 It is
very likely that the Kd in 2 Cor. 5 : 3 has emphatic force. In all
probability it is to be detached from the EZ YE, in view of the lack
of evidence for the collocation EZ YE Cal considered as a unity,32
and, if it is so detached, the alternative meanings ‘also’ and
‘even’ hardly give an acceptable sense. If, then, the Kd is
emphatic, it is at least possible that the word it emphasizes is a
word picked up from the preceding phrase. If so, then the reading
&&+V0L, as a virtual repetition of 27&%aao&~, is more
probable as the original reading. Some of this reasoning, how-
ever, would be disallowed by Baumert, who agrees that the
KU; has emphatic force, but wishes to regard it as emphasizing
the clause as a whole rather than the immediately following
participle.33 If he is right, then we could not argue from the use
of emphatic Kd to the correctness of the reading &&ac&~vo~.
He points out that in the other examples where Kd emphasizes
a repeated word this word is not a participle : Kd with a participle
should have a concessive force. In any case, to take Kd as
emphasizing the participle here would not make good sense,
since it would give too much importance to something that is
self-evident. This last point will be dealt with in the final section
of the present discussion. How valid is the rest of Baumert’s
argument? In reply to it, two points could be made. First,
Paul shows a noticeable inclination towards the use of participles
in general in this section of 2 Corinthians, and this could have
led him to use a participle following emphatic Kd even though
this was not a linguistic habit with him. Secondly, he nowhere

31 Ttiglich  Sterben, 383.
3* Professor Fee points out the interesting fact that in the quotations in Ps-

Macarius/Symeon (serm. 48.5.9 [Typ. I] GCS, 102.19; serm.  48.6.5 [Typ. I] GCS,
102.1 I) the phrase is in both cases broken by the insertion of && between ELV  ye
and Kai.

33 Tiglich  Sterben, 384.
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uses KU~ with a participle to express concession.34 In that case,
he might very well use it with some different force. It remains
possible, therefore, that the KU~ in 2 Cor. 5 : 3 does emphasize
the word which immediately follows, and does, therefore, give
some support to the reading ~~&&~EvoL.  It appears, then, that
both readings are supported by some aspect of Pauline usage,
the reading ~K&J(J&.MVOL  by the parallel pattern of compound
verbs in Col. 3 : g-10 and the alternative 2vGv~d~~vo~  by the
way Paul uses emphatic KC&

Lastly, we have to ask whether the reading &&&~EVOL  is
necessarily to be regarded as ‘banal’ or ‘tautologous’.  Is it
really an expression of so self-evident an idea that Paul could
not have been so unintelligent as to utter it? An affirmative
answer to this question is by no means as obvious as it may
appear at first sight. It is not always easy to draw the line between
tautology and repetition for the sake of emphasis, and in any
case some of the other verses in 2 Cor. 5 : I-IO are rather awk-
wardly repetitive ; it would not be out of character if repetition
from v. 2 of the idea of being clothed occurred in v. 3, and gave
rise there to the appearance of tautology.

What needs to be shown is why Paul should want to stress this
theme, and it is not difficult to find the answer. He might well
have wanted to emphasize the somatic nature of the future life.
He begins with the image of the heavenly dwelling, but then,
perhaps, finds it too ambiguous, and changes to the metaphor of
the garment. The Christian’s future heavenly dwelling is some-
thing he puts on, i.e. a new body which clothes him individually :
he will not exist in this heavenly residence as a disembodied
spirit. And to make this perfectly clear, Paul then adds that
when he is possessed of the heavenly dwelling he will not be
discovered to be stripped of bodily covering : ‘longing to put on
( ? in addition) our dwelling from heaven, since, having put it on,
we shall not be found naked’. All this raises a number of further
questions, however. Why should Paul wish to emphasize the
somatic nature of the future life at this point in the epistle ?
It might be regarded as part of an anti-gnostic polemic, but,

34  See Nigel Turner-J. H. Moulton, A Grammar of New Testament Greek. Vol.
III S’ntax  (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, rg63), 157. Turner gives four examples
only of concessive participles in Paul. In three of these, it is simply the participle
by itself, within its context, which expresses the idea of concession (I Cor. g:
19; 2 Cor. IO: 3; Philem.  8). In the fourth, it is preceded by KairEp  (Phil. 3: 4).
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on the other hand, most recent commentators agree that 2

Corinthians is not primarily concerned with opposition of a
gnostic character. 35 Furthermore, if this k the point of emphasis,
and if the image of the dwelling is inadequate to express it,
why does Paul begin with this image of a change of residence in
the first place ? And in any case, why is he moved to discuss the
nature of the future life in the midst of a defence  of the apostolic
ministry ? These questions cannot be adequately answered here,
in view of the immense complexity of the exegetical problems
raised by the passage as a whole. I wish merely to sketch out a
tentative theory, which would link 2 Cor. 5 : I-IO more closely
to Paul’s apostolic apologia, and which would also explain why
he might wish to stress the somatic nature of the future existence.

Bultmann notices that there is a short passage in Philo which
contains some parallels to Paul’s language in the verses we are
considering. 36 It refers to Moses’ preparations for his own
death. This passage may be more illuminating than Bultmann
himself indicates. It runs as follows :

+[a70 pma/3CEXAw 2~ evr)+ &.bj~ & &kiva70v #XOV K&C 705 Kar'

&+OV Uuvy)oe~v~To  T+S T&J 2f CTV mwcKiKpaT0  6baL$1;&ws, 700 $V

ac;/Jaros BuTp~ov %K?j'V ?TEpL+IK&Os mptacpov$vov, 7-i+ 6h *vxijs

&OYV~VOV&~~S Kal T+ KaT& +th~ heah ~oeo~ar)s f.h~Tavc&

CTTCLOLV. En?' &OLpCtUC$LEVOS  Td 7&S g(O8OV 06 ITP~TEPOV &TEhTO T7jV

ChOLK&ZV 9 T&S TOi? ZeVOVS f$d&s &&US 46p;S &UppOdObS [iplep+

&.&Ka]  yEp6pUc  6Ld T$S T& yh)tapxc& KUTUK)c7jUcuS. (De fi??. 76-7)

He began to pass over from mortal existence to life immortal and
gradually became conscious of the disuniting of the elements of which
he was composed. The body, the shell-like growth which encased
him, was being stripped away and the soul laid bare and yearning for
its natural removal hence. Then after accomplishing the preparations
for his departure he did not set out for his new home until he had
honoured all the tribes of his nation with the concent  of his benedic-
tions, mentioning the founders of the tribes by name, &CL)
There are several similarities between this section in Philo and
Paul’s words in 2 Cor. 5 : I-IO :37

(I) The subject of discussion is the moment of death.
35 See Barrett, Second Ep&le,  29. 36 Exegetische Probleme,  5.
37 For the sake of the present argument, I take for granted several debatable

points: that Paul is talking about the future Christian existence beyond death;
that in v. 8 the phrase &cGr],uSjaaL  &c  700 a&aros  refers to ‘departure’ from the
present physical body; and that yq&s in v. 3 means the absence of a body.
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(2) The adjective &VT&  is applied to the present existence.
(3) The future state is something longed for (&ln080i?VTES,

(4) Transition out of this present life is described as a change of
residence.

’(5) Paul speaks of th e possibility of being y~,wo's, Philo of the
soul as &O~V~VOV$V+  The difference, of course, lies in the im-
plicit attitude towards being stripped of the body. In Philo this is
the natural and acceptable thing, whereas for Paul the process
is unwelcome.

These parallels, and this difference, may throw some light on
Paul’s intention in 2 Cor. 5 : I-IO, and upon its connection with
its context. Philo is talking about Moses, and Paul is talking,
primarily, about himself as an apostle. This reminds us of ch. 3,
where we have an explicit comparison and contrast between the
Christian apostles and the ministry of Moses. Paul is there argu-
ing that the glory of the Christian ministry is infinitely greater
than that of Moses. One reason for his making this claim may
have been that in Corinth he was himself being compared with
the glorious figure of Moses in Jewish tradition, and compared
to his disadvantage. Paul claimed to be the bearer of a divine
message, and to have been given a divine revelation, like Moses.
But Moses’ reception of divine revelation had caused a visible
transfiguration of his personal appearance. This was not true
of Paul. Was he really a divine messenger? He has to insist that
he, with all other apostles (and, indeed, all other Christians),
is being transformed continually into a state of glory, although
it is a concealed glory, as he goes on to explain in ch. 4.38
There may be a further implicit comparison with Moses in this
next chapter. According to Num. 12 : 8 (LXX) Moses saw God’s
glory: T+ %&ZV mplou E&V, and Philo says that in the vision
of the burning bush he saw an ‘image of Being’ : &K&V Toi?
&os.39 In 2 Cor. 4 : 4, 6 Christ is the dK& 706 &o& and Paul

38  See Margaret E. Thrall,  ‘Christ Crucified or Second Adam? A christological
debate between Paul and the Corinthians’, Chrtit  and Spirit in the New fistument
(ed. Barnabas Lindars and Stephen S. Smalley; London/New York: Cambridge
University, Ig73),  143-56; see especially pp. x47-52,

39 Et. Mos. 1.66. See also D. L. Balch, ‘Backgrounds of I Cor. vii: Sayings of the
Lord in Q; Moses as an Ascetic B&OS &rj~  in II Cor. iii’, NTS 18 (197  1---l), 35 x-64;
see especially pp. 363-4. I am indebted to this article for stimulating my thinking
on 2 Corinthians 3-4, although my own argument follows a somewhat different
line.
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says that God shone in his heart +s $WT~L~Y  ~5s yv&~ws
T@ S&+  706 6~06 &J ~~~o&R+I Xp~a~ov^.  It is possible, therefore,
that the figure of Moses may still be in Paul’s mind at the
beginning of ch. 5. He has been considering the physical hard-
ships and suffering by which he is gradually being destroyed,
and at 5 : I he envisages the possibility that this process may
actually bring about his death. Is it not possible that at this point
he might recollect the very different traditions about the death
of Moses which were current in Judaism ? According to Deut.
34: 7, ‘Moses was a hundred and twenty years old when he
died ; his sight was not dimmed nor had his vigour failed’.
Most Jewish sources imply that the glory bestowed on him on
Sinai was permanent, lasting until his death.40 And Philo
represents his death as a dignified process in which the soul is
gradually freed from the body, in preparation for a natural
transition to a new residence. To the outward eye, and especially
to the outward eye of the Corinthians, the death of Paul, should
it appear imminent, would hardly look like this. His obvious
lack of outward glory would suggest that death, in this case,
would simply complete the humiliating process of physical
decay and destruction. If he was aware that disparaging com-
parisons with Moses were being made, he might want to show
that he also was confident of future transition to a new and
superior dwelling, the eternal dwelling in heaven. He might at
the same time become conscious that the sort of Moses-traditions
current in the world of Hellenistic Judaism and reflected in
Philo might turn out to be misleading to the Corinthians in
another way. Philo describes Moses’ death as a stripping bare of
the soul, and this would appeal to the gnostically-minded in
Corinth. Paul would, therefore, feel it necessary to insist that his
new dwelling is at the same time a form of garment. It is some-
thing that does not leave the soul stripped bare: this would be
something that he would not wish to have to undergo. The new
dwelling is also a new form of somatic existence. He might
stress this point, somewhat repetitively, by insisting that having
put on the dwelling from heaven Christians will not be discovered
to be naked.

If this sketch of the possible background to 2 Cor. 5 : I-IO is

40 See M. McNamara,  The New Testament and the Palestinian Targum to the
Pentateuch (AnBib  27; Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1g66),  174-5.
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plausible, then it would account for the apparent tautology of
&SIJ&L~YOL  in v. 3. Conversely, if the tautologous form of
expression can be accounted for, it is not a hindrance to the
acceptance of &J~C+EVOL  as the original reading here.

In summary, we can say that there is some evidence in favour
of the reading &&(T&EYOL  in 2 Cor. 5 : 3 in addition to its ex-
ternal support. We have argued that pi) YE  KUl is the preferable
reading at the beginning of the verse, and that acceptance of
ELU YE Kd in turn supports the originality of &&&EvoL.  Further-
more, the KUL’  in this expression probably has emphatic force,
and Pauline usage would suggest that the following word may
therefore be a virtual repetition of something in the previous
phrase: in this case, the &&.&a8u~  would be taken up by
a following &mip~~L. We have also attempted to show that
there could be good reason for the apparently tautologous form
of words produced by taking &&~a~+voL  as original. Over
against these arguments we should have to set a parallel in
Col. 3 : g-10 which would count in favour of ~K&Jc&~wOL.

This does not seem sufficient, however, to counterbalance the
evidence for &J&~EVOL, and &&.&~EvoL  should therefore be
accepted as the original reading.



19. Jude 22-3: Two-division form
or Three?

S A K A E  K U B O

T H E form of the text of Jude 22-3 has been a controversial one :
scholarship is divided over the two-division or three-division
form. The publication of p 72,1 the earliest extant text of Jude,
led to a re-examination of the form of this passage. Although
J. N. Birdsall, C. D. 0 bs urn, and 12 accepted the reading of
~72  with its two divisions as original, no other scholars apparently
have been persuaded. Since I have now changed my view on this
variant, it seemed appropriate to honour Professor Metzger
by offering a new examination of the data.

The purpose of this paper is to point out the weaknesses in the
arguments, especially the most recent ones, which have been
used to support the two-division form and to attempt to show
that the three-division form as read by N is original. After a
presentation of the textual evidence, we shall examine in turn :
(I) the possibilities of transcriptional error; (2) the arguments
for and against the two-division form ; and (3) the likelihood of
the triple-division text as the original.

I

The evidence for Jude 22-3 may be outlined as follows:

A. The Two-Division Text

1 P#yrus  I?& V’I-IX (ed. Michel  Testuz; Geneva: Bibliotheca Bodmeriana,
1959).

2 J. N. Birdsall,  ‘The Text of Jude in P’~‘, J’rs  14 (1g63), 396-g; Carroll D.
Osbum, ‘The Text of Jude 22-23’,  ,QVFV 63 (Ig72),  139-44; Sakae Kubo, p7a
Md codsx ViJicanus  (SD 27; Salt Lake City: University of Utah, rg65), 8g-g2.

P
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2. With the main verbs U&&E  and &E~TE  (Z&&E)  :
(a)  With one &&e  (&keTE)  :

quosdam autem saluate de igne rapientes, quibusdam uero
miseremini in timore  Clement (Adumb.  Jud.)  ; Moffatt

(b)  With two hE’ E~TE (&&Te), the first in subordinate relation to
U&TE :

KCLi  04s /dV &idTE  8LaKpLVO$‘OVS Ud&TC dK ?rVp& ti/d~OVTCS,

09s 82 <h&TE b @&I B; Nestle Kilpatrick Tasker von Soden
Weiss WH ; Goodspeed .AG?ZB

3. With the main verbs &E~TE  (&ETE)  and U&TE:

(a) With S~aKpwc@vot  :
KCLi  08s j..&dV  &k&T7E  8LCLKfJLV&3’OL,  0;s 8; &’ +#?$) Cd&T6  <K PV&

dlJMTCi[OVTQS K L P (049 acj&Tac)  056 (0142 &fma~)  330 45 I (630
& +$+I after c$~~~OVTES)  I 877 2 I 2 7 (2495  & qh@y  after dtprr&-
[OVTES)  &,z (Let ;K TOi? mpds) Ps-Oecumeniustxt  Theophylacttxt’;
TR ; KjV Phillips

(b) With &aKpcvo$vq  :
Kd O& j&V &EiiE 8LCLKpLVO/dV$J,  0v”S 63 Ud&TE E)K WV& Cifd~OVTES

& $bd&J 1505
(c) With S~aKpwo~lvovs  :

KCLi  0v”S /.L&’  i&TE 8LCLKpLVO/.dVOVS,  08s 82 U’Cj&TE  ZK 7TVphS  dlp?rCi-

fjOVTES  &’ +&kjJ cz Syh

4. With main verbs E)X&ETE  and U&&TE  :

(a) With SLaKpw@vo~  :
KCL:  0v”S J.&V &+ETE  [ s i c ]  8LCLKPLVd/.LEVOL,  0v”S 8h & $d&J U;&TE E)K

‘ITV& C+d~OVTES  2492

(b) With &aKpwo~&ovs  :
Kai 0v”S /LhV ;+xETE  8LCLKpLVO/dVOVS,  0v”S 62 U&TE ZK 7TVpiS  &/M&

COVTES &’ +d&J c*

5, Conjecture : Schrage :

B. The Three-Division Text
I. With main verbs &$TE, U&&TE,  and &GTE  :

Kd 0v”S /Lb’ &C%TE 8LCLKpLVO&‘OVS,  0v”S 62 U&TE  ZK 7WfdS  Cifd~OVTES,

08s 62 &&TE  iv C$C&J  NC (K* C+r&TE)  Y? ; K i lpa t r i ck  Souter ;
ASV  Barclay LB NIV TEV Weymouth

2. With main verbs E’&yETE,  Uh&TE,  and E)hE&TE (&E~TE)  :

(a) With Starcpwop&ovs :
Kd OdS /L&J &i&ETE  8LCLKpLVO~&OVS,  O& 6; U;&TE E)K ~V/.dS  ~i/d-
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(IOVTES,  09s 82 &ki?iTE  b +/+I ( A  hi EECTE) 33 81 (181 &+TE)  326
(436 1241 &&TE) 1739 1881 itar~c*dem~div~p  (pc adds OEOVI  after
+&J) vg copbo arm Ephraem ; Bover Merk Tischendorf Tregelles ;
3B (?) Knox NAB RSV

(b) With Swcpwdpwo~  :
KCd 07?S /L.aV  &i+XETE  ~LaKPLl’d/MVOL,  O??S 6; E)V #d&J U;[ETE  E)K 7TVfdS

Ci~7Xi~OVTES,  08s 8; &E;T’E  b @&J &oi?  629

3. With main verbs &i%TE  (&EET7E),  U&$TE,  and %yXETE  :

(a) With SLaKpwot.&ovs  :
KCL:  05s $v ih&TE  8LaKpLVO/dVOVS,  0;s 82 & ‘#d&J  UC&TC  ;K ~VpdS

Ci,PITCi~OVTES,  O& 62 +XETE  & $$h$J 8 8
(b) With S~aKpwc$wo~  :

KCLi  O& /.dl’  :hdTC 8LaKPLVd/LWOL,  08s 8h CT&TE  E)K  7TVp&  Cip’TTCi-

{OVTES,  08s 62 &+XETE  & #?y 104 (945  E)v +d& before UC6[ETE)

(24  12 &ikYETE)

With main verbs &i&ETE,  UC&-E,  and E)%yXETTE :

KCd oik j&V +XETE  8LCLKflLVO/k’OVS,  0i;S 62 E)V +&J Uf&TE  E)K

WVpbS  C&d~OVTES, O& 62 E)AkyXETE  E)V  +dpy  PS-OeCUmeniUScomm

Theophylactcomm
C o n j e c t u r e s  :

(a)  Windisch and Schneider:
Kd 0i)S ,!L& &i+XETE  8LCLKpLVO/.dVOVS,  0v”S 8E U&T6  E)K 7TVp&  C&d-

COVTES, 0i;S 61 ~K~C&TE/&iUaTE  b +$$J

(b) Bieder :
Kd 0v”S /Lb +XETE  8LCCKpLVO/L&OVS,  06.9 62 Uc;&TE  $K ~VpCiS C$TCi-

COVTES, O& 62 &?TE  & +d&J

(c) Wohlenberg :
KC&i  O??S /Lb ihE&TE  SLCLKpLVO$VOVS,  08s 82 U&TE 2K 7TVfdS  C&i-

COVTES, 0v”S 82 &k-hCtTE  iV $d/$

I I

,’

Scribal carelessness could explain the omission or addition of
017s after 8LUKpLVOp&OW  through haplography or dittography
respectively. The possibility of haplography in the case of p72
(variant A I) is real, because one would expect o& 66 since
oGS plv is found in the first clause. If the exemplar of p72  had
013s 6C here, it might lend some support to the reading of B
(variant Apb), since 8LaKpLvOp&OVS  could then be read with the
first clause in B, and their texts would then be virtually the same
except for the dropping of the first &&TE  and the substitution of
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c$T&u~~ for (J&E . . . C$I~T~~~V~ES in ~72. Another possibility of
haplography-dittography can be seen as we compare B with N.
If a reading such as that of N (variant B I) were original, then the
omission of 03s  before CU.&&  in B could only have been deliberate.
On the other hand, based on an original text such as that of B,
the reading of N could be explained as due to dittography which
subsequently led to the addition of 66.

I I I

Those who favour the two-division form follow either the reading
of pT2  Clement (variant AI) or that of B (variant A2b).3 While
Bigg and Moffatt4 had opted for the first reading before the
publication of p T2, the publication of this earliest MS of Jude (and
2 Peter) no doubt has led scholars to provide arguments for its
originality. The following arguments have been set forth in
favour of the two-member form of g72 Clement (variant AI) :

I. This reading makes a clear-cut distinction between the
classes of people discussed-those who should be snatched from
the fire and those to whom mercy should be shown.5 With the
three-division form it is very difficult to distinguish the two
groups to whom mercy should be directed.

This argument, however, really backfires, since it goes against
the canon that the difficult reading is usually preferable to the
simple reading unless the former is completely without meaning.
This is not the case in this instance.

3 Several other two-division forms are accepted by some scholars, but hardly
merit serious consideration. E. M. Sidebottom (Junzes,  Jude and 2 Peter [NCB;
London: Oliphants, 19671,  92-3)  apparently favours the reading of Cz (Age)
because ‘there seem to be only two classes of people in question, not three’. Bo
Reicke (The  E’titles  of James, Peter, and Jude [AB; Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday,
x964],  215) selects the reading of the TR (A3a)  and supports his choice incredibly
by stating that it ‘seems to present fewest difficulties’. Friedrich Hauck  (Die
Briefe desJakobus,  Petrw,Judas  undJohannes  [NTD IO; 8th edn.; Giittingen:  Vanden-
hoeck  & Ruprecht, 19571,  I 12) and Wolfgang Schrage (Die ‘kutholischen’  Briefe
[NTD I O; 11th edn.; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 19731,  231) both
favour the reading of B (Anb),  but the former would replace the first ~XE~TC  with
E)XE)YX~TQ.  Because they see the second group as hopelessly lost, they prefer some
word stronger than E)XE&~  in the second division. They both prefer a conjecture,
either ~K/%~ETE  or E'hdaarc.

4 Charles Bigg, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistles of St. Peter and
St. Jude (ICC; 2d edn.; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, rgo2),  34o-3; James Moffatt,
The General Epistles: James, Peter, andJudas (MNTC; London: Hodder and Stough-
ton, rg28), 244. s Bigg, Commentary, 341.
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2. If this were the original reading, all other readings can be

explained on the basis of it. Bigg tries to show this by assuming
that the scribe of B wrote down by accident the second clause
first, then corrected himself without deleting what had already
been written, and finally compounded the situation by also
omitting the participle in the second clause.6 This confused
text inevitably led to a semblance of clarity by the kind of text
found in N (variant BI) and A (variant B2). Birdsall  explains
the rise of the other readings first by positing a hypothetical
reading in which the clauses are interchanged resulting in
05s  $J &EL?TE &u~p~vo~&ous  62 E)K nup& cip&rcm i n s t e a d  o f
0;s /.&iv  ;K mp& cipmbare, &a~pw0~&0vs  62 &&TE  as  in p72.
He then suggests that the text of H is a conflation based on these
two forms of the text. The scribe of M took this interchanged form
and joined to it the last part of the ~7~  form thus duplicating
the &&TE clause at the end. And by the duplication of the
syllable -0~s by dittography the existence of the three-division
form is thus explained. The form of B is due to the same con-
flation except that in its case the 6E’ dropped out accidentally
or because of lingering memory of the original two-division form.
The rise of X~XETE  as a substitution for the first or the second
&E~T~E  he considers as a development of the conflate text at-
tested by N. The words C&&TE  . . . ~~~~T~~OVTES  are an expansion of
Cip&CW

The original interchange of verbs is explained as due to the
ambiguity of the meaning of the verb SLCZK~~VO~UL  In Greek
outside the NT and in the Apostolic Fathers it bears the meaning
‘to be judged’, but in the primitive Christian usage, ‘to argue’
or ‘to doubt’. In ~7~  ‘under judgement’, while in B ‘doubting’,
would be more fitting in the context. ‘Originally (and not sur-
prisingly in a writing of probable sub-apostolic origin) the
general meaning was intended here: later when the New
Testament was treated more as a unity, the “Christian” sense was
applied, with resultant textual change’.* In other words when
&UK~~JO~MU,  whose original meaning in Jude was ‘under judge-
ment’, came to mean ‘doubting’, it was necessary to interchange
the clauses so that 8~aKp~o~~vovs  would be connected with
cipdm~t-  rather than &E?T.E. Originally the verse was understood
to mean, ‘Have  mercy with fear on those under judgement’, but

6 Ibid., 342. 7 Birdsall, ‘The Text of Jude in P’~‘,  3969. 8 Ibid., 398.
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with the word changing in meaning it was difficult to understand
GLCCK~WO~&OUS  in that sense with the phrase ‘with fear’. It would
then read, ‘Have mercy with fear on those who doubt’. With the
new meaning it would be much clearer if the verbs were inter-
changed. It would read, ‘Snatch those who doubt with far’.

Osburn9  agrees with Birdsall that an early interchange of
verbs took pla,ce  but suggests that this was due to the substitution
of ~~&ETE for &&ir by a scribe who understood Sc~~plv~p~
in the sense of ‘dispute’. ‘The scribe then reasoned that, logically,
one should make an effort to refute or convict the disputers
prior to undertaking the more drastic measure of snatching them
from the fire, and thus he reversed the verbs’? The word
C+&UT~  was expanded to a&7~ . . . +W~~[O~TPS  in order to
explain what 2~ m&s &p&uTc  really meant. This explains the
origin of the reading of C* (variant A4b).

Osburn states that the text of B is a conflation of P72  and C*,
though it is difficult to see how he arrives at this. He attributes
the omission of the o& SC to accident or to the influence of the
original two-clause form. ‘In view of the harsh asyndeton with
G&&E, it appears that 06s 6E’ was more likely added on [later],
resulting in a substantially divergent message from that of the
B text’.”

The text of N (variant BI) arose from the text of B through
dittography of the last three letters of ~LUK~WO~&OVS.  The text
of Codex A (variant Brra) is derived from C* (variant Aqb)
through the same dittography ‘and the addition of 05s  82

&&E & &$3q surviving from the original two-clause form’.Iz
Or it could have arisen from the B text (variant Arab) through
the substitution of &G~xE~E  because of the difficult double
&GTE.  The reading of K L P (variant Asa)  is simply an
emended R text. The second ANTE was omitted as an un-
necessary duplication.

This argument that all other readings can be explained on the
basis that the text one has chosen is the original is of course used
by all those who consider their reading as the best. We need to
determine, therefore, how well indeed the reading of p72  Clement
can explain the rise of all the other variants. In the final analysis
the determination of the best reading really comes down to this.

c
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It is unusual when, in order to explain the origin of the other

variants, it is necessary to posit a completely hypothetical reading
that is found nowhere among the MSS. The result is that both
Birdsall and Bigg ironically have to spend more effort to explain
the rise of this hypothetical reading than the rise of the other
variants. But one might ask, if the reasons they give for the
plausibility of the rise of these hypothetical variants are sound,
should we not expect to find traces of such in our early MSS ?
Osburn, on the other hand, posits a reading such as C* (variant
A4b) with &G~XETE  as the cause of the other variants. But it
seems highly unlikely that out of this clearcut reading a reading
such as B and ;K with the double &GTE could arise. Birdsall’s
explanation of a hypothetical variant also requires the occur-
rence of a highly unlikely double dittography of o&.

While Birdsall sees the reading of the majority text (variant
Asa) as a descendant of his early hypothetical interchange of the
verbs as arranged in Q 72, the fact that it appears in later MSS
in that way (with no early evidence of any kind) should tell us
that it is a later development and that something other than the
reason he gives is the cause of this interchange. What in fact
appears to have happened is that because of the difficulty in
distinguishing the meaning of the &i?TE clauses, one of them
has been dropped. In the case of the majority text the last clause
has been simply dropped, pushing the IV +6/3tg of the last clause
into the second clause, since that phrase is the only thing dif-
ferent in that clause that needs to be preserved. In the case of
pTa Clement (variant AI) the first and third clauses have been
combined with &a~prvop&o~s  shifting to the third clause and
making the first clause no longer necessary. It is much easier to
explain ~72 on this basis, rather than to explain the rise of the
three-division form on the basis of an early hypothetical inter-
change of clauses.

The 2v +&J is a troublesome phrase for Birdsall. For him its
presence with the change of meaning of &u~plv~p~c  led to the
interchange of verbs. But in that case, would it not have been
easier simply to drop the phrase so that an interchange of verbs
would not be necessary? The change in the meaning of the verb
does not necessitate an interchange of verbs. Osburn makes
much of the fact that the meaning of 8~a~plvopu~  was ambiguous
and therefore that &+XETe was substituted for &E~TE. But

9 Osburn, ‘The Text of Jude 22-23’,  139-41.
I0 Ibid., 141. 11 Ibid. I* Ibid., 142.
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if the word was ambiguous would not the verb determine its
meaning, in this case ‘to doubt’, or ‘to waver’, so that a sub-
stitution would not have been necessary? The necessity arises
from another reason, the need to distinguish the first and third
groups in the three-division form.

The crux of the argument of Birdsall rests on the hypothetical
variant. Since this approach is questionable (to explain the rise
of other variants on the basis of a hypothetical variant rather than
the text of their original reading), his argument does not rest
on solid ground.

Bigg’s argument is highly improbable from a scribal point of
view. Would it not be simpler to explain the text of B as resulting
from the accidental omission of the 017s  through haplography,
which then caused the necessary omission of the 86, rather than
to explain the other readings through his very complicated and
highly tortuous explanation? B in fact has all the ingredients of
a three-division form except for the omission of the OV~S  SC,

Birdsall and Osburn also do not give the reason for the ‘con-
flation’ to have taken place. This is especially difficult since the
third clause adds nothing of substance to the text and in fact
creates a more difficult reading. Why not simply leave the clauses
interchanged ? Conflation does not ordinarily take place in that
kind of circumstance and situation.

Birdsall contends that (T&Z& . . . ~$nd~ov~~s  is an expansion of
an original &M&JUTE while Osburn explains that this was due
to the scribe’s perplexity in understanding the metaphorical
cipmiaar~  E)K nvpds. 13 If the latter were original, it is difficult to
see why a scribe would change it to the former. It is easier, on
the other hand, to see why a scribe would want to change C&&TE
. . . +7d~ovT~s  to either (TC;[ETE or C&NU&UTE  or &~&TE.  %$[ETE

is less appropriate than C+&(TUTE  or 6p77d[ETTE because of the E)K

my&  following. Thus we find the latter two but not the former
appearing alone without f$Rd~0~7ES  in the witnesses. The idea of
saving would have seemed redundant when the idea of snatching
was present. And with $K mpds present it is easy to see why
C+&UTE  would replace Gcl,[ETE Cip77&0&‘7E~.

3. The early wide attestation of this reading with the support
of ~‘2, Clement, the Philoxenian Syriac, the Sahidic, and the
Liber Comicus  is also given as argument in its support.

I3 Birdsall, ‘The Text of Jude in p’*’ ,398; Osburn, ‘The Text of Jude 22-23’, 141.
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As far as the early attestation of this reading goes, it should be
balanced with internal considerations. It should also be noticed
that the wide attestation is due to versional and patristic support.
It is significant to observe that where versional and patristic
support is found, the readings have removed the difficult double
&MTE by having only two divisions (variants A2a, Aga)  or by
having substituted ih&ETE  for &i?TE in the first (variant Brra)
or in both the first and third clauses (variant B4). The reason
appears to be that in a translation or in patristic usage, where
more deliberation takes place, the tendency would be to remove
such difficulties.

The arguments adduced in favour of the reading of Codex B
are as follows :

I. In Kelly’s words, ‘its stylistic roughness and sheer difficulty
as compared with the smoothness and correctness of the longer
one’ speaks to its originality.14

The stylistic roughness of B which is given in its favour is
probably due at least initially to scribal carelessness. Even
Hort, who has a prejudice in favour of B, finds the text too
difficult and suggests that it has undergone ‘some primitive
error’.15  He thinks that perhaps the first &k?TE  is an intrusion
from below. Another difficulty with this reading is that 017s @V

has to be used in a different way from oi;s 66 and not in the
parallel relationship that one would expect.

2. It is easier to explain the readings of A and N if B were
original.

How the reading of B can explain the origin of all other readings
has not been shown by those who make this claim. It is true that
the readings of N and A appear to be smoothened forms of B
but no one has shown how the reading of p72 Clement could
have arisen from that of B. In fact Bigg has attempted to show
how the opposite was the case.16

3. Clarity is achieved only when the reading of B is accepted
in which the first &kf?TE is explained by the a&& clause as an
active mercy while the second &&TE deals with those who have
gone beyond the point where active mercy can be useful. Thus

14  J. N. D. Kelly, A Commentary on the Epistles of Peter and Jude (HNTC; New
York: Harper, Ig6o),  288.

1s B. F. Westcott and F. J. A. Hort, The fiw Testament in the Original Greek:
[II] Introduction, Afipendix  (New York: Harper, 1882), 107.

I6 Bigg, Commentary, 342.
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the second &&E refers to compassion which
church members must conduct themselves in
avoid contact with them. The type of &GTE
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is not active, and
such a way as to
intended is made

clear by the words that are connected with it. Thus B is prefer-
able since it clarifies what otherwise would be a meaningless
first division which is neither the climax nor the first step toward
a climax.17

It is true that clarity in some sense is achieved with regard to
the first &&E (over that of the reading of N) when the reading
of B is accepted, but if this is the criterion, then the reading of the
majority text (variant A3a) is clearer still, and still more so the
conjectural readings. The text critic cannot select his variant on
the basis that a certain reading is better because it clarifies an
obscure text. Text criticism cannot be based on exegesis but
vice versa. This is not to say that there is never any interplay
between them in determining a text. Hauck and Schrage
are to be criticized the more severely, since approving the text of
B they would still conjecture E’Kfl&TE or &GUTE  in place of the
second &&E. Actually there is no reason at all for such a con-
jecture in connection with the reading of B. It is more difficult
to understand why Hauck would do this, especially when he
replaces the first Z&&E with &+XETE.

IV

In explaining the rise of other variants on the basis of a seIected
text, it seems more likely that the two-division form arose from
an original three-division form with the double &GTE. This
was due to the problem of making a distinction between the
first and third groups.I* As long as no clear distinction could be
made, one of the clauses could be omitted or they could be
combined into one clause. This happened very early as witnessed
by the two readings of Clement. In Strom. 6.8.65 he has omitted
the first clause or replaced the third clause with the first clause

I7 Ernst Kiihl,  Die Briefe Petri und Judae (MeyerK; 6th edn.; Giittingen:  Vanden-
hoeck  & Ruprecht, r8g7), 3323.

18 Friedrich Spitta (Der zweite Brief des Petrus und  der Brief des Judas: Eine geschicht-
lithe Untersuchung  [Halle: Waisenhaus, 18851,  377-8), however, does not feel that
the change was due to the double i&&c,  but to the fact that the same class of men
are described in the two clauses. However, this problem is exactly what the double
<AXE&E  points to, so that to speak of the difficult double &C?TE  is to speak of the
difficulty of distinguishing the two groups included in the ihe&c clauses.

by shifting &a~pwop&ovr  to the last clause, while in Adumb.
Jud.‘g he has completely omitted the first clause and left the
last clause intact. 972 has virtually the same form of text as that
of Strom. 6.8.65. Clement’s two ‘citations’ in fact are crucial for
our understanding of the evolution of this text. Because of the
difficulty of distinguishing between groups one and three, he has
in one case taken the first and omitted the last, while in the second
case he has taken the last and omitted the first.  The key to the
solution of this problem lies precisely here: the difficulty in
distinguishing any difference between the first and third groups.
It is not without significance that in those readings where &G~xE~E
is used-and thus removes the difficulty-the three-division
form is almost always found, while where XYXETE  is not found,
usually only a two-division form is found.20 Instances of the
first case are found in variant B2. The same is true where
%~XETE is found in the third position as in variant B3 or in the

19 Osburn (‘The Text of Jude 22-23’, 143-4) contends that this reading of the
text is a sixth-century emendation by Cassiodorus. The fact that the latter makes
the general statement that he corrected what he considered to be erroneous in the
original does not necessarily mean that he corrected this particular verse, especially
when the MS tradition does not preserve any text which reads like this. This
is true not only of the Greek tradition but also of the OL and vg. It seems best
in light of the evidence to accept this as Clement’s text and ascribe whatever
reasons Cassiodorus had for altering the text to Clement himself. Most likely,
Clement was trying to avoid the use of the difficult double &&E  clauses.

2o The majority of those who favour the triple division prefer the reading found
in A (Bna)  with <X~XETQ  instead of &&E in the first division. Among these
are C. E. B. Cranfield, I & 11 Peter and Jude: Introduction and Commentary (Torch
Bible Commentaries; London: SCM Press, rg6o),  170; E. M. B. Green, ‘i%e
Second Epistle General of Peter and the General Epistle of Jude: An Introduction and Com-
mentary (Tyndale NT Commentaries; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1g68),  187; J. E.
Huther,  Critical and Exegetical Handbook to the General Epistles of James, Peter, John,
and Jude (MeyerK; 3d edn. ; New York: Funk and Wagnalls, 1887),  698; R.
Knopf, Die Briefe Petri und Judii  (MeyerK; 7th edn.; Gijttingen:  Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 1g12),  242-3 ; R. C. H. Lenski,  The Interpretation of the Epistles of St.
Peter, St. John and St. Jude (Columbus, 0.: Wartburg, rg45), 647-g; E. H. Plumptre,
7%~ General Epistles of St Peter and St Jude (The Cambridge Bible for Schools and
Colleges; London: Cambridge University, rg26), 2 14; H. von Soden,  Hebriierbrief,
Briefe des Petrus, Jakobus, Judas (HKNT 3; 2d edn.; Freiburg: Mohr [Siebeck],
18g2),  IQI ; F. Spitta, Der eweite  Brief des Petrus und der Brief des Judas, 379;  Wilhelm
Thiising and Alois  Stager, The Three Epistles of St. John and the Epistle of Jude
(New Testament for Spiritual Reading; New York: Herder and Herder, rg7r),
145-6; J. W. C. Wand, The General Epistles of St. Peter and St. Jude (Westminster
Commentaries; London: Methuen, x934),  219.  This reading has the same weakness
as the two-division form in that it removes the problem of the double E)~&Tc.
While in the former the difficulty is removed by eliminating an Z&&E  clause,
here it is removed by replacing the first &&r with Xyxerc.
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first and third position as in variant B4. Instances of the second
case are found in variants AI and Ana.  The only exceptions to
these are the readings of B (variant Aab), ;K (variant BI), and
C* (variant A4b).  B in my opinion really represents a text
like that of H, but through haplography has been corrupted ;
but it could now preserve the double &&TE  because the problem
of meaning disappears when the second clause is joined to the
first, thus making a distinction between the two groups. The
reading of s appears then to be unusual in preserving the three-
member form with the double &MTE clauses. Everything points
to it as the original reading since the tendency was to drop one
of the &STE  clauses or substitute one of the &ZTE’S with &G~~ETE.
C* (variant Aq.b)  also appears to be unusual, since it has only
two divisions with an W~~ETE  clause but no &CTE  clause. The
vulnerability of this reading, however, shows itself in the pre-
sence of the & $6~~ phrase, which in the major witnesses (p72 N
A B) is connected with the &ZTE  clause, never with OC&TE.
Obviously then an &CZTE  clause has dropped out, probably
before the &+~TE  was substituted for the first &GTE.

Another reason given by several proponents of the three-
division form for their choice is the fact that Jude has a pre-
dilection for constructions with three members. On this they are
probably all dependent on Mayor. However, this argument is
not altogether convincing since Mayor himself indicates that
Jude also uses constructions with two members.21 An argument
such as this is not persuasive in itself. The internal and external
evidence are determinative here.

The decision between the selection of &GTE  and &G~XETE  in
the first clause is connected also with the above argument.
Assuming that it is hard to distinguish any difference in meaning
between the two &&E clauses, it is difficult to believe, if &GyxETE
were original, that &GTE would replace it even accidentally,
and if it did so to see how it could establish a foothold in the
MSS. The presence of X~XETE in the TR reading speaks against
such a possibility. Its presence in the two-division form in certain
MSS can be explained as due to the fact that they reflect an
original three-member form with an &GTE  clause. The ~M~XETE
came into existence while it was still a three-division form and

21 Joseph B. Mayor, T.&z  Epistle of St. Jude and the Second Epistle of St. Peter (Grand
Rapids: Baker, 1965;  reprint of Igo7 ed.), cxc, lvi.
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was preserved after the third division was dropped. Or it could
be the result of copying from a MS with a three-division form
with %~XETE  and a two-division form with &?TE,  the scribe
following the first part of the three-division form but the last
part of the two-division form.

The conjectures of Windisch and Schneider22  (variant B5a) of
&C/~C&TE  or &GXL~E  and of BiedeF (variant B5b) of GTE  in
place of the second &GTE are attempts to alter the text to fit
one’s own exegetical schemes. The scribes’ dropping of one of
the &GTE clauses or of substituting E’AE~xETE  for &C?TE  are of the
same order and do not have much to recommend them. The
text is not so corrupt as to necessitate such conjectures which
demonstrate more the ingenuity of the scholar in altering the
text than in establishing it. They are controlled by exegetical
considerations of the particular exegete with his particular
view of how the text ought to be read. If such is allowed, a
wholesale alteration of the text of the NT can result as we seek
to make the text say what we think it ought to say.

We see the evolution of the text, then, in the following manner.
Originally, a three-division text with &%TE  in the first and third
division was read. The difficulty of distinguishing between the

22  Hans Windisch, Die katholischen  Briefe (HNT 15; Tubingen:  Mohr [Siebeck]
1g3o),  47; Johannes Schneider, Die Briefe  des Jakobus, Petrus, Judas und Johannes,
Die kutholiwhen  Btife  (NTD IO; 9th  edn.; Gottingen:  Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht,
1g61),  136. Wind&h  considers the third clause with &&E enigmatic and im-
possible on internal grounds. Mercy that can be expressed only in intercession
would be expressed differently. Mercy without any contact and with the counsels
of the strictest avoidance is inconceivable and practically impossible. Thus a
stronger word is demanded.

2s Werner Bieder, ‘Judas 22 f.: O& 62 &TE iv &@$,  T< 6 (rg5o),  75-7. He
feels that <K/~C&TO  or %aare  makes a good climax to the passage but is not in
harmony with the context of the letter. On the basis of w. 3-4, 22-3, he indicates
that the letter reflects the strength and power of the heretics in the church and the
weakness of the saints. The latter can only be reminded of the predictions of the
appearance of the heretics (v. 17) and the need to build themselves up in the most
holy faith and to wait for the mercy of Jesus Christ (w. 20-1).  Their GZaubenskampf
consisted in the above, but not in excommunication. The power of the heretics
was too much for the church to deal with in this manner. In contrast to Enoch,
by whom Jude is influenced, Jude knows nothing of disciplinary actions. For Jude
God alone is the one who executes judgement (v. 15),  not the church. In fact the
judgement has already begun (w. IO-I I). No more can they address the heretics
or pray for them. The only thing that is left is to say: ‘Leave them alone’. But
how has the substitution of &!&Te  for &~TE  taken place? People thought of the fire
of v. 23 from an early period as purgatory. This idea coupled with that of uni-
versalism made it very difficult to read E)BTE here and thus it was changed to &GTE,

the root of all the misunderstandings of this difficult passage.
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first and third groups led to ( I) dropping either the first or the
third division as in the readings of ~72  C2 K L P Clement;
(2) incorporating the first &GE clause into the second clause so
that a distinction was made between the groups described in the
&GTE clauses as in B ; (3) substituting ~X+ETE  for the first or the
third &&E clause as in A 33. The dropping of the third clause
with &ZTE led to the problem of what to do with Zv &$?v,
which is another consideration in determining the original text
of this difficult passage. The solution was (I) to drop it (Clement
[Strom. 6.8.651)  ; (2) to shift it to the second clause with (r;&TE

(K L P et al.). The confusion caused by the dropping of the
third clause and the orphaning of the & +&J phrase led also to
the very unlikely double & &$3y in the second and third division
where even the three-division form was kept. The result was
that, besides connecting it with &WTE,  & ~#3y was connected
with (J&ETE and &I&~TE separately and with them both. The
support for the connecting of & $&I  with &+XETE (only in the
third division) and with both ~A+XETE  and U&ETE is late and
weak; Besides, %~XETE  with & @&J in this context is not very
suitable. The external evidence is overwhelming in favour of its
connection with &~TE ( p72 Clement [Adum6.  Jud.] N A B)
rather than with &[ETE. Internally, it also is more suitable,
since the verb is connected with the rest of the verse which reads,
‘hating the garment spotted by the flesh’. The & +&J here is
appropriate because extreme caution is necessary in avoiding
one’s own defilement. The verb ‘to save’ in this context would
be better connected with an adverb indicating ‘haste’ than ‘fear’.

The last clause, ‘hating the garment spotted by the flesh’,
also is more suitable when connected with &?TE  than with
C&ETE . . . cipd[oV~~S,  since it shows why mercy should be
exercised with caution. But there is a definite incongruity if the
phrase O&ETE . . . &37Td[OVTES  with its implication of contact is
the last division connecting to ‘hating the garment spotted by
the flesh’. Obviously then 06s 62  ~A&TE  & &&J  is most fitting if
attached to ‘hating the garment spotted by the flesh’. However,
to join with this clause the word &UK~LVO~&O?JS  with the meaning
‘dispute’, as Osburn does in his reading of P’~,  is completely
inappropriate when the clause ‘hating the garment spotted by
the flesh’ is connected to it. This injunction is too harsh. Why
should they hate even the garments of those who are only dis-
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puters? Birdsall recognizes this and thus takes the meaning ‘to
be judged’ instead of ‘dispute’ for &UK~LVO~&OVS.

With regard to whether &k~TE or &kEcTjE  is original, the evi-
dence shows that &%TE is read by N A B Clement while &E?T7E

is found generally in the minuscules.  However, p72 reads &ELTE.

Birdsall’s explanation of this phenomenon is that ‘verbs in -EW
began to yield to a tendency to be written with -aw in the early
years of the Christian era, but the contrary tendency is not found
until about the third century. &kE?TE then will be original, and
&&TE  an instance of the former tendency’.24

The late reading 8bUKp~dpEV0L  ‘is obviously a secondary
development, introduced by copyists in order to conform the
participle to the nominative case in agreement with the following
two participles in verse 23 (c&&~OVTES  and ~LoOU”VTES)‘,~~  and
could arise in the nominative case because it ‘seemed, to those
who were not aware of the difference in meaning of the active and
middle of &UKphf~  to supply a very appropriate thought, viz.
that discrimination must be used; treatment should differ in
different cases’.26

Thus the reading of N with its three divisions but with double
&&TE (instead of &6TE),  with &UKpLVOp&OVS,  and with &
+C&J  following the second &kEcT7E  is to be accepted as the
original reading.

24 Birdsall, ‘The Text of Jude in P’~‘,  398.
25 Bruce Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament (London/

New York: United Bible Societies, IgTI),  pg.
26 Mayor, l%e  Epistle of St Jude, cxc.
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20. Der neue ‘Standard-Text’ in seinem
Verhzltnis zu den fri_ihen

Papyri und Majuskeln

K U R T  ALAND

BEIM Erscheinen dieser Festschrift liegt der neue ‘Standard-
Text’, wie er weithin - in Deutschland jedenfalls in der Regel-
genannt wird, nicht nur in der Fassung der Third Edition des
Greek Skew  Testament vor, sondern such in der der 26. Ausgabe
des Novum  Testamenturn  gruece  von Nestle-Aland. Das ist insofern
ein wesentlicher Fortschritt, als der neue Text jetzt nicht nur
an den rund 1200 Stellen kontrolliert werden kann, an denen  das
Greek Jvezu Testament einen kritischen Apparat bietet, sondern an
den rund 15 ooo (oder mehr) des neuen Nestle. An allen Stellen,
bei denen  Meinungsverschiedenheiten tiber die neue Text-
gestaltung bestehen konnten, ist also eine Nachpriifung  moglich,
die noch dadurch erleichtert wird, daB in Anhang II zum
neuen Nestle-Aland eine Zusammenstellung aller Variationen
in den sieben wichtigsten Textausgaben der letzten hundert
Jahre geboten wird, von Tischendorf*  an bis zu Bover5, wobei
jede dieser Variationen im kritischen Apparat mit voller Be-
zeugung reprasentiert ist.

Wer im flovum Testamentum graece den Anhang I mit der Liste
der zugrundegelegten Handschriften oder in der Einftihrung
zur Ausgabe die Liste der sog. ‘standigen  Zeugen’ ansieht,
wird dort (urn von den Majuskeln zu schweigen) samtliche
edierten Papyri  aufgeftihrt  finden.  ‘Standige Zeugen’, das
bedeutet: Handschriften, die bei jeder Variante im Apparat
ausdriicklich genannt werden. Die ‘groRen’ Papyri findet der
Benutzer dort entsprechend haufig,  nach den ‘kleinen’ Papyri
muI3  er ziemlich suchen.  Denn sie gehen entweder mit dem
‘Standard-Text’ zusammen, oder aber ihre Abweichungen sind
nicht von der Bedeutung, da13 sie einen kritischen Apparat
rechtfertigten. Es handelt sich dabei entweder urn Singular-
Lesarten, die (anders als oft bei den ‘groRen’ Papyri) eine
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Einzelverzeichnung nicht rechtfertigen oder urn Abweichungen,
die in der iibrigen uberlieferung  nur wenig Nachfolge gefunden
haben, so dal3 ihre Aufnahme in eine Handausgabe sich nicht
lohnt. Denn sie haben keinerlei Aussicht, als Bestandteile des
urspriinglichen Textes in Betracht gezogen zu werden und sind
von Interesse nur fi_ir  die textgeschichtliche Situation in der
Friihzeit.  Dem sol1  dieser Aufsatz nachgehen, aber gleich-
zeitig, ja vor allem such der Frage, wie dieser ‘friihe Text’
sich zum ‘Standard-Text’ verhglt, d.h. dem (wenigstens vom
Herausgeberkomitee -zu dem bekanntlich der Jubilar wie der
Verfasser dieses Aufsatzes geharen - als solchem behaupteten)
ftir heutige Voraussetzungen besten,  dem urspriinglichen Text
so nahe wie mijglich kommenden Text. Besteht der ‘Standard-
Text’ die Probe an den friihen  Papyri und Majuskeln ? Das ist
eine naheliegende und lohnende Frage.

Auf sie kann versucht werden, eine Antwort zu geben, nachdem
im Institut fiir neutestamentliche Textforschung in Miinster
(durch  W. Grunewald) eine Neukollation aller friihen  Papyri
und Majuskeln an Hand der vollst5ndig  vorliegenden Fotos
erfolgt ist. Sie war seit langem ein dringendes Bediirfnis.  Zwar
liegen fiir die ‘groBen Papyri - ~~6,  ~46, 947 einerseits und ~66,
P75 , ~72 andererseits - vorziigliche Faksimile-Ausgaben bzw.
zahlreiche Kollationen und Untersuchungen vor. Aber fiir
die ‘kleinen’ Papyri ist man in der Regel auf die, z.T. viele
Jahrzehnte zuriickliegende, editio princeps  angewiesen, die
kaum jemand jemals nachgepriift hat. Die nur maschinen-
schriftlich vorliegende Arbeit von Schofield (‘The Papyrus
Fragments’, Clinton, I g36), die sich dankenswerterweise dieser
Aufgabe unterzogen hat, ist jetzt iiber 40 Jahre alt und (ab-
gesehen davon, dal3  hier im wesentlichen nur die Papyri bis p48
behandelt werden) such in den Teilen der Papyrusiiberlieferung,
die sie bearbeitet, kein Ersatz fiir eine solche Neukollation.
Die friihen  Majuskeln, obwohl vier an der Zahl, blieben ohne-
hin so gut wie ohne Beachtung. Wenn von ‘friihen Texten’  ge-
sprochen wurde, meinte man ausschliel3lich  die Papyri, obwohl
0189 aus dem 2./3.  Jahrhundert und 0212 wie 0220 aus dem 3.
Jahrhundert stammen.

Dabei bedarf es einiger grundstitzlicher  Vorbemerkungen.
Zungchst  einmal ist festzustellen, was mit ‘friihen  Papyri und
Majuskeln’ gemeint ist. Unter diesen friihen Zeugen werden
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die Handschriften bis zum 3./4. Jahrhundert verstanden, und
unter dem ‘friihen  Text’ der bis zur Schwelle des 4. Jahr-
hunderts. Handschriften, die ins 4. Jahrhundert datiert werden,
bleiben aul3er  Betracht. Denn nur bis zum 3./4.  Jahrhundert
reicht  die freie, unkanalisierte Entwicklung des neutestament-
lichen Textes, von da ab setzt die Wirkung der groRen  Text-
formen ein, sei es des ggyptischen,  sei es des antiochenischen
(Koine-, Byzantinischen, usw.) Textes ein. Diese Wirkung ist
eine sozusagen mechanische. Nach der ‘Miinsterschen Text-
theorie’ - nennen wir sie einmal so -, die ich seit den ersten
Anstitzen  in den ‘Studien zur Oberlieferung des Neuen Testa-
ments und seines Textes’ von 1967 in verschiedenen Aufsgtzen
vorgetragen habe und demngchst  in grijReren  VerGffentlichungen
wenigstens in den Grundziigen  ausgebaut vorzulegen beabsich-
tige, erklgrt sich die Entstehung der gronen  Texttypen bzw.
-formen daraus, daB nach dem Aufhijren der diokletianischen
Verfolgung an einem bzw. mehreren kirchlichen Zentren
bestimmte Texte als Vorlage vorgeschrieben wurden, die dann
als Grundlage fiir die damals notwendigen ‘GroLLSerien’  von
neutestamentlichen Handschriften dienten.

In der diokletianischen Verfolgung waren  die Kirchengebgude
systematisch zerstijrt worden  und mit ihnen die dort befindlichen
biblischen Handschriften. Auf diese insbesondere wurde, wie
wir aus zeitgenassischen  Berichten wissen, speziell Jagd gemacht,
sie wurden in feierlicher Aktion iiffentlich  verbrannt. So begann,
als 3 I 1/13 (nach dem Edikt des Galerius bzw. des Konstantin
und Licinius) bzw. 324 (im Osten, nach der Besiegung des
Licinius, der der Verfolgung der Christen in seinem Reichsteil
mindestens wohlgefgllig  zugesehen hatte, durch Konstantin)
die christliche Kirche die volle Freiheit fiir ihre Verkiindigung
und Mission gewonnen hatte, nicht nur eine Epoche  fieber-
haften Wiederaufbaus der zerstijrten  und des Baus neuer Kirchen,
sondern gleichzeitig eine Epoche  der Handschriftenfabrikation
wie nie zuvor. All die wieder- bzw. neuerbauten Kirchen
bedurften neutestamentlicher Handschriften (auf jedem Altar
hatte z.B. eine Handschrift der Evangelien zu liegen), ebenso
wie die an ihnen wirkenden Theologen, deren Zahl damals
ebenso schlagartig zunahm wie die der Kirchengebgude.  Denn
die Mission der Christen, die jetzt zum ersten Ma1 in drei
Jahrhunderten voll ihre Krafte entfalten konnte, brachte nicht
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nur die Griindung zahlloser neuer Gemeinden, sondern such
eine gewaltige Ausdehnung der bereits bestehenden, weil die
bisherigen Hemmungen, sich fur den christlichen Glauben zu
erklaren,  weggefallen waren.

Wie niemals zuvor oder danach in der Geschichte der christ-
lichen Kirche hat im 4. Jahrhundert die Zahl der neutestament-
lichen Handschriften zugenommen (zu vergleichen ist der
Vorgang mit dem Zeitalter der Reformation, in dem Luthers
Bibeliibersetzung sich explosionsartig ausbreitet, wenn es sich
damals such urn Drucke handelt). Aber sie mu&en  erst einmal
hergestellt werden. Das bisherige System privater Abschriften
reichte angesichts des gewaltigen Bedarfs nicht  mehr aus,  nur
‘Schreibfabriken’, sprich Skriptorien, konnten hier Abhilfe
schaffen. Nun kann man annehmen, da8 im beginnenden 4.
Jahrhundert das die Regel wurde, was im 3. Jahrhundert die
Ausnahme war (wahrscheinlich nur in Alexandrien) , namlich
die Existenz eines solchen christlichen Skriptoriums am Bischofs-
sitz : vergessen wir nicht, da8 die Gemeinden eben nicht nur
mit Handschriften des Neuen, sondern such des (sehr vie1
umfangreicheren) Alten Testaments wie mit denen  der Schriften
der Kirchenvater  versorgt werden mu&en.  Auf dem Wege der
Selbsthilfe, wie in friiheren  Generationen, war das nicht mehr
moglich,  hier konnte nur eine zentrale Organisation helfen.
In Agypten  war das kein Problem. Hier bestand  seit den An-
fangen der Katechetenschule, spatestens seit Origenes, in
Alexandrien eine wissenschaftliche Zentrale, die der Bischof
Demetrius bei seiner Neuorganisation der agyptischen  Kirche
ohne Zweifel zu nutzen  wuBte.  Wahrscheinlich schon  friih,
spatestens  seit 328, als der machtbewuRte Bischof Athanasius
die Herrschaft tiber die Kirche Agyptens  antrat,  ist hier von
zentraler Stelle aus ein bestimmter Text des NT systematisch
verbreitet  worden  ; so hat sich der alexandrinisch/agyptische
Text durchgesetzt (wobei, urn das am Rande zu bemerken, die
Bezeichnung ‘alexandrinischer Text’ fur die Fruhzeit, ‘agyp-
tischer Text’ fiir die spatere  Zeit gelten  sollte, in der sich der
Einflul3  der Koine zunehmend bemerkbar macht).

Jener ‘Koine-Text’, der seinen Siegeszug in der Kirche des
Ostens bereits im 4. Jahrhundert antritt, tut das unter Be-
dingungen bzw. Voraussetzungen, die die ‘Mtinstersche
Texttheorie’ nachdrticklich bestatigen. In der antiochenischen
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Exegetenschule war vom in der diokletianischen Verfolgung
zum Martyrer  gewordenen Lukian eine bestimmte Textform
herausgebildet worden.  Die verschworene Gemeinschaft der hier
herangebildeten origenistischen Theologen fuhrte mit Selbst-
verstandlichkeit diesen Text als Vorlage fur das Skriptorium in
den zahlreichen Diiizesen  ein, deren Leitung sie im 4. Jahr-
hundert iibernahmen. So hat sich der Koine-Text damals
bereits schlagartig ausgebreitet. Dieser Koine-Text stellte eine
bewul3te  Bearbeitung des bis dahin verbreiteten Textes dar.
Er war geglattet und erbaulich erweitert worden,  ob auf einmal
oder vorbereitet durch Vorstufen bzw. Vorlaufer, kijnnen  wir
nicht sagen.  Auf jeden Fall hat er seine Endform in den iiber
40 Friedensjahren vor der diokletianischen Verfolgung gewon-
nen, genauso wie offensichtlich jene zweite Textbearbeitung,
die uns in D, im Codex Cantabrigiensis, uberliefert ist. Diese
Bearbeitung geht nun urn ein Vielfaches weiter als bei der
Koine und kann in ganzen Partien als neue Niederschrift
angesehen werden. Auch hier kijnnen  wir nicht sag-en, ob die
Bearbeitung auf einmal geschah oder Vorstufen besaB.  Aber der
D-Text fand eben keine Gruppe von Bischofen  oder such nur
einen Bischof,  der den Text seinem Skriptorium als Vorlage fur
die GroBserien  von Handschriften vorschrieb, die damals aus
der Zentrale an die Gemeinden hinausgingen. So sind die
Reprasentanten des D-Textes gering an Zahl geblieben, der
Text lauft  parallel zu dem anderer Kleingruppen und Familien,
die im 4. Jahrhundert durchaus bestehen bleiben bzw. neu
entstehen. Denn erstens sind in der diokletianischen Verfolgung
keineswegs alle  griechischen Handschriften vernichtet worden,
und zweitens wirkt das Gesetz der Tenazitat  der neutestament-
lichen uberlieferung  trotz aller EinfluBnahme  der Zentrale, die
in Agypten - urn auf den dritten nachweisbaren Texttyp
zurtickzukommen - eine oder mehrere Handschriften zugrun-
delegte, welche  den iiberkommenen Normaltext in besonders
guter Qualitat  enthielten. Auch sie wurden vorher revidiert,
aber lediglich nach philologischen bzw. stilistischen Regeln,
wahrscheinlich gibt der Evangelienteil von B, dem Codex
Vaticanus, ein relativ getreues Spiegelbild jener im Skriptorium
von Alexandria verwandten Vorlage. Es ist leicht moglich,  daB
die kirchliche Zentrale Alexandrien schon langer einen ein-
heitlichen Text pflegte. Denn die Katechetenschule und das

9555 C80 K
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wahrscheinlicherweise damit verbundene Skriptorium ist bei
Ausbruch der groBen  Verfolgung schon rund IOO  Jahre ah.
Dennoch muB erstaunen, da0 man fur den Paulus-Teil von B
keine Handschrift vom fur die Evangelien verwandten Typ
verwandte (weil man sie nicht zur Verftigung hatte ?). Hier
kommt neben dem, was man in Miinster ‘festen Text’ bzw.
‘Normaltext’ nennt, der andere Typ des frtihen  Textes, der
‘freie Text’ zur Geltung. Nach dem Bekanntwerden der Chester
Beatty-Papyri und des ~~6 muRte  man meinen: ‘frtiher  Text’
und ‘freier Text’ seien identisch, erst p75  hat diese Vorstellung
als nicht zutreffend erwiesen (diese Untersuchung, urn ihre
Resultate vorwegzunehmen, liefert auf breiter Basis die Besta-
tigung dafiir)  .

Urn zusammenzufassen: der ‘friihe  Text’, der sich ohne
zentrale kirchliche MaBnahmen  entwickelt, wird vom Beginn
des 4. Jahrhunderts ab erganzt bzw. eingeengt durch Text-
formen,  die sich infolge ihrer Fiirderung durch kirchliche
Zentralstellen in einer Provinz oder such gleich in mehreren
Provinzen herrschend ausbreiten. Auch da, wo die Text-
grundlage durchgreifend bearbeitet wurde, wie z.B. bei der
Koine oder D, geschah das an einer Handschrift des Friih-
textes. Bei D war es sogar eine von hoher Qua&at,  sie macht die
Autoritat  der Handschrift aus, die von den Verfechtern eines
‘westlichen’ Textes unzulassig  auf den Bearbeiter des D-Textes
bezogen wird. Gewil3  haben wir in D einen Text des 2./3.
Jahrhunderts vor uns - urn Westcott-Horts Meinung, wenn
such in Verkehrung der Fronten,  wiederaufzunehmen - aber
nur da, wo der Urheber des D-Textes nicht in den ihm vor-
liegenden Textbestand eingegriffen hat. Schon daB niemand
mehr von einem ‘westlichen’  Text ohne Anwendung der An-
ftihrungszeichen spricht, zeigt die Wandlung der Situation.
Ein Text, dessen alteste  Zeugen - p2g,  p38, p48 - aus Agypten
stammen und dessen Hauptreprasentant (stamme er nun aus
Agypten  oder Nordafrika) jedenfalls nicht im Westen geschrieben
ist, sollte diesen Namen nicht mehr tragen diirfen,  zumal er im
Westen des 2./3.  Jahrhunderts  keinen ‘Sitz  im Leben’ hat (bei
einer in Vorbereitung befindlichen ausftihrlichen Darstellung
der ‘Munsterschen Texttheorie’ wird eingehend dartiber ge-
sprochen werden). Das, was sein Specificurn ausmacht, die
Zusatze,  Streichungen und Textanderungen, sollte den Ma&tab
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fur ihn abgeben und die Beurteilungsgrundlage ausmachen.
Nur Handschriften, welche  diese Specifica aufweisen, konnen
zum D-Text gerechnet werden - erst wenn diese eigentlich
selbstversttindlichen  MaBstabe und Gesichtspunkte voll beruck-
sichtigt werden, werden wir aus dem geradezu babylonischen
Sprachen- und Gedankenwirrwarr der Diskussion tiber den
‘westlichen’ Text herauskommen.

Der Friihtext  gliedert sich nach dem Befund  in den ‘groRen
Papyri (urn sie zu wiederholen : ~45, ~46, ~47, ~66,  pT2, ~75)  in
einen ‘freien Text’, einen ‘Normaltext’ und einen ‘festen Text’.
Alle entwickeln sich ohne zentrale Aufsicht oder Lenkung. Auch
der ‘Normaltext’, ja selbst der ‘feste  Text’ andert, fiigt hinzu
oder la& weg, aber der ‘feste  Text’ tut das nur sehr begrenzt,
selbst der ‘Normaltext halt sich in den Grenzen, die wir such
bei der spateren neutestamentlichen Uberlieferung beobachten :
ParalleleneinfluB, Verdeutlichung, stilistische Anderung  usw.
Der ‘freie Text’ verfahrt an sich nach denselben Prinzipien - so
dal3  die Grenzen fliel3end  sein k&men - aber er laint  ihnen
weiten Raum, verstandlich genug in einer Zeit, in welcher  die
neutestamentlichen Schriften erst beginnen, kanonische Auto-
ritat zu gewinnen und vollig  verstandlich in der fruhesten  Zeit,
in denen  der Christ sich als Geisttrager dem in diesen Schriften
Mitgeteilten gleichgestellt und gleichberechtigt weif und dement-
sprechend frei damit schaltet (vgl.  die Zitate aus dem NT im
friihchristlichen Schrifttum vor Irenaus).  Selbst als urn 200 das
Vierevangeliencorpus und das paulinische Corpus allgemein in
der Kirche anerkannt sind, bezieht sich diese Anerkennung nur
auf die Corpora als solche und nicht auf jede Einzelheit des
Textes. Und selbst als die Kanonizitat der 27 Schriften des
NT vom 4. Jahrhundert ab kirchlich fixiert wird, bleibt der
Text des NT immer noch ein ‘lebender Text’. Bis in die spatestcn
Zeiten hinein haben sich die Schreiber zu Anderungen  frei
gcfiihlt und ihre Vorlage niemals so sklavisch  genau kopiert,
wie das in der orientalischen Uberlieferung Gesetz war - sei es
beim hebraischen Alten Testament oder beim arabischen Koran.

Wenn nun nachstehend die Varianten der fruhen  Papyri
und Majuskeln vom ‘Standard-Text’ verzeichnet werden, so
geschieht das mit der bereits genannten doppelten Abzweckung :
einer Kontrolle des ‘Standard-Textes’ auf sein Verhaltnis zum
Text der Friihzeit  und ob Anderungen daran nach dem Befund
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dort erforderlich sind sowie einer Untersuchung des Textes der
Frtihzeit darauf,  ob er sich in die genannten Kategorien einftigt
und ob bzw. wieweit diese Kategorien erweitert oder verandert
werden mussen. Dabei wird, wie ebenfalls bereits bemerkt, von
den ‘kleinen’ Papyri ausgegangen. GewiB  handelt es sich bei
ihnen wie den zusatzlich  heranzuziehenden Majuskeln urn
Fragmente. Aber diese Papyri und Majuskeln haben ur-
sprtinglich  mindestens den Text der ganzen neutestamentlichen
Schrift  enthalten, von der sie heute nur noch Teile bieten. Urn
ihren Textcharakter festzustellen, reichen such Proben aus -
das ist wie bei dem bertihmten Eimer mit Marmelade, den man
nicht ganz aufessen muB, urn den Charakter der Marmelade zu
bestimmen, e i n i g e  Liiffel  d a v o n  reichen daftir  vollstandig.
Nattirlich ist es moglich, da8 ein Fragment ausgerechnet einen
Textabschnitt enthalt, in dem alle Zeugen miteinander iiber-
einstimmen, dann fallt es fur unsere Untersuchung aus. Die
wenigstens vorlaufige  Feststellung, ob und wieviel Varianten in
diesem Abschnitt sonst iiberliefert sind, ermijglicht ein Seiten-
blick in die Ausgabe von Sodens,  welche  von allen Ausgaben das
umfanglichste Variantenmaterial bietet (bis zu einem gewissen
Grade such in den neuen Nestle), diese Zahlen werden deshalb
jedes Ma1  zur Kontrolle angegeben. Die Anordnung erfolgt
nach den Schriften des NT und hier so, dal3  zwar die chrono-
logische Anordnung dominiert, gleichzeitig aber nach Miiglich-
keit die inhaltliche Reihenfolge beachtet wird.

Aus diesem Grunde werden such Papyri und Majuskeln in-
einander geordnet : die tibliche Trennung beider ist ebenso-
wenig sinnvoll zu begrtinden  wie die iibliche Anordnung in der
(doch  rein zufalligen)  Reihenfolge der Papyrus-Nummern. Die
Individualitat der insgesamt 38 Papyri und Majuskeln bleibt
such beim gewahlten  System erhalten. Wenn im nachstehenden
Text nur 27 von ihnen behandelt werden und die Unter-
suchung beim Philipperbrief abbricht, so hat das den rein
auBeren  Grund der radikalen Umfangsbeschrankung fur die
Beitrage zu dieser Festschrift durch  den Verlag. Es fehlen noch
fur den I Thess p 65 (III) mit I : 3-2 : I, 6-13 und ~30 (III)
mit 4: 12-13, 16-17; 5: 3, 8-10,  12-18, 25-28, fur den 2 Thess
der Rest von ~30 mit I : 1-2, fiir Titus ~32 (urn 200) mit I : I 1-15;
2 : 3-8, fur Philemon p 8’ (III) mit 13-15, 24-25, fiir Hebr p12
(III) mit I : I und p13  (III/IV) mit 2 : 14-5 : 5 ; IO : 8-22,29-I  I :

i,
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13; II : 28-12: 17, fur Jak p23  (III) mit I : 10-12,  15-18 und ~20
(III) mit 2 : 19-3  : g, fur I Joh pg (III/IV) mit 4: I 1-12,  14-17,
fur Jud p7*  (III/IV) mit 4-5, 7-8 und fur die Apokalypse pr*
(III/IV) mit 1 : 4-7. Aber such so ist der vorgeschriebene
Umfang bereits iiberschritten,  obwohl der ursprtingliche  Plan,
jeder Variante einen ausfuhrlichen  Apparat aus den wichtigsten
Handschriften mitzugeben, von vornherein aufgegeben und die
Einleitung auf ein Minimum gekiirzt  worden  ist.

Immerhin bedeutet die Weglassung der friihen Papyri fur
I Thess - Apok keine grundsatzliche  Einbul3e.  Denn das Ge-
samtbild wird dadurch nicht geandert.  Und vielleicht hat die
Konfrontierung mit der ‘Mtinsterschen Texttheorie’ ohne vie1
erklarende  Zusatze,  wie sie jetzt in der Einleitung erfolgt, such
ihren Vorteil. AnschlieBend  an die Materialdarbietung wird
noch einmal kurz davon zu reden  sein.

Matthb’usevangelium

p64/67  (urn 200) : Matt 3 : g, 15 ; 5 : 20-22,  25-28 ; 26 : 7-8, I O,

14-15, 22-23, 31-33
1 g Verse, 62 Zeilen (zweispaltig), 2 Varianten : Auslassung

v o n  a&+ nach &L~V~~OUL  in 5: 28, av]?~~ ~[TT&]  in 26: 2 2

(Variantenzahl bei Nestle-Aland26  15, bei v. Soden  52) : fester
Text.

p7’ (II/III) : Matt 23 : 30-38  (39)
g (I o) Verse, 23 (27) Zeilen, 2 Varianten, davon I Singu-

larlesart: KOWWVO~ C&&V in 23 : 30, ~~&bjKU  in 23 : 37, d a z u
Schreibvariante t;pv~f in 23 : 37 (Variantenzahl bei Nestle-
Aland 6, bei v. Soden  38) : mit nachlassigem  S c h r e i b e r ,
mindestens Normaltext.

pl (III), Matt I : r-g, 12, 14-20
I 7 Verse, 47 (50) Zeilen, 2 Singularlesarten (abgesehen von

den Varianten der Namen) : Auslassung von TOG  vor 01Jplov  in
I : 6 und al vor y~~al in I : I 7 (Varianten bei Nestle-Aland26  14,
bei v. Soden  54) : fester Text.

p70  (III), Matt 2: 13-16, 22-3: I; I I: 26-27; 12: 4-5; 24: 3-6,
12-15

19 Verse, 47 Zeilen, 7 Varianten, davon 3 Singularlesarten :
VU&X]~U in 2: 23, YW&KEL in I I : 2 7, E]&~KV in 12: 4, cv (?) TW
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~~u/~/~]uTQJ  in 12: 5, EU ~[w  0voj.m~~  in 24: 5, 76 &.qqAov  TOGTO
(2. Hand, I. Hand la& 70&o  aus)  und ELS oAq]y  gv o~oy[pevqv
in 24 : 14. (Variantenzahl bei Nestle-Aland g, bei v. Soden
58) : etwas fltichtig geschriebener fester Text.

q5Q (III) Matt 26 : 29-40  (+Acta g, s. dort)
12 Verse, 3g Zeilen, 5 Varianten, davon I Singularlesart :

+J & aoL' in 26 : 33, chpvjaa  in 26 : 34,03 C?.V in 26 : 36, TT~OCIEA-
8&v und &TEP (I. Hand, wahrend  die 2. Hand pou hinzufiigt)
in 26 : 39  (Variantenzahl bei Nestle-Aland26  rg, bei v. Soden
50) : mindestens Normaltext.

02 12 (III) Matt 27 : 56-57 und Parallelen
‘Da es sich hier urn Diatessarontext handelt, ist eine ver-

gleichende Betrachtung der Textvarianten nicht mijglich ;
selbst da, wo einwandfrei festzustellen ist, welche  Stelle eines
der Evangelien zugrundegelegt worden  ist, sind die Texte
bearbeitet.

$5 (III?, IV?) Matt 25: 12-15, 20-23
8 Verse, 20 Zeilen, I unsichere Variante, da es sich urn die

Frage der Rekonstruktion einer Liicke handelt ; ob pQ5 np~u~AlGv
KUi oder ~p~mh&b 82 Kd hat, ist nicht sicher zu sagen,  nach der
Buchstabenzahl ist die Auslassung von 6C wahrscheinlicher
(Variantenzahl bei Nestle-Aland  7, bei v. Soden  32) : fester
Text.

pQ7  (III/IV) Matt 26: 19-52
34 Verse, 65 Zeilen, 27 Varianten, davon IO Singularlesarten :

A&W +A (ohne &L) in 26 : 21, E?.. (?) EKUCT]TOS  UUTWV  in 26 : 22,
T+ ~&pa PET' &00  in 26 : 23, +ojO~ (I. Hand, von der zweiten
in +$3~ verbessert) in 26 : 24, E)K&bEV (I. Hand, von der
zweiten Hand in <K&WV  verbessert) in 26 : 26, Xc$?~v T[O rorr)prov
in 26 : 27, ZK TO~TOU y~vv~,!.mTos (I. Hand, die zweite fiigte 706
hinzu) und &c, in 26 : 29, EV E~OL EV TUUT~) ~[q VUKTL] TUVT~) und
8LU~KOp+d?r)~~TUL in 26 : 31, E&W l t in 26 : 33, Kd d ‘I~oo&

und ~016~3 ~fi VVKT~ und uh~~~opo~[wvcus  in 26: 34, pdvuTc 62
38~ und +pr]yop&~  in 26: 38 (vgl. 26: 40 und 41), kymw[T~s
(?) ~L]UV und +p~y~p+m  in 26 : 40, +P~YOPE~TE  und &@TE  in
26 : 41, Auslassung von &&W&v  und von LOU  in 26 : 42, Auslas-
sung von m&b und ZK rpiTou in 26 : 44, & in 26 : 48, T& 'Ivaov^
dmv U6TqJ in 26 : 49-50,  Auslassung von T&J  in 26 : 5 I (Varian-
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t e n a n g a b e  bei Nestle-Aland26  54, bei v. Soden  169)  : freier
Text (nicht zufallig  geht p45 in einer Reihe von Fallen mit ~37
zusammen)  .

Lukaseuangelium
p4 (III) Luk I : 58-60, 62-2 : I, 6-7; 3 : 8-4: 2, 29-32,  34-35;
5: 3-8, 30-6: 16

g6 Verse, 480 Zeilen (zweispaltig), 26 Varianten (von einigen
differierenden Namensschreibungen in 3 : 23 ff abgesehen),
davon 8 Singularlesarten : 37 [vat@~  oder q [vo&$  und n~p~~pq [.LU
TO CJTO]~U  UVTOV [KU& 7 yAcm]~u UVTOV in I : 64, KU: &&L?To in
I: 6 5 , &WT&J  in I: 66, Auslassung von KdplOS in I : 68, 706
Kvpiov in I :  7 6 , E~T$[c~KE#UTO  in 1 : 78, Auslassung von KC&V
in 3: 9, flGnTLd7[VUb]  T~)/TU in 3: 21, ZWU~UTL(K@?)  E&L in 3:

2% 4bYb”  61 f ~&[CKLS] $&$T!c$~  $K [TOV 7ThOLOV in 5, 3, XU~]$UCLL

in 5 : 4; ‘1700% ohne Artikel und rp]?[s] UVTOV  in 5 : 3 I, p'+mm

(statt ,%j&~)  in 5 : 37, Auslassung von Kui in 5 : 39, 'I~OOU~S
ohne Artikel und Auslassung von GTES in 6 : 3, Auslassung von
& in 6 : 4, Zufugung  von Kui vor TOUA au/3/3chou  in 6 : 5, E)v T@
;TCpy  und SE&& UZ?TO~^  in 6 : 6, &pan&r~  in 6 : 7, 'I~OOIYS  ohne
Artikel in 6 : g, 2AciXovv in 6 : I I, qb~[v~~w  in der 2. Hand in
6 : 13 (die erste liest ~poaa&bqaw).  Dazu kommen in 3, 23-29
einige Varianten bei Namensformen, aber lediglich ortho-
graphischen Charakters (Variantenzahl bei Nestle-Aland  I 43,
bei v. Soden 578) : Normaltext.

p6Q  (III) Luk 22: 41,45-48,58-61
g Verse, 28 Zeilen, I 3 Varianten (davon g Singularlesarten),

wobei in einer Reihe von Fallen nicht sicher zu entscheiden
ist, was p6Q ursprunglich  tatsachlich gelesen hat, da die Rekon-
struktion mit verschiedenen Unsicherheitsfaktoren belastet ist :
offensichtlich hat p6Q nach npoar]&x~~o  von 22 : 41 eine Aus-
lassung, die groBer  gewesen ist als die vielfach bezeugte von
43-44 (schon in p’s), offensichtlich hat such 22 : 42 gefehlt;
wie der AnschluB  von 45b zu konstruieren ist, ist nicht sicher ;
EUPEV  U~TOUS  KU@$OVTUS K(>L[pOpEvOVS in 22: 45; such in 22 :

46 weicht  pQQ von allen anderen Texten ab, moglicherweise hat
er gelesen EL~TEV  UUTOLS (0) F] 7~ ~&~v&[TE; [en 8~ (?)] und-.
KUL Eyy~mS +h?jOE]Y ?Ov Lr)v in 22: 4.7, Q!.'[T](,r, $[L~w KU& OU

und d 62 dmv am Schluf3  in 22 : 58, OQ[EL wpus  UXAOS LCTXU]~L&TO
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und OV?OS qv ~[ET  av~ov  in 22 : 59, such in 22 : 60 weicht ~69 vom
Standard-Text erheblich ab, wahrscheinlich hat er gelesen
KUL l TL] UVTOV  hahoy[vros  rrapaxpqpa,  in 22 : 61 o ‘rrs~p[os  ~vq%kt,kv
UV]?W  TOTE, schlie8lich wird in 22 : 61 ZTL vor nplv ausgelassen
(Variantenzahl bei Nestle-Aland  27, bei v. Soden 77) : sehr
freie Textform  eines such sonst stark variierten Textes, von
allen anderen Reprasentanten dieses Typs unterschieden. Trotz
gelegentlicher Beriihrungen mit Lesarten bei D nicht in den
D-Text als Vorlaufer einzuordnen, D hat die bei psg ausgelas-
senen Verse 22 : 43-44 und bietet such  22 : 42 in ganz anderer
Gestalt.

Johanneseuangelium

p52  (urn 125) Joh 18: y-33, 37-38
5 Verse, 14 Zeilen, I Variante (Singularlesart) : die Ausfiil-

lung der Liicke in 18 : 33 L+MEV ovv ~ZALV ELS  TO ~~ULTO]~LOV

ist nicht absolut sicher, die Auslassung von ENS.  TOGTO in 18 : 37
befindet sich ebenfalls in Lticke und ist aus der Buchstabenzahl
der Zeile erschlossen (Variantenzahl bei Nestle-Aland2s  4, bei
v. Soden  21) : Normaltext.

p5 (III) Joh I : 23-30  (31), 33-40;  16: 14-30;  20: 11-17,  19-25
48 Verse, I 37 (I 40) Zeilen, 25 Varianten (davon 8 Singulir-

lesarten) : Auslassung von KUi  E?rav  a~&2 (rekonstruiert) in I :
25, Auslassung von &ALU  (rekonstruiert) in I : 35, Auslassung
von az?Tov^  (rekonstruiert, Angabe im Apparat von Nestle-Aland
ist dementsprechend zu korrigieren) in I : 37, oLC Sd in I : 38 von
der ersten Hand ausgelassen, von der zweiten beigefiigt,  C&T+
daftir  urspriinglich  im Text und vom Korrektor getilgt und
AE~ETUL  ~]~~~VEVO~E[VOV  (aber nicht sicher, da die Zeile dann nur
25 Buchstaben hatte, @~~~~VEVC$MVOV  wiirde  sie auf 28 bringen,
was durchaus mijglich w%re, da die Buchstabenzahlen zwischen
25 und 2g liegen), in I : 40 wird entweder Z&WOS oder l7hp0v
ausgelassen (eine Entscheidung, welches  Wort fehlte, ist nicht
moglich,  da es sich urn eine Singularlesart handelt), in I 6 : I 7
wird von der ersten Hand ~TL ausgelassen (vom Korrektor ein-
gefiigt),  in 16 : 18 wird 0” A&L ausgelassen, ebenso wie mit
aller Wahrscheinlichkeit ~6 vor pLKpdV, in 16 : 19 vor 'Iqaov^s
der Artikel, in 16 : 2 I steht +.kpa  statt Gpu,  in 16 : 23 hat der
Papyrus die Wortfolge &h~~ Z;,& EIv T+ ~VC$LUT~  ~OV, in 16 : 24
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ist durch Homoioteleuton der Text von &OS  ~PTL  bis dudpad

pov ausgefallen (der Korrektor fiigt die Auslassung als Anhang
hinzu), in I 6 : 26 wird ~~pl I+& ausgelassen, in I 6 : 27 fehlt
(als Singulirlesart) 27; vor ~upd  und danach der Artikel vor
8~06, in 16 : 29 wird vom Korrektor das urspriinglich  fehlende
ai;~+  nach AEjovcrcv  hinzugeftigt,  in 20 : 16 bleibt es innerhalb
des rekonstruierten Teils unsicher, ob 8L&hK&  oder KE gestan-
den hat, das zweite ist wahrscheinlicher, weil die Zeile dann
27 Buchstaben hat, was im Durchschnitt liegt, wahrend  das
erste 34 Buchstaben ergabe,  in 20 : 19 1aBt die erste Hand KU~

vor ACyec aus (vom Korrektor hinzugefiigt).  Auffallig ist der
Variantenbestand in 20: 24-25. Hier scheint der Papyrus mit
N* iibereinzustimmen: wie dieser liest er &E O&J (rekonstruiert)
in 20 : 24,laBt in 20 : 25 zunachst  das O&J nach 2'k:yov  aus,  dann
d a s  CSAAOL  vor ,ua&~ul und  schlieBlich  das O&J nach x~pcrlv.
Allerdings befinden sich alle diese Vorkommnisse im rekon-
struierten Bestand, wobei die niedrige sich so ergebende Buch-
stabenzahl (23/25/25/25  in den Zeilen 24-27 von BvO) deutlich
unter dem Durchschnitt liegt. Deshalb ist in 20 : 24 hochst-
wahrscheinlich der Artikel vor 'I~ooGs einzufiigen,  was gegen 8
ginge. (Variantenzahl bei Nestle-Aland  88, bei v. Soden  279)  :
Normaltext.

p*” (III) Joh 3: 34
I Vers, 3 Zeilen, 1 Variante : E)K &OVS &itt ZK j.dTpOV  (Sari-

antenzahl bei Nestle-Aland26 I , bei v. Soden  4). uber  d e n
Textcharakter ist wegen der Ktirze des gebotenen Textes nichts
zu sagen (weithin Rekonstruktion) ; das mit Sicherheit zu lesende
E)K ,dpovs  wird bezeugt von Pan*, 030, 1223 al, aber es kijnnen
daraus keine weiterfiihrenden  Schhisse  gezogen werden.

~28 (III) Joh 6 : 8-12, I 7 - 2 2
I I Verse, 23 Zeilen, 4 Varianten : in 6 : IO offensichtlich

&a& (rekonstruiert) ,  in 6 : I I &JKEV,  in 6 : I 7 ~~6s  U~;TO;S
arlh6eEL  6 sIqOO~S, in 6: 22 E&V (&v) (Varianten bei Nestle-
Aland 16, bei v. Soden  75) : Normaltext.

03~ (III) Joh 8: 14-22
g Verse, 50 Zeilen, I Variante: 4 pup7vpla  ~OV aye;,  &TCV

in 8 : 14 (Varianten bei Nestle-Aland26  g, bei v. Soden  57) :
fester Text (charakteristischerweise geht p3g bei seiner Ab-
weichung vom Standardtext mit p75 und B zusammen).
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p22 (III) Joh 15: 25-16: 2, 21-32
I 7 Verse, 37 Zeilen, 2 Varianten : &L E)dv  in I 6 : 23 (anschei-

r-rend Singularlesart), in I 6 : 27 ganz offensichtlich 706 0~06

(wenn such rekonstruiert), in 16: 32 KU: 2~6 (Varianten bei
Nestle-Aland26  24, bei v. Soden 81) : Normaltext, wenn nicht
mehr.

0162 (III/IV) Joh 2: 11-22

I 2 Verse, 38 Zeilen, 5 Varianten : p& TCGTU und Auslassung
von &ov^ nach &M~ol  in 2: 12, 4s #pay&%ou  und T& KkppU7U
in 2 : 15, &KO8Oj_~?j&j in 2: 20 (Varianten bei Nestle-Aland26
14, bei v. Soden  65) : Normaltext, wenn nicht mehr (in drei
der fiinf Varianten geht 0162 bezeichnenderweise mit ~75 zu-
sammen).

Apostelgeschichte

0189 (II/III) Apg 5: 3-21
19 Verse, 66 Zeilen, 6 Varianten : +dvovTo (EYELVOVTO)  und

~TOIVTES  in 5: 12, oGe& in 5 : 13,  avv$p~ovTo  in 5: I 6, +OL&
(TV&)  und 6C statt TE in 5 : I g (Varianten bei Nestle-Aland
32, bei v. Soden I 18) : Normaltext, wenn nicht mehr (vier
der Varianten gehen bezeichnenderweise mit B zusammen).

953 (III) Apg g : 33-10:  I (+Matt 26, s. dort)
I 2 Verse, 37 Zeilen, 6 Varianten : 'Iyooik d Xp~a~ds ( ?) in

g: 34, (l&i%v  KU; .&p&a  in g: 35, @C&U  $pyw  in g: 36,
ZAYS ‘Id~7rqs  in g : 42 und ~KUT~VTU~XOS  in 10 : I ( V a r i a n t e n
in Nestle-Aland 13, in v. Soden  58) : Normaltext.

$9 (III) Apg 26: 7-8, 2 0

~48 (III) Apg 23 : I 1-17, 23-29

~3s (urn 300, III/IV?) Apg 18: 27-19:  6, 12-16
Alle  drei Papyri sind (wenn such bei ~29 mit einiger Zurtick-

haltung wegen des zu geringen Textbestandes) als Vorfahren
bzw. Geschwister des D-Textes anzusehen, von dem sie aller-
dings selbstandig  abweichen. Sie bedtirfen  einer Sonderunter-
suchung, eine Kollation gegen den ‘Standard-Text’ wiirde
wegen ihres grundsatzlich  verschiedenen Charakters untiber-
sichtlich werden und keine konkreten Resultate ergeben.
Auffallig ist, da8 fur die Evangelien keine D-Text-Zeugen in
den friihen  Papyri und Majuskeln vorliegen, einzig p6g kommt
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hier in Betracht, seine Selbstandigkeit in der Auslassung von
Luk 22 : 43-44 gegen D weist (vielleicht) in die Richtung, die
ktinftige  Untersuchungen nehmen sollten.

Riimerbrief

~40 (III) Rijm I:  24-27, 31-2: 3; 3: 21-4: 8; 6: 4-5, 16; g:
r6-r7>27

33 Verse, 106 Zeilen, 7 Varianten (davon 3 Singularlesarten
und 3 durch Homoioteleuton) : Auslassung von T+ (?) vor
&WOJS in 3 : 25, Auslassung von vdpov bis &UTWS  in 3 : 30-3  I

durch Homoioteleuton, Auslassung von & rpo&Topa  bis
2_1/3pudp  in 4 : 1-2 durch Homoioteleuton, 7~ 85 C~~U[{O~E]VW
[O]v [hO]y~&Tm  0  ,UL&[Os  KU]TU X$pW  anstelle  VOn T& 82 j&j

~~YCZ[O~&J  und E'UVTO~^  in 4: 5, Auslassung von KU&&p  bis
&KULOC&~V in 4: 6 durch Homoioteleuton und  &ayy&ih~~  in
g : 17 (Varianten in Nestle-Aland 33, in v. Soden  I I I) :

freier, fliichtig geschriebener Text.

0220 (III)  4: 23-5: 3, 8-13
I 2 Verse, 2g Zeilen, 4 Varianten : +Ipov~u  in 4 : 24, Auslassung

von 75 ~&TEL  in 5 : 2, in 5 : 3 nach ,~udvov  6E’ eine im einzelnen
nicht festzulegende Zufiigung und KUIJXC+WOL (Varianten in
Nestle-Aland2s  12, in v. Soden 47) : fester Text ( ?,rdie  Varianten
in 5 : 2-3 gehen mit B).

p2’ (III)  8 : 12-22, 24-27, 33-g : 3, 5-g
30 Verse, 60 Zeilen, 2 Varianten (davon I

27~ &hl&  in 8 : &v&poi?Tut  67~6 in 8 : I (2.
Singularlesart) :

20, 2 Hand, I. Hand
vielleicht 7jX&pC;& 2K) (Varianten [in iNestle-Aland26  33, in
v. Soden 98) : fester Text.

I. Korintherbrief

$5  (III) 7 : 18-8 : 4
27 Verse, 75 Zeilen, I o Varianten (davon 3 Singularlesarten) :

71s KiK$TUL  in 7: 18,  E)v ij zK;\+07  in 7 : 20, ~TUP& T& e+ (re-
konstruiert) in 7 : 24, Auslassung von 7d vor AOH&  in 7 : 29,
Auslassung von U~T&J  vor ot&+opov  sowie &T~~W&TTOVS  E&L

in 7: 3 5 , &TT~KEV rij KUP&  (rekonstruiert) und K~K~LKEV  T$
22~  in 7 : 37, ?TO+EL in 7 : 38, Xp~a~ov^  in 7 : 40 (Varianten bei
Nestle-Aland26  44, bei v. Soden  I 04) : mindestens Normaltext.
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Epheserbrief

~49 (III) 4: 16-29, 31-5: 13
2g Verse, 4g Zeilen, 8 Varianten (davon 4 Singulirlesarten) :

Auslassung von 3,& nach cboe&ea~  in 4: 22, & + m~+.mm

in 4 : 23, Auslassung von + vor mpopymp~  in 4: 26, ~a%
XEPO~V ~6 &yaedv in 4 : 28, Auslassung von Kal vor d 0~6s  und
7jj..Cv in 4: 32, &~a& in 5 : 6, Auslassung von y& vor ~pv&j

in 5 : I 2 (Varianten in Nestle-Aland 28, in v. Soden  85) :
mindestens Normaltext, wenn nicht mehr.

Philipperbrief

p16 (III/IV) 3 : IO- I 7 ; 4: 2-8
15 Verse, 40 Zeilen, I o (9) Varianten (davon 4 Singular-

lesarten) : Auslassung entweder von T+ oder T&J in 3 : IO (nicht
zu entscheiden, da in der Rekonstruktion), Auslassung von
Kd vor KUd&/h  und von Kd oder '&movI  (nicht zu entscheiden,
da in der Rekonstruktion) in 3 : I 2, O&W (rekonstruiert, aber
nicht sicher, der Papyrus kann nach der Durchschnittsbuch-
stabenzahl  such 06 gehabt haben) sowie )toyl{opu~  2,mv&
in 3: 13, 706 eE06 2~ '17~06  Xp,@  in 3 : 14, 2#kh~~  in 3 : I 6 ,
+~OV&TE  in 4: 2, &V oVV~py&  pOV (KU;?) 7&V XOHT& in 4: 3,

Kd 76 vo7j~um  KUi  7A ac+mu 2;pGv  in 4 : 7 (Varianten in Nestle-
Aland 18, in v. Soden 55) : Normaltext.

Brechen wir hier ab und wenden  wir uns einer - notge-
drungenermaBen  kurzen - zusammenfassenden Betrachtung zu.
Die hier vorgenommenen Klassifizierungen werden manchen
Kollegen - den Jubilar eingeschlossen - wahrscheinlich schok-
kieren, sind sie doch gewohnt, den Text der hier behandelten
Papyri anders zu klassifizieren : ‘stimmt mit B und 0 uberein’
(pa), ‘Mischtext ; stimmt teils mit Ncorr  und teils mit D uberein’
(~22)  und was dergleichen mehr ist, oder ihn mindestens zu
einer der spateren  groRen Gruppen zuzuordnen : alexandrinischer
Text, C&area-Text, westlicher Text bzw. Mischung aus ihnen,
was dann bis zu einer Zuordnung zum praecaesareensischen
Text und ahnlichem gehen kann. Abgesehen davon, da8 die
Zuordnung zu einzelnen oder mehreren, in sich ganz ver-
schiedenen Handschriften (B und 0 !) fur gewohnlich  auf will-
kiirlich herausgegriffenen Lesarten beruht und dem Duktus
des betreffenden Papyrus auf keine Weise entspricht, scheint sie
den einfachsten Regeln der Logik zuwider. 07~ und B kann
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man vielleicht wegen ihrer iiberwaltigenden  Ubereinstimmung
iiber lange Strecken hin so beurteilen, aber selbst hier muJ
es heil3en:  B stimmt mit p75 iiberein, niemals umgekehrt .
Denn Abhangigkeitsverhaltnisse  verlaufen doch immer vom
Friiheren zum Spateren, nur das Spatere kann in seinem Charak-
ter mit dem Friiheren verglichen werden und nicht umgekehrt.
Folgt man aber dieser tiberall geltenden Regel, so mu&e es
bei p6 z.B. heil3en  ‘B und 0 stimmen mit p6 uberein’  - wobei
die Sinnlosigkeit, urn nicht zu sagen Unsinnigkeit eines solchen
Vergleiches deutlich sichtbar wird. Schon die fur ~32 gegebene
Beschreibung : ‘stimmt mit N uberein,  ebenso mit F G’ scheint
erstaunlich, bringt man sie in die logische Ordnung  : ‘K und
F G stimmen mit p6 uberein’, wird die Unmijglichkeit einer
solchen Betrachtungsweise ganz deutlich.

Dariiber  1ieRe  sich noch vie1 sagen,  lassen wir es mit diesen
wenigen Satzen genug sein. Der ‘frtihe Text’, d.h. der Text des
NT bis ans Ende der diokletianischen Verfolgung und bis zum
Beginn der Wirkung der grol3en  Textformen, von denen  allein
die alexandrinische (der spatere  agyptische Text) und die an-
tiochenische (der Koine- usw. Text) sicher zu erfassen sind,
gliedert sich nach - wenigstens meinem - bisherigen Erkennt-
nisstand in drei Gruppen: fester Text, Normaltext, freier Text.
Neben allem  steht als einsame Gro8e der D-Text, der im ‘fi%hen
Text’ drei bzw. vier Reprasentanten hat (von 38 !) : p2g,  p48,
$8 und eventuell noch p 6g. Alle diese Papyri sind offensichtlich
Vorganger, bestenfalls Geschwister des Textes von D, nicht von
ihm abgeleitet. Aber das bedarf noch einer eingehenden Unter-
suchung (die hoffentlich in nicht zu ferner Zukunft vorgelegt
werden kann)  .

In der vorstehenden Zusammenstellung ist versucht worden,
alle hier behandelten Zeugen des friihen  Textes einer der drei
Gruppen zuzuweisen. Das geschah provisorisch, wie schon  die
mehrfach wiederkehrende Bezeichnung ‘mindestens Normal-
text’ zeigt. Das geschah bei insgesamt fi_inf  Zeugen: p53 (fur
Matthaus),  ~2~’ 0162, 0189, p15, gag. Eindeutig unter das Vor-
zeichen des ‘festen Textes’ wurden sieben Zeugen gestellt  :
@-4/67,  pl, ~70, ~35, p39, 0220, p27.  Die Klassifikation ‘Normaltext’
erfolgte fur ebenfalls sieben Zeugen : pT7, p4, p52,  $, p2*, p53
(fur Apostelgeschichte), p16. Nur zwei Zeugen : p37,  p40 wurden
dem ‘freien Text’ zugeordnet. Ohne Beurteilung mu&en aus
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den jeweils angegebenen Grtinden bleiben : 02 12, p*O (Reihen-
folge bei allen Aufzahlungen  jeweils wie auf den vorstehenden
Seiten).

Mag der Textkritiker nun iiber die Nomenklatur und das
ganze System denken,  wie er will : eins wird er zugeben miissen,
und das ist m.E. ein Resultat, das die ganze Untersuchung
bereits lohnt : das bisherige Bild vom friihen Text mu13  revidiert
werden. Nicht p45 und pss reprgsentieren  den Textcharakter der
friihen Zeit, wie wir bisher meinten, und p75  stellt in ihm nicht
eine einsame Ausnahme dar. Sondern neben ~75 steht eine zahl-
reiche Zahl von Zeugen von den Anfangen  an bis hin zum 3./4.
Jahrhundert, die auf ahnliche Weise wie er den ursprtinglichen
Text z%h festhalten und von ihm nur geringfigig  abweichen,
und zwar in allen Schriftengruppen des NT. GewiB  handelt es
sich bei den hier betrachteten Papyri und Unzialen nur urn
Zeugen fur kleinere Textstiicke.  Aber wenn wir die Zahl der
Varianten ansehen, die sich in der Uberlieferung in diesen
Textstticken  finden (und sie ist gewiB  noch hoher  als im kritischen
Apparat bei v. Soden !), scheint der SchluR  a minore ad maius
nicht nur gestattet, sondern geboten. Nur zwei der vorstehend
betrachteten 27 friihen Zeugen (bzw. 25, wenn wir 0212 und
p80 in Abzug bringen), bieten einen ahnlich ‘freien  Text’ wie
p45 und p66.

Und schliefllich,  urn zum Ausgangspunkt und zum Anlaf3
dieser Untersuchung zuruckzulehren  : der neue ‘Standard-
Text’ hat die Probe an den frtihen  Papyri und Majuskeln
bestanden. Er entspricht in der Tat dem Text der Friihzeit.
Was dessen Zeugen an Abweichungen von ihm bieten, liegt in
der normalen Variationsbreite neutestamentlicher Uberliefe-
rung. Nirgendwann und nirgendwo finden wir hier Lesarten,
die eine Anderung des ‘Standard-Textes’ geboten.  Wenn die hier
in aller Kiirze und Gedrangtheit  angestellten Untersuchungen
einmal vollstandig  vorgelegt werden kijnnen,  wird der jeder
Variante beigegebene ausfuhrliche  Apparat such den letzten
Zweifler davon tiberzeugen. Hundert Jahre nach Westcott-
Hort scheint das Ziel einer Ausgabe des NT ‘in the original
Greek’ erreicht. Weder der Jubilar noch der Verfasser dieser
Betrachtungen wird bei dieser Feststellung der Selbstsicherheit
Westcott-Horts verfallen. Denn der kritische Apparat des neuen
Nestle mit seinem umfangreichen Material bietet AnlaB  zu
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vielen  nachdenklichen Betrachtungen. Aber im Rahmen des
bisher Maglichen scheint das angestrebte Ziel doch erreicht, die__
Schriften des NT  in der Textform  zu bieten, die der am nachsten
kommt, in der sie aus der Hand des Verfassers  bzw. Redak-
tors ihren Weg  in die Kirche des I. und ] 2. Jahrhunderts
antraten.



2 1. Abschreibpraktiken und
Schreibergewohnheiten in ihrer

Auswirkung auf die Textiiberlieferung

K L A U S  J U N A C K

D I E Analyse komplexer Handlungen und Ablaufe, nicht nur im
Bereich von Naturwissenschaft und Technik,  sondern such im
humanwissenschaftlichen Bereich, ist erst seit einiger Zeit,
nicht zuletzt unter dem EinfluB  von Verhaltensforschung und
Psychologie  verstarkt in Angriff genommen worden.  Die Ergeb-
nisse der meisten dieser Untersuchungen konnen  vielleicht nicht
an invent&en Aufsatzen  friiherer Generationen gemessen
werden, weisen aber doch verbliiffende  Konsequenzen auf;
ihr Verdienst liegt dabei h&fig  nur in der Zusammenschau von
Einzelziigen  und Detailbeobachtungen, die einzeln genommen
trivial erscheinen, wie selbstverstandlich  wirken oder schon in
anderen Zusammenhangen dargestellt wurden. Aber ihre
Aufgabe ist es schliel3lich  nur, in der Zusammenordnung der
Einzelphanomene und der Darstellung ihrer Bezogenheiten
Vorgange und Ablaufe transparent zu machen. Erst so ergeben
sich mit der notigen Deutlichkeit die sachlichen oder situations-
bedingten Voraussetzungen, die entsprechenden Abhangigkeiten
und die daraus zu ziehenden SchluRfolgerungen  und Erkennt-
nisse.

J

Ich mijchte den Versuch wagen,  auf dieser Linie einem
Vorgang genauer nachzugehen, der implizit und explizit immer
wieder in den Handbtichern  und Spezialwerken angesprochen,
aber lange Zeit nur wie eine Nebensachlichkeit behandelt
wurde, dem Akt des Abschreibens, dem Akt des manuellen
Kopierens griechischer Texte im Rahmen ihrer handschrift-
lichen Uberlieferung speziell zur Zeit der Spatantike, also in
der sogenannten Friihzeit der neutestamentlichen Textgeschichte.
Dabei kann es sich hier nur urn einen ersten Versuch handeln,
der von den wenigen Vorarbeiten zu diesem Kopmlex aus-
gehen sol1 und nur die Grundphanomene ansprechen kann.
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Eine einigermaBen  erschijpfende  Darstellung der Erscheinungen
wtirde  den vorgegebenen Umfang sprengen, aber such eine sehr
lange Zeit der Vorarbeit verlangen und eine themabezogene
Behandlung aller friihen  Handschriften und Fragmente voraus-
setzen.  So kijnnen  hier nur die Grundfragen angerissen werden
und muB - ebenfalls  aus Raumgriinden  - auf eine umfang-
reiche Dokumentation verzichtet werden.

Eine wesentliche Anregung zu dem Versuch, das Abschreiben
genauer zu analysieren, habe ich - neben meiner speziellen
Tatigkeit  im Institut fiir neutestamentliche Textforschung und
den mir hier gestellten Aufgaben in Handschriftenforschung und
Unterricht von Studenten - direkt und indirekt durch Bruce
M. Metzger, seinem vielseitigen Oeuvre und nicht zuletzt
seinen Ausfiihrungen  zu diesem Thema’ empfangen. Er, dem
dieser Aufsatz daher in aller Bescheidenheit und Verehrung
gewidmet sein ~011,  hat namlich in seinen vielen  und vielseitigen
Veriiffentlichungen gerade diesem Aspekt immer wieder einen
gewissen  Raum eingeraumt  und sich nicht damit begniigt,
Vorfindlichkeiten festzustellen oder die Deutungen anderer zu
referieren, sondern ist mehr als andere such den sachlichen
und inharenten Begrtindungen  und Bedingtheiten nachgegangen.
Neben der profunden Einzelkenntnis und einer immensen Er-
fahrung, die bei allen uneingeschrankte  Bewunderung findet,
scheint mir gerade diese Tatsache  einen wesentlichen Grund fur
die Anerkennung und den Erfolg darzustellen, die der Jubilar in
seiner Lehrtatigkeit und in seinen Veroffentlichungen gefunden
hat ; sie sollte allen Jtingeren  zum Vorbild und Ansporn dienen.

DaB handschriftliche Wieder- und Weitergabe von Texten
mit einer Fiille von Schwierigkeiten und Fehlern verbunden ist,
wurde immer in den Standardwerken hervorgehoben, liegt auf
der Hand und gehiirt  in den Erfahrungsbereich eines jeden, der
durch  die Schule  gegangen ist und schreiben lernte. Die speziellen
Fehlermiiglichkeiten  beim Abschreiben, sowohl die unwillent-
lichen, aber such die willentlichen hat dabei jeder an sich selbst
erfahren.  Gerade diese Tatsache  jedoch scheint es vornehmlich zu
sein, die dazu verftihrt, vorschnell die eigene Erfahrung mit der
der damaligen Schreiber zu identifizieren, die eigenen Schwachen

1 Vor allem  ist hier zu nennen sein pZdagogisch  so gegliicktes  Handbuch
The  Text of the New Testamnt: Its Transmission, Corruption, and Restoration (2nd edn.;
Oxford: Clarendon, I 968).
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und Schwierigkeiten bei diesem Vorgang auf die damalige Zeit
zu projizieren und somit die Einzelprobleme des Abschreibens
vorschnell als allgemein bekannt oder wenigstens als allgemein
vorstellbar anzusehen und dann aus diesem Grund nicht naher zu
untersuchen. Die Arbeiten und Veroffentlichungen  des vorigen
Jahrhunderts, aber such die Standardwerke und Handbiicher
aus der ersten Halfte dieses Jahrhunderts kijnnen  insgesamt als
Beleg  dafiir herangezogen werden. Selbst in Spezialwerken des
antiken Buchwesens und der griechischen Palaographie wurde in
griiRter  Ausfiihrlichkeit i_iber  die Materialseite gesprochen, wur-
den Beschreibstoffe, Schreib- und Schreiberutensilien anhand
der alten Quellen und der archaologischen Funde genauestens
beschrieben, wurden anhand der sehr sparlichen Angaben
tiber Schreib- und Buchwesen viele Schhisse  i_.iber  diesen  Bereich
gewagt, der eigentliche Vorgang des Schreibens, die dabei zu
beobachtenden oder vorauszusetzenden Einzelstadien und ihre
speziellen Probleme kamen dabei aber regelm%ig zu kurz.
Aber such die Fehlermijglichkeiten  wurden meist nur recht
allgemein angesprochen, aber selten und dann nur vorder-
grundig  mit den Einzelstadien des Vorganges ‘Abschreiben’ in
Verbindung gebracht. Die ‘Diktat-Hypothese’ mag als typisches
Musterbeispiel daftir  dienen und zeigt die Problematik mit
tiberraschender Deutlichkeit; sie sol1  hier, und zwar nur unter
diesem Gesichtspunkt, kurz anhand von T. C. Skeat’s Akademie-
bericht ‘The Use of Dictation in Ancient Book-Production’2
dargestellt werden. Nach einer Klage dariiber, daB selbst
moderne Standardwerke wenig oder gar nichts iiber den
Vorgang des Schreibens ausfiihren,  geht Skeat der Frage nach,
auf wen und auf welche  Quellen die Diktat-Hypothese, die
immer wieder in der Literatur auftaucht, zurtickzuftihren  ist.
Das Ergebnis dieser Untersuchung ist ,ausgesprochen  mager,
aber in unserem Sinne symptomatisch: Die Quellen sind sehr
vieldeutig und erlauben Interpretationen in ganz verschiedenen
Richtungen  ; die als  Gewahrsleute  fur die D&tat-Hypothese
angeftihrten  Namen und Werke bieten allenfalls Andeutungen
und Vermutungen, keine eindeutigen Quellen und Beweise.
Die zunachst  als moglich oder vorstellbar dargestellte Hypo-
these wird spater  mit steigender Bestimmtheit vertreten, Namen

2 T. C. Skeat, ‘The Use of Dictation in Ancient Book-Production’, Proceedings
of the British Academy 42 (London: Oxford, rg56), 179-208.
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und Erwagungen  treten an die Stelle von Quellen, und inner-
halb einer gewissen Zeit ist aus einer theoretischen Mijglichkeit
eine schon  immer vertretene Wirklichkeit geworden.3 Dennoch
glaubt Skeat, gemigend  Grtinde und Argumente fur seine Auf-
fassung zu haben, da13  wenigstens im kommerziellen Bereich
antike Texte in der Regel nach Diktat kopiert wurden, also von
einem Vorleser vorgetragen und nach diesem  Diktat von einer
griil3eren  Zahl von Lohnschreibern oder Sklaven gleichzeitig
niedergeschrieben wurden. Wahrend fur ihn in dem zusammen
mit H. J. M. Milne veroffentlichten minutiiisen  Werk Scribes and
Correctors of the Codex  Sinaiticus4  die Diktat-Hypothese die einzige
Erklarung fur die vielen  Schreibversehen und besonders fur
die teilweise erschreckende Ftille von orthographischen Fehlern
in dieser kalligraphisch einmaligen Handschrift war, modi-
fizierte er nun seine Argumentation, besonders aufgrund  der
rninutiijsen  Beweisfiihrung  von A. Dain, da13 such Abschreiben
durch einen einzelnen immer Diktat, allerdings Selbst-Diktat
ist, aber such aufgrund der kritischen Besprechungen der
Scribes and Correctors durch Kirsopp Lake und H. A. Sanders :
‘I would admit, that we had not given sufficient weight to the
possibilities of ‘csubconscious  dictation”; but even so it seems to
me hard to believe that errors on the limitless scale indulged in by
Scribe B in particular can be produced by such means’s schrankt
er ein. Zwei Handschriftennotizen, in denen  fur den Korrektur-
vorgang einmal das Vorlesen durch einen anderen, einmal die
Lekttire der Vorlage durch den Korrektor selbst vorausgesetzt
wird, fiihren Skeat zu dem Schlul3,  dass wie beim Korrigieren
such beim Schreiben zwei Personen  beteiligt sein konnen,
zumindest also beide Formen nebeneinander angewendet
wurden. ‘But at least we have been able to envisage a situation

3 Skeat, ‘Use of Dictation’, 185: ‘He quotes his own two earlier books,
neither of which, as we have seen, seriously discusses the matter, and attempts to
bolster up his bald assertions about dictation with a few miscellaneous quotations,
most of them quite inconclusive since they refer to authors dictating their own
literary works, which is, of course, a commonplace of every age and civilization,
and has absolutely no bearing on methods of commercial book-production. The
only really telling point he makes is that which has just been mentioned, viz. that
the writing position normally adopted would have made visual copying very
difficult, if not impossible; but this is very far from proving the dictation theory’.

4 H. J. M. Mime and T. C. Skeat, Scribes and Correctors of the Codex Sinaiticus
(London: British Museum, 1g38),  esp. 51-g.

5 Skeat ‘Use of Dictation’, 192-8.
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in which, above all others, dictation is likely to have been used
to enable the manuscripts to be produced in the shortest time
possible’,6 beharrt er bei seinen uberlegungen,  obwohl in
sehr speziellen Gegenargumenten aufgrund von Verlaufs- und
Zeitanalysen nachgewiesen wurde, daB durch  Diktieren kaum
Zeit gewonnen werden kann.7  In der Zusammenfassung driickt
Skeat die Hoffnung aus, daB kiinftig  in einer exakten Fehler-
analyse doch weitere Beweise fur die Diktat-Hypothese erbracht
werden konnten. ‘While identical visual errors and identical
phonetic errors may be made by different scribes, the mistakes
due to lack of liaison between scribe and dictator are more
likely to be different in each case. As a result, a dictated manu-
script may be expected to contain a larger or smaller number of
singular errors ; and this is in fact the case with most of the manu-
scripts which have been examined above’.8

Ich bin tiberzeugt,  daR in diesem vorbildlich gearbeiteten
Artikel die Argumentation und die SchluBfolgerung  eine andere
Richtung erhalten hatte, wenn dem Vorgang Abschreiben in
allen seinen Aspekten und Konsequenzen seit langerem  ein
spezielleres Augenmerk gewidmet worden  ware und die wenigen
bereits vorliegenden Arbeiten oder Teildarstellungen zu diesem
Thema,  das allerdings mehr technischer und nur mittelbar
philologischer Natur ist, eine breitere Wiirdigung und Aner-
kennung gefunden hatten. Dabei erkennt Skeat durchaus an,
daB in jener profunden Verijffentlichung  ‘Votes paginarum’
J. Baloghg ‘established once and for all that in the ancient world
all readers, whether of books or documents, normally pronounced
aloud the words as they read them, and that the silent reading
which is so universal today was then looked upon as something
phenomenal’ .IO Aber die Folgerungen, die A. Dain aus diesem
spezifischen Aspekt in einer Systematisierung des Abschreibe-
vorganges und im Hinblick auf die Diktat-Hypothese gezogen
hatte, ohne allerdings nahere  Beweise und Belege zu bieten,
konnten Skeat nicht iiberzeugen.

Dain hatte 1949  in seinem Buch Les Manwcrits,11  das als der

6 Ibid., 197.
7 K. Ohly, ‘Stichometrische Untersuchungen’, <entrulbZutt  fiir Bibliothekswesen,

Beiheft 61 (Leipzig, 1928;  reprint Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1968).
s Skeat, ‘Use of Dictation’, 207-8.
9 Philologus  82 (Ig27),  84-109,  202-40. 10 Skeat, ‘Use of Dictation’, 187.
11 A. Dain, IRS Munuscrits  (Paris: ‘Les belles-lettres’, 1949; rg6h2).
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Grundstein fur die neue Hil&wissenschaft  Kodikologie angesehen
werden kann und such von Skeat hoch gewertet wird, als ‘con-
taining within its brief compass an extraordinary wealth of
information and acute observation by an acknowledged master
in the field of ancient manuscripts and textual transmission’,12
deutlich zu machen versucht, da0 jedem Schreibvorgang immer
ein Diktat zugrunde liegt, dieses aber durchaus nicht auf einen
Vorleser zuriickgeftihrt  werden mu& sondern ebenso gut durch
den Schreiber selbst erfolgen  kann. Dain unterscheidet dabei
vier Stadien fur das Abschreiben : I. L& lecture du modkle,  2. la

r&e&ion du texte, 3. la dictke int&ieure,  4. jeu de main.13 Wichtig
dabei ist, dal3  die manuelle Reproduktion eines Textes immer
nach einem inneren Diktat erfolgt,  also alle Fehler, die Skeat
vornehmlich durch Fremd-Diktat entstanden deutet, ebensogut
such bei der Einzelabschrift entstanden sein konnen.

Skeat meint dagegen, ‘that the case made out by M. Dain
for rejecting the dictation theory is not wholly convincing’.14
Tatsachlich  muB man zugeben, daB die Stadien I und 2 - 4
durchaus such auf verschiedene Personen  verteilt gewesen
sein konnen,  ohne das Verlaufsschema von Dain modifizieren
zu mtissen. Ob der zu kopierende Text durch einen Vorleser
oder den Kopisten selbst dem, der da abschreibt, bewul3t
gemacht wird, bleibt in gewissem MaBe gleich. Denn stets ist
es nur das gesprochene Wort, das die Briicke zwischen Vorlage
und Abschreiber und so zu seinem den Text dann reproduzieren-
den Geist bildet. Ferner liegt es wohl daran, da3 im 3. Stadium
nur von einer dictke intkrieure  gesprochen wird, die zugegebener-
maf3en  jedem Schreiben zugrunde liegt. Hier wirken wieder,
wie mir scheint, die oben erwghnten  allgemeinen Erfahrungen
und Erlebnisformen des eigenen Schreibens behindernd nach,
die auf die Situation der alten Schreiber iibertragen werden,
ohne sich ihre spezielle Situation zu vergegenwartigen und ohne
das von Balogh aus den Quellen eindeutig belegte Phanomen
des lauten Lesens sachlich zu analysieren, auf seine Bedingtheit
zu untersuchen und auf den Ablauf bezogen anzuwenden.

Die Bedingungen beim Lesen sind aber vom Altertum bis ins
Mittelalter wesentlich andere gewesen als die heutigen und
mit modernen  Verhaltnissen nicht zu vergleichen. Eine Hand-

12 Skeat, ‘Use of Dictation’, Igo.
I* Skeat, ‘Use of Dictation’, 190.

13 Dain, Les Manuscrits,  40-5.
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schrift,  selbst kalligraphisch exakt und ohne individuelle Eigen-

willigkeit in der Buchstabengestaltung (von daher fast den
modernen  Drucktypen vergleichbar), aber in der scriptio  con-
tinua geschrieben, kann nicht gelesen werden, wie wir es tun,
d.h. kann nicht durch ausschlieRlich  optisches Erfassen  der
deutlich gegliederten Worteinheiten aufgenommen und ver-
standen  werden. Wenn aber die optisch erfaBbaren  Abgren-
zungen und Elementgliederungen fehlen, bedarf der Lesende
zwangslaufig einer anderen Rezeptionsform, die ihm das sinn-
hafte Erfassen des Gelesenen ermijglicht oder doch wenigstens
neben dem optischen Vorgang eine zus%tzliche  Hilfe bietet.
In diesem Bereich mu13  mit Sicherheit das von Balogh so tiber-
zeugend aus den Quellen erhobene Phanomen, dal3 alles Lesen
im Altertum lautes Lesen oder gar Deklamieren war, seinen
‘Sitz im Leben’ haben. Denn eine kontinuierliche Buchstaben-
kette kann zwar such mit den Augen kontinuierlich oder in
Lautelementen zusammengefaBt  abgetastet werden, dann aber
bedarf es notwendigerweise der sinnvollen Zusammenordnung
des so Gelesenen. Diese Zusammenordnung kann nur erfolgen
durch eine parallel laufende akustische Umsetzung, denn nur
so ist - durch Artikulierung - der Sinngehalt des Gelesenen
analog zur gesprochenen Sprache zu erfassen. Der vornehmlich
wirksame Sensus kann also nur das Gehijr des Lesenden sein,
der den ins Akustische umgesetzten Buchstabenketten ihren
Sinngehalt abgewinnt.

Neben den literarischen von Balogh zusammengetragenen
Belegen kann aber such auf eine Reihe anderer Erscheinungen
in den Handschriften hingewiesen werden, die direkt oder
indirekt die geschilderte Form des Lesens belegen. Bis ins 8.
Jahrhundert weisen die Handschriften nur sehr wenige, aber
ganz charakteristische Lesehilfen auf, die auf diese Form des
Lesens bezogen sind. Zunachst ist hier die sogen. Diharese  zu
nennen, jene meist zwei diakritischeu Punkte tiber Jota und
Ypsilon, die dem Leser einen neuen Anlaut signalisieren und
somit verhindern, daR etwa bei vokalischem Auslaut Jota oder
Ypsilon als Element eines Diphthonges erfaRt  werden und so beim
Lesen, d.h. beim Lautieren des Textes zu lautlichen Sinnlosig-
keiten und damit zu textlichen MiRverst%ndnissen  fiihren.

Gleiche Funktion haben jene Kennungen - meist deutliche
Uberstreichungen - fur Zahlen und in den christlichen Texten
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fur die Nomina sacra. In der kontinuierlichen Buchstabenkette
sind diese den Silben- und damit den Sprachfluf3  abrupt unter-
brechenden Einzelbuchstaben oder Buchstabenkombinationen
mit spezifischen Laut- und Wortwerten, die nur auf einer internen
Konvention beruhen, also Symbol- oder Chriffrencharakter
haben, deutlich und zwangslaufig vom Kontext abzuheben und
fur den Leser zu markieren, urn ihm den ‘Systemwechsel’ zu
signalisieren und sein Umdenken zu bewirken.

Auch die gelegentlich zu beobachtende Markierung von
Fremdwortern, Orts- oder Eigennamen, besonders wenn sie
ungriechisch  sind, gehort in diesen Zusammenhang ; bei diesen
Buchstabenkombinationen, die ja such eigentlich einen System-
bruch allerdings nur im Sprachlichen darstellen, wird der
gesamte Wortumfang oder doch wenigstens das Wortende
markiert, urn die sinnverwirrende oder sinnentstellende Zusam-
menfassung von Teilen des Eigennamens mit Teilen des Kon-
textes oder Folgetextes zu vermeiden.15

Von den schon in einigen poetischen Texten benutzten
prosodischen Zeichen, die die Grundlage fur das spatere  Akzent-
system bilden, finden  dagegen in die spatantiken Handschriften
vornehmlich Eingang die Zeichen fur vokalischen Anlaut und
da such meist nur der Spiritus  asper.  Das geschieht aber nur
sehr unregelmaI3ig  und beschrankt sich bei einzelnen Hand-
schriften auf wenige Laut- oder Wortformen, etwa urn Artikel,
Relativpronomina oder andere Kurzwiirter deutlicher als solche
zu kennzeichnen und Verwechslungen mit buchstaben- oder
lautgleichen Wortern zu vermeiden.16

Die wenigen anderen Zeichen, die in manchen Handschriften
vorkommen, aber nur sehr unregelm%.Big  gesetzt sind wie der
Hyphen, der lautliche und damit sprachliche Einheiten mar-
kiert,I’  oder die Diastole, in der Spatantike graphisch damit fast
identisch und fur die Abgrenzung von W&tern oder Wortfugen
benutzt, besonders wenn ungewohnliche  Auslaute  vorliegen,Ig

15 Z.B.pse(Joh5:  2) -KOAYMBHBPA-;&I~~ (2 Pet 2:15) TOYBAAAAM'TOYBOCOP'.
16 p76 z.B. unterscheidet die Zahlwijrter  EIC, EN, 63 (Luk 22: 50; 12: 6; 13: 14)

von den optisch und akustisch gleichen Prapositionen durch  Spiritus  asper;  in Joh
IO: 12 differenziert er zwischen OY (Relativum) und OY (Negation) ebenfalls durch
Spiritus  asper.

17 In den Papyri sehr haufig  fur Konsonantenverdoppelung und Verbindungen
von zwei Gutturalen angewandt.

** Z. B. pTs (Joh 3: 6) CAP??; in p72 such zur  Trennung gleicher Vokale benutzt:
AE'EKACTON TE'EXEIN (2 Pet I: 15).
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gehoren  schon  nicht mehr zum zwangslaufig notwendigen
Bestand  der Lesehilfen in spatantiken Handschriften, liegen
aber auf der angesprochenen Linie. Das zeigt sich in ihrer
unregelmafiigen  Benutzung und such darin, da8 fur diese
Zeichen eine genaue Definition und graphische Unterscheidung
meistens unmoglich  ist. Ihre Funktion dagegen ist eindeutig
und immer nur als Lesehilfe beim Lautieren und damit beim
Verstehen zu interpretieren. Der Schreiber benutzt sie oder
iibernimmt sie aus seiner Vorlage, weil sie ihm hilfreich sind und
such fur den Lesenden eine Unterstiitzung bieten, Fehllesungen
und damit MiRverstandnisse  zu vermeiden ; die ursprungliche
Funktion und ihr spezieller Anwendungsbereich sowie die
differenzierte graphische Gestaltung der Zeichen ist ihm in der
Regel dabei nicht mehr im einzelnen bewuBt.

Aber such die Art, wie die Worter bei auslaufenden Zeilen
umbrochen werden, kann ebenfalls als Beweis dafi_ir  herange-
zogen werden, da0 nicht Wort oder Wortgruppen, sondern
ausschlieRlich  Lautgruppen fur die Untergliederung und die
Zeilenbriiche bestimmend waren.  Wenn Worter in der Form
von E~llECTHCAN (p75 Luk24:4),OYIK  YAACIN (p72 beiJud IO)

oder sogar ANHIP OC (p23 bei Jak I : 22) und OIN  ElllcN (Qua*
bei Joh 2 : 22) oder MEIO YMON (ps6 bei Joh 7 : 33) getrennt
wurden, urn nur ganz wenige Beispiele herauszugreifen, ist damit
deutlich, da13 die Zeilenbrtiche nur nach lautlichen Gesichts-
punkten  erfolgten und die Lautgruppen, nicht etwa die Bildungs-
fugen oder die Wortgrenzen dafiir bestimmend waren,  was auf
die neue Zeile iiberlauft.

Also such bestimmte Einzelheiten in den Handschriften und
ihrer Textgestaltung sind geeignet, die von Balogh so eindeutig
belegte Normalform des Lesens in der Form des Lautierens und
des primar akustischen Verstehens zu unterbauen. Andererseits
kann man sich schon vorstellen, dal3  es bei versierten Lesern
und demzufolge such bei versierten Schreibern einer exakten
und vollen  Lautbildung des Gelesenen nicht unbedingt mehr
bedurfte, sondern vielmehr dann aus dem Zusammengehen
vom optischen Erfassen der Sprecheinheiten und einer un-
bewuRten  oder unterbewuflten  Zusammenfassung der eigent-
lichen Lauteinheiten in der Form eines ‘stummen  Lautierens’
ein annahernd  stummes Lesen werden konnte, das aber trotzdem
nur nach den gleichen Prinzipien abgelaufen sein kann wie das
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‘normale’ Lesen, d.h. das laute Lesen. Dal3  diese Form des
stummen oder annghernd  stummen Lesens mijglich war, aber
eine absolute Seltenheit darstellte und die staunende Bewunde-
rung der Zeitgenossen hervorrief,  kann ebenfalls  aus den von
Balogh zusammengetragenen Belegen entnommen werden.19

Auf jeden Fall war die Normalform des Lesens, aber such die
‘fortgeschrittene’  Art des fast stummen Lesens und Begreifens
eines Textes immer eine irgendwie geartete Formulierung des
Textes, d.h. eine Umsetzung des Textes in gesprochenes, gemur-
meltes oder gedachtes Wort. Dabei ist aber immer im Auge zu
behalten, dalS die Form dieser Umsetzung notwendig und
zwangsltiufig  immer von den Sprechgewohnheiten des Lesenden,
also seiner Sprechform, seiner Aussprache und der dialektischen
Fgrbung seiner Sprechweise, aber such seinem Sprachgefiihl
im allgemeinen bestimmt ist. Ein Schreiber der Spatantike hat
auf jeden Fall seine Texte in der zeitgen6ssischen  Sprechweise
erfafit, also nur itazistisch gelesen. Er mag dabei - je nach
Bildungsstand - den orthographisch-grammatikalisch richtigen
Buchstabenbestand des betreffenden Wortes vor Augen gehabt
und bei der Niederschrift such meistenteils richtig wieder-
gegeben haben, Vertauschungen mit lautgleichen Silben oder
nur lautliche Wiedergabe lagen  dagegen nahe und kiinnen  so in
unterschiedlichem MaB immer eingeflossen sein.20  Ferner mu13
man mit regional bedingten Erscheinungen wie Vokalfsrbungen
(a-o Verfzlschungen etwa21)  oder spezifischen Konsonanten-
artikulierungen rechnen (etwa ungenaue Aussprache von
Doppelkonsonanten, 22 Konsonantenschwund oder Vertauschung

19 Balogh (85-86) zitiert dafiir  Augustin, Confess.  6.3: ‘Sed cum Zegebat (i.e.
Ambrosius), oculi  ducebantur per paginas et COT  intellecturn rimabatur, VOX  autem et lingua
quiescebat’.

20 Itazistische Fehler weisen eigentlich alle  griechischen Handschriften auf,
charakteristisch fiir die einzelne Handschrift und ihren Schreiber sind nur die
Hgufigkeit,  die Laute und die WGrter, in denen  die Verschreibungen vorkommen.
In pss stellen z.B. Verschreibungen wie IMI  fiir ElMl (Joh I: 20),  EINA fiir INA (IO:
IO) und EPI fiir AIPEI (IO: 18) eine gewisse Ausnahme dar; diese Stellen belegen
aber gleichzeitig, daB bei derartigen Verschreibungen in der Regel keine Notwen-
digkeit empfunden wurde, den Schreibfehler zu korrigieren, wie es sonst bei den
anderen Schreibfehlern iiblich  ist (vgl. unten S. 292). Wohl aber scheint gelegent-
lich  die Hgufung  von i-Lauten Anlass  zu Textznderungen  gegeben zu haben; vgl.
z.B. plre  N B OYTOI  YIOI EICIN (Gal 3:  7)
C und sptitere  uberlieferung).

wird zu OYTOI  EICIN YIOI  umgestellt (A

21 Z.B. p75  bei  Luk 8: 18 OCON statt OC AN; Joh 4: 14 AAAO statt AAAA.
22 Z.B. p7%  AlJPOCWTlOAHMTOC  (I Pet I : 17).

. .
I

i
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von stimmhaften und stimmlosen Konsonanten23  usw.) . Auch
hier bewahrt die solide Sprachkenntnis einen gebildeten Schreiber
meist  vor schlimmen Fehlern und seinen Folgen.

Dabei sind die genannten Erscheinungen insgesamt schon im
ersten Stadium der Systematisierung von Dain wirksam und
bilden bereits hier den AnlaB fiir sp5tere  orthographische Fehler
jeder Art. Zu den Sprech- oder Formulierungsgewohnheiten
eines Schreibenden kijnnen  aber such gewisse Vorlieben und
Abneigungen gegen Wortformen und Wortsequenzen gehiiren,
die schon  im ersten Stadium oder aber dann im ngchsten
Stadium von Dain, der rktention du texte wirksam werden. Je
nach Bildungsstand und Sprechgewohnheit muB damit gerech-
net werden, daf3 der Abschreiber seinen Text bei der sinn-
haften Aufnahme und Einprggung  in sein Gedzchtnis gewissen
Umformungen unterworfen  haben kann, die weniger  ftir den
Sinngehalt, wohl aber fiir seine genaue Form von griif3erer
Auswirkung sind. In diesen Bereich kann die Einftihrung von
Attizismen bzw. Vulgarismen, 24 die Anderung  von ungewijhn-
lichen Wortstellungen, 25 die explizite Einftigung  von impliziten
Beziehungsworten, die Vorliebe oder Abneigung bestimmten
Partikeln oder Kurz- und Fiillwijrten gegeniiber,26  bestimmten
Verbal- und Zeitformen gegeniiber  gehiiren  sowie die Einftihrung
von Synonymen oder sinngleichen bzw. sinnverwandten Wijrtern,
teilweise unter ParalleleneinfluB.27 In diesen  Bereich und in dieses
Stadium gehijren  aber such die unwillktirlichen Angleichungen

23 Z.B. p7* AYAAZEIC [au&zis]  statt AYBAAEIC  [au&&s]  (2 Pet 2: I O) o d e r
rOrYZMOY  statt TOTP/CMOY  (I Pet 4: g) ; hier liegen z.T. such die Griinde  fi.ir das
Schwanken zwischen [u] und [Q und damit  zwischen Pr%ens  und Futur/Aorist  bei
Verben wie /3a&cELv,  &ayy&&rv,  auav8ahi&rv  usw.

24 Die Beispiele hierfiir  sind Gegenstand einer ganzen Reihe von Publikationen
durch  G. D. Kilpatrick; auf sie braucht hier nur verwiesen zu werden, vgl. die
Bibliographie in Studies in New  Testament Lan.quage  and Text: Essays in Honour of
George-D: Kilpatrick  (ed. J. K. Elliott; NovTSup 44; Leiden: Biill, Ig76), 5-9.
Das Phgnomen  selbst und die Deutuna dafiir  werden von ihm allerdinas anders
gesehen und vornehmlich im literarischen  Bereich  angesiedelt, wghrcid ich es
mehr dem sprachlich-individuellen Bereich  zuordnen m6chte.

2s Z.B. die Umstellungen von p 75 TON AOYAON TOY APXIEPEWC  statt TOY
APXIEPEOC  TON AOYAON bei Luk 22: 50 oder von p66,  der bei Joh I: 27; 6: 23; g:
27 ; 18: IO das Possessivum dem allgemeinen Sprachgebrauch entsprechend hinter
das Substantiv stellt.

26 Z.B. la8t pv6 bei  Luk 6: 41; g: 42; 15: 30 jeweils das AhE aus; ~74 fiigt  Jak 2: 6
zwischen OYXI 01  ein AE ein, urn die i-Laute zu trennen.

27 Z.B. ~vij~a/~vq~ ~iov (so p7a  bei Luk 24: I) oder a’&os/luavds  (so ~66~75 bei
Joh I: 27).
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an den Kontext und die Identifikation des Gelesenen mit &hn-
lichen Sinngehalten und Formulierungen aus friiherer Tatigkeit
und anderer Kenntnis, also Parallelenangleichung im allgemei-
nen und ahnliche Phanomene.

Dieser RezeptionsprozeB  ist auf jeden Fall eine entscheidende
Phase beim Abschreiben, in ihm werden die individuellen
Voraussetzungen und Eigenheiten des Abschreibenden, seine
geistige und rezeptive Kapazitnt  wirksam und kommen schon
viele seiner positiven und negativen Fahigkeiten zu Tage. In
dieses Stadium gehijren  wohl, abgesehen von den eigentlichen
Lesefehlern, die Mehrzahl jener Falle von unwillentlichen
Fehlern, die beim Abschreiben zu beobachten sind. Ihr Quantum
ist dabei sicher  abhgngig  davon, in welchen  Umfangen ein
Schreiber seinen Text liest und sich einpragt. Ganz gewil3
ist davon auszugehen, daB diese Partien von bestimmten Sinn-
und Satzeinheiten bestimmt sind, also gewisse merkbare Sinn-
partien umfaBten.  Sie werden im Altertum und der Spatantike
sicher  Ianger  gewesen sein und GrijRenordnungen  gehabt haben,
die tiber denen  des modernen  Menschen liegen. Auf keinen
Fall dtirfen  diese Einheiten zu klein angesetzt oder sogar auf
Silben oder Einzelbuchstaben reduziert werden, wie es E. C.
Colwell in seinem Aufsatz ‘Method in Evaluating Scribal
Habits’28 wenigstens fur bestimmte Handschriften tat. Er meinte,
aus einem Vergleich von p45, p66, und p75 ableiten zu kiinnen,
dass ~75 ‘ copies letters one by one ; p66 copies syllables, usually
two letters in length ; p45 copies phrases and clauses’.29  Den
Grund dafiir  glaubt er in einer bestimmten Fehlertendenz
zu sehen; p 75 ‘has more than sixty readings that involve a single
letter and not more than ten careless readings that involve a
syllable. But p66 drops sixty-one syllables (twenty-three of them
in “leaps”) and omits as well a dozen articles and thirty short
words’ .30 So richtig jene Beobachtungen sind, so wenig kann
man aus ihnen auf die Umfange schlieBen,  die ein Abschreiber
‘umsetzt’, also liest, aufnimmt und wiedergibt. Die Umsetzung
von Einzelbuchstaben oder einzelnen Silben aus der Vorlage in
die Kopie wiirde  den Abschreibevorgang vijllig  mechanisieren
und bedeuten, daB nur noch Chiffren, aber keine Sinnein-

28  E. C. Colwell,  ‘Method in Evaluating Scribal Habits: A Study of p45,  &P, P’~‘,
Studies in Methodology in Textual Criticism of the New Testament (Leiden: Brill, Ig6g),
I 06-24. 29 Ibid., I 16. 30 Ibid.
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heiten mehr iibertragen werden, der Abschreibevorgang also
vlillig  sinnentleert ware ; da bei einem solchen Vorgang die
Kontrolle durch  das Sinnhafte allenfalls erst beim Korrigieren
des bereits Geschriebenen erfolgen konnte,  wiirde  der zu beo-
bachtende Fehlerquotient in den Handschriften sprunghaft an-
steigen und sehr vie1 hijher  liegen als in den beiden besprochenen
oder allen anderen Handschriften zusammen. Aus der zu beo-
bachtenden Fehlerkategorie darf daher nicht auf den Umfang
der Umsetzeinheiten geschlossen werden, Fehler dieser Art
gehijren  vielmehr in die vierte Phase von Dain, in das jeu  de
main, dorthin, wo tatsachlich  bestimmte mechanische Fehler
sich einschleichen konnen,  weil der diktierende Verstand schneller
ist als die schreibenden Finger. Die eindeutige Erfahrung beim
Auswerten von Einzelhandschriften ist, dal3 der Schreiber beim
Abschreiben nicht mechanisch iibertrug und nicht zu wenig,
sondern eher zu vie1 aufgenommen, gedacht und zu viele
individuelle Elemente in die Abschrift eingebracht hat. Demzu-
folge kiinnen  nur Sinneinheiten bestimmten Umfangs umgesetzt
worden  sein.

Welchen Umfang diese Einheiten gehabt haben,  ist jedoch
exakt kaum festzustellen. Genaueste Durchmusterung der alten
Papyri, des Sinaiticus und des Alexandrinus blieben ohne
jedes Ergebnis. Weder anhand des Schriftcharakters, noch
anhand der Tinte konnten Hinweise auf regelmaBige  Unter-
brechungen des Schreibvorganges festgestellt werden. Auch
durch Fehleranalysen konnten keine Anhaltspunkte gewonnen
werden, da die hierfur vermutlich ergiebigste Fehlerform, die
Dittographie von Satzteilen, relativ selten vorkommt, sehr schnell
bemerkt wird und alle Umfinge  aufweist, so daB aus dieser
Fehlerart weder fur einen speziellen Schreiber noch generell
GesetzmZBigkeiten  abzuleiten sind. Aus Ubersprungen wegen
Homoioteleuton oder -arkton auf den Umfang der Abschreib-
einheiten schlieBen  zu konnen,  scheint mir nicht sicher  zu sein,
da dieser Fehler ja dem Schreiber nach Abschlun  eines Teil-
vorganges unterlauft,  also wenn er zur Vorlage zuriickkehrt,
urn eine neue Abschreibeinheit zu lesen und aufzunehmen.
Dennoch ist es auffallig,  daB die gx%Beren,  meist vom Schreiber
korrigierten Auslassungen im $6, die durch  Homoioteleuton
bedingt sind, zwischen 15 und 36 Buchstaben umfassen. Die
Versuchung ist groB, in dieser GroRenordnung  die UmsetzgroBen
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beim Abschreiben anzunehmen. Aber schon beim Sinaiticus
belaufen sich die Homoioteleuta in der Regel auf bis zu 60
Buchstaben und dariiber, die Uberspriinge sind also meist
grol3er.  Wenn such aus diesen  Erscheinungen induktiv keine
Schhisse  auf Umsetzeinheiten beim Abschreiben zu ziehen sind,
wird man doch deduktiv zu Ergebnissen kommen, die diesen
Werten in etwa entsprechen und etwa zwischen 15 und 60
Buchstaben gelegen haben diirften,  also 5 bis 12 Wiirter bzw.
IO bis 25 Sprechsilben umfaBt haben konnen.  Diese GriiBen-
ordnung wiirde  sich such mit einer anderen GrijRe  ungefahr
decken  oder ihr zumindest nicht widersprechen, dem Stichos,
jener etwas unbestimmten Einheit von ca. 36 Buchstaben, die
vermutlich als Einheit fur die Entlohnung des Schreibers
gedient haben diirfte  und so sicher  neben sprachstrukturellen
Grtinden such als Schreibeinheit ihre Bedeutung gehabt hat,
also eventuell such in Beziehung zur durchschnittlichen Um-
setzgt%Be  gestanden haben kijnnte.  Diese Oberlegungen sind,
wie nochmals betont werden mu& rein theoretisch und fast
spekulativ zu nennen, doch sehe ich im Moment keine andere
Miiglichkeit, auf diese konkrete und im vorliegenden Zusam-
menhang wichtige Frage zu einer Antwort zu kommen.

Die Wiedergabe des Textes, also die eigentliche Ausfiihrung
des Abschreibens, kann nur, wie Dain eindeutig herausgestellt
hat, in Form eines Selbstdiktates erfolgt sein. Die theoretische
Miiglichkeit eines Diktates vor einer Schreibergruppe hatte
allenfalls die Funktion, den Schreibern den Text, der zu kopieren
ist, vorzulesen, wtirde  also dem Stadium eins, dem Lesen des
Textes der Vorlage entsprechen, schon das zweite Stadium, die
re’tention  du texte, w&-e such beim Gruppendiktat  Sache des
einzelnen Schreibers und von seinen individuellen Fahigkeiten
abhangig.  Das gilt aber in verstarktem  MaBe und unter allen
Voraussetzungen im Stadium drei, das dem eigentlichen
Schreiben der Kopie voranging und immer ein Selbstdiktat
war. Fur dieses Stadium aber sind wiederum die Sprech-
gewohnheiten, die Sprecheigenarten des Schreibers und alle
oben beim Stadium eins aufgefiihrten  Uberlegungen von Belang.
Es wiederholen sich aber such die oben geschilderten Probleme,
die mit dem Stadium zwei verbunden waren.  Das Selbstdiktat
erfolgt also nie unmittelbar nach der Form des Textes in der
Vorlage, sondern immer nur nach der Form, wie sie der Schreiber
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sprachlich und inhaltlich aufgenommen und sich dann ge-
danklich seiner Erinnerung eingepragt hat und wie er sie nun
als sinnvolle, stimmige und subjektiv richtige Form weiter-
zugeben beabsichtigte. Hier also liegen die Hauptgefahren,
hier liegen n%mlich  die Anlasse  und Gelegenheiten fur sprach-
und verstandnisbedingte oder sogar willentliche Umformungen
des Textes. Denn zumindest in der Friihphase der neutestament-
lichen Uberlieferung kommt es darauf an, welche  Bindungen
und Beziehungen der Schreiber zu seiner Vorlage hatte oder fur
wie zuverlassig  er sie ansah. Setzte er voraus, daf3 in ihr mit
Fehlern und Unvollkommenheiten zu rechnen war, maf3  er die
Vorlage an seiner Vorkenntnis des Textes, wenn er Christ war,
hielt er sich sklavisch an den vorgefundenen Wortlaut, wie er
ihn aufgenommen hatte, oder legte er nur Wert auf eine sachlich
adaquate Wiedergabe des Textes, ohne sich  eng an den vor-
gefundenen Wortlaut anzulehnen? Das sind Fragen, die bei
jedem einzelnen Schreiber von neuem  zu beantworten sind und
nur aus einer vorsichtigen Analyse entwickelt werden konnen.
Die Eigentiimlichkeiten etwa des Schreibers von p66 und der
Kopisten des Sinaiticus sind in diesem Zusammenhang als
Beispiel anzufiihren. In beiden Handschriften sind sicher  berufs-
m%Bige Schreiber tatig gewesen, sie weisen sehr gute hand-
werkliche Fahigkeiten auf, die sich sowohl aus ihrem exakten
und gleichmaBigem  Schriftduktus, aber such aus ihrer Sicher-
heit bei der Gestaltung des Einzelblattes und der Gesamthand-
schrift  ableiten lassen. Zudem schreiben die Schreiber des
Sinaiticus in einem spezifischen zeitgenijssischen Schriftstil,
der ‘Bibelunziale’, die in den Skriptorien schon seit langerer
Zeit in Gebrauch und recht. verbreitet war, wie zahlreiche
Beispiele des 2. bis 4. Jahrhunderts ergeben.31  Und doch weisen
ihre Abschriften Fehler, Ungenauigkeiten und Selbstherrlich-
keiten auf, die in ihrer Zahl und Haufigkeit  in einem auffallenden
Gegensatz zu ihrer perfekten Handschriften- und Schriftgestal-
tung stehen und nur in ihrer individuellen Kopiertechnik ihrc
Ursache haben kiinnen.  Schon die Haufigkeit von Ubersprtingen
durch Homoioteleuton scheint mir ein geniigender Beweis
dafiir,  dal3 sie selbstandig  und nicht im Gruppendiktat abge-
schrieben haben, weil ein Vorleser nicht wie ein Einzelschreiber

31 G. Cavallo, Ricerche sulla maiuscola biblica  (Studi  e tcsti  di papirologia, 2;

2 ~01s.;  Firenze: Le Monnier, 1967).
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genotigt war, den Blick von der Vorlage zu lijsen  und jeweils
den Punkt wiederfinden zu miissen, bis zu dem bisher ge-
schrieben worden  war, sondern seinen Blick auf die Vorlage
geheftet halten konnte.

Die Wiedergabe des Textes selbst ist dann noch einmal im 4.
Stadium, dem jeu de main, bestimmten Gefahren unterworfen,
die von der Sorgfalt und Fahigkeit des Schreibers abhangen.
Hier kann - diesmal mit gutem  Recht - auf den Erfahrungs-
bereich jedes, der einmal schreiben gelernt hat oder abschreiben
mu&e,  zurtickgegriffen werden. Auslassungen von Einzel-
buchstaben, von Silben oder von Kurzwortern,  besonders wenn
sie den Sinn nicht oder nicht wesentlich beeinflussen, gehoren
eigentlich automatisch zum Schreiben dazu und sind ganz ein-
fach dadurch bedingt, daB das Niederschreiben eines Textes
Ianger  dauert als sein ‘Diktat’, die Gedanken und damit das
interne Diktat dem Geschriebenen stets etwas vorauseilen.
Die von Colwell bei p75 und pG6 festgestellten Auslassungen
von Einzelbuchstaben oder Silben konnen  nur, wie ich meine,
in dieses Stadium gehoren  und geben dann keinen Anhalt  mehr
fur die Umsetzungsgriif3en  beim Abschreiben, sondern kijnnen
allenfalls dazu dienen, Hinweise auf Sorgfalt und Wiedergabe-
treue zu geben.

In den meisten Fallen ist damit zwar der Vorgang ‘Ab-
schreiben’, aber nicht die Arbeit beendet. Wie aus den von
Skeat behandelten Notizen und aus den Vorfindlichkeiten in
einer ganzen Reihe von Handschriften deutlich zu belegen,
schlieBt sich seitens des Schreibers oder Skriptoriums noch die
Korrektur der neu geschriebenen Handschrift an, vornehmlich
wohl anhand  der Vorlage, die kopiert worden  ist. Die dabei
zu beobachtenden Prinzipien liegen weitgehend auf der Linie,
die oben angesprochen wurde. Denn es ist fast durchgangig
festzustellen, dal3 lautlich gleiche, nur orthographisch unter-
schiedene Wort- und speziell Verbformen in der Regel keinen
AnlaB zu einer Korrektur boten. Gleiches gilt in den meisten
Fallen fur gewisse formale Differenzen: eine allgemein nur
gliedernde, aber inhaltlich abgeschliffene und unwesentliche
Partikel, eine veranderte Wortstellung, eine bestimmte Verbal-
form - attizisierend oder in der zeitgenossischen  Form - die
Zuftigung  oder Auslassung eines Artikels etwa vor Eigennamen
oder in unwesentlichen Zusammenhangen, eines Possessiv-
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pronomens, sein Ersatz durch ein entsprechendes
eine verfeinernde oder vergrobernde  Anderung  des.
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Nomen,
Verbal-

aspektes durch Tempusanderung, ja mijglicherwelse  such die
Angleichung an den Kontext, urn nur die wesentlicheren
Mijglichkeiten zu nennen, waren normalerweise nicht AnlaB
genug, urn - wenigstens in der Friihphase der Uberlieferung -
korrigierend einzugreifen. Dal3 dagegen aber alle echten Sach-
fehler in den meisten Fallen erkannt und entsprechend ver-
bessert wurden, beweist, in welche  Richtung die Korrektur
des abgeschriebenen Textes durch den Schreiber, den Korrektor
oder such bei spaterer  Lektiire durch die Benutzer zielte .
Dabei werden anhand der Vorlage oder einer Vergleichshand-
schrift beim Korrigieren oder aber nur durch  die intime Kennt-
nis der Schrift beim Benutzer im spateren  Stadium fast alle
Sachunterschiede bis hin zu Auslassungen und fehlerhafter
Wiedergabe aufgespiirt, richtiggestellt und der Normal- oder
Regionahorm  des Textes angepal3t.

Viele der hier angesprochenen Erscheinungen haben ihre
Gtiltigkeit vornehmlich in der Fruhzeit der handschriftlichen
Uberlieferung des Neuen Testaments, gelten  also speziell ftir
die ersten 3 bis 4 Jahrhunderte, in der Folgezeit andern  sich
zunehmend die Voraussetzungen und die Bedingungen. Die
volle Anerkennung als heilige Schrift, aber vor allem  wohl der
Ubergang der Schreibtradition von kommerziellen Skriptorien
und von Gelegenheits- oder Gef%lligkeitsschreibern  auf kloster-
lithe Zentren und in die kirchliche, vornehmlich wohl monchische
Tradition, die langsam  zunehmenden Hilfsmittel fur das Lesen
der Texte durch haufigere  Interpunktion und Lesehilfen bis hin
zum voll ausgestalteten Akzentuierungssystem erleichtern das
Lesen und damit das Abschreiben in allen vorauszusetzenden
Stadien. Bestimmte lautbedingte und damit orthographische
oder formale Schwierigkeiten bleiben jedoch bestehen und
b i l d e n  such in spateren  Epochen gentigend  Anlal3  zu Mil3-
verstandnissen und im Schreibvorgang begrtindeten  Varianten.
Dennoch ist eine gewisse Verfestigung und Stabilisierung der
handschriftlichen Tradition nicht zu tibersehen.

Dieser Versuch einer Analyse des Vorganges Abschreiben,
dieser Versuch, das Schreiben, die Situation des Schreibers und
die naheren Bedingungen daftir  etwas genauer und systema-
tischer in den Blick zu bekommen, kann nur den Zweck haben,

9555 C80 L
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die Fehlermiiglichkeiten, die bei diesem komplexen Vorgang
bestehen, aufzuzeigen und einmal in ihrer Kausalitat  und vor-
gangsbezogenen Bedingtheit zusammenhangend  darzustellen.
Sie ist, wie ich meine, urn so dringender, je starker sich die
textkritische Diskussion aus verschiedenen Grtinden, die hier
nicht zu e&tern  sind, auf Einzelvarianten oder Einzelstellen
konzentriert. Gerade unter diesen Voraussetzungen gewinnt
der angeschnittene Problemkreis seine besondere Bedeutung.
Denn von dieser Fragestellung her la& sich tatsachlich  bei
einer Ftille von Stellen ein sehr %uBerlicher  AnlaB ausmachen,
der zur Entstehung einer Variante geftihrt hat, die dann, da
jede Abschrift selbst zur Vorlage geworden sein kann, in die
Tradition eingedrungen ist, und die Verbreitung erklaren,  die
eine derartige Variante gefunden hat. In diesem Bereich sind
zum Teil such die Notwendigkeiten oder Verfi-ihrungen  fur
spatere  Abschreiber zu suchen,  die an solchen Stellen zu weiteren
Veranderungen des Textes AnlaB oder Gelegenheit boten.
Neben den vielfach wirksamen theologischen oder inhaltlich
bedingten Anlassen, die zu Textanderungen  ftihrten, stehen,
wie ich meine, mindestens gleich haufig  die schreiber- oder
abschriftbedingten Anlasse,  die bisher meist nur nebenher oder
als alternative Moglichkeit fur Textabweichungen angesehen
worden  sind. Ferner wird auf diese Weise erst voll verstandlich,
daB bei verschiedenen Abschreibvorgangen an verschiedenen
Orten  durch verschiedene Schreiber an der gleichen Stelle die
gleichen Fehler gemacht und in die eigene Teiltradition ein-
gefiihrt werden konnten, also gemeinsame Bezeugungen zu
einzelnen Varianten entstehen kiinnen,  die genealogisch nichts
miteinander zu tun haben, sondern nur den auBeren  AnlaB
fur die Textveranderung gemeinsam haben.

Auch fur die Einzelbeurteilung von speziellen Handschriften
und ihren Schreibern, gelegentlich sogar fur ihre Vorlagen,
werden sich bei starkerer Berticksichtigung dieser aul3eren  und
technischen Bedingtheiten neue Wertungen ergeben, wenn den
hier nur angerissenen uberlegungen  und Hinweisen systema-
tisch nachgegangen wird. Dabei ist nicht auszuschlieBen,  dal3
die Analyse des Abschreibvorganges und die Aufgliederung in
jene vier Stadien durch Dain noch einige Modifikationen und
Verfeinerungen erfahren wird. Dennoch : das Grundprinzip
scheint mir richtig zu sein und kann, konsequent angewendet,
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dazu beitragen, unseren Blick zu scharfen  fur gewisse auf3erliche
Bedingtheiten und Gefahren, die nun einmal jeder handschrift-
lichen Oberlieferung anhaften, in den Beurteilungen jedoch
oft nicht geniigend  Beriicksichtigung finden  oder vorschnell
an den Rand geschoben werden.



22. Neutestamentliche Zitate in
Zen0 von Verona
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EI NE Analyse der Bibelzitate Zenos st%t auf nicht geringe
Schwierigkei ten. Den GroBteil seiner Zitate entnimmt der
Bischof von Verona wie eine Anzahl anderer Schriftsteller des 4.
Jahrhunderts den Werken Cyprians,I  besonders dessen reicher
Materialsammlung Ad Q&-inum,  such an zahlreichen Stellen,
an denen  die neue Ausgabe seiner Traktate von B. Lofstedt  das
nicht ausdriicklich  vermerkt. 2 In anderen Fallen erschweren
die Ktirze der biblischen Anspielungen oder ihre Ubereinstim-
mung mit der Sprache aller tibrigen  lateinischen Zeugen eine
nahere Charakterisierung oder machen sie unmoglich.  Geeignet
fur eine Untersuchung im gegebenen Rahmen erscheinen daher
nur verhaltnismal3ig  wenige Stellen und vornehmlich solche,
zu denen  das verftigbare  Vergleichsmaterial in den schon
erschienenen Teilen der Vetus Latina-Ausgabe aufbereitet ist.

Die starke Abhangigkeit von Cyprian und seinem Bibeltext3
fiihrte dazu, daB man Zeno als selbstandigen  Zeugen entweder
ganz vernachlassigte oder ihn vorschnell unter die Vertreter
des ‘afrikanischen’  Textes einreihte. Berticksichtigt wird Zeno
von P. Corssen4  ebenso wenig wie von H. von Soden. Auch
seine Genesis-Zitate, die nicht unbedeutend sind, haben weder

1 Stark beni_itzt  sind such  Tertullian, Laktanz, Hilarius und in zwei Traktaten
Victorin  von Pettau; bei dem Traktat 1.3 handelt es sich urn eine Parallele zum 4.
der Gregor  von Elvira zugeschriebenen Traktate, das Abhangigkeitsverhaltnis
ist noch ungeklart.

2 CChL 22 (1971).  So finden  sich,  urn nur ein Beispiel zu nennen, die von
Liifstedt  168  als Matt 23: 37-38 und 24: 2 vorgestellten Texte in korrekter Identi-
fizierung als  Lukas 13: 34-35 und Mark 13: 2 wortgleich in CY te I .6 und I. I 5,
wonach Zeno ohne Zweifel zitiert.

3 Schon P. Sabatier, Bibliorum Sacrorum  Lutinae Versiow antiquue  seu Vetus  Italica
I (Reims: Reginaldus Florentain, 1743),  XLV, sagt von den Schriftzitaten Zenos:
pars maxima cum exscriptis  e Cypriano et Lactantio ita con&nit, ut pene unus kiemque omnibus
co&x  fuisse  videatur.

4 P. Corssen, Der cyprianische  ‘Text  der Acta Apostolorum  (Berlin: Hayn, 1892).
s H. von Soden,  Das lateinische .Neue  Testament in Afrika cur <eit  Cyprians  (TU

33 ; Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1 gag),
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A. V. Biller+  noch B. Fischer7 untersucht, doch ist auf die zahl-
reichen Lesarten etwa in Genesis 38 hinzuweisen, in denen
Zeno mit Ambrosius, Hieronymus, Augustinus, dem Lyoner
Heptateuch und dem ratselhaften Gregor von Elvira tiberein-
stimmt, der seinerseits von Rufin und Gaudentius abhangig ist.8
A. Bigelmairg  und P. Monceaux’o unterstreichen die Nahe
zu Cyprian, aber besonders Bigelmair verharmlost die Differen-
zen. W. Thiele’~  nimmt Zeno in I Petrus mit dem Zitat 2 : I I

als Zeugen fur die Textform  K in Anspruch ; doch ist es wohl
ebenso wie I Joh 2 : 15-17 und andere Zitate den Testimonien
3 : I I entnommen und hat demnach in diesem  Zusammenhang
keinerlei Beweiskraft. Aber such wenn es sich urn ein selb-
standiges  Zitat Zenos handelte, liel3en  sich die Seitenzeugen nicht
tibersehen  : dieselben Lesarten kehren teilweise bei Hieronymus
und vielleicht Gaudentius und Augustinus, groBenteils  bei Ps-
Pelagius casp. 3, unter dem sich ein britischer Pelagianer in
Sizilien verbirgt, und vollstandig  bei Chromatius wieder.12

In den biblischen Btichern, zu denen  genauere Untersuchungen
vorliegen, zeigt sich, da13 Zeno gegentiber  Cyprian oft eigene
Wege geht und seine Lesarten ihre Entsprechung etwa in italieni-
schen oder gar oberitalienischen Texten finden.  Fur die Psalmen
lehnt P. Capelle 13 eine Beziehung zum afrikanischen Text
strikt ab, desgleichen H. Schneider14  fur die biblischen Cantica.
Zeno steht vielmehr dem Psalter von Verona sehr nahe, den
diese Autoren noch fur afrikanischen Ursprungs hielten.15

6 A. V. Billen,  The Old Latin Texts ofthe Heptuteuch  (London: Cambridge Univer-
sity, 1927).

7 B. Fischer, Genesis (Vetus  Latina  2; Freiburg: Herder, 1951-54).
8 Vgl. oben Anm. I.
9 A. Bigelmair, <en0 uon Verona (Mtinster,  1904).
*O P. Monceaux, Histoire  Zittiraire  o?e l’Aj?rique  chrktienne  (Paris: Leroux, 1go5),

3.366.
* 1 W. Thiele, Die lateinischm  Texte  des I. Petrusbriefes (Vetus  Latina: Aus der

Geschichte der lateinischen Bibel 5; Freiburg: Herder, rg65), 80-81, I I I.
12  Vgl. Epistulae  Catholicae  (Vetus  Latina 26/1; Freiburg: Herder, rg56-6g),

I IO-I I und zu Chromatius den Nachtrag 457. Das CHRO-Zitat wurde erst
durch  die Edition von J. Lemarie,  RBkn 73 ( Ig63), 208, bekannt und in Thieles
Untersuchung, auf die sich Liifstedt  7* Anmerkung 4 beruft, nicht  berucksichtigt.

13 P. Capelle, Le  Texte  du psautier  latin en Afrique  (Collectanea Biblica  Latina  4;
Rome: Pustet, rgr3),  61-62.

14 H. Schneider, Die altlateinischen biblischen Cantica (Texte und Arbeiten 29-30;
Beuron, I g38),  28-30.

15 Der Text des Psalters ist bekanntlich urn die Mitte des 4. Jahrhunderts in
Norditalien entstanden, vgl. A. Vaccari, Scritti di erudizione  e difdologia  I (Rome:
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Noch deutlicher tritt die Eigenart von Zenos Bibeltext in den
Paulusbriefen in Erscheinung, gewin such deshalb, weil das
reichhaltige Material mehr Differenzierungsmoglichkeiten  gestat-
tet. Bei I Tim I : 3-5 handelt es sich urn eines der seltenen
Iangeren  Zitate unseres Autors, das den Vorzug besitzt, nicht
letztlich aus Cyprian zu stammen. In der Liste von Zenos
Lesarten beschranke  ich mich auf die Angabe der wichtigeren
Textzeugen.16

I Tim I : 3-5
v. 3 7Tap~Kcix wa = hortatus sum ZE; HIL] rogavi ceteri

Zva  rapayy&hys  = ut denuntiares ZE ; 75 77 78 8g 6 I 86 V ; AU ;
PS-AU spe; THr  ; cjI  ut denunties AMst  ; c$ RUF Rm] ut
praeciperes HIL; CJ RUF ap H

~7j &poMaoKaXElv  = ne perversa doctrina  uterentur ZE; 611
ne aliter docerent 78 86 V ; HIL ; AU ; CJ? ne al. doceant  75 77
89; AMst ; RUF ; PS-AU spe

v. 4 ,!.0$2  ~~O~~XEW  = neque adtenderent ZE ; HIL ; CJ n. adtendant
RUF] n. intenderent 78 6 I 86 V ; AU ; CT  n. intendant 75 77 8g ;
AMst  ; CJ AM ; PS-AU spe

&mpdVTo~~  = quae sine fine sunt ZE; 77 ; GR-I 1/3] infinitis 75
8g rB ; AMst  ; c$  GR-I 2/3 ; RUF ; PS-AU spe ; cJ interminatis
78 61 86 V; HIL;  AU Rm

C$rLVES  E)K(~T+xLS 7TCtp&-(OtKW  ,U%OV = quae magis  quaestiones

praestant ZE ; 611 N quae quaestiones magis praestant HIL;
I R ;  A M ;  R U F ;  cj N quae quaestiones praestant magis
ceteri: =  @

oltcovopiav  = veram rationem ZE; cf. dispensationem THr]
aedificationem ceteri: = O~KO~O&  D*

T+ & duns = quae est in fide ZE ; 77l  78 61 86 V; HIL; IR;
AMst ; AM fi 4; AU Rm; PS-AU spe; THr] - quae in fide
est 75 8g ; AM fi 2 ; cf. in fide 77”

v. 5 76 ThOS = definitio ZE] finis ceteri
75s rrapayy&as = iussionis ZE] praecepti  C&?d
,
= ex ZE ; AMstCOm  ; RUF Lv 13 ; THr] de ceteri

ihTOKpiTOtI  = simplici ZE] non ficta 75 77 78 8g  61 86 V ; PS-CY
sng ; AM ; RUF ; AU ; PS-AU spe ; cf. non simulata AMst ; cf.
sine hypocrisi  IR

Edizioni di storia e letteratura, rg52),  207-55; 11 (Rome, rg58), 229-43; G. On-
garo, ‘Salter0  veronese e revisione agostiniana’, Bib 35 (Ig54),  443-74.

16 Samtliche  Belege sind zuganglich in Vetus  Latina  25, 5. Lieferung (Freiburg:
Herder, 1 g78), 390-95.
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Am auffalligsten sind ohne
doctrina uti, vera ratio, dejkitio,

J. FREDE

Zweifel Lesarten wie fierversa
iussio, simpZex,  in denen  z u m

Ausdruck kommt, da13 ihr Schijpfer beim Vergleich der her-
gebrachten Ubersetzung mit dem Urtext nicht zufrieden war.
Das gilt in erster Linie fur den als besonders kral3 erscheinenden
Fall von aedijkatio als Wiedergabe von oh~ovoplu,  die such in den
Marginalien des Lateiners G als Fehlleistung herausgestellt
wird;” hier ist jedoch zu beachten, daf3 alle iibrigen Lateiner
mit Ausnahme der Theodor-Ubersetzung auf der im Griechi-
schen auRerst  schmal bezeugten Lesart 01~08op~  beruhen. I : 5
wird durch die Begriffe dejnitio und iussio entschieden, da13
TTCZ~U~~&U  nicht allgemein als Predigt und damit letztlich als
das uberragende  praeceptum und die verpflichtende Zex  verstanden
werden ~011,  sondern daB damit die spezielle Weisung von I : 3
gemeint ist, so sehr such die andere Deutung den Gedanken des
Paulus  (vgl. Gal 5 : 6) nahekommt und praktisch von allen
Vatern  in diesem Sinne aufgefaat  wird. Einmalig ist die Wahl
von simplex fur &JU&C~LTOS  und seine Verbindung mit fides.18
Vers 3 belehrt die Wendungperversa doctrina uti, die wohl bewuRt
den Gegensatz zur sana doctrina (I : I I) herausstellen will, tiber
den Spielraum, den sich der Ubersetzer dem Griechischen
gegeniiber  vorbehalt, ebenso wie die Umstellung quae magis
quaestiones praestant  oder die Ubersetzung von ckpdv~o~s  durch
einen Relativsatz.

Gerade mit diesen Lesarten steht Zeno nicht allein; beson-
ders bemerkenswert ist die zweimalige Begleitung durch die
Handschrift 61, im anderen Fall durch 77, dessen Interlinear-
Ubersetzung im allgemeinen auf wijrtliche Entsprechung mi t
dem Griechischen, such was die Zahl der Wijrter angeht,Wert
legt und an dieser Stelle versehentlich die Formen ihrer weiteren
Quellen, einer Bilingue ahnlich dem Claromontanus sowie der
Vulgata, nicht ausgeschrieben hat. Fur andere Lesarten von

17 Siehe die Liste der Marginalien in Paris, Bibliotheque  Nationale lat. I 1553
(Sangermanensis), bei Frede, I’etus Latina  25, I. Lieferung (x975), 38-39.  OtKovo&a
erscheint I Kor g: 17; Eph I: I O; 3: 2, 9; Kol I: 25 und wird mit dispositio,  dis-
pens&o  oder distributio  tibersetzt; ein anderer Wortsinn liegt Luk 16: 2 vor, der
lateinisch mit vilicutio  oder actus  wiedergegeben wird.

I* Diese Fassung des Bibeltextes bei Zeno hat 0. Hiltbrunner, Latina  Graeca:
Semasiologische Studien iiber lateinische Wiirter  im Hinblick ayf ihr Verhiiltnis  zu griechischen
Vorbildern (Bern, 1958)  S.V.  sim/Jexjides, nicht beriicksichtigt. Zur Wiedergabe von
&wnd~p~~os  in der lateinischen Bibel vgl. W. Thiele (Anm. I I), 80-81, 88, I I I ;

die Handschrift  8g belegt jetzt such fur 2 Tim I : 5 non simulutus.
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Zeno treten Hilarius und (ober-)italienische Texte des 4.
oder friihen  5. Jahrhunderts ein, wahrend  sich eine dritte
Gruppe mit fur die lateinische Bibelsprache ungewijhnlichen
Wendungen nicht durchsetzen konnte.

Einen ahnlichen Befund  vermitteln andere Pauluszitate Zenos,
soweit sie nicht aus Cyprian stammen. Als weiteres Beispiel ftihre
ich Eph 6 : 16 an, wo ebenfalls die vollstandige Bezeugung aller
Lesarten vorliegt und Cyprian einen anderen Text belegt.19

Eph6: 16
&aAa~dvr~s dv Bvpeo’v = accept0  scuto ZE ; 6 I ; MAR; cJ: accipi-

entes scutum  86; AM] adsumentes scutum  75 77 89; CY; LUC ;
AMst ; RUF; PS-AU spe; THr ; cjl  sumentes scutum  78 V

&J Q = per quod ZE] in quo ceteri
Guwja&e  = poteritis ZE; AMst] possitis ceteri
7& /3Uv = sagittas ZE ; MAR ; AM ; HI ; PRU ; AU] iacula 75 77 ;

TE; CY; LUC; HIL; AM; GAU; CJ GR-I; HI; RUF; AU;
PS-AU spe; THr; CJ tela 78 8g 61 86 V; TE; CY; NO; AMst;
AM; HI; RUF

706  ~ovvpov^  = illius mali ZE] maligni  86 ; AMst ; HI ; RUF ; AU ;
PEL (B) ; cf. nequissimi 75 77 78 ; cf. 8g 61 V; CY; LUC ; MAR ;
GAU ; AU ; PS-AU spe ; c$ diaboli TE ; CY; LUC ; HIL ; RUF

& mnvpopba  = quae sunt igne plenae ZE] ignita(s)  77 86; TE;
CY; HIL; AMst ; AM ; 6 GR-I ; HI ; AU ; THr ; cJ ignea(s)
78 86 61 V; TE ; MAR ; AU ; $ candentia 75, c$ 774 ; LUC ;
GAU; PS-AU spe

Wiederum ist, besonders offenkundig fur die beiden letzten
Zeno-Lesarten, der Vergleich mit dem Griechischen ursachlich,
begegnen Wendungen, die singular blieben, und finden  sich in
den anderen Fallen Bhnliche  italienische Texte als begleitende
Bezeugung ein. Bei der ersten Lesart stimmt Zeno sowohl in der
Wortwahl wie such in der Satzkonstruktion mit dem Altlateiner
61 und mit Marius Victorinus  iiberein. Niemand wird in dem
Bischof von Verona den Gestalter dieses Textes vermuten
wollen,20  dessen Lesarten teilweise schon vor ihm oder von

19 Vgl. Vetus  Latinu 24/1  (Freiburg: Herder, rg62-64),  308-14.  In der folgenden
Liste sind bei gegensatzlichen Lesarten desselben Schriftstellers nicht dessen
einzelne Schriften vermerkt.

20 Gegen die Annahme, Zeno habe  sich  mit griechischen Quellen  befa8t,
spricht sich  A. Bigelmair (Anm. g), 77, aus; dagegen zahlt  E. Diehl, ‘Zur Text-
geschichte des lateinischen Paulus’,  <NW 20 (192 I), gg, Zeno wie Victorin von
Pettau und Maximinus zu ‘den Autoren, die nachweislich aus eigenem die
griechische Bibe 1 tibertragen’, ohne jedoch diesen  Nachweis zu liefern.
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Zeitgenossen in anderen Gegenden belegt werden. Hervorste-
chend an dem von Zeno benutzten norditalienischen Text ist das
deutlich erkennbare Bemiihen urn pragnante Formulierungen,
die zugleich dem Urtext miiglichst  gerecht werden. Damit  steht
er in einer Linie etwa mit dem Text, den Ambrosiaster benutzt,
mit den Glossen  in der Vulgata-Handschrift G oder such mit
dem anonymen  Kommentar der Handschrift von Budapest.2’

Dal3 es sich nicht urn Beispiele handelt, die lediglich unter dem
Gesichtspunkt des Zweckes ausgewahlt  sind, zeigt such Eph
5 : 5, wo sich das Verhaltnis  des Zeno-Textes zu den Seiten-
referenten ahnlich darstellt :22

EPh 5: 5
&WE ~LV&.KOVTES  D2 Kljlur  = scire  debetis ZE; cf. scitote 86; cf. TE ;

MAR ; AMst  ; AM ; HI] scitote intellegentes 75 77 78 8g 61 V;
CY; NIC; AU; CJ scitote cognoscentes  AU ; THr : = Qi5

dn = quoniam ZE ; AU ; THr] quia CY; HI ; NIC ; cf. quod 75 77
78 8g 61 86 V; TE; MAR; AMst;  AM; AU

&pvos = fornicarius ZE ; THr] fornicator 75 77 78 8g 61 V; TE ;
CY; AMst;  HI; NIC; AU; c$ inpudicus 86; MAR; AM;
PEL (B) ; t$ Zect.  du.2.  fornicator  aut inpudicus 61 C x A OHAM

&CC&Z~TO~  = inpudicus ZE; vide supra]  inmundus ceteri
7kOVkKT7)S  = fraudator ZE; CY] avarus ceteri
(E) I&XOXUT&  G = d 1i o orum servitus ZE; 75 77 78 8g 61 V; AM;

AU; CJ idol(ol)a 86; CY; MAR; AMst ; AM
O&C  &EL = non habent ZE ; ~‘0 ; KA Sp] non habet ceteri
hoi? KU1 XpLuTOv^  G = dei et christi ZE; 77 R* ?; AMst;  AM; HI;

cf. dei TE] N christi et dei ceteri:  = Q3

Selbst wenn Zeno seine Zitate Cyprian entnimmt, hat er sie
nicht selten durch charakteristische Abweichungen vergndert ;
dafiir nur das Beispiel I Kor 15 : 42-43  :

b @lop+ = in corruptione  CY] in interitum ZE; PS-AU spe
2~ &+_~paiq = sine corruptela CY] in perpetuitatem ZE ; PS-AU spe
&I &T&e = in ignominia CY] in humilitatem ZE

Wahrend  die letze Lesart sonst unbezeugt bleibt, tritt fur die
beiden anderen als einziger Mitzeuge das pseudo-augustinische
Speculum auf. Diese Zitatensammlung stammt weder aus Afrika

21 Vgl. meine Veroffentlichung  Ein neuer Pauhtext tind Kommentar: I, Unter-
suchungen (Vetus  Latina: Aus der Geschichte der lateinischen Bibel 7; Freiburg:
Herder, rg73), 211-12,  256.

z2 Vgl. Vetus  Latina  24/1  (Anm. IS),  212-15.
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noch aus Spanien, sondern aus Italien und wird zuerst zitiert
von Papst Anastasius II ; 23 eigentiimliche Beriihrungen in einer
etwas vergnderten Fassung mit Chromatius hat R. Etaix24
nachgewiesen. Bemerkenswert ist die U bersetzung per-etuitas,
die in dem Zusatz I Pet 5 : 14 such handschriftlich belegt ist ;25
dieser Zusatz stammt aus Eph 6: 24, wo Marius Victorinus
&8upolu im gleichen Sinne mit aeternitas iibertr;igt.

Auch in den Evangelien weist Zeno Lesarten auf, die von
(ober-)italienischen Texten geteilt werden :

Matt 5: 16
$Lh T& KC& zpp = opera vestra bona ZE ; 3 (a) ; I 5 (aur) ; 4

(b);6(c);  ro(f);y(gl);  12 (h); 13 (q);PS-CYsng;HIL;AMst;
CHRO; RUF; MAXn] N bona opera vestra I (k) ; CY; AU ;
HI ; cf. - vestra bona opera V; AN Bob

SO&QW~  = magnificent ZE; I$ 3 (a) ; 4 (b) ; 7 (51) ; 12 (h) ; 13 (4) ;
PS-CY sng; HIL; AMst  ; CHRO; RUF; MAXn] clarificent
I (k) ; CY ; IR; cf. glorificent V; HI ; RUF ; AN Bob ; AU

Matt rg: 21
oou & &rc&ov~u = omnia tua ZE ; 2 (e) ; 4 (6) ; 6 (c) ; I 3 (Q)  ; CY

lap, op; AM; GAU ; HI ; RUF ; MAX] bona tua 3 (a) ; 8
($s)  ; 12 (h); 16 (n); CY te; AM; cf. omnia bona tua cf. HIL;
AM; CJ quae habes V; c$ omnia quae habes IR; AM ; FIL ;
CHRO ; HI ; FAU-M ; AU

In den folgenden Fallen l%iBt  sich Cyprian nicht vergleichen :

Matt 5 : 32
mymc~&  Adyov  nopwlus = excepta  causa  adulterii ZE ; 12 (h) ;

AU ; PS-AU spe; cf. excepta ratione adulterii 5 (d) ; cJ praeter
causam  (crimen  LAC) adulterii TE; LAC] excepta  fornicationis
causa  V; AMst q ; cf. praeter causam fornicationis I (k) ; cf.
excepta  causa  fornicationis 3 (a) ; 4 (b) ; 6 (c) ; AMst  I Cor;
AM; CHRO; HI; AU

Matt 13: 12

U;T@ = illi ZE ; I (k) ; 2 (e) ; g ($1) ; FAU-R; EUS-G] ei V; TE;
HIL; RUF; MAX; AU; EUS-G

KUP = etiam ZE; 12 (h); TE; RUF; MAX; FAU-R; EUS-G] et
V; I (k) ; 2 (e); HIL; AU

23 Vgl. Vetus  Latina  24/2, 13; zu beachten  sind die Untersuchungen zum Text
des Speculum bei Frede (Anm. 2 I), 69-76, rag-16.

24 R. Etaix, RBhz  70 (rg6o), 496-97.
2s Die Handschriften 55 64 begleitet hier FU; vgl. AU in I Pet 3: 4, und zum

Ganzen Thiele (Anm. I I), IOO,  105-6.
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b T+ KC&&W  TO&  cb+dmot)s = dormientibus hominibus ZE;
2 (e); 12 (h); AU] cum dormirent homines  V; CHRO ; cf. cum
dormiunt homines  I (k)

&& $aov 700 &ou = in t&cum ZE; 3 (a) ; 4 (b) ; 7 (gl) ; 8 ($*)  ;
12 (h) ; NIC ; PEL] in medio tritici V; 2 (e) ; CHRO; cf. inter
frumentum I (k)

Von Matt 13 : 12 abgesehen, wo Zenos Text mit illi eine
afrikanische Lesart bewahrt hat, begleiten .ihn mit dem wohl
in Verona gegen Ende des 5. Jahrhunderts entstandenen
Purpurevangeliar 4 (b), dem etwa gleichzeitigen Claromontanus
I 2 (fz), dessen Ursprungsort noch ungeklart ist, Texte, die zur
Kerntiberlieferung des fortschrittlichen italienischen Textes urn
350-380  zu rechnen sind, der mit Ambrosius und Ambrosiaster
verwandt ist und bei der Herstellung der Vulgata als Grundlage
diente.26 Es tiberrascht nicht, daB Zenos Lesarten beim Vergleich
mit den Texten der altlateinischen Handschriften einen ahn-
lichen Platz finden  wie schon  im Kreis der patristischen Zitate.
Im Rahmen seiner  eigenen, mcht Cyprian oder anderen ent-
lehnten Bibelanfiihrungen ist Zeno, wenn such in bescheidenem
Umfang, ein wichtiger Zeuge fur den Entwicklungsstand des
Textes seiner Zeit in Oberitalien (Verona).27  Er gehiirt  trotz
seiner wohl afrikanischen Herkunfi? zu den Vertretern einer
von Italien ausstrahlenden Praevulgata, die die Vetus Latina-
Ausgabe als Texttyp I bezeichnet.29  Vereinzelte afrikanischeso
Lesarten in dem von ihm zitierten Text sind nicht anders zu
beurteilen als bei diesen.

26 Vgl. die Darstellung der Evangelientiberlieferung bei  B. Fischer, ‘Das Neue
Testament in lateinischer Sprache’, Die alten  Ubersetzungen  &s fiuen Testaments, die
Kirchenviiter~itate  und Lektionare  (ed. K. Aland;  Arbeiten zur neutestamentlichen
Textforschung 5; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1g72),  30-39.

27 Zu den Veroneser Bibelhandschriften siehe B. Fischer, Bibeltext  und Bibel-
reform unter Karl dem GrojIen  (Karl der Grol3e  II ; Dusseldorf, I g65),  2 14.

28 Fur diese Herkunft spricht lediglich die Passio S. Arcadii,  deren Verfasser
Zeno wohl ist, vgl. B. Lofstedt,  CChL 22, 6*-7*;  F. E. Vokes, ‘Zeno of Verona,
Apuleius and Africa’, Studia  Patristica 8/2  (TU 93; Berlin: Akademie, rg66),
130-34, will nicht einmal dieses Argument gelten  lassen.

29 In meiner Paulus-Ausgabe  sind die Zeno-Lesarten als diesem  Typ zugehiirig
behandelt.

30 Zu Herkunft und heutigem Gebrauchssinn des Begriffs ‘afrikanischer Text’
vgl. B. Fischer (Anm. 26), g-12;  H. J. Frede, VetusLatina  25, 2. Lieferung(rg76),
‘46-47.

23. The Diatessaron of Romanos

G I L L E S  Q U I S P E L

THE Dutch Diatessarons are based upon a deviant Latin Gos-
pel harmony translated from Tatian’s work. This was proved
decisively when the Persian Diatessaron came to light. Then
B. M. Metzger and A. Baumstark could show how much this
writing has in common with the Western harmonies.1 Since
that date (I 95  I) a scholar leaves the solid ground of textual data
and commits an obvious error when he tries to deny this estab-
lished fact. Nor will it help to object that such Tatianic readings
are in fact Old Latin (OL) variant readings that crept into the
vernacular harmonies during the course of their transmission,
because as often as not these Tatianisms are absent from the
OL. For example, the original Dutch harmony must have con-
tained the variant : But if you want to pray, go into your room
(Matt. 6 : 6) .2 It is not to be found in the Codex Fuldensis or any
OL MS, but it is contained in the Persian Diatessaron.

The Old High German Diatessaron betrays the influence of
the same tradition. Perhaps this could be doubted as long as
new evidence was not yet available. But recently it was estab-
lished that the fourth-century mystic Macarius was familiar
with a very extravagant Diatessaron text. As Macarius was a
Syrian, probably originating from or in contact with Edessa, the
capital of Aramaic Christianity, his Diatessaron is a counterpart
of that of Ephraem Syrus who came from Nisibis. And it is in
Macarius (serm. 61.2 [Typ. I])” that we find the variant &r+xov
for l lcrl~ in Matt. 2 : 18 (‘Rachel wept for her children, because
they were no more’). This confirms the same variant in Ephraem
Syrus’ Commentary on the Diatessaron and in the Venetian

1 A. Baumstark in G. Messina. Diatessaron Persiano  (BibOr  14; Rome: Pontifical
Biblical Institute, rg5r),  xcvii-cxi;  B. M. Metzger, ‘Tatian’s-Diatessaron  and a
Persian Harmony of the Gospels’, JBL 6g  (1g5o),  261-80  = Chapters in the History
of New Testament Textual Criticism (NTTS 4; Leiden: Brill,  1963),  97-120.

R. van den Broek, ‘Enkele ‘opmerkingen  over de Latijuse-archetypus  van
Middelnederlandse Diatessaron’, De Neuwe  Taalgids  70 (I g77), 434-58, esp.
441-3.
H. Berthold, GCS 2 (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, rg73), 202.
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Diatessaron. Therefore, this Old High German variant cannot
be considered as sheer coincidence and be dismissed out of hand.4
We find the same reading in Ludolph of Saxony’s Lifk  of Christ.
That is because Ludolph still knew and quoted the Latin version
of Tatian that lies behind the Western vernacular harmonies.
The objection that Ludolph’s Vita Christi is a life of Jesus in
verse that would have many variants sheerly for poetic variation
is not valid for the simple reason that Ludolph wrote prose, not
poetry.5

It is true that some of the Tatianisms in the Western Diatessa-
rons can have many explanations other than dependence. But the
problem is whether such alternative explanations can be plausible
in view of the cumulative evidence which points in the opposite
direction, especially if these variants also occur in texts written
in the same language as the canonical Gospels, namely Greek.
And this is the case with the writings of Romanos.

The saintly Melodos, ‘the humble Romanos’, is the greatest
and most famous poet of the Greek Orthodox Church. He was
born of a Jewish family in Emesa, the present Horns, in Syria,
and became a deacon of the Christian Church at Berytus
(Beirut). It was during the reign of Anastasius I (491-5 18)
that he went from there to Constantinople, where he joined the
clergy of the Theotokos church. His ‘kontakia’ (essays) are
elaborately constructed poetical sermons, among others about
gospel themes, and were greatly influenced by the poetry of St.
Ephraem.6 This Syrian poet who wrote in Greek was familiar
with a version of the Diatessaron of Tatian. A few typical
examples will suffice to prove this new but obvious observation.

(I) He quotes Mary as having said : ‘I am (&,A)  the handmaid
of him that sent thee’ (9. I I ,8), whereas Luke I : 38 reads :
‘Lo, the handmaid of the Lord’. This is in agreement with the

4 G. Quispel, Z-utiun  and the Gospel of Thomas (Leiden: Brill,  rg75),  I 14: ‘Macarius
and the Diatessaron of Tatian’, A Tribute to Arthur V&jbus:  Studies in Early Christian
Literature and Its Environment, Primarily in the Syrian East (ed. R. H. Fischer; Chicago:
Lutheran School of Theology, rg77), 203-9, esp. p. 204.

5 See the review of Tatian and the Gosjel  of Thomas by 0. C. Edwards, Jr.,
JBL 96 (w7),  464-k esp.  P. 466.

6 J. Grosdidier de Matons,  Romanos le M&ode  et les origines  de la poksie religieuse  d
By.wnce  (Paris: Beauchesne, 1977); Bathja Bayer, ‘Romanos Melodos’, EncJud
14.238; P. Maas, C. A. Trypanis, Romanus  Melodus, Cantica, Cantica genuina (Ox-
ford: Clarendon, 1968)  ; J. Grosdidier de Matons,  Romanos le Mt!lode, Hymnes
(SC gg, IIO, 114, 128; Paris: du Cerf, 1964-7).
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Persian Diatessaron (‘I am the handmaid of God’) and the Heliand
(285)’ whereas Ephraem’s Commentary on the Diatessaron has
somewhat adapted his text to the canonical version: ‘Lo, I am
the maid of God’. It is possible of course that there are many
other explanations to minimize the importance of the ‘I am’
in the Dutch Diatessaron variant (‘I am the handmaid of God’),
but there is none to explain away the reading ‘of God’ instead
of ‘of the Lord’.

,

(2) In the first hymn on the Resurrection 40. 3-5, Jesus says to
Mary Magdalene : ‘ ccMaria”. And she, having recognised him,
said immediately : “Truly, my good shepherd calls me” ‘.
John 20 : 16 only says that she turned to him and said ‘Rabbuni’,
which is Hebrew for ‘My Master’. The variant ‘she recognised
him’ is one of the most conspicuous Tatianisms known to date.

In the Rhymebible of Jacob of Maerlant (2681 I /3), based on
the oldest version of the Dutch Diatessaron we know, it is said
that Mary ‘then recognised him immediately from that word and
said “Master” and approached and wanted to touch his feet’.’

The Liege Diatessaron (ch. 237) has only : ‘Then Mary recognised
him and said : “Rabboni”,  that is to say, “Master” ‘. The Stutt-
gart MS adds: ‘She ran to him and wanted to touch him’. But
the Heliand has more details and is nearer to Maerlant :

And straightway she came closer, the wife, with good will, and recognised
her savior himself. In her love she could not refrain, but with her
hands she longed to hold him, the woman to touch the World-Lord.
(5929-32  ; Scott, 203)

This must go back to a common ancestor, a Latin Diatessaron,
which contained the variants both have in common against the
Vulgate.

Traces of the Latin text are preserved in the Vita beatae vir-
ginis Mariae rhythmica 6 I 7314  :

Mox quod esset dominus  ex hat uoce pia
novit atque propius  statim accedebat,
se prosternens sues  pedes tangere volebat.

Moreover the Meditationes Vitae Christi (89)  of Ps-Bonaventura
read :

Et cognoscens eum ad vocem.
7 R. van den Broek, ‘Jacob van Maerlant en het Nederlandse Diatessaron’,

NedTTs 28 (tg74),  141-64.
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There are still more readings that Romanos has in common
with the Jewish Christian gospel tradition. Moreover, there are
some variants which this poet has in common with the Gospel
of Thomas, probably through the intermediary of the Diates-
saron. They deserve a special inquiry. These few remarks were
made in order to show that the problems of the Diatessaron
and of the possibly independent tradition it may contain deserve
to be put in a much wider context than has been done by recent
critics. There probably are still other authors besides Romanos
who can adduce new light to this hotly debated issue. But from
now on Romanos can no longer be ignored in studies on the
free tradition. He is a Hellenic witness to Tatian’s  Harmony and
its Jewish Christian source.

well-known Jewish Christian tradition, contained in the Gospel
according to the Ebionites (frg. 3 : ‘and straightway there shone
about the place a great light’).

The same Jewish Christian tradition lies behind T. Levi
18 : 6-7 : ‘And the GZor_y  of the Most High shall be uttered upon
him, and the Spirit of understanding and sanctification shall
rest upon him in the water’.

The words of Ephraem Syrus and other Syrian writers make it
clear that Tatian  integrated this Jewish Christian tradition into
his harmony. As a matter of fact the Commentary on the Diates-
saron says that the Spirit descended and rested upon One only
(4.3) and that the splendour of the light appeared upon the water
(4.4) l

These variants were preserved by the Latin version of Tatian’s
writing.12

Petrus  Come&or  34:
Inaestimabilis splendor factus est circa eum.

Ludolph of Saxony I .2 I. I I ;
Inaestimabilis splendor factus  est circa Christum . . . (Spiritus)
requieuit  super eum.

Vita Rhythmica 3686 :
Lux magnaque  refulsit in Jesum.

On this Latin text is based the Pepysian Harmony (ch. 7) :
So corn the brightnesse  of hevene and the Holy Gost and alighth
withinne hym.

If traces of the same tradition are found in Justin Martyr
(dial. 88.3)) Ps-Cyprian (rebapt. I 7)) and the OL codices  a and
g1 in Matt. 3 : 15, this only shows that at a very early date
Jewish Christian traditions about the baptism of Jesus have
influenced the gospel text of the congregation at Rome which,
as Hermas showed, was not allergic to the adoptianism which
was current among the Jewish Christians.

The opposite view, according to which the Western Diatessaron
took these variants from the OL MSS, is no longer feasible, for
then we would have to suppose that the Greek-writing Syrian,
Romanos, in Constantinople also has been influenced by the
OL MSS of Western Christendom, This is absurd.

12 Van den Broek, ‘A Latin Diatessaron’, 123.



24. Diatessaric Readings in the
‘Martyrdom of St. Abo of Tiflis’?

J .  N E V I L L E  BIRDSALL

A BOUT the turn of the century, there seems to have been a
determined desire on the part of textual critics to discover the
Diatessaron in the Caucasus. The strongest part of this campaign
was in the Armenian field, where F. C. Conybeare at the end of
his life at length declared for an Armenian Diatessaron.1  His
suggestions were built upon by S. Lyonnet and published in
post-war years. Only recently have they been called profoundly
into question by A. Voobus.3

Into the Georgian area the advance was never so penetrating :
A. Harnack in 1 go1 suggested on the basis of a translation by
Diavachigvili  that traces of the Diatessaron were to be seen in the
Martyrdom of St. Eustathius of Mzhetha ;4 and in I go6 Kirsopp
Lake, basing himself equally upon a translation, put forward the
view that a like phenomenon was to be observed in the Martyr-
dom of St. Abo of Tiflis.5 This view has also held the field till
recently, in part because of the inaccessibility of the source
material in its original language and partly through the repetition
especially of Harnack’s opinions in surveys and bibliographies.
It is to the credit of our gratuland that he has drawn attention in
his most recent bibliographical survey to the discussion of the
material in the Eustathius martyrdom by the present writer,6

1 F. C. Conybeare, ‘An Armenian Diatessaron?’ JTS 25 (1g24), 232-45.
2 S. Lyonnet,  Les  Origines de la version armkenne  et le diatessaron (BibOr  13;

Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, I 950).
3 A. Vijiibus,  Studies in the Hi-story of the Gospel Text in S’iac  (CSCO 128/Subs.  3 ;

Louvain,  195x),  15o-I; Early Versions of the New Testament: Manuscript Studies
(Papers of the Estonian Theological Society in Exile 6; Stockholm, 1g54),  152-4.

4 I. Dzawakoff (DiavachiSvili),  Das  Martyrium  des heiligen Eustathius von Mzchetha,
ed. by A. von Harnack (SPAW, Phil.-hist.  Kl. 37; Berlin, Igor), 897  ff.

s K. Lake, ‘Tatian’s Diatessaron and the Martyrdom of Abo’, Ex.T  I 7 ( r 905-6))
286; based on Karl Schultze,  Dus Martyrium  des heiligen Abe  von Tijlis (TU 27/4;
Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1905).

6 J. N. Birdsall, ‘ “The Martyrdom of St Eustathius of Mzketha” and the
Diatessaron: An Investigation’, NTS  18 (1g71-2),  452-6.
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who is gratified to note that Professor Metzger agrees with him
that there is no evidence of the Diatessaron to be found there.7
He evidently shared not only this opinion with the writer, but
also ignorance of the work of Lake, which is hidden in a one-
column note in the Expository Times, vol. I 7 (I 905-6).  It is a merit
of Professor Tjitze Baarda to have brought it to light again in his
Proefschrift on the gospel quotations of Afrahat.8  The rear
column of the advance may be said to be the work of Professor
Molitor, especially in his Latin translation and harmony of the
gospels.9 In the writer’s view, this does no more than to high-
light harmonistic readings in the gospel tradition in Georgian
which have entered that tradition from a four-gospel base in
Armenian, itself tinctured with sporadic Tatianic hue from its
ultimate Syriac base.

It is concerning the document discussed by Lake that this note
is written in honour of one whose article on the evidence of the
versions10  for the text of the NT was amongst the writer’s stimuli
to study and research in this field. This document is the work of
a contemporary of the martyr who was converted to Christ from
Islam and eventually suffered for his faith in AD 786 on January
6. Johannes Sabanidze writes in response to the request of
Samuel, Catholicos of Kartli, whose request constitutes the first
section of the work. This continues with an address by the
martyrologist directed to the church as it listens to the account of
the witness of Abo on the feast of the Epiphany. This leads him to
speak of the Name of Jesus, which he states himself unable to ex-
pound, yet willing to make the attempt for the sake of his zealous
brethren. He then embarks upon a catalogue and exposition
of names by which Jesus is called, which we will give below.11

7 B. M. Metzger, 2-h Early Versions of the New Testament (Oxford: Clarendon,
r 977)Y  192.

8 T. Baarda, Th Gospel Quotations of Aphrahat  the Persian Sage: I, Aphrahat’s
T&t of the Fourth Gospel (Amsterdam: Vrije Universiteit, rg75), 135-7 (9 52) and
Appendix, pp. 381, 449.

9 J. Molitor, Synopsis Latina  evangeliorum Ibericorum antiquissimorum secundum
Matthaeum, Marcum,  Lucam desumpta e codicibus Adysh, Opiza,  Tbeth necnon e frag-
mantis  biblicis et patristicis  quae dicuntur Chanmeti et Haemeti (CSCO 256/Subs.  24;
Louvain,  rg65), esp. Part III, ‘Harmonismen in denen  wir unbedenklich Tatianis-
men vermuten diirfen’.

I0 B. M. Metzger, ‘The Evidence of the Versions for the Text of the New
Testament’, Jvew  Testament Manuscript Studies (ed. M. M. Parvis and A. P. Wik-
gren; Chicago: University of Chicago, rg5o),  25-68.

1’ This study is based upon the recent edition by Ilia Abuladze, Dzveli k’art’uli
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Lake’s discussion12  deals with two gospel quotations, one from

John which is in the exposition referred to, the text of which
will shortly be given. The other is from Luke and appears in the
earlier part of the sermonic introduction: this is ostensibly Luke
I 7 : 2 I which appears in the form ‘sasup’eveli grmtisay gult’a
$ina  t’k’uent’a ars’ - the Kingdom of God ‘is within your
hearts. Since we have more to say of the catalogue of names in
which the Johannine quotation appears, it is better to deal with
the alleged Diatessaric quality of this other quotation at once.
Lake based himself on Moesinger’s translation of the commentary
of Ephraem upon the Concordant Gospel ‘regnum  intra in corde
vestro est’ and ‘regnum Dei in corde  vestroy. This is confirmed,
with slight stylistic variation, by the more recent translation of
Leloir.14  Unfortunately, this occurs in a section of the commen-
tary which has not come to light in the original Syriac. We have
then no first-hand assurance that it was the reading of the Diates-
saron. To the contrary, we have some probable evidence that
it was not. In quotations in works of Ephraem in Syriac (collected
by Leloir) 15 we have four occurrences and in no case does the
rendering with ‘your hearts’ appear: three instances have the
Peshitta form, and one that of the Vetus Syra.16  Furthermore,
the Pseudo-Ephraemic ‘Exposition of the Gospel’, extant only in
Armenian, whose links with the Diatessaron have often been
acknowledged, has a form which appears to be a slavish rendering

agiograp’iuli Ziteraturis  dzeglebi  (Monuments of Old Georgian Hagiographical
Literature; Tbilisi: Me’t’sniereba, rg64), I .46-81. Further bibliography will be
found  in M. van Esbroeck, Les plus an&em  hornkliaires  georgiens (Louvain-la-Neuve:
Universite  catholique, institut orientaliste, rg75), I 36-7, while the historical
background is discussed by Paul Peeters in the article, ‘Les Khazars dans la Passion
de S. Abo de Tiflis’, AnBoZl  52 (rg34),  2 1-63.

12 ‘Tatian’s Diatessaron’, 286.
13 G. Moesinger, Evangelii concordantis expositio facta  a Sancto Ephraemo Do&ore

Syro (Venice, 1876),  209, 21 I.
14 L. Leloir, Saint Ephrem: Commentaire  de I’t?vangile  concordant, Version armknienne

(CSCO  137/Arm. I; Louvain,  rg53), 255, 257; translation (CSCO r45/Arm.  2;
Louvain,  I 954))  I 84-5.

1s L. Leloir, L’kvangile  d’Ephrem d’apr2s  les euvres  kdities  (CSCO 18a/Subs.  I 2 ;
Louvain,  rg58), go, nos. 560-3.

16 The matter is discussed by F. C. Burkitt, Evangelion da Mepharreshe  (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University, rgo4),  2.198 and 298.  He considers the homily from
which Leloir’s nos. 561 and 562 are taken to be the work of Isaac of Antioch. He
cites no evidence, however, for non-authenticity of that containing no. 560, which
also has the Peshitta rendering. Moreover, he provides no data to tell us how many
quotations he counted in the work of Ephraem.
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of the wording of the Peshitta. 17 It would appear most probable,
then, that in this case the Georgian form known in the Martyr-
dom is a legacy in Georgian of an Armenian ancestry, but
extends no further back in the tradition.

The second reading which Lake considers to show Diatessaric
origin is the form in which John IO : 7 or g is quoted ‘me var
kar chorebisay’- I am the door of life. This Lake attributed
to the Diatessaron on the strength of a quotation of AfrahatI*
which takes this form, but adds the words ‘that whosoever
by me shall enter shall live for ever’. On this we may make two
observations. Firstly, the Georgian form which stands in the
edition translated by Schultze is the reading of one MS only,
as the more recent edition of Abuladze shows us.19 The form
accepted by the latter (apparently on the basis of majority
attestation by fourteen of his fifteen MSS) is ‘me var kari
chovart’ay’-I  am the door of the sheep. There may then be
some doubt whether it should be read in this form, agreeing
with the Greek tradition, or in the form discussed by Lake.
For my part, I would be inclined to accept the form discussed by
Lake on the basis of Zectio  &@lior  @or. But even so, does it
come from the Diatessaron? Baarda20  doubts this, since Afrahat
also attests ‘I am the door of the sheep’, and in this view he
agrees with Leloir and Ortiz de Urbina in their earlier studies.
The phrase ‘door of life’ is known to Ephraem,zI  but in connec-
tion with other passages than John I O, namely Ps. I I 8 : 20 and
Luke I I : 52. It is then, concludes Baarda, an agraphon, and
he discusses it in this light.

.

But there is a further reason why we should not hasten to take
Lake’s assessment of the significance of this reading as the correct
one. The reading occurs in the sermonic introduction, and this

17 G. Egan (ed.), Saint Ephrem:  An Exposition of the Gospel (CSCO 2gr/Arm.  5;
Louvain,  rg68),  69; translation (CSCO 2g2/Arm.  6; Louvain,  rg68), 64. Egan
has promised a discussion of the biblical text which has not yet appeared; mean-
while we rely on the work of Joseph Schaefers,  Eine altsyrische  antimarkionitiwhe
Erkliirung von Parabeln des Herrn (Miinster: Aschendorff, rgr 7), 81 n. 4.

I* Demo&ratio  4.5 (PS I. 145).
19 Dxveli  k’art’uli,  52 (line 25) and n. 47.
20 Gospel Quotations, 135-7, 381, 449.
21 Commentary on the Concordant Gospel 18.8 and 2 I .2 I (Leloir, Saint Ephrem:

Commentaire, 257,326; translation, 185,232). It is intriguing that the former of these
occurrences is in close proximity to the Lucan passage also found in Abo and dis-
cussed by Lake.
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does not represent the Georgian text of the eighth century, but a
traditional body of material which John and his contemporaries
inherited from a more primitive period. Since it is not available
in English,22 it may be worth while to give the whole of the rele-
vant part in translation, so that it is more readily accessible to
English-speaking scholarship.

John refers in the course of his sermonic address to the declara-
tion of the Epistle of Paul to the Philippians that ‘every knee
shall bow and every
continues as follows :

tongue confess’ the Name of Jesus. He

Because fearful and holy and altogether powerful and wonderful
and Lord and Almighty is His name. We are not able to attain to
(the exposition of) the richness of His name but in accordance with
my inability and your eagerness I will make a beginning of your
instruction, beloved! (His names are) Door, Way, Lamb, Shepherd,
Stone, Pearl, Flower, Angel, Man, God, Light, Earth, Salt, Worm,
Mustard-seed, Sun of Righteousness, Son of the eternal Father, and
One God, constant (lit. invariable) and indestructible is His nature
after the taking of a Body and the unification with Godhead; in
connection with which we are perhaps able to make known to you
truthfully about each name but only by His grace shall I make it
known to you, the friends of Christ.

He is called Door because He said, ‘I am the Door of Life’ (v. 1.
‘of the sheep’), because truly those who believe in Him enter through
Him, the door of the Kingdom (v. 1. ‘through Him as through the
door of the Kingdom’).

He is called Way because He said, ‘I am the Way and the Truth
and the Life’,23  because He becomes a way to us as we ascend to
heaven.

He is called Lamb, because ‘He was slain for US’,~~  and ever lives,25
and by the division26 of His body and blood to us gives to us eternal
life.

He is called Shepherd because He said, ‘I am the Good Shepherd’.27
Truly, He has turned us wandering sheep back, and has killed our

22 An abbreviated version of the Martyrdom will be found in D. M. Lang
Lives and Legends of the Georgian Saints (2d edn. ; London: Allen & Unwin, rg76),
I 15-33. A French translation of this section has been made by M. van Esbroeck;
see note 54 below.- _

23 John 14: 6.
24 1 Cor. 5: 7. 2s Heb. 7: 25.
26 Ganqopay, rendered here ‘division’, is used in the setting of the miraculous

feeding in the Georgian version at Mark 6: 41 and John 6: I I.
27 John IO: 14: the ‘wolf’in the exposition has links with IO: 12.
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enemy the lion with the rod of the cross and has brought to life again
by the power of the Godhead the corpse of the first-formed destroyed
by that lion (lit. by him) and has healed by His wound the bite of the
venomous wolf and has dissipated the deadly venom by the medicine
of His Godhead and has fulfilled the word spoken through the prophet,
namely, ‘He was wounded because of our sins and by His wounds we
are healed’.28

He is called Corner-Stone by the prophet because He is the one
who was dishonoured29  and rejected by the highpriests and by the
scribes of the people of the Jews in Jerusalem, but became the head
of all the corners30 of heaven.31

He is called Pearl because He shines out like a pearl between the
two valves of the spirit and the body. Lovers of God, as merchants32
of the kingdom, seek Him with faith, not as God alone and not as
mere man, but as God and man, and they purchase Him, uniquely of
great price, by the expenditure of all treasure (v. 1. ‘of all the world’)
and by the pouring out of their blood also.

He is called Salt34 because He has drawn near to our body corrupted
by sin and has removed from us the stench of idol-worship and has
prepared (lit. mixed) our souls with sweet savour by the faith of the
worship of God.

He is called Flower because as a flower He has sprung up from the
root of Jesse 35 for the church from the holy virgin Mary in bodily
form, and (furthermore) has spread over us the spirit of grace through
the sweet smell of Godhead.

He is called Angel, because it was spoken of Him through the pro-
phet, ‘the Angel of great counsel, wonderful’,36  who came to us as
deliverer from the Father.

28 Isaiah 53: 5,6: cf. the use of these verses in I Pet. 2: 24,25,  and note ‘wander-
ing sheep’ which has links with both; and the use of ‘lion’ in I Pet. 5: 8 to describe
the devil.

29 Cf. Mark 8: 3 I ; Luke g: 22: yet this is not a direct borrowing from scripture;
the phrase ‘the scribes of the people of the Jews in Jerusalem’ smacks of a later,
probably anti-Judaic style.

30 The word ‘kidet’a’, here rendered ‘corners’, is used in the translation of
Ps. I 17: 22 in all Georgian recensions, and in the AdiS  MS in Matt. 21: 42 and
Mark 12: I O.

31 The image has here become very highly developed and complex; Eph.
2: 20 may well be a link in its chain of evolution.

32 Matt. 13: 45. 3s Matt. 13: 46.
34 The image of the Christian as a sacrifice salted by Christ recalls Rom. 12: I

and the variant at Mark g: 4g based on Lev. 2: 13 (which however is known only
in Codex Bezae and MSS of the Old Latin).

35 Isa. II: I.
36 Isa. g: 6 (Abuladze, whose scripture references are on the whole very accurate

-and better than Schultze’s!-here inadvertently gives Ps. g: 6).
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He is called Man, because the prophet said, ‘He is a man and who
shall know Him?‘37  Truly He put on perfect Manhood without sin,
and revealed to us His Godhead.

He is called God as the blessed John the beloved said, ‘The word
was God, and through Him everything was made that was made’.38

He is called Light, because He said, ‘It was (v. 2. ‘I am’) the true
Light which lights every man who comes into the world’.39

He is called Earth, as David said, ‘The earth has given its fruit,
bless us 0 God, our God’.@ Truly the maker of the earth came to the
earth and from the earth is (His) body of an earthly nature from those
who were made from the earth; as a comely shoot He has sprung from
the earth, and has produced as fruit His holy apostles and martyrs
and righteous, and has filled the accursed earth with the fruit of
blessing.

He is called Mustard-seed+’  because He made Himself small and
was made like us in our stature so that He might plant (Himself in)
the field of our soul and strike the roots deep and might gather us
upon the branches of His cross and be exalted42 and exalt us with Him.

He is called Worm because He said, ‘I am a worm and not a man’.43
By the brightness of the Godhead, as a hook in a worm, thus He hid
His own Godhead in His body44 and cast it into the nether regions
of the world and drew it up like a good fisherman : about whom He
says, ‘He took the dragon with a hook and put a bridle in his mouth
and a spike through his nose’,d5 that is the devil whom He took and
whose wiles He broke, about whom the Psalmist David bears witness,
‘Thou hast broken the heads of the dragon’.46

He is called Sun of Righteousness because the prophet said, ‘The
Sun of Righteousness shall illuminate you who fear his name, beneath
whose wings is healing ‘,Q because (the sun) is that which covers and
warms and there is nothing which is hid from its heat.48

But I have explained nothing at all of this to you of myself, beloved,
37  Jer. 17: g. 38 John I: I, 3. 39 John I: g; cf. g: 5.
40 Ps. 66: 7. 41 Mark 4: 31 and parallels.
42 John 12: 32. 43 Ps. 21: 7.
44 A less literal rendering might be ‘flashing forth Godhead, He hid it in His

flesh like a hook in a worm’. The Georgian verb rendered ‘brightness’ or ‘flashing’
is found in the translation of &a$yaapa  (Wisd. 7: 26). E)~Ac&nav  is one of the words
it represents in the gospels. A near parallel is found in Cyril of Alexandria, thes.  6
(MPG 75.80), where the subject-matter is the eternal generation of the Son, and
the image that of the sun emitting its rays.

4s Job 40: 25, 26 (cited by Schultze)  provides a closer parallel, adapted only to
form a specific assertion in prophetic mode, than Ezek. 29: 4, adduced by Abu-
ladze.

46 Ps. 73: 14 (with the variant avv~8Xaaaslouv~7pLIas,  known in the whole
Georgian tradition).

47 Mal. 4: 2 . 48 Ps. 18: 7.
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lovers of Christ and keepers of the teaching, but from the witness of
the prophetic books and according to the preaching of the apostles,
namely what is written in the holy gospels and the faith established
by the holy fathers, the teachers.

Clearly, John spoke the truth : this is no document of the eighth
century, but an inheritance from earlier days. Lists of titles of
Christ are found in the Acts of Peter49  and the Acts of John,50
of which the Acts of Peter share Door, Way, Pearl, Light, and
Mustard-Seed with our document, and the Acts of John the
first two terms only. Each has a number of others. Lists are found
in Justin’s Dialogue with Trypho  (especially ch. 126) and lie
behind the second book of Cyprian’s Testimonia (Ad Quirinum).
A number of the scriptural citations in our document are known
in the earlier literature, especially ‘angel of great counsel,
wonderful’ (Isa. g : 6)51  and ‘he is a man and who shall know
him ?’ (Jer. I 7 : g) .52 The phrase ‘I am a worm and no man’ is
found quoted in Justin, Dialogue IOI,  but is not expounded,
although the whole verse from which it comes is said to be fore-
told of Jesus. Its exposition by the image of the hook in the worm
is found with almost exactly the same wording in the homily of
Amphilochius of Iconium, ‘In illud : Pater, si possibile est’,
where the quotation from Job 40 is also found (a text never
found in the early testimonia lists).53 In fact a concurrence of
recent researches shows that this list in the Martyrdom of Abo
is also found in the Amphilochian homily, ‘De recens  baptizatis
et in resurrectionem’ ; however, it is known in its full form
only in the Martyrdom.54 The opinion of van Esbroeck is that
only by use of the text of the Martyrdom may the archetype of

49 Act. Petr.  20 (ed. L. Vouaux [Paris, 19221,  3469).
so Act. JO. g8 (LB 2/1, 200).

51  Justin, dial. 126.1 (ed. E. J. Goodspeed [Gottingen,  19141,  246).
52 Cyprian, ad Quir.  2. IO (CSEL 311,  74).
53 CPG 3237; text edited by K. Holl, Amphilochius eon Ikonium (Ttibingen:

Mohr, rgo4),  gr-102, esp. 98-g.  Data about the use of Job 40: 25-6 are derived
from Bibliu  Patristica (2 ~01s.  ; Paris: Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique,
‘975-7).

54 CPG 3238; BHG rg36q: edited by C. Datema,  Amphilochii  Iconiensis  Opera
(Corpus Christianorum, series graeca 3 [Turnhout, rg78]), 151-6. For the details
of recent research see CPG ii sub numero (where, however, we should read ‘versio
georgica  s.n. Epiphanii’ [not ‘Amphilochii’]); van Esbroeck, Les plus an&w
hombliuires georgiens,  152-3;  and id. ‘Archtologie d’une homtlie sur la Paque  at-
tribute a Chrysostome ou Epiphane  de Chypre’, Armenian and Biblical Studies
(ed. Michael Stone; Jerusalem, x976),  165-81.
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the homily be reconstructed. The christological remarks with
which the exposition is rich show a two-nature doctrine in
terminology which is close to that of Amphilochius, namely
Godhead-body (it is ambiguous whether ‘body’ or ‘flesh’ is
being rendered in Georgian). 55 What we have here then is
apparently a borrowing by John Sabanidze of an expansion by
Amphilochius of a much earlier list, Thus a document of early
Christianity has been preserved in Georgian dress.

Its preservation alerts us to the possibility that other traces of
ante-Nicene literature may be found in the same area. Remains
of Melito and Hippolytus in Georgian are well known. In the
Martyrdom of Eustathius of Mzhetha possible links with the
Epistula Apostolorum have been discerned,56 while Kekelidze in
an article rarely observed has argued that the use of the Apology
of Aristides may be observed in the same document.57 A list of
canonical books of the OT, preserved in a Sinai MS,58  might
have links with declarations of Melito or other early lists.59
It is a field well worth prospecting, and young scholars should
be encouraged to learn Georgian and the other relevant lan-
guages so that that field may be exploited as it should be. It
is a curious phenomenon of Christian scholarship at the present
time that so much ingenuity should be expended upon areas
where no more advance is possible because of a dearth of new
data, when there are virgin seams scarcely prospected and com-
pletely unmined.

But to return to the quotation of John IO : 7 or its related
agraphon. Its occurrence in a list transmitted through Amphi-
lochius shows without a doubt that no trace of the Diatessaron
is to be discerned here, but a valuable relic of early exposition

55 horci and (plural) horcni are used to render both &pa  and odpt  in the Georgian
biblical translations. A uniform rendering has been given in the text.

56 See note 6 above.
57 K. Kekelidze, ‘Antimazdeisturi polemikis p’ilosop’iuri dasabut’eba udzvel’s

k’art’ul mcerlobagi’  [‘The philosophical argument of anti-Mazdean polemic in
the earliest Georgian literature’], Etiudebi 5 (Tbilisi, rg55),  42-60.  I owe knowledge
of this interesting article to Professor E. 3Jintibidze  of the University of Tbilisi.

58 See M. T’arhniSvili  (TarchniSvili),  Geschichte der kirchlichen georgischen Literutur
(Rome: Biblioteca  apostolica vaticana, rg55), 327. The reference there given to an
unprinted catalogue of Georgian MSS on Mt. Sinai may be improved now as
follows: I. JavahiSvili  (DZavachiSvili),  Sinis  mt’is  kart’ul _heZnucert’u  ugcerilobu  (Tbilisi,
rg47), 57,referring to MS 34, fol. 203.

59 See e.g. H. B. Swete, An Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek
Cambridge-University, 1g14),  203.

(London:
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Georgian text of the Bible from quotations and allusions will be
drawn up and will raise problems well known to all who have
worked in this kind of material. But we may with confidence
hazard the opinion that such a study would only confirm the
data already gathered from MSS. Only in the name-list and its
testimonia do we contact through this Georgian document
earlier areas of biblical transmission than the Georgian version
itself.

Appended note: After the completion of this article, I submitted
it to Michel  van Esbroeck, S. J., Bollandist, and to Dom Bernard
Outtier,  of Solesmes. Van Esbroeck’s annotations will be found
in notes 22 and 54. Dom Outtier  made two additions of value.
Firstly, that the reading in Luke I 7 : 2 I is found in a Georgian
version of Martyrius-Sahdona (Mamat’a scavlani [= Teachings
of the Fathers], ed. I. Abuladze [Tbilisi, 19551,  I 79, 11. 2-3).
The Syriac original has the Peshitta reading; there is a lost
Arabic intermediary.

Secondly, in the same collection, in a homily attributed to
Ephraem but probably to be ascribed to Isaac of Nineveh-also
from an Arabic intermediate source-we find the following
(p. 188 11. 7-1 I) : ‘He is the way of light and life for those who
walk in it : but whoever goes outside it encounters darkness and
difficulty. He is the door of life and whoever goes through, will
come to knowledge of the truth.. He is the inexhaustible treasure
and whoever does not possess it will have poverty, wretchedness,
and indigence’. As I take Dom Outtier  to intimate, there may
be some remote link with the source of our document in this
homiletic adaptation. Reference may also be profitably made to
Ephraem, Hymni  de natiuitate  III. 14 and 15 (CSCO I 86.23) where
use is made of a list of titles.

25. The Resolution of the
Philoxenian/Harclean Problem

SEBASTIAN BROCK

THE precise identity of the Syriac version of the NT published
by Joseph White in 1778-1803  has remained for two centuries
one of the unresolved problems of NT textual scholarship :I does
it represent the work of Polycarp,z  made under the patronage
of Philoxenus, bishop of MabbQg, in AG 819 = AD 507/8,
with marginal readings added a little over a century later by
a successor on the episcopal throne of MabbQg, Thomas of
Harkel, or is the text itself the product of a revision of Polycarp’s
work, carried out by Thomas.2 White considered the former to
be the case, and so-accordingly entitled his edition of the text
‘versio Philoxeniana’,I whereas-  the latter position is connected
especially with the name of G. H. Bernstein, who first put it
forward in detail.4 If Bernstein is correct, then the ‘Philoxenian’

r See the excellent survey of B. M. Metzger, 2% Eurl~  Versions of the  New Testu-
ment (Oxford: Clarendon, rg77),  63-75, where bibliographical details will be found.

2 That the revision was undertaken by Polycarp is specifically stated only in the
letter of Moshe of Aggel (Egil) which prefaces the latter’s translation of Cyril’s
Glaphyra;  the text was published by I. Guidi in Rendiconti  della Reale Accademia  dei
Lincei 4/2  (1886), 404, and the relevant passage reads: ‘ . . . if the reader finds
quotations from the holy scriptures in this translation of Cyril let him not be
worried if they do not agree with MSS (of the Bible) in Syriac, seeing that there is
great variation between the (different) editions and (versional) traditions of the
scriptures. If the reader wants to verify this, should he come across the edition
(mu/$aqta)  of the NT and of the Psalter (“David”) which the late chorepiskopos
Polycarp made in Syriac for the faithful teacher Aksenaya’ (= Philoxenus) of
MabbQg worthy of blessed memory, he will be amazed at the difference between
the Syriac (i.e. Peshitta) and the Greek’.

3 In this century he has been followed notably by A. C. Clark, The Acts of the
Apostles (Oxford: Clarendon, x933),  305-29; Silva New, ‘The Harclean Version
of the Gospels’, HTR  2 I ( IgQ8),  376-95; and M.-J. Lagrange, Critique textuelle, ZZ,
La Critique rationnelle (EBib;  Paris: Gabalda, rg35),  229.

4 See G. H. Bernstein, De Charklensi  .Novi Testamenti  translations Syriaca  com-
mentutio (Leipzig: Vogel, 1837). Recent proponents of Bernstein’s thesis include
G. Zuntz, The Ancestry of the Harklean  New  Testament (The British Academy, Sup-
plemental Papers 7; London, 1945)  ; and A. Vodbus,  ‘New Data for the Solution of
the Problem Concerning the Philoxenian Version’, Sjiritus  et veritas: Festschrift Karl
Ku&inS  (Eutin: A. Ozolins, rg33), x69-86.
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version of the Syriac NT canon5 is lost, for none of the MSS
which, from time to time, have been claimed as Philoxenian
by those who hold White’s text to be Harclean, can seriously
be considered as such.

Basically there are three different starting-points available for
any attempt to resolve the matter : the evidence of the colophons;
the study of Philoxenus’ NT quotations in his own writings, and
the study of the translation technique evidenced in White’s
text, seen against the background of the history of Syriac trans-
lation technique.

A. C. Clark’s statement, ‘to obtain light we must go back to the
colophons’,6 reflects the opinion of the vast majority of scholars
who have written on the subject. Here it will be recalled that the
relevant section of these colophons7 records that the text goes
back to a version ‘which was first translated (etpa#@)  from Greek
into Syriac at Mabbixg  in the year 819 of Alexander of Macedon,
and was subsequently (b&&en) collated (etpa&m) against two
(v.Z.  three) accurate Greek MSS at the monastery of the Enaton
near Alexandria through the care of Thomas, bishop of Mabbfig,
in the year 927 of Alexander (AD 615/6)‘.  Upholders of White’s
position claim that the ‘plain meaning’s of the colophon is that
Thomas only ‘collated’, and did not ‘revise’, the text. Clearly,
everything hangs on the interpretation of the term etpa@am,
and unfortunately it cannot really be said that the meaning of
this word is quite so plain, seeing that later Syriac writers
understood it in quite the opposite sense and speak of Thomas’
‘revision’ (tuwqa) .

. As A. Vijiibus has pointed out,9 the discussion of the colophon
has reached something of an impasse, and it is to his credit,
and to that of G. Zuntz before him, that he saw the solution

5 J. Gwynn put forward strong reasons for thinking that the Pococke Epistles
and the Crawford Apocalypse are really Philoxenian. Philoxenus’ failure ever to
quote these (to him extra-canonical) books does not necessarily weaken Gwynn’s
case. 6 Clark, Acts, 329.

7 See, for example, W. H. P. Hatch, ‘The Subscription in the Chester Beatty
Manuscript of the Harclean Gospels’, HTR 30 (Ig37), 149-s  I. (According to R.
Kobert,  Bib 56 [x975], 249-50,  the seventh-century Vat. syr. 268 gives the date
[A.G.] 812 [A.D. 500/01]  instead of 819, but this will be erroneous [tr’~’  (sic) for
tS’sr’]  .)

8 So Clark, Acts, 320; similarly S. New, ‘Harclean Version’, 382-g,  and C. van
Puyvelde in DBSup 6 (1g62), 876.

9 A. Voobus,  Early Versions  of the New Testament (Papers of the Estonian Theo-
logical Society in Exile 6; Stockholm, rg54), log.
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must lie in the study of the text itself and its relationship to the
NT text quoted in Philoxenus’ own later writings. It is indeed
astounding that so little attempt has been made to do this syste-
matically. Both Zuntz 10 and VijijbusI~  have made preliminary
soundings in this direction, but now the recent publication of
Philoxenus Commentary on the Prologue of John (= CPJ)lz pro-
vides an opportunity for a fuller examination of Philoxenus’
text and its relationship to the version printed by White. This
work not only specifically mentions the revision of the Peshitta
which Philoxenus sponsored, but it also happens to be preserved
in a MS (BL Add. 14534) written during the bishop’s own
lifetime.‘3  As Viiijbus has already intimated, it is the study
of Philoxenus’ NT quotations in CPJ, seen against the back-
ground of the history of translation technique in Syriac, which
can offer the final resolution of this long drawn out controversy.14

After taking into account the various factors’s  (such as Philo-
xenus’ somewhat loose method of quoting and the possibility
that he may on occasion derive his NT text from Greek writers
translated into Syriac) which could distort the picture gained
of his own NT text, a full examination of his NT quotations in
CPJ indicates very clearly that throughout he is essentially
making use of a Syriac NT text that stands somewhere between
the Peshitta and White’s text. To demonstrate this here, we
must confine ourselves to a selection of some of the more telling
examples.16

10 Ancestry, 40-62,  based on Tractah  tres de ZXnitate  et Incarnatione  (= Tract. &es).
Ix Ear& Ver.sim.r,  I I 0-18, and ‘New Data’, I 69-86.
12 Edited, with French translation, by A. de Halleux in CSCO 38o/Syr.  165

[text] (Louvain, rg77), and CSCO 38r/Syr. 166 [translation] (1977).  My references
throughout are to the text volume (Syr. 165).

1s Although the colophon is unfortunately lost, the script is very close to that of
Add. 17126, containing fragments of Philoxenus’ commentary on Matthew and
Luke, dated AG 822 = AD 510/11.

14  In what follows I use the abbreviations: G = Greek (I am not here concerned
with the textual character of Polycarp’s Vorlage);  H = ‘Harclean’ (i.e. White’s
text); P = Peshitta; Ph = Philoxenus’ NT text in CPJ.

15 Outlined by de Halleux, CSCO 38o/Syr  165, xiii-xvi. De Halleux seems to
me unduly pessimistic about recovering the Philoxenian version from Philoxenus’
quotations; in going through the NT quotations in CPJ I have been struck by the
consistency with which Philoxenus quotes a revised form of text, even though
there are many clear cases of his lapsing back into the Peshitta reading, or quoting
rather loosely.

I6 The selection is made after an examination of all the NT quotations in this
work; for the passages selected (only) I have checked citations of them in the
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First of all, however, it will be helpful to look at the passage of
CPJ where Philoxenus specifically refers to the revision :I7

When those of old undertook to translate these [passages of the]
scriptures they made mistakes in many things, whether intentionally
or through ignorance. These mistakes concerned not only what is
taught about the Economy in the flesh, but various other things
concerning different matters. It was for this reason that we have now
taken the trouble’*  to have the Holy Scriptures translated (netpdqun)
anew from Greek into Syriac.

Four passages in particular concerning the Incarnation are
considered by Philoxenus to have been translated unsatis-
factorily in the Peshitta and consequently to require correction.
The first two go together :*9

( I) Matt.  I: I P ‘The book of the birth (iZi&&) of Jesus
Christ . . .’

(2) Matt. I: 18 P ‘The nativity (yak&h)  of Jesus Christ was
thus. . .’

After quoting the Peshitta text (which he calls ‘the Syriac’,
suryaya),  Philoxenus comments on these two passages as follows :

In the Greek, from which it is well known that the books of the NT
were translated, this is not what is written ; rather, instead of ‘nativity
(y&z), both passages have ‘becoming’ (hwaya)  ;zO nevertheless, the
person who translated it (i.e. the Peshitta) for some reason unknown
to me preferred to translate by ‘birth’ (iliduta)  and ‘nativity’ &lda)
instead of ‘becoming’ (hzuuya) .2x

following three works of Philoxenus: ‘Z-Y&.  tres  (CSCO g/Syr. g), Ep. ad monachos
Senunenses  (CSCO g8/Syr.  g8), and Dissertationes  de Uno e San&a Trinitate  incorporate
et passe  (PO x5,38).

I7 WJ,  53.
1s  Sqalta’na,  used here, is frequently found in colophon8 of sixth-century MSS

referring to the sponsors who had the MSS copied; it likewise occurs in the Har-
clean colophons.

IQ  CPJ, 42.
2O In CPJ Philoxenus always quotes the passages with hwaya  (= ~&JLs):

Matt. I: I (pp. 41, 47, 49, 52; but in Diss.  4.57 he uses the Peshitta wording);
Matt. I: 18 (pp. 41, 43, 44, 47, 50, 52, 120; likewise in Tract. tres, for which see
Zuntz, Ancestry, 44).

21 Shortly after (p. 43) Philoxenus betrays his own poor knowledge of Greek
by saying: ‘One reason why the translator used “nativity” instead of “becoming”
may be that the pronunciation (qeryana)  of the two words is very similar in Greek;
for in the word for “becoming” (hwaya) there are two consecutive nuns, whereas
in the word for “nativity” there is just one’.
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Philoxenus’ interest here is manifestly christological, for, in his
polemic against the Antiochene theologians, he wishes to asso-
ciate the genesis of these passages with John I : 14, d Xdyo.~

&+I[ +&TO.  A similar polemical concern is to be found in the
other two ‘corrections’ to which he specifically refers :

(3) fib. 5= 7 (CPJ,  53)
Philoxenus first quotes what he considers to be the correct

translation of the verse, ‘He, who in the days of his flesh . . .’
(so in the Greek), but then goes on :

in place of this they (i.e. the authors of the Peshitta) translated ‘when
he was clothed in the flesh’, and instead of [translating] Paul, they
inclined to the position of Nestorius who cast the body onto the Word
as one does a garment onto an ordinary body, or as purple is put on
emperors.

(4) fib. 10: 5 (CPJ,  53-4)
The Peshitta translation of Hebrews introduces clothing ima-

gery (characteristic of early Syriac Christianity)22  into this
verse too, and consequently Philoxenus sees it as requiring cor-
rection in order to avoid the possibility of any Nestorianizing
interpretation :

Again, the passage ‘you have established me with a body’23  (Heb.
IO: 5)-indicating  the inhomination by means of which the Son
fulfilled the Father’s will and became a sacrifice on behalf of all-
was translated by them (i.e. the authors of the Peshitta) as ‘you
clothed me with a body’. Thus it can everywhere be recognized that
they have not translated the Apostle, but introduced their own
opinion into their renderings.

From these four passages it is evident that theological con-
siderations were uppermost in Philoxenus’ mind when he
sponsored the new (or rather, revised) translation of the N T
into Syriac .24 In passing we may compare the embarrassment
that he felt elsewhere over other loose features of early Syriac
theological terminology, even including Ephraem’s.25

22  It is significant that Philoxenus assiduously avoids ‘clothing’ metaphors for
the Incarnation in his writings.

23 The passage is quoted in its revised form in Tract. tres 38-g,  65 (cf. 55).
24 Cf. A. de Halleux, Philoxdne de Mabbog  (Louvain: Imprimerie Orientaliste,

I 963))  I 2 I (in this section, pp. I I 7-25, de Halleux draws attention to the importance
of Philoxenus’ references to these four passages).

2s See, for example, Tract. tres  39-40,  eb.  Sen. 5 1, 53-5.
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In all these passages except Heb. 5 : 7 Philoxenus’ revised
biblical text agrees with that printed by White, but it would be
premature to assume that the latter indeed represents the ‘Philo-
xenian’. An examination of Philoxenus’ full quotation of Heb.
5 : 7 alone shows that this is not the case :

P26
Ph
H

0”s & rais  +&pats r+js aapK& adroi3  ibjcms  re Kal lKqpla0

a@ kad besra lbij’ (h)wa ba’uta w-tak.Cejrta
haw dab-yawmata d-besreh YY (PU 92 (Pl*)

¶Y 9, d-besra dileh w- ,, ,, ,, ,,

?rp& &v ~~V~~KVOV  oc&v air& 2tc Oav&ov

ba-g’ata hayltanita wab-dem’e  qarreb (h)wa l-man d-me$kah (h)wa
lwat haw da-rn.se (h)wa da-npq;ew(hy)  men mawta

¶, ,¶ ¶Y ,, da-n#‘awzbiw  (hy) ,, ,,

/LET&  Kpavyijs  tqvpGs KUl i3aKplhv  qJoaw+Kas

men mawta d-nahew  (hy)
ba-q’ata hayltanita wab-dem’e qarreb
‘am ,, Y, w-dem’e ,,

Besides providing a literal translation of the objectionable
opening phrase, Ph has adopted the word order of the Greek ;
further changes involve number (singular altered to plural),
syntax (I- changed to Zwat to represent +s), and lexicon (qe
for meIkah,  pa.s;i  for a&, q’ata for g’ata). So thorough, in fact,
is the revision in Ph that there was little opportunity for further
improvement ; nevertheless the differences between Ph .and H,
although small, are significant: c&ov^  is represented by dileh, as
regularly in H (in Ph only where emphasis is needed) ; ‘am
replaces b- of P and Ph in order to reflect ~~70i  more closely ;
and a&i&~  is given its more or less standard rendering in H,
J’awzeb  (pass; being reserved in H for $EC&U)  .27

In due course we shall consider three different categories of
readings in Ph which clearly indicate the intermediary position
of Ph between P and H. First, however, it will be helpful to

26 ‘Even when he was clothed in the flesh, prayer and supplication with mighty
groaning and with tears did he offer up to him who was able from death to save
him’. (Here, as elsewhere, I give a translation [as literal as possible] only of P,
since Ph and H are always close calques on the Greek.)

27 Ph (= H) uses Juwzeb  for o&&v at John 5: 34 (p. 242), where again P has
the Syriacism 6’ (lit. ‘live’); in H passi is reserved for fi&o&z~.  Compare also
I Cor. I : 2 I, quoted below.
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provide some more extended quotations in order to give a better
impression of the slightly different concerns underlying Ph and H.

(I) John 16: 12-13  (CPJ, 159, I 78)
&b moWi +w 6piv X+sv,  cihXci 03 6~vaatk /3a(3r&v  dlpr6’

P28  tub saggi it li I-memar lkon, ella la mes’kbin  atton I-mehad has’s,
Ph saggi’a ta , , d-imar , , , , , , has’s  I-metcan,
H ,Y Y, ,, I-memar ,, ,, ,, m$n ,‘,’ I-met’an  has’s,

&C&V  62 %g E)K&VOS,  76 7Tl’~i$Ct  T;iS fih?#k~Us,  d++Cb d,Uik

ma d-eta den ruha da-s’rara hu ndabbarkon
den

eZzat(_y)  ,, d-r%e haw, iu
,, ,3
,, ,, nhazdekon

ENS  ?rc?iaav &j&6av.

b-kulleh s’rara.
lwat kulleh ,,
b-kulleh ,,

This passage excellently illustrates Ph’s intermediary position
and the following points may be singled out for special com-
ment :

(a) In the phrase &UV  8; &ier,  E)KEhOS  Ph merely transposes
den, but otherwise keeps P ; this is not good enough for H, for
whom emat (y) is the standard rendering of &uv,30  and 4%~
~K&VOs  requires a direct calque.

(b) H goes further than Ph in the number of lexical alterations ;
note that although m;e was used by Ph at Heb. 5 : 7 (above),
it only becomes the regular equivalent of 621vu~u~  in H ; likewise
H always renders o’Gqy~&  by haddi (perhaps chosen for reasons
of homophony).

(c) H restores the reading of P twice, as more exact; in the
second case Ph had altered b- to Zwat in order better to represent
EIS; H, however, evidently knew the Greek variant 2v, and so
restored b-. We shall come across other instances where Ph
and H represent two different Greek readings.

28  ‘Still there is much for me to say to you, but you are unable to grasp (it)
now; when the Spirit of truth comes, he will lead you in all truth’.

29 So on p. 159;  on p.  I 78, however, Philoxenus inadvertently reverts to P’s
mehad.

30 Likewise in the translation practice of Thomas’ contemporary, Paul of
Edessa; see my The Syriac  Version of the Pseudo-Nonnos Mythological Scholia  (London/
New York: Cambridge University, rg7r),  36.
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(2) Ram.  1: 1-3 (CPJ, 50) ( w. 2-3 : pp. 40, 139 ; v. 3 : pp. 52, 120,

148, 235)

PSI
Ph
H

I7aiCios Goi7Aos ‘ IT,lOOi?  xpLOTO6,  K)(r/T&  &o'CWO~OS,  C&hpLO/.&VOS
Pawlos ‘abda d-ye&i  m&ha, qarya wa-Sliha  d-etpreS

,, ,¶ ,, ,, Y, Jliha  da-j&
,¶ ¶, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,

& l 6ayy~X~ov  &oO,  8 wpomqyyd)taro  S&d r&v ~poq+v airroi?

I-ewangelyon  d-allaha d-men qdim mlak b-yad nbi’aw(hy)
,¶ ,, d-qaddem ,, nbi’e
,, ¶, haw ,, eiiawdi  ,, ,, dileh

b ypafjak c$fiabs  mp1 rov1 doi? a3roi? Toi? y~voj.dvov  ZK udpparos

ba-ktabe qaddiie,  ‘al breh haw d-etiled ba-bsar men zar’a
¶, ,,

,, me;;01  bya dryeh haw
da-hwa ,, ,,

¶, ,, ,, ,,
Au/M  Kar& adprca.

d-bet Dawid
d-Dawid ba-bsar

,, b-besra

The following points deserve comment :

(a) Although Philoxenus has reverted to P’s rendering of
rpoenr)yy&)taTo  on p. 50, qaddem mlak (pp. 40, 139)  certainly
represents Polycarp’s revision, and in the next example (Rom.
8 : 29) we shall find a further instance where Greek 7~p0- is
represented by qaddem in Ph as well as H ; H, however, goes a
step further and alters the second verb to eftawdi, which is the
standard equivalent of &ra~~~~o~a~  in H ; compare Rom. 4 : 2 I,

quoted by Philoxenus on p. 98, where Ph = P have mlak against
eftawdi in H.

(b) In view of Matt. I : I and I : 18 it is no surprise to find
P’s &led32 here altered in Ph to hwa,33 to represent ~WO,&OV
more exactly.

(c) H’s alteration of ‘al to me#oZ, to represent Tcpi, finds an

3, ‘Paul, a servant of Jesus Christ, one called and an apostle, who was separated
out for the Gospel of God which of old he promised through his prophets in the
holy scriptures, concerning his Son who was born in the flesh from the seed of the
house of David’.

32 P cannot safely be quoted in support of the variant yc~w~&ou here.
33 hwa also features in the quotation of the verse in Truct.  tres  2x8-19; cf. also

the allusion in ep. Sen.  59.
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exact parallel in the translation practice of Paul of Edessa in his
revision (dated 623/4)  of the sixth-century translation of Gregory
of Nazianzus ;34 mettol  for rrepl+genitive  is regular in H.

(d) Ph adopts the Greek word order for the position of ba-bsar
(on pp. 40, 235 Philoxenus inadvertently reverts to the Peshitta
order).

(3) Rom. 8: 29 (CPJ, 21 I)

&L 0i;s  7rpocyvw, KUi  7rpo;pU7c OV&L+jOVS T+jS EtKCbOS

P3s men luqdam ida’ ennon wa-r.Iam  ennon ba-dmu ta d-surta
Ph dl-aylen d-qaddem ida’ ap qaddem ta&m bnay dmuta d-salma
H metto dal-hanon  ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, iawyay  ,, ,,

TOi? Vi06 CdTOi?, E:S 76 E&U CdTdV ~/Xt&OKOV  E)V IlOXXOiS &8+bOk.

da- breh, d-hu nehwe bukra d-ahhe  saggi’e

da-bya  dileh,
d-

l-hay d-nyhwe  itaw(hy) ,,,,
b-ahhe
b-saggi’e &ze

Here the following may be noted :

(a) qaddem tabbern  (based on I;pos = thorna  ‘boundary’) for
7rpoopi[o  is again found in Ph at I Cor. 2 : 7 (CPJ, I 75) a n d
Eph. I : 5 (CPJ, 246).

(b) Greek compounds with WV-  are variously treated by
Syriac translators. In early practice (as P here) no effort to
render it is made ; later, the use of bar, bnay (‘son[s]  of’) rep-
resents an attempt to remedy this, while iawe  finally came to
be the seventh-century practice (in H compare Rom. 6 : 5,
Eph. 3 : 6, etc.), A similar progression can be seen in the render-
ings of ~+o~zhoS, where we have three main stages : bar kyana,
bar ituta (this is the norm in Philoxenus’ writings), and iawe
b-ituta or Iawe b-ousia (standard in the seventh century).36

(c) salma as the rendering of ELK&V can be paralleled for Ph
at I Cor. 15: 49 (= p. rgg) and Col. I : 15 (= p. 2 1 6 ) .

(d) For & ~6 e&a& H produces the awkward Z-hay d-nehwe

34 See my Mythological Scholia, 54-5.
35 ‘From of old he knew them and marked them out in the likeness of the por-

trait of his Son, that he might be the firstborn of many brothers’.
36 But already used at least once by Philoxenus when quoting the Nicene Creed

(7kzct.  tres  go) ; cf. J. Gribomont in Parole de 1’Orient 6/7  (rg75-6), I$+--3,  and A. de
Halleux, ‘La Philoxenienne  du Symbole’, Orientaliu  Christiana Analectu  205 (x978),
301-2.
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itaw(h~)  ; this actually represents the regular practice both in H
and in other early seventh-century translators when faced with
either the infinitive or conjunctive of E&cu.~~  The usage is found
earlier only sporadically.

(e) Whereas Ph changed d- to 6- in order to represent E)v
at the end of the verse, H goes a stage further in reproducing the
Greek word order as well (very awkward in Syriac).

(4) Phil. 2: 6+ (CPJ, I)

zs b pop+fi  eEOi3  irdpxwv 06x  &prrayp& 3 yrjaaro

P3*  haw d-kad itaw(hy) ba-dmuta d-allaha, la (h)wa htupya ha.fbah
Ph
H ::

d- dmuta
d-kad baydmuta  d-allaha itaw (&),

wla 99 )9 3)

law J J JJ

76 e&al ‘laa  e+, &X’ Jav&  E)K&VW(TE,

hade d-itaw (hy) pehma d-allaha, ella napj’eh  sarreq
1- 99 d-nehwe Sawe  ‘am sarreq hu leh
l-hay ,) itaw(hy) fa’be  I-ailaha, ella hu leh sarreq

POPV% 6 x x Bv 0; ov a &, E)v +ob+arb  cbtIp&rwv yEvdpWos*  Kat qrjparb

wa-dmuta d-‘abda nsab wa-hwa ba-dmuta da-bnaynafa, wab-eskima
99 9) JJ

kad diuta ,, ,, kad b-dam&  ta
I>
J J (h)wa ::

E6pEeEk cj, 6vepoTos . . .
e.ftkah  a(y) k barnafa

JJ J> JJ
JJ >J JJ

Once again Philoxenus sometimes reverts to the familiar
wording of P, for in two allusions to this verse he uses pehma39
instead of Iawe  ‘am allaha,  which will represent Polycarp’s
revision. On points of translation technique we may notice :

(a) hu Zeh for E’au&  is a hallmark of H,40  but it is now clear

37 See my Mythological Scholiu,  40; elsewhere in H: John g: 31, 14: 3, etc. See
also Phil. 2: 6, below.

3s ‘Who, while being in the form of God, did not think it a thing to be snatched,
the fact that he was an equal of God, but he emptied himself and took the form of
a servant, and he was in the form of men and in schema he was to be found like
a man’.

39 CP3, 37, 50; similarly Diss.  5.30, 41, 46.
40 Likewise of Paul of Edessa and of Paul of Tella; cf. my Mythological Scholia,

37-G.
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that it goes back to Polycarp, although whether Polycarp em-
ployed it regularly, or used the extensions hennon  bhon etc. for
& E(auTok  etc., is not certain (sarreq hu Zeh is found in all Philo-
xenus’ allusions to this verse in CPJ).J’  H again goes one stage
further in representing the Greek word order as well.

(b) For the rendering of EL)S 76 E&KU in H, see above on Rom.
8 :  29.

(c) & +o&~aT~  is represented by ba-dmuta in P and Ph, but
since dmuta is already employed for -pop+os/pop+j,  H alters to
damyuta,  as at Rom. 5 : 14, 6 : 5, and 8: 3-42

(5) Heb. I: I (CPJ, 7)43
IrohvpEpGs  Kal rrOXVrpdTrWS

P44 b-kul mnawan wab-kul
Ph b-saggi mnawata ,, -saggi
H kad b-saggi ’ut  ,, ,, -saggi’ut

7r&)(aL  d eEds  haXrjaas

demwan mallel  allaha
znayya

>J men qdim lallel allaha

70;s Tarp&v & rois Tpo+jraLs

‘am abahayn ba-nbi’e men qdim
men qdim I-abahata ba-nbi’e

99 J J JJ

(a) Note that, besides removing the suffix (idiomatic in Syriac)
from abahayn (‘our fathers’), Ph (= H) alters to abahata,  i.e.
spiritual, as opposed to racial, ancestors ; P’s usage here (as
elsewhere) says something of the milieu in which that translation
was made.

(b) mallel  ‘am is the natural Syriac usage, and the alteration
to I- in Ph and H is aimed at representing the Greek dative.

(6) Heb. g: 16 (CP3, 247-8)

&OV y&p &C&jK~, fXva70v &vc$x~~ ++dhtb TOG &d3+&0v

P4s ayka ger d-it diyatiqe mawta (h)u mhawwya d-haw d-‘abdah

Ph  JJ 3, JJ ananqe d-neStkah  mawta ,,
H J3 J> d&tiqi  ananqi d-mawta nettayte ,, da-&ad

41 CP3, 37, 40, 50, 142, 143, 196;  likewise Truct.  tres 95 (but Diss. 2.38 = P).
42 Ph also has dmutu in this verse (quoted in CP3,  40, 120, 148; cf. also Zuntz,

Ancestry, 46). At Rom. I : 23, where White’s text has dmwt’, we should probably
read dmywt’ in conformity with H’s usage elsewhere.

43 Philoxenus quotes the P text in Diss. 2.37 and 4.64.
44 ‘In all parts and in all forms God spoke with our fathers in the prophets of

old’.
45 ‘For where there is a will, it shows the death of him who made it’.
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(7) Heb. II: 1-2  (CPJ,  149)

cm1 62 &TLS &r~f[o&~~  zjdmaabs

P46 iteh den haymanuta jyasa  ‘al aylen d-itayhen b-sabra a(y) k haw da-hway
Ph Y9
H 1: ,, ,Y

qnuma d-su’rane d-itayhon ,,
d-hanen  d-mestabran qnuma

wpayt_&wv Zkyxos 03 j3Amo&m~v, & ral;q  y&p

lhen b-su’rana, w-gelyana d-aylen alla  methazyan,  wab-ha&
,, ,, ,,

w-maksanita d-su’rane ,, &&zen,  b&de ger

2paprvp$?~0av  0l’ ~pq3h~po~

hwat sahduta ‘al qaJJi.!e.
es&d(w)  kullhon ,,

(a) IS;’ Philoxenus’ “*time qnuma had become the standard
rendering of the important theological term &ro)a~aa~s.

(b) Note that Ph takes T~U~~~JV  with what precedes, but H
with what follows.

(c) Ph is content to keep the loose renderings of P for &TL[O-
~&JV and &~XOS, but these are no longer acceptable to the more
rigid philological standards of H, where parts of speech should
correspond as far as possible.

(d) H’s characteristic concern with the exact rendering of
particles is reflected in the insertion of ger.47

(e) The somewhat inconsistent character of Ph is to be seen in
the addition (perhaps for stylistic reasons) of kullhon after the
‘correction’ of sahduta to esthed(w)  = +aprvp+~aav.

These samples will suffice to give some indication of the general
character of the revision of P as evidenced in Philoxenus’ NT
quotations in CPJ. There can be no doubt that we are dealing
here with a rather well-defined ‘correction’ of the Peshitta,4*
and the obvious deduction is that it represents the work of
Polycarp, in other words the true ‘Philoxenian’. It is at the same
time quite clear that the ‘Harclean’ MSS do not by any means

46 ‘Faith is the persuasion of things that exist in hope as though they had
taken place in deed; and the uncovering of those things that are invisible. And
by this there was testimony concerning the elders’.

47 For the care taken by the early seventh-century translators over particles,
see Mythological Scholia, 36.

48 The consistency with which Philoxenus quotes the essential features of this
revised form of text is impressive.
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:

reproduce the ‘Philoxenian’, but present a further, not in-
considerable, revision of this made by Thomas.

Thomas’ contribution was thus a real one, and was not
confined to the marginal readings and signs; essentially it
reflects the further refinement in translation technique that had
taken place during the century subsequent to Polycarp’s re-
vision. Furthermore, whereas Polycarp’s interest (or at least that
of his sponsor, Philoxenus), was, as we have seen, above all
theological, that of Thomas was primarily philological, his aim
being to make the Syriac into as exact a calque of the Greek
original as possible.49

In order to highlight some of the respective concerns of Ph and
H, I now give some examples of three different categories of
variation between the three Syriac versions, P, Ph, and H :
(A) Ph= P, against H, in passages where Ph otherwise betrays
obvious signs of revision ; (B) Ph represents a revision of P,
but H has taken the process a stage further ; (C) Ph’s revision of
P is identical with H, in other words it was adopted by Thomas
as adequately representing the Greek according to his strict
philological criteria.

A. Ph= P, against H
(I) I Cor. I: 21 (CPJ, 84, 123, 150, 240)

G pwpias;  P = Ph Jatyuta  ; H leluta
H’s rendering is a regular one for ~opkt  (similarly with
~J~C&J ; cf. I Cor. I : 20 [pp. 84, 1501).

(2) I Cor. 3: I (CPJ,  I 56, 179)
G +3vwjeqv;  P = Ph eSkhet  ; H e&sit

Similarly in v. 2 (pp. I 56, I 8 I ) , I Cor. I 2 : 3 (p. 2 I g), and John
I 6 : I 2 (quoted above). Whereas Ph evidently occasionally uses
m$ for G~~z~cu,50 H invariably does (and reserves es’kah  for
E;plaKo).

(3) Heb. I: g (CPJ, 215)
G cbopiav  ; P = Ph ‘awlu; H la namosayuta

H’s calque is the regular rendering of &~$a in this version
where ‘awla is reserved for C&K&

49 See for the background
GRBS 20 (rg7g),  69-87.

my ‘Aspects of Translation Technique in Antiquity’,
so Compare Heb. 5: 7, quoted above, p. 529.
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B. Ph corrects P, and is itself corrected by WI

(I) John I= 1 (cp3, 5, 2% 29, 13% 203, 237, 241)
G & 6~x5  ; P b-res'i't ; Ph b-refita;  H b-refa

The regularity with which Philoxenus quotes this form in CP3
(but not elsewhere ?)52 is striking.

(2)  Ram. 4: 2 1  (CPJ, 98)
G ~~A~po+op~B~ls  ; P a!ar ; Ph e.ftarar  ; H pleroporetene  (h)wa

Greek verbs taken over in the aorist passive infinitive are a
feature of H and probably represent a development subsequent
to Philoxenus’ time. H uses the Greek loan word in all other
occurrences of the verb, apart from Luke I : I.

(3) Rom. 6: 6 (CPJ, 229) -

G ~OVXE~ELV;  P nJammeJ;  Ph neJta’bad; H net’abdad

Ph’s rendering of the Greek verb is paralleled in H only at
Gal. 5 : 13 ; H’s choice here is remarkably confined to Romans
(7: 6, 25; g: 12; 12: I I), with the exception of Rom. 14: 18
and 16 : 18, which follow the norm found in H elsewhere in the
NT (pZab+‘abduta).

(4) Rom. 11: 34 (CPJ, I&19)
G ~0%; P re’yana;  Ph mad’a; H hawna

hawna is the norm for ~06s in H. Exactly the same pattern of
variation is found at I Cor. 2 : I 6 (p. 156). This example is of
some importance in the history of Syriac translation technique.

(5) I Cor. I: 23 (CPJ, 152, 221, 240)
G &~JW  ; P aramaye ; Ph ‘amme;  H han.e

H represents the Greek variant X+YL (cf. C[6] below),

(6) I Cor. I: 25 (CPJ,  152, 168, 240)~~
G d cL~tb&;  P krihuta; Ph mhiluta;  H hay da-m&la

Ph alters P’s unsuitable ‘sickness’ to ‘weakness’; H provides
a more formal equivalent of the Greek.

51 As this category is in many ways the most interesting, a rather larger number
of examples is given.

52 In Truct.  tres 72,  I 70, 239,  ep. Sen. 62, and Diss. 5.14, 32, Philoxenus quotes
the Peshitta form.

53 Ph’s revised form is also found in Tract. tres 67.
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(7) I Cor. 2: 4 (CPJ, I 8 8 )
G OZ;K & rre&oi 00$&s X&O&S
Ps4 la hwat ba-m&a&a d-melle d-bekmta
Ph la hwa ba-pyasa
H law b-melle mpisanyata  i$ekmta  ('&aJay  ta

H here reflects two Greek variants, 71d?0k  and the addition of
&Jepw+s.

(8)  I Car. 3: 3 (cP3,  157, 1 8 1 )

G  KUTd  dlvepwnov; P ba-bsar  (‘in the flesh’) ; Ph (‘)nas’a’it
(‘humanly’) ; H a(y)k barnas’a (‘as a man’)

(9) I Cor .  12: 27 (CPJ, I gg,  2 I I)

G  ual &Xv E)K  plpovs; P w-haddame b-dukatkon (‘and limbs in your
[proper] place’) ; Ph w-haddame men mnata ( = G Hmg)  ; H W-
haddame men haddama (= Greek variant E)K  p&iovs)

( I O) Eph.  I: 7 (CPJ, 246)
G  &J t$i 2xopa~  r7jv  (ETO~~T~O(TLV  82~ TOG aZparos a&o3 ~7jv &#E~ILV

r&v 7raparrrwp&wv

P d-beh it lan purqana wba-dmeh s’ubqana  da-@ahe  (‘in whom we
have deliverance and in his blood forgiveness of sins’)

Ph d-beh it lan purqana byad dmeh s’ubqana  d-saklawata (‘. . . through
his blood forgiveness of wrongs’)

H b-haw d-it lan purqana byad dma dileh I-s’ubqana d-s’ur’ata  (= G)

For the rendering of nc&~~w~cc see below, C(2). Although
the end of H could be understood as ‘for the forgiveness . . . ‘,
it is highly probable that Thomas introduced the lamed to
denote the Greek accusative : in the early seventh-century
translators Greek ++acc.  is sometimes represented in Syriac
as it Z-A Z-B, ‘there is to A, B’, where B is the Greek object
which should properly be the Syriac subject.55

C. Ph = H, against P

(I) Matt. 16: 18 (CPJ, 128)
G n&pa  ; P kepa; Ph56 = H So’s

lota already occurs in P in some passages (cf. A. F. J. Klijn
54 ‘It was not by persuasion of words of wisdom’.
55 Elsewhere in H, see (for example) Acts g: 3 I ; cf. my Mythological  Scholiu,  39.
56 So too ep, Lien.  77; see also Zuntz, Ancestry, 74.
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conclusively solved, thanks to the publication of Philoxenus’
Commentary on the Prologue of John: it represents the work of
Thomas of Harkel, who was revising the already far-reaching
revision of the Peshitta undertaken by Polycarp at the request
of Philoxenus. This latter work, as far as the Syriac NT canon
is concerned, is lost to us, apart from quotations of it which can
most reliably be identified in Philoxenus’ own writings, above all
in CPJ.60  The view associated with the name of Bernstein thus
proves to be the correct one.

It is, furthermore, evident that the aims of these two revisers,
Polycarp and Thomas, differed somewhat in emphasis. Thomas’
concern was primarily to make the Syriac text into as formal
a representation of the Greek original as possible ; his approach
(anticipated in the field of biblical translation by Aquila and
his predecessors working on the LXX) is also to be found in
other seventh-century translators/revisers, his contemporaries
Paul of Tella and Paul of Edessa, and the rather later Jacob of
Edessa, not to mention other, as yet lesser known, scholars. Poly-
carp’s work, on the other hand, was instigated above all by the
requirements of the christological controversies surrounding the
Council of Chalcedon, controversies in which Philoxenus himself
played a leading role. Indeed it may even be possible to identify,
as providing the initial inspiration for Philoxenus’ sponsoring
a revision of the Syriac NT, the translation into Syriac of the
conciliar creeds and canons, undertaken in Mabbixg  in 500/1  .6r

Whether or not it was that this translation of the Synodicon
opened the eyes of Philoxenus to the need for a revision of
the Peshitta, we can be pretty certain that Polycarp’s work on
the Peshitta was closely associated with another undertaking,
namely the addition of Euthalian material and the translation
of the Euthalian prefaces to the Pauline Epistles, seeing that
the latter are specifically stated also to have been translated
in AG 8rg= AD 507/8.  As von Dobschtitz long ago showed,62

60  Zuntz (Ancestv,  62-76) has given some indication that other sixth-century
writers quote the Philoxenian revision. The field is open for further exploration
here as elsewhere.

61 The importance of this event for Philoxenus’ christological terminology
has recently been emphasized by A. de Halleux, ‘La Philoxenienne’, 285-8 15.

62 E. von Dobschtitz, ‘Euthaliusstudien’, <KG  xg (r8g8), 107-54,  esp. pp. 130-
45; cf. also Zuntz, Ancestry, 109-13.  For the following see further my ‘The Syriac
Euthalian Material and the Philoxenian Version of the NT’, <SW  70 (I g7g),
I 20-30.
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in QVW 50 [I 9591,  99-r 05) ; in H it is the regular equivalent of
&pa.

(2) Rom. 4: 25 (CPJ, 98)
G vapam3pum  rjp&;  P &./zuyn;  Ph = H hr’atan

Elsewhere H invariably uses Lw’ta for 7rapdnmpa,57 whereas Ph
alters the same P rendering at Eph. I : 7 to sakluruata  (see B[Io]
above). It is consistency of usage that makes H distinct from
Ph here.

(3) Rom. 6: 6 (CPJ, 229)
G at~v~cmwpcj~~  ; P ezdqej  ; Phss = H .e&b

Ph’s preference for $b to render maup-  is borne out by other
passages quoted by Philoxenus : I Cor. I : 23 (pp. 167, 22 I, 223,
240),  I Cor. 2 : 8 (p. 175), and Col. I : 20 (p. 201)~~

(4) I Car. I: 21 (CPJ, 84, I 23, 150, 240) ,

G a&mu  ; P nahe; Ph = H neproq

See above on Heb. 5 : 7 ; although H normally uses 3Cawzeb  for
a&&, Thomas occasionally employs praq,  and the present
passage suggests that in such cases he is simply taking over the
earlier correction of Ph.

(5) I Cor. I: 23 (CPJ, 152, 167, 221, 240)
G a~calvaa)tolr  ; P tuqalta  ; Ph = H kes’la

In H k&a is the invariable rendering of arccMa~ov,  while tuqalta
is reserved for 7$aKoppa.

(6) 1 Cor. I: 22,24  (CPJ, 152, 167, 221, 240)
G “Ehb,w~s  ; P aramaye  ; Ph = H hanpe  (‘pagans’)

We find the same pattern of variation in Ph at I Cor. I 2 : I 3
(CPJ, 2 14). It is interesting that Thomas (unlike his contem-
porary Paul of Edessa) distinguishes the two senses of *E&p,
‘Greek’ and ‘pagan’ (see H at Rom. I : 14 and 16).

CONCLUSION

The problem of the identity of the revision of the Syriac
NT contained in White’s text can now be said to have been

57 At Jas. 5: 16 Thomas is translating the variant reading dpap7las.
58 So Truct.  tres 164 (but 162 = P)
59 Cf. also de Halleux, ‘La Philoxenienne’, 298.
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the ‘Philoxenian’ form of the translation of these prefaces is
preserved in (surprisingly) an East Syriac NT MS, BL Add.
7157,  dated 767/8,  while a later revision of this text, bearing all
the characteristics of the hand of Thomas, is to be found in
Oxford, New College 333, the source of White’s edition. Now
one section of the Euthalian prefaces gives a list of the OT
quotations to be found in the Pauline Epistles, and it is tantaliz-
ing from our point of view that Add. 7157 happens to break off
after no. 14 of the OT quotations in Romans ; for this means
that the only one which overlaps with a passage quoted by
Philoxenus in CPJ is Rom. 4: 3 = Gen. 15 : 6, for which the
differences between P and H happen to be minimal. Never-
theless an examination of the thirteen other quotations that do
survive in Add. 715763 shows very clearly that we are once again
dealing with a Syriac NT text intermediary between P and H.
To illustrate this I take no. 7, Rom. 4: 7 = Ps. 32 (31) : 1-2 :

G = LXX pam-ipto~  Sv cYi+Bquav ac'civoplab  Kal &&m~aA+b8~aav

POT .pbaw(hy)  l-man d-eftbeq leh ‘awleh w-etkassiw leh
Syrohex. lubtane hanon  d-e.ftabqen  la namosaywathon w-hanon d-et-

kassiw
P N T dubayhon I-aylen  d-eStbeq lhon ‘awlhon w-etkassiw
Add. 7157
H (= Syh) &b&e  hano;

d-eJtbeq(w)  ‘awlayhon d-etkassiw
d-eftabqen  la namosaywathon w-hanon d-et-

kassiw

ai c&aprlac*  padpros cbjp 0 3 od p7j Aoyltqrab ~6~~0s cipapdav

&ahaw  (hy). tubaw  (hy) I-barn&a d-la ne&ob  leh marya &iteh.
hjahayhon. Jubtana (h)u gabra ” ” ” htita.

” w-tubaw  (hy) I-gabra ” ” alliha  &teh.
¶¶ tubaw  (hy) 1-haw ” ” marya &ita.
” {ubtana (h)u gibra ,, ” ” ” ”

Add. 7 157 alters P in a number of small ways, each bringing the
Syriac into closer line with the Greek. H carries this a stage
further,64 introducing two characteristic lexical changes65 and
one, again characteristic, syntactical one (Greek relative ren-

63 On f. Ig7b.
64 Note especially that H takes up I-haw (= Greek 06) of Add. 7157.
65 The correspondences dvo$a  / la namosayuta and p.atccipLos  / jubtana  are both

regular in H (and Syrohex.); from Philoxenus’ quotation of Heb. I: Ig (CPJ,
215; cited above) and Tit. 2: 13 (CPJ, 47: G PaKaplav; P brika  ‘blessed’; Ph
tubarm;  H tubtuna)  it is clear that these are both features of Thomas’, and not
Polycarp’s, revision.
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dered by hanon  d-) ; it is no surprise to find all these also in the
contemporary Syrohexapla.

The relationship between P, the quotations in Add. 7157,

and H is thus exactly parallel to that between P, Ph, and H, and,
given the connection between the Syriac Euthalian material
and the Philoxenian, there can be little doubt that the OT
‘testimonia  in Add. 7 157 quote the Philoxenian revision of the
Peshitta NT.66

While the most important aspect of the Philoxenian/Harclean
problem can now be regarded as solved, there remain other
facets, such as the meaning and role of the critical signs and
marginalia, which still require convincing explanation $7 but
here probably nothing very conclusive can be done until we
have a critical edition of at least the Gospels, based on the
earliest MSS.68

66  Whereas these testimonia in the Euthalian material which is preserved in
New College 333 and Mingana syr. 343 have undergone subsequent ‘Harclean’
revision; this was already seen by von Dobschiitz.

67 It is at least now clear that Thomas’ activity went much further than the
supplying of these. In this connection it is worth drawing attention to Heb. 8: g
(quoted by Philoxenus on p. 248),  where we have: G &rolTaa;  Pyehbet ‘I have given’;
Ph ‘ebdet (= G and Hmg); Htext  peqdet  (= Gree variant [from LXX] &&~~v).k
It is probable that Thomas quotes this marginal reading primarily because it
represented a Greek variant known to him, and not just because it was found in
the Philoxenian.

68 For a list of these, see e.g. Metzger, The EurJy Versions, 7x-2.

a



26. Greek Lectionaries and Problems in
the Oldest Slavonic Gospel Translations

K. I .  LOGACHEV

THE establishing of the text of the Bible translations made by
Saints Constantine and Methodius in the ninth century is
undoubtedly the central problem for those working both in the
field of Old Slavonic studies and of the history of Holy Scripture
among the Slavs.

The famous Russian textual scholar, I. E. Evseyev, suggested
that the key to solving the problem would be the Greek originals
of the oldest Slavonic Bible translations. He stated in a report
presented on 29 January 1 g 15 (according to the Julian calendar),
before a meeting of the Russian Bible Commission that ‘an
exactly determined original that lies behind a translation is the
most reliable witness for the original form . . . of a translation,
when its witness is not corrupted at any rate by either linguistic
or stylistic peculiarities’.’

About forty years later, however, in his well-known treatise on
the Old Slavonic Gospel translation, K. Hor&lek  expressed the
opinion that it is impossible to determine exactly the Greek original
of the Old Slavonic Gospel because we do not know what the
original form of the latter actually was in its details. It is all the
more impossible, as Horalek noted, in the case of the original Old
Slavonic Gospel lectionary because of our scanty knowledge of
the Greek Gospel lectionaries. 2 Subsequent years were not marked
by any progress in the determination of the Greek original of the
Slavonic NT, and in the early 1970s  Chr. Hannick noted that ‘die
Frage nach den griechischen Vorlagen blieb auf dem gleichen
Stand stehen, auf den sie Horalek geftihrt  hatte’?

1 See the present writer’s article, ‘Otebtvennaya  kirillomefbdieovskaya
tekstologiya v Ig I o-1 920-e  gody’, Souetskoe  sZuuyurwued&ie  4 (I g77), 77: the ‘pecu-
liarities’ are, of course, those of extant MSS.

2 K. HorQlek,  Evangelidl’e  a Ltveroevangelia:  ?‘ffspkv~  k textove’  kritice a k dkjindm  stare-
sloz&stiho~ekZadu  evangelia (Stbtni  pedagogickb  nakladatelstvi; Prague, x954),  293.

3 Chr. Hannick,  ‘Das Neue Testament in altkirchenslavischer Sprache’,
Die alten  Ifbersetwngen  des Neuen  Testaments, die Kircherw&r&ate und Lektionare
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Such a situation, however, appears to be due to the dis-
regarding of new results in the field of Greek NT studies on the
part of Slavonic scholars rather than to any objective limitations
for the solution of the problem. Horalek in particular, so it
seems, did not use the first four monographs of the University
of Chicago series, Studies in the Lectionary Text of the Greek New
Testament, published in the rg3o-4os.  Therefore, to support
their theories some Slavonic scholars of the next generation
ascribe non-existent features to the Greek NT MSS and editions.
This is true, for example, of E. M. VereZagin  in his studies on
Cyril and Methodius’ translation technique. Among other
things he alleges categorically that if a Greek Gospel lectionary
contains a passage in the Synaxarion and Menologion, passages
in both are always in full agreement4 (although, as could be seen
even from old Russian works,5  the real picture is quite different) ;6
similarly he states that the Greek NT published by the
United Bible Societies is an edition ‘reflecting well the Lucianic
(Constantinopolitan) redaction’7 (although the text is in fact
Alexandrian, and the critical apparatus is restricted by
design).

It is doubtful whether deductions based on such assumptions
will be true. On the contrary, deductions based on results ob-
tained by textual scholars from the 1930s who were working on
the Greek NT (and on Greek Gospel lectionaries in particular)
seem to be more reliable.

As studies in the Greek Gospel lectionaries have shown,
lectionary MSS fall into two types of text. The first represents
the so-called ‘dominant lectionary text’ (with so-called ‘lectionary

(ed. K. Aland;  Arbeiten zur Neutestamentlichen Textforschung 5; Berlin/New
York: de Gruyter, rg72), 426.

4 E. M. VereSEagin,  Iz istorii vozniknoveniya  pervogo  literaturnogo yazyka slavyan
(Doklad na vii. Mezhdunarodnom s”ezde  slavistov; Moskva: Izdatel’stvo Mos-
kovskogo universiteta, rg72),  8.

5 Cf. N. Glubokovsky, Grecheskb  rukopisnyy evangelistariy  iz sobraniya  Prof.  I. E.
Troitskogo  (St. Petersburg, 18g7),  242.

6 Cf. B. M. Metzger, ‘Greek Lectionaries and a Critical Edition of the Greek
New Testament’, in Die alten Ubersetzungen  des _Neuen Testaments, die Kircherwiiter-
zitate  UndLektionare  (ed. K. Aland;  Arbeiten zur Neutestamentlichen Textforschung
5; Berlin/New York: de Gruyter, rg72), 4gx ; idem, The Early Versiohs of the JVew
Zstament  (Oxford: Clarendon, rg77), 416 n. 2.

7 E. M. VereSEagin, X izuZeniyu  semantiki 1eksiZeskogo  fonda drevneslavyanskogo
yazyka (Doklad na viii. Mezhdunarodnom s”ezde  slavistov; Moskva, I g78),
29 n. I.
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majority readings’) exhibiting great textual homogeneity.* The
second represents deviations from the ‘dominant text’.

The oldest MS of the ten lectionaries selected by the Inter-
national Greek New Testament Project as the best representatives
of the ‘dominant text’ is from the ninth to tenth centuries. All of
these representatives are weekday lectionaries. However, it is pos-
sible to conclude from the information about the process of selec-
tion of these ten MSS that some Saturday-Sunday lectionaries
(with a MS from the ninth century as the oldest) could be added
to them, had the Project not decided to exclude Saturday-Sunday
lectionaries from their list of representatives of the ‘dominant
text’.9  One can affirm, therefore, that the ‘dominant lectionary
text’ existed already in the ninth century (in the time of Saints
Constantine’s and Methodius’ mission), being represented both
in Saturday-Sunday and weekday lectionaries.

The Saturday-Sunday and weekday lectionary MSS that show
deviations from the ‘dominant text’ are of a variety of different
dates. None the less it is possible to conclude from published
materials that such lectionaries also existed in the ninth century.10

In light of these conclusions the important question is : Did
Saints Constantine and Methodius use a representative of the
‘dominant text’ or a MS with a ‘non-dominant lectionary
text’ as a main basis for their translation?

If it were possible to affirm that all extant Old Slavonic lectio-
nary MSS go back to a single Greek lectionary text-type, then the
answer to this question would not be difficult. But it seems permis-
sible to suppose that translations from Greek MSS of both types
were among the Vorlagen  of the extant Old Slavonic lectionaries.
The following examples seem to support such a supposition.

There are a number of differences between two Old Slavonic
Saturday-Sunday lectionaries-the so-called Ostromir Gospel
(AD 1056-7)  and the so-called Savva’s Book (eleventh century).”
Using the apparatus in the UBSGNT, it becomes possible, for a
part of these differences, to find the parallel differences between
the two lectionary text-types.

8 Metzger, ‘Greek Lectionaries’, 491-4. 9 Ibid., 492-S.
10 Cf. H. M. Buck, The Johannine Lessons in the Greek Gospel Lectionary (Studies

ia the Lectionary Text of the Greek New Testament 2/4; Chicago: University of
Chicago, rg58), 7-g 26-59.

** Information about these lectionaries and their editions is given in B. M.
Metzger, Early  Versions, 406-7.
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For Matthew the set of ‘dominant/non-dominant lectionary
text’ variants having parallels in the Ostromir Gospel and Sawa’s
Book is as follows :

‘dominant lectionary ‘non-dominant lectionary
text’ (= Ostromir) text’ (= Sawa)

1: IO &Uib i4pCik

3 : 16 $q$&x~v  ah@ om. ah@
5: 44 rlh &rqpEa&brwv  I$% ual O??L  Kd 8LWKdVT0V  t!p%

ihWKdVTWV  d/L&

8 : 21 ,dl@v ahov^ pa&jrGv
15 : 36 p.aOqmk  ahov^ pa&pa%
15:  39 MaySccX~ May&&v
19: 7 &ohihac ahjv fhohi7aab  mjv yvvaka
19 : I I T&V  )tdyOV TOi?TOV T&V  %yOV

19: 22 7th AdyOV T&’  hdyOV TOi?TOV

24: 6 ?dVTU y&oUb T&TU WCiVTU  ~W&&Z~

In all of these cases the Ostromir Gospel reads with the ‘domi-
nant text’, while Sawa’s Book reads with the ‘non-dominant’.
There are, of course, many more numerous differences between
these two Old Slavonic lectionaries without corresponding
differences between the ‘dominant’ and ‘non-dominant’ text-
types. But additional support for the assumption that the extant
Old Slavonic Saturday-Sunday lectionaries go back to at least
two different Vorlagen  may be found in the clear-cut differences
between the Ostromir Gospel and Sawa’s Book in structure
(e.g. in the order of the main sections ; in the number and order
of the lessons), as well as in some minor features.

For the present it is impossible to say categorically which type
of Old Slavonic Saturday-Sunday Gospel lectionaries is the
oldest, and our question may be answered at present only in the
most general way, i.e. that Saints Constantine and Methodius
could have chosen among Greek MSS of both lectionary text-
types, There are, however, good possibilities of answering this
question more precisely in the future. One of these possibilities
is to study the Old Slavonic Saturday-Sunday Gospel lectio-
naries separately (contra G. A. Voskresenskij and J. Vajs, who
treated readings from them with differentiation along with
readings both from weekday lectionaries and from non-lectionary
Gospel MSS), and, of course, with full use of the results obtained
by western textual scholars.

..
I

27. Conjectural Emendation
New Testament

in the

G E O R G E  D .  K I L P A T R I C K

I N contributing this paper to Professor B. M. Metzger’s Fest-
schrift, I gladly acknowledge our indebtedness to his work over
many years on the Bible and in particular on the text of the NT.
His learning and industry have been at the service of many
scholars not only in his publications but also in his ready response
to any direct request for assistance. In choosing to discuss
again the place of conjecture in the textual criticism of the NT,
I am treating a subject which has inevitably exercised Professor
Metzger and has recently been discussed afresh in a stimulating
way.

In his recent ‘Plea for Conjectural Emendation in the New
Testament’1 Professor J. Strugnell has dealt so interestingly and
instructively with this topic that he has provoked me to look at it
again. In 1957 I had given a paper at the Victoria Institute in
London on ‘The Transmission of the New Testament and its
Reliability’.2 In it I dealt with the place of conjecture in the NT
and concluded : ‘We may assume as a rule of thumb that at
each point the true text has survived somewhere or other among
our manuscripts’.3 This conclusion was stated as probable and
as one which cannot be proved from the knowledge we have.
It was, however, a practical rule of such rigour  that I admitted
no known conjectures into the apparatus of the British and
Foreign Bible Society’s Greek Testament of 1958.

Strugnell’s paper can be seen as a reaction against this austerity.
In it we may find ‘a theoretical justification of the use of con-
jectural emendation in the NT, and a trumpet-call for a return
to more frequent practice of the noble art’.4 In addition, he

* ‘A Plea for Conjectural Emendation in the New Testament, with a Coda on
I Cor. 4: 6’, CBQ36  (Ig74),  543-58.

2 Proceedings ofthe  Victoria Institute (rg57), gs-IOI; repr. BT g (1g58),  127-36.
3 Ibid. (BI), 135. 4 ‘A Plea’, 543.
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devotes much attention to the fact that many scholars, after
admitting as a theoretical possibility that there may be passages
in the NT where the original form of the text has not survived
in any of our witnesses and can be recovered only by conjecture,
then go on to allege various reasons why we cannot resort to
such emendation in practice. It is this attitude which Strugnell
sets out to rebut. Against such faintheartedness his attitude
seems to be in line with Luther’s pecca  fortiter.

In discussing certain contentions we may agree with him: for
example, against the belief that ‘some special Providence’ has
watched over the text of the NT to ensure that at every point the
original form of our text has survived among some or other of our
witnesses. If such were the case, we might wonder why this
Providence has not exerted itself a little further to ensure that at
each point of variation the original reading would be manifest
and immediately demonstrable.

His use of genealogical or stemmatic arguments to suggest that
the archetypal reading may sometimes not be the author’s
text is reasonable enough. There were bound to be passages
where this has happened.

We may support his contention with concrete instances. For
example, if I hold that the original text of Acts has survived
among witnesses known to us only in Codex Bezae (D) at the
following places : 1 : I 5 &zcr&]  +o’, 2 : 29 pkjpu] ~w)~ELIoV,

13 : I I ZXPL]  &US, 31 rA&ovas,  19 : 2 I &&h, 2 I : 2 6  E~U+L]
&+eov, 3 5  &I] E2S, seven examples in twenty-two chapters,
what do I conclude about the following six chapters where D
is no longer extant ? On the average I would expect two in-
stances where the other witnesses known to us have failed to
preserve the original text in these last chapters. D being lost
for them, I am forced to conclude that possibly at two places in
them the original text has not survived and, failing the dis-
covery of other witnesses with the original reading, it can only be
recovered by conjecture.

Not everyone may accept this view of the readings of D, but we
may discover comparable instances in other MSS. p75 is highly
regarded in many quarters. Alone of Greek witnesses known to
us, it seems to have preserved the original reading WAE~OV at
John 4 : 41. Can we be certain that it had nowhere alone among
Greek witnesses preserved the original text in those parts of
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John where it is now no longer extant? The same argument can
be applied to other MSS like K and B. If the great editors of
the past have been right in maintaining that the original reading
has on occasion survived in one or other MS alone, we cannot
exclude the possibility that in those parts of these MSS that
have perished they alone had preserved the true text.

Let us return to the seven readings in Acts peculiar to D. I
have suspected that they may be original on grounds of language.
The grounds of language would still apply if the readings were
to occur in other witnesses than D, but it is doubtful if anyone
would have conjectured any of them if they had not been
present in D or some other Greek MS. Let us take one example,
the reading pqp &ov at Acts 2 : 29. Mv+jpa is the correct word for
tomb ; ,uq+ov  is incorrect. Only at Acts 7 : 16 in the NT does
~V+.UC occur without the variant ,uv~),u~~ov.  Should we conjecture
,X~#OV at this place ? Neither ~v~~u  nor ~V~UEZOV appears in
the corresponding passage of the LXX, but it seems probable
that in ch. 7 Acts is using other sources as well as the LXX itself
and pv+a  at 7 : 16 may be an indication of such a source. In this
case, if we were to emend it to pvq~i'ov, we might be eliminating
a valuable clue to the composition of Acts 7.

Let us now go back to the previous argument. We have
supported Strugnell’s argument that there are places in the
NT where the original form of the text has been lost to the extent
that we regard this as probable. Strugnell would, it seems,
want to state this more strongly, but the principle has been
readily conceded : we cannot assert that the original form of the
text has for certain survived at every point somewhere or other
among our witnesses. If we want to go beyond this and argue
that in fact there are passages where the original form of the
text has been lost, then we must produce convincing examples
where this has happened.

This Strugnell sets out to do in an appendix to his paper
where he discusses I Cor. 4: 6, &CL 2~ $@v ,xCEBqn d ,u+ d&p 6

ykypa7TTaL  i&t Juj/ Kd., for which he would read by conjecture
?~a E)v rj,d'~  prj p$BqTE L"~u Kd. His thesis that in the grouping
HMIN MH MAOHTE, p+ has dropped out by accident is
plausible, but is consequent upon his omission of 76 ~4 h&p 2
y+panrcu.

We may find this phrase difficult as many have. Others have
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assumed an ellipse. Against such an assumption it can be pointed
out that no adequate parallels are quoted. This is an important
consideration ; we must always give particular attention to an
unparalleled expression. Where an unparalleled expression is
marked by textual variation, there we may give the text a
double scrutiny. At I Cor. 4: 6 we do not seem to have any
variants which indicate that the scribes found the text difEcult.
This may encourage us in the hope that sooner or later one or
more parallels will turn up for our expression. This has hap-
pened, for example, for Gal. 2 : 14 6pfl0~0hotitv, where we may
compare J. B. Lightfbot’s note with the evidence from the papyri
unknown to him. Again, we now have a parallel for I Thess.
3 : 3 c&QQ&~~. This last i’s particularly interesting, as variant
readings suggest that some copyists found the word difficult.

Let us now assume for the moment, however, that the phrase
at I Cor. 4 : 6 is too difficult to stand and let us ask for remedies.
We have Baljon’s conjecture as developed by Strugnell, but
we can think of other less drastic emendations, for example,
76 /&7j (h~p/%dVELV) hip d Kd. Or 76 j.L7j (z;~Cp+pOV&)  6&p

G KTh. These suggestions have their difficulty, but can we say
that they are impossible? If they are not, then we must admit
that even if we are agreed that the text of a passage is corrupt
it does not follow that we are agreed about the emendation.

We may enlarge this admission. The NT has not a few passages
which need either explanation or emendation. Just as it is
conceivable that though the text of I Cor. 4 : 6 needs emendation
rather than explanation, so it is also conceivable that, though we
may recognize that I Cor. 4: 6 has its difficulties, we may not
agree that these difficulties are to be resolved by emendation
rather than explanation.

We can illustrate this further from Acts 2 : g ‘lov&tluv. This
term at this point in the list has caused difficulty, and various
conjectures have been made from the second century onward to
solve the problem. It is noteworthy that in ancient and modern
times no one conjecture has proved generally acceptable. We
may now question whether emendation is what is wanted and
may turn to explanation. It has been suggested that behind our
list lies an older one drawn up not from the standpoint of Jeru-
salem but of Rome and ending with ~~OU+UTO~  in 2 : I I. I n
such a list 'IOU~U~UV  would occur at its rightful place in the
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arrangement of countries in a progression from east to west.
We cannot demonstrate this explanation conclusively, but until
it or other explanations are shown to be impossible we cannot
describe Acts 2 : g as a passage needing emendation. We have,
too, the possibility that emendation may destroy valuable evi-
dence for the history of the list.5

Consistency might suggest that we should emend Matt. 6 : 32 :
dl7ni~~~~;  23: 37: ~I~poucmA~~_~, 'IEpouad+; and Luke 2: 22:

’ I~poadAv~a. I do not remember conjectures for any of these
words, though conjecture should not prove difficult. Let us
look at them.

The difficulty about Matt. 6: 32 &&~Jv  is this: 6/m~ is
uncommon against ~6s in the NT. Mark and John have no
certain instances of &as and Matthew has only this one. In
Luke and Acts n&z  and &US are both used. If we were to emend
&&WV to nchw in Matt. 6: 32, then Matthew would be
consistent in usage and in line with Mark and John. The rule
for Greek style is that &is follows a vowel and has a consonant,
and &&WV  in our texts could be regarded as an accommodation
to this rule which has affected all our Greek MSS as far as is
known. There is a rule in the NT that '~~6s precedes its noun or
pronoun. There are exceptions, particularly outside the gospels,
and the rule does not apply to &as.  To that extent TO~TWV
&rbvT~v would be in order and 706TWV 7dVTWV would not. How
then should we explain TO~TWV &&TWV? We may keep one
possibility in mind : the phrase is a survival from Matthew’s
source.

This may be the explanation at 23 : 37. Mark, John, and
Matthew elsewhere have 'I~poadhpa, and it would be tempting
to read 'I~poodh~+a here. We could explain ‘I~povoaXrjp  as
due to the parallel passage Luke 13 : 34, but this suggestion
opens the door to another possibility: Matt. 23 : 37-g and Luke
I 3 : 34-5 derive from a common source and this common source
had 'IEp~vacdrj~  which has survived in Matthew.

This consideration may apply to John I : 23 : Z&L  This is the
only certain example of Z&I in John, though MSS have included
it at 18 : 29. A straightforward emendation would be ELT~TEv
for &$T as at 18 : 29. +-pI was going out of use and survived only

5 See G. D. Kilpatrick, ‘A Jewish Background to Acts 2: g-1 I ?‘, JJS 26( 1g75),
48-g.
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as a word of high style value, and we could regard it here as an
attempt to raise the level of style in the passage and to avoid
a repetition, 22 E?YTUV,  23 &XV  (2), 25 E&V. There is, however,
an occasional use of Z& to introduce a quotation. It begins as
an equivalent of P$! as in Jeremiah and then occurs occasion-
ally in the Greek Bible and the Apostolic Fathers. At I : 23 it
would serve in this way introducing the quotation in a slightly
different form from that in the synoptic gospels (cf. Mark I : 3
with a contact with Aquila : EI_WZ%UTE).  The clause KU&& &XV

KTh. looks like an afterthought, added when it was not realised
that Z#q was used to introduce the quotation. If we may follow
up these indications, I : 23 : Z#q . . . Kvptou, represents the oldest
stage with distinctive features, and d& E&W Kd., the second
stage when the quotation is taken into the Gospel. The KC&&
E&W formula recurs at 7: 38. This is speculative but, if we
emend Z#q to E?~EV at I : 23, we may destroy valuable evidence
for the composition of this part of the Gospel.

What then do we say of Luke 2 : 22 ? Contrary to the other
gospels, Luke uses ‘IEpovaahrjp  with two certain exceptions, 2 : 22
and 23 : 7. Acts uses both forms, apparently (IEp~&hu~u in
Gentile contexts and 'I~povauArj~  in purely Jewish ones. This
practice would keep us with Luke 23 : 7, which is in a Gentile
context, but not with Luke 2 : 22. Do we conjecture ‘I~p~v&bj~

here or do we seek another explanation? Luke 1-2 owes much to
the LXX, but we cannot blame cIp~~dhu~u  on the LXX which
consistently has 'I~povouhrjp. It is possible that our evangelist was
using another source. This suggestion would entail interesting
consequences for the making of Luke 1-2. Another possibility to
which we shall return is that our evangelist has been inconsistent.
We assume in the NT writers a high degree of consistency and
on the whole we seem justified in doing so, but we cannot expect
this consistency always to be perfect.

Pursuit of consistency produces some borderline instances.
TE is a word going out of use in the first century A D, but had
a high style value. Mark and John do not use it and Luke has it
rarely.6  The only example of TE in Matthew without a Greek
variant, as far as I know, is at 22 : IO. Latin is quite capable of

6 See G. D. Kilpatrick, ‘Atticism and the Text of the Greek New Testament’,
Neutestamentliche Aufssiitze:  Festschrift  fiir Prof. Josef Schmid  (ed. J. Blinzler, 0. Kuss,
F. Mussner; Regensburg: Friedrich Pustet, rg63),  135.
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rendering TE and does so in the Latin versions of the Bible, but
here ignores the word. Does this mean that r~ was absent from
the Greek texts which the Latin renders ? It is not inconceivable,
but if it was, then we have an example where all the Greek
evidence for the text has gone astray.

Another instance of such a variant is at John 4: 41 : nklovs.
This form of the comparative of TOA&  is not in keeping with
John’s style, but until a few years ago no Greek variant was
known. Now we have the reading of p75, TT;\ECOV,  which gets us
out of the difficulty. This discovery enabled us to recognize the
relevance of the renderings of the OL e r1 which have amplius
and plus. If h7~ E?OV  is the right reading, Latin attestation of it
was known and ignored for years.

Another example of the original text barely surviving may
come at Matt. 8 : 18 &&kvmv  cbr&%~v.  There is Latin and
Syriac evidence for the addition of 70% ,uuB~Tuk  UI?TO~^  after
E)K&U(TEV, but we do not find in Legg’s apparatus or elsewhere
any Greek evidence for this. Recently in a comment ascribed to
Cyril of Alexandria (and to Origen), most of the reading has
turned up in Greek: K&&L 62 j_bL(;VObS  70;s PU8qTUks.7 We may

now ask : is this reading original ? We notice one consideration
in its favour : K&&W with the dative is condemned by the ancient
grammarians though it may occur again at Matt. 15 : 35. One
way of avoiding this construction would be to omit 70% pdh+k
&ov^, especially as an object to E'K&Icw  could be understood
from ;;X~OV  or noAAo6S t;xXovS earlier in the sentence.* On the

’ other hand, oL( ,!.d$Td  c&o~^  at v. 23 (cf. 2 I) suggests that at 8 :
18 TO&C t.db,mx% c.dTOv^  rather than 7~0Mo6s 6xhovs is what is
intended. If this suggestion is right, then we have another
example of the original text surviving by the skin of its teeth.

Strugnell has called attention to another such survival, Rev.
3 : 7, where we should read T$ for r+js. We may note the same
survival at 3 : 14 where T@ survives only in the Harclean Syriac
and part of the Armenian evidence, unless there is some Greek
evidence in Josef Schmid’s unpublished collections.

A problem of another kind occurs at Col. I : 22 with the three
7 J. Reuss, Matthiius-Kommentare  aus der griechischen Kirche  (TU 61; Berlin:

Akademie-Vet-lag, 1 g57),  I 83.
8 See my essay, ‘An Eclectic Study of the Text of Acts’, Biblical and Patristic

Studies in Memory of Robert Pierce Casey (ed. J. N. Birdsall  and R. W. Thomson;
Freiburg: Herder, 1g63),  71.
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readings cbroKawjMa&v,  &oKa$Aclyq~~, and &oKaraMay&w~~.
They all entail difficulties of construction, but we have not con-
vincingly diagnosed the trouble. If we were able to point to
two of the three readings as attempts to remedy a shortcoming
in the third, then we could eliminate these two and concentrate
on the third, looking for the exceptionable feature in it which the
other two readings would seek to heal. If we f in this, then we
have to consider other possibilities.

Among these possibilities would be one in line with Strugnell’s
thinking. None of the three readings before us is the archetypal
reading and a f0tiim-i  none is what the author wrote. In that
case we resort to conjecture. We may, for example, assume a
lacuna after WV;  82  : VVVi  82 (C%7r~~~?Je~povS.  . .) Eli?TOKUmjtiU&  KT~,

but such a suggestion, though it does remove our difficulty of
construction, does not really explain the other two readings.
Strugnell may then argue that such suggestions are not sufficiently
radical and that we should undertake a more thoroughgoing
rewriting of the text.

Let us try to envisage what this means. We can imagine three
stages : in the first we have the author’s text; in the second we
have a damaged text; in the third we have the damaged text
and two attempts to remedy it. One difficulty in this is that it
does not help us to relate the two readings to the third which
lies behind them. We ought to be able to demonstrate that the
two readings are attempts to make good a flaw in the third,
quite apart from what we may think to be the relation of this
third reading to what the author wrote.

Let us beg this question for the time being and consider another
possibility. In my first draft of the first paragraph of this paper I
referred not, as I should have done, to ‘Professor B. M. Metzger’s
Festschrift’ but to ‘Professor B. M. Metzger’s seminar’. Suppose
that this slip had remained uncorrected and had appeared in the
published text. The incongruous statement could be explained
only as what it was, a mistake. Is there a possibility that an
author’s mistake may lie behind the variation at Col. I : 22 ?

It would probably not explain all the problems of the passage,
but it could explain some at any rate.

This gives us an opportunity to consider Strugnell’s attitude to
an author’s mistake which he discusses in part 3 of his article.
The passage is so important that I quote it in full :
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Another objection raised is that by emendation one risks correcting

the author himself. This must be granted, of course. It is no danger
special to the NT but affects all conjectural criticism of all authors;
it is inevitable. If ratio and res  ipsa  are our tools for the examination of
the readings transmitted by the tradition, they cannot be restrained
from correcting those accidental blunders or awkwardnesses com-
mitted by the author himself. If you are unwilling to correct rationally,
all you gain is the possibility that at some places you will be un-
wittingly maintaining such of those accidents as have survived in the
tradition (though there is no guarantee that they will have survived,
and, if they have, purely eclectic criticism will have itself already
removed most of them. Of course, even the rational critic will main-
tain solecisms and grammatical oddities that occur repeatedly, for
part of his examinatio is precisely the consideration of the character-
istics of the author’s style.) If, on the other hand, you are willing to
correct rationally, you have at least the chance of (a) detecting all
subsequent deterioration of the author’s text and (b) also of correcting
any irrationalities of the author, or accidents in his autograph, that
the author would himself have corrected had his attention been
drawn to them. The only disadvantage is that you cannot distinguish
between these two groups of errors.9

We may perhaps eliminate one kind of error, the error willed
by the author. At Heb. 7 : 7 we have the startling pronounce-
ment : ‘Beyond all contradiction the lesser is blessed by the
greater’. It is clearly wrong as can be shown from various pas-
sages in the Bible, but the context makes it clear that the author
has said what he wanted to say. I presume that Strugnell has
not such passages in mind when he discusses an author’s mistakes.
As he points out he is thinking of ‘those accidental blunders or
awkwardnesses committed by the author himself’.

Let us illustrate this. At I Cor. 2 : 4 : 2v m&ok  ao+las A~~oLs,
we may suspect that ~L~OL^S  is a nonce word written by the
Apostle by error. On this showing he ought to have written
something like ~~Oavok. If I follow Strugnell’s argument,
davoL^s  or some such expression should be substituted for
~TEL~OZS even though the meaning will not be affected.

One difficulty about this kind of conjectural correction is that
it eliminates evidence about the author. Anyone studying the
language of the Pauline Epistles would want to have available
any quirks or oddities of expression which the Apostle has

9 ‘A Plea’, 550.
9555C80 N
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perpetrated as throwing light on his manner of writing and
thinking.

Strugnell may not be without predecessors in antiquity.
Probably the majority of deliberate changes in the early years
of the transmission of the NT were linguistic. The copyists
seem often to have removed expressions that they considered
incorrect. They may have regarded these expressions as the
work of ignorant scribes who preceded them. In this they were
altering the text by conjecture, but probably regarded them-
selves as restoring what authors had written. Alternatively they
may have recognized that they were correcting their authors by
writing what their authors would have written had they known
better. We may, however, suspect that the correctors did not
think as far as that, that they did not consider how their cor-
rections related to the NT authors. They were merely concerned
to produce a text which would reflect the normative level of
education of their time.

Another difficulty in Strugnell’s view is that it seems to open
the door to considerable rewriting of the NT. He appears to be
ready to allow both the conjectural restoration of what the author
wrote and what he intended to write.

This brings us to the question: what is the difference between
readings of MSS and conjectures? Strugnell’s arguments point
to the conclusion that for practical purposes at any rate there is
no difference. Conjectures and readings of MSS must be judged
on their merits.

In considering this contrast we must admit that so stated it is
misleading. Some readings which have come down to us in the
witnesses to the text are obviously conjectures, for example
several at Acts 2 : g as we have seen. Even if they were made in
the second century AD, they are still conjectures and to be re-
garded as such.

By recognizing the character of these readings, we can be
saved from a false dichotomy between conjectures and the read-
ings of our witnesses, The dichotomy is between conjectures and
non-conjectures, such readings in our witnesses as are original,
or mistakes or deliberate changes apart from conjectures. In
what way do these last differ from conjectures? The answer is
that they are either part of the transmitted text or derived
from the transmitted text, by error or deliberate change. A
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conjecture on the other hand is not part of the transmitted text
or derived from it, though it obviously relates to it. It is guess-
work, inspired perhaps, but still guesswork with all the un-
certainty that this carries with it.

This applies both to the attempt to recover what our authors
wrote and to the attempts to recover what they ought to have
written. If anything we may think that even greater uncertainty
attaches to this second class. *

There is at least one empirical indication of this uncertainty.
Time and again we find indications that our conjectures are
themselves unsatisfactory. We may put the difficulty this way.
If the conjectures were the transmitted text instead of being a
conjecture, we could have seen reason for calling this transmitted
text into question. We might have sought to deal with this
difficulty by making, in addition to the text before us, conjectures
of our own, thus departing further from the original text. But
calling in a conjecture to heal a conjecture is not the surest
way of arriving at what an author wrote or intended.

We can reinforce this argument by another. Earlier we noted
that the majority of deliberate changes in the text were linguistic.
Correspondingly we would expect that a large proportion of our
conjectures in the NT would be linguistic. In fact we find that
this is not so. Linguistic conjectures are few and far between.
The majority of conjectures deal with marginal matters which
constitute only a small proportion of variant readings. These
considerations imply that the direction of much conjectural
emendation is misdirected, an implication that strengthens
our doubts about much conjectural emendation as practised.

These considerations relate to a matter where Strugnell and I
differ. I had suggested that ‘in two ways, the general condition
of the text and the opportunity for conjecture, the Septuagint
does not compare favourably with the New Testament’.10  On
this Strugnell writes : ‘Kilpatrick  . . . advances some reasons
for the difference of numbers between the two Testaments,
but not one adequate to account for so radical a difference’.II
Strugnell and I had different purposes. He was comparing figures
for conjectures in the OT and NT and suggesting that if NT
scholars were to stand comparison with the Old they would
have to do much more in the way of making conjectures in the

10 ‘Transmission’ (Kf),  135. 11 ‘A Plea’, 545 n. 5.
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New. I was suggesting that conditions of transmission for LXX
were sufficiently different from those of the NT that we could
venture on conjecture in the LXX with a greater degree of
confidence than in the NT.

Strugnell’s opinion is understandable. If we should make con-
jectures in the NT only on the basis of our diagnosis of the
condition of the text without qualms or hesitation, then an
attempt to show that the general conditions governing the
transmission of the LXX differed from those governing that of the
NT becomes largely irrelevant. I am able to sustain my con-
tention because basically I think conjecture in the NT a dubious
enterprise, but a reasonable resort in the LXX.

This opinion I support with two considerations. First, we can
from time to time see grounds for conjecture in the LXX which
we cannot see in the NT. For example, the LXX is, with little
exception, a translation of a Hebrew text and we can sometimes
see from our Hebrew text that our text of the LXX needs
correction.

Secondly, there are conditions in the transmission of the LXX
that make its text much less secure than that of the NT. The
gap between the translators’ copies and our MSS is much greater
and there are more and stronger encouragements to alteration.

From the preceding arguments it can be seen that in principle
and in practice I have changed my opinion but little from my
previous argument. I have again acknowledged that a priori
we cannot say that conjecture is inadmissible, but have suggested
that it is too often only one way among others of dealing
with a problem in the text. Further I remain unconvinced by
Strugnell’s suggestion that we should be prepared to correct
our authors’ ‘accidental blunders or awkwardnesses’.

This note of dissent having been sounded, we must acknowledge
very
and
is to

our indebtedness to Professor Strugnell’s paper. He has
properly drawn our attention to pertinent considerations
pressed them with considerable skill. All he has to do now
come up with some conjectures that we cannot gainsay.

28. Conjectural Emendations in
Modern Translations

E R R O L L  F .  R H O D E S

PR o FE ss o R Metzger’s manual on The Text of the New Testa-
ment concludes with the acknowledgement that in spite of the
exceptionally full attestation enjoyed by the NT text, the critic
may on occasion find himself forced to reject all the forms in
which a passage has been preserved in the MS tradition, and
forced to resort to conjecture to supply a more nearly correct,
or at least a less unsatisfactory, reading.1 In his more extended
discussion of the role of conjectural emendation earlier in the
manual,2  two tests are offered for evaluating a conjecture:
‘It must be intrinsically suitable, and it must be such as to account
for the corrupt reading or readings in the transmitted text’.
It is further advised that ‘the only criterion of a successful
conjecture is that it shall approve itself as inevitable. Lacking
inevitability, it remains doubtful’.3 No instance, however, of a
successful conjecture is advanced, and the one example adduced
as having enjoyed the widest favour of all proposed emendations
(i.e. the restoration of ‘Enoch’ in I Pet. 3 : Ig) is found unaccept-
able : ‘since the introduction of a new subject (“Enoch”)
into verse 19 disturbs an otherwise smooth context and breaks
the continuity of the argument, the emendation cannot be
accepted-for an emendation that introduces fresh difficulties
stands self-condemned’.4

The preface of Nestle’s edition of the Greek NT has advised
the reader since the 13th editions that its apparatus incorporates
about 200 conjectural emendations ascribed to about ninety
authors. This figure includes those examples where a difference
of ‘accent, separation of words, capital or small type, comes into

1 B. M. Metzger, The Text of the New Testament: Its Transmission, Corruption,
and Restoration (2nd edn. ; New York/Oxford: Oxford University, Ig68),  246.

2 Ibid., 182-5. 3 Ibid., 183. 4 Ibid., 185 n. I.

5 Eberhard Nestle, .Novum Testamenturn  Graece  (Stuttgart: Priviligierte Wiirt-
tembergische Bibelanstalt, 1927).
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consideration’, and is noted parenthetically in the apparatus,
attributed to ‘comm(entatores)‘.  If these instances are excepted,
the number of proposed emendations recorded in the apparatus
is reduced to about 165. The authors cited represent not only
a cross-section of modern scholarship from Erasmus and Beza
to Eberhard Nestle and Debrunner, but also include some
earlier scholars such as Jerome and orthodoxi spud Epiphanium.
The emendations proposed by these authors range from im-
provements in grammar and style to corrections of historical
and theological significance. Although these examples only hint
at the critical imagination’s fecundity in its efforts to determine
the original text of the NT, they at least provide a representative
sampling of passages which have aroused critical suspicion of
early textual disturbance, and they suggest solutions which
have been thought worthy of consideration by textual scholars
over the years. And further, the remarkably wide acceptance of
the Nestle edition among students of the NT has afforded these
proposed emendations a ready access to the attention of modern
scholars and translators. We shall observe how these emendations
have fared in recent translations.

I. THE EVIDENCE

We have reviewed the treatment given Nestle’s selected emenda-
tions in a score of NT translations representing a variety of
ecclesiastical and scholarly traditions, and including examples
of Protestant, Catholic, and ecumenical editions. English (E) is
represented by the Authorized-Revised-Revised Standard tradi-
tion (AV, 1611; RV, I 881; RSV, I 946)  ; the Jvew  English
Bible  (NE,  1961)  ; the Jerusalem Bible  (J, I 966)  ; the fleru
American Bible (NA, 1970)  ; the 3vew International Version (NI,
1973)  ; and the two Bible Society versions, the Good News  Bible
(GN, 1976)  and the Translator’s 3vew Testament (T, 1973).
The French (F) is represented by the Segond (SlglO, Sgo2,  S1975,
and Sr978),  the Jerusalem ( Jlgs6,  Jlg’a),  the Maredsous (Mlg48,
Mlg68),  and the PlCiade  (P, I 97 I) versions, by the Traduction
oxumknique  de la Bible (0, ~gp),  and by the common language
Bonnes JVbuueZZes  Aujourd’hui  (BN, 197 I), and the German (G)
by the Luther ( L15*5,  L1g56,  Llgv5) and Zurich (Z, I 954)  versions,
the Bishops’ version or Einheitsiibersetzung (E, I gp), the Jerusalem
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Bible (Oie  Bibel)  (J, 1 g68), and the ecumenical common language
Die Gute Nachricht  (GN, 1971).

First, we note that over three-quarters of the emendations
recorded in the apparatus of Nestle’s edition appear in neither
the text nor the marginal notes of any of the twenty versions
reviewed. The remaining thirty-eight emendations are arranged
below in groups, according to their concern with vocabulary and
grammatical difficulties, the resolution of ambiguities in the
Greek text, matters of contextual adaptation or interpretation
in translation, of literary criticism, or of historical criticism.
The format observed for each example is ( I) the biblical reference,
(2) the traditional reading of the text, and (3) its support among
the twenty versions reviewed ; then (4) the proposed emendation,
(5) its author, (6) any support it may have among MS, early
versional, or patristic witnesses-given in parentheses-and (7)
its support among the twenty versions reviewed, followed by (8)
comments.

A. Vocabulary and grammatical di$cuZties

Matt. 2 : 6 r+j  ‘IO& E RV NA, F rel, G Zmg J ; y;is ‘IOZ%U
Drusius E rel, F BN, G L Z E GN. G Zmg observes that the
whole MS tradition reads ‘Bethlehem, land of Judah’, but
objects that ‘Bethlehem is not a land, and surely the sense is
“Bethlehem in the land of Judah” ‘. E AV implies the same by
its use of italics : ‘Bethlehem in the land of Judah’. Note the
occurrence of y4j  ‘IO&~,  however, in I Kgs. 19 : 3 LXX.

Matt. 7 : 25 ~p~&mw  F P, G J; ~~OCT&TUKT~~ Lachmann E
omn, F rel, G rel. A common itacism (e for UL) can make the
difference between deriving the verb from ~poam~lo  ‘strike against’
instead of from ~pomrlmw  ‘fall against’ (cf. Matt. I I : 16 E(dpo~ /

2Tdp0~).  Only F P ‘sont tomb& sur’ and G J ‘fielen iiber jenes
Haus  her’ include literal parallels to the Greek form of7rpoo&Tw.
But, although S. A. Naber ( I 88 I) and Eberhard Nestle ( I 908) have

defended the emendation (cf. BAG, S.U. ~pomulo),  BDF $202
pronounces it doubtful; npoo&Tw  is also versatile, quite
capable of meaning ‘attack, assault’, and LSJ does not recognize
~rpoamlo as an independent lexeme (‘~poadw  = npocmhm’).

Acts 7 : 38 & rfi  EIKKA~c+  construed with E)v +j &jj,uy  (see
discussion) ; EIv r?j  &nj,u(t)  construed with T&V 77UT&JV  Schmiedel
G Zmg.  The sentence order of the Greek text is followed by
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G Z as in most versions, but with a footnote to indicate that the
OT evidence supports the emendation proposed by Schmiedel.
Similar adaptations are found, however, in E J NI GN, F BN,
where they are not considered as emendations, but well within
the limits of direct translation. E NA condenses & 75 EIKKAY&

Zv rjj +jpy  to ‘in that assembly’.
Acts 21: 2 I X+ov pj mp&w~w a&o& E AV, G L Z GN ;

Xywv ahoCs cL7j mpr+w~  Schmiedel E rel, F omn, G E J.
Most versions find it convenient to avoid a pedantic parallel
to the accusative and infinitive construction, and show sym-
pathy with Schmiedel’s emendation by making the object of
A&W an infinitive rather than a clause. E NA avoids the problem
by resetting the entire sentence.

I T i m .  4  : 3 ~cdudvmw  yap% &&~da~  G Lr5*5;  KW~~VTWV

yap& K&&WV c.b&ecdaL  Toup  E omn, F rel, G rel ; KW~V~VTWV
yap&v Kal y&o0ac  (or, 4 &T&as)  Hort F P. The participle
Kwhb7~  governs two infinitives in a way that makes no ap-
parent sense. Grammatically this is an example of zeugma, a
form of ellipsis (cf. BDF $479,  2). It has been dealt with by
translators in four different ways: (I) by retaining the ellipsis,
smoothing only the syntax slightly, e.g. G L15*5  ; (2) by con-
forming the second infinitive to the meaning required by its
governing verb of prohibition, e.g. E GN, F J M BN (also P,
following Hort), sometimes even repeating or rephrasing the
governing verb, e.g. E T, F 0 ; (3) by conforming the governing
verb and the first infinitive to the requirements implicit in the
second infinitive, e.g. F S, G L1Q5~s1Q75  GN ; and (4) by supplying
an appropriate and independent governing verb for the second
infinitive, following Toup’s emendation, e.g. E AVitaliCs  RVitaliCs
rel, GZ E J.

Heb .  2 :  g &ws xdpw~  860~  hip navrds y&qraL 0avdrou E
rel, F rel, G rel; transpose to follow 7jhamwpE;ov  Schmiedel
E NA GN, F BN, G Z”g. The sentence order of the Greek
text is followed by G Z, but a footnote recommends the emenda-
tion proposed by Schmiedel: ‘Die einzelnen Teile des Verses
standen  ursprtinglich  vielleicht in dieser Reihenfolge : “den
aber, der eine kurze Zeit unter die Engel erniedrigt worden  war,
damit er durch Gottes Gnade fur jeden den Tod Schmecken
sollte, Jesus, sehen wir urn seines Todesleidens willen  mit
Herrlichkeit und Ehre gekriint”  ‘. E GN, F BN, and also E NA
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in yet another way, rearrange the Greek sentence order in

translating, yet with no suggestion that they intend a departure
.from  the traditional order in their translation base.

Heb. I I : 4 ?rAdova  E NE NA T, G L15*5  ; +iova Cobet E RSV.
Zuntz cites a comparable example from Plutarch of &COTOV /
9unov.6  Only E RSV ‘more acceptable’ clearly adopts the
emendation proposed by Cobet. The implicit analogy of quan-
tity representing quality is made explicit (‘of greater value’)
in F S1962,1978 J, G J. It is uncertain which reading is represented
by the contextual adaptations ‘better’ in E J NI GN, F P BN,
G L1Q56s1Q75  GN, and ‘more excellent’ in E AV RV, F SlQlQJQ75
M, G Z.

I Pet. 3 : 7 OVyK~~pOVo'~ObS E rel, F rel, G rel ; 0V~KhpOVdp$~

Tregelles E J, F J, G J. The emendation evidently arises from
attraction to the parallel singular form in the &s clause im-
mediately preceding ; the plural form it displaces conforms to the
parallel plural form in the preceding paragraph (v. I).’

B. Resolving ambiguities
Acts 20 : 28 TOUA Xov E rel, F rel, G rel; 706 Xov utoov^ Knapp

E JmQ GN T, F J1Q55ma,1Q73 BN, G L1Q75  E GN, The traditional
text may be construed as meaning either ‘by his own blood’,
e.g. E rel (with GNmg  Tmg),  F J1Q55$1Q73mg  M P, G L15*5*1Q5Q  Z J ;
or ‘by the blood of his Own’, e.g. E RSVmg  NE”Q.8  The latter
interpretation is made inevitable when the emendation proposed
by Knapp is adopted.

I Cor. g : IO &TWS M~EL E AV RV NE, F S, G Z J ; TT~VTWS

06 A&yet Bois E rel, F rel, G rel. The traditional text leaves the
question entirely open : ‘Or is the reference clearly to ourselves ?’
(E NE). Most translators, however, have preferred to anticipate
the affirmative answer implied in the following 8~’ +.& y&p

<yp&b~, and translate with Bois : ‘Is there not an obvious reference
to ourselves?’ (E J).

Col .  I : 19 KaTotK+joab  E rel, F SQlQ  BN, G rel ; KaToLKiuaL
Venema E NA NI, F rel, G Z J. The traditional text E&%K7)(TEV

6 G. Zuntz, 2-h Text of the  E’istles  (London: Oxford University, Ig53), 285.
7 B. M. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the  Greek .h%w Testament (London/New

York: United Bible Societies, 197x),  690-I.
* Cf. also U. Wilckens, Das Neue Testament iiberset&  und kommentiert  (Hamburg:

Furche, IgTo), footnote reading: ‘die er durch das Blut seines eigenen (Sohnes)
erworben hat’.
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n&~ ~6 ~Arjpopa  KUTOLK+XU  may be construed with the subject of
the verb E&%Kr)(TEV identified as either (I) &&J Td mA+opa (nomi-
native), e.g. E RV”g RSV, F P ; or (2) implicitly as ‘the Father’.
In the latter instance n&v ~6 &jpopa (accusative) may be con-
strued as (a) the subject of the infinitive KUTOLK+UL,  e.g. E AV RV
N E J G N , F S 1910 G LlS46,1966

his fulness’), F B&, G LIQvs
, (b) adverbially, e.g. E T (‘in all

(‘mit seiner ganzen Ftille’) E GN,
or (c) as the object of the homophonic (?) infinitive KUTO~K~UCU,
e.g. E NA NI, F S1QQ2JQ7SJQ7Q  J M Pmg,  G Z J.

C. Contextual adaptation and interpretation
Matt. 6 : 18 T& & T@ K~J&&J E omn, F omn, G rel ; iv T@

~pv@dy  Wellhausen G Z”g. Many translators have been content
with a closely literal rendering : ‘to your Father who is in secret’,
e.g.EAVRVRSVT,FSlBs2JMPOBN;cf.GZEJGN
(‘[der] im Verborgenen ist’). Some qualify this expression
locally : ‘in the secret place’, e.g. E NE, F SlQlQJQ7S~(lQ78).  Others
have interpreted the phrase in a more specific way: ‘who
sees all that is done in secret’, e.g. E NE ; ‘who is hidden’, e.g.
E NA, G L15*s; ‘who is unseen’, e.g. E NI GN. Only G Zmg
omits the article before & T+ K~V~U&I  and translates adverbially
‘in secret to your Father’, following the emendation proposed
by Wellhausen and the analogy of D and the OL and OS
versions in v. 6.

Matt. 7 : 15 & &St;pcm E omn, F omn, G rel ; 2~ Gippuaw
Blass G E. Most translators render & &i%~ua~ 77pO~~TWV literally
and simply ‘in sheep’s clothing’, e.g. E AV RV RSV NA NI,
F S1Q1QJQQ2mgJQ75,  G L Z J. Some versions introduce slight varia-
tions : ‘dressed up like sheep’, e.g. E NE, F P 0 ; ‘disguised as
sheep’, e.g. E J T, F SIQTg  MIB@.  A few spell out the analogy
more explicitly : ‘looking like sheep on the outside’, e.g. E GN,
F MlB4t3., point to a specific characteristic : ‘looking like harm-
less sheep’, e.g. G GN ; or leave the suggestion implicit : ‘like
sheep’, e.g. F S1B78. G E follows Blass in strengthening the realism
of the metaphor : ‘in Schafspelzen’.

Matt. 8 : 30 ,w~pciv (see discussion) ; 06 pump& Beza (it vg)
E GN, F M, G GN. Some versions render pUKpdV  literally as ‘far’
without qualification, e.g. E AV RV NE, F S P, G L Z. For
stylistic reasons many versions have relativized the expression
to ‘some distance’ or ‘a certain distance’, e.g. E RSV J NA NI,
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F J O B N , G E J . From this to the emendation proposed by
Beza is no distance at all.

Matt. 23 : 8 ti&X$~l E rel, F omn, G omn ; pU87jTd Blass E
NA. ‘You are all brothers’ seems hardly to correspond ap-
propriately with ‘you have one teacher’. E NA follows Blass
and translates : ‘the rest are learners’.

Mark g : 23 74 E; S&q  E rel, F rel, G rel (see discussion) ; 71 T6

et S&q Blass E NI, F P, G LlQ5Q GN. Most versions (other than
E AV and G L15*5, which translate another text: et Gzhmm
ma&mx)  assume that Jesus here repeats the words of the
suppliant but doubting father, and punctuate accordingly. A
few spell out this assumption either briefly: ‘Si tu peux, dis-tu’,
e.g. F M 1B68 BN ; or at greater length : ‘Was heiBt hier : ‘ ‘Wenn
du kannst”? ’ e.g. G GN. E GN interprets differently: ‘Yes, if
you yourself can !‘Q

Mark I 5:42 &,bl~~  yevop&p E rel, F rel,Gomn  ;~~G~Lvo~&~s

Blass E NA NI GN(?), F M lB6*. By emending ‘when evening
had come’ to ‘as evening approached’, Blass and his followers
make more time available, if only a little, for the activities
narrated in w. 42-6 to be accomplished before sundown and the
beginning of the Sabbath.

John I : 18 ~OVO~W~S B&/d& E rel, F omn, G rel; povoymjs
0~06 Burney (cf. its Irenlae)  E NE, G Zmg.  Apart from the textual
alternatives of 0&s and vi&, the lexical alternatives of povo-
YEV+ as ‘only’ and ‘only begotten’ have been recognized. The
versions accordingly render variously: (I) ‘the only begotten
Son’, E AV RV NI”g,  G L1545$1B5Q J ; (2) ‘God only begotten’,
E Jmg NImg  ; (3) ‘the only Son’, E RSV J NI”Q, F S1B1QJQ62mgJB75mg
J M 0 BN, G Z Jmg GN ; (4) ‘the only God’, E RSV”g.  Recently
the possibility of construing ~OVO~EV~~S  substantively, with 8&s or
vi& standing in apposition, has produced the readings (5) ‘God
the only Son’, E NA NI GN, F S1QQ2JQ75JB7Q  P, G LlBT5 Emg  ; and
(6) ‘the only One, who is God’, E T, G E. Encouraged perhaps
by Burney’s conjecture, perhaps by the reading found in its (uni-
genitus  j2iu.s Dei),  or possibly even by two vg MSS (X gat) with
some scattered patristic support (unigenitus = 6 povo~~vrjs),  E NE
and G Zmg translate : ‘God’s only Son’?

9 Metzger, A Textual Commentary, IOO.
10 Ibid., 198.  [See Paul R. McReynolds,  ‘John I : 18 in Textual Variation and

Translation’, pp. I 05-18 above.]
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John 7 : 52 ~TPO+~T~S  E rel, F rel, G rel; d npo#+rlp Owen
(Pan*)  E NE NImg GN”g, F J1Q73,  G E. The discovery of MS
support for Owen’s conjecture of the specific d npo+rjrrlS  for
the generic rrpoqhj~~s  has led to its increased popularity among
recent translators.II

Rom. g : 31 vdpov  (Suca~0cr6vq~)  E rel, F omn, G rel (see dis-
cussion) ; SLK~LO~~~  Schmiedel G Zmg. Some versions avoid the
textual problem here by replacing the repeated Y&OV (&KULOC&

~9s) with the pronoun ‘it’, gaining rhetorical impact at the
expense of verbal parallelism with the Greek text, e.g. E N E
NI GN, G L1Q76. Others tend to paraphrase : ‘failed to do what the
Law required’, e.g. E J ; ‘hat dieses Ziel nicht erreicht’, e.g.
G GN. Only G Zmg  adopts the direct simplicity of Schmiedel’s
emendation.

2 Cor. 3 : 3 & d&v Kup%ucS  CNL~K&W  E rel, F omn, G rel ; &
KUp%ULS CXC~K~XS  Hort E GN T, F BN, G GN ; iv da&  0UpKbULS

Holwerda G Z. Most versions follow the traditional text quite’
literally, but a few soften the harshness of this awkward expression
by simplification.*2

I Tim. 5 : 13 c+pl  ~cddvovcnv  E omn, F omn, G Zmg rel ;
GEppZ h~v8dvovaw  Mangey G Z. Most versions translate with
very slight variation : ‘they learn to be idle’. G L1Q75  construes
the traditional text differently : ‘AuBerdem  sind sie muRig und
stets auf neue Lehren aus,  wenn sie von Haus  zu Haus  laufen’.
G Z accepts Mangey’s emendation and translates : ‘Zugleich aber
such laufen sie im geheimen mtil3ig  in den Hausern  umher’.
James Moffatt*s also accepts the emendation but construes
differently : ‘Besides, they become idle unconsciously by gadding
about from one house to another’-which suggests a possibility
that E NI (‘they get into the habit of being idle’; cf. F M BN,
G E J GN) may also be indebted to Mangey.

I Tim. 6 : 19 i?~,&~ov E rel, F S1Q1QJQ75  P, G rel ; K~_L+OV

Junius F SlQ6QJQ78  M 0 BN, G Z ; ambiguous E J, F J. Most
versions render &,&ALov in its usual meaning of ‘foundation’.
Junius’ proposed emendation ‘treasure’ conforms well with the
preceding th~er]oavp~~~v~aS  &UTOk,  but &@bov  can also mean
‘treasure’. E J and F J render ambiguously : ‘a good capital sum’.

11 Metzger, A Textual Commentary, 2 19. 12 Ibid., 577.
13 James Moffatt, 7% Bible, a Jvew Twzdation (New York/London: Harper,

1922,  revised 1935).
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2 Tim. 2 : I 2 ~VO$VO~EV  E omn, F Omg rel, G rel ; CWVV~O+~~~~

Price F 0, G J. The emendation proposed by Price is intended to
restore a close parallelism between the second and first lines of

the Faithful Saying.
Philem. g 7TpE0/%TqS  E AV RV RSV”g  J NI, F omn, G omn ;

rp~t$G~r]s  Bentley E RVmg RSV NE NA GN T. Bentley’s
suggestion that Paul described himself as an ‘ambassador of
Christ Jesus’ rather than as ‘an old man’ has been widely
accepted in English translations, but rarely elsewhere.14

Heb. 4 : 2 70;s &KO%~UCW  E rel, F rel, G rel ; 70;s dKO2bpU~

Bleek (cf .  ~KOVO&~CW  1912 Theomops)  E Jmg, F Jmg P, G Jmg.
WH agreed that ‘the most probable sense (in this very difficult
passage) would be supplied by a combination of uVvKEKEpUq_LbOIJS

with the slenderly supported reading 70;s ~KO?d?EhLY  (from ii.
I), which is possibly genuine’ .15 They also note that Bleek’s
emendation, which they attribute to Nosselt, has the further
advantage of accounting for 70;s ~~KO&~(TLV  as well. Only the
translator of F P seems convinced by this solution, and translates :
‘faute d’avoir ajoute foi a ce qu’ils  entendaient’.

2 Pet. 3 : IO E?$E+TUL,  etc. E rel, F rel, G rel (see discussion) ;

OZ?~  &pEf?+ETUC  Hort (sa) F Pmg BN, G Z E ; K~L&~CETUL  Eberhard
Nestle F 0, G LlQv5. The variety of readings preserved in the
MS tradition has invited further conjectures.16 Although the
traditional readings E6pE@?+TUL  (E RV”g NE Jmg  NI GNmg,
F S1Q’8mg  P, G Zmg  J”g), KUTUKC+ETUL  (E AV RV RSV NE”g J
NImg GNmg, F S J M Pmg Omg,  GL1545t1Q56  Zmg),  and &$Uvd~~OvTUL

(E GN, F Pm”) remain popular, more recent conjectures have
also found acceptance.

I John 5 : 20 & T& I@  dTOv^ ’ IqoouI  xp&uT@  E rel, F rel, G rel ;
add &TES  NE J NA T, F 
text & T$ vi+ stands in awkward parallel to & T+ &b$b&.  The
redundant 2v has also suggested an ellipsis, whether of E’a+
(coordinative, e.g. E AV RV NANI),  or of&Es (subordinative,
e . g . E N E J T , F M , G Z ) .

Jude 5 (6)  ~&plos/‘Iy a06S/d MS E rel, F omn, G omn ; d Hort

14 Cf. Wilckens’ translation: ‘als Beauftragter Christi  Jesu’, but with footnote:
‘ich, Paulus,  ein alter Mann’. See also Metzger, A Textual Commentary, 657.

15 B. F. Westcott and F. J. A. Hort, i’%z New Testament in the Original Greek
[II] Introduction, Appendix (2nd edn.; London: Macmillan, I8g6), 129.

16 Metzger, A Textual Commentary, 705-6.
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E RSV. The subject of a&as is almost universally identified
by translators as (6) K~~LOS in agreement with the Byzantine
text. The better supported reading ‘Iya06s  is noted only in the
margin in recent versions (E RVw RSVmg  NEW Jmg GNmg
T”g,  F J”“, G Emg  J”“), w 1h’le d &ds is noticed only by E RSVmg.
Hort’s conjecture is adopted only by E RSV.17

D. Literary criticism

Matt. 12 : 33 & Kapndv  E AV RV RSV NE NA, F S M ;
d KUpdS  Wellhausen E J NI T, F J P 0, G L Z E J. Wellhausen’s
emendation of the two phrases beginning with Kd 7th KUp7dV

to read in the nominative case is based on the assumption of
the author’s misunderstanding of an Aramaic usage, where the
KU~ properly introduces a conditional parataxis. E GN, F BN,
G GN recast the sentence to obscure this distinction.

Mark 6 : 20 KU; 6KO2hS  a&06  ~0% $T~~EL/&o&L  E omn,  F
omn, G rel ; omit Schmiedel (A geols*)  G Zmg. G Z follows the
traditional text, but calls attention in a marginal note to Schmie-
del’s proposal that the disturbing clause was probably in origin
itself a marginal note. Although an insertion here, he suggests
that it was a gloss on v. 16, intended as a reference to Luke
9: 7m

Luke 2 : I I X~LOT&  K~~LOS E rel, F omn, G rel ; xpccds  ~vplov

J. Weiss (i& syhspal  Diat Ephr) E NEmg, G Zmg.  The traditional
reading is peculiar here in the NT (cf. von Dobschiitz’s emenda-
tion 7; 7J%‘+U  K&p&OS f o r  76 m’+a KVplOV  i n  2  COr.  3  : 17).
Rahlfs has observed that in antiquity the form KV was used to
represent both K~~LOS and KVplOV.‘*

Rom. 7 : 25 Zpa oh a6ds  . . . vdpy  ~Q~aprlas  E rel, F rel, G
omn ; omit Michelsen / transpose to follow v. 23 Venema E
Jmg, F Jmg. The emendations proposed by Michelsen and Venema
are both represented in the marginal note of the Jerusalem
version, which reads : ‘this sentence, which would come more
naturally before verse 24, seems to have been added-perhaps
by Paul himself’.

Rom. 8 : 15, Gal. 4 : 6 a@u d ~u~rjp  E omn, F rel, G rel ; C#U

17 Metzger, A Textual Commentary, 725-6.
18 Ibid., 132; also A. Rahlfs, Septuaginta (Stuttgart: Wtirttembergische Bibel-

anstalt, rg33), 764, note in Lam. 4: 20, and Genesis (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, I g26),  2 I.
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Beza F BN, G Zmg.  Beza’s emendation is adopted only by F
BN, although G Zmg suggests that the repetition of the Aramaic
word in Greek may have been a marginal note which crept
into the text of a MS. Most versions preserve the first word in

the Aramaic form, repeating it in translation as though it were
a bilingual formula, but the punctuation of E NA implies that
the repetition is simply explanatory : ‘Abba !’ (‘Father !‘) ; cf. F
Synodale version : ‘Abba ! - c’est-a-dire : P&e! The bilingual
character of the expression is obscured in E GN: ‘Father, my
Father’.

E. Historical criticism

John 3 : 25 ‘IOV~U~OV  (or ‘10~8ulwv)  E rel, F rel, G rel ; ‘I~OOC

Bentley / 705 ‘Iycro~  Baldensperger / r&v ‘1yoouI  Oscar Holtzmann
E Jmg, F Jmg, G Jmg. The emendations proposed by Bentley,
Baldensperger, and Holtzmann transfer the controversy with
John the Baptist over purification (baptism?) from a Jew (or
Jews) to Jesus or to his disciples. This suggestion is attractive19
and makes excellent sense20  but for its lack of textual support.

John rg : 29 h&y  E rel, F rel, G rel ; 6aa@  Camerarius
(476*)  E NE Jmg, F M lg6amg P, G Jmg. The emendation ‘javelin’
for ‘hyssop’ has the advantage of practical realism as well as the
support of a MS, yet against it must be weighed the symbolic
associations of hyssop with the Passover. In consequence it has
recommended itself to few translators.21

Acts 16 : I 2 rrp&q T+ ~EPIGOS  E rel, F rel, G rel ; rjis  ~p&r)s

,w~IGos  Crell E GN T, F BN, G L1g7s  Z E GN. The emendation
proposed by Crell, which has been adopted with hesitation by
the UBSGNT (with square brackets, a class D decision), has
been favoured in several recent versions.22 F J observes in a
footnote that Philippi was a city in the first district of Macedonia,
but only as a historical comment, and not as a textual emenda-
tion.23

19 C. K. Barrett, 2% Gospel according to St John (London: SPCK, rg35), 184.
20 R. E. Brown, The Gospel according to John (i-xii) (AB 29; Garden City, N.Y.:

Doubleday, I gSS),  I 62.
21 Metzger, A fixtual Commentary, 253-4. The UBSGNT3  corrects the MS

attestation for t;au$i  to 476* alone.
22 Also adopted by E. Haenchen in Die Apostelgeschichte  (Gottingen: Vanden-

hoeck  & Ruprecht, rgjjg12),  431-2.
23 Metzger, A Textual Commentary, 444-6. [See Allen P. Wikgren, ‘The Problem

in Acts 16: x2’, pp. 171-8  above.1
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I I .  R E V I E W

The textual critic of the Greek NT is concerned with estab-
lishing the wording of the transmitted Greek text. Matters of
literary composition and the prehistory of documents are
properly left to literary, historical, and other specialists as he
proceeds to review the extant witnesses to the text (recemio),
weigh the claims to authenticity of the various forms of the text
that are exhibited (examin&),  and distinguish the earliest form
of the text, relying on disciplined common sense and taste to
identify the original form, or to reconstruct it when the earliest
preserved forms themselves show indications of disturbance
(emendatio).

The translator, on the other hand, begins with the text which
has been established by the textual critic. After first ascertaining
the meaning of this text, he then proceeds to express that
meaning as faithfully as possible within the linguistic patterns
and conceptual framework of another culture (the receptor
language). It is rare that a natural, clear, simple, and un-
ambiguous translation can be achieved subject to the require-
ment that the word order and grammatical structures of the
source language be reproduced in the receptor language.
Even the common vocabulary of a language can seldom be
translated faithfully into another language with mechanical
consistency. In translating the NT there are also decisions
involving broader contextual perspectives, such as consistency
with regard to proper names or other matters of interpretation.24
Back-translating may have a certain usefulness when a transla-
tion consultant is checking the accuracy of a new translation,
but it is a technique to be used with great caution in any attempt
to determine the text from which a translation was actually
made.

In reviewing the evidence presented in the preceding section,
we find that especially in group A the correspondence between
the Greek text and many of the versions in a number of the
passages is not always close and direct. Some of these examples

24 Thus E GN reads Priscilla (for P&a) in Rom. I 6: 3 and I Cor. 16: 19 to
agree with Acts 18: 26; E NE reads Salma (for Salmon) in Matt. I: 4,5 to agree
with I Chr. 2: I I. E T adds ‘The matter would never have been raised at all’
in Gal. 2: 4 to supply the main clause required by the following dependent clause,
‘had it not been that , . ,‘,
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reveal the tension between the principles of formal parallelism

and dynamic equivalence in translating, and call for under-

standing rather than correction. The desire for a logically

coherent translation has forced nearly all translators to com-
pensate for the ellipsis in I Tim. 4: 3. Again, the emendation
by Cobet in Heb. I I : 4 is brilliant, but it is difficult to be certain
how many of the versions are indebted to it. Certainly Tasker
is quite justified in identifying the text translated by E NE as the
traditional text in Matt. 2 : 6; 7 : 25 ; Acts 21 : 21; and I Tim.
4: 3, where it is in ostensible agreement with emendations.25

The emendations in group B attempt to solve particular
ambiguities presented by the traditional text. Here also it is
often impossible to assert with any confidence that a translator
is not actually interpreting the traditional Greek text when his
version is found to agree with a proposed emendation.

Group C represents the largest group of emendations, including
examples which are essentially concerned with matters of con-
textual smoothness, especially of particular verbal or grammatical
forms, whether simplifying a difficult or complex expression
(e.g. Rom. g : 3 I ; 2 Cor. 3 : 3 ; Jude 5), making a general or
vague expression more explicit (e.g. Matt. 23 : 8 ; Mark g : 23;
I John 5 : 20), finding a more precise word (e.g. I Tim. 6 : I g ;
2 Tim. 2 : I 2), or expressing theological matters with greater
lucidity (e.g. John I : 18; 7: 52; 2 Pet. 3: I O). Here again the
interpretational interest of a translator is sometimes evident
(e.g. Matt. 8: 30; 23: 8; Mark g: 23; Rom. g: 31).

The emendations in group D are concerned with the con-
textual appropriateness of whole statements rather than with
particular verbal or grammatical agreements (e.g. Mark 6 : 20 ;

Rom. 7 : 25), or with misunderstandings on the part of the
original author (e.g. Matt. 12 : 33) or of later scribes (e.g. Luke
2 : I I ; Rom. 8 : 15 ; Gal. 4 : 6). These go beyond matters lexical
and grammatical to the stylistic and editorial characteristics of
authors and scribes, and represent problems that are less dis-
tinctively translational.

The last group bears on matters that are neither translational
nor narrowly contextual and are concerned with historical
realism and probability. Here most versions are remarkably

25 R. V. G. Tasker, The Greek New Testament, Being the Text Translated in tb New
English Bible zg6z  (Oxford University/Cambridge University, 1964).
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conservative. Only one of the emendations reviewed has been
adopted in a significant proportion of the twenty versions we
have compared : the emendation proposed by Crell in Acts 16 :
12.

Two inferences are suggested by the above evidence and
review. First, that textual emendations have tended on occasion
to reflect the motivation and interests of the translator rather than
of the textual scholar, and second, that although the evidence
of the twenty versions and their revisions reviewed above
points to a recent increase in the popularity of some few con-
jectures (e..g. John 7: 52; Acts 16: 12; Col. I : 19; 2 Pet. 3: I O),

yet even among these none can claim to have achieved the
recognition of inevitability.

29. ’ The New Testament Greek Text
in the Third World

EUGENE A. NIDA

FO R most scholars the issues which reverberated around the
publication of the Westcott-Hort Greek text of the NT are a
thing of the past. For the most part, critical texts and transla-
tions based on them are largely taken for granted by informed
Protestant and Roman Catholic constituencies in Western
Europe, North America, and Japan. Increasingly, this is true of
Orthodox Churches which have been in continuous contact
with Western scholarship. But for the rest of the world-the
so-called ‘Third World’-and for an increasingly vocal minority
in North America, the Textus Receptus  (TR), as a reflection of the
Byzantine text, has become the rallying cry for a return to what
advocates insist is ‘biblical truth’.

The book Which Bible? edited by David Otis Fuller’ is typical
of the impassioned pleas by devout persons who are anxious to
defend the truth of their tradition. J. W. Burgon is the scholar-
hero of those for whom the ‘democratic principle’ of a majority
text seems to have such a broad appeal. By the process of
counting MSS rather than weighing MS evidence, one can
always justify the kind of traditional text which underlies the
King James Version. Fuller and those whom he quotes in
Which Bible? are really not so concerned with the history of the
TR, as with the value of such a text as a symbol of faith.

Those who have maintained a position of strict verbal in-
fallibility of the biblical text have often insisted that if God
went to so much trouble to produce an infallible text, he would
not have permitted the truth to be lost in the vast majority of the
MSS. And accordingly, the evidence of the Byzantine tradition
must be the only basis for a Bible-believing Church.

The acceptance of the Byzantine text is not made, however,

1 D. 0. Fuller, Which Bible? (Grand Rapids: Grand Rapids International
Publications, I gp).
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without the application of certain types of tests. One of the
most consistently employed tests is ‘doctrinal purity’. On the
basis of a series of traditional doctrines, for example, the deity
of Jesus Christ, the Virgin birth, bodily resurrection, and the
return of the Lord, the advocates of the Byzantine text insist
that one can test the validity of MS variants by selecting those
readings which are most in accord with such doctrinal positions.
Some advocates of the Byzantine text have contended that only
enemies of true faith would delete portions of the biblical text,
and therefore, the fuller (or conflated)  text is most likely to be
correct. For some persons, the consistency of textual evidence is
one of the most important tests for validating the true text,
since the Holy Spirit, as the one who inspired the NT writers,
would not have introduced expressions which were not in
complete harmony one with the other. Lastly, the test of the
‘easier reading’ is regarded by many as being of great im-
portance, since the original writers would certainly not have been
obscure in what they wrote. Therefore, the variant which is
easiest to understand is undoubtedly the correct one.

In view of the fact that such tests for textual validity have been
taught extensively by many dedicated and well-meaning mis-
sionaries in the Third World, it is little wonder that many local
people seriously mistrust any attempt to suggest that a so-called
‘critical text’ of the NT may be more correct and original.

In the case of the Russian Orthodox Church, problems of
textual criticism have been largely neglected, not because there
is no potential interest in such issues, but primarily because all
difficulties have presumably been resolved by pronouncements
of the Holy Synod. On one occasion during which a long dis-
cussion had been carried on between a representative of the
United Bible Societies and members of a prestigious theological
faculty in Russia concerning problems of the Greek NT text
and especially concerning differences between internal and
external evidence, the head of the NT department concluded,
‘But if the Holy Synod has declared what is the correct text, why
should New Testament Greek scholars waste their time thinking
about such matters?’

In the so-called ‘missionary world’, the problems of textual
studies and understanding are even more
Most early

difficult and complex.
missionary translations of the Bible were conformed
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to the texts underlying the Luther Version, the King James
Version, or in some instances the Vulgate. Such translations
were widely employed and in some instances even venerated,
since they were associated in many cases with the ministry of
early missionary pioneers.

During the first half of the twentieth century a number of
Bible revisions were made for languages in the Third World,
and many of these were greatly influenced by the English
Revised Version (ERV)  of I 885 and the American Standard
V e r s i o n  (AS’V)  of 1901, which reflected highly significant
attempts to represent a more scholarly Greek text. Unfortu-
nately, however, many of these missionary-sponsored transla-
tions or revisions were largely rejected-first, because in many
cases they employed the same principles of literal render-
ing which characterized the ERV  and ASV,  but, secondly,
because the people were never prepared to understand the
problems of textual analysis. Generally, there were no books
about textual criticism which local people could study, and
often missionaries rejected the idea of adding marginal notes
concerning alternative readings and renderings, since they felt
that the local people would never be able to understand such
notes. Furthermore, some of the missionaries engaged in the
production of such translations were criticized by members of
rival Christian groups as being ‘liberals’ and ‘modernists’,
and in some instances even ‘the tools of Satan’.

The problems involved in the use of critical Greek texts of the
NT became even more acute in some areas as the result of the
teaching of missionaries belonging to some of the very conserva-
tive independent missions, who drew their personnel largely
from Bible schools rather than from theological seminaries.
Such missionaries normally had no training in textual problems,
though they often had been exposed both directly and indirectly
to the viewpoints summarized in Fuller’s volume. A further
barrier to the acceptance of a more accurate Greek NT text
resulted from the teaching of the Bible as ‘the Word of God’
in the sense of being essentially ‘the words of God’. Such an
approach to the Scriptures often resulted in the local constituency
adopting attitudes which made open inquiry into textual prob-
lems an almost impossible task.

But despite the efforts of many persons to avoid the issues of
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text the problems simply would not go away. Persons knowing
two or more languages would compare the respective Bibles and
would inevitably question differences. Monolinguals also corn-
pared different versions in their own language and inevitably
insisted on knowing why there were differences. Persons who had
a somewhat Koranic view of the Scriptures insisted that if there
was uncertainty about the Greek text, then obviously everything
could be of doubtful validity. More perceptive persons insisted
on getting explanations, but many missionaries and church
leaders were simply not prepared to provide answers, in some in-
stances because they could not explain the problems, but often
because they did not wish to become involved in controversy.

For the most part there are five major types of textual problems
which have concerned the more alert local leadership: (I) the
omission of larger sections, such as Mark 16 : g-20 ; (2) the
loss of passages regarded as doctrinally important, such as I

John 5: 7b concerning the ‘witnesses in heaven’ (the loss of
which is regarded by some as ‘a sell-out to Jehovah’s Wit-
nesses’) ; (3) passages dealing with miraculous events, for ex-
ample, John 5 : 4 (concerning the angel disturbing the water
in the pool of Bethzatha) ; (4) the introduction of nonparallel
expressions, as in the Lucan form of the Lord’s Prayer ; and (5) the
omission of expressions having important ritual implications, for
example, Luke 22 : Igb-20.

Such alterations and omissions are often interpreted as being
strictly forbidden by the Scriptures themselves, as stated in Rev.
22 : 18-19.  In fact, in some instances highly gifted persons have
completely refused to have anything to do with revisions or new
translations of the Bible for fear of violating this biblical in-
junction.

In a sense the refusal by theologically conservative persons to
accept scholarly texts of the NT constitutes a strange anomaly.
Those who claim to be most concerned in maintaining a doc-
trine of plenary verbal inspiration should be precisely those most
interested in reconstructing the earliest form of the text, in other
words, in being able to recapture in so far as possible the form
of the text closest to the autographs. In reality, however, the
persons who reject critical texts must now defend the accumula-
tion of those scribal errors which seem to justify certain theo-
logical traditions.

New Testament Greek Text in the Third World 379

After World War II Bible translating, especially for the major
languages in the Third World, entered quite a new phase. No
longer were translations being made primarily by missionaries
with the assistance of ‘native informants’, for most of the im-
portant work was being increasingly done by national trans-
lators, with or without the assistance of missionaries serving
essentially as resource persons. The better-educated local
translators were obviously better prepared to translate meaning-
fully and effectively into their own mother tongues than mis-
sionary translators could ever do, and these same persons were
often quite reluctant to follow the less satisfactory textual
traditions which had been handed down to them in Bibles
which contained few if any notes as to alternative readings and
renderings.

Soon the Bible Societies became convinced that for the rapidly
growing number of translation projects, and especially for those
involving both Protestant and Roman Catholic translators, a
fully satisfactory Greek text was indispensable. Such a text
could not be a more or less mechanical result of comparing
existing scholarly texts, as had been the case with the Nestle
tradition. What was needed was a text which would reflect
the combined judgement of specialists in Greek NT texts,
which would concentrate attention upon those variants which
are exegetically important, and would evaluate for translators
the supporting evidence for one or another variant. It was
obvious that most translators were not in a position to make the
necessary textual decisions, and therefore, some thoroughly
scholarly help had to be provided.

To meet this need of translators working in more than 500
languages, the Bible Societies embarked on an ambitious
programme lasting some ten years and involving the dedicated
work of a highly qualified team of textual scholars : Kurt Aland
of the University of Mtinster, Matthew Black of the University
of St Andrews, Bruce M. Metzger of Princeton Seminary,
Allen Wikgren of the University of Chicago, to be joined for the
second and third editions by Carlo M. Martini of the Pontifical
Biblical Institute in Rome. The first edition of the Greek NT
(published in 1966) marked an important advance in NT
textual studies, and increasingly this text has been adopted
almost world-wide by translators and scholars. It is the same
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II.  INDEX O F  N A M E S  A N D  W O R K S
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34’3 351, 354, 3599360,363

Talmud b. 7u’an gb, 38 n. rg
- 6. Toma  21b, 3g n. 19
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Appian, 177 n. 24
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Corpus Hermeticurn, 2g n. 38
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Diodorus Siculus, 173 n. 7
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, I 73 n. 7
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Herodotus, 40 n. 31, 177 n. 24
Hesiod, 43
Hippocrates, 226-7, 228
Homer, 43
Horace, 40 n. 2g

Justin(us, Marcus), 172 n. 2

Livy, 40 n. 29, 172 n. 2
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Menander, 41 n. 33

Papyrus London 991, 43 n. 42
Phrynichus, 22 n. IO

Plato, 39, 226, 228
Plutarch, 39, 365
Polybius, 40, 177
Procopius of Caesarea, I 78 n. 26

Quintilian, 40 n. 2g

Sophocles, 41 n. 33
Strab0, 173, 177-8

Xenophon, 3g,224,227-8
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Acts of Peter, 320
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Ambrose, 61, 73, IIO n. 48, III, 112,

221 n. 4,2g8,304
Ambrosiaster, 112, 127, 219, 221, 302,

304
Amphilochius of Iconium, 320, 321-2
Anastasius II (Pope), 303
Anthimus of Nicomedia, 1og
Antiochus (St. Saba), 62
Aphrahat (Afrahat), I I I, 314, 316, 322
Apollonius, 2 I 2
Aristides, 321
Arnobius, 322
Artemon, 2 I 2
Asclepiodotus, 2 I 2
Asterius, rag
Athanasius, 109,260
Augustine, 8, IO, 11, 13, 62, 74, 112,

122, 135, 136, 138 n. I O, 139-41,
143, 286 n. 19, 298, 303 n. 25, 309

Barnabas, 5 n. g, 136
Basil, 62, 63, 74, 108, 109, IIO,  127
Basilides, 82 n. 25
Bede, 62

Carpus,  81
Cassian, John, 62, 63, 73, 74 n. 41
Cassiodorus, 221 n. 4, 249 n. 1g
Cerinthus, 82 n. 23, 205 n. 1g
Chromatius, 298, 303
Chrysostom, I I n. 21, 37, 44, 62, log,

125, 194,221
Clement of Alexandria, 7, I I, 61, 62,

78, 81-2, 108, 109, 201, 204, 205,
239,240, 242, 244% 252, 253

Clement of Rome, 5 n. g
Clementine homilies, 7, IO, I I, I 3,

133,322, 323 n. 67
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Constantine (Slavic), 345, 347-8
Gyl’rian,  81, 194, 297-9, 301-4,320
Cyril (Slavic), 346
Cyril of Alexandria, 63, 73, 87, g5 n.

21,g8, IOI n. 33, 108, 109, IIO, 127,
319 n. 44, 325 n. 2, 355

Cyril of Jerusalem, I IO n. 48, I I I, I 27

Demetrius, 260
Didymus, 108, 120, 124-5, 127

Ebionite Gospel, see Gospel of
Ephraem (Syrus),  g-14, 52, 84 n. 33,

107 n. 7, IIO n. 48, III, 122, 127,
154, 163 n. 17, 164, 166, 241, 305,
306, 307, 310, 315, 316, 322, 324,
329,370

Epiphanius, 7, 8, g, I I, 12, 84, 85 n.
-36, 87 n. 2, IOI n. 34, 108, IIO n.
48, 111, 127, 203-5, 212, 323 n. 67,
362

Epistula Apostolorum, 32 I

Eunomius C yzicenus , 1 og
Eusebian Canons, 37
Eusebius of Caesarea, I I n. 2 I, 67 n. 24,

87, 108, 109, IIO,  126, 127, 2og  n.
30, 212, 323 n. 67

Eusebius Vercellensis, I I I, I I 2
Eustathius of Antioch, I: og
Eustathius of Mzhetha,  313, 32 I

Evagrius, 62

Faustinus, I I 2
Fulgentius, 303 n. 25

Gaudentius, 298
Gospel of the Ebionites, g, 84-5, 310
Gospel of the Hebrews, g
Gospel of the Nazoreans, g, 84
Gospel of Thomas, IO n. 18, I I n. 20,

309, 311
Gregory of Elvira, I 12, 297 n. I, 298
Gregory the Great, 62
Gregory of Nazianzus, xog, 333
Gregory of Nyssa, 108, 109

Hadrian, 1og
Heliand, the, 307, 308
Heptateuch of Lyons, 298
Heracleon, go, 91-2, 95, 103, 108 n,

IO
Hermas, 5 n. g, 85 n. 37, 310
Hermophilus, 2 I 2

Hesychius of Jerusalem, 8, I I

Hilary, 53, I 12, 194, 297 n. I, 301
Hippolytus, 78,82, 1og,2 I 2 n. 38, 32 I,

322
Hymenaeus, 109, 202 n. 3, 210-x1

Ignatius, 80, 82 n. 22
Irenaeus, 7, 12, 78, 81 n. rg,  82, 107,

108 n. I I, 109, I IO, 204, 263, 367
Isaac of Antioch, 3 I 5 n. 16
Isaac of Nineveh, 324
Isidore (Gnostic), 82 n. 25
Isidore of Seville, I I

Jacob of Edessa, 341
Jacob of Maerlant, 307
Jacob Nisibis, I IO n. 48, I I I n. 54
Jean Mayragomec’i, 83
Jerome, 8, 10, 11, 36, 37, 63, 74-5,

84 n. 31, 112, 113, 122-3, 127, 219,
239,298,362

John the Armenian, 83
John of Damascus, 62
Julian the Apostate, 81, 1og
Justin Martyr, 77, 82, 84, 310, 320

Lactantius, 297 n. 1
Liber Comicus  (see Index IIIB, codex

t, Old Latin)
Lucian of Antioch, 21 I, 261
Ludolph of Saxony, 306,308,3  I o

Macarius, see Ps-Macarius
Manichees, 3og
Marcion,  3, 6, 7 n. I I, g, 11-14,  78,

186, 188-9,  201, 203-5, 209, 212,
221

Marcosians, 7, I I, 12
Marius Victorinus,  301, 303
Maximinus, 301 n. 20
Maximus  of Turin, I 12
Melito, 32 I

Methodius (Slavic), 345-8
Methodius Olympius, 323 n. 67
Montanus (Montanism), 160, 165, 168,

170
Moshe ofAgge1,  325 n. 2

Naassenes, 322
Nazoreans, see Gospel of
Nestorius, 109, I IO n. 48, 329
Nilus,  62
Nonnus, I IO n. 48
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Old Roman Symbol, 144
Olympiodorus, 63, 73
Origen, 7, 10-12,  27 n. 31, 36, 37 n.

11, 62, 63, 66-7, 73, 78, 81, 82, 87-
104, 108, 109, I IO n. 47, n. 48, III,
123-4,  127, 194, 201, 205, 2og--IO,
211, 212, 260, $23 n. 67, 355

Orsisius, 239
Ostromlr Gospel, 347-8

Papias, 38
Passion of St. Arcadius, 304 n. 28
Paul of Edessa, 331 n. 30, 333, 334 n.

40, 340, 341
Paul of Samosata, 202 n. 3, 210, 211
Paul of Tella,  334 n. 40, 341
Pelagius, 53
Pepysian Harmony, 308, 3 IO

Petrus Comestor, 3 10
Philoxenus, 325-43

Phoebadius, I I 2

Polycarp of Mabbug, 325-43
Polycarp of Smyrna, 81
Possidius, 61, 73
Pro&s,  1 og
Promissionibus, de, I 4 I
Ps-Athanasius, I 09-1 I

Ps-Augustine, 302
Ps-Basil, 62, xog
Ps-Bonaventura, 307
Ps-Clement, see Clementine homilies
Ps-Cyprian, 122, 3 10
Ps-Dionysius, 1 og
Ps-Ephraem, 3 I 5
Ps-Idacius Clarus, I I 2

Ps-Ignatius, I IO n. 48, I I I
Ps-Jerome, 53
Ps-Macarius, 62, 221 n. 4, 232 n. 32,

305,306  n. 4,309
Ps-Oecumenius, 240, 241
Ps-Pelagius, 298
Ptolemy, 108 n. IO

Rhymebible, 307
Romanos (Melodos) , 305-1 I

Rufinus, 108 n. 13, 298

Sabanidze, Johannes, 3 14, 32 I

Saelden Hort, 308
Samuel (Kartli), 314
Savva’s Book, 347-8
Sedulius-Scotus, 195 n. 46
Serapion, 108, 109, I IO

Severian, 109

Tatian  (also see Index IIIB,  Diates-
SarOn),  122, 305-11, 314, 323

Tertullian, 6, g, 12, 78, 82 n. 26, I 12,
139, 140,221, 297 n. I, 322

Theodore of Mopsuestia, 84, 109, 369
Theodoret, xog,  IIO
Theodotus, 108 n. IO, 212
Theophilus of Antioch, 37
Theophylact, 240, 241
Thomas of Harkel, 325-43
Titus of Bostra, 108 n. 15

Valentinus (Valentinians), 81, 82 n.
25, 107, 108 n. IO, n. 22

Victorinus  of Pettau, 297 n. 1, 301
n. 20

Victorinus  of Rome, I IO n. 48, I I I,
112

Vigilius of Tapsa,  I I I, I 12, 141
Vita Rhythmica, 307, 308, 310

Zacharias  Chrysopolitanus, g, IO-I I

Zen0  of Verona, 297-304
Zephyrinus, 2 I 2
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Abbot, E., 105, 107 n. g, 108 n. IO,
n. II,~. 15, III, 112 n. 56, 113

Abbott, E. A., g5 n. 21
Abel, F.-M., 40
Abuladze, I., 314 n. II, 316, 318 n.

36, 319 n. 45, 323 n. 67, n. 68, 324
Aland  K. (also see Index IIIc, Nestle-

Aland), 16, 23 n. 14, 47, 74 n. 41,
84 n. 30, 120, 128, 304 n. 26, 346 n.

3, n. 6, 379
Alford,  H., 64 n. 13, n. 14, 65 n. 18,

117, 177 n. 24
Allen, W. C., 37, 51 n. 12, 60 n. 23
Allenbach, J., 21 I n. 35
Allo, E.-B., 222 n. 5, 224 n. 14, 227

n. 22
Anderson, H., 64 n. 13
Arndt, W. F., see under Bauer-Arndt-

Gingrich
Augsten, M., 64, 66

Baarda, T., 107 n. 7, III n. 54, 314,
316, 322

Bachmann, H., 47
Bachmann, P., 2og n. 31
Baker, A., 64, 66, 71 n. 35, 72 n. 37
Bakker, A. H. A., 8 n. 13
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Baldensperger, G., 3 7 I

Baljon, .J. M. S., 352
Balogh, J., 281-3, 285-6
Bandstra, A. J., 207 n. 19, 208 n. 26
Barbel, J., 1og n. 37
Barclay, W., 64 n. I 3
Bardy, G., rag  n. 22, 21 I n. 35, n. 36
Bareille, G., g2 n. 23
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223, 224 n. ‘7, 234 n. 35, 37’ n- 19

Barth, G., rg n. 4
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Baumert, W., 223, 232
Baumstark, A., 305
Baur, F. C., 215
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P
75

P77

P7a

P
80

P
87

239,241-7,249--5o,252-3,258,
263, 284 n. 15, n. 18, 285, 286 n.
22, 287 n. 23

287 n. 26
53, 72, 73, 78, 87, 97, 98, 105,

106, 125, 130, 181, 183, 258, 262,
263, 267, 269, 272-3, 274, 284 n.
16, n. 18, 285, 286 n. 21, 287 n.
25, n. 26, n. 27, 288, 292, 350, 355

265, 273
265
269, 274
264

D (06, Claromontanus) 181-3, 195-6,
205, 219, 221, 223, 230 n. 2 8 ,
300

E (08) 205, 223
F (09) 13
F (010) 205, 219, 221,194, 195,

223,273
G (012) 181, 182, 183, 194, 195,

196, 205, 219, 221, 223, 230 n. 28,
273, 3oo

H (013) 170
K (017) 50, 51-2, 55, 57, 58, 87,

127
K (018)  181,  223,244,252
L (019) 50, 58, 64 n. I 2, 87, 106,

126
L (020) 170, 182, 193 n. 36, 194,

195 n. 45, n. 47, 223, 244, 252
0 (023) 44
P (024) 41,5o

8 (01, Sinaiticus) 23, 25-30, 43, P (025) 181, 193 n. 37, 194, 195 n.
48-53, 55, 64 n. 12, 66, 87, 88, 47, 196 n. 49, 223, 244,252
97, IOI n. 33, 106, 114, 125, 160, Qb6) 41
162, 164-6, 168-70,  181-3,  195 n. R (027) 170
44, 205, 212, 223, 230 n. 28, 239, T (029) 125, 170
242-5, 247-8, 250, 252-3, 269, U (030) 269
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W (032, Washingtonianus) 50, 51,
54, 5 8 ,  97, 114, 126, 181, 183,
323

x (033) 58, 127
r(036)  52
A (037)
@ (038)

5% 5I--2,605  127, 370
28,  5% 51,  54, 55, 58-60,

8 7 ,  9 7 ,  126, 182, 27%  2 7 3 ,  308
n. 8

l-I (041) 50, 57, 58, 127
x (042)  44
y (044) 7 %  127, I93 n. 36, 195 n.

45, n. 47,308  n. 8
fi (045) 127
046 4-I
070 125
0162 270,273
0189 258, 270, 273
0209 193 n. 36, 195 n. 45
0212 258,266, 274
0220 258,271,  273
0250 126
Family I 58, 127
Family 13 51~58, 126,323
I 41

2
193 n. 37, 195 n. 47, 196 n. 49
194

28 50, 126
33 50~  127,  I93 n. 37, 194, ‘ 9 5  n.

4 7 ,  I96 n. 49, 205, 252
38 68-g
69 I94
81 195 n. 44
88 219
104 195 n. 47, 196 n. 49
124 127
130  41
181 193 n. 36, 195 n. 45
206 194
246 127
255 194
256 194
326 193 n. 36, 194
436 194
460 194
472 53
476 371 n. 21
565 51, 54,58-60,  127
579 127
614 194
623 194
629 196  n. 50
630 195 n. 44

642 194
652 126
678 41
7oo 54,593  125
828 127
892 50, 7% 127
1009 ‘27
1010 127
1079 127
II95 126
1216 127
1223 269
1230 127
1241 72
1242 127
1245 194
1253 ‘27
1293 43
1313 126
1321 125
1342 127
1344 127
1424 7, 9, 126
1518 194
1546 127
I 646 127
1689 ‘27
1739 193, 194,  I95 n. 44,  201,  902

no 3, 205, 209
1758 ‘94
I 78~1 126
2145 43
2174 127

b. Old Latin

a (Vercellensis) 13 n. 24, 65, 107,
112, 114, 310

ar (Armachanus) 219
aur (Aureus Holmiensis) g7
b (Veronensis) 65,304
/3 (Carinthianus) 370
c (Colbertinus) 61, 69,97
d (Bezae Cantabrigiensis) 141, 164

n. 19
d (Claromontanus) 195 n. 46, 219,

221
e (Palatinus) 13 n. 25, 41365,  355
e (Bodleianus Laudianus) 219,221
f (Brixianus) 13 n. 25, 74, 97
f (Augiensis) 194,219
ff, ffr (Corbeiensis I) 13 n. 25,23,41
ffs (Corbeiensis II) 41,653  121
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g (Sangermanensis) 195 n. 46, 219,
221,  31%  323

gat (Gatianum) 121, 308 n. 8, 367
gig (Gig=) 136,  139-41,  143,  164

n. 19
h (Floriacensis) 304
i (Vindobonensis) 13 n. 25,65
1 (Rehdigeranus) 13965
m (Speculum) 221
p (Mulling) 63, 74 n. 41
p (Perpinianus) 140,  149
q (Monacensis) 74, 107,367
q (Frisingensia) 194
r1 (Usserianus I) 653355,370
r* (Usserianus II) 13 n. 25
t (Liber Comicus) 141, 246

c. Vulgate
A (Amiatinus) 174
E (Egertonensis) 41
F (Fuldensis) 122, 213, 219, 305,

308
G (Sangermanensis) 302
L (Lichfeldensis) 41
R (Rushworthianus) 41
X (Corporis Christi) 106-7, I 12,

367
0 (Theodulphianus) 174
c (Colbertinus) 174
q (Par. lat. 343) 149
w (Wernigerodensis) 149
Par. lat. 342 174
Par. lat. 1 1505a 174

d. Coptic

N 68
JI 68
copes’ 149, 166

e. Syriac

SYC  97
SYS 65, 121, 308
Crawford Apocalypse 326 n. 5
Pocock Epistles 326 n. 5

B. VE R S I O N S

A r a b i c  107
Armenian g n. 14, IO n. 19,  36,68,

74, 126, 166, 195 n. 47, 196  n. 49,
201,  314,  355

Coptic 36, 97, 107,  195 n. 44, 201
Bohairic 68, 73, 107,  126
Sahidic 73,  107,  118,  126,  246

Diatessaron (also see Index II, S.V.
Tatian) 3, 10 n. 18, 12~37,  77,
84, 85, 107, I I I, 112, 122, 126,
266,305-I 1, 313-24,370

Arabic 122, 127
Armenian 313
Dutch 1 2 2  n. 7, 305, 307,  308

n. 8, 323
Icelandic 309
Latin 122, 305-g
Liege 8, g n. 15, I I, 122 n. 7,307
Persian 122, 127, 305,  307
Tuscan 323
Venetian 8, I I, 305-6

Ethiopic 73, 107,  201
Georgian 68, 74, 126, 166, 313,

314,323-4,370
Gothic 126
Latin, Old 52, 73, 84, 97, 108  n.

11, 114, 139, 140, 141, 175, 217,
219, 249 n. 19, 297-304,  305,  310,
318 n. 34,366

Vulgate 6, 11, 41, 62, 74, 97,
107, 112, 113, 121, 122, 141, 149,
174, I95 n. 4 4 ,  219,  2 4 9  n. 19,
304,307,3662  377

Old High German 53, 1742305-6
Old Latin, see Latin, Old
Old Slavonic 345-8
Provensal 53, 174
Syriac 5, 27 n. 31, 68, 74-5, 107,

201, 217,326
Harclean 74, 106, 126, 163, 164

n. 19,1667,  169, 325-43, 355
Old Syriac 23 n. 14, 36, 126,

141, 308,  315, 366
Palestinian 68, 74, 308 n. 8
Peshitta 97, 106, 118, 126, 141,

175,  194, 1 9 5  n. 44,  315-16,
324, 327-9, 333, 336, 338 n. 52,
341,343

Philoxenian 149,246, 325-43
Vulgate, see under Latin

C. ED I T I O N S

Bover 16, 25, 35 n. 3, 44, 64, 117,
128,  241,  257

Bover-O’Callaghan 128
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Diglot,  Greek-English 25,29 n. 38,
35n.3,44,117

Kilpatrick (also see Diglot) 240,349
Lachmann 25, 201,  349
L a g r a n g e  6 5
Legg 355
Merk 16, 25, 35 n. 3, 44, 65, 117,

129, 241
Nestle 64, 117, 128, 174, 240, 361,

362,363,369,379
Nestle-Alandas 15, 25,26,29  n. 38,

30, 32, 35 n. 3, 44, 128, 149 n. II,
174,379

Nestle-Alandss 47, 120 n. 3, 128,
257,264-72

Panin 25, 117
Soden,  see under von Soden
Souter 16,25,35  n. 3,44,  I 17, 240
Tasker 35 n. 3, 107  n. 8, 117, 12%

240
Textus Receptus 15, 16, 24, 26,

240, 242 n. 3, 250, 375
Tischendorf 15,  23, 25, 35, 37, 44,

64, 83, 94 n. 1% 117, 128, 221,
241, 257

Tregelles 117, 241,365
UBSGNT 23, 25, 26, 30, 37, 44,

47-60, 62, 64, 73, 75, I 17, 175 n.
20,188,  199,346,347,371,379--8o

UBSGNTl 16,5o,  230 n. 28,379
UBSGNT’ 50,379
UBSGNT3 16, 35, 47, 48, 49, 56,

57, 88, g4 n. 19, 108 n. I O, n. 12 ,

IL 15, 110, III, IIOn. 3 ,  1 2 8 ,  1 7 5
n. 20, 201, 221, 230 n. 28, 257,
371 n. 21,379

Vogels 16,64,  117, 130
von Soden 16, 17, 23, 25, 26, 29 n.

38, 35, 44, 64, 68, I 17, 129, 240,
264-72, 274

Weiss 15, 25, 65, 117, 127-8,  240
Westcott-Hort 15, 16, 17, 23, 25,

35,44,65, 73,88,89, 94, 96, 102,
117, 127 n. 27, 128, 205, 223 n.
10,240,  375

Weymouth 17 n. 2

D. TR A N S L A T I O N S

ASV [American Standard Version]
6 4  n. x5,88,  117,  118,240,377

AV [Authorized Version], see under
KJV

Ballantine 65 n. 20
Barclay 64 n. 15, I 17,240
Beck 64 n. 15, 117
Berkeley 118
Bonnes  Nouvelles  Aujourd’hui 362-7 I
Byington 117
Centenary 117
Concordant 1x7
Confraternity 64 n. 15
Diglot,  Greek-English, see under Editions
Douay-Rheims 118
Einheitsiiberset~ung 362-7 I
Estes 64 n. 15
Ferrar-Fenton 118
GNB [Good News Bible] (see also TEV)

362-71, 372 n. 24
Goodspeed 117, 240
Greber 65 n. 20
Gute Nachricht 362-7 I
JB [Jerusalem Bible] 65 n. 20, 118,

241, 362-71
Jerusalem [French] 362-7 I
Jerusalem [German] 362-7 I
Jordan [Cotton-Patch] 118
KJV [King James Version] 64n. 15,

118, 2;.n3612;71, 375,377 - -
Kleist .
Klingensmith 65 n. 20, 117
Knox 64 n. 15,241
Lamsa 118
Living Bible 240
Luther 26o,362-71,377
Maredsous 362-7 I
Marrow 117
Mercier 117
Moffatt 23, 63, 69, I 17, 118, 240,

368
Montgomery 64 n. 15
Murdock 118
NAB [New  American Bible] 64 n. 15,

117,241,362-71
NASB [Jvew  American Standard Bible]

65 n. 20, 117
NEB [Jvew  English Bible] 23, 64 n.

15, 117, I 18, 129,  161, 167-8,
170, 240,362-71,  372 n. 24

Jvew  World 65 n. 20
NIV [New  International Version] 64

n. 15, I 17,240,362-71
Panin 117
Phillips 65 n. 20, I I 7, 240
PlCiade 362-7 I
Rieu 64 n. 15
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Riverside 117 GNB) 23, 64 n. 15, 117, 134,
RSV L[Revised  S tandard Version] 175 n. 20, 240

23, 64 n. 15, 72, 117, 133, 134, Traduction  oecumt!nique  d e  l a  B i b l e
‘371 138, 14% ‘43, ‘44, 161,  17% 362-7 I
241, 362-71 Translator’s 64 n. 15, 117, 362-71,

RV [Revised Version] 64 n. 15,88, 372 n. 24
117,362-71,  377 Twentieth Century 65 n. 20, 117

Schonfield 117 V e r k u y l  64”. 1 5
Segond 362-7 I Weymouth 64 n. 15,240
S p e n c e r  1 1 7 Williams, C. B. 65 n. 20
Swann 117 Williams, C. K. 64 n. 15, 117
Synodale  (French) 371 Wuest 65 n. 20
TEV [Today’s English Version] (see also Zurich 362-7 I

I V . S U B J E C T S (Text-Critical)

Alexandrian tex t  (=  Egypt ian ,
‘Neutral’, Old Uncial), 36, 56, 68,
71 n. 34, 72-5, 83, 98, 106-7,  138,
141-3, 147-57,160-g,  171, 175,178,
201, 205,25g-61,272-3,346

Assimilation, 26, 39, 42, 49, 52, 55,
57-8, 59, X14-15,  141, 149, 163,
287-8, 365; see also Harmonization

Atticism, 287, 292
Byzantine text (= Koine),  36, 68, 73,

106, 126, 192-3,  195-6,  205, 25g-
62,273,346,375-6

Caesarean text, 36, 106, 272, 323
Colophon, 326, 327 n. 13, 328
Conflation,  57,  58,  64-6,  69, 71,

94 n. 19, 107, 118, 175, 193, 195-6,
243-4~246,376

Conjecture, 42-3, 114, 149, 152, 171,
173-6,178,248,25  *,347-6o,361-74

Copyist, see Scribe
Dictation, 279-95
Dittography, 25, 241-5, 289
Eclectic method, 48, 49, 52, I I 6, 148,

357
Egyptian text, see Alexandrian text
External evidence, 35-6, 37,44,48,  53,

54, 57, 58, 65-6, 75, 88, 89-90, 98,
102, 105-6,  114, 116,  117, 118, 205,
209,212,221-2,237,250,  252

Gloss, 37, 45, 64, 70,  78-g  162, 163,
219-20,370,  371

Hapax legomenon, 39,  155, 224
Haplography, 26, 175, 241-2, 246, 250

Harmonization, 12,22,26,37,38  n. 17,
42, 43, 44, 49, 52, 54, 55, 59, 79,84,
86, 101, 107,  263, 287-8, 293, 314;
see also Assimilation

Homoeoarcton, 65, 69, 289
Homoeoteleuton, 25, 42, 69, 289,  290,

291
Internal evidence, 37 n. IO, 45, 48, 57,

77, 102, 105, I 14, 116, 118, 205, 212,
221-2, 247, 250, 251 n. 22, 252; see
also Intrinsic probability and Tran-
scriptional probability

Intrinsic probability, I I 5-18, I 48, 2og ;
see also Scribe

Itacism, 180-1,  286, 363
Latinism, 175
Lectio  breviorpotior, 26, 48 n. 8, 64, 6g-

7% 72
Lectio d$cilior potior,  26, 64, I 14, 125,

126, 247,316
Lectiofacilior, 130, 224 n. 16, 226, 326
Lectionary text, 36, 345-8
‘Miinster  text-theory’, 25g-60,262,  265
‘Neutral’ text, see Alexandrian text
Orthography, 154, 17g-82,267,286-7,

292-3; see also Itacism
Papyri, 39, 41, 263-74, 289; see also

individual pahyri (Index III)
Patristic citation, nature of, 12-14, 67,

IOI n. 34, 110-13, 118,  205  n. 13
Readings; see also Lectio brevior, Lectio

da$cilior, Lectio facilior
reading, majority, 53, 130
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Readings (cont.) :
reading, older, 98, 102, 130
reading, singular, 68, 257, 265-72
reading, smoother, 88, 130, 247,

373
reading that explains another/the

others, 25-6, 55-6, 58, 64, 65, 69,
70, 102,  114,  120,  130, 223-4,226,
243-52247-8,  250,356

Scribe, scribal alteration (deliberate),
25~ 37, 43, 48 *. 8, 4950,  51, 53,
55,563 58,59-6o,  65,693 7r-2,78,
IOI,  114, rg6,  203, 209, 286, 289,
293,358-g

scribal error, 14, 24, 25, 26, 43, 52,
65, 68-9, 78, 96, 98, 107, 114-16,
125,  149,  167,  ‘74, 244, 278-82,
286-9,291,  294,300,  35’9  378

scribal habits/activity, 13 n. 27, 25,
51-4,  56-60, 114-16,  180-2,  219,
226,24r-7,263,277-95,352,358-
60,373

Scriptorium, 260-2, 292, 293
Semitism, see Style, Semitic

Style, author’s, 16, 18-2 I, 24, 25, 27,
28-33,499  w-2,56,57,58,59,60,
64, 70, 72, g8-ror,  102, 116,  130,
148,  150-7,  162-5,  r 70, r 7 6 ,  196,
222,  224-6, 228-33, 237, 354,
357-8, 373

Semitic, 50, 51, 52, 55, 56, 59, 370
Text-type, 259-62, 273, 323; see also

Alexandrian, Byzantine, Caesarean,
‘Western’ texts

Textual criticism and literary criticism,
147-57

Theological tendency in readings, 13-
14,  5 5 ,  115, 148, 159-60,  165-6,
168-70,  I 76 n. 23, 204-5, 209,  2 I I-
12,  294, 373

Transcriptional probability, 75, 98,
101-2,  196;  see also Scribe

Variant, see Readings
Western non-interpolations, 53, 6g
‘Western’ text, 35, 36, 54, 69, 79, 122,

131  n. 3 ,  134-45,  147-57,  159-69,
173, x95-6,  205, 213, 217, 220,
222-3, 261-3, 268, 270, 272-3


